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I, Kenneth C. Heck, being duly sworn, do hereby state as follows: 

1. My name is Kenneth C. Heck. I am employed by the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission as a Quality Operations Engineer in the Quality Assurance and Safety 

Assessment Section, Quality Assurance, Vendor Inspection, Maintenance & Allegations 

Branch, Division of Inspection Program Management in the Office of Nuclear Reactor 

Regulation. I am responsible for reviews of submittals involving quality assurance for 

design, construction and operations. In addition, I have thirty years of experience in the 

commercial nuclear power field, including design engineering, system engineering, and 

oversight of nuclear safety programs. This includes active participation in construction 

activities, including design engineering and startup testing. I have eleven years of direct 

involvement in startup or restart of commercial nuclear reactors. A statement of my 

professional qualifications is attached hereto.
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2. The purpose of my testimony is to address the Atomic Safety and Licensing 

Board (Board) concerning Technical Contention 3. as set forth in the Board's Memorandum 

and Order (Ruling on Standing and Contentions) dated July 12, 1999. Carolina Power & 

Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-99-25, 50 NRC 25 (1999).  

Specifically, this affidavit addresses the first paragraph of the contention, as it relates to 10 

C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, Criteria XIMI and XVII: 

CP&L's proposal to provide cooling of pools C & D by relying upon the use 
of previously completed portions of the Unit 2 Fuel Pool Cooling and 
Cleanup System and the Unit 2 Component Cooling Water System fails to 
satisfy the quality assurance criteria of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, 
specifically Criterion XIII (failure to show that piping and equipment have 
been stored and preserved in a manner that prevents damage or deterioration) 
... and Criterion XVII (failure to maintain necessary records to show that all 
quality assurance requirements are satisfied).  

This affidavit also addresses the third paragraph of the contention: 

The Alternative Plan submitted by Applicant is also deficient because 15 
welds for which certain quality assurance records are missing are embedded 
in concrete and inspection of the welds to demonstrate weld quality cannot 
be adequately accomplished with a remote camera.  

3. By letter dated December 23, 1998 (Exhibit 1), the Carolina Power & Light 

Company (the Licensee) requested an amendment to Facility Operating License NPF-63 for 

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant to place spent fuel pools C and D in service in order to 

increase the spent fuel storage capacity of the facility. Further information was provided in 

letters dated April 30, 1999 (Exhibit 2) and October 29, 1999 (Exhibit 4). An on-site 

inspection was conducted from November 15-19, 1999, and an inspection report was issued
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on December 28, 1999. (Exhibit 4). The purpose of the inspection was to assess the 

implementation of the construction quality assurance program in the construction of spent 

fuel pools C and D, evaluate the alternative weld inspection program and evaluate the plans 

for commissioning the equipment for the C and D spent fuel pools. (Exhibit 4, page 1). The 

inspection team members were two Region II inspectors with considerable experience in 

evaluating sites during the construction phase (William Crowley and Joseph Lenahan) and 

Don Naujock and myself from Headquarters.  

4. The spent fuel storage facility at Shearon Harris is located in the fuel handling 

building. The two pools at the south end of the building are referred to as pools A and B.  

The two pools at the north end of the building are referred to as pools C and D. Shearon 

Harris was originally designed as a four unit site. Pools A and B were to serve Units 1 and 

4; pools C and D were to serve Units 2 and 3. Construction proceeded on the four unit site 

until December 1981, when the licensee informed the NRC that Units 3 and 4 had been 

canceled. (Exhibit 5). NUREG-1038, "Safety Evaluation Report related to the operation of 

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2," dated November 1983, concluded that 

Units 1 and 2 could be operated by the applicant without endangering the health and safety 

of the public (Exhibit 6, page iii). However, Unit 2 was canceled soon afterward, leaving 

Unit 1 as the only unit to be completed and licensed, with commercial operation beginning 

in May 1987 (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 8, page 1 -2 of 13). The cancellation of Unit 2 is also 

discussed in a December 21, 1983, letter from the Counsel for the applicants to the ASLB 

(Exhibit 7). The construction permit for Units 2, 3, and 4 expired on June 1, 1986, June 1,
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1990, and June 1, 1987 respectively. Federal Register Notice of Issuance of Construction 

Permits, 43 Fed Reg 4465 (1978). (Exhibit 8.) 

6. Pools C and D are described in the Final Safety Analysis Report for Unit 1, page 

9.1.3-1 (Exhibit 9). The proposed license amendment would authorize the licensee to expand 

the storage facility by placing pools C and D in service. (To facilitate the clarity of 

subsequent testimony, I may refer to pools C and D as the Unit 2 pools and to pools A and 

B as the Unit 1 pools.) 

7. Units 1 and 2 were constructed during the same period in accordance with a 

single quality assurance program. The licensee has submitted a copy of the QA program for 

control of ASME code-related activities, which was in effect during the construction phase 

(Exhibit 2, Enclosure 5). This quality assurance program applies to the equipment and 

piping being discussed as part of this amendment.  

8. My testimony addresses the substantiating evidence that provides reasonable 

assurance that the welds were completed in accordance with applicable regulatory 

requirements and, consequently, provide an acceptable level of quality and safety.  

Acceptability of the Unit 2 Fuel Pool Cooling System for Unit 1 Service.  

9. A significant portion of the equipment for fuel pools C and D was installed 

during original construction in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This equipment was procured 

and installed to applicable quality assurance requirements. System piping and large 

equipment, such as the fuel pool cooling heat exchanger, have been stored in-place in the fuel 

handling building since cancellation of Unit 2 in 1983. Smaller components, such as pump
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motors, have been maintained under controlled storage. The systems were being installed 

under the Unit 2 construction permit, which expired on June 1, 1986 (Exhibit 8) and has 

never been incorporated into the operating license for Unit 1.  

10. According to the licensee's application, the Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup 

System (FPCCS) and associated Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) piping will be 

completed in accordance with the CP&L quality assurance program (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 

1, page 5 of 6). A copy of the licensee's QA program applicable to completion of these 

systems has been submitted by the licensee (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 14). In instances where the 

licensee's QA Program does not address specific American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

(ASME) Section LII quality assurance requirements, the licensee has developed a set of 

supplemental quality assurance requirements to specifically address these items (Exhibit 1, 

Enclosure 8, page 13 of 13).  

11. As part of the modification plan to incorporate pools C and D under the Unit 

1 license, the licensee plans to implement a commissioning plan, or dedication process, 

which will ensure that the equipment will meet applicable design and quality assurance 

requirements and that the completed equipment is capable of performing its design functions 

(Exhibit 2, Enclosure 16, pages 8-10).  

12. Missing Weld Documentation. This issue concerns missing records for 52 

field welds. This section addresses substantiating evidence that the welds were completed 

to the required level of quality and safety. The evidence includes records documenting 

activities that were completed subsequent to completion of the subject welds, such as
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hydrostatic testing of piping lengths that contained these welds and concrete emplacement 

records. These activities are stringently controlled such that multiple verifications and sign

offs attest to the fact that all weld requirements were met prior to initiating these activities.  

In addition, complementary quality assurance records, documenting satisfactory resolution 

of deficiencies identified during installation provide convincing evidence that welding was 

performed under an effective quality assurance program which identified and corrected 

deficiencies at variance with the licensee's welding program. Indeed, copies of some of the 

missing records are attached to these corrective action documents. In addition to quality 

assurance and construction records that substantiate satisfactory completion of the subject 

welds, the licensee's quality assurance program provides evidence of a well-controlled 

construction process that resulted in successful completion and startup of a commercial 

nuclear reactor and the uncertainty associated with the quality of 52 welds, for which the 

records are missing, is small.  

13. Regulatory Requirements General Design Criterion 1, "Quality Standards and 

Records," of Appendix A, "General Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR 

Part 50 requires that structures, systems, and components important to safety be designed, 

fabricated, erected, and tested to quality standards commensurate with the importance of the 

safety functions to be performed. Section 50.55a, "Codes and Standards," of 10 CFR Part 

50 requires that components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary be designed, fabricated, 

erected, and tested in accordance with the requirements for Class 1 components of Section 

11 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code or equivalent standards. Regulatory Guide
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1.26 is the principal document used in staff reviews for identifying, on a functional basis, the 

components important to safety as Quality Groups A, B, C, or D. (Exhibit 10). The relevant 

items in this case are Group C components. Group C standards are applied to components 

of the cooling water systems. The American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code standards for Class 1, 2, and 3 components are acceptable for 

satisfying GDC 1, for Groups A, B, and C components, respectively. CP&L has used the 

terminology Class 1, 2, and 3, and nonnuclear safety in classifying components, as defined 

in ANSI N18.2a-1975 (Exhibit 11), for the design of systems at Shearon Harris. These 

classifications correspond to NRC Quality Groups A, B, C and D, respectively. The 

classification of structures, components and systems important to safety is given in the 

Shearon Harris FSAR. Table 3.2.1-1 (Exhibit 9). The FPCCS cooling piping is classified 

as Safety Class 3, designed to ASME II, Class 3 requirements.  

14. ASME Requirements. Applicable requirements concerning the missing 

documentation are provided by the ASME Code Section III, Subsection NA, 1974 Edition, 

Winter 1976 Addenda (Exhibit 12). Subsection NA of the code provides general 

requirements for the construction of nuclear power plant items such as vessels, storage tanks, 

piping, pumps, valves, and core support structures, and components of the nuclear power 

system of any power plant. Subsection ND of the code provides rules for the construction 

of Class 3 components (Exhibit 13). The code (NA-8420) requires that "field installation of 

welds shall be verified on Data Report Form N-5" (Exhibit 12, page 59). The N-5 forms, as 

well as data report forms for other Code items, are provided in Appendix V to Subsection
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NA (Exhibit 12, page 211). The form is annotated to allow the use of supplemental sheets 

in the form of lists, sketches, or drawings in accordance with a prescribed format.  

15. The licensee's Construction Quality Assurance procedure CQA-16, 

"Preparation and Submittal of ASME Code Data Reports," (Exhibit 14) establishes 

requirements for the preparation of ASME code data reports N-3 and N-5. I examined this 

procedure and consider the requirements and guidelines to be clear and sufficiently detailed 

for demonstrating compliance with Code reporting requirements.  

16. Quality Assurance Program. The "CP&L Corporate Quality Assurance 

Program" (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 14) was the basis for the overall quality assurance program 

used for the engineering and construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant. The 

guidance provided by the corporate program is supplemented by Sections 1.8 and 17.3 of the 

FSARs for individual CP&L nuclear plants (Exhibit 9).  

17. With regard to Contention 3, the cited Appendix B criteria are: XIII.  

Handling, Storage, and Shipping; XVI, Corrective Actions, and XVII, Quality Assurance 

Records. The licensee's QA program description describes respectively how these criteria 

are met in Section 5.0, Material and Equipment Control, Section 12, Conditions Adverse to 

Quality and Corrective Action, and Section 14.0, Quality Assurance Records and Document 

Control. (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 14).  

18. The principal regulatory guide (RG) applicable to quality issues during the 

construction phase is RG 1.28, "QA Program Requirements for Design and Construction" 

(Exhibit 15). The complementary standard is N45.2, "QA Program Requirements for
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Nuclear Facilities" (Exhibit 16). NRC reviews of quality assurance program descriptions for 

the design and construction phases are conducted in accordance with NUREG-0800, 

Standard Review Plan 17.1, "Quality Assurance During the Design and Construction Phase" 

(Exhibit 17).  

19. Quality Assurance During Construction. The licensee filed an application in 

1971 to construct and operate four units at the Shearon Harris site. Construction permits 

were issued in 1978. Prior to issuance of the construction permits, the staff reviewed and 

approved the quality assurance program controlling construction activities. (Exhibit 20, pp.  

141-142). Construction proceeded on all four units under a single quality assurance program.  

Units 3 and 4 were canceled in 1978 (Exhibit 5). NUREG-1038, "Safety Evaluation Report 

related to the operation of Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant," issued in November 1983, 

summarizes the staffs review and evaluation of Unit 1 and Unit 2 and concludes that, 

pending completion of the units in conformity with the construction permits, the operation 

of these units can be conducted without endangering the health and safety of the public and 

that such activities will be conducted in compliance with applicable regulatory requirements 

(Exhibit 6, page 23-1). NUREG-1038 Chapter 3.9.3 addresses the staff review of ASME 

Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components (Exhibit 6, pages 3-41 to 3-44). The Fuel Handling 

Facility, common to Units 1 and 2 is addressed in Chapter 9.1, and the Fuel Pool Cooling 

System is addressed in Chapter 9.1.3 (Exhibit 6, pages 9-4 to 9-7). Based on its review, the 

NRC staff concluded that the system is in conformance with applicable General Design 

Criteria as they relate to protection against natural phenomena, missiles and environmental
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effects, sharing of systems, cooling capability, inservice inspection, functional testing, fuel 

cooling and radiation protection, and monitoring provisions, and with the guidelines of 

Regulatory Guides 1.13, 1.26, and 1.29 as they relate to the system's design and quality and 

seismic group classification (Exhibits 18, 10, 19). The fact that Units 1 and 2 shared a 

common design basis, which was concurrently reviewed and approved by the staff, and that 

both units were constructed under a common quality assurance program, using a single 

source of oversight and construction personnel, provides reasonable assurance that the 

quality of construction for Unit 2 was similar to the quality of construction for Unit 1.  

20. Missing Quality Records for Welds. CP&L states in the amendment request 

that quality records for 52 field welds were inadvertently lost during a site cleanup effort.  

In lieu of these required records, the licensee's alternative plan is based on (1) an effective 

quality assurance program during construction, with documentation substantiating that these 

welds were completed to an acceptable level of quality and (2) inspection of the original 

welds for compliance with quality requirements (Exhibit 1, Enclosure 8). A discussion of 

the inspection of the original welds and resolution of deficiencies, if any, will be provided 

by staff of the Materials and Chemical Engineering Branch and is not addressed herein. The 

licensee's alternative plan is described in Enclosure 8 of the license amendment request, 

dated December 23, 1998. As part of the alternative plan, construction era documents were 

compiled to substantiate the quality of the Unit 2 fuel pool cooling piping (Exhibit 1, 

Enclosure 8). These documents define the requirements that were associated with the 

procurement, storage, handling, and installation of the piping. These documents include
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work procedures for welding, weld material control, piping installation, concrete placement, 

and hydrostatic testing. Development of the sequence of installation through controlling 

procedures establishes the activities related to quality (tests, inspections, reviews, etc.), 

which by procedure would have to be satisfactorily completed in order to meet specific 

documented construction milestones, such as concrete placement and hydrostatic tests.  

Construction records related to construction of the spent fuel pools and associated 

equipments have also been compiled. These records include hydrostatic test records and 

concrete placement tickets.  

21. Substantiating Construction Records. CP&L has submitted (Exhibit 2, 

Enclosure 3) a matrix of construction records pertaining to the spent fuel pool C and D 

cooling system. The matrix identifies the 52 welds for which records are missing and the 

proposed resolution. Thirty-seven of these welds are accessible and, consequently, subject 

to examination. The accessible welds are not the subject of Contention 3. Fifteen of the 

welds are located in piping which has been embedded in concrete and, consequently, not 

accessible for direct examination. Substantiation of these embedded welds relies, in part, on 

available construction records. Sequential installation steps must be completed prior to 

beginning a subsequent step. For example, prior to hydrostatic testing of a section of piping, 

the licensee's quality control/quality assurance staff verify that welds within the scope of a 

hydrostatic test have been satisfactorily completed in accordance with applicable 

requirements. The licensee has provided records for hydrostatic tests performed on 13 of 

the 15 embedded welds (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 8). These records substantiate that the
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completed welds were in compliance with ASME and other quality requirements and 

evidenced by signoffs by responsible quality assurance/quality control personnel and 

witnessed by the Authorized Nuclear Inspector, who served as an independent third party.  

Because hydrostatic tests cannot be commenced until all required procedures have been 

satisfactorily completed, the records provide reasonable assurance that the welds had been 

completed in compliance with applicable quality requirements prior to hydrostatic testing.  

22. Site Inspection. A site inspection was conducted from November 15-19, 

1999, (Exhibit 4) for the purpose of reviewing issues related to the licensee's alternate plan 

to compensate for the missing weld records. A primary objective of this inspection was the 

review of construction era procedures, records, and other documentation that provide 

substantiating evidence that the subject welds were completed to an acceptable level of 

quality and safety. I personally reviewed the following items: records required by Section 

II of the ASME Code, quality assurance program procedures, quality assurance audits of the 

effectiveness of ASME program implementation and vendors of equipment associated with 

the fuel pool; and corrective action records. Records associated with weld activities, 

hydrostatic testing, and concrete placements were reviewed by other members of the 

inspection team. I discussed the course of these reviews by other inspectors on a daily basis.  

The following sections discuss the results of these reviews.  

23. ASME Documentation. ASME Data Reports for Unit 1. The design basis for 

the fuel pool cooling system for Unit 1 (Pools A and B), currently in operation is identical
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to the design basis for the fuel pool cooling system (Pools C and D); they are described in 

Section 9.1.3 of the Shearon Harris FSAR (Exhibit 9). Because these pools were installed 

in the same building, procurement of major components and installation of most system 

piping and equipment was performed during the same time period, in the late 1970s and early 

1980s. They were procured and installed to the same ASME requirements and in accordance 

with a single ASME Quality Assurance Program (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 5). Therefore, it is 

reasonable to expect the same level of quality to be applied to both fuel pool cooling systems.  

The ASME N-5 data package for Unit 2 cannot be completed because 49 weld records are 

missing. To assess the adequacy of the site quality assurance program in controlling 

activities and processes related to the data package, I reviewed N-stamp documentation for 

the Unit 1 fuel pool cooling system. Upon completion of all Code-related systems 

supporting the operation of Unit 1, an N-3 Code Data Report was submitted to the National 

Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors on August 15, 1986. The data report contains 

the documentation required by Section III of the ASME Code for registration of the N-stamp 

systems for Unit 1. Included in this data report are the Code-required data packages for 

nuclear piping (ASME Form N-5). I examined the N-5 data packages for the Unit 1 fuel pool 

cooling system and associated component cooling water system. These packages had been 

accepted by the National Board for N-Stamp registration. The N-5 data package was 

complete and satisfactory, with summary data for the welds, hydrostatic tests, and certified 

material test reports.
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Examination of the ASME records, as specified above, demonstrates that welding of 

the fuel pool cooling and associated component cooling water piping for the Unit 1 and Unit 

2 pools, was performed during the same time period, by a common pool of welders qualified 

to the same requirements, and in accordance with a common system of procedural 

requirements. Therefore, acceptance for N-stamp registration of the quality of the welds for 

the Unit 1 pool provides credible substantiating evidence that the welding of similar piping 

for the Unit 2 pool was of comparable quality.  

ASME Data Reports for Unit 2. N-5 data packages for the piping systems supporting 

operation of Pools C and D cannot be submitted for N-stamp registration because records for 

52 field welds are missing. However, records for other equipment, such as heat exchangers, 

pumps, strainers, and welds made to prefabricated pipespools are complete. To test the 

completeness of these records, I randomly selected two data packages for review: an NPV- 1 

data package for Pump 2B-SB and an N-2 NPT data package for strainer 3-SF-53-5A-2. The 

data package for the pump included a Certificate of Compliance, a manufacturer's code data 

report, material certification, hydrostatic test reports, performance test reports, welding ticket 

records, dimensional inspection records, a cross-section drawing, and an as-built drawing.  

I found the NPV- 1 summary package to be complete and satisfactory. The data package for 

the strainer included an ASME data report, a Certificate of Conformance, liquid penetrant 

inspection reports, a product quality control check list, material test reports, an inspection 

and test report, dimensional inspection records, and sequence traveler. I found the N-2 NPT 

summary package to be complete and satisfactory. The completeness and adequacy of the
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N-5 data package for the Unit 1 field welds provides substantiating evidence that a similar 

level of quality and safety was provided for the Unit 2 field welds and that the issue is a 

matter of missing documentation, not weld quality. The completeness and adequacy of the 

two Unit 2 data packages randomly selected provides substantiating evidence of compliance 

with ASME requirements, except for the missing weld documentation.  

24. Quality Assurance Audit Program. The effectiveness of the ASME Quality 

Assurance Program was verified by corporate audits. I retrieved a listing of these audits from 

the licensee's document data base and found that eight of these audits had been conducted 

during the period from March 19, 1979 through February 19, 1992. From the list of audits, 

I randomly selected audit QAA/170-6 for review. The audit report, conducted from 

September 21-29, 1981, concluded that the Shearon Harris construction, engineering, and 

QA programs adequately met ASME code requirements, except for eleven findings and 

sixteen concerns. I reviewed the findings, the corresponding proposed corrective actions, 

and QA closure documentation. The findings and concerns were typically associated with 

procedural and training requirements and indicative of careful auditing, rather than 

programmatic weaknesses. I found the corrective actions to be reasonable, implemented 

within a reasonable time period, and properly closed by the quality assurance organization.  

The completeness and ad equacy of the audit program, based on the audit randomly selected, 

provides substantiating evidence of an effective ASME program and adequate corporate 

oversight.
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25. Quality Assurance Audits of Vendors. I reviewed a licensee audit of a vendor, 

conducted from May 22-23, 1974 at the fabrication facility of Southwest Fabricating & 

Welding Company. The audit was conducted to verify the effectiveness of the vendor's 

Appendix B quality assurance program, which was invoked through the purchase order for 

prefabricated piping used for the Unit 1 and 2 spent fuel cooling systems. I found the audit 

to be thorough, the corrective actions to be appropriate and timely, and properly closed by 

the licensee's quality assurance organization. The completeness and adequacy of the audit 

program, based on a randomly selected audit, provides substantiating evidence of adequate 

oversight of vendors supplying safety-related equipment for the spent fuel cooling systems..  

26. Effectiveness of the Construction Quality Assurance Program. A copy of the 

ASME Quality Assurance Manual for the Construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Plant 

was provided by the licensee in support of the subject license amendment, by letter dated 

April 30, 1999 (Exhibit 3, Enclosure 5). This manual provides quality measures that assure 

compliance with the quality requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 

Section III, Division 1, Nuclear Power Plant Components, and applicable Federal, State and 

local regulations and codes. The Manual was applicable to all construction on site, including 

the spent fuel pools for Unit 1 and Unit 2.  

27. Quality Assurance/Quality Control Implementing Procedures. Procedures 

and processes during construction require that field welds be subject to multiple inspections 

and documentation reviews. I reviewed the system of procedures, which implement the 

requirements of the site quality assurance program. These procedures control all of the
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construction activities and processes that could affect the quality of construction. The 

procedures reviewed were in effect during the construction period from 1979-1983 when the 

bulk of the weld activities on the spent fuel cooling systems was performed.  

CQA-1 Personnel, Training and Qualification 
CQA-2 QA Document Control 
CQA-4 QA Records 
CQA-8 Material Issue Surveillance 
CQA-12 Mechanical Equipment Installation Monitoring 
CQA-14 Application and Control of "N" Type Symbol Stamps 
:CQA-15 Assignment and Control of National Board Serial Numbers 
CQA-16 Preparation and Submittal of ASME Code Data Reports 
CQA- 18 Control of Site Fabrication/Modification of Piping 

Subassemblies 
CQA-20 Surveillance of Contractor Welding and Related Activities 
CQA-22 Welding Activity Monitoring 
CQA-24 Procurement Control 
CQA-28 QA Surveillance 
CQA App. A Quality Assurance Forms 
CQC-2 Nonconformance Control 
CQC-4 Procurement Control 
CQC-6 Receiving Inspection 
CQC-8 Storage Control 
CQC-10 Cleanness Control 
CQC-12 Mechanical Equipment Installation Control 
CQC-13 Concrete Control 
CQC-19 Weld Control 
CQC-20 Post-Weld Heat Treatment Control 
CQC-22 Hydrostatic Test Inspection 
CQC-23 Systems Turnover 

The procedures consistently implemented the requirements of the QA program for 

code-related activities, established by the ASME QA Manual (Exhibit 2, Enclosure 5), and 

defined process requirements in sufficient detail to provide effective process control.  

Because of the issue concerning the quality of the field welds for which certain records are
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missing, particular attention was given to review of CQC-19, "Weld Control." In addition, 

procedures for processes subsequent to completion of field welds contain prerequisites that 

the welds have been satisfactorily performed, that all deficiencies associated with the subject 

welds have been resolved, and that closure documentation for welds has been reviewed by 

quality assurance, with concurrence by the ANI. Because of the importance of these 

prerequisites in assuring the satisfactory completion of welds, I also reviewed CQC-22, and 

'CQC- 13. A summary of my review and conclusions is provided in the following sections.  

28. Weld Control (CQC-19). CQC-19 assigns the Welding QA/QC Specialist 

the responsibility for: (1) reviewing and verifying data and designated hold points for the 

weld data reports (WDRs), which document the code-required data; (2) ensuring that 

completed WDRs are forwarded to the Authorized Nuclear Inspector; and (3) supervising 

the QC inspectors in the performance of weld inspections and monitoring activities related 

to welding. With respect to the quality of the subject field welds, the required data is 

documented on the WDR, reviewed, and approved by the Welding QA/QC Specialist. QA 

inspection personnel are trained in accordance with CQA-1 for proficiency in determining 

that weld quality meets applicable code requirements. After the documentation for a field 

weld has been determined to be acceptable, associated documents are assembled and the 

package transmitted to QA Records in accordance with CQA-4. Based on my review of 

CQC-19, I concluded that the procedure provided adequate control of the weld process to 

provide a basis for stating that there is reasonable assurance that completed field welds met 

applicable code requirements.
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29. Hydrostatic Test Inspection (CQC-22). CQC-22 establishes the requirements 

for performing hydrostatic test inspections to ensure that the tests are performed in 

accordance with applicable procedures and specifications. The procedure is directly 

applicable to hydrostatic testing of piping containing the subject field welds. The Mechanical 

QA Specialist is responsible for verifying that the completed documentation for the piping 

is on file. This includes verification that all activities associated with field welds within the 

scope of a hydrostatic test have been satisfactorily completed and that the welds meet 

applicable quality requirements. The responsibilities of the Mechanical QA Specialist and 

QA inspection personnel are sufficiently defined to provide reasonable assurance that the 

quality of hydrostatic testing is in compliance with applicable procedures and specifications.  

After a hydrostatic test has been documented and accepted by the Authorized Nuclear 

Inspector, the associated documents are assembled and reviewed by the Mechanical QA 

Specialist, who verifies that manufacturing/fabrication records for components within the 

boundaries of the test have been received and accepted and that there are no 

nonconformances on any of the components.  

Based on review of CQC-22, I concluded that the procedure provided adequate 

control of the hydrostatic testing to ensure that weld records had been satisfactorily 

completed and accepted before commencement of hydrostatic testing.  

30. Concrete Placement (CQC-13). CQC-13 requires that, prior to concrete 

placement, a Concrete Placement Report be completed. This report attests that all activities 

in the affected area have been satisfactorily completed and that access to the area to be
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covered by concrete is no longer required. As each craft completes its work, the Craft 

Superintendent signs off the report, signifying that a particular activity, such as mechanical, 

electrical, welding, nondestructive examination, or cleanup, is complete and ready for 

concrete pour. The sign-off must be completed by all Craft Superintendents whether or not 

they have material in the particular placement, as a safeguard against omissions. After 

sign-off by the Craft Superintendents, Field Engineering signs the report, verifying that 

required design attributes, such as the correct location and anchoring of embedded conduit, 

grounding, inserts, sleeves, piping, and plumbing, are complete and correct. After all crafts 

have completed their work, the Construction Inspector signs the report, signifying, among 

other things, that all Code welds have been inspected and approved by Quality Assurance.  

Subsequently, Quality Control and Quality Assurance sign the report, signifying that all of 

their oversight activities have been completed and the items to be embedded are in 

compliance with applicable requirements. Finally, after all required disciplines, QC and QA, 

the Construction Inspector, and engineering signoffs are complete, the Area Superintendent 

authorizes concrete placement activities to proceed. The completed Concrete Placement 

Report is transmitted to QA Records in accordance with CQA-4.  

Based on review of CQC- 13 and of Construction Procedure WP-05, Rev 7, "Concrete 

Placement," I concluded that the procedure provides reasonable assurance the subject welds 

were completed, documented, and determined by the construction quality assurance staff to 

be compliant with applicable code and quality requirements prior to being embedded.
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31. Oversight of Welding Activities. To assess the effectiveness of the site 

QA/QC program in identifying and resolving problems associated with welding activities, 

I examined a sample of QA/QC reports documenting deficiencies identified during the period 

from 1979 through 1983. These records included deficiency and disposition reports (DDRs), 

nonconformance reports (NCRs), and reports of QA/QC monitoring and surveillance of field 

activities. All corrective action reports reviewed were properly dispositioned, resolved, and 

properly closed and archived. The deficiencies identified on these reports were judged to 

be non-programmatic or pervasive and typical of those to be expected for a large construction 

project.  

32. A number of QC monitoring and surveillance activities were reviewed. These 

activities document inspector field observations. The reports are generated from day-to-day 

observation of ongoing construction activities and generally covered such areas as material 

control, welding equipment, welder training and qualification, weld procedure compliance, 

and review of weld data reports for accuracy and completeness. Based on my review of 

DDRs, NCRs, and reports of QC field observations, I concluded that inspection personnel 

actively monitored the welding activities and processes for compliance with ASME code and 

QA program requirements. Deficiencies were accurately reported, corrective actions 

promptly taken, and appropriately resolved. All corrective action documents reviewed were 

in compliance with QA document requirements. The documentation provides substantiating 

evidence that the quality assurance program during the period of welding had been 

effectively implemented.
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33. Welding Control Procedures. The inspectors reviewed the welding control 

procedures to verify that weld activities and processes were controlled in accordance with 

applicable code requirements. These procedures provide detailed control for all aspects of 

the welding process, including qualification of procedures and welders, control of welding 

materials, control of welding variables, and quality documentation for each weld. The 

following procedures were reviewed: 

MP-01 Qualifying of Welding Procedures 
MP-02 Procedure for Qualifying Welders and Welding Operators 
MP-03 Welding Material Control 
MP-06 General Welding Procedure for Carbon Steel Weldments 
MP-07 General Welding Procedure for Stainless Steel Nickel Base and 

Nonferrous Weldments 
MP-09 Welding Equipment Control 
MP-10 Repair of Base Materials and Weldments 
MP- 11 Training and Qualification of Metallurgical/Welding 

Engineering and Support Personnel 
MP-12 Control of Special Welding Materials for BOP and Welding 

Material for Non-Permanent Plant 
MP- 13 Welder Qualification for Areas of Limited Accessibility 

Based on examination of these procedures, the staff inspectors concluded that at the 

time of original construction of the existing fuel pool cooling system, a comprehensive weld 

program was in place to control and document pipe welding in accordance with Section III 

of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.  

34. Review of Weld-Related Records. The inspectors reviewed records that 

provide substantiating evidence that the embedded welds were completed to an acceptable 

level of quality. A discussion of those reviews is contained in the following paragraphs.
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35. Weld Records. The licensee has reinspected all accessible field welds for the 

Unit 2 fuel pool cooling system and associated component cooling water system pipe and 

pipe attachments. Reinspection has included visual and liquid penetrant examination, 

recording of welder identification, and verification of welder qualification. The information 

has been used to create new weld data reports for the accessible welds for which 

documentation is missing.  

In addition to reviewing the reinspection records, weld records for Unit 1 welds were 

reviewed. These welds were made using the same welding QC program during the same 

construction period as the Unit 2 welds. Record review included inspection of weld data 

reports, welder qualification records, weld QC inspector records, NDE examiner 

qualification records, welding procedures, and welding qualification records. The original 

construction records were retrievable, legible, and complete. The records provided evidence 

that an effective quality program had been implemented during original construction.  

36. Hydrostatic Test Records. The inspectors reviewed the records documenting 

completion of hydrostatic tests applicable to the piping welds embedded in concrete.  

Hydrostatic test records for 13 of the 15 embedded welds were reviewed. The records 

document the hydrostatic test boundaries (i.e., identification of welds within the scope of the 

hydrostatic test), the piping design pressure, hydrostatic test pressure, the test medium and 

temperature, test data, and test results.  

Before a hydrostatic test is performed, Quality Assurance verifies that 

manufacturing/fabrication records for components within the boundaries of the test have
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been accepted and that there are no open non-conformances for any of these components.  

This ensures that field welds within the hydrostatic test boundaries had been completed and 

accepted as compliant with all Code and quality assurance requirements.  

Test prerequisites required QA verification that all documentation for piping within 

the scope of the test was complete. The inspectors verified that the test specified that all weld 

records had been completed and that the weld quality had been accepted as satisfactory prior 

to beginning the test. The test records substantiate that all embedded welds were tested at 

a minimum of 25 percent above design pressure. Although hydrostatic test records are not 

available for embedded welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and -66, evidence of completion is documented 

as part of the resolution of Deficiency and Disposition Report 794, which addresses an issue 

related to hydrostatic testing of the welds attaching the liner plate to the piping spool pieces.  

The DDR package documents hydrostatic test dates of July 19, 1979 and July 24, 1979 for 

these embedded welds.  

Based on the above, the inspectors concluded that the hydrostatic test records provide 

reasonable assurance that the welds were completed in accordance with the applicable 

requirements.  

37. Concrete Placement Records. Six fuel pool cooling lines embedded in 

concrete have field welds for which ASME Code-required records are not available. The 

inspectors reviewed the concrete placement records for fuel pool C and D, which document 

that all work in the affected area had been completed prior to placement of concrete. The 

inspectors determined the applicable concrete placement reports for the embedded welds and
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reviewed the subject reports for completeness, as specified by construction procedure 

WP-05. In addition, WP-102, Installation of Piping, requires verification that all piping is 

installed per design drawings. Additional requirements, referenced by WP-102, ensure that 

hydrostatic testing of piping to be embedded in concrete had been satisfactorily completed.  

The inspectors concluded that these procedural requirements provide evidence that 

documentation of the adequacy of the embedded welds was complete and that hydrostatic 

testing had been completed prior to the placement of concrete.  

38. NRC Inspections During the Construction Phase. The NRC actively 

monitored construction activities during the peak period from 1978 through 1983. I 

reviewed inspection reports for this period for items related to piping installation and welds.  

Several deficiencies dealing with the general subject of welding were identified in these 

reports. Most of these deficiencies were relatively minor (Severity Level V and VI) and 

would not be cited under the current inspection program and would be resolved through the 

licensee's corrective action program. All deficiencies were typical of what one would expect 

for oversight of a large construction project and are not indicative of any programmatic 

weakness in the licensee's weld program.  

39. Summary Conclusion Regarding Missing Weld Records. To summarize the 

above testimony regarding substantiating evidence that the subject field welds were 

completed to an acceptable level of quality and safety, there is substantial documentation that 

supports the conclusion that the subject welds were completed with an acceptable level of 

quality and safety. The Unit 1 fuel pool has supported Unit 1 operation since the beginning
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of commercial operation in 1987 and has operated without significant problems for more 

than twelve years. The Unit 1 fuel pool and Unit 2 fuel pool share a common design basis, 

which had been reviewed and approved by the NRC.  

Pools C and D were constructed during the same period as work was proceeding on 

Unit 1 and work on both units was controlled by the same quality assurance program and 

implementing quality procedures. Based on review of the quality assurance program, I 

conclude that an effective quality assurance program had been implemented and oversight 

of the program by the quality assurance organization was effective in controlling process 

activities in accordance with applicable Code and quality assurance requirements.  

Deficiencies identified by the licensee and by NRC inspectors were relatively minor in nature 

and not symptomatic of any programmatic weakness in the licensee's welding program.  

Third party review of all Code welds was provided by an independent, authorized nuclear 

inspection agency.  

Procedural requirements, notably those for hydrostatic testing and concrete 

placement, provide reasonable assurance that the subject welds had been satisfactorily 

completed, that outstanding nonconformances had been appropriately resolved and that 

required documentation was complete and accurate prior to performing these sequential 

installation steps. Existing documentation (such as corrective action documents, which 

reference and include substantiating evidence) provide additional assurance that the welds 

were completed to an acceptable level of quality. Therefore, I conclude that a sufficient basis
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exists to state with reasonable assurance that the subject welds were completed with an 

acceptable level of quality and safety.  

40. The attached documents are true and correct copies of the documents relied 

upon in this affidavit.  

41. The foregoing statements made by me are true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge, information and belief.  

Kenneth C. Heck 

Sworn and Subscribed before me 
this 4th day of January, 2000.

My Commission Expires:

Notary Public



KENNETH C. HECK 
735 University Avenue 
Sewanee, Tennessee 37383 

Tel: (301) 415-2682 
email: kchl@nrc.gov 

SUMMARY OF SKILLS 

Technical, supervisory, and management experience in the electric power industry and with 
assignments in engineering, project management, project engineering, plant start-up, plant and 
program evaluation, quality assurance, and licensing. Proficiencies include design engineering, 
control systems, electronics, accounting, and computer applications.  

EXPERIENCE 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (May 1997 - Present) 

Quality Operations Engineer (Headquarters), Inspection Program Management 
"• Review, evaluate, audit quality assurance programs and other administrative control aspects 

for nuclear power plants.  
"• Perform program development functions related to all aspects of the agency's quality 

assurance programs.  
"* Conduct inspections of vendors who provide products and services to the nuclear industry.  

Tennessee Valley Authority 

Lead Auditor, Quality Services (June 1995-October 1996) 
"• Provided staff augmentation services in the areas of quality assurance and licensing.  
"• Developed audit/consultation services for implementing international (ISO-9000) quality 

standards.  

Principal Evaluator, Nuclear Assurance & Licensing (October 1988-June 1995) 
"• Conducted independent audits/evaluations of nuclear power programs, processes, and plant 

events.  
"• Served as Technical Secretary for the Nuclear Safety Review Board (senior safety oversight 

body) from shutdown of TVA's nuclear program through recovery of the Sequoyah and 
Browns Ferry nuclear plants.  

"• Conducted independent verifications of the effectiveness of completed corrected actions 
through successful startup of the Watts Bar nuclear plant.  

Senior Evaluator, Nuclear Managers Review Group (March 1987 to October 1988) 
• Developed and implemented a review program to assess activities associated with the design, 

construction and operation of TVA nuclear plants. Findings were reported directly to the 
Manager, Nuclear Power with recommendations for improvements.



Independent Contractor (December 1985-March 1987)

Design Engineer/System Engineer, Engineering Department 
"• Modified the integrated control system and non-nuclear instrumentation following shutdown 

of the Davis Besse nuclear plant.  
"• Developed engineering designs, implemented modifications, and tested control systems at 

power through successful program recovery.  

Babcock & Wilcox (March 1970-November 1985) 

Project Engineer, Plant Services (September 1984-November 1985) 
"* Developed and deployed hardware and inspection services for repair and maintenance of 

steam generators and pressure vessels.  
"• Managed field installation of fuel handling bridge in Kumatori, Japan.  

Project Manager, International Business (June 1982-September 1984) 
• Developed markets for B&W technology services in Europe and the Pacific Basin in 

partnership with international companies such as Brown Boveri (Germany), Framatome 
(France), Sumitomo (Japan) and McDermott International (Hong Kong).  

Principal Engineer, Plant Performance (January 1980-June 1982) 
* Supervised 9 member team developing operator guidelines for anticipated reactor transients.  
* Specialized in original control system analysis and design, principal accomplishments 

including: 
"* Developed course on plant control systems, 
"* Consulted onsite on steam generator performance problems, 
"* Completed operational/accident transient analyses for several nuclear contracts, 
"* Performed failure modes and effects analysis for the integrated reactor control 

system, 
"* Extended methods for reactor power determination, 
"* Developed original analyses and conceptual control schemes for steam generator 

overfill, water hammer transients, anticipated transients without reactor scram, 
two-phase natural circulation cooling, and reactor vessel embrittlement.  

Technical Advisor, Plant Design (January 1976-December 1980)_ 
• On loan to Brown Boveri, Germany, through licensing of the reactor safety systems for the 

Muehlheim-Kaerlich nuclear plant, to consult on technical licensing issues and oversee the 
development of complex, nonproprietary computer codes for reactor safety analyses.  

Senior Engineer, Technical Staff (March 1970-January 1976) 
* Applied internal and industry research to nuclear plant design, provided technical assistance 

to the engineering department, and developed computer codes licensed for performing 
transient thermal-hydraulic analyses.



• On loan to Duke Power as test engineer during hot functional testing at Oconee nuclear 
power station.  

EDUCATION 

Master of Science/Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering; Lehigh University 
Master of Engineering Administration; George Washington University 
Bachelor of Applied Accounting; Tennessee Wesley College 
Associate of Computer Science; Chattanooga State 
Associate of Electronics; U.S. Naval Electronics School 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Registered Professional Engineer (#20668, VA); Certified Quality Systems Auditor, ISO-9000 
(#Q05630); Certified Manager (#02929); Toastmasters International (Able Toastmaster) 

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, American Nuclear Society, American Society for 
Quality Control, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
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CP&L 

Carorlin Powr & Light Company James Scoro 
PO Box 165 Vice President 
Now Hill NC 27562 Harris Nuclear Plant 

DEC 23 1998 SERIAL: HNP-98-188 DEC 2 199810CFR50.90 
l 0CFR50.59(c) 
10CFR50.55(a) 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO: -50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 
REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT 
SPENT FUEL STORAGE 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

In accordance with the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.90, Carolina Power & Light 
Company (CP&L) requests a license amendment to place spent fuel pools 'C' and 'D' in service.  
Specifically, Harris Nuclear Plant (HNP) proposes to revise TS 5.6 "Fuel Storage" to increase the 
spent fuel storage capacity by adding rack modules to pools 'C' and 'D'. The enclosures to this 
letter support the proposed license amendment.  

Enclosure I provides backgrouhd information, a description of the proposed changes, and the basis 
for the changes.  

Enclosure 2 details, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.91(a), the basis for the CP&L's determination 
that the proposed changes do not involve a significant hazards consideration.  

Enclosure 3 provides an environmental evaluationwhich demonstratesthat the proposed amendment 
meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Therefore, 
pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental assessment is required for approval of this 
amendment request.  

Enclosure 4 provides page change instructions for incorporating the proposed revisions.  

Enclosure 5 provides the proposed Technical Specification pages.  

Enclosure 6 provides a report entitled "Licensing Report for Expanding Storage Capacity in Harris 
Spent Fuel Pools 'C' and 'D"' which contains supporting technical documentation. Please note that 
Enclosure 6 contains information which is considered proprietary pursuant to 10 CFR 2.790. In this 
regard, CP&L requests Enclosure 6 be withheld from public viewing.  

Enclosure 7 is identical to Enclosure 6, except that the proprietary information has been removed 
and replaced by highlighting and/or a note of explanation at each location where the information has 
been omitted. CP&L provides this additional version for the purposes of public review.

5413 Shearon Harris Pood New Hill, NC Tef 919 362-2502 Fox 919 362-2095
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Enclosure 8 provides a detailed description of the proposed alternatives to demonstrate compliance 
with ASME B&PV Code requirements for the cooling and cleanup system piping in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i).  

Enclosure 9 provides results of the thermal hydraulic analysis of the cooling water systems that 
support placing pools 'C' and 'D' in service. The analysis resulted in changes to previously 
reviewed and approved cooling water flow requirements. These changes have been identified as an 
unreviewed safety question and are being submitted for NRC review and approval pursuant to the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.59(c) and 10 CFR 50.90.  

CP&L requests the issuance date for this amendment be no later than December 31, 1999. This 
issuance date is necessary to support loading of spent fuel in pool 'C' starting in early 2000. CP&L 
also requests the proposed amendment be issued such that implementation will occur within 60 days 
of issuance to allow time for procedure revision and orderly incorporation into copies of the 
Technical Specifications.  

Please refer any questions regarding this submittal to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 362-2498.  

Sincerely, 

RSEJKWS/kws 

Enclosures: 
1. Basis for Change Request 
2. 10 CFR 50.92 Evaluation 
3. Environmental Considerations 
4. Page Change Instructions 
5. Technical Specification Pages 
6. Licensing Report for Expanding Storage Capacity in Harris Spent Fuel Pools 'C' and 'D' 

(proprietary version) 
7. Licensing Report for Expanding Storage Capacity in Harris Spent Fuel Pools 'C' and 'D' 

(non-proprietary version) 
8. 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3) Alternative Plan 
9. Unreviewed Safety Question Analysis 

James Scarola. having been first duly sworn, did depose and say that the information contained 
herein is true and correct to the best of his information, knowledge and belief, and the sources of his 
information are employees, contractors, and agents of Carolina Power & Light Company.

My commission expires: ( - 7I 2x96?3
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c: Mr. J. B. Brady, NRC Sr. Resident Inspector 
Mr. S. C. Flanders, NRC Project Manager 
Mr. Mel Fry, Director, N.C. DRP 
Mr. L. A. Reyes, NRC Regional Administrator

bc: Ms. D. B. Alexander 
Mr. K. B. Altman 
Mr. G. E. Attarian 
Mr. H. K. Chernoff (RNP) 
Mr. B. H. Clark 
Mr. W. F. Conway 
Mr. G. W. Davis 
Mr. R. S, Edwards 
Mr. R. J. Field 
Mr. K. N. Harris 
Ms. L. N. Hartz 
Mr. W. J. Hindman

Mr. C. S. Hinnant 
Mr. G. J. Kline 
Ms. W. C. Langston (PE&RAS File) 
Mr. R. D. Martin 
Mr. J. W. McKay 
Mr. P. M. Odom (RNP) 
Mr. W. S. Orser 
Mr. P. M. Sawyer (BNP) 
Mr. J. M. Taylor 
Nuclear Records 
Licensing File 
File: H-X-0512 
File: H-X-0642
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SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 

REQUEST FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT 
SPENT FUEL STORAGE 

BASIS FOR CHANGE REQUEST
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BASIS FOR CHANGE REQUEST 

Background: 

The Harris Plant was originally planned as a four nuclear unit site (Harris 1, 2, 3 and 4).  

In order to accommodate four units at Harris, the Fuel Handling Building (FHB) was 

designed and constructed with four separate pools capable of storing spent fuel. The two 

pools at the south end of the FHB, now known as Spent Fuel Pools (SFPs) 'A' and 'B', 

were to support Harris Units 1 and 4. The two pools at the north end of the FHB, now 

known as Spent Fuel Pools 'C' and 'D', were to support Harris Units 2 and 3. The multi

unit design included a spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system to service SFPs 'A' 

and 'B' and a separate cooling and cleanup system to support SFPs 'C' and 'D'.  

Harris Units-3 and 4 were canceled in late 198 1. Harris Unit 2 was canceled in late 1983.  

The FHB, all four pools (including liners), and the cooling and cleanup system to support 

SFPs 'A' and 'B' were completed and turned over. However, construction on the spent 

fuel pool cooling and cleanup system for SFPs 'C' and 'D' was discontinued after Unit 2 

was canceled and the system was not completed. Harris Unit I began operation in 1987 

with SFPs 'A' and 'B' in service. The need to eventually activate SFPs 'C' and 'D' 

(depending on the availability of a permanent DOE spent fuel storage facility) was 

anticipated at the time the operating license for Harris Unit I was issued. The spent fuel 

storage capacity currently identified in Section 5.6.3 of the Harris Plant Technical 

Specifications (1832 PWR assemblies and 48 interchangeable (7 x7 cell) PR or (11 x 

I I cell) BWR racks).sumes installation of racks in aIfou of te spent fuel pools.  

Since the time that construction of the spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system for 

SFPs 'C' and 'D' was halted, CP&L has implemented a spent fuel shipping program 

because DOE spent fuel storage facilities are not available and are not expected to be 

available for the foreseeable future. Spent fuel from Brunswick (2 BWR units) and 

Robinson (I PWR unit) is shipped to Harris for storage in the Harris SFPs. Shipment of 

spent fuel to Harris is necessary in order to maintain full core offload capability at 

Brunswick and Robinson. As a result of the operation of the Harris Plant, shipping 

program requirements, and the unavailability of DOE storage, it will be necessary to 

activate SFPs 'C' and 'D' and the associated cooling and cleanup system by early in the 

year 2000.. Activation of these two pools will provide storage capacity for all four CP&L 

nuclear units (Harris, Brunswick I and 2, and Robinson) through the end of their current 

licenses.  

SFP 'A' now contains six Region I flux trap style (6 x 10 cell) PWR racks and three (1 I 

x I I cell) BWR racks for a total storage capacity of 723 assemblies. SFP 'A' has been, 

and will continue to be, used to store fresh (unburned) and recently discharged Harris 

fuel.
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SFP 'B' now contains six (7 x 10 cell), five (6 x 10 cell), and one (6 x 8 cell) PWR 

Region 1 style racks. SFP 'B' also currently contains seventeen (11 x 11 cell) BWR 
racks. SFP 'B' is licensed to store one more (11 x 11 cell) BWR rack, which would 
increase the total pool storage capacity to 2946 assemblies. Harris is postponing 

installation of the last BWR rack and prefers to reserve the pool open area for fuel 

examination and repair. Therefore, the total installed capacity in SFP 'B' will 
temporarily remain as 768 PWR cells and 2,057 BWR cells for a total of 2,825 storage 
cell locations.  

ProRosed Changes: 

The proposed changes will allow CP&L to increase the spent fuel storage capacity at the 

Harris plant by placing SFPs 'C' and 'D' in service. In order to activate the pools, CP&L 

requests that the NRC review and approve the following changes: 

1. Revised Technical Specification 5.6 to identify PWR burnup restrictions, BWR 
enrichment limits, pool capacities, heat load limitations and nominal center-to-center 

distances between fuel assemblies in the racks to be installed in SFPs 'C' and 'D'.  

The use of the high density region 2 racks has been shown to be acceptable based on 
the analysis performed by Holtec International.  

2. 10CFR50.55a Alternative Plan to demonstrate acceptable level of quality and safety 
in the completion of the component cooling water (CCW) and SFP 'C' and 'D' 
cooling and cleanup system piping.  

The cooling system for SFPs 'C' and 'D' cannot be N stamped in accordance with 
ASME Section III since some installation records are not available, a partial turnover 
was not performed when construction was halted following the cancellation of Unit 2 

and CP&L's N certificate program was discontinued following completion of Unit 1.  

The Alternative Plan demonstrates that the originally installed equipment is 
acceptable for use and that the design and construction on the remaining portion of 

the cooling system piping (estimated at about 20%) maintains the same level of 
quality and safety through the use of the CP&L Appendix B QA program 

supplemented by additional QA requirements integrated into the plant modification 

package which completes the system 

3. Unreviewed safety question for additional heat load on the component cooling water 

(CCW) system.  

The acceptability of the 1.0 MBtu/hr heat load from SFPs 'C' and 'D' was 

demonstrated by the use of thermal-hydraulic analyses of the CCW system under
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various operating scenarios. The dynamic modeling used in the thermal-hydraulic 
analyses identified a decrease in the minimum required CCW system flow rate to the 
RHR heat exchangers. This change has not been previously reviewed by the NRC 
and is deemed to constitute an unreviewed safety question.  

Basis for Change 

Installation of spent fuel storage racks in SFPs 'C' and 'D': 

The FHB and SFPs 'C' and 'D' (including pool liners) were fully constructed and turned 
over as part of the construction and licensing of Harris Unit 1. However, the decision 
was made to not place SFPs 'C' and 'D' in service until needed (depending on the 
availability of DOE spent fuel storage). SFPs 'C' and 'D' are flooded but have not been 
previously used for spent fuel storage. CP&L proposes to expand the storage capacity at 
Harris by installing Region 2 (non-flux trap style) rack modules in Pools 'C' and 'D' in 
incremental phases (campaigns), on an as needed basis. SFP 'C' will provide the initial 
storage expansion for both PWR and BWR fuel. In its fully implemented storage 
configuration, SFP 'C' can accommodate 927 PWR and 2763 BWR assemblies.  
Expansion of storage capacity by installing racks in SFP 'D' will occur once SFP 'C' is 
substantially filled. SFP 'D' will contain only PWR fuel and can accommodate 1025 
maximum density storage cells.  

Following this proposed change, Spent Fuel Pool capacities will be as follows:

Pool PWR spaces BWR spaces Total 
'A' 360 363 723 
"B' 768 2178 2946 
'C' 927 2763 3690 
'D' 1025 0 1025 

Total 3080 5304 8384

72_3 

7'3

Racks in SFP 'C' and 'D' will be installed in the following phases: 

SFP 'C' - 1V Campaign - install by early 2000 IT 

4PWR racks -- 360 PWR spaces -? 6 

l0 BWR racks - 1320 BWR spaces 7 . CiG 

SFP 'C' - 2nd Campaign - install approximately 2005 §77 

4 PWR racks - 324 PWR spaces !76 
6 BWR racks - 936 BWR spaces 1 ,5! -) -o _-_ 

-7 V
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SFP 'C' - 3' Campaign - install approximately 2014 

3 PWR racks -4 243 PWR spaces 

3 BWR racks -4 507 BWR spaces 

SFP 'D' - V Campaign - install approximately 2016 

6 PWR racks -- 500 PWR spaces 

SFP 'D' - 2'* Campaign - installation date to be determined 

6 PWR racks -4 525 PWR spaces 

(Note: The projected rack installation dates listed above are based on the current spent 
fuel shipping schedule. These dates may change as the shipping schedule is revised).  

This configuration represents the mixture of PWR and BWR storage which will 
accommodate future storage requirements based on currently identified needs. Within 
SFP 'C', eighteen (18) of the racks are sized to allow interchangeability between BWR 
and PWR storage if required in the future. The dimensions of the (9 x 9 cell) PWR rack 
and the (13 x 13 cell) BWR rack are virtually identical. Therefore, rack configurations 
other than those identified above are possible.  

Enclosure 6 of this license amendment request provides a report developed in conjunction 
with Holtec International which describes the evaluations performed to show the 
acceptability of the proposed change to install the racks in pools 'C' and 'D'. (Enclosure 
7 is a non-proprietary version of enclosure 6). The report includes listings of the 
applicable regulations, codes and standards, descriptions of the evaluation methodology, 
acceptance criteria, and evaluation results. The licensing report also includes discussions 
on the need for the proposed change and considerations of other alternatives. Technical 
Specification Section 5.6, Fuel Storage, will be revised to identify PWR burnup 
restrictions, BWR enrichment limits, pool capacities, heat load limitations and nominal 
center-to-center distances between fuel assemblies in the racks to be installed in SFPs 'C' 
and 'D' (See Enclosure 5).  

Completion of Cooling and Cleanup System for SFPs 'C' and 'D': 

In order to activate Spent Fuel Pools 'C' and 'D', it is necessary to complete construction 
of the cooling and cleanup system for these pools and to install tie-ins to the existing 
Harris Unit I component cooling water system to provide heat removal capabilities.  
Approximately 80% of the SFP cooling and cleanup system piping and the majority of 
the CCW piping was installed during the original plant construction. In addition, other 
major system components such as the SFP cooling heat exchangers and pumps were also 
installed before original construction was discontinued. The cooling and cleanup system 
for pools 'C' and 'D' will be completed such that system design and operation is
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consistent with the design and operation of the cooling and cleanup system for pools 'A' 
and 'B'. The spent fuel pool cooling system for pools 'C' and 'D' is nuclear safety 
related with two fully redundant 100% capacity trains.  

At the time that construction on the SFP cooling system was discontinued following 
cancellation of Harris Unit 2, a formal turnover of the partial system was not performed 
and CP&L has since discontinued its N certificate program. Also, some of the field 
installation records for the completed piping are no longer available. As a result, the 

system when completed will not satisfy ASME Section III code requirements (i.e. will 
not be N stamped). Therefore, an Alternative Plan in accordance with 
I OCFR5O.55a(a)(3) is provided as Enclosure 8 to demonstrate that the completed system 
will provide an acceptable level of quality and safety. The majority of the ASME Section 

III piping was already installed when original construction was discontinued. As 

identified in the Alternative Plan, that piping to the extent that it was completed, was 
designed, constructed and inspected to Section III requirements. The remainder of the 
system will also be designed, constructed, inspected and tested to Section III 
requirements to the extent practical considering CP&L no longer has an N certificate 
program. Work will be performed in accordance with CP&L's 1OCFR50 Appendix B 

QA program with any differences between Section III requirements and Appendix B 

requirements conservatively dispositioned. Supplemental QA requirements will be 

integrated into the modification package(s) as appropriate.  

Calculations have been performed to verify that the existing CCW system is adequate to 

provide heat removal for near-term pool operation. The Spent Fuel Pool 'C' and 'D' heat 

loads will be limited to 1.0 MBtu/hr for near-term operation. Technical Specification 

section 5.6.3 will be revised to identify this heat load limit (Enclosure 5). This heat load 
limit is being established since additional CCW heat loads resulting from the power 
uprate project (potential to increase post-accident containment temperature resulting in 
an increased containment sump temperatures and increased load on RHR during long 
term recirculation phase) are not quantified at this time. Therefore, it has been 
determined that the most prudent action is to establish limiting heat loads based on 
current system loads. Additional heat load analysis will be performed concurrent with the 

power uprate project to establish the maximum heat loads on the CCW system that will 

exist at the end of plant licensed life when all spent fuel pools are expected to be full.  
Any CCW modifications necessary to increase system heat removal capability will be 

identified and implemented at that time. As part of the licensing required to support the 

power uprate project (currently planned for implementation concurrent with the steam 

generator replacement in late 2001), the technical specification heat load limit will either 

be revised or removed completely.  

The plant design change package and supporting analyses for the CCW tie-in 

demonstrated that adequate capacity exists on the CCW system to add the 1.0 MBtu/hr 

for the near-term operation of SFPs 'C' and 'D'. The thermal-hydraulic analysis 

performed in support of this plant design change package modeled the dynamic RHR heat
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exchanger performance based on fluid property changes. Previous analyses evaluated 
RHR heat exchanger performance at a fixed data sheet value. This results in a reduction 
in the required CCW flow to the RHR heat exchanger. While technically valid, the lower 
required flow rate has not been previously reviewed by the NRC and, therefore, is 
deemed to constitute an unreviewed safety question. Included in Enclosure 9 are the 
results of the I OCFR50.59 evaluation for the unreviewed safety question identified by the 
tie-in to Unit 1 CCW.  

Conclusion: 

CP&L has concluded that placing SFPs 'C' and 'D' in service at this time to provide 
spent fuel storage is the safe and prudent alternative for increasing spent fuel storage 
capacity in the nuclear generating system. This option has been shown to be safe and in 
conformance with the appropriate regulations, codes and standards. Expansion of 
storage capacity by using Pools 'C' and 'D' will support continued operation of the 
Harris, Brunswick and Robinson facilities until the end of their current operating licenses.
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10CFR50.55a ALTERNATIVE PLAN 

I. Introduction 

Regulatory Background 

1 OCFR50.55a (Codes and Standards) requires that nuclear power facilities be subject to 

the licensing condition that (1) structures, systems and components are designed, 

fabricated, erected, constructed and inspected to quality standards commensurate with the 

importance of the safety function to be performed, and (2) that certain systems and 

components of nuclear power reactors must meet the requirements of the ASME Boiler 

and Pressure Vessel Code. I OCFR50.55a(a)(3) allows alternatives to these requirements 

with the permission of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation if it can be demonstrated 

that the proposed alternative would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, or if 

compliance with the requirements would result in hardship or unusual difficulty without 

a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.  

The following is an outline of a "I OCFR50.55a Alternative Plan" for licensing plant 

systems originally intended for use in cooling and storage of Harris Units 2 and 3 spent 

fuel. This portion of the plant was only partially completed under the Harris Plant 

construction program at the time that Unit 1 was completed and was never turned over as 

a part of the licensed and operating facility. The completion of this spent fuel storage 

capacity is now needed for long term storage of spent fuel from the Harris, Brunswick 

and Robinson Nuclear Plants in support of continued operation of these CP&L facilities.  

However, continuing its, construction on the basis of the original site construction 

program is not viable since (1) CP&L has discontinued its N certificate holder program, 

and (2) certain code required construction records associated with the field installation of 

this piping are no longer available. This 10CFR50.55a Alternative Plan is intended to 

provide the basis for construction requirements for the completion of this portion of the 

Harris Plant and to justify the acceptability of previously constructed equipment in light 

of missing documentation.  

Construction History / Chronology 

Carolina Power & Light filed an application with the Atomic Energy Commission in 

1971 for licenses to construct and operate its proposed Shearon Harris Nuclear Power 

Plant Units 1, 2, 3 and 4, in Wake County, NC. After completion of preconstruction 

reviews and hearings, the AEC issued Construction Permit Nos. CPPR-158, CPPR-159, 

CPPR-160 and CPPR-161 on January, 1978. Construction proceeded on the four unit site 

until December 1981, when CP&L informed the NRC that Units 3 and 4 had been 

canceled, and requested that Units 1 and 2 be considered concurrently for operating 

licenses. NUREG- 1038 was issued in November 1983 for Unit 1, and reflected ongoing 

construction and eventual completion of Unit 2. However, Unit 2 was canceled soon
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afterward in December 1983, leaving Unit I as the only Unit to be completed and 
licensed. The Unit 1 Full Power Operating License was issued in January 1987, with 
commercial operation beginning in May 1987.  

The original design of the four unit Harris Nuclear Plant located Units 1 and 4 at the 
south end of the plant, and Units 2 and 3 on the north end. These four units were to share 

a common fuel handling building to serve the purposes of loading and offloading fuel, as 
well as storage of spent fuel. Two sets of fuel storage pools were located in the fuel 

handling building, each set containing a spent fuel pool and a new fuel pool. The spent 
fuel pools were intended to function primarily as spent fuel storage capacity, while the 
new fuel pools were provided for staging new fuel and offloading spent fuel from the 
reactor. In the initial design, Units I and 4 shared the south ('A' and 'B') fuel pools, 
while the north ('C' and 'D') fuel pools were intended to service Unit 2 and 3.  

The Fuel Handling Building was a common feature to all units, and completion of the 
building itself was requisite for operation of the first unit placed into service. Logical 
progression of the Fuel Handling Building construction dictated that major pieces of 

equipment be installed early in the schedule. As a result, the full complement of Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling pools, heat exchangers and pumps initially associated with four unit 

construction was installed. Many of the smaller pumps, filters, strainers and lesser pieces 
of equipment were installed as well. Fuel Handling Building construction also dictated 
that all of the piping to be embedded in concrete be installed at the logical interval as the 

building was erected. Since the pools were encased in concrete, the adjoining portions of 
piping providing cooling connections and auxiliaries were necessarily constructed, 

inspected and tested prior to the encasement concrete being poured.  

Subsequent to the cancellation of Units 3 and 4, work on the 'C' and 'D' Spent Fuel 
Pools continued in support of the planned completion of Unit 2. By the time that Unit 2 
was canceled, the majority of the mechanical piping and equipment associated with 

operation of the 'C' and 'D' end pools was already installed, including all of the 
embedded and most of the exposed portions of ASME Section III piping associated with 

these fuel pools' cooling system. Work on the remaining equipment associated with the 
'C' and 'D' pools in the Fuel Handling Building was suspended when Unit 2 was 
canceled. Plant 'documents from that time describe plans to eventually complete the 'C' 
and 'D' spent fuel pools and place them into service.  

Construction Records Issue 
The completed portion of the Unit 2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System (FPCCS) 

and supporting facilities were constructed to the same codes and standards and using the 

same procedures and personnel as was Unit 1, which was fully completed and licensed.  

Appropriate records documenting field activities were generated at the time of 

construction as required by the construction codes and plant procedures, and maintained 

in storage under the control of the construction Quality Assurance (QA) program pending 

system completion and turnover. When construction on Unit 2 was halted, these records
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were transferred to temporary storage facilities maintained by the Harris Nuclear Plant 
Document Control. They were not microfilmed since they were associated with systems 
which were not fully completed and accepted under the site's N Certificate Program, and 
later were inadvertently discarded during a document control records cleanup effort.  

Notably, these discarded records include the piping isometric packages for field 
installation of the completed portion of Unit 2 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System 
and Component Cooling Water System (CCWS) piping within Code boundaries. As a 
result, Code required records are no longer available for approximately 40 of the nearly 
200 large bore welds in the completed ASME Section III portions of the Unit 2 FPCCS 
and CCWS.  

II. Alternative Plan for Missing Construction Records (Piping Pedigree Plan) 

The plan for addressing the missing construction documentation associated with the 
portion of the piping initially installed during plant construction and intended for the 'C' 
and 'D' Spent Fuel Pools' cooling systems consists of four elements. These are: (1) 
scoping, (2) records retrieval and review, (3) examination and testing, and (4) 
reconciliation. The intent of this plan is to develop the body of evidence which supports 
the quality of the previously completed constructed piping. Consistent with 
I 0CFR50.55a, any deficiencies identified will be evaluated to determine whether a 
acceptable level of quality and safety can be provided through alternate methods, or if 
not, whether attaining full compliance would result in hardship or unusual difficulty 
without a compensating increase in the level of quality and safety.  

(1) The scoping portion of the Piping Pedigree Plan defines the boundaries of piping 
within the plan, and basically consists of a review of the extent of existing construction 
vs. that required for completion of the system. The extent of previously completed 
construction is determined by conducting and documenting detailed field walkdowns.  
Identification markings such as spoolpiece numbers, welder identification numbers, heat 
numbers, etc. are recorded at this time for use later in the records review and retrieval 
phase. Accessibility (both external and internal) are assessed for planning the 
examination / testing phase.  

(2) The records review and retrieval phase of the project is an investigation of 
construction era documents to compile the archived body of evidence which substantiates 
the quality of the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Cooling piping. Specific sources of this information 
are discussed as follows: 

A) Procurement documents for piping spool pieces. Requirements to which these 
spool pieces were fabricated were delineated on Purchase Order NY 435035, 
which invoked piping spec CAR-SH-M-30. Vendor Data Packages were 
supplied to the requirements of the pipe spool vendor's NPT program, and
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include records of material certification, welding activities and Nondestructive 
Examination (NDE) and hydrotesting. These records were retained by the 
Harris Nuclear Plant Document Control Program and are available on 
microfilm.  

B) Construction era documents which defined requirements associated with the 
procurement, storage, handling and installation of the piping. Work 
procedures fall into this category, and include those for welding, weld material 
control, piping installation, concrete placement, hydrotesting, etc.  
Development of the sequence of installation through controlling procedures 
establishes the activities related to quality (tests, inspections, reviews, etc.) 
which by procedure would have to be satisfactorily completed in order to meet 
specific documented construction milestones, such as concrete placement and 
hydrotest.  

C) Review of records which are available through the Harris Nuclear Plant 
Document Control System relating to construction of the Spent Fuel Pools and 
related equipment. Record types which fall into this category include, 
hydrotest records, concrete placement tickets, records relating to pipe spool 
modifications, etc. In many cases records may be found which do not directly 
establish quality, but rather serve to demonstrate that the construction of this 
piping was subject to the same level of scrutiny as was comparable Unit 1 
piping, for which the appropriate quality records do exist.  

D) Review of construction era records which are not quality assurance records, 
but which do serve to substantiate the quality of construction. This category 
would include documents such as engineering files, or quality control 
inspector log books which note specific inspections or records review.  

(3) An examination and test phase will recreate, to the extent possible, any inspections or 
records which would have originally been required by plant procedures and the 
construction code and for which documentation is no longer available. The primary focus 
of this phase will consist of inspection and NDE of field welds for which weld data 
records are not available. Accessible ASME Section III welds will be subject to 100% 
surface examination, and ANSI B3 1.1 welds will receive a visual examination. Where 
feasible, internal weld inspections will be performed to verify fitup and adequacy of 
shielding gas purge. Notably, this will include an internal remote camera inspection of a 
substantial portion of the embedded FPCCS piping. Alternate methods of attaining 
comparable assurance will be developed whenever code required inspections cannot be 
performed, or deficiency in code required records cannot be otherwise addressed. For 
example, since filler material traceability cannot be established by weld data records, 
examination and testing of weld filler material will be performed to verify the 
composition of filler material is consistent with weld requirements. Finally, system 
hydrotesting will be performed upon completion of the piping systems using ASME 
Section III hydrotest criteria.
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(4) The reconciliation phase of the Piping Pedigree Plan is a review of the data collected 

in previous phases and assessment of the level to which original construction 

documentation requirements were met. This is accomplished by compiling the body of 

records retrieved from document control and those generated by the examination / testing 

effort, then reviewing this record set against code documentation requirements to 

determine the extent to which code requirements are met. For instances wherein 

deficiencies are identified, the body of evidence (alternate tests or inspections, 

construction procedures, etc) which substantiates the quality of the component would be 

evaluated to determine if comparable assurance of quality and safety exists.  

Piping Pedigree Plan - Implementation 

ASME Section III Piping: 

The elements of the Piping Pedigree Plan as described above are essentially complete for 

the ASME Section III piping associated with the 'C' and 'D' pools' FPCCS.  

The following is a summary of the results of this effort to date: 

Scope Definition - The ASME Section III piping associated with the 'C' and 'D' SPF 

Cooling System has been walked down by CP&L engineering and Harris Nuclear 

Plant Quality Control personnel to compare the plant configuration with construction 

isometric drawings and ensure that all welds, both vendor and field constructed, have 

been identified. Pipe spool identification numbers and welder symbols were 

inspected and recorded for review and comparison against vendor data packages. The 

scope of the ASME Section III piping within the plan has been defined based on field 

walkdowns, a review of modification design and results of the records retrieval effort.  

Basically, the plan will cover the large bore ASME Section III piping in the FPCCS 

and CCWS, leaving the small bore pipe welds (vents, drains, etc.) to be cut out and 

redone as part of the modification effort. A total of 40 large bore piping field welds 

and 12 pipe hanger attachment welds are being addressed within this portion of the 

Alternative Plan scope. Of this total, 37 are FPCCS piping welds (15 of which are 

embedded in concrete) and 3 are CCWS piping welds. All 12 hanger attachment 

welds are in the FPCCS piping.  

Vendor Data Package review - All of the 44 vendor data packages associated with the 

ASME Section III portions of the 'C' and 'D' FPCCS have been retrieved and 

reviewed to ensure that the requisite paperwork is in hand. These packages account 

for approximately 80% of the large bore piping welds in the previously constructed 

portions of this system. Of the nearly 200 existing large bore (12" and 16") ASME 

Section III FPCCS piping welds, approximately 160 are vendor welds for which all 

required records exist. As noted above, these vendor data packages also account for 

all but 12 of the hanger attachments welds existing in the FPCCS piping. Only 2 

vendor data packages are associated with the portion of the previously installed Unit 2
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CCW System which will be used in the design to tie in Unit I CCW to the 'C' and 

'D' Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Heat Exchangers. These packages account for all but 3 

of the existing large bore piping welds in this piping.  

Review of other documentation - A review of other Construction Quality Control 

(QC) documentation in the document control system has identified that some 

construction information does exist for the piping in question. Notably, hydrotest 

records were located which show that all of the embedded piping was in fact subject 

to hydrotest. Completion of weldments within the hydrotest boundary and review of 

Weld Data Reports (WDRs) was a procedural prerequisite for conducting these 

hydrotests. Of these 15 embedded field welds, hydrotest records contain specific 

signoffs attesting to satisfactory review of completed WDRs for 9. An additional 4 

embedded welds are specifically identified as being within the hydrotest boundary 

with a general signoff attesting to satisfactory review of weld records, while the 

remaining 2 can be shown to be within a hydrotest boundary with a signoff for review 

of welding documentation, although not specifically identified by name.  

Additional information pertaining to the quality of the 15 embedded field welds can 

be found in QC reports (ie., nonconformance reports or deficiency disposition 

reports*) associated with construction of this piping. Notably, several of these 

records contain WDR and repair WDRs for embedded welds, providing information 

pertaining to welder id, filler material and / or NDE for those welds. Pipe Spool 

Modification packages were located on microfilm; these have been reviewed to 

determine if any field changes had been made to the pipe spools as supplied from the 
vendor. Construction era procedures and specifications have been reviewed to 

identify programmatic requirements pertinent to construction quality.  

(* Note - These QC records address routine construction issues which were 

satisfactorily resolyed, and do not have any adverse implications on overall 

construction quality. On the contrary, the existence of such records serves to 
strengthen the position that construction was subject to the appropriate level of QC 
scrutiny.) 

Field inspections - Reinspection and NDE of the 37 piping field welds and 12 hanger 

attachment field welds within the ASME Section III SFP Cooling System portion of 

the plan scope has been completed. WDRs were generated to document the 

inspection results; these Will be reviewed by both Harris Nuclear Plant Quality 

Control personnel and the site Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI). These 

inspections also located and recorded weld symbols from each field weld to verify 

which welds were performed by the pipe spool vendor and to identify the specific 

welder responsible for field welds. This information was reviewed against pipe spool 

modification records and vendor data packages to determine that the original vendor 

welds were intact (had not been replaced or altered by field work), and to ensure that 

all welds had been identified and their origin accounted for. A total of 4 externally
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accessible field welds were also subject to. internal examination by engineering and 
welding craft supervisory personnel, with no anomalies being identified which might 
indicate substandard weld quality.  

The internal examination of externally inaccessible field welds is an integral 
component of the Piping Pedigree Plan These inspections will be completed prior to 

post-modification acceptance testing. CP&L has contracted with a specialty vendor 
to provide remote camera inspections of a substantial portion of the embedded piping 
and field welds. An inspection procedure will be developed specifically for this 
activity and will include detailed inspection and acceptance criteria. Based on a 
feasibility walkdown with the vendor, it is anticipated that greater than one third of 

the embedded field welds will be subject to an internal inspection in this manner.  
These inspections will take place at the appropriate interval in the modification 
process, when pool levels are lowered and the welded piping blanks are removed.  
Any discrepancies will be appropriately dispositioned at that time, including any 
necessary supplemental submittals to this I OCFR50.55a Alternative Plan.  

Filler Material Analysis - All of the accessible large bore FPCCS piping field welds 
were subject to examination and/or testing to ascertain the composition of filler 

material. Generally, this was done using a nondestructive x-ray diffraction "alloy 
analyzer". In addition, chip samples were taken from three welds at random to 
support the validity of the alloy analyzer results. The results of this effort support that 
filler material alloy used in these field welds is consistent with that required by site 
specifications and welding procedures. The carbon steel CCWS piping welds do not 
lend themselves to conclusive identification using an x-ray diffraction analyzer, so the 
three field welds in this piping will either be subject to chemical analysis of chip 
samples, or as an alternative, cut out and replaced.  

B31.1 Piping: 

The non-safety related piping and equipment providing skimmer, purification and other 

support functions for the 'C' and 'D' spent fuel pools was very nearly completed at the 

time of original construction. All of this piping which will be retained in the final design 

is considered in the scope of the piping pedigree plan. As with the ASME Section III 

piping, vendor records can be located for this piping, but not the construction records 

associated with field installation. Under B3 1.1 and plant welding procedures, this piping 

would have been subject to external visual inspection at the time of construction.  

Reinspections have been performed on a large number of these field welds, with none 

being rejected. A complete reinspection of this piping will be accomplished as part of the 

modification effort, and a full system hydrotest to original construction requirements will 

be completed as part of post-modification acceptance testing.
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Piping Pedigree Plan Conclusion - an acceptable level of quality and safety 

1OCFR50.55a(a)(3) allows for the development of an alternative plan with the permission 
of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation if it can be demonstrated that the proposed 
alternative would provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, or if compliance with 

.the requirements would result in hardship or unusual difficulty without a compensating 
increase in the level of quality and safety. In the case of unavailable Unit 2 construction 
records, a great deal of evidence can be compiled to demonstrate that this piping was 
indeed constructed to the quality requirements consistent with the construction codes.  

These are summarized as follows: 

Design - CP&L held the N certificate over the ASME Section III portion of Harris 
Nuclear Plant Construction. A single N Certificate program was developed and 
implemented uniformly to ensure code compliance for the entire site. All materials 
were specified to a common program using the same procurement specifications. The 
same welder qualification program and weld procedures, weld engineering, NDE 
program, and QC program were common to the site.  

Work and Document Control - The Harris Nuclear Plant was designed and 
constructed (to the extent that it was completed) under a single construction program.  
Common work control procedures, document control, warehousing and storage 
facilities were used throughout the site. Generally, the same pool of craft and 
supervisory personnel, QC personnel and engineering staff was available for 
construction of all four units.  

Welder Qualification - Welder identification symbols have been identified at each of 

the externally accessible field welds, and can be traced to welders qualified to 
perform that weld. The chronology of precisely when a welder was qualified vs. when 
the weld was made is difficult to establish since the precise time the weld was 
performed cannot be determined, but the work control procedures ensure that the 
appropriate qualifications were established prior to performing weld, particularly with 
regard to welds within ASME Section III boundaries.  

Obviously, welder identification symbols cannot be inspected and recorded for the 15 
embedded welds, but again, the same program and procedures would have applied.  
Work procedures specifically directed the creation of WDR packages for all welds 
within- code boundaries and required that the supervisor ensure that welders were 
appropriately qualified. Besides the craft supervisor, welder qualification would have 
been subject to scrutiny by QC and the ANI upon review of the weld records. Of the 
15 embedded field welds, QC construction reports provide the identification of 
welders associated with at least 3 of these welds. No direct records of welder 
identification have yet been located for the remaining 12 embedded field welds, but 
hydrostatic test records have been located which attest to the existence of completed 
WDR packages for these welds at the time of construction. These records contain
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signatures individually attesting to satisfactory review of completed WDRs for 9 of 
the 15 embedded field welds, with an additional 4 welds being specifically identified 
as being within the test boundary with a general signoff attesting to satisfactory 
review of weld records. The remaining 2 embedded field welds were also shown to 
be within a hydrotest boundary, although not specifically identified by name.  

Generally, the same pool of welders was available for work on Unit 2 as was for the 
completed Unit I at any point during construction. A programmatic lack of 
appropriate welder qualification would have represented a quality assurance 
breakdown in the welder qualification program for the site, not just for a given unit.  
Thus, the satisfactory completion and subsequent operation of Unit I using a common 
craft pool qualified under a single welder qualification program provides strong 
assurance that the Unit 2 welders were also appropriately qualified.  

Filler Material Identification - The WDR package generated for each field weld 
contained the heat number of weld filler metal which provided the traceability for this 
material. Since the WDRs are typically the only historical source of this information, 
material certification cannot be directly established for field welds without these 
records. However, assurance that the filler material was procured to ASME Section 
III requirements and supplied with traceability records is provided in Site 
Specification SS-021 (Purchasing Welding Materials for Permanent Plant 
Construction). Per this procedure, austenetic stainless steel weld filler material 
procured for permanent plant welding (such as would have been used in the 
embedded FPCCS piping) was purchased to ASME Section III requirements, 
including those requirements associated with traceability and certification.  

Issuance and control of weld filler material was strictly controlled through the site 
materials control program. This program and its implementing procedures were 
common to all Harris units under construction. The site materials control program 
was regularly subject to QC audit to ensure compliance with the site ASME Section 
III Program Manual.  

An examination and testing program has been completed for the accessible large bore 
piping welds in the ASME Section III portion of the 'C' and 'D' pools' FPCCS, as 
well as 12 hanger welds on this piping. Each of these welds was tested either by use 

of a non-destructive alloy analyzer or by removing chip samples for chemical assay.  

In each case. the results supported that the filler material alloy was consistent with 

that required by site specifications and welding procedures. Such inspections cannot 
be performed for the inaccessible welds, but the quality of filler metal in these welds 

is supported by the existence of hydrotest records as discussed above, the existence of 

QC records for several of these welds which do provide certification and traceability 
information, the procurement requirements of Site Specification SS-021, as well as 

satisfactory test results from the 22 accessible welds. The 3 carbon steel CCW field
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welds in the Piping Pedigree Plan will also be subject to chemical analysis of chip 

samples to verify composition.  

NDE - The WDR package generated for each field weld contained the record of code 
required inspections and non-destructive examination. The specification of required 
NDE was a line item on the WDR, and completion of these examinations was 
affirmed by signature on the WDRs and supported by NDE records included in the 
respective piping isometric package. Site work control procedures required that these 
examinations be performed and appropriately documented, and it is clear from 
interviewing plant personnel that these piping isometric packages were generated and 
did exist until recently discarded. Since the WDRs are again the only source of this 
information, the completion of original construction NDE cannot be directly 
established for the field welds in question.  

To address the issue of NDE records, each of the accessible field welds identified as 
being in the Piping Pedigree Plan scope has been subjected to reinspection and NDE 
consistent with that which would have been originally performed and found to be 
acceptable. Obviously, this level of NDE cannot be reperformed on the field welds 
-embedded in concrete, but the existence of hydrotest records attesting to review of 
completed WDR, QC records for several of these welds which do contain the 
appropriate NDE records, and the satisfactory NDE of accessible field welds with no 
rejections provides assurance that the NDE was satisfactorily completed for the 
embedded welds as well.  

The internal camera inspection of a large percentage of embedded field welds will 
also be performed against inspection criteria developed to provide both subjective 
examination of weld quality and, to the extent feasible, objective compliance with 
code and procedural requirements. While an inspection of this nature is not a Code 
requirement, it is significant in that it will provide direct physical evidence of quality 
for the embedded field welds. These inspections will take place at the appropriate 
interval in the modification process, when pool levels are lowered and the welded 
piping caps are removed. Any discrepancies will be appropriately dispositioned at 
that time, including any necessary supplemental submittals to this I OCFR50.55a 
Alternative Plan.  

In summary, the portion of the 'C' and 'D' FPCCS which were installed at the time of 
original plant construction were constructed under CP&L's N Certificate program, using 
sitewide programs and controls for quality assurance and a common pool of craft, quality 
control and engineering resources. There is no evidence to support that the level of 
quality in this portion of Harris plant construction is any less than that of Unit 1, and 
indeed, it would be difficult to conceive of an unacceptable deficiency which might exist 
in the partially completed Spent Fuel Cooling facilities without implicating the possibility 
of its existence in Unit 1 as well. That Unit I was completed, licensed and has been in 
commercial operation for approximately 12 years without cause to suspect construction
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quality provides strong assurance of that the quality assurance programs for the site were 
suitably comprehensive and fully implemented. It follows that a comparable level of 
quality exists in the partially completed Unit 2 facilities, including those for spent fuel 
storage.  

Beyond programmatic assurances, a large body of evidence has been compiled which 
directly attest to quality of construction. Vendor data packages, hydrostatic test records, 
QC records and other construction era documentation has been retrieved which constitute 
substantial proof of compliance with site programs and procedures. An examination 
effort has been completed in which code required external NDE of accessible welds has 
been reperformed with no rejectable indications, and material examinations provide proof 
that the filler metal used in field welds was appropriate for the weldment. These results 
provide direct evidence of the quality of accessible field welds, and by extension, the 
smaller group of welds which are embedded. Internal examination of a significant 
percentage of these embedded field welds provides an additional measure of quality 
assurance beyond that required by the Code.  

There is no evidence that supports that the missing records were never generated, and to 
the contrary, document control records indexes indicate that these piping isometric 
packages were transferred to QA storage and maintained there until they were 
inadvertently discarded in a document control "cleanup effort". Adverse Condition 
Report 93-354 was generated at that time which specifically identifies that installation 
documentation for the 'C' and 'D' FPCCS, including installation verification data and 
field weld records, was inadvertently discarded during Sept. 1993.  

It is concluded that the Piping Pedigree Plan outlined above provides ample evidence 
exists to support that the portion of the Harris plant associated with the 'C' and 'D' Spent 
Fuel Pools which was completed during the original site construction effort was indeed 
constructed to the appropriate level of quality and safety and in compliance with 
construction code requirements. It follows that the issue of missing code documentation 
is simply that, a documentation issue, and does not infer a physical lack of quality in the 
field.  

II1. Alternative Plan for Continuance of Design and Construction 

The original construction of the Harris Nuclear Plantwas subject to the full requirements 
of ASME Section III of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code under the 
authorization of a single N Certificate program maintained by CP&L. This site ASME 
Section III QA program was discontinued shortly after completion and turnover of Unit 1, 
and a corporate QA program meeting 1OCFR50 Appendix B requirements was 
implemented as required to address plant operation, including Section XI requirements 
regarding inspection, repair and replacement activities. Thus, the original construction 
program no longer exists and it is not possible to complete construction of the 'C' and
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'D' FPCCS as a continuance of this program. Further. since a Code data report was not 

prepared by CP&L for this partially completed piping and equipment under its N 

certificate holder program at the time it was constructed, responsibility for its 

construction cannot be now assumed by another N certificate holder under a current 
program. It follows that it is not possible to N stamp the previously completed portion 

plant associated with the 'C' and 'D' Spent Fuel Pools. Given this, and considering that 

the majority of construction has been completed, it is the opinion of CP&L and code 

authorities within the Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Co. and Bechtel 

Power Corporation that there is no benefit with invoking an N certificate program to 

govern the completion of the relatively small outstanding portion of construction vs.  

using another suitable quality assurance program of comparable rigor.  

Since this portion of the plant was never turned over at the time of construction. it is not 

considered part of the operating facility from the perspective of the ASME code and its 

completion -could not be interpreted as a replacement activity as defined in Section XI.  

However, the site Section XI Repair and Replacement Program as implemented under the 

Corporate I OCFR50, Appendix B QA Program does contain many elements of quality 

control (ie., welder qualification, weld procedures, inspections, documentation, etc.) 

consistent with the original construction program. Therefore, CP&L proposes to 

complete the design of this portion of the plant to appropriate ASME Section III 

requirements, but utilize the Corporate I OCFR50, Appendix B QA Program and site 

procedures for those elements of quality assurance for which it is appropriate to provide.  

Generally, any conflicts between the ASME Section III requirements and that of the 

Corporate 1 OCFR50, Appendix B QA Program (and the corporate and site procedures 

which invoke it) would be conservatively dispositioned, such as the use of ASME Section 

III hydrotest requirements vs. those requirements found in Section XI.  

A set of supplemental quality assurance requirements has also been developed to augment 

the Corporate IOCFR50, Appendix B QA Program in completion of the Code portions of 

the plant associated with the 'C' and 'D' Spent Fuel Pools. These requirements were 

obtained by a close review of the requirements in the approved ASME Section III 

Construction QA Program Manual as it existed at the time of completion of construction 

vs. those of the currently existing Corporate I OCFR50, Appendix B QA Program, and are 

specifically intended to identify and conservatively reconcile deficiencies in the corporate 

program with ASME Section III requirements. For instance, the supplemental 

requirements specify a level of ANI involvement commensurate with ASME Section III 

requirements, including review of work packages prior to field issuance, integration of 

ANI involvement into the work control process, and final review and approval of 

documentation subsequent to work completion. Other highlights of the supplemental 

quality assurance requirements include integration of comparable requirements for design 

specifications and a process for system documentation review and turnover similar to that 

of N Stamping. These supplemental quality assurance requirements will be implemented 

by integration into the modification package. or when necessary, by procedure revision.
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Since the current Corporate IOCFR50, Appendix B QA Program is sufficient to govern 

ongoing operation of the Harris Plant (including Section XI repair and replacement 

activities), it follows that it is of sufficient rigor for the construction effort to complete 

and activate the portion of the plant associated with the 'C' and 'D' spent fuel pools.  

There are instances wherein the Corporate 1 OCFR50, Appendix B QA Program does not 

address specific ASME Section Ill quality assurance requirements, and a set of 

supplemental quality assurance requirements has been developed specifically for the 

purpose of addressing these items. This approach for continuance of construction is both 

technically acceptable and commercially viable, and will ensure the requisite level of 

quality and safety in the completed systems as discussed in I OCFR50.55a(a)(3)(i).
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Harris Nuclear Plant 
P.O. Box 165 
New Hill NC 27562 

SERIAL: I{NP-99-069 

APR 3 0 1999 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400ILICENSE NO. NPF-63 
RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOL 
COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM PIPING 

-Dear Sir or Madam: 

By letter dated March 24, 1999, the NRC requested additional information regarding the Harris 
Nuclear Plant (HNP) license amendment request to place spent fuel pools 'C' and 'D' in service.  

Enclosure 8 of the HNP license amendment request (ref. SERIAL: HNP-98-188, dated December 

23, 1998) provided a detailed description of the proposed alternatives to demonstrate compliance 
with ASME B&PV Code requirements for spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup system piping in 

accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i). The NRC has determined that additional information is 

required to complete the review of the proposed alternative piping plan. Enclosed is the HNP 
response to the NRC request for additional information. The enclosed information is provided as 

a supplement to our December 23, 1998 submittal and does not change our initial determination 
that the proposed license amendment represents a no significant hazards consideration.  

Please refer any questions regarding the enclosed information to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 
362-2498.  

Sincerely, .  

9905050200 990430 Donna B. Alexander 

PDR ADOCK 05000400 Manager, Regulatory Affairs 
P Harris Nuclear Plant 

KWS/kws . , 
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Matrix of Construction Records Pertaining to 
Units 2 & 3 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI / QC) 
on hand/ 

Alt.Verification 
Method 

2-SF-I-FW-1 Embedded No, but No, but review E SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes Hydro -QC & ANI 

assured by of "Weld E No weld doc review in weld documentation (ref. DDR 1347) (ref. DDR 1347) 

piping Documentation U Assured by hydro records; review in hydro 

installation, "contained in weld doc program and records, program and 

hydro and Hydro test review in hydro procedural procedural 

concrete pour record records, site requirements requirements.  

procedure specification SS
requirements 021, procedural 

requirements 

2-SF-I-FW-2 Embedded No, but No, but review E SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes Hydro -QC & ANI 

assured by of "Weld U No weld doc review in weld documentation (ref. DDR 1347) (ref. DDR 1347) 

piping Documentation U Assured by hydro records; review in hydro 

installation, "contained in weld doc program and records, program and 

hydro and Hydro test review in hydro procedural procedural 

concrete pour record records, site requirements requirements.  

procedure specification SS
requirements 021, procedural 

requirements 

2-SF-l-FW-3 Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 

inspection N No B61, G97 
0 by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-1-FW-4 Embedded Yes, on one No, but review U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes Hydro -QC & ANI 

side (ref. of "Weld N No weld doc review in weld documentation (ref. DDR 1347) (ref. DDR 1347) 

DDR-1347). Documentation N Assured by hydro records; review in hydro 

Also assured "contained in weld doc program and records, program and 

by piping Hydro test review in hydro procedural procedural 

installation, record records, site requirements requirements.  
hydroaand specification SS
concrete pour 02 1, procedural 
procedure requirements 
requirements
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 
available? Documentation (ANI / QC) 

on hand/ 
AILVerification 

Method 

2-SF-I-FW-5 Embedded Yes, WDR on Yes, WDR on 0 SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes, in weld Yes, attested to in Yes Hydro -QC & ANI 

hand (ref. hand (ref. N Yes, WDR documentation weld documentation. (ref. DDR 1347) (ref. DDR 1347) 

DDR- 1347) DDR- 1347) on hand in (ref. DDR- 1347) weld documentation 

Also assured DDR- 1347 QC & ANI 

by piping U No.t (ref. DDR 1347) 

installation, required DDR- 1347 - QC & 

hydro and ANT 

concrete pour 
procedure 
requirements 

2-SF-1-FW-6 Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 

inspection U No D41 
U by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-8-FW-65 Embedded Yes, on one No E SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by No liner leak test - QC 

side by DDR- U No weld program and program and 

1387. Also U Assured by procedural procedural 
assured by site requirements requirements. Will be 

piping specification SS- subject to internal 

installation, 021, procedural camera inspection 
concrete pour requirements 
procedure 
requirements 

2-SF-8-FW-66 Embedded Yes, on one No E SFA.5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by No liner leak test - QC 

side by DDR- U No weld program and program and 

1387 Also U Assured by procedural procedural 

assured by • site requirements requirements. Will be 

piping specification SS- subject to internal 

installation, 021, procedural camera inspection 
concrete pour requirements 
procedure 
requirements
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 
available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 

on hand/ 
AILt.Verification 

Method 

2-SF-70-FW- Yes Yes, by No I SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

325 inspection U No. B7, D41 by re-inspection will be hydro
* by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer 

2-SF-72-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

326 inspection U No E21 by re-inspection will be hydro
* by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer 

2-SF-72-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

327 inspection U No E21, C97 by re-inspection will be hydro
* by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer 

2-SF-69-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

328 inspection U No B61 by re-inspection will be hydro
* by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer 

2-SF-69-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

329 inspection U No B61 by re-inspection will be hydro
E by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 

on hand/ 
Alt.Verification 

Method 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No N SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

329 inspection U No B7 by re-inspection will be hydro 

0 by alloy tested by Mod 

analyzer, 
chemical 
analysis 

2-SF-30-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No 

381 inspection U No E21, C97 by re-inspection 
* by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-148-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 

382 inspection E No E21 
0 by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-149-FW- Embedded Yes No, but have U SFA 5.9/5.4 B61 (NCR W- Yes, (full LP in DDR Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

408 (ref. DDR- repair WDR on E Partial, 207) 829). Will be subject see North New Repair weld 

829). Also hand, also weld WDR on Also repair WDR to internal camera Fuel Pool Hydro documentation - QC & 

assured by documentation hand for on hand (DDR inspection Test Recor'd. ANI 

piping review signoff repair weld. 829) NDE rpt. - QC & ANI 

installation, in North New U Assured (ref. DDR-829) 

hydro and Fuel Pool by weld doc DDR-829 - QC & ANI 

concrete pour Hydro Record, reviewy in hydro 
procedure records, site 
requirements specification SS

021, procedural 
requirements.
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 
No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 
on hand/ 

AILVerification 
Method 

2-SF-150-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 
412 inspection U No E21 

E by alloy 
analyzer 

2-SF- 14-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, 

424 inspection U No B61 by re-inspection will be hydro 
* tested by Mod 

by alloy 
analyzer _ 

2-SF-31-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No 
426 inspection N No E21, C97 by re-inspection 

N by alloy 
analyzer 

2-SF-35-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No NDE rpt. - QC & ANI 

440 inspection U No E21 by re-inspection (ref. NCR WP-O 16) 
0 by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-37-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No, 
441 inspection U No E59, F60, E25, Will also be subject to will be hydro 

0 by alloy .B47 direct internal tested by Mod 
analyzer examination when 

adjacent strainer is 
disassembled.  

2-SF-16-FW- Yes Yes, by No N SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes No, DDR-895 - QC & ANI 
447 inspection U No B61 by re-inspection will be hydro 

U by alloy tested by Mod 
analyzer
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI/ QC) 

on hand/ 
AIt.Verification 

Method _________ _________ 

2-SF-36-FW- Yes *h* 
*d 

448 
* See Note 

2-SF-36-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No, 

449 inspection U No D41, B47 Will also be subject to will be hydro 
0 by alloy direct internal tested by Mod 

analyzer examination when 
adjacent strainer is 
disassembled.  

2-SF-36-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No, 

450 inspection E No B47 Will also be subject to will be hydro 
* by alloy direct internal tested by Mod 

analyzer & examination when 
chemical adjacent strainer is 
analysis disassembled.  

2-SF-38-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No, 

451 inspection N No GI, B7 Will also be subject to will be hydro 
N by alloy direct internal tested by Mod 

analyzer & examination when 
chemical adjacent strainer is 
analysis disassembled.  

2-SF-67-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 

452 inspection N No E21 
* by alloy 

analyzer 

2-SF-68-FW- Yes Yes,. by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes, by re-inspection. No 

454 inspection N No C97, D87 
N by alloy 

analyzer
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 
available? Documentation (ANI / QC) 

on hand/ 
AIt.Verification 

Method 

2-SF-143-FW- Embedded Assured by No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

512 piping review signoff N No weld doc review in weld documentation see North New 

installation, in North New U Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 

hydro and Fuel Pool weld doc program and records, program and Test Record.  

concrete pour Hydro Record, review in hydro procedural procedural 
procedure records, site requirements requirements.  
requirements specification SS

021, procedural 
requirements 

2-SF-143-FW- Embedded Assured by No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

513 piping review signoff U No weld doc review in weld documentation see North New 

installation, in North New E Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 

hydro and Fuel Pool weld doc program and records, program and Test Record.  

concrete pour Hydro Record, review in hydro procedural procedural 
procedure records, site requirements requirements.  
requirements specification SS

021, procedural 
requirements 

2-SF-143-FW- Embedded Yes, ref. No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

514 DDR-888 review signoff U No weld doc review in weld documentation see North:New DDR-888 
Also assured in North New U Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 

by piping Fuel Pool weld doc program and records, program and Test Record.  
installation, Hydro Record, review in hydro procedural procedural 
hydro and records, site requirements requirements Will be 
concrete pour specification SS- subject to internal 
procedure 021, procedural camera inspection 
requirements requirements
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI / QC) 

on hand/ 
Alt.Verification 

Method 

2-SF- 144-FW- Embedded Assured by No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

515 piping review signoff E No weld doc review in weld documentation see North New 

installation, in North New U Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 

hydro and Fuel Pool weld doe program and records, program and Test Record.  

concrete pour Hydro Record, review in hydro procedural procedural 

procedure records, sitq requirements requirements. Will be 

requirements specification SS- subject to internal 
021, procedural camera inspection 
requirements 

2-SF-144-FW- Embedded Yes, on one No, but WDR N SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

516 side, ref. review signoff U No weld doe review in weld documentation see North New DDR-921 - QC & ANI 

DDR-869. in North New U Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 

Also assured Fuel Pool weld doc program and records, program and Test Record.  

by piping Hydro Record, review in hydro procedural procedural 

installation, records, site requirements requirements. Will be 

hydro and specification SS- subject to internal 

concrete pour 021, procedural camera inspection 

procedure requirements 
requirements 

2-SF-144-FW- Embedded Yes - ref No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 No, but assured by Yes, partial UT & LP Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 

517 DDR-869. review signoff U No weld doc review in performed under see North New Repair weld 

Also assured in North New E Assured by hydro records, DDR-869. Also, Fuel Pool Hydro documentation - QC & 

by piping Fuel Pool weld doe program and assured by weld Test Record. ANI 

installation, Hydro Record. review in hydro procedural documentation review Also ref. DDR- (ref. DDR-869) 

hydro and records, site requirements in hydro records, 869. DDR-869 - QC & ANI 

concrete pour specification SS- program and 

procedure 021, procedural procedural 

requirements requirements requirements. Will be 
subject to internal 
camera inspection
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 
No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (AN! / QC) 
on hand/ 

AiL.Verification 
Method 

2-SF-159-FW- Embedded Also assured No, but WDR U SFA-5.9/5.4 No, but assured by No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 
518 by piping review signoff N No weld doc review in weld documentation see North New 

installation, in North New E Assured by hydro records, review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 
hydro and Fuel Pool weld doc program and records, program and Test Record.  
concrete pour Hydro Record review in hydro procedural procedural 
procedure records, site requirements requirements 
requirements specification SS

021, procedural 
requirements 

2-SF-159-FW- Embedded Yes, on one No, but WDR U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes, C-20 No, but assured by Yes, Hydro -QC & ANI 
519 side (ref. review signoff E No (see NCR W-103) weld documentation see North New NCR W-103 - QC 

NCR-85-1318, in North New N Assured by review in hydro Fuel Pool Hydro 
Also assured Fuel Pool weld doc records, program and Test Record.  
by piping Hydro Record review in hydro procedural 
installation, records, site requirements 
hydro and specification SS
concrete pour 021, procedural 
procedure requirements 
requirements 

2-SF-7 I-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 
331 inspection U No D75, E50, D69 by re-inspection attachment 
(Hanger U by alloy weld) 
Attach. Weld) analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 
332 (Hanger inspection N No E50, D69 by re-inspection attachment 
Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 

analyzer
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 
on hand/ 

AIt.Verification 
Method 

2-SF-7 I-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

333 (Hanger inspection N No D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) N by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No E SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

334 (Hanger inspection U No D75, E50 D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

335 (Hanger inspection U No D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No N SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

336 (Hanger inspection E No D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

Ye . . .. . . . / A tiiage
2-SF-7 I -FW
337 (Hanger 
Attach. Weld)

Yes Yes, by 
inspection

No U 
U 
U

SFA 5.9/5.4 
No 
by alloy 
analyzer

Yes 
E50, D69

Yes 
by re-inspection

N/A (Hanger 
attachment 
weld)

..............................[ ...........................
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID/ Welder ID Records Records completed 

available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 
on hand/ 

Alt.Veriflcation 
Method 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

338 (Hanger inspection U No D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-7 I-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

339 (Hanger inspection U No D75, D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) . by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

340 (Hanger inspection U No D75, E50, D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) E by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No N SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

341 (Hanger inspection N No D75, E50, D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) E by alloy weld) 
analyzer 

2-SF-71-FW- Yes Yes, by No U SFA 5.9/5.4 Yes Yes N/A (Hanger 

342 (Hanger inspection E No D75, D69 by re-inspection attachment 

Attach. Weld) U by alloy weld) 
analyzer.
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Field Weld Access? Id of welded Weld Specified Filler Qual Record & NDE Hydrotest Inspections 

No. items ? documents Material ID! Welder ID Records Records completed 
available? Documentation (ANI /QC) 

on hand/ 
Alt.Verification 

Method 

2-CC-3-FW- Yes No, but is No U SFA Yes, Yes No, 

207 accessible and 5.18/5.1 K40 by re-inspection to be hydro 

will be E No tested by Mod 

visually * TBD by 
verified, chemical 

analysis 

2-CC-3-FW- Yes No, but is No N SFA Yes, Yes No, 

208 accessible and 5.18/5.1 C11 by re-inspection to be hydro 

will be N No tested by Mod 
visually U TBD by 
verified chemical 

analysis 

2-CC-3-FW- Yes No, but is No U SFA Yes, Yes No, 

209 accessible and 5.18/5.1 B1 by re-inspection to be hydro 

will be U No tested by Mod 
visually E TBD by 
verified chemical 

analysis 

Note * Field Weld 2-SF-FW-36-448 is a completed and stamped field weld, but will be cut out and replaced as it joins 
a section of piping which was affected by a pipe spool modification.
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
MATERIALS SERVICES SECTION 

METALLURGY SERVICES 

TECHNICAL REPORT

To: Mr. Jeff Lane 

Investigators: 
D. W. Brinkley, M 

Distribution: 
File/Metallurgy Services 

Andy Bartrom/HNP 
Emory Upchurch/HNP

Project Number: 98-125 
Date: June 30, 1998 

Reviewed by: .

Approved

Supervisor, Services

SUBJECT: Harris Nuclear Plant - Material Identification of Spent Fuel Piping Welds 

Project Summary 

The Unit 3/4 spent fuel piping field welds analyzed at the Harris Nuclear Plant 

with a Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer were identified as being most similar in 

composition to either Type 304 stainless steel, Type 309 stainless steel, NIST 

1154a SRM, or a combination of these reference materials. These results were 

confirmed by chemical analysis of chip samples from three different welds by an 
outside laboratory.  

INTRODUCTION: 

The objective of this investigation was to perform material identifications of field welds made on 

Unit 3/4 spent fuel piping at the Harris Nuclear Plant. It was reported that plant personnel wished 

to upgrade this system for possible future use. It was requested that the welds be analyzed 

nondestructively. Chips would be removed from two or three welds by Harris Nuclear Plant 

personnel for a more detailed chemical analysis.  

FIELD EXAMINATION AND RESULTS: 

The selected welds were identified by Mr. Andy Bartrom of the Harris Nuclear Plant Quality 

Control Unit. The welds had been prepared for a nondestructive evaluation by plant personnel.  

Field analysis of the welds was performed using a Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer (Serial 

Number 69871) with a cadmium 109 isotope source (Serial Number 1256LY). The alloy analyzer 

was used in an identification mode and several standard reference materials had been entered into 

the alloy analyzer as references for comparison with the field welds. The reference materials are 

shown in Table 1. It should be noted that using this instrument in an identification mode, the 

9905050202 990430 
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unknown (or analyzed) material is compared to the reference materials loaded into the instrument 
during setup and calibration. If the unknown's composition exhibits very little difference to a 
known reference material, the unknown is identified as the reference material and as a "Good 
Match." If the unknown's composition is between those of the utilized reference materials, the 
unknown may be identified as either the nearest reference and "Possible Match" or a combination 
of the nearest references and "Possible Match." If the unknown's composition exhibits sufficient 
differences from the reference materials used, the instrument will respond as "No Good Match." 
Since the analyzed welds were reported to be a product of using a Type 308 stainless steel filler 
material to join Type 304 stainless steel piping, the resultant welds may exhibit a composition that 
is between these two materials due to dilution/mixing and, hence, a precise identification as either 
Type 304 stainless steel or Type 308 stainless steel may not be possible. Therefore, an 

identification as a reference (or the two nearest references) and as a "Possible Match" demonstrates 
the unknown's composition is similar to the references, but exhibits some variation due to 

dilution/mixing. In summary, all of the field welds were identified as being similar in composition 
to either the Type 304 stainless steel standard, the Type 309 stainless steel standard, the National 
Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) standard reference material (SRM) 1154a, or a 

combination of two of the previous standards. The obtained results are summarized in Table 2.  

Chip samples were obtained from three field welds by Harris Plant personnel. These samples were 
provided to NSL Analytical Services by Materials Dedication and Laboratory Services Unit 

personnel for chemical analysis using an expanded package for stainless steels. The obtained 

results are presented in Table 3 and as Attachment 1. These results were in agreement with those 
obtained by the alloy analyzer in that the majority of the welds were identified as being most 

similar in composition to either Type 309 stainless steel or the NIST 1154a SRM. The chemical 
analysis results showed the field welds to have carbon contents that were higher than the maximum 

limit specified for Type 304 stainless steel, .but less than that specified for Type 309 stainless steel.  

The chromium content of all three welds was at the high end of the specified range for chromium in 

Type 304 stainless steel, but well under the lower limit of the specified range for chromium in Type 
309 stainless steel. The nickel content of all three welds was in the middle of the range specified 

for Type 304 stainless steel and weHl under the lower limit for Type 309 stainless steel.  

CONCLUSIONS: 

The Unit 3/4 spent fuel piping field welds analyzed at the Harris Nuclear Plant with a Metorex X

Met 880 Alloy Analyzer were identified as being most similar in composition to either Type 304 

stainless steel, Type 309 stainless steel, NIST 1154a SRM, or a combination of these reference 

materials. These results were confirmed by chemical analysis of chip samples from three different 
welds by an outside laboratory.
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TABLE 1 
Specified Elemental Composition, Weight Percent 

Identification C Cr Ni I Mn I Si I P S Other 
Standard Austenitic Stainless Steel Specifications 

Type 304 SS 0.08 18-20 8-10.5 2.00 1.00 0.045 0.03 ...  
Type 308 SS 0.08 19-21 10-12 2.00 1.00 0.045 0.03 
Type 309 SS 0.20 22-24 12-15 2.00 1.00 0.045 0.03 ...  
Type 310 SS 0.25 24-26 19-22 2.00 1.00 0.045 0.03 
Type 316 SS 0.08 16-18 10-14 2.00 1.00 0.045 0.03 2-3 Mo 

Reference Material Compositions 
Type 304 SS 0.047 18.28 8.13 1.48 0.49 0.019 0.010 0.17 Mo 
Type 309 SS 0.063 22.60 13.81 1.63 0.23 0.026 0.014 ...  
Type 310 SS 0.06 24.87 19.72 1.94 0.68 0.024 0.001 0.16 Mo 
Type 316 SS 0.052 16.74 10.07 1.44 0.42 0.022 0.008 2.06 Mo 
NIST 1154a 0.100 19.31 13.08 1.44 0.53 0.06 0.051 0.068 Mo 
NIST 1155 0.046 18.45 12.18 1.63 0.502 0.018 0.020 2.38 Mo 

NIST C1287 0.36 23.98 21.16 1.66 1.66 0.029 0.024 0.46 Mo

Page: 3
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TABLE 2 
Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer Test Results 

Date Specimen Alloy Identification Match Comments 
Identification 

5/12/98 Type 309 SRM 309 SS Good Instrument Check 

5/12/98 Type 316 SRM 316 SS Good- Instrument Check 

5/12/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a Good Instrument Check 

5/12/98 2-SF-36-FW-450 304 SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SW-36-FW-449 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-38-FW-451 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-37-FW-441 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible/Good 

5/12/98 2-SF-69-FW-328 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-70-FW-325 NIST 1154a/309SS Good/Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-69-FW-329 NIST 1154a Possible 
5/12/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a/309SS Possible Instrument Check 

5/12/98 2-SF-14-FW-424 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible/Good 
5/12/98 2-SF-71-FW-329 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-72-FW-327 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-16-FW-447 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-1-F.W-6 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-1-FW-3 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-35-FW-440 NIST 1154a Possible 
5/12/98 2-SF-68-FW-454 304SS Good/Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-31-FW-426 NIST 1154a/309SS Possible 

5/12/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a Good Instrument Check 

5/12/98 2-SF-67-FW-452 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-72-FW-326 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-150-FW-412 NIST 1154a/304SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-148-FW-382 NIST 1154a/304SS Possible 

5/12/98 2-SF-30-FW-381 NIST 1154a Possible 

5/12/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a Good Instrument Check 

5/12/98 Type 309 SRM 309SS Good Instrument Check 

5/12/98 Type 304 SRM 304SS Possible Instrument Check 

5/13/98 Type 309 SRM 309SS Good Instrument Check 

5/13/98 Type 310 SRM 31OSS Good Instrument Check 

5/13/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a Good Instrument Check 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-341 304SS Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-335 NIST 1154a Possible/Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-336 304SS/NIST 1154a Good/Possible 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-342 304SS/NIST 1154a Possible 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-337 304SS/NIST 1154a Possible
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TABLE 2 - Continued 
Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer Test Results

Date Specimen Alloy Identification Match Comments 
Identification 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-334 304SS/NIST 1154a Possible/Good 
5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-338 304SS Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-340 304SS Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-332 NIST 1154a/304SS Possible/Good 
5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-333 304SS/NIST 1154a Possible/Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-339 304SS/NIST 1154a Possible/Good 

5/13/98 2-SF-71-FW-331 304SS/NIST 1154a Good/Possible 

5/13/98 NIST 1154a NIST 1154a Good Instrument Check 

5/13/98 NIST 1155 316SS Possible Instrument Check 

5/13/98 NIST C1287 310SS Possible Instrument Check 

5/13/98 Type 309SS SRM 309SS/NIST 1154a Good/Possible Instrument Check

NOTE: The Metorex A-Met 88U was set up for analysis of me fiela weils using k1) a Iype 
304 stainless steel standard, (2) a Type 309 stainless steel standard, (3) a Type 310 stainless 
steel standard, (4) a Type 316 stainless steel standard, and (5) NIST 1154a standard reference 
material. NIST 1155 (Type 316 stainless steel) and NIST C1287 (Type 310 stainless steel) 
standard reference materials were used to check the instrument's response.

TABLE 3 
NSL Analytical Services, Inc. Chemical Analysis Results

Elemental Composition, Weight Percent
2-SF-36-FW-450 2-SF-38-FW-451 2-SF-71-FW-329 Type 304 Type 309 

Carbon 0.13 0.10 0.064 0.08 0.20 

Columbium <0.05 <0.05 <0.05 ......  

Chromium 20.08 20.11 19.06 18-20 22-24 

Copper 0.054 " 0.10 0.093 ......  
Manganese 1.46 1.39 0.79 2.00 2.00 

Molybdenum 0.12 0.10 0.085 ......  

Nickel 9.30 9.24 9.63 8-10.5 12-15 

Phosphorus 0.021 0.021 0.026 0.045 0.045 

Sulfur 0.007 0.005 0.013 0.03 0.03 

Silicon 0.37 0.39 0.25 1.00 1.00 

Titanium <0.01 1 0.011 <0.01
NOTE: The specified compositions for Iype .U04 ana lype.3U9 staiiess steels are provided 
for comparison and the single values represent maximum values.
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ANALYTICAL SERVICES, INC.  
FORMERLY NATIONAL SPECTROGRAPHIC LABORATORIES

QUALITY MATERIALS & ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING SINCE 1945

7650 HUB PARKWAY, CLEVELAND. OHIO 441E 
PHONE: C216) 447-1550 FAX: (216) 447-07 

(800) 497.6752 
HTTP'//www.nslanalytical.com

Carolina Power & Light Co 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
5413 Shearon Harris Rd.  
New Hill, NC 27562 
Attn:Gary Gray

Client Description: Steel Chips 

NSL Lab No Sample ID 
980011091 #2-SF-36-FW-450 

.C 
Cb 
Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
S 
Si 
Ti 

980011092 #2-SF-38-FW-451 
C 
Cb 
Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
S 
Si 
Ti

980011093

Reporting Officers 

R01

#2-SF-71-FW-329 
C 
Cb 
Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
S 
Si 
Ti

Date: 5/22/98 
Report No: 18630 
P.O. No: 1 L5577 

Page 1 of I

Results/UnitsTest

0.13% 
<0.05 % 
20.08% 
0.054% 

1.46 % 
0.12% 
9.30% 

0.021% 
0.007% 

0.37% 
<0.01 % 

0.10% 
<0.05 % 
20.11% 
0.10% 
1.39% 
0.10% 
9.24% 

0.021% 
0.005% 
0.39% 

0.011% 

0.064% 
<005 % 
19.06% 
0.093% 
0.79% 

0.085% 
9.63% 

0.026% 
0.013% 

0.25% 
"<0.01 %

Henry E. Collins, President 
Steven M. Podolan, Vice President Technology

MAT1IOALT1E1 
LABORATOR Y



N NSL E SERVICES" I'w 
QUAOTYMATEP LABORATOROIES , 25 
QUALITY MATERjIALS & ENVIRONMENTAL TESTING SINCE 194S

7650 HUB PARKWAY, CLEVELAND. OHIO 4412 
PHONE: (216) 447-1550 FAX: (816) q47.O71 

C0OO) 497.67s5 HTrTP;//www.nsianalytica lcom

HflPV/www.ns1anaiyti�I corn
Carolina Power & Ught Co 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
5413 Shearon Haruis Rd 
New Nill, NC 27562 

Aktn: Gary Gray

980011091 

980011092 

980011093

#2-SF-3,FW-480 

#2-SF-38-FW.481 

#2-8F-71.FW-329

Date: 30 March, 1999 
Report M 18630 
Lab #: 11091-11093 
P.OA: 1L5577 
Page 1 of I

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT- Traceability, Precision and Accuracy ADDED 

Client Description: Steel Chips

Precision and Accumcy 
Cr +/-.20 Ni !'-*.10 Cu+/-.03 P+J.  
Mn +/- 47S-, Si +/-.05 Mo /..03 C÷/.

C 
Cb 

Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
NI 
P 
S 
Si 
T1 

C 
Cb 
Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 

S 
Si 

C 
Cb 
Cr 
Cu 
Mn 
Mo 
Ni 
P 
S 
Si 
Ti

Results 
0.13% 
<0.05% 
20.08% 
0.054% 
1.48% 
0.12% 
9.30% 
0.021% 
0.007% 
0.37% 
<0.01% 

0.10% 
<0.05% 
20.11% 
0.10% 
1.39% 
0.10% 
9.24% 
0.021% 
0.005% 
0.39% 
0.011% 

0.064% 
<0.05% 
19.06% 
0.093% 
0.79% 
0.085% 
9.63% 
0.026% 
0.013% 
0.25% 
<0.01%

.005 S+/- .002 
.01

Traceability: 
STD ARMI 28

DavidM. QuLaboratorManager
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ASME Quality Assurance Manual 
for the Construction of the 

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant
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Second Edition 
Rev. 4 

Policy Statement 

It is the policy of the Carolina Power & Light Company to engineer, construct, 
and operate nuclear power plants without jeopardy to public health and 
safety. Measures shall be set forth and documented for quality assurance 
which encompass those responsibilities within CP&L and those responsibilities 
delegated to companies supporting the engineering, construction and start-up 
of nuclear power plant projects. These documented measures comprise the CP&L 
ASME Quality Assurance Manual and shall be strictly adhered to. This Manual 
provides quality measures for assuring nuclear safety for long-term power 
production; engineering design requirements and objectives are achieved in 
construction of new facilities.; and plant functional capability is maintained 
in operating plants. These measures assure compliance with the quality 
requirements of ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1, 
Nuclear Power Plant Components and applicable Federal, State and local 
regulations and codes.  

I take full and complete responsibility for the program described in this CP&L 
ASME Quality Assurance Manual. I have assigned the responsibility for its 
implementation as documented and approved herein for the Engineering, 
Construction and Start-Up portions of this program to the Senior Vice 
President - Nuclear Generation, and to the Manager - Corporate Quality 
Assurance Department.  

The Senior Vice President in charge of Nuclear Generation has assigned the 
responsibility for implementation of his portion of this program to the Vice 
President - Harris Nuclear Project, and to the Vice President - Nuclear Plant 
Construction and the Vice President - Nuclear Engineering and Licensing who 
shall]have stop-work authority within their department's responsibility for 
work determined to be out of compliance with this program.  

The Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance Department, in the implementation of 
his portion of this programa, has delegated to the Manager - Quality 
Assurance/Quality Control Harris Plant and the Manager - Quality Assurance 
Services, the authority to stop any work determined to be out of compliance 
with applicable sections of the ASME Code and this program.  

The Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance Department has the responsibility 
for implementing the Corporate quality assurance audit program for the 
engineering, construction and start-up of nuclear power plants.  

E. E. Ifley 
Senior Executive Vice President 

Power Supply and Engineering & Construction

411 Fayetteville Street e P. 0. Box 1551 * Ralef•.n. N C 27502
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Carolina Power & Light Company SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 1/82 
RaNC. N. C. 27602 ADDENDUM 

ADDENDUM STATEMENT 

This Quality Assurance Manual is applicable to the engineering, construction and 

start-up of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant located at New Hill in Wake and 

A Chatham Counties, North Carolina, consisting of one pressurized water reactor 

A• unit. The Nuclear Steam Supply System was purchased from Westinghouse Pressurized 

Water Reactor Division, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.  

The Architect-Engineer for the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant is Ebasco 

Services, Inc., New York, New York.  

The Prime Constructor is Daniel International Corporation of Greenville, South 

Carolina, who will work under direct supervision and technical control of Carolina 

Power & Light Company management personnel at the site. The responsibility for 

construction activities at this nuclear power plant is that of Carolina Power & 

Light Company, who has the authority to control assignment and removal of 

personnel at Carolina Power & Light Company's discretion.  

Carolina Power & Light Company will secure the services, as appropriate, of 

organizations to furnish manpower for accomplishing work. Contractual 

arrangements .will clearly reserve to Carolina Power & Light Company those 

-prerogatives necessary to totally control the quality of-the work.  
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A The Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant Unit 1 was docketed by the Nuclear 

Regulatory Commission (Atomic Energy Commission) September 29, 1971. Docket 

A number issued is 50-400.  

2 The Nuclear Steam Supply System piping -for Unit 1 was purchased from Westinghouse 

Pressurized Water Reactor Division to the 1971 Edition of the ASME Code Section 

III, Division 1, including the 1973 Summer Addenda.  

Balance of plant piping requiring Code stamping were purchased by Ebasco Services, 

Inc., to the 1971 Edition of 'the ASME Code, Section III, Division 1, including the 

1973 Sumer Addenda.  

The applicable Code Edition and Addenda for field fabrication and installation of 

Code items shall be the 197.4 Edition of the ASME Code, Section III, Division 1, 

including the 1976 Winter Addenda.  

For the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant project, the design, fabrication and 

installation of component supports do not come within the scope of the ASME 

Quality Assurance Manual.
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Approval - An act of endorsing or adding positive authorization, or both, 

indicatedby signature and date on the document or on a record traceable to the 

document..  

Appurtenances - Code-stamp parts which are attached to components that have been 

completed and previously stamped.  

Architect-Engineer (A-E) - Consulting engineering organization which may be 

assigned as the owner's designee responsibility for portions of a nuclear power 

plant project.  

- "As-Builtw Sketch - A sketch or tabulation of materials identifying each piece of 

material with the Certified Material Test Report and the coded marking.  

"-As-Constructed" Drawing -The Approved for Construction (AFC) design drawing 

either revised to incorporate, or appended with, authorized design change 

documents.
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Audit - A documented activity performed in accordance with written procedures o.  

checklists to verify, by examination and evaluation of objective evidence, that 

applicable elements of a quality assurance program have been developed, 

documented, and effectively implemented in accordance with specified 

requirements. An audit does not include surveillance, surveys, or inspection for 

the purpose of 'process control or product acceptance.  

Auditor - A person in the Corporate Quality Assurance Department responsible for 

conducting audits.  

Authorized Inspection Agency (AIA) - Agency designated as such by the appropriat( 

legal authority of a state or municipality of the United States or a province r• 

Canada. The agency employs the Authorized Nuclear Inspectors who perform 

inspections required by ASME Code. The agency may be a state or municipality of 

the United States, a province of Canada, or an insurance company authorized to 

write boiler and pressure vessel insurance.  

Authorized Nuclear Inspector (ANI) - Authorized Nuclear Inspector performing 

inspections required by the ASME Code who has been qualified under rules of any 

state of the United States or province of Canada which has adopted the ASME 

Code. An employee of the Authorized Inspection Agency and not an employee of 

CP&L and qualified in accordance with ANSI N626.  
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Authorized Nuclear Inspector Supervisor (ANIS) - The Authorized Nuclear Inspector 

Supervisor who has been deemed qualified may be designated by his employer as the 

Authorized Nuclear Inspector Supervisor and shall meet the requirements of ANSI 

Standard N626 document.  

Certificate of Authorization - A document issued by the American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers as evidence that CP&L as the Owner, Manufacturer, 

Fabricator, or Installer has met specific requirements set forth in the ASME Code 

Section III.  

Certificate of Compliance- A written statement signed by a qualified party 

certifying that items or services comply with specific requirements.  

Certificatio= of Qualification - . signed statement supported by documentary 

evidence in the case of welding procedures or performance, or the credentials of 

the signer in the case of nondestructive examination certifying that specified 

criteria have been met by an individual or procedure.
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Code - American Society of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 

Section III, Nuclear Power Plant Components, Division I.  

Components -Equipment qualified to be N-stamped, such as vessels, piping 

systems, pumps, valves, and storage tanks, designed to act as pressure-retaining 

members of the nuclear power system.  

Containment System - Those items which form structures that may enclose nuclear 

power systems or that may be connected to other containment items and which are 

designed to provide a pressure-containing barrier for the primary purpose of 

containing within leakage limits, or channeling for containment, or for 

controlled disposal of radioactive or hazardous effluents released from the 

system.  

Contractor -Any organization under contract for furnishing items and/or 

services.  

Contractor Audit - An external audit of a CP&L contractor which includes A-E, 

NSSS Supplier, and other Suppliers.  

Corporate Audit - An internal audit of a CP&L activity.  

CP&L - Carolina Power & Light Company, the Owner, the Company.  
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Data Reports - Data reports, e..g., Forms N-1, N-3, N-5, NPP-l, and N-lA, as found 

in the ASME Code, Section III, shall be completed and certified by the Owner or 

Manufacturer for each component, system, and installation.  

Design Bases - That information which identifies the specific functions to be 

performed by a structure, system, or component of a facility, and the specific 

values or ranges of values chosen for controlling parameters as reference bounds 

for design. These values may be (1) restraints derived from generally accepted 

"state of the art" practices for achieving functional goals, or (2) requirements 

derived from analysis (based on calculation and/or experiments) of the effects of 

a postulated accident for which a structure, system, or component must meet its 

functional goals.  

Design Change Request - A documented request for changes, corrections, or 

additions to design documents previously released for use.  

Design Documents - Certified Design Specifications and drawings derived from 

design bases that delineate plant item design, quality assurance, and process 

requirements for use in procurement, fabrication, installation,

A
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examination, and testing; and analyses and reports that substantiate design 

characteristics, or evaluate plant item performance.  

Design Document Reference File - A file of the latest revisions of design 

documents approved for release and use in the design and construction of a 

nuclear power plant project, including as-built and as-installed documents.  

Design Organization - An organization that has been assigned the responsibility 

for development or revision and documentation of the design of a plant structure, 

system, equipment, or parts thereof.

Design Specifications - The engineering and performance requirements which 

provide a complete basis for designing a plant item and/or technical information 

necessary for purchasing a plant item. Design Specifications are documented and 

certified by, or for, CP&L for each component and appurtenance of the nuclear 

plant. Design Specifications will be provided by the Design Organization, the 

A-E, or NSSS Supplier, as appropriate. Specifications generated by the Harris 

Plant Construction Section will be identified as site-generated specifications.
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A Discipline Engineer - The Discipline Engineer is an individual who has been 

delegated authority by the Discipline Manager. The Discipline Engineer may hold 

the* title of Resident Engineer, Principal Engineer, Project Engineer, etc.  

Documentation - Any written or pictorial information describing, defining, 

specifying, reporting, or certifying activities, requirements, procedures, or 

results.  

Field Change Request - A written request originating at the construction site for 

a design change.  

Holdpoints -Mandatory holdpoints at which witnessing of activities is required 

by CP&L representative or the ANI. Work shall not proceed beyond mandatory 

holdpoints without the written consent of the CP&L representative or ANI, as 

applicable.  

Inspection Specialist (IS) - The Inspection Specialist performs duties required.  

by the ASME. Code who has demonstrated his qualifications by passing an 

examination acceptable to the ASME in one or more methods of nondestructive 

examination and, in addition, the test for Inspector Supervisor given by the 

National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors for knowledge of, and 

familiarity with, the ASME Code Section III, Division 1.
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Install er - An organization which installs and joins components, piping 

subassemblies, assemblies, and appurtenances at the construction site in 

accordance with design documents approved for the nuclear power plant project, 

and which holds a Certificate of Authorization from the ASME and thereby 

qualifies to Code-stamp its work.  

Item - Any structure, system, equipment, material, components, parts, pieces, or 

part thereof installed or intended to be installed in the nuclear power plant, 

A including spare or replacement parts of the item, as permitted by Section III of 
/ 

the ASME Code.  

Manufacturer - One who produces any class of component, material, part, or 

appurtenance to meet prescribed design requirements. An organization which 

fabricates components, parts, or appurtenances to meet the Design Specifications 

and the rules of Section I=1 of the ASME Code.  

Nonconformance -A deficiency in characteristic, documentation, or procedure 

which renders the quality of an item unacceptable or indeterminate. A 

nonconformance is a deviation from specified requirements. Examples of 

nonconformance include physical defects; test failures; incorrect or inadequate 

documentation; or deviation from prescribed processing, inspection or test 

procedures.
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N-Stamp - Official N-type symbol provided by the ASME and applied to plant items 

upon certification of compliance with applicable rules of the ASME Code, Section 

III. N-stamps of interest in this document include the NPT stamp for piping 

subassemblies, the N-stamp for piping systems and storage tanks, and the NA-stamp 

for installation.  

Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) - In general, the nuclear reactor and 

associated systems and equipment that generate and control the delivery of steam 

to the Turbine-Generator, specifically those plant items included in the 

contracted scope of supply for the NSSS Supplier.  

. NSSS Supplier - The design organization and Supplier for the NSSS.  

Owner - The organization which obtains a Construction Permit from the Regulatory 

Agency for the construction of a nuclear power plant. As used in this Manual, 

Owner will mean Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L).  

Overpressure Protection Analysis - A comprehensive, documented analysis required 

for systems which contain ASME Code Class 1 components and Code Class 2 steam and 

feedwater systems.
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Overpressure Protection Report - A certified report of the analysis of 

overpressure protection for systems which contain ASME Code Class I components.  

Parts - Items which have work performed on them requiring the presence of or 

verification by the Authorized Nuclear Inspector and which are furnished to a 

component manufacturer under a different Certificate of Authorization than that 

applying to the component. By definition, a part is attached to or becomes a 

part of a component before completion and stamping of the component.  

Piping Subassemblies - Sections of a piping system consisting of fittings and 

pipes or tubes which -are fabricated as subassemblies in a shop or in the field 

before they are installed in the nuclear power system.  

HPCS Procedures - Harris Plant Construction Section procedures which are 

developed by that organization for site use.  

NELD Procedures - Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department procedures which 

are developed by that organization for department or Harris Plant Engineering 

Section use.
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Plant Start-Up - The test period beginning with completion of construction (on a 

system or equipment basis) through completion of the Start-Up Power Test 

Program. The Start-Up Power Test Program encompasses initial criticality, zero 

power operation, and ascension to full power.  

NPCD Procedures - Nuclear Plant Construction Department procedures which are 

developed by that organization for either department or site use.  

Plant Start-Up Power Test Program - A systematic test program to verify that 

plant systems and equipment have been constructed and safely function in 

'• accordance with design documents. The test program includes flushing, pressure 

testing, system functional checks and initial operation.  

Pressure-Boundary Item - A component or appurtenance which in application is 

pressure-retaining or pressure-containing, including welding materials applied at 

the construction site to fabricate or install the pressure-boundary item.  

Quality Assurance - All those planned and systematic actions necessary to provide 

adequate confidence that a structure, system, or equipment will perform 

satisfactorily in service.
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Quality Control - Those quality assurance actions which provide a means to 

control and measure the characteristics of an item, process, or facility to 

established requirements.  

Quality Release - A document utilized by the A-E, NSSS Supplier, or CP&L quality 

assurance representatives to release item(s) for shipment from a Supplier's 

facility. CP&L quality release document is titled Release for Shipment.  

Repair.- The process of restoring a nonconforming characteristic to a condition 

such that the capability of an item to function reliably and safely complies with 

the Code even though that item still may not conform to the original requirement 

Review - A systematic evaluation documented by a signoff, stamp, or written 

review and dated.  

Rework - The process by which a nonconforming item is made to conform to a prior 

specified requirement by completion, remachining, or reassembling.
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SHNPP Start-Up Manual - A controlled document which contains the administrative 

controls and procedures required to implement the Plant Start-Up Program and the 

applicable requirements of this Manual. Týe Start-Up Manual defines the 

interface agreement between the Harris Plant Operations Section (HPOS) and the 

Harris Plant Construction Section (HPCS) regarding (i) Code pressure tests to be 

performed by HPOS and Code pressure tests to be performed by HPCS; and (ii) the 

use of HPCS tools, gauges and equipment, and the HPCS calibration control system 

for pressure tests performed by HPOS personnel. The Start-Up Manual also 

A4 addresses the controls for item disassembly/reassembly to support Code pressure 

tests performed by HPOS.  

SNT-TC-lA (1975) - The American Society for Nondestructive Testing publication 

which present Code requirement practices for qualifying and certifying personnel 

performing specific methods for nondestructive examination and evaluation of the 

examination results.  

Source Surveillance - A review, observation, or inspection for the purpose of 

verifying that an action has been accomplished as specified at the location, of 

material procurement or manufacture.
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Stress Report - A certified report of stress analysis provided as per Code 

requirements. It will consist of a complete set of stress analysis calculations 

establishing that the referenced drawings for construction comply with the 

requirements of the Design Specifications.  

Supplier - An approved vendor, manufacturer, or contractor for materials, items, 

equipment, or services for the nuclear power plant project.  

Use-as-is - A disposition, documented on a Field Change Request/Permanent Waiver 

form, which may be imposed for a nonconformance when it can be established that 

the discrepancy will result in no adverse conditions and that the item under 

consideration will continue to meet all engineering functional requirements, 

including performance, maintainability, fit, and safety. ASME items 

dispositioned "use as is" shall meet all applicable Code requirements.
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1.0
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- 1.1.1 

\ 1.1.2 

1.1.3

GENERAL

Scope

This Manual provides measures to assure compliance with the 

requirements and rules of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 

Section III, Division 1, Nuclear Power Plant Components. This 

Manual shall be applied to activities associated with plant items 

and services for which compliance with the rules of the ASME Code, 

Section III, is mandatory.  

Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) will qualify as the Owner for 

the nuclear power plant engineering and construction project as 

prescribed in the ASME Code, Section III. CP&L qualifies as the N 

certificate holder assuming overall responsibility for piping 

systems and storage tanks; Installer; and, as the construction site 

fabricator, will apply the appropriate N-type symbol stamp.  

Supporting companies; i.e., the Architect-Engineer (A-E), Nuclear 

Steam Supply System (NSSS) Supplier, and other Suppliers and
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Contractors, shall operate in accordance with quality assurance (OA) 

programs which are in compliance with the requirements and rules of 

the Code and this Manual.  

The Constructor shall operate in accordance to this Manual and 

CP&L's procedures and does not operate under a separate quality 

assurance program.  

Responsibility for the Quality Assurance Program 

The Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance is responsible to the 

Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction for implementation and corporate auditing of this QA 

Program. The authority and independence as discussed in paragraph 

1.3.5 has been delegated to the Manager - Corporate Quality 

Assurance-and personnel reporting to him.  

The Manager - Nuclear Safety and Environmental Services is 

responsible for execution of the management review of Corporate 

Quality Assurance audit activities.
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1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.3
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The Senior Vice President - Nuclear Generation has assigned the 

responsibility for engineering, construction, and the Plant Start-Up 

Program to the Vice President - Harris Nuclear Project.  

The Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance has delegated to the 

Manager - Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Harris Plant and 

the Manager - Quality Assurance (QA) Services, the authority to 

order stoppage of any work related to the Code which is determined 

to be out of compliance with this QA program. In addition, the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant has been delegated the responsibilities 

for preparing this manual, controlling and distributing revisions to 

this Manual, and maintaining master files.  

Organization and Responsibilities 

CP&L organizational responsibilites for quality-related activities 

in engineering, construction and start-up of nuclear power plants 

are shown on the CP&L Organization Chart for Nuclear Power Plant 

Projects (Exhibit 1-1).
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Harris Nuclear Project Department (HNPD) 

The Vice President - Harris Nuclear Project has overall 

responsibility for engineering, constructi-n and start-up of the 

Harris Plant. He assigns responsibility for engineering to the 

Engineering General Manager, for construction, including welding to 

the General Manager - Milestone Completion, for start-up testing and 

operation to the General Manager - Harris Plant, and for Material 

Control/Storage and Document Control to the Manager - Harris Project 

Administration. The General Manager - Milestone Completion is 

supported by a matrix organization consisting of the Project General 

Manager - Construction, the Engineering General Manager, for items 

pertaining to project completion, and by the General Manager 

Harris Plant, through the Manager - Start-Up, for start-up testing 

activities.  

Harris Plant Engineering Section (HPES)
1.3.1.1
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1.3.1.1.1

The Section responsibilities include:
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The Engineering General Manager, who reports to the Vice 

President - Harris Nuclear Project, has overall responsibility for 

the planning, scheduling, estimating, cost control, and coordfnation 

of engineering-related activities necessary for nuclear power plant 

construction projects required by the Company. He manages the 

contract of the assigned A-E, engineering consultant(s), and other 

assigned purchase contracts associated with his assigned nuclear 

power plant construction project. As necessary, he may request the 

NELD to perform projects which, due to timeliness or technical 

expertise, may not be performed by HPES. This work includes 

coordinating with the A-E the review and approval of A-E design and 

procurement documents, the procurement of engineered items and 

services, and the review and comments of NSSS specifications. The 

Engineering General Manager has delegated responsibility for design 

and technical matters to the Manager - Harris Plant Engineering, and 

for contract administration and scheduling to the Manager 

Engineering Management.
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a. Development of the A-E contract and the NSSS inquiry and 

contract.  

b. Development of the project requirements which define the major 

plant parameters for operation and construction and identify 

the major structures, systems, and equipment to be 

incorporated.  

c. Directing the development of the list of plant items to which 

the Code applies.  

d. Initiation of design activities with the A-E following award of 

the contract.

1.3.1.1.2 The Engineering General Manager is responsible for ensuring that the 

design and engineering provided by the contracted A-E meet the 

applicable regulations and codes and will produce safe, economical, 

constructible, and operable nuclear power plants that have as little 

impact on the natural environment as possible and for direction of 

the engineering performed by the A-E.  

The Harris Plant Engineering Section, under the direction of its 

Manager, has overall responsibility for ensuring that the design and
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engineering provided by engineering consultants for the nuclear 

power plant construction projects required by the Company are 

acceptable and are in compliance with the best interests of the 

Company. The primary responsibility of the Harris Plant Engineering 

Section is to provide well engineered nuclear power plants which 

comply with the necessary codes, regulations, and with good 

operating practices. The Engineering General Manager is responsible 

for making those technical decisions, such as approval of 

specifications and proposals which are required of CP&L by various 

project agreements.  

Harris Plant Construction Section (HPCS) 

The Project General Manager - Construction has direct management 

responsibility for plant construction. The Project General 

Manager - Construction is responsible for construction of the 

nuclear power plant that conforms to Code, procedures, permits, 

specifications, drawings, and Corporate policies and commitments.  

He is directly accountable to the General Manager - Milestone 

Completion for constructing the assigned nuclear power plant in

___ A I A A _ _ _ _ _ l 
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compliance with this Manual. He is responsible for directing 

activities in accordance with this Manual, including stopping work 

that is nonconforming and promptly initiating corrective action, and 

providing construction procedures for the project, as necessary.  

He has the authority to approve or disapprove requisitions for field 

purchasing of items and services. He is assisted by the 

Construction Manager who is responsible for directing the activities 

of the Discipline Managers. The Construction Manager (or the 

Project General Manager's designee) assumes the responsibilities of 

the Project General Manager - Construction during periods of 

absence.

A61.3.1.2.2 

1.3.1.3

The Welding Manager, an employee of CP&L, is assigned direct 

contractural and technical control and authority over welding 

activities in accordance with this Manual.  

Harris Plant Operations Section (HPOS)
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1.3.1.3.1 The Manager - Start-Up is responsible for performing Code pressure 

tests not performed by HPCS in compliance with the Code and this 

Manual. He is responsible for directing start-up activities in 

accordance with this Manual including stopping work that is 

nonconforming and promptly initiating corrective action. He is 

responsible for providing the Start-Up Manual and testing 

procedures.  

1.3.1.3.2 The Assistant General Manager who reports to the General 

Manager - Harris Plant is responsible for maintenance activities on 

Code items. He has assigned implementation of these 

responsibilities to the Manager - Maintenance which includes 

stopping work that is nonconforming and promptly initiating 

corrective action.  

1.3.1.4 Harris Plant Administration Section (HPAS) 

1.3.1.4.1 The Manager - Harris Project Administration is responsible for 

receipt, control, and storage of code materials prior to issuance to 

the field and for control and issuance of specifications, drawings
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and procedures and other documents required by those individuals 

engaged in Code Work at the site. He shall be responsible for the 

final control and storage of QA Records.

Supporting Departments 

The Vice President - Nuclear Engineering and Licensing has the 

responsibility for providing procedures, technical support 

(including the management of outside consultants) and engineering 

services as requested to the Harris Plant Engineering Section as 

required.  

The Vice President - Nuclear Plant Construction has overall 

responsibility for field procurement. He assigns responsibility for 

procurement of items requisitioned in the field and the procurement 

of labor services and/or a combination of labor services and related 

items requisitioned in the field to the Manager - Construction 

Procurement and Contracting. The Manager - Construction Procurement 

and Contracting assigns the function of procurement of labor 

services to the Director - Construction Contracts and assigns the
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function for procurement of items requisitioned in the field to the 

Principal Buyer - Harris Project who is located on site.  

Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant has direct management 

responsibility for QA/QC activities related to site engineering, 

construction and start-up. He is directly accountable to the 

Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance for implementation of this 

Manual. Administrative control (salary review, hire/fire, position 

assignment) of individuals within the QA/QC Harris Plant Section, 

subject to the approval of the Manager - Corporate Quality 

Assurance, is the responsibility of the Manager - QA/QC Harris 

Plant.  

Control of the Code stamps and Certificates of Authorization shall 

be the responsibility of the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant.  

Certificates and stamps shall be promptly returned to the American 

Society of Mechanical Engineers upon demand.
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1.3.2.3 The Director - Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) - Harris 

Plant Unit, under the direction of the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, 

is responsible for the following: 

a. Providing Construction and Start-Up QA/QC procedures (CQA and 

CQC).  

b. Providing construction and start-up QA/QC inspection.  

c. Maintaining liaison with the ANI, the field representatives of 

the A-E and NSSS Supplier, the Project General Managers and the 

General Manager - Harris Plant to assure prompt interchange of 

quality-related information and timely resolution of 

quality-related problems. This function includes establishing 

lines of communication.  

d. Reviewing field purchase documents to ensure inclusion of 

applicable Code and QA requirements.  

e. Reviewing applicable start-up procedures for compliance with 

specific QA and Code requirements when the procedures are 

designated for use with Code items at the construction site.  

f. Ensuring timely resolution of identified concerns and 

nonconformances.
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1.3.2.4 The Director - QA/QC - Harris Plant, reporting to the Manager 

QA/QC, is responsible for those functions listed in Paragraph 

1.3.2.3, and for conducting the site QA/QC activities in accordance 

with this Manual and QA/QC procedures. He supervises the CP&L site 

QA/QC personnel in the various disciplines who are assigned to his 

unit. The Director - QA/QC - Harris Plant has the responsibility 

for initiating and completing ASME Code, Section III, Data 

Reports. Unless otherwise noted, the Director - QA/QC - Harris 

Plant referred to herein, hereafter will be addressed as the 

Director - QA/QC.  

The Principal QA/QC Specialist - NDE, under the direction of the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, is responsible for implementing the 

NDE program, and the following: 

a. Training, qualification and certification of NDE personnel.  

b. Providing nondestructive examination procedures (NDE).  

c. Providing,'as necessary, Level III expertise which includes 

interpretation of test data.  

d. Review applicable contractor NDE procedures involving Code 

class work.

1.3.2.5

I/
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e. Maintain Radiation Isotope License issued by the State of North 

Carolina.  

The Principal QA Engineer - QAE, under the direction of the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant is responsible for: 

a. Reviewing applicable construction, technical and administrative 

procedures, and their revisions, for compliance with specific 

QA and Code requirements.  

b. Reviewing site generated/controlled specifications and their 

revisions for QA and Code requirements.  

c. Providing QA engineering support to QA/QC Harris Plant 

personnel.  

d. Providing QAE Harris Plant Procedures.  

The Manager - Operations QA/QC is responsible for providing QA/QC 

support to the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant in areas such as start

up and maintenance activities. He has delegated this responsibility 

to the acting Director - Harris Operations QA/QC. For the purposes 

of this Manual, reference to the Director - QA/QC, herein shall mean 

either the Director - QA/QC - Harris Plant or the acting Director -

By NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 
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Harris Operations QA/QC as applicable, for their respective areas of 

responsibility 

Quality Assurance Services 

The Manager - QA Services has direct management responsibility for 

engineering, vendor surveillance, and training QA activities. He is 

also responsible for conducting an independent corporate audit 

program. He is directly accountable to the Manager - Corporate 

Quality Assurance for implementation of his responsibilities as 

described in this Manual (Exhibit 1-1). Administrative control 

(salary review, hire/fire, position assignment) of individuals 

within the Quality Assurance Services Section, is the responsibility 

of the Manager - QA Services.  

The Principal QA Engineer - Quality Assurance Engineering Unit, 

under the direction of the Manager - QA Services, is responsible for 

the following: 

a. Reviewing A-E and NSSS purchase orders and contracts for 

inclusion of applicable QA/QC requirements.
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b. Maintaining liaison with the A-E and NSSS Supplier in 

accordance with this Manual to keep up-to-date on project QA/QC 

activities and status and to assure timely resolution of 

quality-related problems.  

c. Conducting and/or participating in audits of quality-related 

activities of the A-E and the NSSS Supplier for compliance with 

this Manual and their quality programs, as required.  

d. Providing QA Engineering procedures.  

e. Reviewing A/E and NSSS Design Specifications, and CP&L 

Contracts and their revisions for QA requirements.  

f. Ensuring timely resolution of identified concerns and 

nonconformances.  

1.3.3.3 The Principal Vendor Surveillance Specialist - Vendor Surveillance 

Unit, under direction of the Manager - QA Services, is responsible 

for the following: 

a. Qualification of Supplier's QA programs and performing 

facility surveys as required. For procurement by the A-E, the 

actual function of conducting such surveys is performed by the 

A-E. When surveys are performed by the A-E, the Vendor 

NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 
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Surveillance Unit will monitor and may participate in the 

survey.  

b. Conducting inspections and item acceptance activities (shop 

inspections) at Supplier facilities for procurement and 

ensuring timely resolution of identified concerns and 

nonconformances.  

c. Evaluating Supplier's corrective action to prevent recurrence 

of nonconformances identified during shop inspections.  

d. For procurement by the A-E, the actual functions of conducting 

these inspections and evaluating corrective action are 

performed by the A-E. The Vendor Surveillance Unit will 

monitor and may participate in the inspections.  

e. As required, conduct and/or participate in audits of quality

related activities of Suppliers for compliance with this Manual 

and their quality programs.  

f. Providing Vendor Surveillance Quality Assurance Procedures.  

1.3.3.4 The Principal QA Specialist - Performance Evaluation Unit is 

responsible to the Manager - QA Services for establishing and 

implementing the Corporate QA audit program to determine the 
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effectiveness of the program described in this Manual and its 

compliance with the requirements of the Code. He reports audit 

results to the Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and 

Engineering and Construction; Senior Vice President - Nuclear 

Generation; Manager - Nuclear Safety and Environmental Services; 

Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance; and to the departmental 

manager of the function audited.  

1.3.3.5 The Performance Evaluation Unit is responsible for the following: 

a. Assuring that during the engineering, construction and start-up 

phase of a nuclear power plant, a comprehensive system of 

planned Contractor audits to determine the effectiveness of the 

engineering, construction and start-up QA program is conducted 

as detailed in Corporate Quality Assurance procedures on 

instruction for preparing, auditing, distributing, and 

maintaining the QA audit documents. This system shall be in 

accordance with the Code and as delineated in Corporate Quality 

Assurance procedures for QA audits. Personnel in this unit are 

trained to prepare for audits, conduct and report audits, and 

follow up, as necessary, to assure timely correction of
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conditions, practices, and items that could degrade plant 

quality.  

b. Organizations which are subject to audits shall include those 

manufacturers of Code items and subcontractors of services 

contracted by the NSSS Supplier and the A-E. For procurement 

by the NSSS Supplier and the A-E, the actual function of 

conducting such audits may be delegated to the NSSS Supplier 

and the A-E. When audits are performed by the NSSS Supplier 

and the A-E, the Performance Evaluation Unit personnel will 

monitor and may participate in the audits.  

c. For CP&L procurement, auditing the QA programs of suppliers of 

Code items and/or services. Audits are periodically scheduled 

at least every three years or once within the life of the 

contract, whichever comes first, to assure compliance with the 

approved QA program. The preaward source evaluation audit may 

suffice for the initial periodic audit. An annual evaluation 

shall be made by the QA Services Section to determine the 

necessity of increasing the audit frequency. Material 

Suppliers and Material Manufacturers4ot possessing the Quality 

System Certificate (Materials) shall be audited annually.
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1.3.3.6 

A

1.3.4.1

d. Ensuring timely resolution of identified concerns and 

nonconformances.  

e. Providing Corporate Quality Assurance audit procedures.  

The Principal QA Specialist - Training and Adminstration is 

responsible for providing Code training for QA Services Section 

personnel and for control and storage of quality assurance records 

for the Corporate Quality Assurance Department General Office.  

Supporting Companies 

CP&L utilizes items and services of other companies in the 

engineering and construction of nuclear power plant projects. To 

qualify for this work, these supporting companies must meet the 

following general requirements in addition to those specific 

requirements outlined herein: 

a. Demonstrate, by previous work of a similar nature (not 

necessarily for CP&L), a technical capability, experience, and 

facilities commensurate wtth Purchase Order or contract 

requirements.
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b. Document and submit to CP&L or its agent for review and 

acceptance a QA program that meets the ASME Code, Section III, 

as applicable for the assigned scope of work related to Code 

plant items, and which is consistent with the requirements of 

this Manual.  

c. Implement on a timely basis the applicable portions of their 

Quality Assurance Program by written procedures covering 

activities such as administrative controls, QA activities, 

construction processes, testing, and material control.  

1.3.4.2 The A-E, the principal engineering organization for CP&L, is 

responsible for overall engineering design and design coordination 

of the nuclear power plant, and for technical guidance of personnel 

participating in the engineering design and application of the 

engineering design during construction (Exhibit 1-2). The A-E is 

responsible to the Engineering General Manager for project contract 

activities. The responsibilities of the A-E include: 

a. Development of design criteria, design bases, and nuclear 

safety evaluations; and preparation of documents, such as flow 

diagrams, general arrangement drawings, and other descriptive
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information in support of the proposed design. The A-E 

coordinates these activities with the NSSS Supplier and with 

the Manager - Harris Plant Engineering to respond to guidelines 

supplied by CP&L.  

b. Developing plant designs, including Code requirements, and 

coordinating design activities with the NSSS Supplier, with 

Suppliers responsible to the A-E and with the Harris Plant 

Engineering Section. This includes interface and document 

reviews necessary to assure consistency with project 

requirements.  

c. Submitting specific design and procurement documents to the 

Harris Plant Engineering Section for review and/or approval.  

d. Procuring items, for CP&L, subject to approval by the Vice 

President - Harris Nuclear Project, or his designee.  

e. Performing vendor surveillance activities (Supplier facility 

surveys and shop inspections) when so directed by HPES or QA 

Services.  

f. Control of design documents and their distribution.  

g. Maintaining a central reference file of as-constructed design 

drawings for the nuclear power plant project during the
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construction phase and transferring this file to CP&L as 

directed by the Engineering General Manager.  

h. Controlling design document distribution to the construction 

site from A/E, NSSS and CP&L through the use of the project 

distribution schedule approved by the Vice Presideft - Harris 

Nuclear Project.  

i. Providing technical guidance to the construction site, as 

applicable, to assure correct application of design documents 

as required by the Code.  

(Note: HPES may also, at their option, perform the duties outlined 

in a. thru d. and f. thru i. above.) 

1.3.4.3 The NSSS Supplier is responsible for the engineering, design, and 

provision of the NSSS in accordance with the NSSS contract. The 

NSSS Supplier provides technical guidance to the construction site 

for installation, construction, and testing of the NSSS. The 

responsibilities of the NSSS Supplier for NSSS items include: 

a. Submitting to CP&L and the A-E descriptions of the NSSS 

appropriate design criteria, design bases, nuclear safety 

evaluations, and supporting drawings.
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b. Direction of NSSS design, including document reviews, audits of 

their Supplier activities, technical reviews of their Supplier 

design concepts, and interfaces with other design activities.  

c. Developing Design Specifications and other design documents 

which include Code requirements, and submitting them to the A-E 

for review for items of the NSSS that interface with the 

balance of plant or which otherwise could influence 

balance-of-plant design (Exhibit 1-2).  

d. Control of NSSS design documents and their distribution.  

e. Performing procurement of NSSS items and reviewing NSSS support 

activities to assure compliance with specifications. This work 

will include surveillance in the form of shop inspections and 

audits, when appropriate.  

f. Provide controls that will include stopping work that is 

nonconforming, controlling disposition and correction of 

nonconformities, and evaluating and accepting corrected items 

or practices.  

g. Maintaining control of NSSS items and activities to assure that 

deliveries to the construction site meet requirements.  

....- •, ,
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1.3.4.4 The term "Constructor" refers to ond or more Contractors who are 

responsible to the Project General Managers for erection of the 

plant, installation of systems and equipment, and for construction 

tests to prove the acceptability of installed items. The 

Constructor will conduct work related to Code items in accordance 

with this Manual, CP&L procedures and supervision.  

1.3.4.5 Suppliers are responsible to the organization that issues the 

Purchase Order. Suppliers are responsible for the activities, 

items, and services of their subvendors or subcontractors and will 

audit such activities as appropriate to the complexity of the work 

and importance to the nuclear safety of the plant. Suppliers will 

perform work related to Code items in accordance with the 

requirements of their accepted QA programs and applicable ASME Code.  

1.3.5 Documentation of Authority and Independence 

The following requirements relating to engineering, construction and 

start-up of nuclear power plants shall be met by CP&L management and 

by the management of supporting companies:
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a. The authority and duties of individuals and organizations 

performing QA functions shall be clearly established and 

delineated in writing. These individuals and organizations 

shall have sufficient authority and organization freedom to: 

1) Identify quality problems.  

2) Direct work to be stopped when necessary to maintain 

quality.  

3) Initiate, recommend, or provide solutions for conditions 

adverse to quality.  

4) Verify implementation of solutions to quality problems.  

b. An individual or organization assigned. responsibility for 

checking, auditing, inspecting, or otherwise verifying that an 

activity has been correctly performed shall be independent of 

the individual or group directly responsible for performing or 

supervising the specific activity.

Training and Qualification1.4
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1.4.1 Each CP&L Department manager for the Construction Site and General 

Office is responsible for developing procedures which define the 

training and indoctrination requirements for their personnel. As a 

minimum, personnel will be trained in the applicable requirements of 

the Manual, supporting procedures and subsequent changes. This 

training will be conducted by personnel defined in such procedures 

and will be completed prior to the person participating in the 

specific Code activity. Records attesting to such training will be 

maintained by each Department. On-site training procedures will be 

reviewed for adequacy by the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant. Off-site 

training procedures will be reviewed for adequacy by the Manager 

QA Services. Records of formal classroom training shall include 

name of instructor, subject matter, date, time spent, and list of 

attendees. Records of other training shall be documented as 

specified in procedures and would identify the individual and 

subject matter as a minimum.
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Managers at the section level and above who are directly involved in 

the preparation, review, or approval of Manual revisions receive 

their indoctrination and training in the Manual through this process 

to meet the requirments of 1.4.1 of the Manual.  

Delegation of Responsibility 

For any activities delineated in this Manual, the party identified 

in this Manual as responsible for the activity, may delegate the 

function to other qualified individuals in his organization. The 

Manager - Maintenance may assume the responsibilities of the Manager 

- Start-Up, except for pressure testing, when a system is declared 

operational.
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2.0 DESIGN AND DOCUMENT CONTROL 

2.1 Design Control by Engineering Organization 

2.1.1 Design participation by CP&L is directed and coordinated by the 

Engineering General Manager in accordance with Paragraph 1.3.  

A7 Support is provided by the Manager - QA Services and Manager - QA/QC 

Harris Plant. CP&L participation includes: 

a. Maintaining control over engineering activities which include, 

when necessary, participation in design review meetings to 

evaluate the adequacy of engineering concepts and status of 

development or to resolve design interface problems between 

design organizations.  

b4 Reviewing, approving and/or commenting on the A-E and selected 

NSSS Design Specifications.  

c. Directing the distribution of design documents to ensure 

availability at the project site.  

d. Generation/updating of design documents in selected areas in 

accordance with authorizing procedures (NELD/HPES Procedures).
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HPCS interface with the engineering organization such as HPES/A-E in 

matters concerning design, shall be as described in HPCS procedures 

in interface with design engineering. The responsibility for 

interface is assigned to the Manager - Harris Project Administration 

who shall maintain records of the exchange of information regarding 

design documents. Interface between the Start-Up organization and 

HPES/HPCS in matters concerning design documents shall be in 

accordance with the procedures described in HPCS Administrative 

Procedures.  

2.1.2 Intercompany design communications, including distribution of design 

documents, shall be as depicted on the Nuclear Engineering 

Organizational Chart (Exhibit 1-2) and distribution schedule.  

Each company participating in design of the plant shall designate a 

coordinator responsible to receive and transmit intercompany design 

engineering communications in accordance with the project 

distribution schedule. Distribution controls shall include
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provisions for maintaining a record of design document distribution 

for intercompany review and comment.  

Design documents shall be prepared, approved, and released in 

accordance with those steps outlined in the NELD procedures and the 

A-E's and NSSS Supplier's documented QA program.  

Design Specifications, Calculations, Stress and/or Design Reports 

The Design Specification shall include, as applicable, the following 

information: 

a. The identification of the type and functions of the item, 

including any dimensions upon which the functional capability 

depends.  

b. The design requirements, including the design bases, and the 

mechanical and operational loadings, including vibration and 

shock.  

c. The environmental conditions, including radiation.  

d. Code classification of the components and appurtenances.
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e. Definition of the boundaries of the item for Code application.  

f. Material requirements, including impact tests, when applicable.  

g. The requirements for Stress and/or Design Reports.  

h. The requirements for the Overpressure Protection Report or 

Overpressure Protection Analysis.  

i. The requirements for the various Data Reports particularly with 

respect to transmittal requirements to enforcement authorities.  

J. QA program requirements.  

k. When operability of an item is a requirement, the Design 

Specification shall make reference to other appropriate 

documents which specify the operating requirements.  

1. In addition to the above, will contain all the information 

contained in paragraph 2.4.2.1.  

2.2.2 The NSSS Supplier, A-E, or other approved design organization as 

applicable, is responsible for certification of the Design 

Specifications as the Owner's designee. The Design Specification 

shall be certified to be correct, complete and in compliance with 

the Code. Certification will be by one or more Registered 

Professional Engineers competent in the applicable field of design
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of components and related nuclear power plant requirements.  

CP&L has the responsibility for assuring that copies of the 

certified Design Specifications are maintained and made available to 

the ANI and the enforcement authority for the State of North 

Carolina having jurisdiction for the construction site before the 

Code items are placed in service.  

The NSSS Supplier, the A-E, or other approved design organization 

responsible for Code items shall provide Design Specifications that 

are in accordance with the Code. The Design Specification shall 

assure consistency and compatibility of design within the plant.  

CP&L, as the N Certificate Holder, is responsible for the design of 

piping systems, storage tanks, and the adequacy and completeness of 

the design documents. CP&L shall be responsible for assuring that 

the Stress and/or Design Reports are prepared, based on 

"as-constructed" drawings, as set forth in the Code. Generation, 

certification and maintenance of the "as-constructed" drawings is
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the responsibility of the Manager - Harris Plant Engineering.  

Actual installed geometry and location will be generated by HPCS and 

transmitted to HPES. Acquisition of this data shall be done by 

persons who are independent from the group responsible for 

installing the pipe. Verification of this data will be performed by 

QA/QC on a monitoring basis.  

Preparation of the "as-built" sketch is the responsibility of the 

Project General Manager - Construction. The "as-built" sketch in 

conjunction with the applicable process control sheets provide the 

"as built" tabulation of materials and configuration. Verification 

of this "as-built" data will be performed by QA/QC during in-process 

inspections.  

Internal design reviews and verification of Stress and/or Design 

Reports shall 6e performed by competent individuals other than those 

who performed the original design and shall be documented in or 

attached to the Stress and/or Design Report. The Stress Report 

shall be certified by a Registered Professional Engineer, that it
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satisfies the requirements of the Code, the Design Specification and 

the "as-constructed" drawing.  

2.2.6 CP&L, or it's designee, shall assure that the certified Stress 

Report is reviewed to verify that the report sati'sfies the design 

and operating conditions stated in the Design Specification.  

Certification of this review will be attached to the stress report 

and on file and readily available to the ANI and enforcement 

authority having jurisdiction for the construction site prior to 

Code stamping.  

2.2.7 Modifications of any design document, as authorized in paragraph 

2.3.4, from the revision used in preparing a Stress Report to comply 

with requirements of the Code shall be reconciled by the responsible 

design organization with those calculations and the as-constructed 

drawings so certified. Copies of the certified drawings shall 

(which accompany the Stress Report) be filed as specified for the 

Stress Report in Paragraph 2.2.6. The Supplier, through the A-E or 

NSSS Supplier, is responsible for certification, filing, and 

distribution of the modified drawing.

F
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2.2.8 For systems that include Code Class 1 components and Code Class 2 

steam and feedwater systems, an analysis of the overpressure 

protection system shall be performed and documented. The analysis 

will develop the specific data required by the Code and is the 

responsibility of the A-E, NSSS Supplier, or other approved design 

organization acting for CP&L.  

For Code Class 1 components, an Overpressure Protection Report 4hall 

be prepared by the design organization responsible for the Design 

Specification or their subcontractors. This report will define the 

overpressure protection afforded for the components of the nuclear 

power system, extent and boundaries of the system, and the details 

and results of the overpressure protection analysis.  

For Code Class 2 steam and feedwater systems, the Overpressure 

Protection Analysis shall be prepared by the design organization 

responsible for the Design Specification or their subcontractor and 

be on file and made available to the ANI and the enforcement agency 

authorities at the construction site upon request.  

A, A8 
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The Overpressure Protection Report for Code Class 1 components shall 

be certified by a Registered Professional Engineer competent in the 

field of design of nuclear power systems and their operating and 

nuclear safety controls. This certification shall be recorded only 

after compliance with the requirements of the Code is established.  

This is the responsibility of the A-E or NSSS Supplier, as 

applicable, acting for CP&L.

Copies of the verified and certified Overpressure Protection Report 

shall be filed with the enforcement authorities having jurisdiction 

at the construction site and is the responsibility of the Manager 

Harris Plant Engineering.  

Design Changes 

Design changes shall be controlled in accordance with design control 

measures applied to the original design and will require review and 

approval by the organization that performed the original design.  

Approval or authorization to proceed (i.e work may proceed prior to 

Final Analysis) as noted on the design change constitutes approval 

to initiate the work related to the subject change. Approval of the 

design change is required prior to final acceptance of the 

installation by QA/QC and the ANI. In the event it is not practical
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for the original organization to perform these functions, CP&L will 

designate other responsible design organizations which have access 

to pertinent background information and have adequate understanding 

of the original requirements. The design organizations and CP&L, as 

applicable, are responsible for design changes.  

2.3.2 Procedure for generating design changes to previously approved 

design documents is detailed in HPCS/NELD Procedures and the 

Start-Up Manual.  

2.3.3 The methods to be followed for design changes requested by the 

constructing organization or start-up are described in HPCS 

procedures and the Start-Up Manual. Such requests are appropriate 

when the authorized design documents either cannot be implemented or 

the same end result can be achieved in a more timely or feasible 

manner. The Field Change Request/Permanent Waiver form (FCR/PW) 

(Exhibit 2-1) shall be used by the construction, HPES, start-up or 

other plant organization to request design changes or permanent 

waivers. The Document Control Supervisor has the responsibility for 

assigning the FCR/PW number and maintaining a FCR Log within the 
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construction controls computer system indicating the status.  

Authorization or rejections of requests for design changes require 

the concurrence of the Manager - Harris Plant Engineering as 

detailed in the HPCS/NELD procedures. Approved and rejected design 

changes are issued by HPES to HPAS Document Control.  

HPAS Document Control will ensure design changes are distributed to 

holders of controlled copies of documents assigned to those 

individuals engaged in Code work in accordance with HPCS procedures.  

Additionally, HPAS Document Control will distribute copies of 

approved and rejected design changes to the initiator. HPES will 

ensure design changes are recorded in the Drawing Control Log 

against the affected design document. HPES shall also be 

responsible for stress report reconciliation and/or changes.  

Site-Generated Specifications, Drawings, and Procedures 

This Subsection identifies the requirements for the preparation, 

review, approval, release, distribution, and revision of
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specifications, drawings, and procedures associated with the 

assembly, fabrication and installation of Code items at the 

construction site.

Measures shall assure that documents, including changes thereto, are 

reviewed for adequacy by authorized personnel as described in 

Paragraph 2.1.3 and are available for use at the location where the 

activity is performed.  

Documents shall be reviewed in accordance with Paragraphs 2.4.2.2 

and 2.4.2.3 to assure that applicable Code requirements are 

specified and correctly translated. The reviewers will be competent 

in the technical field addressed by these documents.  

Copies of documents applicable to Code items shall be made available 

to the ANI and enforcement authority through the Director - QA/QC.  

The Discipline Managers have the overall responsibility for control 

and development of site-generated specifications which are used for 

field procurement or fabrication activities of Code items.

-
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Preparation and approval of these specifications are detailed in 

HPCS procedures. Flow Chart, Appendix A (Exhibit 2-3), depicts the 

responsibilities for preparation, review, and approval. The 

required approvals of the site specification are by the Discipline 

Manager and the Manager, Harris Plant Engineering as shown on the 

Site Specification Cover Sheet (Exhibit 2-4).  

2.4.2.1 Construction site-generated specifications shall include the 

provisions of Paragraph 2.2.1 and the following requirements when 

they are within the scope of the applicable design documents and are 

appropriate to the procurement: 

a. Identification of the Code and standards to be applied and a 

delineation of the Code classifications and boundaries of 

application.  

b. Requirements for the QA program of the Suppliers and the 

requirement that a copy of the documented QA program and any 

proposed modifications thereof of the Suppliers be provided 

prior to and after purchase order award.  

c. Access requirements for preselection surveys and postselection

_ _VISION AS 
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shop inspections, surveillance, and auditing.  

d. Requirements for inspection and test plans and procedures to be 

developed and performed by the Supplier.  

e. Quantitative and qualitative acceptance criteria.  

f. Requirements for documentary evidence of quality to be 

furbished by the Supplier (e.g., test and analysis results; 

certification that specific requirements have been met; and 

heat, lot, batch number, or other records of traceability of 

items to the source).  

g. Requirements for engineering, scheduling, and performance by 

the Supplier, including the plan and schedule for submittal of 

Supplier drawings, calculations, and special processes, such as 

NDE and welding, for review prior to application.  

h. Requirements for identification labels or markings on items.  

i. Special shipping, storage, and handling requirements for 

protection and preservation of the items or the need for such 

instructions to be provided by the Supplier.  

j. Requirements for calibration procedures and recommendations for 

calibration cycles to be furnished along with tools, gauges, 

instruments, or other equipment supplied and/or used by the 

. . . A . / aA\AI- - -\-
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Supplier for which calibration control is necessary.  

k. Requirements for manuals, drawings, and other documentation to 

be furnished by the Supplier for use as construction control 

documents or as information to be applied in preparing 

construction control documents.  

1. A document list showing attachments to the construction 

site-generated specification.  

m. Code class, Code effectivity, vendor QA program requirements.  

n. The Material Manufacturer's Quality System Certificate 

(materials) number and expiration date shall be shown on the 

CMTR or Certification of Compliance (COC) as applicable 

covering materials manufactured under the provisions of the 

Certificate. Material Manufacturers and Suppliers not holding 

an ASME Quality Systems Certificate shall include on the CMTR 

or COC as applicable, the revision level and date of their 

Quality System Program approved by CP&L.  

2.4.2.2 The site-generated specification shall be reviewed by personnel 

assigned by the responsible Discipline Manager to assure that the 

engineering data and Code requirements are adequate for the
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procurement. The review shall be conducted by individuals other 

than those who prepared the document and who are cognizant in the 

intent of the procurement and competent in the technical area of the 

specification. Site-generated specifications shall be reviewed by 

HPES and QA/QC personnel.  

2.4.2.3 Site-generated specifications for site procurement shall be reviewed 

and approved as stated herein and as detailed in HPCS procedures to 

assure adequate coverage of technical and QA requirements. When 

site-generated specifications specify engineering and/or design 

activities, approval by the Manager, Harris Plant Engineering is 

required after HPES and the QA/QC Harris Plant Section's comments 

have been resolved. Site-generated Design Specifications for Code 

items shall be certified by one or more registered Professional 

Engineers competent in the applicable field of design and related 

nuclear power plant requirements. Specifications not involving 

engineering and design activities shall be approved by either the 

Project General Manager, or the responsible Discipline Manager.  

Resolution of QA/QC Harris Plant Section comments is required prior 

to approval of site-generated specifications.
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2.4.3 The Manager - QA Services has the overall responsibility for the 

development and control of Corporate Quality Assurance Department 

(CQAD) procedures.  

The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant has the overall responsibility for 

the control of the QA/QC procedures developed for site use which 

will be identified as site QA procedures (CQA), site Quality Control 

procedures (CQC), site Quality Assurance Engineering procedures 

(QAE), and site Nondestructive Examination procedures (NDEP).  

Maintenance, distribution, and recall of these procedures are as 

designated in CQAD, NDEP, QAE, and CQA procedures. Upon issuance of 

a QA/QC procedure, distribution shall be recorded on a document 

control log. The log shall identify the procedure number, revision, 

and the person to whom it was issued. The Corporate Quality 

Assurance Department and the QA/QC Harris Plant Section procedures, 

as applicable, shall not conflict with this Manual.  

2.4.4 The Project General Manager has the overall responsibility for the 

development and approval of those Construction administrative 
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I
procedures applicable to Code items.  

2.4.4.1 Development and approval of construction technical and work 

procedures is the responsibility of the Discipline Manager. Final 

approval shall be in accordance with HPCS procedures on preparation, 

approval, control, and release of procedures by authorized 

personnel. Preparation, approval, and release of welding procedures 

are detailed in Section 6.0.  

2.4.5 Preparation of the Start-Up Manual and preparation and approval of 

the Start-Up procedures is the responsibility of the Manager 

Start-Up. Approval of the Start-Up Manual is the responsibility of 

the Vice President - Harris Nuclear Project. Distribution of the 

Start-Up Manual and Start-Up procedures is the responsibility of the 

Manager - Harris Project Administration. Approval and distribution 

of Start-Up procedures shall be in accordance with SHNPP Start-Up 

Manual section on preparation, approval, control and distribution of 

procedures by authorized personnel.  

2.4.6 To facilitate installation of Code Instrumentation, the Discipline

P
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Manager is responsible for preparation, review, approval, and 

revision of instrument isometric drawings in accordance with HPCS 

Procedures. The instrument isometrics and Instrumentation Sketches 

(Exhibit 2-9) are prepared based on criteria outlined in approved 

design documents as described in this Section. Distribution and 

control of the isometrics and Instrument Isometric Change Request 

(IICR) (Exhibit 2-8) shall be as described in Paragraph 2.5 and will 

be issued to the Discipline Engineer for inclusion in a work package 

A• as described in Paragraph 5.2.8. The Instrumentation Sketch is 

Ag controlled through the applicable HPCS procedure. The Discipline 

Engineer may make changes to instrument isometrics with the IICR or 

as described below, provide the changes do not affect established or 

create new QC or ANI Holdpoints or affect NDE or welding 

processes. These changes will be accomplished by marking in red ink 

on the controlled copy of the instrument isometric included in the 

work package; the changes will be initialed and dated by the 

Discipline Engineer initiating the change. Interim rerouting of 

tubing that does not require support relocation or modification may 

be made by craft supervision without "red-lining" the isometric if 

the change is within the design criteria. Changes to welds or
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threaded connections shall not be made prior to issuance of an 

approved isometric revision or IICR and the appropriate process 

control documents. Upon return of each completed work package from 

the field, the Discipline Engineer shall review each package and 

revise the instrument isometric to incorporate all interim changes 

and IICR's prior to release of the work package for final 

review/acceptance.  

Erection and inspection of instrument installations will only be 

performed to the work package copy of the instrument isometric.  

Inspection to the instrument isometric by QA/QC shall be limited to 

verification that the drawing depicts the "As-built condition".  

Revision of instrument isometrics and IICR's will be subject to the 

same review as the original document as described in HPCS 

Procedures.  

2.5 Site Document Control 

2.5.1 The methods used on site-to distribute and control Design 

Specifications and drawings; site-generated specifications and
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drawings; and administrative, technical, work, and welding 

procedures shall be as described in HPCS procedures on document 

distribution and control. The Manager - Harris Project 

Administration is responsible to assure documents received are 

A• recorded on the HPAS Document Record form (Exhibit 2-5), or recorded 

A• on a computor system that will indicate status, revision date, 

A• revision number and controlled distribution. Distribution of these 

documents shall be accomplished by utilizing the HPCS 

Document Transmittal form (Exhibit 2-6). Only documents issued 

through the HPAS Document Control Unit, or the Pipe Spool 

Fabrication/Modification Sheet (PSFMS) (Exhibit 5-4), the Instrument 

Isometric Change Request (IICR) (Exhibit 2-8) or the Instrumentation 

Sketch (Exhibit 2-9) when issued by the Discipline Manager may be 

used for construction. Controlled documents, issued by HPAS 

Document Control, will be updated as new revisions are received and 

FCRs will be distributed to holders of controlled copies of affected 

drawings at the time the FCR is approved. Documents processed and 

distributed through the HPAS Document Control Unit will be 

identified by a Document Control "RECEIVED" stamp. The PSFMS or 

IICR issued by the Discipline Manager will be stamped "Issued for a 

period not to exceed 7 days". Document Control will issue within 

seven days, a controlled copy of the PSFMS/IICR to be inserted in
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2 the work package. The Instrumentation Sketch shall be controlled 

Z through the applicable HPCS procedure. Documents issued for 

information purposes that may not be used for construction will be 

stamped "UNCONTROLLED", "SUPERSEDED", or "VOID". The HPAS Document 

Control Unit may retain void/superseded documents as necessary for 

information purposes. The Director - QA/QC will ensure that 

documents required for record purposes are maintained in accordance 

with Corporate Quality Assurance Department Procedures.  

2.5.2 Revisions to specifications, drawings, and procedures shall be 

controlled in accordance with those measures applied to the original 

document. Revisions shall be reviewed and approved by the same 

organization that performed the original review, or other properly 

authorized personnel competent in the applicable field of design and 

have adequate understanding of the requirements of the original 

document. Provisions shall assure that the current revisions of 

specifications, drawings, and procedures are available for use where 

the applicable function is being performed. Approved 

specifications, drawings and revisions to these documents will be 
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transmitted by numbered transmittal letters from the design 

organization to the Project General Manager and processed through 

the HPAS Document Control Unit. The HPAS Document Control Unit will 

transmit documents to holders of controlled documents as listed on 

the approved distribution list by a Document Transmittal Form 

(Exhibit 2.;6) which must be acknowledged by the controlled document 

holder by a signature and date indicating that superseded documents 

have been destroyed. Transmittal Forms (Exhibit 2-6), when 

completed and signed, will be retained by the HPAS Document Control 

Unit for the current calendar year and the previous calendar year.  

The Manager - Harris Project Administration will make a monthly 

survey of site document holders, in accordance with HPCS procedures, 

engaged in Code work to ensure that the most current documents are 

available at the point where the Code work is being done. The 

Director - QA/QC is responsible for checking the effectiveness of 

document control activities by surveillance of construction 

activities to verify that the latest approved documents are in 

use. Maintenance, distribution, and disposition of obsolete or 

superseded procedures shall be as specified in appropriate site 

procedures.  
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2.5.3 Responsibility for document control in support of the Harris Plant 

Operations Section is that of the Manager - Harris Project 

Administration. The methods used by Harris Plant Operations for the 

distribution and control of design specifications, drawings, 

procedures and the Start-Up Manual shall be described in HPOS 

procedures. Revisions to specifications, drawings, procedures and 

manuals shall be controlled in the same manner as the original 

document. Provisions described in procedures shall assure that the 

current revisions of specifications, drawings, procedures and 

manuals are available to holders of controlled copies of these 

documents and available within the libraries and satellite document 

control areas throughout the plant. During the construction phase 

of the project, approved specifications, drawings and revisions to 

such documents will be processed by the HPAS Document Control 

Unit. The HPAS Document Control Unit will transmit documents to 

holders of controlled documents as listed on the approved 

/6\ distribution list by use of a controlled document distribution 

form which shall be acknowledged by the controlled document holder 

"" by signature and date indicating receipt of the documents 

Stransmitted and compliance with disposition instruction for adding 

/ and/or deleting documents. An accountability record of 

A6 distribution and acknowledgement will be maintained by the HPAS
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A Document Control Unit for a minimum period of two years. The 

A• Manager - Harris Project Administration shall survey monthly, in 

accordance with HPOS procedures, the document holders engaged in 

Code work where the applicable function is being performed to 

ensure the latest documents are in use. The Director - QA/QC is 

responsible for checking document control effectiveness by 

surveillance of HPOS activities to ensure that the latest approved 

documents are in use.  

2.6 Identification of ASME Code Documents 

2.6.1 Purchase requisitions, purchase orders, and procedures generated 

and/or used at the construction site for fabrication and 

installation of Code items shall be identified as "ASME Section 

III"'.  

2.6.2 For documents generated and/or used at the construction site for 

other than Code work, no special marking is required to 

distinguish it from documents marked in accordance with Paragraph 

2.6.1.

J
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3.0

Service Contracts 

The Department manager responsible for obtaining services is 

responsible for the applicable service contract. When contracted 

services affect the quality of the engineering or construction of 

the plant, the contract shall be controlled as described in this 

Subsection. Examples of services of the type covered by the 

Subsection are as follows: 

a. Engineering Consultant and A-E services contracted by the 

Harris Plant Engineering Section or the Nuclear Engineering and 

Licensing Department in support of nuclear power plant 

engineering and design projects.  

.b. Constructor and/or Construction Manager. contracted by the 

Nuclear Plant Construction Department in support of nuclear 

power plant construction projects.
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Prior to award, contracts for plant quality-related services shall 

be reviewed by the QA Services Section. Any revisions other than 

for commercial consideration to such a contract shall also be 

reviewed by the QA Services Section. These reviews will provide 

assurance that the quality-related requirements of the contract are 

adequate for the services specified. Additionally, the QA review 

will determine that the QA program of the Supplier and 

implementation meets the applicable requirements of the Code.  

Qualification of contractors will be in the same manner as described 

in paragraphs 3.3.5.1 through 3.3.8.

3.2

3.2.1

Procurement by the Architect-Engineer

The A-E is responsible for the procurement of Code-stamped items, 

including the NSSS, on behalf of CP&L as described in this 

Subsection.  

Procurement by the A-E shall be initiated by preparing an inquiry.  

The inquiry shall consist of two parts:

REVISION AA\/LNZ _ 
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3.2.3
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a. The commercial portion which sets forth items, quantities, 

delivery schedule, terms, and conditions.  

b. The Design Specification which includes the engineering and 

quality requirements. (The Design Specification, as defined by 

this Manual, is prepared or revised, approved for release, and 

approved for use in the nuclear power plant project as set 

forth in Section 2.0.) 

A recommended bidders list shall be prepared by the A-E for each 

inquiry. The bidders list identifies potential Suppliers.  

The recommended bidders list shall be evaluated by the Harris Plant 

Engineering Section. As a result of these evaluations and records 

of Supplier performance or surveys, bidders may be added to or 

deleted from the list. The recommended bidders list, as reviewed or 

amended, shall be approved by the Engineering General Manager to 

authorize its use for issue of inquiries to potential Suppliers.

F
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The inquiry shall be issued by the A-E to bidders on the list 

approved by CP&L. A copy of the inquiry will be forwarded to the 

Manager - QA Services and to the Manager - Harris Plant Engineering.  

Proposals submitted by selected bidders to the A-E shall be 

evaluated (including the QA program submitted by the bidder). This 

evaluation and recommendations for selection of the Supplier shall 

be documented by the A-E.  

Proposals, including the A-E's evaluations and recommendations, 

shall be submitted to CP&L for approval.  

The documents submitted by the A-E shall be reviewed by the Harris 

Plant Engineering Section for 'engineering acceptance and/or 

comments. Reviews and comments will be obtained from the Quality 

Assurance Services Section when quality exceptions are noted in a 

recommended proposal. As a result of these reviews, one of the 

following courses of action shall be documented and transmitted to 

the A-E:

3.2.5

3.2.6
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3.2.7 Qualification of the Supplier selected for the procurement shall be 

accomplished by the A-E as required by the A-E's nuclear QA program 

and in accordance with the rules of the applicable Code.  

Qualification shall be established prior to award of the Purchase 

Order. Records shall be maintained by the A-E that identify the 

selected Supplier, his facility, specified items or equipment which 

he is qualified to supply, and the date of survey or verification.  

Qualification will be reviewed and approved by CP&L by one or more 

of the following means:
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a. Approval is granted to proceed with the procurement as 

recommended.  

b. Approval is granted to proceed with the procurement as 

recommended following resolution of CP&L comments (engineering 

and/or QA).  

c. CP&L comments are to be resolved and a-new recommendation 

submitted, if required.
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a. Receipt of Supplier Verification that he holds an active 

Certificate of Authorization from the ASME to manufacture and 

Code-stamp the item(s) described in the inquiry.  

b. Evidence that Material Manufacturers or Material Suppliers hold 

a Quality System Certificate (Materials).  

0. Verification that the vendor is currently on the A-E's Approved 

Supplier's List.  

d. CP&L or A-E survey of the Supplier's facility to assess his 

capability to document and execute a QA program that meets the 

requirements of the inquiry, including verification that his 

technical capability, organization, facilities, and inspection 

measures are commensurate with requirements of the inquiry.  

3.2.7.1 When an A-E survey is required, as determined above, the Manager 

QA Services shall be advised by the A-E of the survey schedule with 

sufficient advance notice to participate, at.his option.  

3.2.7.2 The survey shall be conducted by the A-E and documented on a 

Manufacturer Evaluation Quality Assurance form (Exhibit 3-1) or 

equivalent. The evaluation form shall be submitted to CP&L for

I
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r

review which will summarize the results of the survey and state 

whether or not, in the opinion of the survey team, the Supplier is 

qualified and meets Code requirements.  

3.2.8 If the Supplier is found not to be qualified, corrective action 

shall be implemented to qualify the Supplier; or a new Supplier 

shall be selected by re-examination of the bids or by resolicitation 

as set forth in Paragraphs 3.2.1 through 3.2.7.1 for the initial 

selection.  

3.2.9 A Purchase Order shall be awarded to a qualified Supplier. The 

Design Specification and other applicable requirements of the 

inquiry shall be made a part of the Purchase Order. If the scope of 

supply or complexity of requirements so warrants, a preaward meeting 

shall be held by the A-E with the selected Supplier to assure that 

the requirements are understood. When a preaward meeting is held, a 

qualified spokesman for QA in the A-EVs organization shall clarify 

QA requirements to assure that there are no misunderstandings. QA 

questions or concerns and their resolution will be documented.  

Award shall be withheld until QA requirements for the procurement
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are accepted by the Supplier. If as a result of the preaward 

meeting a revision is proposed to the Design Specification, the 

revision shall be prepared, reviewed, and approved for release as 

set forth in Section 2.0.  

3.2.10 A Quality Compliance Plan for Vendors, Manufacturers, or Contractors 

(Exhibit 3-2) shall be documented and executed by the A-E for an 

awarded Purchase Order. The plan shall be submitted by the A-E to 

CP&L for review and approval by the Manager - QA Services prior to 

execution.  

The compliance plan shall include provisions, as required: 

a. For in-process and final inspections (shop inspections) of 

Supplier items at the Supplier's work site when so specified.  

The inspections will be documented by the A-E and copies of the 

reports forwarded to the Manager - QA Services.  

b. For surveillance, as necessary, to assure that Supplier 

planning and execution of work are controlled in accordance 

with his approved QA program.

/
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During execution of the compliince plan, the Manager - QA Services 

shall be notified by the A-E of scheduled surveillance events at the 

Supplier's facilities. This notification will allow reasonable time 

for preparation and participation by CP&L when so directed by the 

Manager - QA Services.

Supplier documents required by the Design Specifications, which are 

made a part of the Purchase Order, will be reviewed and accepted by 

the A-E.  

Purchase Order additions or modifications after award shall be 

reviewed and controlled the same as set forth for the original 

Purchase Order.  

Site Procurement 

The Project General Manager is responsible for controlling field 

purchase requisitions for Code items and services at the 

construction site as described in this Subsection.
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3.3.2 Field purchases shall be initiated by preparing a purchase 

requisition as detailed in the HPCS procedures on the requisitioning 

of materials and equipment. Items, quantities, delivery schedule, 

technical, and QA requirements will be included on the Purchase 

Requisition form (Exhibit 3-3) or in attachments as necessary. One 

of the following types of specifications shall be attached to or 

included with the Purchase Requisition.

a. A-E generated Design Specifications distributed to the 

construction site in accordance with Section 2.0.  

b. Construction site-generated specifications consisting of 

engineering and quality requirements developed for the 

procurement. The specification shall be in accordance with 

applicable Code, regulatory requirements, design bases, and 

other requirements established for the plant items to which the 

procurement applies to assure adequate quality in the purchased 

items or services.
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3.3.3 The Purchase Requisition package shall be submitted to the Director 

- QA/QC, or his designee, for review to ensure inclusion of QA 

requirements prior to bid solicitation.  

3.3.4 Proposals which contain technical differences, deviations, or 

exceptions submitted by bidders on Code items shall be technically 

reviewed and evaluated for conformance to procurement documents by 

,4\ the Engineering General Manager, Project General Manager, Discipline 

Managers, or their designees. Exceptions to QA requirements in the 

Supplier's proposal shall be referred by the evaluator to the 

Director - QA/QC for review and concurrence.  

3.3.5 For Code items Construction Procurement and Contracting Section 

shall request the QA qualifications of the Supplier selected for the 

procurement which shall be accomplished as required by this Manual 

and in accordance with Corporate Quality Assurance Department 

procedure on Supplier evaluation.  

The requested QA qualification shall be established by the Manager 

QA Services prior to award of the Purchase Order or Contract by one 

or more of the means detailed below:
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a. Receipt of supplier verification that he holds an active 

Certificate of Authorization from the ASME to manufacture and 

Code-stamp the item(s).  

b. Evidence that Material Manufacturers or Material Suppliers hold 

a Quality System Certificate (Materials).  

c. Verification that the vendor is currently on the approved 

supplier's list.  

d. Survey of the Supplier's facility to assess his capability to 

document and execute a QA program that meets the requirements 

of the procurement documents, including verification that his 

technical capability, organization, facilities, and inspection 

measures are commensurate with requirements of the procurement 

documents.  

3.3.5.1 When a survey is required, it shall be performed At the Supplier's 

facility and documented (e.g. on a Manufacturer Evaluation Quality 

Assurance form Exhibit 3-1) by the Quality Assurance Services 

Section. A report will summarize the results of the survey and 

state whether or not, in the opinion of the survey team, the 

Supplier is adequately qualified and meets Code requirements.
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3.3.5.2 QA approval of a Supplier will be documented in a memorandum by the 

Manager - QA Services Section and forwarded to the Construction 

Procurement and Contracting Section.  

3.3.5.3 The Manager - QA Services shall be responsible for generating, 

maintaining, and controlling an Approved Suppliers List (ASL) for 

vendor's supplying ASME Code items. The listing shall include in 

tabular form: 

a. Name of supplier.  

b. Address of supplier.  

a. Types and description of materials, parts or services qualified 

to supply.  

d. Basis for qualification.  

e. Qualification expiration date.  

f. Restriction (if any) with regard to qualification.  

At least once each month the Manager - QA Services shall revise the 

Quality Assurance Record Tracking System data base to reflect the 

addition of new suppliers qualified during the previous month, and 

the deletion of previously approved suppliers whose qualification 

has been terminated. This information will be summarized in a 

published memorandum.

P•LA I•QI
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Additions to the list will be limited to vendors whose quality 

assurance programs have been evaluated and conform to the applicable 

requirements of this Manual. Termination shall be supported by 

appropriate records such as: 

a. Expiration of qualification date and no purchasing activity to 

support continued qualification.  

b. Failure of the supplier to maintain an adequate quality 

assurance program.  

As occurring, the Manager - QA Services will prepare a memorandum to 

add or remove a qualified vendor, except for expiration of 

qualification date and/or no further interest by the procurement and 

contracts sections.
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Access to the ASL (via computer terminal) and distribution of the 

memorandum will be made to the Manager - Construction Procurement 

and Contracting, the Principal Buyer - Harris Project, and the 

Director - QA/QC - Harris Plant.

.1
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3.3.5.4 The Quality Assurance Services Section shall maintain qualification 

records that identify the selected Supplier, the item to be 

furnished, and the date of QA qualification.  

3.3.6 If the Supplier is found not to be qualified and resolution of the 

problem cannot be resolved before the start of work, a new Supplier 

shall be selected by re-examination of the proposals, or by 

resolicitation as set forth in this Subsection for the initial 

selection.  

3.3.7 For procurement of Code items, a Purchase Order (Exhibit 3-4) shall 

be awarded by the Manager - Construction Procurement and Contracting 

or his designee to a Supplier on the Approved Supplier's List. For 

procurement involving labor services or a combination of labor 

services and Code items, a Contract shall be issued by the Manager 

Construction Procurement and Contracting, or his designee, in 

accordance with NPCD procedures. The Purchase Order or Contract 

shallbe awarded to the qualified and selected Supplier after 

resolution of any exceptions or deviations to the QA or technical 

requirements of the Purchase Requisition as detailed in NPCD
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procedures. The Design Specification or site-generated 

specification shall be made a part of the Purchase Order or 

Contract, as applicable. If the scope of supply or complexity of 

requirements so warrants, a preaward meeting may be held with the 

selected Supplier to assure that requirements are understood.  

Purchase Order or Contract award shall be withheld until QA 

requirements for the procurement are resolved with the Supplier.  

If, as a result of the preaward meeting, a revision is proposed to 

the Design Specification or site-generated specification, the 

revision shall be prepared, reviewed and approved as set forth for 

the original specification.  

The Manager - QA Services is responsible for a Vendor Surveillance 

Check Plan (Exhibit 3-5) to be documented and executed for an 

awarded Purchase Order as required for items manufactured in 

accordance with the Code. The surveillance plan shall include 

provisions, as required:
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a. For in-process and final inspections (shop inspections) at the 

Supplier's work site. When specified, the inspection will be 

documented on a QC Inspection Report (Exhibit 3-6) and copies 

of the reports forwarded to the Director - QA/QC.  

b. For surveillance, as necessary, to assure that Supplier 

planning and execution of work at his work site is controlled 

in accordance with this QA program.  

c. As applicable, only a properly executed Release for Shipment 

form (Exhibit 3-7) by the CP&L Vendor Surveillance Specialist 

will release Supplier to ship items or equipment.  

The Engineering General Manager/Project General Manager/Discipline 

Managers shall be responsible for the review and control of Purchase 

Order or Contract additions or modifications involving the 

specifications concerning Code items and services. Additions or 

modifications, excluding commercial or quantity, will be reviewed by 

the Director -'QA/QC, or his designee for QA requirements.  

Engineering drawings, calculations, and special process procedures 

and revisions thereto submitted from a Supplier performing

3.3.10 

3.3.11
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engineering, which are received by the Principal buyer - Harris 

Project or Manager - Construction Procurement and Contracting, are 

forwarded to the Harris Plant Engineering Section for their review 

and comment as detailed in the HPCS procedures on interface with the 

Harris Plant Engineering Section.  

3.3.12 Engineering drawings, calculations, and special process procedures 

and revisions thereto, submitted from a Contractor who furnishes 

labor/related items and who performs engineering, are received by 

the Discipline Managers for review and approval and, if applicable, 

forwarded to the Harris Plant Engineering Section for their review 

and comment as detailed in the HPCS procedures on interface with the 

Harris Plant Engineering Section.  

3.3.13 The Harris Plant Engineering Section will review Supplier submittals 

of documents pertaining to engineering when specific submittals are 

requested in the Purchase Orders or Contracts issued by NPCD.  

Comments by the Harris Plant Engineering Section will be provided to 

the Discipline Manager or to the Manager - Construction Procurement 

and.Contracting. The Nuclear Engineering and Licensing Department
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may perform these activities for the Harris Plant Engineering 

Section.  

3.3.14 CP&L approval and/or comments to be resolved will be forwarded by 

the Principal Buyer - Harris Project, the Manager - Construction 

Procurement and Contracting, the Engineering General Manager or 

Project General Manager, as applicable, to the Supplier.  

3.3.15 For A-E purchase orders in which procurement responsibilities have 

been assumed by CP&L, further supplements shall be issued on the 

Purchase Contract Form (Exhibit 3-8). Preparation and Processing of 

the form shall be in accordance with Paragraph 3.3.  

3.4 Reclassified Material 

The Welding Manager shall be responsible to ascertain the Code 

required examinations, testing and any other operations required to 

upgrade the materials to the requirements of the Code class for 

which the material is to be used. The Welding Manager shall be 

responsible to evaluate and ensure all tests and operations required 

to upgrade the material are completed and acceptable. The Welding 

Manager shall be responsible to prepare and certify that the
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contents of the Certified Material Test Report are correct and that 

all tests are in compliance with the requirements of the material 

specification and the Code and attach to the Material Manufacturer's 

original Certified Material Test Report. Material identification 

shall be described in the Certified Material Test Report.  

All upgraded material shall be identified and marked, as required, 

in accordance with the Code. Additional marking and stamping shall 

be witnessed by QA/QC personnel. Material shall be received and 

inspected as described for purchased materials in Section 4.0 of 

this manual. Certified Material Test Report records and laboratory 

test reports, after completion, shall be sent to QA/QC personnel for 

review and retention in QA Records. QA/QC personnel shall submit 

the CMTR's to the ANI for review prior to use of the material.  

The Welding Manager who certifies material made from stock produced 

by a manufacturer whose Quality System Program has not been 

qualified under NA-3700 may accept the certification of the 

requirements of the material specification which must be performed 

during the melting and of the heat analysis from the manufacturer of 

the stock provided the requirements of (1) through (4) below are 

met.

r
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(1) (a) The Welding Manager performs or subcontracts all other 

requirements of the material specification on each piece of 

stock material. Alternatively, the Welding Manager may 

perform or subcontract all other requirements of the 

A material specification on each'heat and lot of material, 

provided traceability has been established by this program.  

(b) Where Certificates of Compliance are acceptable, testing of 

each piece is not required.  

A• (2) The Welding Manager performs or subcontracts a product analysis 

to verify the chemical composition of each piece of stock 

A material furnished by the stock material manufacturer.  

(3) The stock material manufacturer does not perform any welding on 

L/. the material.  

(4) These functions shall be performed in accordance with this 

A/ program.
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4.0 RECEIVING INSPECTION 

4.1 This Section sets forth requirements for the receipt of Code items 

at the construction site. It includes requirements for 

identification of the source and status of the item and control of 

its use for-construction. The purpose of receipt inspection of 

items is to assure that only items that comply with the Code will be 

used.or installed in the plant; and to prevent damage, 

deterioration, or loss *to those items.  

"*4.2 It is the responsibility of the Director - QA/QC to ensure items are 

inspected in accordance with approved procedures and identified to 

provide the required traceability upon receipt at the construction 

site.  

4.3 The QA/QC Specialist and/or the QA/QC Inspector shall review the 

Purchase Order, Design Specification, site-generated specification, 

or other documents as applicable, and inspect the item to ensure 

special packaging, shipping, and handling instructions are adhered 

to.



or

4.4 Where, as evidenced by the receipt of an A-E or NSSS Supplier 

quality release, or CP&L Release for Shipment (Exhibit 3-7), the 

item and documentation were inspected and. certified to comply with 

the requirements of the Purchase Order, the item may be accepted by 

QA/QC personnel and released to construction provided the item has 

not been damaged or otherwise degraded in shipment. The QA/QC 

inspector shall ensure that special inspection, protection, and 

handling instructions from the Supplier are adhered to and shall 

review the quality release and verify there are no exceptions prior 

to release to construction. If exceptions are identified, the QA/QC 

inspector will perform the required inspections.  

4.5 Where a quality release or Release for Shipment is not required by 

the procurement documents, acceptability of an item shall be 

determined by QA/QC personnel review of the Supplier's 

certifications, manufacturing/fabrication records, and physical 

receipt inspection.  

4.6 The inspection and examination of an item shall be accomplished in 

accordance with QA/QC procedures and documented in the QA Receiving

, OAE9(1(NJC NJC 
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Inspection Report (Exhibit 4-1). Items inspected and accepted by 

QA/QC personnel shall be tagged/labeled by QA/QC personnel (Exhibit 

4-2).  

4.7 Nonconformances noted during receipt inspection shall be reported 

and controlled in accordance with Section 10.0 and the CQA procedure 

on nonconformance control. The QA/QC inspector shall place the 

item(s) in a QA/QC Hold or Reject status (Exhibit 4-2), as 

appropriate.  

4.8 A receiving inspection package consisting of receiving inspection 

reports, Quality Releases and Supplier documentation shall be 

assembled by the QA/QC receiving inspector. Documents placed in the 

package shall be identified by marking with the appropriate QA 

number (purchase order and item number) to establish traceability.  

The package is then forwarded to the Director - QA/QC or his 

designee for review.  

4.9 The Director - QA/QC or his designee will ensure that Supplier 

documentation for CP&L site-purchased items is reviewed for
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compliance with the Purchase Order requirements. The documentation 

will be identified to the item by a QA number and transmitted with 

the Records Review and Acknowledgement form (Exhibit 4-3) to QA 

Records for filing.  

4.10 When an A-E or NSSS Quality Release (QR) or CP&L Release for 

Shipment is not received for an item, acceptability of the item 

shall be determined by review of the Supplier's certifications, 

manufacturing/fabricating records, and a physical receipt inspection 

performed per Paragraph 4.6 prior to release of the item to 

construction.  

4.11 When conditions warrant, a Conditional Release Request (Exhibit 4-4) 

may be initiated to permit progression of work involving a 

nonconforming item awaiting resolution. The Conditional Release 

Request shall be processed and approved by the Project General 

A Manager/Discipline Manager or General Manager, as applicable, and 

concurred with by the Director - QA/QC in accordance with CQA 

procedures and Paragraph 10.3.2(f) of this Manual on nonconformance 

control.
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"I4.12 The Records QA/QC Specialist or other designated individual shall 

review and verify the certification and/or manufacturing data 

packages for A-E purchased items for compliance to procurement 

documents. The Records QA/QC Specialist or other designated 

individual is responsible only to ensure completeness of NSSS 

Supplier packages and that the NSSS QA organization has provided 

certification of review and compliance to the Purchase Order for 

their Suppliers' data packages. The Records QA/QC Specialist or 

other designated individual shall indicate his review and acceptance 

of the package as required by the CQC procedure on receiving 

inspection and forward the package to QA Records for retention as QA 

records.  

A& 4.13 When the manufacturing data package is not included with the item 

shipment, a suspense file for the item, identifying the missing 

manufacturing data package, will be maintained by the Director 

QA/QC. If the data package is not received within the time 

specified by the purchase order or sixty days the item will be 

considered nonconforming and processed per Section 10.0.  
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STORAGE AND PROCESS CONTROL

Storage

The Discipline Managers/Manager Project Administration are 

responsible for issue of procedures for storage control of Code 

items to prevent damage, deterioration or loss. When necessary 

special coverings, special equipment, and special protective 

environments such as, inert gas atmosphere, specific moisture 

content levels, and temperature levels shall be specified and 

provided in storage procedures.  

The Director - QA/QC is responsible for surveillance of storage 

areas containing Code items in accordance with Harris Plant QA/QC 

Section procedures to assure that items are properly controlled and 

protected. Nonconformances shall be identified and dispositioned in 

accordance with Section 10.0.
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5.2 

5.2.1 

A4 5.2.2

Process Control 

Process control sheets are utilized to establish measures to assure 

that processes, including welding and heat treating, are controlled 

in accordance with the Code and are accomplished by qualified 

personnel using qualified procedures. Process control sheets 

contain checklists including the document numbers and revisions to 

which the process conforms, with space provided for reporting 

results of completion of specific operations. The checklists 

include spaces for Director - QA/QC signature and date and for 

signature, initials or stamp of the ANI for activities which he 

witnesses. Whenever process control sheets have to be revised, they 

shall be processed in the same manner as the originals.  

The Discipline Managers utilizing specifications and drawings are 

responsible for initiating HPCS process control'sheets. The 

Manager - Start-Up, utilizing specifications and drawings, initiates 

the Start-Up process control sheets.
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5.2.3 For fabrication and installation of Code items by welding, the Weld 

Data Report (Exhibit 6-7), the Tank Fabrication Weld Record (Exhibit 

6-2) and the Safety-Related Instrumentation Weld Data Report 

(Exhibit 6-13) are the process control sheets as described in 

Section 6.0. For pipe spool fabrication/modification, the Pipe 

Spool Fabrication/Modification Record (Exhibit 5-9) is used to 

supplement the WDR as a process control sheet. These process 

control sheets are initiated by HPCS.  

5.2.3.1 The Pipe Spool Fabrication/Modification Sheet (PSFMS) (Exhibit 5-4) 

is initiated by the Discipline Engineer to define the specific 

operations required and processes the PSFMS through Document 

Control. The Discipline Engineer routes the PSFMS with the Pipe 

Spool Fabrication/Modification Record (PSFMR) to the Director 

QA/QC for review and insertion of hold points. The Director - QA/QC 

A• reviews the PSFMS and PSFMR and forwards it to the ANI who 

establishes his hold points and signs and dates the PSFMR to 

indicate reviews.  

5.2.3.2 After review and insertion of QA/QC and ANI hold points, the PSFMS 

and PSFMR are returned by the Director - QA/QC to the Discipline
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Engineer for development and issue of the work package per Paragraph 

5.2.8.  

5.2.3.3 After completion of work, the PSFMR shall be submitted by the 

Discipline Engineer to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for acceptance 

and sign-off. The QA copy of the PSFMR shall be filed as a 

permanent QA Record. These records shall not be submitted until 

final acceptance of any design changes are obtained.  

5.2.4 The ASME Section III - Work Traveler - Non-Welding (WTNW) (Exhibit 

5-2) and the continuation sheet (Exhibit 5-3) are used for process 

controls involving repair or rework non-welding activities such as 

grinding/machining on pressure boundary areas of code items.  

5.2.4.1 The WTNW is initiated by the Discipline Engineer or the Discipline 

Welding Engineer to define the specific operations required and 

forwards the WTNW and related documents (e.g. FCR, Drawings, etc.) 

to the Director - QA/QC for review and insertion of hold points.  

The Director - QA/QC reviews the WTNW and forwards it to the ANI who 

establishes his hold points and signs and dates the WTNW to indicate 

review.
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After review for hold point applicability by QA/QC and ANI, the WTNW 

is returned by the Director - QA/QC to the Discipline Engineer, who 

is responsible for transmittal to the craft for initiation of work.  

After completion of work, the WTNW shall be submitted by the 

responsible Discipline Engineer to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for 

acceptance review and sign-off.  

For HPCS installation of Code items by bolting, the Flanged 

Connection Inspection Form (FCIF) (Exhibit 5-5) serves as the 

process control sheet.  

The FCIF is initiated by the Discipline Engineer to define the 

specific operations required and forwards the FCIF and related 

drawings to the Director - QA/QC for review and insertion of hold 

points. The Director - QA/QC reviews the FCIF and forwards it to 

the ANI who establishes his hold points and signs and dates the FCIF' 

to indicate review.  

After review and insertion of QA/QC and ANI hold points, the FCIF is
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returned by the Director - QA/QC to the Discipline Engineer for 

development of the work package per Paragraph 5.2.8.  

After completion of work, the FCIF shall be submitted by the 

Discipline Engineer to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for acceptance 

and sign-off.  

To support the pressure tests to be performed by Start-Up personnel, 

Code items installed by bolting may have to be disassembled by 

Start-Up personnel prior to the pressure tests and then reinstalled 

by Start-Up personnel after the pressure tests. The Start-Up 

Flanged Connection Inspection form (SU FCIF) (Exhibit 5-7) serves as 

the Start-Up process control sheet for this action.  

The SU FCIF is initiated by the Start-Up Engineer -to define the 

specific operations required and forwards the SU FCIF to the 

Director - QA/QC for review and insertion of hold points. The 

Director - QA/QC reviews the SU FCIF and forwards it to the ANI who 

establishes his hold points and signs and dates the SU FCIF to 

indicate review.
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5.2.6.3 

4 5.2.7 

4 5.2.8

After review and insertion of QA/QC and ANI hold points, the SU FCIF 

is returned by the Director - QA/QC to the Start-Up Engineer for 

initiation of the work. The Director - QA/QC shall verify correct 

identification, tagging and storage of disassembled items.  

After completion of work, the SU FCIF shall be submitted by the 

Start-Up Engineer to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for acceptance and 

sign-off. The Director - QA/QC shall verify correct identification 

of the reinstalled items and document such action on the process 

control sheet; 

The process sheet for pressure tests performed by HPCS is the 

Pressure Test Record (Exhibit 9-6) and its controls are addressed in 

Section 9.0. The process sheet for pressure tests performed by 

Start-Up personnel is the Pressure Test Data and Witness form 

(Exhibit 9-7), and its controls are addressed in Section 9.0 of this 

Manual.  

For HPCS installed items, the Discipline Engineer has the
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responsibility of issuing a work package that is comprised of 

drawings and process control sheets to craft personnel. The work 

package defines the scope of the work and provides directions to the 

craft for accomplishment of the work. From this work package Code 

items are requisitioned by craft personnel from the warehouse or 

from the Pipe Fabrication Shop, which is established as a controlled 

storage area by use of the Construction Material Requisition form 

(Exhibit 5-1) for installation in the field. QA/QC verifies correct 

identification of the item and documents such action on the process 

control sheets. Changes to the process control sheets in the work 

package will be handled in the same manner as the original.  

5.2.9 Instrumentation tubing, prior to bending and installation, shall be 

qualified according to each material heat lot of tubing, size and 

type of bending tool. The preparation of the Qualification Record 

for ASME Code Class Tube.Bending (Exhibit 5-10) shall be the 

responsibility of the Discipline Engineer who shall submit it to the 

Director - QA/QC and the ANI for establishment of hold points prior 

to qualification.

//
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45.2.9.1 

A
Installation of instrument tubing shall require that the process 

control sheet, Heat Number Transfer/Tube Bending Verification Sheet 

(HNT/TBVS) (Exhibit 5-11), be prepared by the Discipline Engineer.  

The HNT/TBVS shall be submitted by the Discipline Engineer to the 

Director - QA/QC and the ANI for verification of operations data, 

qualification of tubing, and inspection as required. Removal of 

completed instrument tubing installations for maintenance/testing 

purposes shall be in accordance with the SHNPP Start-Up Manual.  

Instrumentation tubing joints with threaded NPT connections shall 

require a process control sheet, Threaded Connection Inspection 

Sheet (TCIS) (Exhibit 5-13), to be initiated by the Discipline 

Engineer. The .TCIS shall be submitted-to the Director QA/QC and the 

ANI for review and establishment of hold points prior to issue.  

Instrumentation tubing joints involving welding shall require a 

process control sheet, Safety-Related Instrumentation Weld Data 

Report (SRIWDR) (Exhibit 6-13). The Welding Manager shall be 

responsible for preparation of the SRIWDR and submittal to the 

Director - QA/QC and ANI for review and establishment of hold points 

prior to issue.

L 5.2.9.2 
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Instrument Tubing Joints including compression fittings, pipe 

fittings, instruments, instrument valves, pipe and tubing shall 

require a Material Verification Sheet (MVS) (Exhibit 5-14) to be 

initiated by the Discipline Engineer. The MVS shall be submitted to 

the Director - QA/QC and the ANI for the verification of materials 

by bill of material/heat-trace number/piece number/serial number.  

After completion of operations involving qualification, bending 

fabrication and required inspection, the completed process control 

sheets shall be submitted to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for 

acceptance and sign-off.  

Piping Joints involving threaded connections shall require a process 

control record, Threaded Connection Inspection Report (TCIR) 

(Exhibit 5-12), to be initiated by the Discipline Engineer. The 

TCIR shall be submitted to the Director - QA/QC and the ANI for.  

review and establishment of hold points prior to initiation of 

installation. After completion of the operations, the TCIR shall be 

submitted to the Director - QA/QC and ANI for acceptance and sign

off.
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The Director - QA/QC is responsible for notifying the ANI when a 

mandatory hold point is reached and for providing necessary 

inspections in accordance with Code requirements. Hold point 

inspections shall be accepted by signature or initials and date on 

the process sheet prior to any work proceeding past that point.  

Nonconformances will be handled per Section 10.0. The 

Director - QA/QC will enter the NCR number on the process sheet for 

inprocess work. The Discipline Manager or the Director - QA/QC may 

enter the NCR number on process control sheets that are initiated to 

correct discrepancies identified by a NCR. The Director - QA/QC 

will verify NCRs are resloved prior to-signing the process control 

sheets for final acceptance.  

Identification tags or marks shall be retained on each item. When 

it is necessary to cut an item, material identification shall be 

transferred to the affected piece by HPCS prior to cutting. The 

action shall be verified and documented by QA/QC personnel on a 

QA/QC Field Report, (Exhibit 5-6) or PSFMR or HNT/TBVS as 

applicable.
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2&5.2.15 It is the responsibility of the Project General Manager/Discipline 

A2 Managers/General Manager/Director - QA/QC to assure that Code items 

are controlled as follows: 

a. Permanent labels, markings, or other identification shall be 

applied and documented to assure proper identification of the 

item and traceability to its material sources.  

b. Required identification and status markings shall be retained 

with the item until it becomes part of an assembly or 

installation. The identification of each item shall be 

included in the record of the assembly or installation.  

c. Materials applied in welding of Code items shall be identified 

and controlled as detailed in Section 6.0. Instructions shall 

be provided to ensure that specified materials are used.  

Records shall provide source traceability for welding materials 

used at the construction site in the fabrication and 

installation of Code items.  

d. Items tagged Hold or Reject shall be withheld from use or 

installation, except as provided for in Section 10.0.  

e. Material protection procedures shall be implemented to prevent 

damage or deterioration.
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5.3 Construction Procedures Development 

5.3.1 The Discipline Managers are responsible for assuring that necessary 

construction procedures are developed; reviewed for adequacy; 

approved for release; and made available at construction site work 

areas. The Discipline Managers will provide construction procedures 

to QA/QC for review. QA/QC comments will-be resolved prior to 

procedure release.  

L .3.2 It is the responsibility of the Project General Manager to maintain 

& a current file of construction procedures.

V
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.3.3 Construction procedures applied to control work associated with Code 

items will include the following information, when appropriate: 

a. Requirements for indoctrination, training, and skills.  

b. Prerequisites for special environments, equipment, tools, and 

material preparation.  

c. Instructions for data collection and reporting.  

d. Instructions for documenting work performed, results achieved, 

and requirements for retention of QA records.  

e. Requirements for verification of functional capability and 

quality by inspection, witnessing, examination, and testing, 

including designation of mandatory hold points.  

f. Quantitative and qualitative criteria for determining that 

important steps or functions have been satisfactorily 

accomplished.  

5.4 Start-Up Procedure Development 

5.4.1 The General Manager is responsible for assuring that Start-Up test 

procedures are reviewed for adequacy, approved for release, and made
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available at the test area. He will provide Start-Up procedures to 

the Director - QA/QC for review. QA/QC comments will be resolved 

prior to procedure release. It is the responsiblity of the General 

Manager to maintain a current file of Start-Up procedures.  

Start-Up procedures applied to control work associated with Code 

items will include the information, as applicable, listed in 

Paragraph 5.3.3.
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6.o WELDING CONTROL 

Procurement of Welding Material

Welding material used in the construction or repair of items or 

materials shall conform to the requirements of the Code as detailed 

in the Site Specification titled "Purchasing Welding Materials for 

permanent Plant Construction." Procurement shall be in accordance 

with this Manual as described in Subsection 3.3, "Site 

Procurement". The required material tests shall be conducted by the 

manufacturer for each lot of flux-cored or fabricated electrodes; 

for each heat of bare electrodes, rod, or wire for use with. the site 

welding processes; and for each heat of consumable insert.  

Submerged arc welding is not used by CP&L under this program for 

site fabrication.  

Purchase orders for weld materials shall include the welding 

material classification and shall require that testing and 

certification be performed to the test requirements per ASME Code 

NB2400 for each heat and/or lot of material in

.0/
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accordance with the latest mandatory addenda of the ASME Boiler and 

Pressure Vessel Code, Section II, Part C; and the 1974 Edition, 1976 

Winter Addenda (or later edition) of ASME Section III. Tests, as 

applicable, shall include tensile tests; impact tests; heat 

treatment; and chemical analysis with all results to be recorded on 

the manufacturer's Certified Material Test Report (CMTR). Test 

coupons, as required by Code, shall be tested in the as-welded and 

post weld heat treated conditions as described in the Site 

Specification.  

For austenitic stainless steel, the manufacturer shall certify the 

delta ferrite on the CMTR as determined by the use of an 

Aminco-Bremmer Magne-Gage or by a chemical constitution diagram in 

accordance with the ASME Section III Code. The delta ferrite and 

the method used to determine the delta ferrite shall be stated on 

the CMTR, and shall be a minimum of 5 to a maximum of 20.  

Welding materials received from a manufacturer/supplier without 

proper certification or complete documentation records, as required 

by the Code, shall be tagged and placed on Hold Status in a
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controlled segregated area until the .ocumentation 

or corrected.

Welding Procedure Qualification 

The Welding Manager is responsible for preparation, qualification, 

and approval of CP&L welding procedures used for nuclear power plant 

Code work. Welding procedures shall be qualified in accordance with 

ASME Code, Section IX, and shall meet the requirements of the ASME 

Code, Section III. The Director - QA/QC shall be notified of the 

procedure test schedule prior to the set-up and welding of the test 

assembly to allow QA/QC monitoring and documenting of the activity 

on a QA Surveillance report or checklist.  

Welding Procedure Specification form (Exhibit 673) and the Procedure 

Qualification Record (Exhibit 6-4) shall be used to record actual 

welding parameters, test results and data as required by Code and 

shall-be certified by the Welding Manager or his authorized 

representative. The Director - QA/QC shall sign these records after 

review against the applicable Code requirements. These records are
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submitted to the ANI for review through Document Control by the 

Welding Manager. The ANI may require requalification of weld 

procedures if he deems it necessary.  

6.3 Qualification of Welders and Welding Operators 

6.3.1 The Welding Manager is responsible for testing, qualification, and 

approval of the qualification for welders and welding operators 

qualified to perform welding on nuclear power plant Code items.  

Prior to performing any site welding, welders and welding operators 

will perform a welder qualification test(s) in accordance with ASME 

Section IX and approved Welding Procedure Specifications (W.P.S.).  

These tests will be performed in the Weld Test Shop under the 

responsibility of the Welding Manager. Each welder and welding 

operator successfully passing test requirements on the qualification 

test coupons will be certified by the Welding Manager on a 

Performance Qualification Test Record (Exhibit 6-6). This test 

record is submitted to Document Control. In addition, the welder 

qualification status will be listed in a Welder Qualification Status 

Report which is also transmitted to Document Control for issuance to
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the field for use by craft supervisors in the selecting of welders 

for welding assignments. The Welding Manager is responsible for 

A3 compiling, each month, the current Welder Qualification Status 

Report of each welder and/or welding operator. The Status Report 

shall contain each welder's qualifications by WPS procedure number 

and the limitations according to welding process, diameter, 

thickness and position. Also, the report shall list the date which 

the three month welder qualification will expire if no welding has 

occurred within a three month period. The Welder Qualification 

Status Report shall also specify when the welder is extended an 

additional three months provided the welder has welded to some other 

welding process in the previous three month period. Copies shall be 

furnished by.site Document Control to site welding supervision and 

the Director - QA/QC as required. Copies of the Welder 

Qualification Status Report and of the welder and/or welding 

operator Performance Qualification Test Record (Exhibit 6-6) shall 

be made available to the ANI through the Director - QA/QC.  

6.3.2 Welders, including tack welders, and welding operators shall be 

qualified and certified by the Welding Manager or his-designee in 

accordance with the HPCS procedure on qualifying welders and welding 
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operators in accordance with the ASME Code, Section III and Section 

IX.  

6.3.3 Each welder and welding operator who has been certified shall be 

assigned a welder symbol by the Welding Manager or his designee in 

accordance with HPCS procedure on qualifying welders and welding 

operators to identify the welds made by the welder. A log shall be 

maintained for welding symbols by the Discipline Welding Engineer.  

Upon termination, or loss of the symbol stamp the symbol stamp will 

not be reassigned to another welder for a period of one year.  

6.3.4 Renewal of qualification of a welder or welding operator performanc 

qualification is required: 

a. When a welder or welding operator has not used the specific 

process, i.e., metal-arc, gas, etc., for a period of 3 months 

or more; except when employed on some other welding process, 

the period may be extended to 6 months by the Welding Manager 

or 

b. When there is a specific reason to question his ability to make 

welds that meet the specification.
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Renewal of qualification for a specific welding process under (a) 

above may be made in only a single test joint (plate or pipe) on any 

thickness, position, or material to reestablish the welder's or 

welding operator's qualification for any thickness, position, or 

material for which he was previously qualified.  

Only one extension of the welder's qualification can be granted 

based on the welding to another welding process before 

requalification is required.  

6.3.5 If there is a specific reason to question the ability of the welder 

or welding operator to make welds to meet the requirements of the 

specification and Code, the Welding Manager, Director - QA/QC, or 

the ANI may require requalification before the welder or welding 

operator is permitted to continue on Code work.  

6.4 Construction Welding 

6.4.1 The Welding Manager shall be responsible for the selection of the 

welding procedure(s) to be used by the welders and welding operators 
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by preparation of the pipe Weld Data Report (WDR) (Exhibit 6-7) or 

the Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR) (Exhibit 6-2) or the Safety

Related Instrumentation Weld Data Report (SRIWDR) (Exhibit 6-13).  

Preparation is based on design drawings, specifications and site 

procedures. The Director - QA/QC reviews the WDR/TFWR/SRIWDR for 

essential requirements and mandatory hold points. The Director 

QA/QC reviews the WDR/TFWR/SRIWDR and forwards it to the ANI who 

establishes his hold points and signs and dates the WDR/TFWR/SRIWDR 

to indicate review. The WDR/TFWR/SRIWDR is then returned by the 

A Director - QA/QC to the Discipline Engineer, who is responsible for 

transmittal to the craft supervisor, along with the applicable 

drawing, for initiation of the welding activity. After completion 

of the work the WDR/TFWR/SRIWDR is submitted to the Director - QA/QC 

and the ANI for acceptance and sign-off.  

6.4.2 Welding shall be performed by CP&L or contracted welders or welding 

operators. All welding personnel shall be qualified by CP&L to CP&L 

Welding Procedures Specifications of which preparation is the 

responsibility of the Welding Manager. All performance 

qualifications shall be performed under his supervision and all

REVISION & 
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construction welding shall be accomplished to the qualified 

A• procedures. The Welding Manager shall have direct contractual 

control of the welding operation including authority to assign or 

remove welders and welding operators at his discretion.  

6.4-.3 Prior to assigning a welder the craft fordman/supervisor reviews the 

WDR and ascertains the required WPS, material, thickness, and 

diameter. Based on this review, a welder or welding operator is 

selected as listed in the Welder Qualification Status Report.  

6.4.4 The craft foreman/supervisor shall prepare the Welding Material 

Requisition (WMR) (Exhibit 6-1) for welding materials required for 

Code work in accordance with the HPCS procedure for site welding 

material control. The requisition shall contain the type of 

material, welder to whom material is to be issued, welding procedure 

A• specification, and location to be used. The Welding Manager is 

responsible for issuing the controlled welding material. The weld 

material issue room attendant, at time of issue, shall enter the 

heat number of the welding material (or other identifying 

manufacturers number which-is traceable to the material 

*.vtsaoN ,nxi 7I Z3 I 
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certification), quantity, date, time, and his signature on the WMR 

and retain a copy for his records. A copy of the WMR shall be 

maintained by the welder at his work station until he has used all 

materials issued or returned with the unused portion to the weld 

material issue room.  

Welding materials will be issued to a welder or welding operator for 

a shift. All coated electrodes shall be issued in portable heated 

ovens. Unused welding material shall be turned in to the welding 

material issue room at the end of the shift; however, spools of bare 

wire or fluxcore materials may remain with a welding machine until 

the weld(s) requiring the same grade and type of material are 

completed or all the material is used.  

After opening sealed containers, coated electrodes shall be stored 

by the weld material issue room attendant in heated ovens in 

accordance with welding material Manufacturers' recommendations and 

the Code as detailed by the HPCS procedure on welding material

ev NJC NJC NiJC NJC 
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control. Surveillance of ovens used for storage of coated 

electrodes will be conducted and documented on QA Surveillance 

reports by QA/QC inspectors in accordance with Harris Plant QA/QC 

Section procedures. Materials returned after issue shall be 

processed in accordance with material Manufacturers' recommendations 

and the Code as detailed by the HPCS procedure on welding material 

control.  

6.4.7 The Director - QA/QC is responsible for notifying the ANI when a 

mandatory holdpoint is reached and for providing necessary 

inspections in accordance with Code requirements. Holdpoint 

inspections shall be accepted by the QA/QC welding inspector and ANI 

by signature or initials and date on the original WDR or Tank 

Fabrication Weld Record or the Safety-Related Instrumentation Weld 

Data Report prior to any work proceeding past that point.  

6.4.8 The visual inspection of weldpreps, fitup, tack welds, root pass, 

cleanliness control, and final inspection will be performed by QA/QC 

inspectors as required by the Code and CQC procedures. If the QA/QC 

welding inspector observes an unacceptable in process condition 

Arequiring rework, he shall advise the responsible craft 

foreman/supervisor. It shall be the craft foreman/supervisor's 

responsibility to effect the necessary repair or rework.
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The welder identification symbol shall be applied by the welder, 

next to the weld joint, in accordance with HPCS procedures.

Repairs to Welds and Base Material

6.4.9 

6.5 

6.5.1 

6.5.2

REVISION _ _ I A 

By,, ,NJC WTT M.Tr NTTr 
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Unacceptable defects identified on the applicable inspection 

report(s) (Exhibits 6-8 through 6-11) shall be repaired in 

accordance with the Code as detailed by HPCS procedure on repair of 

base materials and weldments. The Director - QA/QC is responsible 

for notifying the ANI of planned repairs to Code work for his 

concurrence prior to initiation of such repairs. The ANI may 

establish holdpoints as deemed necessary.  

The QA/QC welding inspector shall furnish information on the 

location of the defect requiring removal and repair on or adjacent 

to the weld and notify the Discipline Welding Engineer of the need 

to repair.
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Prior to the weld repair, the Discipline Welding Engineer is 

responsible to prepare a Repair Weld Data Report (RWDR) (Exhibit 

6-12). The RWDR shall include instructions on the required 

preparation of the repair area, WPS, welding material, and 

inspection requirements. The RWDR will be submitted to the Director 

- QA/QC for review and establishing of hold points. The Director 

QA/QC reviews the RWDR and forwards it to the ANI who establishes 

his hold points and signs and dates the RWDR to indicate review.  

The RWDR is then returned by the Director - QA/QC to the Discipline 

Engineer, who is responsible for transmittal to the Craft 

Supervisor, for initiation of the repair activity.  

6.5.3 The QA/QC welding inspector will be responsible for documentation of 

the pipe/storage tank weld repairs on a Repair Weld Data Report 

(Exhibit 6-12). For Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 base, metal repairs, 

the QA/QC welding inspector will prepare a sketch of the repaired 

area, as required by the Code for QA records, showing location and 

size of the prepared cavity. The welding material identifications,

REVtSION _L zL A _ _ A4 21 zL A7 A8/ A 
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the welding procedure identification, heat treatment records and 

reports of examination results shall be on the WDR/RWDR or shall be 

included in the WDR/RWDR package.  

After the repair is completed, the repaired area shall be examined 

by the same method used to detect the original defect and by any 

additional NDE required by the Code.  

Control of Welding Equipment 

The welding equipment shall be given an operational check as 

required by the Welding Manager at intervals not to exceed three 

months in accordance with HPCS procedures. This operation check 

shall be performed with instruments calibrated at regular intervals 

and used in accordance with Section 8.0 of this Manual. Operation 

Check stickers -are applied to the machines by the electrical craft 

personnel. Code work welding will be performed with welding 

equipment as detailed in HPCS procedure on welding equipment 

control.
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When a machine is found to be operating outside of the tolerance 

ranges as specified by procedure during operation check or QA 

monitoring, the Welding Manager is notified by receipt of the 

welding machine maintenance report or a QA nonconformance report.  

If the settings for amperage or voltage are out of tolerance, it is 

the responsibility of the Discipline Welding Engineer to determine 

if the condition was sufficient to affect quality, then investigate 

the location and use of the machine since its last operational 

check. Corrective measures shall be initiated by the Discipline 

Welding Engineer as deemed appropriate and accepted by QA and the 

ANI when a nonconformance is reported.  

Additional Process Control Forms 

The Repair Weld Data Report Continuation Sheet (Exhibit 6-5) may be 

used when space-is needed for additional hold points or remarks.

BY 

DATE
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DATE 
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HEAT TREATING

Description of System

Heat treating shall be performed in accordance with approved written 

procedures conforming to the Code and approved as described in HPCS 

procedures on heat treatment. The Welding Manager is responsible 

for preparation and approval of site procedures for heat treatment 

of Code items.

7.2 

7.2.1

Construction Heat Treatment

The Welding Manager is responsible for reviewing design 

specifications, drawings and Code requirements and specifying heat 

treatment requirements in site procedures, WDR's, TFWR's and 

EWDE's. Manufacturers' records for items which require site heat 

treatment during fabrication, installation or repair shall be 

reviewed by the Discipline Welding Engineer or his designee to 

determine if prior heat treatment has been performed. The 

cumulative time at temperature for items will be considered prior to-

v,,,o. __&A 
ey NJC -NJC NJC NJC 
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assigning a heat treatment procedure to ensure that total time at 

temperature or temperatures during postweld heat treatment of the 

material does not exceed the total accumulative time allowed by the 

Code.

Calibration

Heat treating equipment, such as thermocouples, gauges, and 

recorders, shall be calibrated at regular intervals in accordance 

with Code requirements as detailed in HPCS procedures on heat 

treatment and Section 8.0 of this Manual.  

Verification of Metal Temperature 

Thermocouples must be attached to the item undergoing heat treatment 

at locations Specified in HPCS procedures on heat treatment.

REVISION _ _ 
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7.4-.2 The item undergoing heat treatment will have heating rates, holding 

time, and rate of cool down as required by Code and as described in 

the site heat treatment procedures.  

7.5 Training 

7.5.1 The training of personnel performing heat treatment, indoctrination 

and qualification in heat treatment techniques and applicable HPCS 

procedures for Code work is the responsibility of the Welding 

Manager. Training shall be documented in accordance with Section 

1.0 of this Manual.

T.5.2 

7.6

Records of qualifications will be maintained by the Welding Manager 

or his designee as part of personnel qualification records.  

Construction Site InsPection 

The Director - QA/QC shall be responsible for the review of heat 

treatment charts, verification of compliance with applicable 

procedures and Code requirements, and monitoring and inspection of
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heat treatment activities in accordance with CQC procedures on heat 

treatment control. He shall maintain records pertaining to heat 

treatment of Code items.

Records 

Each heat treatment shall be documented by the operator. The record 

shall indicate time, temperature and date. The heat treatment 

record shall identify the heat treatment method used, the recorder 

number, and item or joint identification; and other pertinent data 

essential for traceability to the item shall be entered by the 

operator as required by HPCS procedures on heat treatment.  

The operator shall place his signature or initials and date on heat 

treatment records which shall contain the following minimum data:

a.  

b.  

a.

Heat 

Time 

Item

treatment procedure and revision 

(a.m. and p.m.) and date 

and material specification

REVISION 2L AL _ _ _ 5 

By NJC NJC NJC 
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f.  

g.
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Holding temperature 

Holding time (hours) 

Rate of heating and cooling as required 

Operator name

Records shal. be forwarded by the Welding M4anager to the Director 

QA/QC or his designee for review and acceptance prior to transfer to 

the Q records, vault. Records will be available through the 

DirectOr - QA/QC to the AN$1 for review and acceptance*

BeZdil ýand or! 

o benlding and forming of Class 1 matertls wias. 
be performed at the 

construction 
Site* 

Benldig of Code Clas 2 and 3 instrument tubing shall be performed 

at the constructiOn site by CP&L in accordance with the ASIE Code.  

SectiOn 2.0 describes the contteols for procedure preparation and 

apprOect and Secti2 5.0 describes the process control sheets 

approv QC/alI interface as related to the instrument tubing 

benlding qualiicationand 
installation operations
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8.0 CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, GAUGES, AND INSTRUMENTS

8.1

8.1.1

8.1.1.1

PAGE 1 

OF 5 
DATE 

5/11/82

Calibration

2L

Equipment, tools, gauges, and instruments specified for calibration 

control shall be identified, stored, calibrated, and maintained in 

accordance with HPCS and CQC procedures for tool, gauge, and 

instrument calibration control. For simplicity of this Section, 

equipment, tools, gauges, and instruments hereafter will be 

addressed as instruments. Calibrations and adjustments shall be 

accomplished at prescribed intervals and against certified standards 

having known valid relationships to national standards. If no 

national standard exists, the equipment manufacturer's recommended 

standard shall be used. Calibration and adjustment records shall be 

retained. Recalibration shall be performed when the accuracy of the 

instrument is suspect.  

Traceability shall be maintained between the instrument and the 

equipment or item tested. The instrument identification number 

shall be recorded on the Controlled Tool Log (Exhibit 8-5) and on

i
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the process control documents. In the event that an instrument is 

found to be out of calibration, the calibration shop shall issue an 

Out of Calibration Notification form (Exhibit 8-7) to the Discipline 

Engineer/QA/QC Specialist of the area to which the instrument has 

been assigned. The Discipline Engineer/QA/QC Specialist through 

review of records shall identify and document on the Out of 

Calibration Corrective Action form (Exhibit 8-6) the activities and 

items for which the tool was used since the last valid calibration 

'A of the tool. A program will be implemented by the Discipline 

AManager to evaluate the suspect inspections, examinations and test 

results. The results of this evaluation will be documented by the 

A Discipline Manager on the Out of Calibration Corrective Action form 

A and shall -be transmitted to the Director - QA/QC. Nonconformances, 

as necessary, will be processed by the Director - QA/QC per Section 

10.

/A3 8.1.1.2 An instrument frequently found out of calibration shall be 

recalibrated on a shorter interval, or the instruments repaired or 

replaced. Calibration status and the next prescribed calibration 

date shall be shown on or with the instrument, except for pressure

,v NJC NJC NJC ! NJC 
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gauges which are calibrated before use and upon being returned to 

the calibration shop, the period 'of which shall not exceed two 

weeks.  

8.1.2 The Discipline Manager shall ensure proper implementation of 

construction calibration procedures for idstruments under this 

program used for the construction and start-up of nuclear power 

plants. These calibration procedures as a minimum will identify the 

method of calibration, accuracy, frequency of calibration and 

allowable tolerances.  

8.1.3 The Director - QA/QC shall perform surveillance of instrument 

calibration and control activities in accordance with HPCS and CQC 

procedures on instrument calibration and control. -Surveillances 

shall be performed in accordance with Harris Plant QA/QC procedures 

and documented on a QA Surveillance report (Exhibit 5-8) and shall 

"include checks of instruments in use for current calibration 

status.
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8.2 Records and Maintenance 

8.2.1 The Master Controlled Tool List (Exhibit 8-1) shall be maintained by 

A• the Discipline Manager for instruments within the scope of this 

Section. Maintenance shall include updating concurrently with 

addition of new instruments to the inventory.  

8.2.2 A certification record form, Controlled Tool Recalibration Record 

AC (Exhibit 8-2), shall be maintained by the Discipline Manager to 

provide "date calibrated" and "due date" information. Records shall 

, be maintained by the Discipline Manager for calibration of 

controlled instruments on a Calibration Data Form (Exhibit 8-3).  

These records shall contain, or have attached, pertinent data 

recorded in the calibration process.  

8.2.3 A Calibration Sticker (Exhibit 8-4) shall be attached to each 

instrument under the calibration program except where size, shape, 

or condition prohibits. In the case where a sticker cannot be 

attached to the instrument, the sticker will be kept in the 

calibration shop and will be traceable to the unique identification 

marked on the instrument.

I NJC NJC NJC 
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8.2.4 Care and storage instructions for such instruments shall be detailed 

in HPCS procedure on instrumentation calibration and control.  

8.2.5 Pressure gauges used for hydrostatic testing shall be calibrated 

before and after each test or series of tests. A series of tests is 

that group of tests using the same pressure test gauge or gauges 

which is conducted within a period not exceeding two weeks.  

8.2.6 Charpy impact equipment will be calibrated once each 12 months and 

A w4a@ Wed for impact testing will be calibrated every
emperoun •-h 

3 months.
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9.0 

9.1 

9.1.1 

9.1.2 

9.1.3 

A 
A

The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant has the responsibility for staffing 

the QA/QC Section with personnel meeting appropriate Code 

qualification requirements. QA/QC Supervisors shall have the 

responsibility for personnel indoctrination and site training on 

related activities in their assigned areas of responsibility.  

QA/QC inspection personnel shall be trained and qualified in 

accordance with Section 1.0 and CQA procedure on personnel training 

and qualification, except for NDE which is described in Subsection 

9.3. The job performance of QA/QC inspection personnel shall be 

evaluated at intervals not to exceed two years.  

QA/QC inspection personnel shall meet the physical requirements as 

set forth in CQA procedure on personnel training and qualification.  

QA/QC inspection personnel records shall be maintained by the 

Director - QA/QC.
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Inspections and Tests9.2 

9.2.1 

9.2.2 

9.2.3
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The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, the Project General 

Managers/Discipline Managers, and the General Manager are 

responsible in their respective areas for determining and 

implementing the appropriate training and programs needed to qualify 

personnel for performing inspection and tests.  

QA/QC inspection and test personnel shall be trained to perform 

appropriate inspections and tests to procedures approved by the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant which are applicable to their areas of 

responsibility. They shall be trained in the proper preparation and 

control of inspection and test records.  

Inspection and test personnel shall perform inspection and tests in 

accordance with approved procedures as specified on appropriate

o _
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process sheets. Results of the inspections and tests shall be 

documented on the report forms specified (in the applicable 

inspection and test procedure and in the process control sheets).  

9.2.4 At the conclusion of the inspection or test, the status of the item 

will be indicated by Status Tags (Exhibit 4-2) or labels attached to 

the item or indicated on process control sheets or test records 

traceable to the item.  

9.2.5 The ANI shall be notified by the Director - QA/QC when ANI 

holdpoints for inspection are reached.  

9.2.6 Work will not progress past established QA/QC inspection and ANt 

inspection holdpoints until the holdpoint is accepted and initialed 

or signed off and dated by the QA/QC inspector and/or ANI, as 

applicable.  

9.2.7 Work not in conformance with the Code shall be stopped and action 

initiated as described in Section 10.0.

I-
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9.3 Nondestructive Examination (NDE) 

9.3.1 Personnel performing NDE shall be indoctrinated, trained, qualified, 

and certified in accordance with SNT-TC-lA (1975), the Code, and 

QA/QC procedures. The Principal QA/QC Specialist - NDE shall ensure 

that only qualified personnel are assigned to perform NDE.  

Procedures (written practice) for NDE training, qualification, and 

certification shall be prepared by a Level III and be approved by 

the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant and shall address, as a minimum, 

the following: 

a. Scope.  

b. Nondestructive test method.  

c. Levels of qualification.  

d. Interrupted Service.  

e. Education, training, and experience.  

f. Training program.  

g. Examinations.  

h. Certifications and Recertification.  

i. Terminations.  

j. Physical qualification.

REVISION _ýj 4 ý ZLj 'L 
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9.3.2 Levels I and II personnel shall be qualified and certified by 

examination which will b: administered by Level III personnel.  

Level III personnel will be qualified by examination administered by 

a Level'III examiner and certified by the Manager - QA/QC Harris 

Plant.  

9.3.3 In the event that no NDE Level III personnel exist within the CP&L 

organization, the services of an outside agency shall be contracted.  

9.3.4 Training, qualification, and certification of Levels I, II, and III 

site personnel shall be in accordance with NDEP procedure on 

training, qualification, and certification of nondestructive 

examination personnel. These activities shall be administered to 

those NDE personnel whose specific jobs require appropriate 

knowledge of the technical principles for NDE to which they are to 

perform, monitor, or evaluate. Certification of NDE personnel shall 

be documented on a Certificate of NDE Personnel Qualification form 

(Exhibit 9-4). A separate certification form shall be prepared for 

each NDE method and level for which an individual is qualified.

.II
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The maintenance of records for site NDE certified personnel shall be 

the responsibility of the Principal QA/QC Specialist - NDE.  

Certified NDE personnel shall be recertified at least once every 

three years for each NDE discipline certified.  

NDE may be performed by personnel qualified to Level I, but 

interpretation and evaluation of the results of NDE shall be 

performed by personnel qualified to Level II or III.  

Service organizations for performing NDE shall not be employed.  

NDE requests shall be initiated by QA/QC inspectors or responsible 

construction personnel, as applicable. Nondestructive Examination 

Request (Exhibit 9-5) shall be used. Reports for magnetic particle, 

liquid penetrant, ultrasonic, radiographic and leak test 

examinations (Exhibits 6-8, 6-9, 6-10, 6-11 and 6-14) will be 

prepared by the examiner and shall show the examination procedure, 

revision number, type of equipment used, the examiner name, 

signature, date, level of qualification, and results of the 

examination.

9.3.6 

9.3.7 

9.3.8 

9.3.9

i
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Inspection and Test Equipment

Prior to performing inspection and test activities, QA/QC inspection 

personnel are responsible for ensuring that inspection and test 

equipment is calibrated and has current calibration labels which are 

displayed in accordance with Section 8.0.  

Inspection and Test Records

QA/QC inspection personnel shall ascertain that required records are 

prepared and maintained in accordance with this Section and Section 

11.0. For nonconforming materials or items identified, appropriate 

action as required by Section 10.0 shall be initiated.  

The Director -- QA/QC and/or Principal QA/QC Specialist -NDE, as 

applicable, shall have the responsibility for releasing completed 

inspection, test witness, and QA/QC reports for retention as QA 

records after correctness and completeness are ascertained.

9.4 

9.5

9.5.1 

9.5.2

I

i
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Records of inspections, tests, and examinations involving mandatory 

holdpoints by the ANI are not considered complete until the ANI has 

completed his inspection and signed and dated the process control 

sheets.  

The Principal NDE Specialist is responsible for maintaining records 

of NDE personnel training, examination, and certification in 

accordance with the Code and Section 11.0 of this Manual.  

Records shall be available for the ANT review through the Principal 

Q&/QC Specialist - NDE.  

The NDE Level, III shall assure that NDE procedure capability is 

proven by actual. demonstration to the satisfaction of the ANI prior 

to use of the procedure. The documentation, signed by the ANI, of 

this demonstration shall be retained in accordance with Section ll.( 

of this Manual.  

The ANT may require requalification of NDE procedures or personnel 

as he deems necessary.
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9.5.8 The Discipline Managers are responsible for developing a pressure 

testing procedure, for those pressure tests performed by HPCS, to 

meet specification requirements for test parameters and controls.  

QA/QC inspection personnel will notify the ANI of all pressure tests 

so that he may witness as required by the Code. The QA/QC inspector 

will inspect all joints and areas of high stress during the test.  

Pressure tests shall be documented on the Pressure Test Record 

(Exhibit 9-6).  

Prior to pressure testing, the Pressure Test Record shall be 

initiated by the Discipline Engineer and forwarded to the Director 

QA/QC for review and assignment of hold points. The Director 

QA/QC reviews the pressure test record and forwards it to the ANT 

who establishes his hold points and signs and dates the pressure 

test record to indicate reviews. Upon completion of the pressure 

test, the Pressure Test Record (Exhibit 9-6) is signed by the QA/QC 

inspector and the ANI to indicate acceptance of the test.  

VISION A4
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9.5.9 The Manager - Start-Up is responsible for developing pressure test 

procedures, for those pressure tests performed by Start-Up, to meet 

specification requirements for test parameters and controls. QA/QC 

inspection personnel will notify the ANI of all pressure tests so 

that he may witness as required by the Code. The QA/QC inspector 

will inspect all joints and areas of high stress during the test.  

Pressure tests shall be documented on the Pressure Test Data and 

Witness form (PTD&W) (Exhibit 9-7).  

Prior to pressure testing, the PTD&W form shall be initiated by the 

Start-Up Engineer and forwarded to the Director - QA/QC for review 

and assignment of hold points. The Director - QA/QC reviews the 

PTD&W form and forwards it to the ANI who establishes his hold 

points and signs and dates the PTD&W form to indicate review. Upon 

completion of the pressure test, the PTD&W form (Exhibit 9-7) is 

signed by the QA/QC inspector and the ANI to indicate acceptance of 

the pressure test.

REVISION ____ Z 
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"9.6 Code Data Report and Nameplate Stamoing 

9.6.1 The Director - QA/QC is responsible for the Data Reports. Data 

Reports shall be signed by the Director - QA/QC or the 

Superintendent*- QC to certify compliance with the requirements of 

the Code. Certification will be based on verification of 

completeness of records addressed in Section 11.  

9.6.2 Data Reports shall be submitted to the ANI by the Director - QA/QC 

for review and certify compliance with the requirements of the ASME 

Code, Section III. If required by the enforcement authorities 

having jurisdiction at the construction site, a National Board 

registration number will be filed with the National Board. One 

original and one legible copy of the Data Report shall be filed with 

the National Board.  

9.6.3 The Director - QA/QC is responsible to assure that before a 

component or appurtenance is placed in service, the certified Data 

Report shall be filed with the enforcement authorities having 

jurisdiction at the construction site.
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National Board Serial Numbers shall be controlled, issued 

sequentially, and stamped on the nameplate *by the Director - QA/QC 

or his designee. He shall maintain a record of issuance using a 

National Board Number Log giving the following information: 

National Board Number, Type of Item, Serial number (if different 

from the National Board Number), date stamped and date registered.  

The Director - QA/QC is responsible to ensure the N symbol stamps 

are controlled by procedure and applied to the items or nameplates 

attached to the items fabricated at the construction site when the 

following conditions are met: 

a. CP&L holds a valid Certificate of Authorization for the 

fabrication or installation.  

b. The required Data Reports have been completed and certified.  

c. The ANI has authorized application of the stamp.
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NONCONFORMANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION

Scope

This Section sets forth requirements for identification, reporting, 

segregation, investigation, and obtaining resolution to 

nonconformances related to Code requirements.  

Deficiencies in required documentation and violations of 

construction control and Start-up procedures shall be reported as 

nonconformances. Nonconformance control shall be maintained to 

prevent inadvertent use or installation that could degrade the 

quality of the nuclear plant.  

The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant is responsible for the 

implementation of the nonconformance control and corrective action 

program. He has the authority and responsibility to stop work 

related to a nonconforming item, deficiency, or unsatisfactory 

condition until corrective actiowlcan be accomplished.

REVISION L 
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10.2 Reporting Nonconformances 

10.2.1 When a nonconformance is identified at the construction site, the 

following action in accordance with. the CQA procedure on 

nonconformance control shall be taken to prevent inadvertent use of 

the item.  

a. The QA/QC Specialist responsible for the Code item will be 

notified by the originator using a Nonconformance Report (NCR) 

(Exhibit 10-1). The originator will obtain the NCR number from 

the Director - QA/QC or his designee (who maintains the NCR 

Log) and enter the NCR number on the appropriate status tags.  

The NCR will be referenced oil the Receiving Inspection Report, 

WDR or other appropriate process control documents.  

b. The item will be tagged/labeled (Exhibit 4-2) or identified by 

marking to identify its unaccepted status. For nonconformances 

identified .during the installation process, the QA/QC Inspector 

shall indicate applicable "Limits of Hold" (e.g. may be 

installed, etc.) on the NCR Form and QA Hold Tags (when 

used). Site personnel shall comply with the limits in further 

.processing the nonconforming item. Items under warehouse

I AA " A\ 
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control shall require a Conditional Release (Exhibit 4-4) to 

allow issuance and/or installation of the item. The 

conditional release shall be entered in the Conditional Release 

Log.  

c. The item will be segregated, when practical. If size or bulk 

make this impractical, the location where the nonconforming 

item is stored may be designated a Hold area and adequately 

identified as such.  

d. Corrective action and disposition of the nonconformance will be 

reported by the Discipline Engineer on the NCR and a Corrective 

Action Report (CAR) (Exhibit 10-2), and, if necessary, 

attachments thereto.  

10.2.2 The status of nonconforming items shall be clearly shown by tags, 

labels, markings or indicating status on process control 

documents. This status identification shall be retained with the 

item or in records traceable to the item during all phases of 

disposition and correction.
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10.2.3 

10.2.4l 

10.2.5

o

The nonconforming item and NCR shall be reviewed by the QA/QC 

Specialist. If the nonconformance is confirmed, disposition and 

corrective action shall be determined and assigned as outlined 

herein. 1f the condition is determined not to be a nonconformance, 

the QA/QC Specialist will cancel the NCR by noting the basis for the 

cancellation in the "Review Comments" section of the NCR. The 

c=celled NCR shall be so marked, and retained on file in QA 

Records. The QA/QC Specialist will have the QA Status Tags/Labels 

changed, or removed. The cancelled NCR shall be noted in the NCR 

Log.  

Contractor audit nonconformances and corrective action will be 

handled in accordance with Section 13.0 of this Manual.  

When additional space is needed to write the description of a 

Nonconfor•inng condition, Exhibit 10-3, QA/QC Report Continuation 

Sheet, may be used.

REVISION A4A2 
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10.3 Corrective Action 

10.3.1 Disposition and corrective action taken by the Supplier or CP&L, as 

applicable, shall be determined and recorded by the applicable 

Discipline Engineer on the NCR and CAR. The Director - QA/QC shall 

indicate concurrence with the final disposition, cause, and 

preventive measures by signing and dating the "Final Review By" 

sections of the NCR and CAR. Corrective action will be documented 

on the CAR form and will include identification and documentation of 

the cause and action taken to preclude recurrence of the 

condition. Verification of disposition and corrective action, as 

specified on the NCR and CAR form shall be performed by the QA/QC 

inspector and documented by signing the NCR and CAR prior to 

closing.

10.3.2 Disposition options are:

a. Reject the nonconforming item and obtain an acceptable 

replacement; i.e., 

1) Return the item to the Supplier for replacement, or
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2) Scrap the item at the site and obtain a new item.  

b. Rework or repair the item at the site, or return it to the 

Supplier for rework or repair in accordance with approved 

Sprocedures/instructions.  

c. Accept the item for "use as is" (must meet the requirements of 

the Code).  

d. Disposition for use in noncode application.  

e. Accept the conforming unit(s) in a multiple-unit lot, and 

arrange for the Supplier or site personnel to initiate 

disposition for the remainder of the nonconforming lot.  

f. Issue a Conditional Release Request (Exhibit 4-4) in accordance 

with CQA procedure to release the nonconforming item for 

specified, limited use or installation pending final 

disposition. This is a temporary disposition and does not 

resolve the nonconformance. The item is identified with a 

con~ditional release tag affixed by the QA/QC Inspector. The 

Conditional Release and NCR's shall be resolved prior to final 

testing. As an alternate to processing a Conditional Release, 

site personnel may comply with the "Limits of Hold" listed on 

the NCR Form and on the QA Hold Tags (Exhibit 4-2).

REVISIONL71 _______. 
By N.Jr NJTV NJr NTr ND.Tr. ..  
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In the event the Project General Manager/Discipline Managers/General 

Manager/Engineering General Manager/Manager Harris Plant Engineering 

and Director - QA/QC cannot agree on the corrective action or 

disposition, the chart for escalation below will be used until a 

resolution is reached.

DIRECTOR 
QA/QC UNIT

PROJECT GENERAL MANAGER/ 
DISCIPLINE MANAGER/ 

GENERAL MANAGER/ 
ENGINEERING GENERAL MANAGER 

MANAGER HARRIS PLANT ENGINEERING 

I

MANAGER 
QA/QC HARRIS PLANT .I

VICE PRESIDENT 
HARRIS NUCLEAR PROJECT 

I
NAGER- SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 

ORATE QA -------------------- NUCLEAR GENERATION 

.SENIOR EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
POWER SUPPLY AND E&C

Al 10.3.4

--Lines of Communication 
Escalation Chain 

The Project General Manager/Discipline Managers, for HPCS 

activities, or the General Manager, for Start-Up activities or the

__ISO A A A 2L _ _-z 2 L AsA ý 
13 NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 

DATE 5/12/82 1/20/83 4/27/83 0/21/83 1/12/84 10/17/84 6/24/85 

APPR OVED, -ýZ - . n -1 24- .-..
__

I.
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A Engineering General Manager for HPES activities is responsible for 

final disposition of nonconforming items. Scrapped items or 

materials shall be identified by a Hold Tag (Exhibit 4-2), promptly 

removed from work areas and controlled to prevent inadvertent use.  

10.3.5 Rework and repair shall be controlled and documented as set forth in 

Sections 5.0 and 6.0 and CQA procedures.  

10.3.6 If a nonconformance is detected at a Supplier's facility by CP&L 

Vendor Surveillance personnel, the Supplier shall be required to 

submit a Vendor Material Nonconformance Report (Exhibit 10-4) or 

equivalent to the Manager - QA Services. This report shall include 

sufficient detail to define the nature of the nonconformance, stage 

of-manufacture, disposition and corrective action to prevent 

recurrence, unless it is a normal inherent production defect such as 

repairable surface inperfections.  

10.3.7 Supplier's disposition and corrective action taken to resolve the 

nonconformance will be reviewed and evaluated by a Vendor 

Surveillance Specialist. Acceptance will be documented on the

•j
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nonconformance report. The nonconformance report 

in the Supplier's documentation package.

shall be included

Review of Nonconformance Report10.4* 

10.4.1 

10.4.2

By NJC 

D ATE 192/82

- -l

NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC_.  

1/20/830/21/81l12/842/29/84ýn1/4

Corrected items or documents shall be reirispected by a QA/QC 

inspector. Acceptance will be recorded in the applicable NCR and 

CAR as detailed in CQA procedure for nonconformance control and is 

the responsibility of the Director - QA/QC.  

Records regarding the nonconformance, including documentation of the 

cause, disposition, and corrective action, shall be reviewed for 

completeness and compliance with the specification and the Code by 

the Director - QA/QC. If the documentation is accepted, the 

nonconformance report and CAR shall be closed out and the 

appropriate documents transferred to the QA records vault. The 

QA/QC inspector will remove the Hold tag and release the item for 

further processing.  

The manager - Corporate Quality Assurance is responsible for 

ensuring that NCR's are reviewed on a quarterly basis and a trend

I .
Ii i

I I

I

I

i
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Documentation deficiencies identified by the QA/QC Inspector at 

Receipt Inspection that can be resolved by routine measures (e.g.  

missing documents, illegible markings, non-reproducable documents, 

unsigned documents) will be reported to the QA/QC Specialist on-a 

Receiving Inspection Report (RIR) (Exhibit 10-5). The QA/QC 

Inspector will obtain the RIB number from the Director - QA/QC, or 

his designee (who maintains the RIB Log), and enter the RIB number 

on the appropriate status tags. Disposition of the deficiency will

iiI

report generated. Trend reports shall be distributed to appropriate 

department/section managers for review. Measures shall be taken to 

determine and correct the cause to preclude repetition.  

The ANI shall be apprised by the Director - QA/QC of nonconforming 

items which pertain to the Code. He shall have access to review and 

comment on the disposition and corrective action performed.  

Concurrence for Code items is indicated by ANI signature and date on 

the CAR (Exhibit 10-2) prior to closing the NCR.  

Reeivinf Tnsoection. Software Deficiencies

--- I

I I

• I III I
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OA be reported by the Discipline Engineer on the RIR form and,' if 

necessary, attachments thereto. Disposition will be verified by the 

QA/QC Inspector and reviewed for acceptability by the. QA/QC 

Specialist for closure. If it is determined that the RIR can not be 

resolved by routine measures a NCR will be written.
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i •n RECORD RETENTIUN

11.  

Aii.I.2 

// 11.1.2.1I

Responsibility 

CP&L, Suppliers, and Contractors shall provide documents generated 

in their work that are designated by this Section for retention.  

Upon completion of work by Suppliers and Contractors, these records 

shall be transferred to CP&L or its agent unless, by contractual 

agreement, the Supplier or Contractor retains the records for CP&L 

for the required periods mutually agreed upon and as required by the 

Code.  

The applicable Manager/Director - QA/QC shall be responsible for the 

preparation of record checklists for systems and/or components; and 

the accumulation, identification, and review of dobuments in 

accordance with the appropriate procedures prior to filing as QA 

Records.  

The Director - QA/QC shall be responsible for the accumulation, 

control and storage of site documentation as defined herein until

REVISION AA A4 A5 Ak A A 
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A/11.1.2.2 

A111.1.2.3 

A/11.1.3 

/•11.1.14

turnover to HPAS Document Control.

The Engineering General Manager shall be responsible for the control 

of design engineering documentation until turnover to HPAS Document 

Control.  

The Manager - HPAS shall be responsible for the final accumulation, 

control and storage of site documentation.  

The Manager - HPAS/Director - QA/QC is responsible for filing and 

maintaining records in accordance with site procedures on records 

filing. They shall restrict access to the records storage area to 

those authorized access by an approved list.of personnel. They 

shall assure that no records will be removed from the storage area 

except.when authorized by them or their designated representative.  

A record sign-out log shall be maintained by the 

Manager - HPAS/Director - QA/QC, or his designee.  

The Principal Quality Assurance Specialist - Training and 

Administration shall be responsible for control and storage of

REVISION 
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quality assurance records, anu o Eer L=•,4" 11 1......  

Corporate Quality Assurance Department (CQAD) general office 

personnel in accordance with CQAD procedures for document control 

and quality assurance records.  

Record Index 

Preparation of a record index shall be the responsibility.of the 

applicable Manager - HPAS/Director - QA/QC to permit orderly filing 

and timely retrieval of records by personnel authorized access to 

these records. The index shall specify the location of records.  

Accumulation and Maintenance of Records 

A checklist of documents shall be prepared for each system and 

structure by the Manager - HPAS/Director QA/QC to ensure 

accumulation of required documents.  

Supplier's manufacturing records for A-E and NSSS Supplier purchased 

items shall be reviewed by the Records QA/QC Specialist or other

REVISION A A1 _ _ _ _ 

By NJC NJC NJC NJC 

DATE 5/12/82 1/20/83 1/12/84 6/24/8 _
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designated individual and transmitted to QA Records storage room 

with the Records Review and Acknowledgement Form (Exhibit 4-3) for 

retention. Suppliers' manufacturing records for site-purchased 

items will be reviewed by the responsible QA/QC Specialist and 

transmitted to QA Records with the checklist (Exhibit 4-3) for 

retention..  

11.3.3 Receiving inspection records containing material certifications, 

manufacturing records, and QA releases shall be assigned a QA number 

by the QA/QC inspector for traceability to the item received.  

11.3.4 Permanent records shall be retained for the lifetime of the plant.  

Permanent records shall include "as-built" sketches or a tabulation 

of materials identifying each piece of material with the certified 

Material Test Report and the coded marking; and other documents 

providing objective evidence of plant quality which meet one or more 

of the following criteria: 

a. Those which would be of significant value in demonstrating 

capability for proper functioning of Code items.
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Inose wnlcn 

reworking, 

Those which 

cause of an 

Those which 

inspection.

repairing, replacing, or modifying the item.  

would be of significant value in determining the 

accident or malfunction of an item.  

provide required baseline data for in-service

11.3.4.1 

S11.3.14.2

The permanent record file shall contain documents required for 

quality assurance, fabrication, manufacturing, installation and 

traceability. The file shall contain such records of materials, 

manufacturing, examination and test data taken before and during 

construction, and the procedures, specifications, Stress Reports, 

and drawings used, fully identified by pertinent material or item 

identification numbers, revision numbers and issue dates. The file 

shall also include related data such as qualifications of personnel, 

procedures, equipment and related repairs.  

The Manager - HPAS/Director - QA/QC shall be responsible for 

designating the records to be maintained and shall ensure filing in 

a manner which will allow access by the ANI.
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Records retained by the Manufacturer 7 r Installer shall be filed and 

maintained in a manner that will allow access by the ANI and CP&L or 

its agent to specific information contained therein.

The Director - QA/QC shall be responsible for maintaining the 

following records on file until turnover to HPAS Document Control.  

a. An index to the record file.  

b. Data Reports for each part, component, appurtenance, piping 

system and piping subassembly. (Available as received from the 

supplier.) 

c. Copies of appropriate Certified Material Test Reports.  

d. "As-built" sketch or tabulation of materials.  

e. NDE reports including final radiographs.  

f. Heat treatment records.

.3.4.3 

&11.3.4.4 The Manager - -HPAS shall be responsible for maintaining an index to 

the permanent record file and for maintaining the following records 

on file as received.  

a. Those records defined in paragraph 11.3.4.3 b through f.  

b. Certified Design Specifications.
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Sc. The Ceritifed Stress Reports or Stress Calculations with 

verification regarding the applicability to the "As

constructed" condition. (Must have certification of owner's 

review and on file prior to application of the Code Stamp.) 

4d. "As-constructed" drawings certified as to correctness (must be 

on file prior to application of the Code Stamp).

i11.3.4.5 

4Ž11.13.4.6

The records at the site shall be filed and maintained in facilities 

that prevent deterioration or damage to documents and shall be 

controlled to prevent loss.  

The records shall be organized and filed by being attached in 

binders, placed in folders or envelopes or by being microfilmed so 

that each document is identifiable and retrievable.  

Records which cannot be filed in binders, folders, envelopes or 

microfilmed will be filed in a suitable manner which will preclude 

deterioration of the records.

V
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Nonpermanent records are documents that provide indirect evidence of 

quality in the plant and which do not qualify as lifetime records.  

After manufacture or installation, nonpermanent records for Class I 

items required to verify compliance with the ASME Code and the 

Manufacturer's or Installer's QA Program, except those required in 

Paragraph 11.3.4, shall be maintained for a minimum period of five 

(5) years, but not less than two (2) years after commercial 

operation of the nuclear plant. Location of the records will be 

designated in departmental and/or section procedures, as 

appropriate.

L11. 3.5
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12.0 AUTHORIZED NUCLEAR INSPECTOR 

12.1 Personnel Interface 

This Section summarizes the interface with the Authorized Nuclear 

Inspector (ANI) and associated requirements for compliance with the 

Code.  

12.1.1 An.ANI is an employee of an Authorized Inspection Agency, such as an 

Insurance Company authorized to write boiler and pressure vessel 

insurance, who has been qualified by written examination under the 

rules of any state of the United States which has adopted the ASME 

Code.  

12.1.2 The ANI will be given free access to all work locations which come 

under his jurisdiction. In performance of his duties, the ANI will 

be subject to safety and security regulations.  

12.1.3 The primary contact for the ANI is the Director - QA/QC. It is the 

- responsiblity of the Director - QA/QC to notify the ANI of the 

progress of work and furnish necessary information.
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12.1.4 

12.1.5 

12.1.6" 

12.1.7 

1.2.2

The ANI shall 

his duties as
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be provided adequate facilities from which to perform 

required by the Code.

The ANI shall witness or otherwise verify examinations and make 

inspections required by the agreement for his inspection services 

and by the Code.  

An agreement shall be established by the Vice President - Nuclear 

Plant Construction with/the Authorized Inspection Agency of record 

at the nuclear power plant construction site to perform inspection 

services as set forth in the Code.  

The Authorized Nuclear Inspector Supervisor shall. be given 

assistance necessary to perform his audits and shall be accompanied 

by the Director - QA/QC or his designee.  

Document Accessibility
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12.2.1 The ANI shall be given free access to all information and records 

applicable for Code items.  

12.2.2 Procedures utilized to implement Code requirements on Code items 

shall be subject to review by the ANI. Procedures found not in 

compliance with Code requirements or this Manual shall be revised to 

comply with the Code and this Manual. Welding procedure 

qualifications and certified reports for material related to Code 

items shall be submitted to the ANI for review by the Director 

QA/QC upon completion and verification and prior to filing.  

12.2.3 The ANT may monitor the QA program to determine that requirements of 

the Manual are being complied with. The ANI shall be provided 

assistance as necessary.  

12.3 Selection of Roldpoints 

12.3.1 The ANI shall be given the opportunity to select holdpoints as 

described in Sections 5.0 and 6.0. The ANI shall have access to any 

incoming Code items he may wish to inspect.
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12.3.2 

12.4 

12.4.1 

12.4.2 

12.4•.3
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BY 
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The Director - QA/QC is responsible for assuring that the ANI is 

notified sufficiently in advance of the initiation of Code-related 

work and testing to avoid delays in such activities.  

NDE, Tests, and the Authorized Nuclear Inspector 

If the ANI has reason to question procedure or personnel 

qualifications related to Code items (welding and NDE), he has the 

authority to yequire requalification to his satisfaction.  

The ANI may witness or verify records of nondestructive examinatior 

to determine the acceptability of the items evaluated.  

The ANT shall witness final hydrostatic or pneumatic tests required 

by the Code.
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AUDITS 

Corporate Audits

The Manager - QA Services has responsibility for Corporate QA audit 

activities as described in Section 1.0.  

Training and Qualification of Personnel 

The Manager - QA Services is responsible for the training and 

qualification of Corporate QA audit personnel. This is accomplished 

by assuring that Auditors and Lead Auditors are trained and 

qualified in accordance with the established requirements of 

Corporate Quality Assurance Department procedures on instruction for 

training and qualification of Corporate QA audit personnel.  

Auditors shall have no direct responsibilities in the areas they 

audit.  

A personnel history file reflecting the records of each Lead 

Auditor's qualification (Exhibit 13-1), personnel history records,

13.0 

13.1

13.1.1 

13.1.1.1 

13.1.1.2
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and Audit Participation Record (Exhibit 13-2) is maintained in the 

Corporate Quality Assurance Department files.  

13.1.2 Corporate Audit System 

13.1.2.1 During the engineering, construction and start-up of a nuclear power 

plant, a comprehensive system of planned Corporate audits to 

determine the effectiveness of the engineering, construction and 

start-up QA program is carried out as detailed in Corporate Quality 

Assurance Department procedures on instruction for preparing, 

distributing, and maintaining the Corporate QA audit documents.  

This system shall be in accordance with the Code and delineated in 

Corporate Quality Assurance Department procedure for Corporate QA 

audits.  

13.1.2.2 Audits shall be regularly scheduled on the basis of the status and 

importance of the activities to assure compliance with the Code and 

this Manual. The frequency of these audits shall be based on the 

areas of activity, amount of activity in progress, and the degree of 

criticality of the area involved. As a minimum, the entire program 

shall be audited annually.  
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,L13.1.2.3 

ý&13.1.2.4

A 13.1.2.5

13.1.3

Written Audit Reports shall document audit results and will identify 

nonconformances and provide sufficient associated information to 

enable appropriate corrective action to be taken.  

When the audit report requires corrective action to be taken, the 

applicable management is responsible for transmitting to the Manager 

- Quality Assurance Services, within thirty days after receipt of 

the audit report, a document describing the cause of the condition, 

corrective action taken or planned and schedule for completion of 

corrective action. A status of audits will be maintained by the 

Lead Auditor.  

Corrective and follow-up action associated with audits shall be 

determined and accomplished by the Lead Auditor and reported to the 

Manager - QA Services. Verification of completion of corrective 

action will be accomplished during the next scheduled audit of the 

activity or plant.

Management Review for Status and Adequacy
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Corporate Quality Assurance internal audit reports shall be 

distributed for management review by the Manager - QA Services to 

the Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction, Senior Vice President - Nuclear Generation, Vice 

A• President - Harris Nuclear Project, Manager - Nuclear Safety and 

A• Environmental Services, Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance, and 

other CP&L Management having responsibility for the activity 

audited. The Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and 

Engineering & Construction shall sign and return the original audit 

report to the Manager - QA Services indicating his review. When 

corrective action is required, it shall be monitored to assure 

timely and effective results. Monitoring will include follow-up 

audits when appropriate.  

13.1.4 Audit Reports 

13.1.4.1 A separate file of each audit report shall be maintained in the 

Corporate Quality Assurance Department files and shall include 

associated correspondence.
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13.1.4.2 

13.2 

13.2.1 

13.2.1.1 

13.2.1.1.1

Audit reports covering activities associated with this Manual shall 

be made available to the ANI for review when so requested by him 

through the Director - QA/QC.  

Supplier Audits 

The Manager - QA Services has the responsibility to -ensure that 

audit activities are planned, scheduled, coordinated and 

accomplished by trained and qualified personnel during the 

engineering, construction and start-up of nuclear power plants.  

Training and Qualification of Personnel 

The Manager - QA Services is responsible for the training and 

qualification of QA audit personnel. This is accomplished by 

assuring that Auditors and Lead Auditors are trained and qualified 

in accordance with the established requirements of Corporate Quality 

Assurance Department procedures on instruction for training and 

qualification of QA audit personnel. Auditors shall have no direct 

responsibilities in the areas they audit,

REVISION A z L L zkzI 
By NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 
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13.2.1.1.2 

13.2.1.2 

13.2.1.2.1

A personnel history file reflecting the records of each Lead Auditor 

and Auditor's qualification, personnel history records, and audit 

participation record is maintained in the Corporate Quality 

Assurance Department files.  

Supplier Audit System 

Those organizations which are subject to the audit shall include the 

A-E, the NSSS Supplier and other Suppliers surveyed and qualified by 

CP&L. The A-E and NSSS Supplier audit frequency intervals shall be 

described in Corporate Quality Assurance Department procedures and 

shall be conducted at least once each twelve months. The total 

coverage. of the applicable portions of the ASME Code NA-4000 shall 

be accomplished on a triennial basis. For Suppliers of Code items 

and/or services, audits are periodically scheduled at least every 

three years or once within the life of the contract, whichever comes 

first, to assure compliance with the approved QA program.- The 

preaward source evaluation audit may suffice for the initial 

periodic audit. An annual evaluation shall be made to determine the 

necessity of increasing the audit frequency. Material Suppliers and

REVISION _ _ _ _ -S - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
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DATE 5/12/82 1/20/83 4/27/83 6/24/8 
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Material Manufacturers not possessing the Quality System Certificate 

(Materials) shall be audited annually.

13.2.1.2.2 

.13.2.1.2.3 

13.2.1.2.4

Audits shall be regularly scheduled on the basis of the status and 

nuclear safety importance of the activities to assure compliance 

with the developed and implemented program. The need for audits to 

maintain contractor qualification will be evaluated and determined 

by the Manager - QA Services and coordinated with the Principal QA 

Specialist - Performance Evaluation Unit. When corrective action is 

required, it shall be monitored to assure timely and effective 

results. Monitoring will include follow-up audits when appropriate.  

Audits may be scheduled at any time at the direction of the Manager 

- Corporate Quality Assurance Department. Follow-up audits will be 

planned and conducted when necessary.  

Audits shall be conducted using written procedures or checklists as 

guidelines. However, an auditor may depart temporarily from the 

guidelines when necessary to follow through in an area of concern to 

determine if a quality problem does exist.
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13.2.1.2.5 

13.2.1.2.6 

13.2.1.2.7 

13.2.1.2.8

Audit planning shall include a review of previous audit reports for 

the area or activity to be audited.  

Personnel shall be appropriately trained and indoctrinated to plan, 

conduct, and report audits. Auditors shall have no direct 

responsibilities in the areas they audit.  

The audits will include an objective evaluation of the documented 

organization and Contractor's QA program for administrative control 

and the effectiveness of the implementation of the program in 

meeting the requirements of the applicable Purchase Order or 

Contract and the Code.  

The audit report will be transmitted to the management of the 

activity audited. When the audit report requires appropriate 

corrective action to be taken, the applicable organization or 

Contractor is responsible for transmitting to the Manager - QA 

Services, within thirty days after receipt of the audit report, a 

document describing the cause of the condition, corrective action 

taken or being planned and schedule for completion of corrective

REVISION _ _ _ _ _ \~/ \z ~ L 
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13.2.1.2.9 

13.2.1.3 

A• 13.2. 1.3.1

action. Verification of completion of corrective action will be 

accomplished during the next scheduled audit or shop inspection 

whichever comes first.  

Contractors have the responsibility for conducting audits of their 

QA programs and are responsible for auditing their subsuppliers.  

Management Review for Status and Adequacy 

Audit reports shall be distributed to the Senior Executive Vice 

President - Power Supply and Engineering & Construction, Senior Vice 

President - Nuclear Generation, Vice President - Harris Nuclear 

Project; Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance and to the management 

of the function or activity audited. The Manager - Corporate 

Quality Assurance shall sign and return preaward audit reports to 

the Manager - QA Services indicating his review. The Senior 

Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction shall sign and return periodic audit reports to the 

Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance indicating his review.
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Audit Reports

13.2.1.4.1 

13.2.1.4.2 

13.3

A separate file of each audit report shall be maintained in the 

Corporate Quality Assurance Department files and shall include 

associated correspondence.  

Audit reports covering activities associated with Code items shall 

be made available to the ANI for review when so requested by him 

through the Director - QA/QC.  

CP&L Management Review of Corporate Quality Assurance Audit 

Activities 

The authority and responsibility for the administration and 

execution of the management review program is delegated by the 

Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction through the Senior Vice President - Operations Support 

to the Manager - Nuclear Safety and Environmental Services. A 

management review of Corporate Quality Assurance Unit activities 

will be conducted at least semi-annually by the Manager- Nuclear

__ISO A L _ _7 L9 __ jy NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 

_ATE 5/12/82 1/20/83 4/27/83 10/21/83 7/3/84 5/24/85 11/25/85
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DATE 

5/11/82

Safety and Environmental Services. The management review report 

will be distributed by the Manager - Nuclear Safety and 

Environmental Services for review to the CP&L Chairman/President, 

Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction, Senior Vice President - Operations Support and the 

Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance. These reviews will be 

conducted in accordance with the "Procedure for Management Review of 

Quality Assurance Audit Activities," approved by the Executive Vice 

President - Power Supply and Engineering & Construction. I
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NO. NO. NO. TITLE OF EXHIBIT 

3-5 1538 0 Vendor Surveillance Check Plan 

3-6 1539 0 Quality Control Inspection Report 

3-7 1540 0 Release for Shipment 

3-8 5/80 Purchase Contract Form 

4-1 QA-7 5 Receiving Inspection Report 

4-2 2 Quality Assurance Status Tags 

4-3 QA-6 6 Records Review and Acknowledgement 

4-4 QA-5 12 Conditional Release Request 

5-1 1 Construction Material Requisition 

5-2 QA-36 0 ASME Section III- Work Traveler 
Non-Welding 

5-3 QA-36A 0 ASME Section III -Work Traveler 
Non-Welding Continuation Sheet 

5-4 8 Pipe Spool Fabrication/Modification 
Sheet 

5-5 7 Flanged Connection Inspection Form 

5-6 QA-3 0 QA/QC Field Report 

5-7 SU-18.1 12 Start-Up Flanged Connection Inspection 
Form 

/ 5-8 Delete
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TITLE OF EXHIBIT

Pipe Spool Fabrication/Modification 
Record 

Qualification Record for ASME Code Class 
Tube Bending 

Heat Number Transfer/Tube Bending 
Verification Sheet 

Threaded Connection Inspection Record 

Threaded Connection Inspection 
Sheet 

Material Verification Sheet 

Welding Materials Requisition 

Tank Fabrication Weld Record 

Welding Procedure Specification 

Procedure Qualification Record 

Repair/Weld Data Report Continuation 
Sheet 

Performance Qualification Test Record 

Weld Data Report 

Liquid Penetrant NDE Report 

Magnetic Particle NDE Report 

Radiographic NDE Report

- ISION _ __ __ _ýzs A 4 ZL L A ~s J 

ay NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 

DATE 5/12/82 4/29/83 8/8/83 0/21/83 1/12/84 2/29/84' 0/17/844'/21/85 /24/85 1/25/8 

APROE

REVISION 
NO.
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"EXHIBIT FORM REVISION 
NO. NO. NO. TITLE OF EXHIBIT 

6-11 UT-2 0 Ultrasonic Weld Examination Report 

6-12 QA-30 3 Repair Weld Data Report 

6-13 QA-40 0 Safety-Related Instrumentation Weld Data 
Report 

6-14 LT-1 0 Vacuum Box Leak Test Report 

8-1 APF-004 4 Master Controlled Tool List 

8-2 APF-005 6 Controlled Tool Recalibration Record 

8-3 APF-006 5 Calibrated Data Form 

8-4' APF-009 1 Calibration Sticker 

8-5 APF-007 6 Controlled Tool Log 

8-6 APF-012 4 Out of Calibration Corrective Action 
Form 

8-7 0 Out of Calibration Notification 

9-1 QA-47 Delete 

A4 9-3 QA-49 Delete 

9-4 QA PQ-6 1 Certificate of NDE Personnel 
Qualification 

9-5 QA-37 3 Nondestructive Examination Request

SREVISION AAA__ A___ ____ ________ ________A tc

DATE,_ 01017/84,3/21/85 /,24/85 .6/24/85 1/25/85,

It�.Tr� IN.TC. ?�1AC I ?�JCI w�cI I I I I
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QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL O ATE 

Carolina Power & LightCompany 

Raleigh.N.C. 27602 14.0 REVIEW AND CONTROL OF MANUAL 5/11/82

14.0 REVIEW AND CONTROL OF MANUAL 

14.1 Responsibilities 

14.1.1 The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant is responsible for the revision of 

this Manual, as necessary, to maintain consistency with the 

applicable Code Edition and Addenda as stipulated in the Manual 

Addendum. The Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance will review the 

status and adequacy of this Manual and submit recommended revisions, 

as necessary, to the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant. The Manager

QA/QC Harris Plant will submit proposed revisions to appropriate 

management for review and to the Senior Executive Vice President 

Power Supply and Engineering & Construction for approval. This 

approval will be documented by his signature on the transmittal 

memorandum from the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant. In the absence of 

the Senior Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering & 

Construction, the approval will be by signature of the Senior Vice 

President - Nuclear Generation on-the transmittal memorandum from 

the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant.  

14.1.2 Upon receipt of approval of the proposed revisions from either the 

Executive Vice President - Power Supply and Engineering &

REVISION I A, A2 -

Ey NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC 

DATE 15/12/82 4/27/8310/21/823/21/85 6/24/85

F

IV

j

Y
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Construction or the Senior Vice President - Nuclear Generation, the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant shall obtain the acceptance by the AIA 

per paragraph 14.3.1 and incorporate the revision(s) into this 

Manual and shall initial the "Approved" revision block on each 

revised page.

Distribution and Control of Manual

The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant shall control distribution of this 

Manual, including those distributed to CP&L personnel, the ANI, and 

the Authorized Nuclear Inspector Supervisor. Copies shall be 

numbered, and issuance shall be controlled.  

Each copy of this Manual shall be assigned to a specific individual 

and a record maintained on the QA Manual Distribution List (Exhibit 

14-1) by the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, or his designee.  

Each Manual shall be transmitted by letter (Exhibit 14-2), a copy of 

which is to be signed and returned acknowledging receipt of the 

Manual.  

Revision

.REVISION A A 
By NJC NJC NJCI 

DATE 5/12/82 4/27/83110/21/83 _ 

_APPRO1V1EDI
I I #

14.2 

14.2.1 

14.2.2 

14.2.3 

14.3
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14.3.1 Revisions of this Manual shall be submitted to the Authorized 

Inspection Agency by a letter (Exhibit 14-3) by the Manager - QA/QC 

Harris Plant for review and acceptance prior to implementation. The 

acceptance copy of the letter (Exhibit 14-3) shall be furnished to 

the ANI by the Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant simultaneously with 

transmittal of revisions to the Manual.  

14.3.2 Exhibits in the Manual may be changed without a revision to the 

Manual provided no information is deleted. Approval by the 

Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, or Principal QA Engineer, is 

required. Print Shop form number addition/deletion is outside the 

scope of the manual. Revisions to the exhibits shall not conflict 

with the editorial sections of this manual.  

Any organization change within CP&L that affects this Manual will be 

incorporated as'a revision within sixty (60) days after effective 

date of the change.  

14.3.3 When accepted by the Authorized Inspection Agency, revisions of this 

Manual shall be dated and forwarded by the Manager - QA/QC Harris 

Plant to individuals on the Distribution List by a form letter 

(Exhibit 14-4), a copy of which is to be signed and returned

WISION A A I k A 
my NC NJC NJC NiJC 
DATE ,5/12/82I 4/-?7/831 1/1-?18•3/21/85 1 

70. i7 - -7- -i
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DATE L 8 1 8 -

or -l• il llI p•

C,&L . ASME "1GE 
,]QUALITY ASSURANCE MANUAL, 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
DATE 

Raei,. N. C. 27602 14.0 REVIEW AND CONTROL OF MANUAL 5/11/82 

A acknowledging receipt of the revision. The general revision 

numbers, which are consecutive and appear on the transmittal letter 

described in 14.3.1, will be identified on the Summary of Revision 

section. Specific revisions to each page shall be indicated with 

a L . The specific revision number shall appear within 

the A symbol, placed adjacent to the effected paragraph and also 

listed in the revision block at the bottom of each page. Only the 

latest specific revision number shall appear within the L • 

Each time the manual is revised, a complete updated Summary of 

A Revision seation shall accompany the specific revised pages.  

14.3.4 Acknowledgement of receipt of revisions shall be returned to the 

sender no later than thirty days after date of distribution. Within 

forty-five (45) days after acceptance by the AlA the effective 

change will be implemented. Prior to implementation, classroom 

training or individual reading of the latest revision will be 

accomplished and documented. Procedures will be changed if 

applicable. Failure to acknowledge receipt of the revision by 

Manual holders other than CP&L shall result in a notification by 

letter (Exhibit 14-5). The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant, or his



-U.,� ibje
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CP&LQUAITYASME PAGE 5 CP&L OF' 5 
QUALM ASSURANCE MANUAL DATE 

Carolina Power & Light 14.0 REVIEW AND CONTROL OF MANUAL 5/11/82 

Raligh. N. C. 27602

designee, will maintain a copy of the letter until acknowledgement 

is received. The Manager - QA/QC Harris Plant and Manual Holders 

within CP&L shall be responsible to ensure that their Manuals are 

A3 maintained current. Manuals found to be in noncompliance will be 

retxieved and the holder removed from controlled distribution, or 

the Manual will be updated.  

14.3.5 Holders of this Manual are responsible for acknowledging receipt of 

revisions thereto on the transmittal form letters (Exhibit 14-2 or 

Exhibit 14-4), for inserting revised pages into the designated 

sections, and for returning superseded pages. The returned 

acknowledgement receipt shall be retained by the Manager - QA/QC 

Harris Plant, or his designee, for a minimum of one (1) year or 

until the next revision whichever is longer.  

14.3.6 A Summary of Revisions shall document revisions of all pages in this 

Manual. The Summary of Revisions shall be inserted in the front of 

this Manual. The Summary of Revisions shall also reflect the 

Section revised, page number, and revision number of each page of 

the Manual.

REVISION 2L 2L \ 2L 

_y ViC NJC NJC NJC 

RATE 5/12/82 4/27/83,10/21/82 4/24/85, 

APPROVED _____ _____ --

/

P

.. . I

gd
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27602 1D/AT ftaetg. N. €. =,215.0 EXHIBITS 5/11/82

EXHIBIT 
NO.  

9-6 

9-7 

10-1 

10-2 

10-3 

10-4 

10-5 

13-1 

A• 13-2 

14-1

FORM 
NO.

REVISION 
NO.

QA-26 

SU-10.1 

QA- 1 

QP -4 

QA-13

6 

16 

5 

10 

0 

0 

0 

5 

5 

0

QA-7A 

Ex. A 

Ex. B

14-2 

14-3 

14-4

3 

5 

6 

2

TITLE OF EXHIBIT 

Pressure Test Record 

Pressure Test Data and Witness Form 

Nonconformance Report 

Corrective Action Report 

QA/QC Report Continuation Sheet 

Vendor Material Nonconformance Report 

Receiving Inspection Report 

Qualification Requirements

Audit Participation Record 

Quality Assurance Manual Distribution 
List 

Form Letter (On Manual Distribution) 

Form Letter (Distribution to ANIS or IS) 

Form Letter (Distribution of Manual 
Revisions) 

Form Letter (Notification of Late 
Acknowledgement on Distribution)

REVISION _L _ 

sly NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC NJC' 

DATE 4/29/83 1/12/84 7/3/84 10/17/843/21/85 4/24/85 6/24/81 

APPROVED_ I ":R*. - W

VI



Enclosure 6 to Serial: HNP-99-069 

Weld Process Specification and Procedure Qualification Records 
Associated with Field Welds Subject to the Alternative Plan



'Rev. 7 ... A.In

6/84

CAROLINA POWER1&LIGHT COMPANY.  
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION PAGE tOF 3

THICKNESS RANGE

Manual 
GTAW & SMAW

iL

P1(Gr.1) to P-1(Gr.1)

FILLER METALS 
Process: GTAW -SNAW 

SFA -o.r- 5.18 5.1 
AWS. Class: ER70S-6 1 E7018: 

A.-,No.6 .4 

Electrode-Flux- (Class): N/A' " 
Consumable'Insert: N/A 
Flux Trade Name:--:/A 
Filler Metal Size(s): J/16"A132".118"
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Process: GTAW SMAW 
Current: .DC 
Polarity: sp-.  
Electrode'Wire Feed : . -.  

.Speed 'Range: :."'TA -.  
'Otherv: -. `--' & .- -

Material :-(Type)::- ;Carbon _:Stfeel .  
Retainer-`(Type)- nffusing metallic
Other:MA' Poiie ~ '
GAS.-41Fercent/ Compos iti on

- -- .' - -Tye"': --2,9;5 Shieldi ngArgon-..::.:•: - i•..:! 

Bak f i.g; one ".---, 
Trailing: None I.1

Min.3/16" - 1;" Max.

Weld Metal:, 
Hax.¼".TA• . . ..  
Max.' 17/16" -SMAW 
Max.;I•" ' GTAW & SMAW

1- 1•W-0.. MI.E I 61

APPLICABLEYPROCEDURE(S): -- -- '�-'

_0 L CABLE, PROED,~ 5)..... ,,• 
MP-06,'. MP-1O ,'MiP-18, -Latest- evSion 

RESTRICTION:No .- .Noe:

PIPE DIAMETER RANGE

1I ai -

WPS IBA3 

REV. NO. 7 

DATE 3/29/85 

PQR NO.(S) 15 
"(3/29/78)

Preeat jTemerature •.:. •- ;' ;:-: . ,,:., " : 

Temperature." eePage .,3 of WPS 

Maintenance: R-aesistance -or -?ueVGas Torch

INEPS EPRtRE- - _ - --4%IWV!Lil I.C ONTP0 
>5000F¶Max. .. *.I........* 4 t 

~ ~ -4 P

POST-WELD I

I
I a

Temperature -Range: --None I I th ,-7 •2"•---l 
Hold'Time::.NIA '- ' " -+'U U7 El)UJ'TT 

Procedure: -. i - ..

TECHNIQUE speci flc i c :-• ý -",:!%V", .nAK§ý.-b:p=.F Tungsten -Sze " .. "3.../3...."2•:' 

Tungsten .ypei% :-Thoriated -'-' 

Orifice. or-Gas Cup Size: No.,4-10 
Contact 6Tube to 'Work - . - .  

e` dDi stance : :.,A):j Core Vire>D: r 518 
Oscilliation ~eave: v-wh~ichJever s -es.1 

W-d'Pro-gression:"pb.3 Weld ie-4iý

• • rpiesa oualified -ati-2O• ~for 1nateria1

R7

R7

This procedure specification meets the-requirements of Section III, Div. .2 , and 

i1975 - Code Edition W.975 Cod -.Cod..Addenda s-;and Section iX:.pf--the ASMEýCode,`.  
1977 Code Edition, W1977 ý'-_Code Addenda.  

______ __ww

REVIEWED -BY: .... .

DATE: 2 

DIRECTOR QA/QC - EARRIS PLANT

-5�:-

R7

R7

I n..Yfltrt.4

I -

S... .. I ... .............. LJ IIF ... .

S.. ....... --L ........

L•

I



_1ý;2Rev oup..i.4'-`_CAROLI NA POWER &.'L7IGHT COMPANY >PAE,~2!-O -3

t•j.�P �.. 

It" � -� 

- .4,- ..  

WELDING TECHNIQUE 
4- .. ,.

:4 . - T....-.r I EyT ff f*~

:,'KWfELDING..TECHNIQUE: LAYER.

See.'page-U-14 of

ýPROCESS
SIzE' I (RANG�

VV I b 

'RANGE)I

REV.- -NO.; -- 7 

DATE, 3/29/85

IKVLL.  
SPFFfl ( iirt %m/rn

I" ~ ~ ~ ~ IE -(RANGE)_ ~ .1- - -

teimin;

GTAW 

msmw

1/16",3/32", 
1/8" -

3/32" 

1/8" 2 

.4 

S'C-.  
4 , 4, 

.4' 

S�*.'

50-430.  

70-110 

90 '125-'

8-12 

21-23 

",,21-ý23 *1!

..Manual.

Maual 

*.....  

""A.4..  

.4i~.

*We dirg eqiience*;i 

4 4 4

- '.'-

R7

I
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WPS NoS. P -l-t'B 3, 4/28/78-?:"'F 
( WPS No., DATE, REVISION)

301ONT DESIGN 

-e -- 3"2T

FILLER METALS

it

N/A (Bare Wire) 

Weld Metal Analysis k-No. A-i (C.E.') 

Size of Electrode3/32"(B.W.) & 3/32"'I/80,1C 
Filler Metal F-No F-6 & F-4 
SFA Spcification SFA 5.18 & SFA 5.1 " 
AWS Classification E70S-6 & E7018 
Trade Name AIRCO E70S-6 & Hobart LH718 
Other NIA

POSTWELD HEAT TREAT•E•T

Temperature 
Time 
Other

None
N/A 
N/IA

ELECTRICAL CHlRACTERISTERICS

Current type Direct Current 
Polarity Straight & Reverse 
Amperage, ( 120 1250 130) & (90, 125) 
Voltage . (10, 12)&(23) 
Other N/A

TECEI1QUE 
String or Weave Brad Weave 
Oscillation 4 x a o 5/8" 
Single or Multiple Electrodes Single 
Sinple or Multiple Pass Multiple 
Travel Speed Manual 

Thickness GTAW-.125", SMAW-0.7I.9'
BASE METALS 
Pipe XX Plate 
Material Spec SA 106 
Type or Grade B 
P.'No 1 tc P.  
Thickness 0.844 
Diameter 10.75 
Other 10" Sch.

Other N/A 

No 

120

POSITION

Position of Joint 
Weld Progression

"ft4u N/A

6G 
Uphill

(uphill or downhill)

PREHE.AT

Preheat Temperature 
Interpass Temperatuz 
Other N/A

. 200 0 F, Min.  
:e 500OF. Max.

G AS

Comp. of Shielding Gas(es) 99.9% Argon 
Flow Rate (CF11) 28 CFH 
Comp# of Backing Gas(es) N/A 
Flow Rate (CFH) , _ N/A_,_ , 
Other N/A

We certify that the data in this record is correct and that the teLt welds were 

prepared and welded in accordance with the requirements of Section III, Div..  
of the ASME Code, 1977 Code edition, 1977 Winter Code adde d 
This is a true copy, only Editorial changes were made on 8-7-80. / 

Orip. WITNESSED EY: Joe Young /True Copy/ Sr. Q.A. Specialist 5/3/78

REVIEWED BY:

Orig. APPROVED BY:

Name ltle Date / ,/4 

G. L. Forehand /True Copy/ 5/18/7 

EAC-0.A. Date 

Malcolm E. Reese /True Copy/ 5/18/78 

PPCD - SHNPP -Discipline Engr YMetallurgy/Welding Dnte

1.

Or*

a

i

GAS

9• / 1 • l "tQ
/True Cony/A • TJlrR•



I ___________ _____________ t

Si¶ T I -

66,231 Iroke/Base MetaA4 

79,430 3roke/Base MetaA

GUIDED BEND TESTS

TOUGHNESS TEST

PECDIEN NOTCH NOTCH 
NO. LOTION TYPE 

Base Metal Base Metal V
I 1

TEST IMPACT LATERAL EXP. DRO 

TEMP. V E S . 8ILS BAveK NO BRE 
-20 022 t-1.s- e 57.18 Ave

-20"F
,AL . I. 4 1 I 1 .. ', 1q '7/ -7 6 A v e I

Actual Datal See Attacflr
Acua Dat Se . ta -1--

I I. I I __________________ - _____________

FILLET WELD TEST 

Result - Satisfactory N/A Penetration into Base Metal N/A 

yes-no yes-no 

Type and character of Failure N/A Macro Results N/A 

Clock No. 240-62-7846 Stamp no.  

Welders name James A. Buffaloe Laboratory Test No. 2800-R 

Test Conducted by: Newport News Industrial Corp.  

We certify that the data in this record are correct and that the test welds were 

prepared, welded and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section III* 

and Section IX of the ASME Code, latest applicable revision.** *Division 2 
IiLUL7IJk

ir VEVIEWED 

ig. APPROVED

BY: G. L. Forehand /True Cop/ 5/18/78 Winter 1977 Add( 

E & C -0Q. A. 
Date C- O.A i"4fr

- APPROVED R Y: L .

BY. Malcolm E. Reese /True Copy/ 5/18/78 

PPCD - SHNPP -Discipline En9r. Metallurgy/ Date 
We ding 

U T.,,an /TrueCopy 5/19/78
z�//fl

4

-I
•nt

I

--T 1 A u t I wel A metal V

I " f

.2(3u? 22 ft-lbs-a•e 07 18 Ave

_LV r 0 . -) L &,- L Lib - V ZV



w

Weld 
We'! 
we Id 
Weld 

Weld 

Base 
Base 
Base 
Base 
Base

MIetal-1 
Metal-2 

M.e t al - 7 

MetaI-68 
M~etal-7 
Metal-7 
Metal-p 
Metal-!9

YAZ-i3 

I:Az-15

Temp.

-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 

-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 

-20 

-20 
-20 
-20 
-20 
-20

1-15 
60 
95 
89* 

22 
22 
22 
21* 
2- • 

6 
20 
27 
54 *

* Retest

0 

S

sapl IAt. Exp.

80 
44 
74 
66 
88 

18 
17 
18 
18 
19 

4 
16 
22 
406 
16

Lat. Exp_.  
Percent

20.3 
11.2 
18.8 
!6.8 
22.

4.6 
4.3 
4.6 
4.6 
4.8 

1 r' 

5.6 
4.1.

Percent 
Shear

50 
30 
40 
5, 
60

5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 

30 
5

07 Mf_ 1 s -&- Pr.,ý,.z fý 0.
S/'r.•,•



MP/1-2 Rev. 7 

6/84

POSITIONS

ALL

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION

p *1*

Manual 
GTAW

THICKNESS RANGE

.Buase metal : 
Min..031-8.00" Max.  

Weld Metal: 

8.00" Max.

PIPE DIAMETER RANGE

AT.T.  

ANI REVYfW 
ANI 
,DATE /o'-ALE?-:

S.-I- I•.-. I rn T ir• I

P-8 StilML 

P-8 Stainless Steel to P-8 Stainless Steel

FILLER METALS 
Process: GTAW 
SFA No.: 5.9 
AWS Class: ER308,ER308L,ER316,ER316L,ER309, 
A. No.: 8 ER309L,ER347 
F. No.: 6 
Electrode-Flux (Class): N/A 
Consumable Insert: N/A 
Flux Trade Name: N/A 0.045", 0.035", 
Filler Metal Size(s): 1/16". 3/32". 1/81"
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Process: GTAW 
Current: DC 
Polarity: sp 
ilectrode Wirs Feed 

Speed Range: N/A " 
Other: N/A 
BACKING: YES X NO X 

Material (Type): P-8 Stainless Steel 
Retainer (Type): None 
Other" N/A

�GAS- reo Flow Rate(CF/H) 
Type 

Shielding: Min.99.95%Argon 10-30 CFR 
Backing: Min.99.95%Argon 5-30 CFH 
Trailing: NoneN/
APPLICLABL PRUCEUUKIy;: 
MP-07 Latest Revision

RESTRICTION: None

.0&% IV-4

Preheat Temperature DOCUMENT CONTROL 
Temperature: 0o F Mini rflflfl'f'

INTERPASS TEMPERATURE • 0 
300F Max. U 

POST WELD HEAT TREATMENTHEARON HARRIS N. P P 
Temperature Range: None 
Hold Time: N/A 
Procedure: N/A
TECHNIQUE (Specific): 
Tungsten Size: 1/16,3/32,1/8 
Tungsten Type: E-ThW-2 
Orifice or Gas Cup Size: 4-8 
Contact Tube to Work 

Distance: N/A is less 
B•xwbk&xWeave: 3X Core Dia.or ½" whichever 

Weld Progression: Uphill for Vertical Progress.  
Insert Size and Style: N/A 
Stringer or Weave: Both
TECHNIQUE LGenera~l: 
Multiple or Single Electrode: Single 
Multiple or Single Pass: Multiple 

(Per Side) 
Electrode Spacing: N/A 
Initial & Interpass Cleaning: Brush/Grind 

Method of Back Gouging: Grind/Air Arc Gouge 

Peenina: Prohibited
REMARKS Single pass may be used up to 3/32" 
thickness,pulsation may or maynot be used.  
Thickness of any pass shall not exceed 3/16" 
Backing gas is not required for joints with 
jja4ing strip, doubled welded joint or fillet

This procedure specification meets the requirements of Section III, Div. i1 , and 

1974 Code Edition, W1976 Code Addenda; and Section IX of the ASME Code, 

1983 Code Edition, S1984 Code Addenda.  

"VIE)D , APPROVED BY: ORIGINATOR: 

DATE: / ,f S7 DATE: lo-/-,5 DATE: /O-i-,85 

DIRECTOR QA/QC - HARRIS PLANT MET/WELDING ENGINEERING

/16
I 

......  

SI I I I I

-- d . ...

AGE .OF_ 

WPS 8B2 

REV. NO. 16 

DATE 10/01/85 

PQR NO.(S)6,6A,6B 

6C

I

r1k. MQ%4U1KLMtMI.'):



MP/1-2 Rev~.  
6/84 -ý1

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

WELDING TECHNIQUE

.WL

WELDING TECHNIQUE

See Page 1

I 1* I -- .�--...

LAYER

1 

Remainder

Joint Des~ign'

*.� :�

PROCESS

GTAW 

GTAW

-5 
-0

10of

1/8"+ 1/

3/32" *1/32" 17 + 04 ~ 

1/8"+ 1/ 16"

riLLLK F-ItIAL MI 
qT7F I Aar

10-140 

10-165

1/16" ,3/32", 
1/8" ,0.04511, 
0.035" 
1/16",3/32", 
1/8"1 , 0.045", 
0.035"

VOLTS

8-12 

8-12

DATE

I

LRVL10 /01/8

SPEED (in./minl 

2-6 IPM 

2-6 1PM

Welding Sequence'

JIiI�7 

I

JOINT DETAILS OTHER THAN THOSE SHOWN SHALL BE IIN ACCORDANCE 'WITH DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS.  
OPEN BUTT, GROOVE WITH BACKING,* SOCKET, FILLETL DOUBLE GROOVE

*Recommnended 
Additional Requirements

S-- - -- ý _%r

RI 16 

R/ 16

PAGE 2 OF 2 

IWPS 8B2 
REV. NO. 16-
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a

pROCZSS(ES): :GTAW S 14AM - TypE(S).Maniual 

11A~AL:- P-B Stainless-Steel to -P-B Stainless SeV ' 

.--Open -Dutt, -Backing-Ring; -Socket ;--Fjllet z:& .7

JO'MT DESIGN:

'Exhibit 2. IC-01 
AROL=&~ -POWER &. LIGM CO.  

ýWE.DhZRG PROCEURE SPEC...

'PA.Z~~ f

:Mi12.3/16; Mame .2 -1132. SHAW~I Ay~2' 

Layex A . IALI- ~ -- 3 -Remainder Remairider -~ erafle 
'-<' 

Weldinghpaelag ¾ jrLU'-*~ 

Weldngstn Votg~ag 4 ~ ~ ~~j ~8~4 

No- 6 Ot5 -5~ 

V elprtr inj Ameaag ...6s id, Lae~ ~ -S m~ 

-
. ,-- .Current * 

Ar V7 SP -ý

appi-M NC W t'.- m- '~ 

Mppicbl procedur *ýeOst -ýk~~ CAeiso 
.. ) memee______ _________ 

-. .-
vlU ~ Tl..1 -u .fR ncfe ob oei codn c 

OTE:aat WPS* 8BA3ý-;"ý wasS rora.Je ro-'*.---------

width nievious revisions may be performed or co 
ltd ihthsrviin

-~ I-~ Wiiei~'~mb~lat~~ 1116"Mii.;.-.219/321'..Max.  

g - ~~-
Thsprocedure metts the 974~innt Edtin Se9ti6 'Win' ~r n ~ oheA~Z ~ 

-~~~~d a:. 
d- . ., 

7 7.ddnd 

19 vi 
27 fli 

19 7 .. .i -
de 

a lu s p 
4

da e 

I -*

F,

83A3-5 7/22/83
;,;~AIS no. evi , Date

p



- 4 . .... ,. - -- .

1:2 Era Aý 

.0 -I ".., ý - !ý!ARE TEMISSABI 6 nmNs 
-vL,ý_ ý-iNOTE 

Maw APPROVED 40 IMITING -BY-.-WEMfiINGjENGINEERII 
MAO Z 

p 
*A.  

'rk, _Wn CIFICATIONSS CE 7 ADESIGN SPE 
JOINT. DE 

*Reco=iimAed 

Joints Percent C=position (Mixtures)Min 99-95% ArgO 
Back-flast: NO (Shield) 
B&OAM8 matarl-1 (Type). pRqt,2inl eng Steel 

Cozposition Purze Gas Trailing Shielding Gas.  tAl 1 4c' iiiiei* IDT -.ý'719Agq% toon M Cat -Sztý,,-t -iýý in 

4 A Technigue 
Strim .7.qth N/A g.  

'n.ý V- Brusilln &as 
R21: Cisis")EIR30 ER308LIMR3 Hathod'of -Back G01391"I GrindlCouge 

i)-lqA. Eg316L (See 'Dist"ce Ii/A 
zl4c=od*-?llt:Z ( L_, Contact Tube to Work 
cowmable ins*rt N/A Hatiple or Single Pass (Per Side) mult pie 

:'-Nultipte JOT -:S. jeý - eCtrQ GS W p,7.  

p a t d

Rt.;.A*4'!MieL "-W

I

.,Exhibit 2 
to-Ol 

'PAGE 
2'_ 07' 2

. r6l

VEM PASS SEQUENC_ 

ME =77 F ý71_41.'t 

R.. ýW:lrýf

161 .1,`41732

/3 

r



IR9'M~ GAW & SMA TPE(S)' Manu'al 

--P 8 *Stainless 'Steel '-to'P-8S~ ~ te 

JOIXT DESIGN': Groove withConsumable Insert,, .Fillet,: 

~ .. ~ .-ocket .Weld &-.Double, Welded'Joint 

QUALIFI:J .D BV PQR. NO1 ~ ---82/6Sniti~'iyW q

Exhibit 2, . .1W-OlI 
CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CO.  

WELDING -PROCEDURE SPEC.

UPS "No. 8BA6, 6 ". 12-f4 -82

WPS 1b.ev. Date

..PAGE ̀  1 - of ' 2

-. -~** -~*m.. ~** - VPFL~ Wl)AnCIzLK~ iQAL'Sr

~-2:fQ 'All- I Mi.~-~w~ix. i ~¶~!A~ All.

Layer~.~e .. j 

Weldn :m.Process 

' , s. t E T W!-.

- -~ -~~~4Y:~s.A -N 
Fillr Mta7. 7 4F-No

2-3 IRemainder .Reainder

I'- I _________ L _____________ 4.

L GTAWN 2

--. 1 I I

3/3/3 .821-1/ 2'!, 1/8"

0 -

rI'� tA-���

7;~~~~ . SA .. ..

�¶qe44 * � �1 � �4Y�9i�

____________________________

-F---s redbyized- ngi earing design qpec., otherwise atteoption of the welding 
inder any 1py suich as those listed in SPA 5.36

- 0 ...-.. 0.~. *'~*~* uil .1ofhe.ASME-CodC,.  
This -1vrocedurequit~Sedena -% 

-AW;EED*40...  

APPROVED Da:te.  
-- UC W~P -is iLine U..Metalurgy/WeldiUS .<nDtgI 

- in" for~R~idetEgnO - *- ae 
Zv 

MS
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- -. -� -. � .�

Y.?P/1-1 
Rev-. 2 
3/78

P rý-** 

Ev I. ..

CAROLI21A POETR & LICF1 CO.-PAXT 
SELMRON F0.kr IS NT'CL2Ak POWER. PLANQT 

PROCEDURE QUALIFIC.AfTiON RECORD 

6'Rev. D1.-

- ... .Pe I of 2

Welding Protess (e8) GTAW

UPS NoS. WPS P-8-8-B-2, 10-8-76, . Rev. 0

Types Manual 
(..anual, Autom-atic, Semi-Auto

( WPS No., DATE, REVISION)

392�;: �):5 1]

* I ,'.~TC, AT ANY orn! I 

Skt_ .K: ExCEID 1/1b 

FILLER W:TALS

Weld Metal Annlysis A-No 8 
Size of Electrode 3/32" 
Filler Mletal F-No 6 
SFA'Specification SFA 5.9 
AWS Classification ER-308L 
Trade Name Chromenar 308L 
,Other E-ThW-2

POSTWELD HEAT TREATM7ENT 

Temperature None 
Time N/A 
Other N/A

ELECTRICAL C3AkRACTERISTERIGS 

Current type DC 
Polarity Straight 
Amperage Range 75-130 

Voltage Range 8-14 
Other N/A

String or Wea, y•, ead Stringer_17_2 W• ji uam or l
Oscillation _ ir e l ia tees .r 

I Single or Multiple Electrodes Single 
Sin~vle or Multiple Pass Multiple 
Travel Speed- Manual 
Other _ 

BASE METALS 

qG Plate Other 
Material Spec SA 312 
Type or Grade Type 304 
P. No 8 tc P. !o 8 
Thickness 0.365 
Diameter Q0..750 
Other 10" Sch 40

POSITION 

Position of Joint 6C 
Veld Progression _ Uphill_ 

(uphill or downhill)
Other
PREHFAT 

Preheat Temperature 50OF 
Interpass Temperature 300OF Max.  
Other N/A 

GAS 

Comp. of Shielding Cas(es).ArEon 99.97% 
Flow Rate (CF11) 10-30 CFH.-i 
Comp, of Backing Cas(es) )A_ p_99_FT 
Flow Rate (CFH) 5-50 CFH 
Other

We certify that the data in this record is correct and that the te,;t welds were 
prepared and Welded in accordance with the reguirements of Section III, Div."l_, and 

1inter __ an 
of the ASM Code,' 1974 -Code edition, n 1975 Code addenda.  

.- Originally " t. ..  
WITNESSED DY: Douglas N. Allen Q.A. Supervisor 9-23-76 

-- Name - - - . " -. itle - - Date ' 

RUMlED BY: ____________ 

Da.A D B•e. "• • 7,• 
*-APPROVED BY: 47-6~'-. . ~.

I

PPCD 7 -SN -Disciplijne En' SEgr, Mtallurgy/W elding"" 
-- - .

J G';



F.ev. 2 
3178

TE.NILE TEST Page 2 of 2

3PECDIIEN V-0.  

TEN-1

WIDTH 

.748
_7LQ

T1"I CKINESS 
.244

AR FA

ULTIMAýTE 
TOTAL LOAD 

LB.

U LTIMAhTE CIL.;JCTER OT 

UNlT STESS FAILUI.E AN.D 
PSI I LOCATION

-I-- I - 1
.1825

i- I
.273N .2044

16,050

18,100
C-. - __4 ~** I 1- 1

J 4 4 -t

.1 ______ 1 J L

87,945

88,551

Break in Weld 
Break in Weld

GUIDED BEND TESTS

TOUGHNESS TEST

JI.DACT LATERAL FXP. DROP._/FI__P 

ES SHEAR ,.IILS B7, 

------ . --

FILLET WELD TEST

Result - Satisfactory 

Type and character of

Welders name Billy

N/A Penetration into Base Metal N/A 

yes-no yes-no 

Failure N/A Macro Results N/A 

Clock No. 241-82-6299 Stamp no. B-2 
R.S-tidham Laboratory Test No. 5530-P

Test Conducted by: Newport News Industrial Corp.  

We certify that the data in this record are correct and that the test welds were 

prepared welded and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section II, Div.  

and IX of the ASME Code, 1974 Code edition, Vinter, 19 75;-ode addenda.  

REVILEED BY / 

ý ý 1-4_Date 

APPROVED Y:_6 -- 7 

PPCD - S11;PP P Discipline Engr. Metallurev/ Date

a

)

.'•W.9

I



r~ldi; Przess(es) GTAWTypes Pro!e ss(es) GTAW(1ianual, Automatict Ser4-Auto 

~..SNS. SB2 4/21/80 5 

( IPS o., DATE, REVISION) 

jo-=A; DESIGN 
TC*~O1 
String or.Weave Bead Bt 

Osc-illation' 3X*Wire Daee 
*st Simgle or J~nltiple Electrodes Single 

Sinq~1e or M~ultiple Pass multivle 

Trav~el Speed' 1-41PM (Mlanual) 
Other 

BASE LET-aS 

Pipe Plate other 

0Material Spec s2~ 

-- ,-eor Grade TP 106t 

p.o *.tc 
P. Vo 

FILLER =TALS 
Thickness - ----2--
Diamrter

WeldMetl Aalysis A-No 8 Other NI 

Size. of Electrode 3/32" & 1/811 

Filler Iletal F-11o 6 

S -.tkS?z-ecifjcation5.  
ygs Cl -ii~~ f 7 ER 308 SI-jIO 

O r a -er N - -n 
P o si t i o nl o f J o i r nt 3 G 

-()ther 'Weld Progression - Up~hill.  
(uphill Or dol-mhill) 

jiEAT REA~h~T Other_ ___ 
PR.EHR?,T 

Tezeaur N!.Preheat Tenmpe-ature 0 

Tine ______________________ Other N/A ~~~Interpass Te;prt- e3l~ 
ohrother -- /--

-FAC GAS 

DC 

(.urn type -------- roup. of Shielding Cas(es)__9,9.9574 'aFo 

polarizy ---------
Flow.Rate (CFI.)___________ 

~~erge.165, 140, 165. 155ý. 150. ISO__________ 

-Voltag 11 12-15 1 12. 1 Co=P# of Backing Gas(es)_3 ý ý 

_____________________ 

Flow Rate (CF04 ___________ 

Other - ý1/A 
other NA__ 

-. Other ReriarkS: 

5..~a~.ngSensitization 
tested per ASTM A242 

de Spcingpractice 
A and were founa-to be 

g acceptable.  

C hern~______________________



l- 0 1 
Page 2 of 2

TE-)\SILFE TEST

CUTDE BE2'm TjESTS

T0UG~SSTEST

-SatiSfactor-y 
1 

v eS-nO

FILLEPT VELD TEST 

Penetration into Base lieta3 .  
yes-no

- -f

-. ~ ~ o -alu e ~ ~ .4.D
o eut ___________ 

282 StaZp no.  

Laboratory Test ~. --

T-e s C n- u that b h: eata in this r e.cord are correct and that the test 'e d Div.  

ecd~ n tested in accordance with the requireret f etonDv 

;ý* -: ~ t t e ~ C d , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Code edition, lcM r- -- ' Code a n a 

__________ 

win/ L~ 1~6\jter Addenda 

ate-

7 7 -' 2

D"-te



Rev. 5 
2/11/81

No. 6(B) Types

Welding Process (es)

Manual
(Manual, Automatic, Semi-Auto)

taD� � RR2

(WPS No.,
0 If /o0s 8

Date, Revision)
I'

JOINT DESIGN

A 7.~i 4

(

FILLER METALS 
Weld Metal Analysis A-No.  
Size of Electrode 
Filler Metal F-No.  
SFA Specification 
AWS Classification 
".--de Na 

ter

POSTWELD HEAT TREATMET
T emp era ture 
Time 
Other

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Current type 
Polarity 
Amperage 
Voltage 
Other

Electrode Spacing

--her

7ECENIUE 
String or Weave Bead String 
Oscillation None 
Single or Multiple Electrodes Single 
Single or Multiple Pass Single 
Travel Speed Manual 
Other

I

8 
1/16" 

6 
SFA 5.9 
ER 308L 
Sandvick 
N./A

_ N/A 
N/A 
N/A

IJ; 
5F 
20 
8 
N/A

?UlA

1hJnv� a

N/A

EPlate 
Katerial Spec 
Type or Grade 
'. No. 8 to 

Thickness 
Diameter 
Other

POSITION 
Position of Joint 
Weld Progression

PREHEAT 
Preheat Temperature 
Interpass Temperature 
Other

U

I

OtherN/A 
SA 213 
TP 316

P. No. 8 
.04 9"

N/A

5G 
uptilli

(uphill or downhill)

60 F 
250"F Max.  
N/A

GAS 
Comp. of Shielding Gas(es) 99.95% Argon 
Flow Rate (CFh) 15 CFH 
Comp. of Backing Gas(es) 99.95% Argon 
Flow Rate (CFh) 10 CFH 
Other NIA

Other Remarks: 
Sensitization tested per ASTM A262 
Practice A and were found to be 
acceptable. Q A RECORDS 

S 1P 14 1982 

SH4NPP CONSTR. Q A UNIT

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR PIANT 

PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION RECORD

Page 1 o

Manual

8B2 O 8

N/A
P" eeing,• ?v,.

N/A

wps No.L%7D

DG SP 
20 
8 

N/A



NOTIFICATION OF WELD PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION TEST

TO: Q A WELDING
DATE 47' ý/.Xt. ' "~ 1'

FROM: ~ E Y ,9

P.Q.R. Number 61 Z3' 

Welding for Weld Procedure Qualification # /S will begin 

on /,0___Ar-..2-__ 
in the weld 

( dat) ((time) 

process development and qualification area 

Notification is being provided in accordance with procedure MP-01.

Received by: 
DATE ( -.i',- S72.

T IME <ý- ) Ne



BASE MATERIAL CERTS



TUBULAR PRODUCTS FOR THE ENERGY INDUSTRIES 

950 South Fourth Street, Harrison. N.J. 07029

(201) 485-5050 

Subject:

MATERIAL CERTIFICATION 

Carolina Power 
Murchase OrdcrH-358 11 

Description: Seamless ASME SA-213 TP316

Item 1. .1/4" 00 x 049 M/W (Wall Tube & Metal Heat No.  
404422) 

Item 3.- 3/8" OD x .065 M/W (Wall Tube & Metal Heat No.  
404422) 

Item 4-- 1/2"1 OD x .065 M/W (Wall Tube & Metal Heat No.  
404422) 

Item 2.-- 3/8" OD X .049 M/W (Wall Tube & Metal Heat No.  
404422) 

Certification: This certifies, to the best of our knowledge and 

belief, that the piping material, described herein 

is in accordance with the specification and Section 

III, Class 2 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 

Code, 1974 Edition, through the 1976 Winter Addenda, 

and that all requirements of the purchase order have 

been fulfilled. Material has been processed in 

accordance with our Identification and Verification 

Program.

Attachments: CMTR'S (3)

REVIEWED BY QA 
do~ 

a;?N4M TIALkJ DATZ 

.VA: Idb 
cc: Job File 

Q.A. File

Pý 1 0
Veronica Allen 
Quality Assurance 
Date:•_• 

Quality Systems Certificat 
(Materials)# QSC-205 

Expiration Date: 1-6-84



FILLER MATERIAL CERTS



SANDVIK, INC. SCRANTON WORKS 
P.O. BOX 1220, SCRANTON, PA. 18501 PH: 717 - 5875191 

PLANT LOCATION: INTERSTATE 81, WAVERLY EXIT 59

SOLD TO: CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT

SPEFICATION AND mA6:RiAL ASME SECTION II: SFA 5.9; ASME SECTION III: PAN 
THRU WINTER 76 ADD. AND SPEC #021, REV. 4 

SANDVIK STAINLESS STEEL WELDING WIRE TYPE ER 308L 1/16 x 36

A. NB2400 1974 EDITION 

1,000.0#

Filler Metal Analysis, %

Heat 

761463

C/ 

.015 

Cb+Ta 

.02

Si Mn 

.38 1.55

Ti 

.01

V 

.019

P 7 
.007 

Cu 

.03ý

S 

.010

Co 

.020

Cr 

20.08 

N 

.035

Ni 9 
9.98

Mo 

.08

Delta Ferrite content as determined from above analysis per Fig. NB2433.1-1 
WRC Ferrite No. 12 FN .  

Corresponding ferrite percent 11 %1 1.  
Ferrite per Schaeffler Diagram - 10 % 
Ferrite by Magna Gage - 12 FN-er NRC Reg. Guide 1.31 R3 
This is to certify that the contents of this certificate are correct and 

accurate, as contained in Sandvik's records, and that all above test results 

and operations performed are in compliance with the requirementsof the purchase 

order- and the applicable sections of the code and specifications as designated 

by the purchase order.  
ASME Quality System Certificate (materials) No. N-1400. Expiration 
date: June 11, 1982.

FOR INFORMAT1ON4 ONLY 

For Bee H. Berg, Quail y Assurance Manaqer 

='-./" -"•--_-_/i.2... ... E

mruurwi'n uv lift

SECTIO;, if/ 

(W-B-SFA-l, REV. 5) ss

CUSTOMER ORIGINAL

ANI REVIEW 
ANI 
DATE 

• - p. " . L : , ,

SL SM

A j i k-% lk ý ý . . - -, -



LAB TEST REPORTS



CarClina po,-=.- & T Coz can\, 

r-.ld TsEt Eeport foz zeta /.2U. Engz -z.-, SF-N?? 

Requested b-:,1~J~ 

-Purpose for Request

Weld Procedure Qualification: (4 Welder Performance Qual.: ( ) Other (Specify): ( 

P.Q.R. Number: ge 9)• Welder Iden.: 
IW.P.S. & Rev.: IZ- 2 v.L W.P.S. & Rev.: 

Required Code or Specificfion Compliance: 4ric"i _•£CZ• /"7" /Y^.c0 771 

A)j~1o4- 1 /fr/ AvorwP,# !!L spio Vere7'7d" 77ý,& 1 I f (sj>1 77a #J, J 1

Tests Recuired: 

A. Tensile Test 

B. Bend Test 

C. Impact Test 

D. Sensitization Test 

E. Other (Specify)

Number 

2

Per (Code Section) 

,4 So* ' CeIU&i IT 4~~~ 

AIM' A-242 e?Mc4crt,

Base Material Specification & Size: S. 2t2 ry#O -"¼ YA . f, '" 

Filler Material Specification: so 5Z • 6i - ,tL , 

Heat/Jere Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

REVIEWED BY QA



EA~~IS EE% ',":D EK;,:~~: E':'°':ft CE:TCR 

C -_• ^ra P• e-•,,7= _r •: C', - C o-7o a~n%.  

,c i~Est Rez•OZ foz X .... / -n~ine'-i•, SM<-u--PP 

r,eosted by: /J"TPCI 

-Purpose for Request

Weld Procedure Qualification:(v Welder Performance Qual.: ()other (Specify):( 

P.Q.R. Number: 19/9) . Welder Iden.: 

W.P.S. & Rev.: I'n2- LV. W.P.S. & Rev.: 

Required Code or Specificyion Compliance: 4Sm,4 S' TZ£e -_7L "1T U •; 

S,,j...i71 117P1 fi~~ 9s7 4ez~ (5,P;Ib. /9 77a J, ii/i

Tests Recuired: 

A. Tensile Test 

B. Bend Test 

C. Impact Test 

D. Sensitization Test 

_. Other (Specify)

Nu-mber 

4

Per (Code Section) 

A•1' A•24 2 ?9..4c-77e

Base Material Specification & Size: SA 2 14 3/', 2 r ! .4 XO4' 

Filler Material Specification: SF79 5. 9 6, S , , 

R ,aEl t/EWe Number 

REVIEWED BY QA 

ID~



Carcli,.a Poc,--: & Light Co.-any 
"- a t . ÷nv 

,,-.• es •:Do 0.f r Ll-- . .. I;= -n i EE-Z -- • '"':

?,ecues ted by: g4-7A Aj ):z-,

-Purpose for Request

Weld Procedure Qualification: Welder Performance Qual.: ( ) Other (Specify): ( 

P.Q.R. Number: gel) Welder Iden.: 

W.P.S. & Rev.: i2- Rv.Z W.P.S. & Rev.: 

Required Code or Specificion Complia-ce: _sl' 6 *,e•f I I ^ ED;T7 

AIj1V rwt A't DA #9 K~6nh e 77laM Iii ýcb1 1 :ID; 7# -7 j

Tests Recuired: 

A. Tensile Test 

B. Bend Test

Number 

_2

C. Impact Test 

D. Sensitization Test 

E. Other (Specify)

per (Code Section~) 

,AS.,* StF&)U-4TT 44J'%~2 

A .C A 2,(2 e?" c1)Cr

2 

Base Material Specification & Size: -5A 2/3 r'& 3/I, Y x °•1'

Filler Material Specification:

.e•at/lee NuMber

REVIEWED BY QA 
,?/ . ), -

s)-7 So etJl

961yýj



Exhibit 3 

ijm- p/58r W t.1ght Cp. -1 
Uv41. 7 7/5184 , Qualificatioa Record I - of 3 

elding Process(es) _PR 
No. 6 (-c) 

C Manual = Semi-AutOmatic =3 Automatic Dt' N 1/15/8R2 WPS No.__8B2 

SFA No. 5.9 Filler Metal F No. 6 Rev. No. 15 

•WS Classification ER308 Date II/15/S4 

Weld 4Metz l Analysis (A No.) 8 (T_ _ _ _ _ 

Filler Metal Size(s) 1/16" :Preheat Temperature Ambient (50 0 F) 
Interpass Temperature N/A 

Material S ecification (Type or Grade) Post Weld 'Heat Treat Temp None 
SA240 TP 304 T m f P H I 

P No. 8 to P No. 8 Time of PWaHT N/A 

Form Sheet Electrode Spacing N/A 

Diameter N/A Thickness .031" Current Type DC 

[Jeld Deposit Thickness: Polarity SP, 

.031" Tungsten Size & Type 3/32" EThW-2 

Position of Groove Compositinn of Shielding GasMin.99.95%Argon 

Vertical Weld Progression N/A Flow Rate (CFH) 30 CFH 

iStringer or weave Stringer Composition of Backing Gas Min.99.9 5% Argon 

Oscillation or weave None Flow Rate (CFH) 30 CFH 

Single or Multiple Pass Single Backing Material None 

.- Single or Multiple Electrode Single Electrode Tradename Arcos 

Peening None 
C' TENSILE TESTS QW 462.1 (a) 

Specimen Ultimate Ultimate Type of 

Number Total Unit Stress Failure and 

D Load (PSI) Location 

699 1.484 .031" .046 5420 113.913 Brittle in Weld 

700 1.482 .031" .046 4950 107,609 Brittle Base 
I Metal 

GUIDED BEND TEST 

Type and Fi ure No. Results Type and Figure No.. Results 

OW462.3(a) Root Passed QW462.3(a). Face Passed 

OW 62.3 (a) Root Passed OW462.3 (a Face Passed 

FILLET WELD TEST 

Result - Satisfactory 0 Yes • No Penetration into Base Metal 0 Yes 0 No 

Type & Character of Failure NIA Macro Results 

Welders Name Robert Morgan _ SS . 238-78-1542 Stamp NO. H-5 

Test Conducted By CP&L E&E Laboratory Test No. 9-2-149 

Remarks/Additional Tests: 

We certify that the statements in this record are correct and that the test welds were 

prepared, welded and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section IX of the 

ASKE Code 1983 Edition, S1984 Code Addenda and Section III Code 1974 

Edition W1976 Addenda.  

Witnessed By 
h1\SAL_' i'cr?4' I Signature te 

Name -1,•itle - -73 

Review By •). A. t•cGAW Signature ••-=Dt /ll-•• 

Director QA/QC - Harris Plant S 
D 

Approved By i lie Signaturee Date



Carolina Power & Light Coupam.  
Procedure Qualification Reccre

Exhibit 3 
Page 2 of 3 
PQR No. -

I I U2�'

U) 

GN

R/v. 7 7;/30/94 </

joinit

TI ELECTRODE TRAVEL HEAT 
PASS ELECTRODE AMPS VOLTS 

I;A. DIAMETER SPEED INPUT 

1 3/32" 1/16" 10 8 Manual N/A



Proli ower & Light Cmvap 
Procedure Qualification Record

vEtribit Page 3 
PQR No. of

Charpy Notch 
Irpact Test

Test Conducted By Date Laboratory Test. No.

Remarks

Drop Weight Test

Remarks

Test Conducted By Date .Laboratory No.

'.0

rl

fir ýOAO ý
Rev 7 
71300/84
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44716/30839 100404 2/7/80

-. - - CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT 

- -:7- ASMESCT.IONII .FA-5.9; ASME SECTION III: PARA. NB2400 1974 EDITION 

THRU WINTER 76 ADD. AND SPEC '021, REV. 4 

SANDVIK STAINLESS STEEL WELDING WIRE TYPE ER 308L l/1 x 36 1,000.0#

Filler Metal Analysis, %

Heat 

C'% 761463

C 

.015 

Cb+Ta 

.02

LiSi 

.38 

Ti 

.01

rir 

1 .55 

V 

.019

P 

.007

S 

.010

Cu Co i/

.03ý

Cr 

20.08 

N 

.035
.020

Ni Mo V/ 
9.98 .0ý

', " Delta Ferrite content as determined from above analysis per Fig. N52433.1-I 

WRC Ferrite No. 12 FN 
Corresponding ferrite percent 11 % 

Ferrite per Schaeffler Diagram - 10 % 

Ferrite by Magna Gage - 12 FN-per NRC Reg. Guide 1.31 R3 

•~ This is to certify that the contents of this certificate are correct and 

accurate, as contained in Sandvik's records, and that all above test results 

and operations performed are in compliance with the requirements of the purchase 

order and the applicable sections of' the code and specifications as designated 

by the purchase order.  
ASME Quality System Certificate (materials) No. N-1400. Expiration 

date: June 11, 1982.

-C.}P !\ -C)pl yDJif-RN TNL

For Ber

SECT:-I.-, % , I . -.

Assurance Manager

(W-B-SFA-I, REV. 5)

CUSTOMER ORIGINAL 

Nf

I -
-J

H-21 11. 051081 01

ss 
7
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ALLOY f rC*0
P.0 0XB-XsI NANOVE PA I¶

3 1 717437-8911 
CERTIFIED MATERLALS TEST REPORT

CAROUINA POWEF & LICF7.  
SHARON HARRIE NUC POWER PLT 

STATE ROAD 113" 

NEW d0LL, NC 27562

Trade Name 
or Trademark: 

Diameter Size: 

Weigh t: 

Lot Nu=bcr: 

heat Number: 

Carbon 
C Manganese 

Chr omi um 
Nickel 

Silicon 
Co 1 umb i um+ 

Tantalum 
Molybdenum 
- Tungsten 

Copper 
Tit anium 

Phosphorus Sulphur 
Vanadi um 

Cobalt 
Iron 

Nitrogen 

FERRITE

"S :ate of .Pennsylvania 
County of York

Arcaloy 316 ELC Bare 

1/16

250 lbs.

P0478 

.01 
1.47 

19.48 V/ 

1Z 5 Vz .40 
.01 

.06 

R em.  
.019 

9 FN Magne

3 SS
Subscribed and .sworn to before me 

-'this Ist day of May, 1984 

.... .... ..........  

INot;arv Public

My Cormnission expires:

I ANTI, -IEW 
DATE9:1!t•'

~v ..L

Customer Order No. 1Z-7Z75 

Order No. 230740- 1 

This Material Conforms to Specificaticn 
AS)AE B&PVC SFA 5.1 SEC. I I PART C 1983 

ED. THRU VNTR. 1983 ADD. ASIE B&PVC SEC.  

111, NB-2400 1974 ED. THRU WNTR. 1976 

AM. CP&L 0Z1 REV. 14 PART A. 10 CFR 

PART 21 APPLIES, 10 CFR 50 APPENDIX B.  

Type: ER316L 

Test No. 2-3593-00

SECTION III 

Quality Systems Certificate No. QSC-ZZI 
Expiration Date: September 8, 1984 

The undersigned certifies that the 
contents of this report are correct 
and accurate and that all operations 
performed by the undersigned or sub 
contractors are in comnllance with 
requirements of the malerial speci
fication and ASME Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Code Section III Division I 
Subsection NCA-3800 

ALLOY RODS, INC.  

BY ........ .. .... .....  

D. A. Smith 
Supervisor, Q.A. Services

N

.,.T:aF1OTE 'OF ANALYS"S

f T. - , ; ."

11/L/IoD



HARRIS ENERGY ANWD ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER 

Carolina Power & Light Company 

Weld Test Report for Metallurgy/Welding Engineering, SHNPP 

Requested by: gq 4"AJ i'aLO 

-Purpose, for Request

Weld Procedure Qualification: (4 Welder Perfor-•ance Qual.: ( ) Other (Specify): ( ) 

P.Q.R. Number: 1 (C) Welder Iden.: 

W.P.S. & Rev.: 9'9Z 9f./, W.P.S. & Rev.: 

Required Code or Specification Compliance: Ai, ,,r c,' - IJ3 0o c'.  

Tests Required: Number Per (Code Section) 

A. Tensile Test 2- 6) s-b SoLw-•-_( 

B. Bend Test 
77-_____ "__ "_ " 

C. Impact Test 

"D. Sensitization Test _ 

E. Other (Specify) e,,c'<. A.'AL- ,T,_ 

?LUiL,. ,4tT C, P2h, '7, S, S.1 , C, N' pi4 

Base Material Specification & Size: .SA/• 240 3' , • 21 77,/1C* 

FiLler Material Specification: S-1 -Th/

Heat/Lot '.umber



0
Material. Laboratory Number: - -;-q

Results of Tests:

A. Reduced Section Tenhile Teat,
Charactcr 

Ultimate Ultima•te Fai lure Specimen No. Width Thickness Area Total Load, lb, Unit Stress & Location 
ti Reducat Fectionilensilee 

_ _ _ _ . ~ 1 4 5 L Ii 1 1 3 ,q l;3 ~ ~

-700 I -C/9, .0-3/ .o01/. 4.q 5-0
__________ a - *���*-'*� !. z.-i-'

17t, 

77, 

1A

Type of Bend Results Type of Bend Results 
PO'0Qr iI -5~5 6P Qoc'T EA- SI 
FCE PA/55E FDPe 

C. Impact Test: 

Specimen Notch Notch Test Lat. Exp. Lat. Exp. Percent 
No. Location Type Temp. Ft./lbs. Mils. Percent Shear 

NA 
NA 
NA 

PJA 
ArA 

D. Sensitization Test: ___ _ 

E. Other Teats: 

Remarks: 

I certify that the statements in this report are correct and performed in aczordance 
with the above specification(s).

k•ignature) (Date)

Distribution: 3 copies, Xetallurgy/Welding Engineering Subunit (SHNPP)

CD

N.

I

B. Bend Test:



.1 
-.

NOTIFICATION OF WELD PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION TE7T

DATE / ; Y
TO: Q A VELD.2Nr

P.Q.R. Number (4 )

Welding for Weld Procedure Qualification #i / g C .c will begin

o//- 7- 9/ 
(date)

(tim0 e) 
(t ime)

in the weld

process development and qualification area 

Notification is being provided in accordance with procedur TP

- Received by: •-. )7'L- DATE J-7/i4

TLIME "7.".3 4.,*4I

FROM:



CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
SHEARON HARRIS NMCLEAR POWER PLANT 

PROCEDURE .1UALIFICATION RECORD

Exhibit 3 
MP-01 
Page I of 2

7, 7/10/76

Welding Process (es) GTAW 

WPS NoS. P-8-8-B-4 10/8/76 Rev. 0 

( WPS No., DATE, REVISION)

Types Manual 
(Manual, Automatic, Semi-Aut,

MISMATCH AROUND JOINT 

SHALL NOT EXCEED 0.032".

FILLER KETALS 

Weld Metal Analysis A-No 8 

Size of Electrode 5/32" (CI), 3/32"* 

Filler Metal F-No 6 

SFA Spacification SFA 5.9 
AWS Classification ER308L 

Trade Name EB Insert,Type 308L, Chromenar 3C 

Other ER30L

POST7ELD HEAT TREATkIENT

Temperature 
Time 
Other

None

ELECTRICAL CHiARACTERIFTERICS 

Current type DC 
Polarity SP 

Amperage.*7009 -100d10 
Voltage * 8 -10-11-12 

Other

I.

TECMTIQUE 
String or ead String 
S g or 1. Wa. or I i cnever is 
Oscillation -_ left 
Single or Multiple Electrodes Single 

Single or Multiple Pass Multiple 
Travel Speed Manual 
Other

BASE METALS 
Pipe XX piw Other 
Material Spec SA312 

Type or Grade Type 304 

P.' No 8 tc P. No 8 

Thickness 0.365 
Diameter 10.750 
Other 10" Sch. 40

POSITION 
BL

Position of Joint 6G 
Weld Progression Uphill 

(uphill or downhill) 
Other 
PREHFAT 

Preheat Temperature 50OF Mn.  
Interpass Temperature 30 00 F Max.  
Other

GAS 

Comp. of Shielding Gas(es) Argon 99.9% 

Flow Rate (CFII) 10-30CFH 
Compt of Backing Gas(es) Argon 99.9.  
Flow Rate (CFH) 5-25 CFH 
Other

We certify that the data in this record is correct and that the test welds were 

prepared and welded in accordance with the requirements of Section III, Div. 1, an( 

of the ASME Code) 1974 Code edition, 1975 Winter Code addenda.  

WITNESSED BY:. Douglas N. Allen, QA Supervisor 7-23-76 

Name 
eitleD 

Wr1?TrJTn IRV-

* -"'Q. A.Da 
APPROVED BY: ______ ___--9 

-pp - SHNP1y-Disciplnle Engr. Mgtallurgy/Welding Dn 

APPROVED BY:- D7 

PPCD - S11NPP - Resident Engineer D

te 

tc,

-- /im-i 
Rev. "3 
5/79

PQR No.

*1

6, 4.-,-- 1

-1



Mr/i-i 
Rev 3 

5/79 
TENSILE TEST

PQR #8 - 8/24/76 Exhibit 3 
MP-01 
Page 2 of 2

GUIDED BEND TESTS

TOUGHNESS TEST

FILLET WELD TEST 

Result - Satisfactory NA Penetration into Base Metal N/A 

yes-no 
yes-no 

Type and character of Failure N/A Macro Results N/A 
Clock No. 241-82-6299 Stamp no. B-2 

Welders name Billy R.- tidham Laboratory Test No. 6482-F 

Test Conducted by: Newport News Industrial Corp.  

We certify that the data in this record are correct and that the test welds were 

prepared welded and tested in accordance with the requirements of Section III, Di 

and IX of the ASME Code, 1974 Code edition, Winter, 1975Code addenda.  

Joe Young /True Copy/ 9-5-78 
Orig. PREVIEWED BY:-Dt 

E& C- .A. Date 

Oig. APPROVED BY: Malcolm E. Reese /True Copy/ 9-6-78 

PPCD - SHNPP -- 'Discipline Engr. Ketallurgy] Date 
Welding 

Orig-.APPROVED BY: A. M. Lucas /True Cop/ 9-6-78 

PPCD ! S1jNPP - Senior Resident Engineer Date



CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
SHEARON 1APRRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

PROCEDURE QUALIFICATION RECORD

-8 8/24/76 
PQR No . ----- 1241

Welding Process (es) GTAW & SMAW

Exhibit 3 MP-01 
Page I of 2

Types Manual 
(Manual, Automatic, Semi-Au

WPS NoS. WPS P8-8-BA-6, Rev. 1, 10/8/76 

( WPS No., DATE, REVISION) 

JOINT DESIGN

FILLER METALS

Weld Metal Analysis A-No 8 

Size of Electrode 5/32" CI, 3/32" *Bare Wi 

Filler Mietal F-No 6*, 5**, *** 

SFA-Spacification SFA 5.9 & SFA 5.4 

AWS Classification ER308,ER308L*,E-308ELC-16 

Trade Name 308 Grinnel Insert, Chromenar 3 

.Other Arcaloy 308 ELC-16**, ***

POSTWELD HEAT TREATMENT 

Temperature None 
Time N/A 
Other N/A 

ELECTRICAL C1ARACTERISTERI.S 

Current type DC*, DC**, *** 

Polarity SP*, RP**,

0

Amperage 70"957950 
Voltage 9-11, 9-11*,2O-24--*(20-21-24-26*9

TECHUIQUE 

String or. Wel'y Bead Srne 
Oscillation W18h• ýer rls 
Single or Multiple Electrodes Single 

Single or Multiple Pass Multiple 

Travel Speed Manual 
Other 
BASE METALS 

Pipe XX Plate N/A Other 

Material Spec SA 182 

Type or Grade Type 304 

P.'No 8 tc P. No 8 

Thickness 1.312" 

Diameter 12.750" 

Other 12" Sch. 160 
e", **3/32", *I/8" C.E.

*1 ***

8L POSITION 
Position of Joint 6G 

Weld Progression Uphill 
(uphill or downhill)

PR-lEHA
PREHEAT 

Preheat Temperature 50OF 
Interpass Temperature 300OF Max.  

Other N/A 

GAS 

Comp. of Shielding Gas(es) Argon 99..951, 

)Flow Rate (CFFI) 20-30 CFH 

Comp* of Backing Gas(es) 99.957 
tn- R (cF14) 10-25 CFH

other CI, Bare Wire*; CE**,*** Other 

We certify that the data in this record is correct and that the test welds were 

prepared and welded in accordance with the requirements of Section III, Div.  

of the ASME Code, 1974 Code edition, Winter, 1975 Code addenda. 'Y ,/J 

Only Editorial changes were made 12/14/79.  

WITNESSED BY: Douglas N. Allen Q.A. Supervisor 9-23-76 

Name ----.- itle Date 

-rig. REVIEWED BY: G. L. Forehand /True Copy/ 9/5/78 
EB&C-Q.A. Date 

Orig. APPROVED BY: M. E. Reese /True Copy/ 9/6/78 

PPC] - SHNPP -Discip1ine Engr. M4tallurgy/Welding Dnte 

Orig. APPROVED BY: A. M. Lucas /True Copy/ 9/6/78 

"Oig APPROV ED-M Ao f vtPr Date

P /1-1 
Rev. "3 
5179



Exhibit 3 MP-01 

TENSILE TEST Page 2 of 2

SPECfIlN NO.  

TEN-I
TF�N..2

WIDTH 

.750

THICKNMESS 

.280

AREA 
. 2100

ULTIMATE 
TOTAL LOAD 

LB.  

17 qO I•

1 1 1 -� � I .2025 i�,vuu
. 750 .270

TEt .750

I 1

ULTIMATE CBru1ACTER OF 

UNIT STRESS FAILURE AND 

PSI LOCATION 

89,285 Break in Weld 

88,888 Break in Weld

GUIDED BEND TESTS

TOUGHNESS TEST

FILLET WELD TEST 

Result - Satisfactory N/A. Penetration into Base Metal N/A 

yes-no yes-no 

Type and character of Failure N/A Macro Results N/A 

Clock No. 241-82-6299 Stamp no. B-2

Welders name Billy R. Stidham Laboratory Test No.  

Test Conducted, by: Newport News Industrial Corp.  

We certify that Lhe data in this record are correct and that the test welds were 

prepared welded and tested In accordance with the revuirements of Section III, Div.  

and IX or the ASME Code,, 19_74 Code edition, 975 WinterCode addenda.  

REVIEWED BY: 6§A r
C- A Date 

APPRO I VDyE 
APPROVED BY

APPROVED

H P / 1.-1] 
Rev-• 3 

5/79

.2025 18,000

I



Enclosure 7 to Serial: HNP-99-069 
Page I of 3 

Matrix of Code Requirements vs. Missing Field Weld Records



Enclosure 7 to Serial: HNP-99-069 
Page 2 of 3

Code Section Code Requirement Deficiency Reconciliation 

Section III, ND-2150 Requires identification and Identification of weld material for For all accessible welds, material verification program will be 

Section III, ND-4122 control of.pressure-retaining field welds was contained on WDRs undertaken to assure that correct material was used. For 
materials which in most cases are no longer embedded SFP piping field welds, programmatic assurance is 

available. Likewise, records attesting provided in that the procurement specification for welding 
to pipe spool id cannot be located for materials during the time of construction (Site Specification 
all of the embedded pipe spools. No. 021)assured that all austenetic stainless steel welding 

material procured for Harris Plant construction was procured 
It is noted that numerous sections in to Section III requirements. Construction procedure MP-03, 
the Code pertain to base metal and "Welding Material Control" required that all filler material 
weld metal certification requirements. used for Code work at the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power 
(ND-2121, 2130 & 2410, 2432, Plant be purchased as specified by this procurement 
2433, 4125)). There is no indication specification.  
that CP&L did not conform to any of 
these requirements; rather, the Relative to embedded pipe spool id, in many cases this can be 
deficiency is taken to be one of verified with alternate documentation from QA records. In 
identification and traceability those cases where this cannot be accomplished, program and 

procedure requirements provide additional assurance.  

Section III, ND-4230 Requires that tack welds be WDRs used to verify fit-up and All accessible field welds have been re-inspected using Code 
removed or adequately prepared alignment are generally not available, criteria with no gross fit-up deficiencies identified. A 
for incorporation into the final significant portion of embedded welds will be subject to 
weld. Requires alignment of internal camera inspection which would identify issues with 
sections to be welded to specific fit-up and alignment.  
criteria. I I



Enclosure 7 to Serial: HNP-99-069 
Page 3 of 3 

Code Section Code Requirement Deficiency Reconciliation 

Section III, ND-4323 Requires that only those welding Lack of documentation prevents Processes and programs at the time assure that the welding 

processes and welders qualified in verification of adherence to qualified program was adhered to such that only qualified welders and 

accordance with Section IX be processes and use of qualified processes were used. Construction Procedures MP

used. welders. 01(Qualification of WPS) & MP-02 (Qualification of 
Welders) required that all welders and welding procedures 
used for Power Plant construction be appropriately qualified.  
Construction Procedure MP-07, "General Welding Procedure 
for Stainless Steel Weldments", provided additional specific 
technical requirements beyond those found in the WPS.  

In addition, records associated with QA/QC oversight are 
available and provide assurance that issues were identified 
and resolved in accordance with QA program requirements.  
Finally, in most cases QC review of satisfactorily completed 
field welds is attested to by signature in hydro test records.  

Section 1II, ND- Requires identification of joint by For embedded piping where WDRs Program and procedural requirements would have required 

4322.1 application of welder id symbol are not available, lack of accessibility that the welder id be stamped at the weldment and included on 
prevents verification of welder id the WDR (ref. Construction Procedure MP-05, "Stamping of 

Weldments") 

Section III, ND-4440 Requires examinations of welds in Lack of documentation attesting to All accessible Code field welds in scope of the Alternative 

accordance with ND-5000. For the satisfactory completion of Plan have been subject to visual examination, along with 

the welds in question, this would required NDE. Code required external NDE (LP / MT) using original Code 

have resulted in either MT (for acceptance criteria. In addition, a large percentage of 

CCW Piping) or LP (SFP Piping), embedded field welds will be subject to internal camera 

with acceptance standards per inspection using documented inspection procedures and 
ND-5300. qualified inspectors. This examination program augments 

programmatic and procedural measures existing at the time of 
construction to assure that the necessary level of quality 
exists.  

Section III, ND-4452 Requires that defects be removed Repair WDRs may not be available to Records review finds that many Repair WDRs are on file as a 

& 4453 and repaired areas be examined. document all inspection / repair result of QC oversight of the construction process. However, 
activities Repair WDRs which were identified "in process" may not be 

on hand. The same assurances which attest to the quality of 
completed field welds also apply to assure that defects were 
identified and removed per Code requirements.



Enclosure 8 to Serial: HNP-99-069 

Hydrotest Records for 
Embedded Spent Fuel Pool Cooling 

Piping and Field Welds
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QA-26 

Pp1o 

2/4/82 
CAPOLINA POWER & LICWIT C'MAlNv 

Rev. 2 CORFpORA7S QUALITY ASSURA14CE DEPARTMIEN'r 

HYDROSTATIC TEST RECORD 

(Procedure COC-22)f.i I

Uni N. 5. system •P ~ ~Turnover No. 7 /QO4 

Drawing No- 
LA Rev. ~j1 .Code Cla~s 

Test Boundaries FO~ 
c ~ 0 

Design Press. p si 1.,axi=Um Press. (ai loemcncn~ ~ pin 

Test Press. A p'si Mini.'num Time at Test Press. m.  

Hold Press. ~ . s 

Prepared By: 
P-S+ Veife By* 

I~eh.Di~c~-- at Meh /QC Specialist 

COM4PONEN TS____ 

!f./Fabricationl 
Veri.fied by: ae 

Ident No. Records Acce ted Open DDR~s/VCR'S (In~itials& dte 

2.Fr_- 
ESste C FllC Ci) poxt -ented 

3. teS ~t o e ~std is~nr~tdiplugged 
Sat-at 

4. SezraCg t be irscecef cvearnted sr~td Sat ~ sat.  

2: S(se. 5fl; )~Dted Calbrted3-

6. ltherm~mOs & n y'atC t Ots 6ru-L ra 

7. ~t ?:ce ir '/0i D t 
5ae: b Range 0 to



Q k-26 
2y4/82 
*R-ev. 2

Maxirn7.m press. applied q3 psi - Actual tire at test pres 3. - . -4

Post, test press. gauge recalibrati0o. verified: -- LL7=-K2
Initials cc Dacte 

,We~lds S~ignad off on isormetric dr.w;Wir:g ntas&Dt 

Test Inaspected By: 

ZQZ c- TS E C TOIý Da te 

*.s t V -itnessed By: 

Xuthoriz 1N Iclear- Inspect-or D 

Reviawed& Fetd 

M~ec . A/QC SPeals 

*Wijunessed ByI: 

Harris Startup Group 

atue discretionl of the Parris Start-up, Group

n
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QAý-26 5/8/s 

Rev. 1 

Unit No.  

Drawing No. -it

I

K
Page 1 of 2

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

HYDROSTATIC TEST RECORD 
(Procedure CQC-22) k4'0

System SPEAZ ri.4  
rr-'

Turno7er No. J/-Z7L// 
Code Class -3

isometric(s) , 

Test Boundaries `T H -r'j 7- 1 F - 5?- c/#ý) _/,OA

Design Press. /._I-, psi Maximum Press. (of lowest componeit) /9, psi

Test Press.  

Hold Press.  

Prepared By:

:?0' Z-L:2!

f psi Minimum Time at Test Press.

psi 7ls 7- •_:/",',

Mech. Discipline Ernineer
Date

Verified By:

"*Kch..I/QC Special:

COMPONENTS

Mfg./Fabrication Verified By: 

Ident. No. Records Accepted Open DDR's/NCR's (Initials & date) 

2- Q E 

Q • R-uj5 -

CE{ _-, •

I 1 " II q - -i

_______ I - ___________aI_______

________ L

_ _I_ i

PRE-TEST CHECK-OFF

1. Openings, except fill & vent points, plugged Sat.  

2. System filled; high points vented Sat.  

3. Items not to be tested disconnected/isolated Sat.  

4. Surfaces to be inspectSd clear & unogstructed Sat.  

5. Test medium temp. A F (minlimum 50 F) 
6. Thermometer/ ý jp No. 4 .$Date Calil 

7. Press. Gauge No's.z,.s- Date Calib. / Range 
-,,q,-.dcrzaDate Calib. :~ J Rance

i/ Unsat.
% Unsat.  
l Unsat.  
SUnsat.  
---- Unsat.

0 to 3ci0 
.• t.n% •• -

Smin.  

A..!

Zy-

COMPONENTS

U -j -ý 0 () A, UN"
•1 ww "

brated



/8 A3 1 

Weld Data 
Records Shown On Visual Leakage Ins .action 

Ident. No. Complete Isometric Intl's- Date f IRemb KS, 

-1 A, ,,,,

fr

Maximum press. applied /9_ psi - Actual time at test press. Z,,w min.

Post test press. gauge recalibration ve 

Welds signed off on isometric drawing:

, Initials & Date

tfnitials & Date'

Test Inspected By:

b- QA/QC INSPECTOR 

Test Witnessed By:

Authorized Nuclear Inspector

Date 

Date 

/Date

Reviewed & 

*Inspected

*Optional at the discretion of the Generation Services Start-Up Unit



QA-26 
Page of 704s 

5/8/81 CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMFANI7Y 

Rev. 1 CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMEPT 
HYDROSTATIC TEST RECORD 

(Procedure COC-22) LC-.J 
j)P-dq'j LF"A.  

Unit No. s System S'ma/-" j__!_ Turnover No.- _/0L 

Drawing NO--- --- •• Code Class 9 

Isometric(s) ..-7 r - de' U" 

Test Boundaries 7, t" -Lz>R-' iAa-rw-r'E: ,E7.sJ-5I ijo'z 

EXCI4AtIf)Ov LJiv30- IAr ">:~ý 'AAb ZýSFrL5q-i 

Design Press. /5 psi Maximum Press. (of lowest component) 3Z2?fPsi 

Test Press. /8 8 psi Minimum Time at Test Press. ._ m mmin.  

Hold Press. _17, psi rWA rEUl F______ 

Prepared By: Verified By: 

L-ech. Disciplin"Engineer Date Mech.-itA/QC Specialist DW 

COMPONENTS 

Mfg./Fabrication Verified BY: 

Ident. No. Records Accepted Open DDR's/NCR's (Initials & date) 

PRE-TEST CHECK-OFF 

1. Openings, except fill & vent points, plugged Sat. V Unsat. 
System filled; high points vented Sat. -- Unsat. 

3. Items not to be tested diSconlcted/isolated 
Sat Unsat.  

4. surfaces to be inspectd clear & nogs ted Sat. 'Unsat. 

5.Test medium temp. L-L F (minimum 5 
6. ThermomUt-r/PI'm'to No. rh....... -+-Date Calibrated /1/3 /6/I 

7. Press. Gauge No'Is.cttW.•j Date Calib. • Range o to 4 -0 

q.? €-,Jp*P Date Calib. , Range o to . ..



ep /e X1M v.O7

Ident. N4o.

Weld Data 
Records 
Complete

Shown On 
Isometric -Intl

Visual Leakage nspection 
's IDate i .. rarks

• A- P -- ---/-• --- - • -_ ...... y •- -• - I• • .,-' ,__. ...__ ,~~yc~~~- I-_____ 
___ __ __ AS-.__ ýl jr 1`7 

&P-~•~- /C _______ -Q-- '/)// ________

-- I---7� -Im��-1--- �jA' /.�VJ�L #�,
4 1 +-�-'�------"t�"--'-t - -

-- ___________I

Maximum press. applied lv/g3 psi - Actual time at test press. ,0 ,min.

post test press. gauge recalibration verified: ,A "2.' 1
"Initials & Date

Welds signed off on isometric drawing: 

Test Inspected By:

Ibitials & Date

QA(AC INSPECTOR 

Test Witnessed By:

Authorized Nuclear Inspector

Date 

Date

Reviewed & Accepted:

I

#Inspected & Accepted By:

-, //

62Jf
Aoecah,.QA1QC Specialist 

-9'7,I '"

7-7 Geffration Services /' Start-Up Unit

*Optional at the discretion of the Generation Services Start-Up Unit

O. o

N.

09

,-( f ..........

/'Y/•J2



5 
R

__________ .,-JI� e"LAO�,� ,�(A�Cr.  

/!Ot.)� es � s��)P�t 7Y¶ £3� 7L�'��-' � 
-. ��LL.L4� lAX.

Design Press. .L,... psi 'Maximum Press. (of lowest component) /99,2.apsi 

Test Press. g psi Minimum Time at Test Press. / min.  

Hold Press. • psi J 7ET -C D "a : A7, 

Prepared By: Verified By: 

-Mech. Discipline Enelieer Date Mk.nh.AA/QC Specialist 

COMPO.EN"7S 

Mfg./Fabrication Verified By: 

Ident. No. Records Accepted Open DDR's/NCR's (Initials & date) 

Y% - e5 S ',, 1

_________________ 
I

PRE-TEST

c - - \\\\

Rio C' 4 ~ -

V _ - - .

r_ - -

___________________________ 4 
A

CHECK-OFF

1. openings, except fill & vent points, plugged Sat. / Unsat.  

2. System filled; high points vented Sat.. Unsat.

3. Items not to be tested disClcfected/isolated Sat. Unsat. 

Surfaces to be inspected clear & unogstructed Sat. Ursat.  
5. Test medium temp. _O0 F (minimum 50 F) S. Thesmometer/Piu t. Cemp 31", Date Calibrated /L- L

7.- Press. Gauge No'js.c4LL-5- Date Calib. j,-.~ Pange 0 -to Li 

o.AI.I'4dOBDate Calib. ,-,-*7-0/RanAt en to Ld

A-26 Paf 1 of 7'V 
t8/ 1• CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMANY 
ev. 1 CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

HYDROSTATIC TEST RECORD 
(Procedure COC-22) 

Unit No. • System !'g_ ," Turnover No. / 

Drawing No. ' _ ,-_,, Code Class __ 

Isome tric (s) E••]-/5• J,.• 

Test Boundaries 9 g 4 e•.--S

D 7Ie -

ýXCjUT>/A)CV 

J2,1A)G

")•' WA',

VMý "-I R-0 %

_Mk5 -

% Lk - - "At .-

1ý1% 4
A
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Rev. 1

Weld Dat 
Records 

Ident, No. Complete 

.S -s .g -W .

,,l

a
shown on 
IsometricI

Visual Leakage Ii 2 ection 

Intl' j~at R(.rks

(;2�

'-v,'.?,1 

/2/pIP,'

'.V:/ý

4!

Maximum press. applied Lp. - Actual time at test press. ./I min.  

- 4~v verified-
Post test press. gauge z-.,-..  

Welds signed off on isometric drawing:

V ITnta -& Date

Test Inspected By: 

QA/QC INSPECTOR

Test Witnessed By: 

Reviewed & Accepti 

*lnspected & Acce

Authorized Nuclear inspector Date 

ed :-- ,[ 

-/. QA/QC Specialist 'Date 

pied by: vce 

tini" Sbrvic/

*Optional at the discretion of the Generation Services Start-Up Unit

)

•a

:= i mi 
I • 

.1

A!ý1PZ2L

-- "'Initials & Date
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.w.it
~/4/82 CAROLINIA POVER & LIGH-T COMPWANY 

tev. 2 ~~CORPORATE QUALI!Y ASSURANICE DEARhDl 
HYDROSTA :TIC TEST RECORDD 

(procedure CQC-22) 

Unit N'o. System f-77 A. Turnover No. W-7/0 ~~ 

DraingNo ~ ~ ~- Rev. Code Class .' 

Test Boundaries fraA- fI Si-,&A 7'''- XL 

Design Press. 2s Psi XLcn~Prn-ss. (o:' lo-west comnponient) /j~ Psi 

Aet rss psi -Minimum Time at Test Press. min.  

Hold Press. PS - psi //baq PAZ' 

Prepared By: 4SIS FCP-P-Z:S4 Verified By: 

ec.DisclaplirA0-.nsineer Date ecSeils. iat

cot T-ONENT S 

Mfg./Fabricatiofl IVerilied By: 
Ident. No. Records Accepted Open DDR's/NCP.'s (Initials &date) 

16- 5'- /0 

7~7ý __ _-_ _

MCOWRPO ~TED O 

___FRI

. I

I i-

tE:S~T CIFECK(-OFF

Ozeri-gs, except fill & ven-t 11.ts plge a sat. 
Svste filed; hi~z POilnts ventedSa 

ttezs n*ot to be tested d4-C2W49Ct~d/isOlzted Sat'ýst 

Surfacez to be inspected clear & unctstructed 
Sat st 

:-st Mr3:d±um tenp. -5--C F mnu OF~ 
7herzne terPrZ~r KO(A'L 4 e~b Date Calibrated 3 

?:-ez:. LGzu-j No 3 q~~ Calib.jg~ale Q

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.

I

n



1.. -:,ý-: 11 - ';..:c': 

cev. 26

Weld Data V j aLeakage 11 .......  

Records ShQowf On R:,Zx 
_Iscmetrlc 

Lntlls Date____

veri f ied : '0 i~ & D t 

rost test Press. gajge recalitration

Uleld .ined 0rof j~oetri c ~~ dr7niti 
a2s K Dae

Test Inspected BY: 

.Test ~It;nessed BY 

RevAew4 &Accep

pate 

Authorize~ Nuiclear InsPe~tor 

lia7iSStartl..P Gr30?

) 

7

a

"0 ,:, .ý.p 0.  
cr tte ria-rrir, Sq,



. zff: p 

Sr .. N.___ 

4 , 0 . V.VA- ,.C s.-C 

T O I a" Z"

-,. i c

C.

Wi

C.-

Lift
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'4 !c / :,, 3

CAROLINA POWER AND) 1,THT C'JMPANY 
SiW:AlON HARRIS NU::I.LAR FOW1LR PLAINT 

.IlYDR-O i TFO10 

(Nuclear Safety Related) ASME Section, III

Description of Pipe t.3 be Tested: /6/ 

System: S c/ -

iso No.: Z g- -- F- I ,� 
-3�,jp.F-

fl -JO

C P r:. o

,41±71 '-- -LrS :

Bounidaries:,S ~ , ~~r''

Drawing N~o. :' -3ý /A-'A -1 C.1s .3.

Design Pressure: /E ps ig, Pressure to be h1elt! 10 min.: p Si g 

Pressure to be held during inspection: psip' 

,:.aximuml permisbib le pressure: pig 

FfDINFORMATVnir)h~ 1__v 

1. %li :,itms .n pa~ragraph 4.2 of TP-3U c,.;) *%tvki. h ]2 

-. Visu4.-. inspection of piping completed. / Z'1 //~7~ 

All iteMS L11 paragraph 4.5 of TP'-30 co* ipleLed. A -A

Hyvdro .nceeptea by: - ;- :-L' 41-,I - t- W --- _.  
icngiileering and Constru,.:tion (,A Inspector

Startup Unit Representative 

*To be complered if witnessed (optional).

IJ it: / C

INCORPORATED ON 

N-5 4

DO L

iiaLL:

C7,-* -7 -Cl-



CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWEk PLN.rT 

QA HYDROSTATIC INSPECT?'ýN FORM

DD Z-- F <V"; .

LINE NO.!'•"F-.I"+ SA-Z'3 

ISO NO. '2- SF-I• 

SPOOL PIECEVALVE TAG AND/OR EQUIPMENT NO'S.: F3-2 3(,,- 2  1 -4,-r. SF- I 

F3.34•.SF. 1-3 

Water Tanp: +" Thermometer No.: 6 R'Ž c4 '3141 

-5 No.7 ,- 4 Calibrati .n Date: I '? 

,•ge recalibrated after hydro and found satisfactorY Y: :YO 

"-- 
I "d. S• "'-S I - • 

0el d No.Is inspected: 2 z j -Fuj-W4 , .- - =Ld. S,J -25-'I-JAI 

Q0k Inspectora

i 

1 • °



CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT 
SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR PIWER PLANT 

QA HY:ROSTATIC !NSPECTION FORM

A�e �O�3 

/d'i'2 
L� .L�. �

LINE NO.: 3$5Fi2.-i"71 243 -21 4 

ISO NO.: .Z - SF- ,£.-w, / 

SPOOL PIECE,VALVE TAG AND/OR EQUIPMENT NOS.: f." - -s'-,- ' - ;-L;••-2 -Z Z-, -L: 
fa 3-2.r 2 -- SF-- i-1 

Water Temp: .-S- Thermometer No.: C'/ 

Gage No.: Calibration Date: ,-5'-7 / 

elmge recalibrated after hydro and found satisfactory: YES NO 

Weld No.Is inspected: .5u,-2 -*F-t- F-, 2-SF-i-Fp,-s SF F-.- ,Z 
-

) 
--

Comments : Mb9,0 600 S.h% A-TT•FA-c.Toki 

• T" . ; - .",. . . .

•ha f eQA Inspector

4-'



Enclosure 9 to Serial: HNP-99-069 

Representative Quality Assurance Audits 
of the Site Construction Program
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Carolina Power & Light Company 

Company Corremsa•0ý' ,nco 

FILE: QAA/170-4 V/ August 14, 1980 

KEiORAINDUM TO: Mr. S. D. Smith 

FROM: S. Mc1ýanus 

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Audit of ASME Quality 
Assurance at SHNPP Construction Site 

It is currently planned to conduct a quality assurance audit of ASME Qualiti 
Assurance at SHNPP Construction Site on September 15-19, 1980. This audit 
will be conducted in accordance with Quality Assurance Audit Procedure QAAP-.I, 
"Procedure for Corporate and ASME QA Audits." The attached audit agenda/plan 
defines the scope and primary areas of the audit. The Lead Auditor will be 
Mr. A. E. Hall.  

The Manaler -. Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance should regard this 
memorandum and attached audit agenda/plan as official notification of the 
audit. ASRE quality assurance requirements which were adequately audited 
during the audit QAA/81-14 will not be audited during this visit to SHNPP.  

If there are any questions concerning this audit, please contact me.  

LWB/pbW9 -

Attachx, " -. •" -.  

cc: •,r. t Zi.l (lr/at.) 
mr. . V .14ilani (V/,tt.) 
Mr. A. B. Cutter (w/att.) 
Mr. G. L. Forehand (w/att.) 
Mr. R. M. Parsons (w/att.) 
HRZ. T. H. Wyllie (w/att.)



AUDIT AGENDA/PLAN

Activity: ., AaeWnnce Audit of ASME Quality Assurance at 

ZY Ccewtriction Site

Audit Schedule Date: September 15-19, 1980

Auditors: A. E. }{all - Lead Auditor 
L. W. Bissette 
F. W. Taylor 
I. A. Johnson

CPaL ASME QA Manual 
ASME Code 
SMEPP PSAR

Applicable Documents: (1) 
(2) 
(3)

Agenda: 1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.0 
3.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0 
14.0 
15.0 
16.0

E&C QA Construction Site Manual of Procedures 
SHuPP Construction Procedures 
SHNPP Specifications

Preaudit Meeting (7:30 a.m., 9/15/80) 
Training.and Qualification 
Design Control - ASME Items 
Procurement Control - ASME Items 

Docimnt Control - ASME Items 
Receiving Inspection - ASME Items 

Handling - Cleaning and Storage - ASME Items 

Hydrostatic Tests 
Welding Material Control 
Construction Welding 
Inspection and Tests 
Nondestructive Examination 
Inspection and Test Equipment Control 

Code Data Reports and Nameplate Stamping 
Housekeeping 
Postaudit Meeting

Audit Report go.: QW170-4 

QAA Pro= ,- ,.

Requirements: (1) 
(2) 
(3)

I 
!,

k"
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Carolina Power & Light Company 

Comp~tnv [orresponchince October 2, 1980 

FIL•E: QAA/170-4 

VMOIŽ\DUM essrs. Sherwood H. Smith, Jr.  

"E. E. Utley 

K" .?oV, rs. McManus 

SUBJECT: ASME Quality Assurance Audit of 
SHNPP Construction 

During the period September 15-18, 22, 1980, a Corporate Quality Assurance 

Program Audit was conducted at the SIMPP Construction Site. This was conducted 

by Messrs. A. E. Pall (Lead Auditor), L. W. Bissette, I. A. Johnson, and F. W.  

Taylor of the Corporate Nuclear Safety & Quality Assurance Audit Section. The 

purpose of this audit was to evaluate the SHNPP ASME Quality Assurance Program 

and to verify compliance with the implementing procedures.  

The attached audit report summarizes the results of the audit. The completed 

checklist, which was used as a guide in conducting this audit, is maintained 

in the CNS&QAA Section files.  

As required by Audit Procedure QAAP-l, it is the responsibility of the Manager 

Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance to review and investigate the 

audit findings; to determine and schedule appropriate corrective action, 

including action to prevent recurrence; and to respond in writing within 

thirty days after receipt of this report, giving results of the review and 

investigation and describing corrective action taken to resolve the findings 

identified in this report. In addition, provide nse as requested for 

Concerns Numbers 5 and 6.4 

L'B / nahTC/tcm 

Attachment 72L 

cc: e-s-srs. E. R. Banks (wla) P. W. Howe (wla) 

H. J. Chiangi (wia) R. L. Mayton, Jr. (w/a) 

A. B. Cutter (w/a) M. A. McDuffie (w/a) 

T. S. ElIeman (w/a) R. M. Parsons (w/a) 

C. L. Forehand (w/a) S. D. Smith (w/a) 

J. C. Ham-ond (Wia) T. H. Wyllie (w/a) 

"T0: :t. S. Mcyanus 

A. Jones 

at' csched audit report, 01,A/170-4, hao been rcviewL-d and is returned for 

placcncnL in the CNS&QAA file& with the f lowing comments.  

9905050218 990430 
PDR ADOCK 05000400 

PDR 
7.. -7.7- -. 

-CI 

- -..* . . . . ._



AUDIT REPORT 

Acrivity Audited: SHP7.P ASýE Construction 

"Au!it PRepolt No.: Qý.X/170-4 Date: September 15-18 & 22, 1980 

Auditors: A. E. Hall - Lead Auditor 
L. W. Bissette 
I- A. Johnson 

F. W. Taylor 

Persons Contacted: 

"*" R. M. Parsons, Site Manager 
"*" A. M. Lucas, Senior Resident Engin.eer 

* S. ILinnant, Resident Engineer - Electrical 

* E. E. Willett, Principal Engineer - Mechanical 

R P. Hanford, Principal Engineer - Welding 

"*" G. L. Forehand, Principal QA Specialist 

* P. W. Howe, Vice President - Technical Services Department 

* N. J. Chiangi: Manager - Engineering & Construction QA Section 

"*" W. D. Goodman, Daniels Project Manager 

R. H. McMillan. Daniels Assistant to Construction Manager 

"*" G. M. Simpson, Principal Construction Inspection Specialist 

V. Safarian, Welding Senior QA Specialist 

D. C. Whitehead, Receiving Senior QA Specialist 

.* F. Shaikh, Project Engineer - Welding 

Rl. Patterson, Construction Engineer 

T. Harrington, Dircttor of Purchasing 

* J. S. Clements, Document Control Supervisor 

L. Denson, Materials Supervisor 

"* C. Osman, Project QA Specialist 

"* T. Lee, Senior QA Records Specialist 

G. White, Senior Engineer 

E. Harris, Project Engineer 

"*" L. Liles, Technical Assistant II 

R. Jones, General Foreman 

J. Bradford, Pipe Fitter Foreman 

G. Thompson, Construction Inspection Specialist 

G. Daniels, (A Technician I 

- ?..te -''c2 ?ontaudit Mieeting 

, ,ttCfnCCC ?reaudit Meeting 
" . dc" ?reaudit and Postaudit Meetings 

-K-



":'',1£: i ," ,vd~t :':': co•,h' •.•' ; Wi• C•- rdance. w! •th CP&L'. Cpiaii[ty A-,5.u ra w. , u, ! Audit .- •f.  

S.... .. .
,, .4 .. , 

r r. .. .. . 0:. " r.. . . , " f-- Co r po ra te - and A T *'• Q A A ud i ts ., " 

:,,r••. o-tlSau]di't k•aý to, review and evaluate sclucted portions, of thl:,--w 

':- -l- , ite Q!- Program/rrocedures, and verify sit<- copiance 

S•rc~d:r j. reas/activities audited includ•-: (I ) Tra~ining.  

,:1 t.'th. Qa".fIcation;i=pe'•~n (2) Design Control: (3 rocurement'Contro!; (4) D~ocument _ 

-iz,-rol; i5 ?evn_ Inspection; (6) Handling - Cleaning and Storage; -..  

ý7.- oi,,rosLZaicL Te-sts; (8) Welding Material. Control; (9) Construction-.  

Wiin;(10) Inspection and Tests; (11) Nondestructive Examination;.  

(12) inspection and Test Equipment Control; (13) Code Data Reports and"i -leate Staping" 'd4) Housekeeping During Construction Phasu. L " 

'ithin these areas the audit consisted of discussions with personnel, 

eoxLn.nation of records and procedure/, audit team walk-through housekeeping .  

inspection of construction site, and witness of work in progress.

2 Within the scope of this aidit, the ASME Quality Assurance Progrmm was 

considered to be adequate. Two of the seven findings identified in this 

report are related to the ASME Program, and one of the nine concerns is 

related to the ASME Program. The remaining findings and concerns are 

against gcneral construction activities.  

The inspection tour of storage and construction areas for compliance with 

the housekeeping requirements of ANSI-N45.2.3 indicated the storage areas 

to be relatively clean except for one smaller building having a rather 

dirty floor. The construction areas continued to have wrapping materials 

in numerous locations and the fabrication shops contained a variety of 

trash including safety cans filled with flammable material. The electrical 

storage sheds had heavy equipment, and materials stored overhead in an 

unsafe manner.  

A. was reported in Audit QAA/170-3, there were no findings reported; 

therefore, no corrective actions were required to be verified in this 

audit.  

Persoonel contactedi during this audit were cooperative and found to be 

knowledgeable in their areas of responsibility.  

Find-ngs 2nd Corrective Action:

5r[. the audit -.hr! following items were identified as nonconforming findings.  

"T'.,, itcrao will require corrective action and formal response.  

. . . -, Ouaiificotiof

'-,075 Edition), Paragraph 8.5.2.c, specifies that for the practical 

'-1'" -Acrtructi± e examination peroonnel qualifications), ten different 

" ............ ,-'.. understanding of test variables and procedural requirements 

S .�d--:- :in tho practical examinaticn. In addition, Paragraph 9.6...f 

:h!,h'.nctical eramination should describe the practical test object.

-- - .-.. - -.-.-...--.-- �.  '.4 SA,-. **.  

- � %-f � 
S * . - --. S 0-' 

---. 4 �, 

* *':..* *��' --2 

* 4 "-4'Y'

V..-

r 

.r 

t.% 

L ..  

V..  

>4.. ...



Z.. ..  

Th. _ 1u1iýication records for Nnorman C. We,,stgage, RT Level II (Daniel) practical 

.. naon record did not include ten checkpoints as required and did not describe 

theý r,_.t object that was tested. These record nonconformances existed when the 

"' "•DE L•-vel iiI -xaminer reviewed the record and certified this individual as 

.f .-~vel Ii en 8/3/80. The auditors determined the record files for five other 

..•vc1 71 personnei did meet the requirements of ASNT-TC-lA.  

Acknocwe•-,ecnt and ResDonse: 

The >ýra;er - Engineering & Conscruction QA stated Daniels (Greenville Office) will 

be contacted and requested to forward missing documents which are on file.  

Item 2: Procurement Control 

Recuirement: 

Site QA Procedure CQA-24, Rev. 0 (7/7/80) Procurement Control, Paragraph 7.1 requires 

when a vendor is disqualified/removed from Approved Suppliers List, an evaluation 

will be performed by the cognizant QA Specialist. The evaluation shall be documented 

and shall indicate if the disqualification affects orders in fabrication and any 

orders previously received on site.  

Nonconformance: 

The auditor determined this requirement of the Site QA Procedure was not being 

implemented by Site QA.  

Acknowled-ement and Response: 

T•he Site Principal QA Specialist implemented corrective action for the vendors 

removed from the Approved Suppliers List in the last six months and gave the 

auditor written action to prevent recurrence of this nonconformance in the future.  

This action was reviewed by the auditor during this audit and is closed in this 

audit report. Further response is not required.  

Item 3: Document Control 
Requirement: 

ASYE. Code Section 1II, NA-4133.6 Document Control, requires '"measures that shall 

assure that docuzients, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy..." 

N'cncon f oar.:nce: 

,:1.- .:uJjtor determined that a portion of the text of Paragraph 1.3, 10CFR21 requirements, 

S7.-cificatioD 036, Revisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 which was in the original issue 

-:f ' eh crcc'_:nt, was inadvertently deleted in Revisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 due to 

yVi.• c:-rrnr%. This discrepancy went undetected throughout the CP&L Site construction 

2.. a:.n.... o" This document was a requirement on eight out of seventeen 

,. e-'crs for ASME Code items reviewed by the auditor.  

-. -, I . : , .. ' .- ,% : . .,..  

S. .. o . . . ... •,.-,, .- •• • 
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*• C -J - ""f,' 'onse: 

.eZ.2is ýO ';Ssue a men.o ra.ndum to all sit(! persoriwcl re-zoonsihle withI c~ct:.•.:, is•a nd revis-on• This memio iLs to bring this nonconformance to sire ..

. -attn lcn and their res ponsibilities as to how to review a procedure/revision.  

ire: •:Peclvi': nsp ection 
; -~.:t...t iP!2 "n e.i..n cŽoi obigLiinocnomnet : 

.. cu•ur: W ,"Control of Materials and Equipment That Iay Be Harmful To Stainless 

:eel, reauires materials that are purchased for a function that will require them 
to ca•:.c in contact with stainless steel shall not contain more than 1000 PPM leachable 
halogenated cocpotnds (including chlorides). A certificate of compliance to the 
a'.ove .:-ust be Lrovlded by the supplier or sampled and tested upon receipt of the 
material...  

Nonconf or.-cnce: 

T.aeri: are no suopliers' certification or sample test results on halogen content for 

ti:e acetone being used or. the site for cleaning purposes.  

Ackncr:ledg.ement and Response: 

The Senior Resident Engineer stated this item would be reviewed with Engineering 
.and corrective action response would be forwarded.  

Item 5: L'.ceiving Inspection 
Recluirenents : : • 

Warehouse storage procedure PGD-002, "Material Maintenance Requirements During 
Storage for Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant," requires polyethylene used in 
contact with safety related, seismic 1, or stainless steel equipment not to be in.  
excess of 55 PPM for iotal leachable halogens in pigmented sheeting. Procedure WP-12, 
"Control of Materiala and Equipment That May Be Harmful To Stainless Steel," requires 
that materials that are purchased for a function that will require them to come in 
ccntact with stainless steel shall not contain more than 1000 PPM halogenated 
compounds which are leachable. IrPPED MYemorandn 801022, dated 5/22/80 from L. I.  
ioflin to T. H. Wyrllie, indicates that protective covers must not exceed 1000 PPM 

for total halogen and sulfur, and 200 PPM for leachable halogen.  

",:Cncor.reorance: 

'he 'arc r.'tar7-1n.-'inyl received 6/4/80 has manufacturer's certification which 
1: •t :' -i, l-.'ichable halogenated compounds including chlorides are less than 

..... i mpterial is being used to cover safety related and stainless steel 
• .. �: : -v ven though there is a conflict between the three documents prescribing 

;.. -".-:, :; i',-• 1 l mits. , .  

. , ;-,nt and ResDonse: 

, -. c%. or n.e-:ident Engineer stated this item would be followed up with Engineering, -T 
th'.', wculd respond with corrective action.  

t.-- R::: 

S.... ... - -.-.-

..-. - � -



itu::: : V:!din:' Mzt-:r..l Control 
},e' U re!L.,Ilts: 

!'r..;2dure ýM-03, Revision 9, dated September 5, 1980, Paragraphs 3.1.1 and 3.12 

r-qjuirý the *''elding Issue Room Attendant to daily check the welding rod holding 
ovens :-tnd to randomly check the welding rod heated portable caddies for their r i 
prr.,t-!r oper2tion at the specified temperatures. The procedure requires the above 

ch-ucks to be recorded on Exhibit 2, Revision 6, dated August 1980.  

Nonconf or.nmice: 

Tho records examined showed that Revision 4, not Revision 6, of Exhibit 2 has been 

-•used to record the daily checks of oven temperatures in all three issue rooms to 

datc. Revision 4 of Exhibit 2 did not have a format that provided a designated 
-pace for the data results of checking the heated portable caddies. There have 

been no records nade of the issue room attendant's checking of the heated portable 

caddies since September 5, 1980 when the new requirement became effective.  

levz'ion 6 of Procedure %.P-O3, which was issued December 7, 1979, revised Exhibit 2 
which .made it Revision 5. There is no record of Revision 5 of Exhibit 2 having 
been used for recording oven temperatures by the issue room attendants since that 
date.  

Acknowled-ement and ResPonse: 

The Senior Resident Engineer stated that the removal of Revision 4 of Exhibit 2 
fro- the welding issue rooms has been accomplished and Revision 6 of Exhibit 2 is 

now required to be used for the recording of data on the ovens and portable caddies.  

Item. 7: Nondestructive Examination 
Requirements: 

For welding repairs to Code Class 3 base material, the CP&L ASME QA Manual requires 

the QA Welding inspector to prepare a sketch of the repaired area as required by 

thc Ccdp shou-ing location and size of the prepared cavity, the welding material 
identifications, the welding procedure, ard a report of the results of examinations.  

Fot weld repairs requiring radiography, AS'E Code Section III, Paragraph ND-2539 
reqLires a .;ketch showing locatiod." and size of the prepared cavity.  

Non.c on f ormance: 

.fc.-o p A f...d as SW-2R1, Drawing 4-SW-812165 was reviewed during this 
rotr c' th-h Radiographic Examination Report indicated the area examined 

tc tt. z. ;in.± t:'.ll renair. The sketch of the repaired area and the repair weld data 

r--.-t c'','d not b'e located during the audit. Only the film and the request for 

r"- a wcrc available for review.  

Ack:n ,-:>.:m.'.t cnd Pesponse: 

,: -•...E: - £n~incering & Construction QA stated work on the pipe spool modifica

tu--ý nTIC y,.t conpletc. Although the actual base material repair was completed, 
thu ,r.ir.,i ~'p(rwork was not yet submitted for incorporation in the final package.  

:: .. . .; .r --.• -..-- '':•',w ,,•- . ;• .,. • •
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- +o , ie. were identified a. concerns during the audit. A written 

re++ponu5 to Concern-; \Nnbers 5 and 6 is required, since these two concerns are 

1otucttir! 11onconforlniiig conditions. This response shall outline the results of 

:h.-- tecnnical evaluation of these two concerns. It is recommended the balance , 

of these concerns be investigated and evaluated to determine what actions are 

u:t~a.-rs ' to prevent them from becoming unsatisfactory conditions.  

Concern 1: 

Si te Frocedure AP-X1-01., Paragraph 4.1.2.3 requires a document list showing all 

attachmients to the purchase requisition. At present, the requisition lists the 

documents attached or. the requisition itself. The auditors are concerned that 

the text of Paragraph 4.1.2.3 as worded does not reflect the actual practice.  

Concern 2: 

The auditors are concerned the Warehouse Unit Procurement Document files do not 

contain all the P.O. change orders/supplements, such as P.O.(s) 11-27369; and 

Ebasco P.O.(s) 435018 and 435092.  

Concern 3: 

Site Procedure AP-VII-0
6 , Housekeeping, Paragraph 3.5 requires that housekeeping 

in Document Control meet requirements of Site Procedure AP-IX-02, "Document 

Control and Distributioc." The auditors are concerned that this text wording is 

an error. It is assumed that the intent is to control and distribute house

keeping records per Procedure AP-LX-02.  

Concern 
4 : 

Westinghouse letter, dated 9/3/80 to E. Felton, stated stroking and greasing of 

motor operated valves should be discontinued. This maintenance of Ebasco purchased 

motor operated valves was also discontinued.  

It is of concern that the personnel responsible for this maintenance had not 

received documented instructions to discontinue this activity on the Ebasco 

purchased valves.  

Concern 5: 

;;P'D "~ 79462, dated 3/12/79, indicates that for duct tape that Westinghouse 

-.... �,'.• o-•_oride content of tape not to exceed 15 PPM. NPPED recommends that 

'c .. p. purchased with actual chloride content of 20.9 PPM be used. NPPED 

- '~ •&01022. dated 5/29/80, states higher halogen content can be used if • 
to,- ,:ai• ~- ..... u of equipment). Procedurec4P4•--i •-'1 

"r"eiduc is removed prior to starup (heating up o 

+, r.n-.be 3 is in review and approval cycle; this revision will require 

"tz--e rei-:-e to be removed prior to operation heat-up.  

oi rnce•n that stainless steel pipe that has been embedded may not have 

-- ,n,+duc rexoved in areas that are covered over u-ith concrete.  

'7hu Senior Resident Engineer states that pipe embedded in concrete will not 

reaah temperatures high enough to cause damage from halogens.  

ý, sm ' 

* .. ~ • .,* - . , ., * - .*,i : ' : . . - . . " . . • ' -. 
- _. +. . ' 
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Lnrl:-unL sprv: pipin; and rpenL fuel piping wa!; inspected according to Proce- . k 
,)C-0, "Cl:'-C.l'.troi of Fluid Svste(_! and Components, and released on 

!tionl ?Rlet.',-" becaue thc external surface. of the pipe had nOL been cleaned 

cort.lanc-' :i h Irocedure IZ2-113, "Cleaning & Cleanliness MainLenance of ASME 

o'n I1 ?pl"'i; Systems." 

of concern that Procedure WP-I!3 was inadequate by not containing requir~ents 

.:ýernal pipe cleaning, and spent fuel piping is embedded in concrete and 

t be cleaned.  

cnior Pesident E=nineer stated this item would be evaluated.  

rn 7: 

eview of radiographs for weld FW-5 in line 2SI14-253-SAI, drawing ISIl/2165-G-151 

osad only three penetrameters. They are located in the two upper quadrants 

* the dividing line between the two lower quadrants. Paragraph 9.5.4.3, 

101, Revision 3, requires four penetrameters, one in each quadrant. The 
:or is concerned that Procedure N'DEP-101 is not in compliance with the ASME 

Section V, which requires three penetrameters be used.  

rn 8: 

ype of dye penetrant identified on a total of 10 Liquid Penetrant Reports was 

F1S. NDM-20!, Revision 2, Paragraph 6.4.a requires Magnaflux Type SKL-HF/S.  

uditor verified by contacting the area Magnaflux representative that no penetrant 

if ied as SKI was manufactured by Magnaflux. Since several inspectors were 

ved with preparation of these reports, the auditor is concerned that in some 

the type of penetrant used is apparently not being verified to be the type 

red.  

rn 9: 

dure CQA-22. Paragraph 6.1 requires the QA Inspector to monitor the activities 

e weld material issue rooms for compliance with Procedures MP-0I, MP-02, and 

one of the items to be checked is the Qualified Welders List. It is of 

.rn that the Checklist, Exhibit 1, completed September 16, 1980, shows the 

;fed Welders List to be dated 9/19/80 which is not the date of issue of the 

that wae in effect at that time. The issue date of the list, which was shown 

vision 1, .'i-.S 9110/80. It is also of concern that the checklist did not show 

the2 insp:!ctor had noted thst Revision 1 was bei used by the weld material 

, --7
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31___________ QU. AALITY ASSURANCE AUDII cHErcK LIST ______ c:.: 

AkM Adit iit SjENPF Const ruct ion 'Site 

.~ ~ A. . hil.AUD~oRS~)L. W. Bissette 1 . A. J(,hnson F. 'W. d.  

CauRAcrERISTICS __ 0'UN 

1.0 The i~e.t ito wa tended by ~- -wi 

1. PejdtMeeting (7:30 a.m., 9-1580 repo rt . t!e areas schL-'bIuk-,l t, hi'.. 0Oriy 

the audit vere identified. T.c ~o' e;~~IiJtCi 

as well1 as the site personnel .e7Ime'n:'n I~ t set~I1IMe 

IIt was apgrced to conduc t a dr! iL h- t r i t-f I it: of (-iI ha sfv

- -- ~TTJt es at 3:45 PM between ti7Q .'sdi io U esIIsun.ý' 

&*ment personnel. to__discuss n(I IC 011ox Io r ;!It, s- , (,n5-r n ino (I.  

~' t~ j .0 Training adQualification sCrC~5 1 otaudit m~eeting. -.;t I-tt]' ' s!ss~ 

r Sepembe 18, 198(0, In the n I t t,! jiiuTi.  

2.1 ~Nondestructive Examination Personnel - --- ---- .  

Quas.lifications - verify by review .. 1 -Ys eild by rvc:o IFqs ss~nrcr 17 

of records the following: pic~v il. ond for- six U .vlIT-~(~I-s 
. -~ -- personiel I --- - .

~~ I .1.I Per'.;ornel performing tIDE opa 1) e r a. .. t- 
-- 

lo s 

~f~j.s9 ~JIua~ve c-ar-ent visual examinatictis to 

meet Jaeger Number 1. ~--..-



R.PORT 

NO. QAA/179-4 

CHARACTERISTICS COMHEN'S 

2.1.2 Yes, verified by review of IF:FE r,-,ot,", it: '.l.1; insc'.rr 

• ~', Z.-1.2 te hau Kcords on file for NDE per- the following nonconformanc w,;',i•,'.'vu,.,. : _______ 

sonuel which meet the qualification employee, N.C. Westgate's record fiI,. for P.V:Hio,•raphIc 

requirements of SNT-TC-1A-1975. Examination (RT) Level 11, contained an incv.--ete procti'a
examination record. This practical camnlation does not 

meet the requirements o'f par 

of ASNT-TC-1A, (1975 Edition). 'lhc !ractical examination 

2.1.3 The certification of Level I11 NDE does not include tcn chec|,points that are related to the 

personnel has been by examination for candidates proficiency or understand ni, of test require

technical competence as required by ments. Nor, did this record describe Lhe testjpiece 

ASHE Code NB-5521. that was tested. In addition, this mirihni, data was 

ili not discovered. CP&L's Level [II for PT and this Level Ili 

RT examiner certified this Daaniel emplovye for R' L.evel 1I 

on August 8, 1980. Th6 auditor verified th,11 Ia-I1 

2.2 Does CP&L have personnel records which employee has not performed any 11'l.-,at!se o s.till i'_lw

support implementation of Procedure in the site orientation program. "h{: it,'2.::,' 

TP-25 in document control? is listed in the audit report as FindingIte .  

2.1.3 Yes, verified h-. review of NDE qunllfcjatioti r ,ord T-h ..  
for two Level III CP&t..[ucrso~iie! , C. Osm~in i.,J E. BeLg.  

2.3 Does CP&L have personnel records which 

support implementation of Frocedure 2.2 Yes, verified I-v i,.view of tralnui, re ord'. 11or Frocednr..  

HP-11 in QA records system? TP-25 in doctirrent ut Ko]. [lit- I,•ol],w ,r1 ' ::.'. t Is for 

null t fol 1 ow-ul on Inturc t lr ital , 2 ri t uc1 r new ,,lnl;A I. cect; 

orhentat ron, dif1 t i |OI tlff 1,.1 t t :tvu .. in ln fro:i Ki,'w(. d 

_____thle c>:act reviso fdc'1't11 .a vj*cd.-

'0 2.3 Yes, verified_!_ review of M"u-] I I KuiO,,n rllital"'. O' 

.U <0 Desl n g~nontrol (AP-IX-15) th. distcifl e %4 weldinget~r.cr In i[ ,"e , thc'- -- ) ....  

records I n document conIt rol S3.1 

Review the DCN Implementation Log, 
__ 

verify it is being maintained. 3.1 This lot was reviewed; it !;it:; th, PC w',,ni,3. n :- iII-iii7 .  

jr are closed out. _- - - -.. .. .... .... .. ..  

if, 3. I . 1 Sle ted fo] lowing PCN. f rei K7' - . .  

A.1 Select DCN's from the ImplementaLion l.oP 973/80 per DCN. DCN had be.n: . .  

and verify if log and DCN agree' 011 530-197 open. DCN was still atT', .* lT-,.•,, --

* I ipeettostt.,l'N had been closed and l a( s r,'0•I..  

,',, listed on open NCN Report- S.'.c . i 

i .... *' im-lemented--/-2-80 per DCNy I)/.T ' -u y -_-'

"#':., ,. ' o ... ..  

i, 
"," '7 7.... . ... • •' -',7• •• -': ... e "' • of"• " ="-.- ,'"-..-7•".. ...-'-- ... . .-•.... .

Ii' It
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S.. .. ,•r'" ";• lr.." 

S• i.'C . °, .. . . '.-' T.. t.~. 
om ~ ________ 

w___________ _________

CHA !RM, I UI, 15A L%.., 

3.2 Vetity th.e Document Control Supervisor 

- :1 is preparing a report biweekly for each 

Arez7 Frgineer which lists FCR's and

PCN's over 30 days old wnicn nave not 
been closed out.  

Verify comments were indicated on report 
by Area Engineer.  

Select actions indicated taken by DCN 

and verify they were accomplished.

Procurement Control 

Are the proper designated QA Specialist 

or the Specialist's designee reviewing 

site purchase requisitions and purchase 

orders? (Ref. CQA-24, 4.2) 

Is the rivnien of the purchase requiist

tions prop,ecrly documented? 

Ac'e the prc'l),-r QA requirements Incltu:ih 

on the pirchase requisitionO?

3.2 Procedure AP-U 15f-lL•x _PL,vJL_.- .:_f.. .dA LX-Qu2.L, .  
"info rr miation o _ln)" Ct - JLt•in 9 ; s nLIE

over 30 da a old e _ 

En ieeer. lie has not reýLlj_, -~ed _ . .l•__ lah i£ . . .  

Document control is r.-intaiTg a r t_ 

status. It was noted that r 
on the list. As r eopen ed , 1)C ., rj _the 

Document Control Surervisor1f an Rh_ _,L. .  

3.3 Comments were on the ___st lit Isiled_8/1 0 

3.4 Selected items that hatd beeni 1r.T)JerA!t J If 11JIh"-A. )h 

D C N 5 30 - 2 2 3 _re .• ir ed l e 2 . [t e rL • } g.. L J .,- .

reviscd. The other DC1Ns 550-M8q. 50O_-0,. 650-403,_nd 

650-130 requLred worI to be done acco -. ni" to DVN and 

drawing s to be revised later. 1)ork10 in I l Žld ,,1's 110t 

verified.  

Yes, verified by review of site .prc orers for 

4.2, & e eventeen PO(s) in 4.7.  

4.3 

d i--- ......... . ... .. .. .. .. .. . ..  

S.. 
. .. . .. .. .. . .-.. . . . . ..... . .

3.3 

3.4

4.0 

4.1 

0

4.2

4 .

.1



-4., a. QMA/170-4 
CHiARACTERISTICS C0?1•FNS 

4.4 This area was not audited since there are no exampbiq 

4.4 Itave the.'reviews and resolution of to review in the last five-ya_.r rio d dp to this audit.  

quality exceptions in the vendor's pro
posal been documented, and if exception 4.5 Yes verified bv review of. QA Vault record files for PO(s) 
apprjved by CP&L, the justification for H-27369, H-27377, H-27736, H-24234, 11-27368, and 11-28258.  

this decision doceiited? (Ref. CQA-24, 
*.3.5) " .,,; 4.6 No, this QA procedure requirement is not being.•lemented 

"by site QA personnel. This nonconformance Is lirted in 
rU4the audit report as Finilin• Item #2. The Prinp IA 

4.5 Is the review of the purchase orders Specialist completed the followinF documented corrective 

properly documented? actTon during this audit. Ani evua n Wa plted of 

the vendors removed from theL proved suppliers list 
zd~urin• the last six moniths. One removed supplier wass•:;, 

determined to have an active F0 and an audit of this 

4.6 Has the evaluation of vendors been done supplier was scheduled to be completed prior to shipent.  

for those disqualified or removed from on this P0, In addition, the Et.CQA Vcndr Survcillance 

the approved suppliers list? (Ref. Unit wi1l notify by memorandun the sit OA_ Unit of suypIier5 r a 

CQA-24, 7.1) removed from the list in the future, so the site 0A Unit •,j .  

can make the necessary evaluat ions as requiLed by Procedure " 

CQA-24. 'he auditors have review:ed and concurred with tis 

Scorrective 
action and this-iding is closed in this audit -. ....  

"" V 4.7 For designed items, does the requisition report. _._.

have requirement of approved site

generated -or A-E design specifications? 4.7 Yes, verified by review of Site AS;MI> PO files -POs--7T;5-?• 

(Ref. AP-XII--- 4.1.2.2) H- 377, 1127736), 1-242341 :...  

11- ii57~3T1-2)39, 11 R76 I. ii 2t~3,U-lJ , ____ 

H1-24210,and 11-27376. 
.  

.8 Does the purchase requisition have a 4.8 No. verified by review of fill,; in 4,.7 above. lb,' puirchase 

-~~ ~ ~~' document list showin~g all attachments reg.uisitosi) Ldid not haeI o t~ttls iithm 

to the requisition? (Ref. AP-XII-1, however .the. P11 did have ot5 ed_-il It the t doctflLJ.-' aa ....  

4.1.2.3) 
to the rM. The auditors art I .ts,.ri hc :: of . t;. t 

"Procedure AP-XII-O1, parat.r:1-01 14.1.2.3 dom.• not r, !1, .l 

, , ,o)ctual pra c ice il use. t•i{,. ,•I±,,,, 

., ..9 Do the purchase requisitions contain, 
as Concern--

where appropriate, statements on lOCFR21i 4.9 Ye, verififed by reviewe cT ill 4. '1 1., 
' "" ! "' " 

t - _- - . .--- .....  

(Ref. APXIi-1, 4.1.2.4) ,, 
t! " 

03', '"vi'ionS"1,"7, •,, and , o.Irii' 3,, 1, , _.  

requtiremeCnts of lCC1R2T1to the( SI1lIpl lt,'r. A st ~jli 1 t. Ill 

, of .7; 

• - "' -":". ,i }Page /I f }



RAP 
N.t0 QAA/170-4.  

LIARACTF.RISTICS '"COMEN•TS 
4.9 challenged by anyone working at the SHNPP nitte dtirJnFz 

(cont.) review, approvals, and subsequent use of the document.  
This nonconformance ic listed in the a•idlt report as 

Finding Item 13. Revision 3 and 4 of Site Specification 

036 were listed on eight out of seventeen 1O(a) revieved in 
4.7.  

4,,.:.•.: 

1ag 4 -1 t f JA
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tULAJlCTER1ST1CS 
4.10 & Yes, ver fied by review of files in 47 ov.  

4.11 

4.10 Dc' th, r.equisitions for ASME Code items 

contain the requirements that it shall 4.12 Yes, vendor documents arc e tos 

be tx.oufactured/supplied to CP&L who coordinates review and a proval of v'n~h.r doets.  

appr)ved Vendor's QA progrim? (Ref.  

AF-XII-l, 4.1.2.5)" 4. Yes verified b auditors 
*ei,'n"-uxfho"{' 

-- T-- I 
BiteP0(s) and Ebasco 1'O(s) " [he au'ltors j:e ci'Leerned_ 

site 
.............  

few files do not contain all the P0 chor"n 

snsuplements, such as PO 1-27369 and Phasco0 P. L4 35018 

4.1 Has the site Man.ager approved all and 43592 This appears in- thie audit e r LCn~r 
requisitions? (Ref. AP-XII-l, 4.7) 2.  

Yes, issued by at,:achrent of Procedure AP-Xfll-03, as 

Exhibit F5 by docrnent control. .  

4.12 Are vendor documents requiring review 
_ 

and approval by CP&L, receiving the .14.1 Yes, see 

proper review and approval? (Ref. -. 
. . . ..  

Ap-XII-1, 4.9) 

4.13 Are procurement documents being filed 

as required by Procedure A2-XIII-I, 

by the warehouse unit? 
......  

.. as tha resident engineer unit compiled 
......  

a l ist of known items/materials which 

------ ------

are subject to a defined shelf life 

e-%iration? (Rlef. AP-XIII-
3 , 4.1.1) 

.......................  

4. 16.1 In this lis controlled and distributed ............. .. o... . . .. . . .. . . ......... - _- i7......................................... ...  

by doctPent control? (Ref. AF-XII-
3 , 

*~of '



CHARACTERISTICS

11s QA performed the necessary receiving 

inspection and review of Vendors QA 

documentation as required? (Ref.  

AP-XIII-3, 4.6)

Document Control

Is a document control log being properly

4.15 Yes, verified by review of QA Vault 
receiving inspection and vendor do 
in 4.5.

5.1 Yes, verified by review of QA docur 
record vault for CQA, CQC, and CQI

5.2 Yes, however paragraph 7.2 of Proc 
(9-9-80). states the "QA procedure 

permitted for the OA procedures th 

approval.  

5.3 Yes, verified by review of the QA 
"records in OA office.

t record files for 
cuments for PO(s) listed 

ment control logs in QA 
(qs) procedures/manuals.  

edure COA-'2_ -. roision 4 
deviation notice" is not 

at require the designer's 

deviation notice lo.

maintained for holders or COa.XT, _ 

procedures/manuals? (Ref. CQA-2, 8.3) .4 The superseded QA documents are rubber stamped with wordinp, 
"For Information O2l.t ' 

5.2 Are procedure deviations approved by 

the designer where the designer is 

required to approve the procedure and 

its revisions? (Ref. CQA-2, 6.4.1, 7.0, 

and 8.1.3) 

1-IN Is a QA deviation notice log being 

maintained as required? (Ref. CQA-2, 

7.4.1) 
___ 

5.4 Pow are documents marked to indicate 

that they are now a working document, "...  

when they are to be retained a8 a 
---- ... .  

historical issue? (Ref. CQA-2, 10.2) - ....  

.. . . . . . -- . . .o f

p., 

.,.,.' 4, I 

I.

UP 17T .3•. QaAAI70-4

4.15

0 
5.1
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;TICS ......  
5.5 Yes. verified by reviX_3.fl__i.2& 

eted QA Review forms office.  

QA? (Ref. CQA-5) 5.6 Yes, verified by review of FCR/PPi ll 

5.7 Yes, verified by review of document

Are FCR/PW !'g rte-v'* being proper y 
maintained by detvuiaj control? 

(Ref. AP-IX-5)

Are all FCR/PW(s) sent to Design 
Engineer for approval, where the FCR/PW 

has received telephone or telecopy 

resolution? (Ref. AP--IX-5, 4.6)

5.8 Does document control keep separated 

FCR/PW(s) which are awaitiug resolution 

and FCR/PW(s) which lack completion 

of implementation? 

9 'When Harris Plant Engineering performs 

"the duties of the Design Engineer durin, 

th2 ro'iolution and approvals of a 

FC/p.l(a), verliy that the requ.re-entc 

of Corporate QA Program, Part 1, requiirc 

.nentn have been complied with. (Jzef.  

.\P-IX-5)

I.olteAA/l70-4 ' ."g • V ... . .. ..

5.8 Yes, verified by review of document control-records. The 

copies of FCR/PW await in&teltjhone resolution t£?eJ._t 

separate until approvals art. received from desipier, Ebasco.  

5.9 Harris Plant Engineering (IIPE) has not, to present date, 

implemented the new requirementr of Corporate Of Program.  

Part. 1, for Q-Lis, and*or ASHF. Code itemn. ih-ey are now 

in implementing laning sta•9 and vill later develop_ 

departmentzl procedures which treet theso, requ.iremconts.  

The auditors verified b>y revJew of FC/P;iccrd:; Jn docur.)ritlt 

control, that 11PE has not approved any vFCi'I7 (u to [,I c1nt 

date for Q-I.st or AS.1E code items. Note: tHbi should be 

followed-up on future audits at site when Im-.leiruiitation 

has begun.

' ., , C...'-., .  

F.., •.i..• 

I ., . ,> r 

I . ! ' ; , .

.-.......  

.

.
.. . .. •.  

:o..trol records. -,

CIMPMCTER1S 

5.5 Are copies of compl 

being rjaintalned by

5.6

0
5.7

rOj(!4ENTs



REPO1R 
V0o. QAA/l7O-4

Verify by record review that FCR/PW(s) 

are being properly processed, signed, 

and distributed. (Ref. AP-IX-5)

Receiving Inspection

AP-xII-02

Verify that a Daily Dock Report is 
prepared.

Have Material Receiving personnel been 

designated by the Materials Supervisor?

Select received items and verify the 
following:

Documentation identifies vendor and 

purchase order number.

6.3.2 Copy of purchase order is maintained 
by warehouse.

Inspect rigging used by warehouse unit 

and verify it is not frayed, worn or 

otherwise deteriorated.

3.1 Documents do identify the PO number and the vendors.  

3.2 Copies of purchase orders were in the folder, however, there 

was no assurance that all C/O of the PO were in the file 

or that the C/O for the item received was in the package.  

This is in the audit report as part of Concern F2.  

4 Looked at rigging used in warehouse. It is maintained 

in locked boxes and controlled by Millwright. The rigging 

is color-coded to indicate Inspection. All rigging looked 

at was adequate.

Page _8 of 3S 
........................ ----.----. ~-.--
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6.1

6.2

6.3

6.3.1
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QAA/17Q- 4 

CHAR•ACTERISTICS 6.5 Yes, Mmenorandum dated 4/L3/8(1 from I,. Ponon igent f•.tg.:,..  
personnel authorized to opvrat(e ,j:.-tvrInlhal__'•2_,.:J "' 

6.5 Have pervonnel been authorized to for a utho ri oosS 

operate equipment assigned to warehouse for warehouse operations.  

ui?6.6 Yes Procedure APF-XIII-03 Exhibit 5. It-.-vlsicn2~. P 

8/79. Shelf Life for Plant Mat-r I Wara.Ioe_ 

AP-X•iI•Q7  6.6.1 Yes. this is either by bein..A oi Ufc_ . : 

in b warehouse personnel on a label. This 1 a f 

6.6 Has the Resident Engineer provided as to being done. _ __, 

written instructions for providing 6.6.2 Yes, items are stored so older items are in front and on _,_ 

warehouse personnel guidance in lower shelves of archouse. Thl,; JS verified b, .onthlv 

determining materials which have 
f o a 

deferine hl ieiseto 
A not~ifTication iS Issuled five ,aki da VS 

defined shelf life? rior to expiration date of th2 it..i. This; was verif-(d

6.6.3 The Shelf Life Data Re 2o t is mae or (:a(:h batch _f Ceach 

purchase order. It identifies date received ain exyirain 

6.6.1 Are materials with shelf lfe clearlyate. This vas verified (FTxz:pl FO ',351 72, batch 9O,.  

marked? 

6.7.i The follouinl, j-rchltasc orders WerC selecte2d: 

stord t faclitte isuig,•o90 t31-3•-18 0 •r1 •-'.-:b, 4,:',t,1 a•t 3Ci-.3,-, ... , 

6.6.2 kre they stored to facilitate issuing 16 1C-7 .  

on first in, first out basis? ---.  

Qv6.3 Has the Katerials Supervisor established . .. ...---...... " 

a rnnthly inspection program for -- 
.-... .........  

materials with defined shelf life? ";-_---"---- ................. ... - , 

S. . . .. . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

6.7 P.eview the Fquiipment Mainten-an(e log .  

and verify the following: 

6.7.1 Log Indicate- description and locatlon -..... 
; 

of item.



$ 'AI 

CHARACTERISTICS ______________ 
-___ 

6.7. i.~i'~Ictes niainteflanc(e required, under question 6.7.1 were reviwe .(. ylJIjI~L ' 

rcal1ibrationl required and individual tenance requirements Jindicate2d_ anynittce 

per formitig maintenance initials instructioi' sheet. The~ working.'jv (,ft jr5. 0&--

logis indicated by the individual w fr. the rnainternl~.  

starting In October 80. It is to I,( attajcio to orizjinn1 .  

when equipment Is turned over to coristl .0-%.1 

Does the Material Supervisor or hisYe. 
rvwd 

designee conduct periodic in-storage n /Q8. hsisl 

inspections or 1required maintenance? 
j 

* 

(on required maintenance) 

_________ 

'AP-xiii-Ol (PGD-002) 
_________ 

Are te1aintenance Log Forms signed c c }t4.dailv but q~~~e!_~1tY-Sj 

by discipline engineer? 
_____ 

6.10 Are items with nitrogen pressuehce w~s,.i~u dV .1ie of2pm f~owielni 

weekly? 
f eaeo Q5S 

j:M rh A iJISIDI. i a -1. LTPF'22Q,
1  

j h: "l~j~ Y~~ 

I _Monthti . Theljfrit o~n- -2 Tq4~di.1 p' to he~ _Ln T')e(t 

6.01 Verify items with gauge have at least and Iii .I:1iie e 42!LtffiJ½ t i(; if unit 

1) ps indicated, 
is dejericoai~npj_ ll 

and maintenanc vef; -.2-9rI~ mi trrV~

6. 1 Are items with deaiccant chec~ked1 montihly 
......-- .~ - - -- - -.  

6.12 ds foi tic fo] It- 1 AOl 6:1 Y;44 ? J.' 

1620016, anid i,3500:1.,-~) D1' j.' tLC _1]I!~ ~.  
indicte on maiiLtcmn;C 1'Pj jo.___

Are rnotorg (5 hp and up) inegqcreJ 

wihn 8dyof receipt? A ~ - -

-'1 ~~~~~~~statcd strol-fln.ý ai~d ~ ~0~5 *'~: tI 

should be, discont 1-1-1I. h'i .. i ' 

M~aineaneC persnIfmti. 
dI~ . It,- ' ___ :111 9 

1- -a 
____I____-nan: 

_,-oi[.t 

F7e 10 of _3
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CHARACTERISTICS 
COMENTS 

6.12 Hie had no documented instrtctions to do this. The disc~pline 

(conit.) engineer stated he forwarded instructions on Ebasco valvvu, 

but apparently they did- not get to Caster. This is in the 

audit report as Concern 04.  

Page 10a of 38 
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,• . . , . .< *,..:; . •,-.. .. ..  

. . !CHtAILITERISTlICS COINENTS 

.4,......~. .: ' a. " L 

6.13* This item is covered F .he.  
Concern #5.  :•... .• ;.' ,. [3 iav•polyethylenes and tapes used- ii' 

-'.•.;•::.•l•.",b e. bee- analyzed for halogens? '" 
,.:.alyzd orhloe"?6.14 Reviewed Maintenance Lo& on PO 16 4607. o'u r•r,_ Li: A, _, 

M4395 cal. status was indicated and all , rcadings j•3r.  
"tinder 750 ft. lbs. The hihtcst was 390 ft. 1bs.  

,-.K: -'G 31 6.14.1 Yes, verified by review of [oL for FO 164607. ' 

A 6.14 Review documentation on reactor coolant .. i:€,•.,•>•..,•: •;•. ~ ~6.15 Yes, verified by main qnance 11oE, - IL• oL ia ed 0 0V',. .,:' 

A pump motors and verify torque wrench used - wrong scale was used 
f-•.t:'•t~t•• ,.•identification number is recorded and .  

""that torque used was not over 750 4". . ,j • • L.. 6. - •" . 1 5 . 1 M La i n t e n a n c e i n s t r u c t i o n r q i e p - ' e h e a t e r s " t o b ~e ; , , 

I,'.'•f.b de-energized and rotor aioed tc rachr;bt't _.,.._.  

X..,.2. ;,•temperature, then mEg~jr reading to be recordecd.  
Ambient termperature not required Lo he .ccordl.  

,tx•:w..•': .;• 6.14. ]. Is torque test made weekly?. .. . .... . ..  

x 7.1 The rods are stored in tinmoincd bocxes in a locikc~i area 

of warehouse. They are issue(d on)l in ]tp.r oxbL:tn.  

,•!•.• ...... :. 6.15 Is motor meggered m.onthly at 500 volts 
""500.,volts* rThis coudition will be riauxditld durirnt it( :L Zultt.  

''.,. ', :..  

",, 6.1.1 .Is tem.perature recorded? . .. . .  

~~. .0 ~~ 1Iand1.i-nS__- Cleaining and Storage-- -- .- -.-.  

Ar-XIII-05 

1 f�.. �l-�V V.;rzCt ::tot..ge of welding .materials i.  
:n~ v2rify they are in --.----.--..-- - -

•.,,.ned oriinul containers............  
S;•. "• •,.'•- ,'.... ... .. . . .. . .. . . ... . .. . ..



.go. QAAIl70-4 

CHARACTERISTICS COtMi rS J.  
• 7 . 2 - -Y e n . a r A p pa r ed a d .• m al -e _ _ -L -m_ i m l i n - .gn n fL L -4,,.• t • ; .r -

7•2 Iq god'housekeeping maintained in 7.3 Yes, this was verified in warehouse and in field. Soze 

"warehouse? dunnage has been recently replaced.  

*7.4 These POs were taken from PGD-001 and it was determined 

7.3.Verifyitems a '?q•twg .o.they will during the audit that 435037, 435042-3, 4 3.)l 4 7, and 

7.3 Verify itemsJ sk..... go they will 435263 have not been received. The other ltc;x.mte stored 
not become diat~ta at levels indicated except 435116 flammablef werep vtored 

at Level B (higher level). _.._ 

NOTE: The items when received ate stored according to 

"AAP-XIII-05 (PGD>O.01 PGD-001. Warehouse ersonnel refer to this document to [,
determine what stora e level is required. \ZS 

7.4 Review following items and verify they .  

are stored in storage level designated 7.5.1 Each area or warehouse is surveved monthly with a different,.  

in PGD-O01 list two area looked at each week and r-eeatcd monthl. Reviewed : 

- or 318/80, 4/18/80, _125F8-, T/ / 1 /15/10, , . , 

435018 level B, 435037 level C, 
435042-3 level B, 435092-8 level C, '____,__......__ 
435111 (PORV) level B, 435116 level C 7.5.2 QA-8 dated 3/28/80 under remirl-s stated see N;CR rRIIU7 

435234 level B, 435174-51 level B, and R1091. R1107 was closed 7L18/80 atid R1091 was clos. .  

435147 level B, and 435263 level B. 7 28/80. OA-8 dated 4/_1]80indLeated F _Re p_.PL , 9L•....  

was written on surveillance of Yard 11.  

CQA-21 

3 Review Form QA-3 and QA-8 on storage.. .  
surveillance and verify they indicate __..  

the following: 
--___.....  

7.5.1 Surveillance is conducted on a periodic ...............--. '" .' 

basis.  

7.5.2 Storage of items is proper or non

conformance reports are written. ......  

Page j_.2 of n f



REORT 
110. QAA/170-4 

CHARACTERISTICS COMMEHNT; 
7.5.3 Reviewed QA-3 forms R-529 (3/7/86) - Maintenance of Motor 

7.5.3 Form QA-3 indicates maintenance is Control Valves, R-518 (2/22/80)-- Maintenance of Motor Control 

performed. Valves, R-615 (5/14/80)Maintenance on RIIRPumpfMotor R-690 .  

(8/15/80) Maintenance on Holst of Bridbe Crane, R-654 

(6/11/80) - Maintenance on Safety Injection Pumps, anJ 

R-607 (5/12/80) and R-711 (8/28/80) - Maintenrnce Surveillance

CQC-12 *, 

7.6 Select completed Cleanliness Inspection 

Check Lists (Form QA-10) and verify 

the following: 

P.6.1 Form was correctly documented? 

7.6.2 Documentation on cleaning agent indi

cates it is acceptable.

which is to be performed quarterly by schedule.  

7.6 Inspection of Containment Spray (386' elev.) C1-286-1-CT-3-3 

was for visual inspection of internal only. They were 

conditional accepted. DDR 368 dated 2/21180 on cleaning 

and cleanliness maintenance of safety-related piping systef-S 

states lines (spent fuel and containmet sp not been 

cleamed~~A inacranewri i-l,.-~,
cleaned in accordance With1 wr-11, . u- In uua LC'= repor 
this area as Concern p6 since the procedure was not adequate 

to cover cleaning of the pipe external and tie spent tI(l 

nIin4 is now embedded in concrete.

7.6.1 The QA-1O form was correctly documented.  

1.6.2 Acetone is used to clean pipe. Pro-Tcd ' 7' -I Tequir's

.3 I check list indicates unsatisfactory, certification of compliance or test re]sulto of materi.als -- ", • 

verify hold tag has been issued, at will come in contact with stainless •toel. There was 

O evidence of such documents for acetoie | tlup used. T1!. 1 

Isnle audint__rejSort as Findingjji. P k.  

7.6.4 On items where check list indicates 7.6.3 Hold Ta , 44 issued by I)DR-368 on ISO-ISF-2 Service W'at: 

conditional acceptance, verify item Pipe outside not cleaned (it has been installed in runcrt el.  

Sis tagged accordingly. also Hold Tas 449 by DDR-368 on I SO-1--S'-4.  

7_6.4 Items on cotdi t oual release arecontoL;iT.erIt Z-pra' I e 

they are installed iT do'e anId COMj licnt be- rTElied 

for verificatiCo. "Iio Condl i inual R(Iv.-; 1,01' tdiata,-t .d 

Conditional R elease larr" 00t .1.... . 1.j" ;!I, ass fg.1 d 
8.0 tlvdrostatic Tests -- rto ol eces of tht ; t.'" r , l ;ld, ,,ly. . ..

CQC-22 8.1 Reviewed QA.-26 for 3--'W-14 si i _y 1. "'io L -• •/ -- ' . .. . " 

8.1 Review Hydrostatic Test Records 3S?_ rj:aL.. ____7._ . .  

(Form QA-26) and verify it is signed.  

by QA Specialist... 
...... ..... . .. ..-.

l'age . 1 of " 

. . .. . . .. . . . . ... 
... 

. . . . .. I



g1o. QkA/170-4 

CHA.RACTERISTICS 8.1.1 Ye_ 3-SW-14 - Lowest Comonent 19.5 tested a_ 

188 psi,. 3-SW 1 - o west ICo .o ..t.198. 5 . t te te .__..  

8.1. 1 Is test pressure less than maximum 188 psi, and I-SF-132 - Lowest Component_198.75p.•s•.t 

permissible pressure of lowest at 188 psi.  
component? 

8.2 For testsietfe in question 8.11 aaes am&L 06 and 

CP&L #7 weeue n hir ran e of 0-300 pi• ut_ vithln 

8.2 Verify pressur* SAngeused bad a range____ /of not less than 1 12 times nor more 8.3 Yes, verified b, review of records for Hvdro of Syotem 

than four times the test pressure. identified in uetion 8.11. 3-SW-14 ,I. A. Kremer OA 

and MacSorley ANI, 3-SW-15 Danls.,I OA and Given M41 and 
1-SF-132 Kremer QA and Given ANI. , 

WP-115 8.3.1 Yes, 3-SW-14 test erformed 10/30/79 ,!,od_ t calibrated -

10 29 79, 3-SW-15 performed 12 28/ 7 qaiduagcC-albrted 

8.3 Are tests witnessed by ANI, and E&C QA 12 28 79, and 1-SF-132 performed 11i8/9and gu8ae 

Inspector? 
calib 

8.4 Yes, 3-SW-14, "Service Water from Yard 4-SW-3--2 throught 

4-SW-3-9," 3-SW-15, "Service Water from Yard 

8.3.1 Was pressure gauge calibrated? throup.h 4-SW-4-9," and L-S-F--32",-PSent Fuel 3-SF-12-1i1 " 

1 and 4..  

8.4 Are pressure boundaries defined? the .nif b e e n m o n u t • 

activities. In addilth th. .FIl•e ld•n&.... r ... ... 7-'-

chec lists -were examined for . ie ,, 

that the inspectors have been sho'Wiltlel.  

of the ualifeed Wedimj- wich is shelh (': 1.  

two weeks- Inntead of shr.'I.'. tbh_,dat.__t4__13_t__..:. , : A:; 

9.0 WeldingMaterial Control In addition, the check l 1et" 9/h/ h n* ,rd .  

of the QuaJified Welders Li":V .. Fh.,r ý, "" ] wi, h 11 

9.1 toe rhe Material Control QA Specialist was dated 9/10/80. •his s writtLn Ie n tr" ;',,!i .I--po.rt 

monitor material issuance activities? as Concern 9

(CQA-8, pare. 4.2)

!';. - - I '. 11 (



".. /RT 
V.jo QA&/L1O- 42ý

Do the Material Control QC Inspectors 
make reports of conditions found when 

performing inspectionS? (CQA-8, 
para. 4.3)

Are the Material Control QC Inspectors 

trained and qualified in accordance with 

Procedure CQA-1? (CQA-8, pare. 5.0)

Are actions initiated to correct unsat: 

factory conditions found by the QC 

Inspectors? (CQA-8, para. 6.1)

9.4.1 Are the unsatisfacotry conditions shown 

on a Quality Control Field Report, Form 

QA-3, and forwarded to the QA Specialist! 

(CQA-8, para. 6.1)

i.2. Do the Quality Control Field Reports, 

Form QA-3, show verification of those 

items required in Procedure CQA-8, 

para. 6.1?

Do the Quallty Control Field Reports, 

Form QA-3, show that reviews required 

by Pcocedure CQA-8, paragraph 6.2 have 

been performed?

9.3 Four inspectors, Robin Groves, David nolier, narDara ouwy.  
and Walt Legget, were qualified as shown by tleir 

certifications.  

9).4 Reported items found during inspections were written up 

on RIRs or DDRs and data showed the nonconformancea to 

have been resolved.  

9.4.1 ' The reports and nonconformances have been reviewed by the 

QA Specialist.  

9. .2 Tlhe items required to be performed were examined and reported 

on .except Tor Item 1.1 of the in-hou&c' record form callinR 

or a rev ew of the material requisition forms to assure 

that they were completelyTfilled out. for the months of 

June, July, and August 1980, this data was not written on 

the "in-house" form nor was it recorded on the QA-3 Toirm.-

During the au it, the "in-house" oorm vas revsed to m~akC it 

more specific about entering data required by the procedure.  

This was a cofirment issued to QA during one of-thie dfaly 

debrtefihgs, 

n extra procedure has been written -y Q.\ 1-e-vir1Pgto 

cover t e s e lI-e inspections pe'f" rrk!i. Pecordn show 

t-t--t-,e- h pectons arebeing per17(r7ien requn '-.

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5



Muo. QAAM/170-4

n�t.n Ye.?? PC COMH•rl'S
W-A A1I EA'K&La A L%10__ ___________________________________________

Is the material issue area arranged so 

as to minimize unauthorized access to 

storage areas? (AP-XIII-8, para. 3.2)

Are QA Hold items IASue for rework on 
requisitions that clearly indicate the 

item is to be reworked and QA approval 
is noted on the requisition? (AP-XIII-8 
para. 3.4)

Is a list of individuals authorized to 

Eign the warehouse requisition (for 

receipt of material) maintained? 

(AP-XIII-8, para. 3.5)

Are the requisitions for material signed 

In the proper space by an authorized 

individual? (AP-XIII-8, para. 4.2)

Has the warehouseman signed the warehouse 

requisition in the Received space? 

(AP-XIII-8, para. 4.5)

ItAve the warehouse requisitions used for 

permaneat plant equipment been forwarded 

to the warehouse office for filing in 

the "Mtaster" Numericn] File folder of 

the purchase order on which the item 

uis purchased? (AP-XIII-8. para, 4.6.1)

9.6 WeldinR materials are kept in lock&".q W only 
two keys available to a thorjz._e 

9 . 7 T e n r e w o r k r e q u is i ti o n e a g d _ f x m t h e O A I n . a m 4 L - -

found to contain the rework stat•_lj..sand OA Inspector ..  

siRnature. 
_ 

9.8 The list of authorized personnel is bean m nrwoark.  

maintained.  

9.9 Approximately 100 requisitos wr_ an nd found _ 

to be. signed correctly.  

9.10 Approximately 100 requisitions were examined -a.•sŽ9t 

a qualified warehouseman had signed the documents.  

9.---I. The permanent equipment requisitions are in fi1L_ 
required.

I 

I'
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CHI ACIFRLSTICS

9

9

1.: Arc, all welding materials stored in dry 
storage areas on devices to keep the 
-.. r,,r. fr'am being indirect contact witt 

fle{Ioor? (HP-3, para. 3.4) 

.13 Is all of the mold vaterlal requisitione 
from the warehouse release storage area 

stored in a Weld Material Issue Room? S(MF-3, 
para. 3.6.1 and 3.6.5) 

.14 Is the Weld Material Issue Room under 
the direct supervision of the Discipline 
Engineer - fletallurgy/Welding or his 
dc.signee? (11P-3, para. 3.6.5) 

9.15 Are all unused backing rings issued 
for field use returned to the Weld 
!:3terial Issue Room at the end of each 

shift of work? (UP-3, para. 3.6.5) 

-16 Are the E7018 low hydrogen electrodes 

being handled as required in Procedure
Z...-3, paragraph 3.9? 

9 .I. A,-e the 300 aeries and Inconel-.rteial 

b'!ng reba,.'!d ar 3750 - 4250 F. for one 
,,,r (1,T'-1•, ?ara;. 3.]1)

cohi,!LrI 5 ___ 

9.12 Haterials are stored on wir.h-t y_ h']v____1. O- .- J9)-_j.: 
No material vas found on th floor.  

9.13 The materials used for fH d •*!.! I,. n, t. !, 

issue rooms. The materialjit,i:-! fo i t weleilr 

p__roc.edure qvaliffcation~j are kunit ht-.u hul ijnpSchool ~ 
lockers.  

9.14 Yes. ___ _..._'_-__ _.  

9.15 Those items not used are recLrned t- the Kiteria1 Issue 

Room and noted on the material. rcqui.sitoion.  

9.16 The procedure requircments arbe ILnprfo Ied.  

9.16.1 All. baking of weldin. .. .eIh cc rodt,.:, illc C l ,d ,f 5 .!:•,ki ,-, 111 1:,3,, 

been performed as required by tht.jjrcdle e. J. k'• 

elec-trodes are dtpped In red prant on, t-Ibi • b rts .

The rebaked electrodeIs ;c-e is OiJd oi Onl n ý il- (. Wf:.  

- ..-..--...--.-.----...---.--.-. - -.- ..- .... ...... .... -.. .... . .  

f......

1



. Q\A/171-4 ".

CHARACTERISTICS C0UMNTS f S 
9.17 Daily tenperature records show all]ons mr l ,. c-;sL. ._ ,La 

.4 as required. However, Revision 4. not Revision 
6~ of '•.•'•' Are teilp,•rature holding ovens beingasruieloer e-ss4_ tRe:;n6 o 

.he ked atC holdingroved nstrument (in Exhibit 2 is being used to record tht trature ,;~ta 

cl'.eckted byaclbatdisr • ~~See 9.17.1 below. !€ 

the temperature range of normal opera- S 91 bl.  
.A'n) on a two-week basis? (MP-3, 9 1i r t n e r o et 

pars. 3.11) ~9.17.1 The issue room attendants Lra cr~ i." to thUe j_ te- 1O• ;..'0• 

para. 3.11) checking the heated portable rod to d t$ ui
that they are functioning. The records of t•. b•ks.o ___.__ ." 

not appear on any data sheet. The attendants yeremt avvre 

91 Ar isue oomattndats andmlyof the existance of Revision' 5 or the latest Revision 6 
checking the heated portable rod of Exhibit 2. Revision 9 of Procedure "?-03 was in his 

file (and did have Revision 6 of Exhibit 2 attached), but 

caddies on a periodic b1sis to 35 . the attendants were unaware of the chnge. calling for _._ • 

compliance with the 1500 to 350u F. __o_ 

temperature requirement? (MP-3, para. them to check and record the data on Exhibit 2. This 

was written up in the aujit port as Findin, f:6.  

3.13) 
_ _ _ _ _,.  

"9.18 No backin._ring, have beer, issued in the f ov' 
welding two dissimilar metals to~ether.  

9.18 When dissimilar metal welds are made, 

is a backing ring having the higher "P" 9.19 Approximately 100 VRs were examinced i.nd foun.' to be"" peae .... required. byi pnc.45 tvs lsre h 

number of the two base metals being prepared as byars. 4.5. It . t" 

the issue room attendant does :losel chdec. t 11e "• '" 

used? (bH-3, para. 3.16) for conpleteness as ve]l as EjfvJn .th'c,:r&(t _ .. .  

weldinE materil for Ltie job to be (,l!1., ..  

9.20 All of..... .re ..-. . .-- -... -"i ----- - -

".i *.i, 9.19 Does the Pipe Foreman/Supervisor 9.20 All of the six rqu,,' :;.,e ch,'ckcdat P-.uu co'-: -.  • -- -- 2--~~~~2and- 3. The" .~ A I't. 2 Cr, ('o•:;,tr I " f, t,'.' In 
t! :.' "prepare the Welding Material Requisition 1, , -.. . ... . . . . . .. ... . -i.. . .. .. ..  

" -tforewelding materials required b the ti na 4.7. It u vs notelht l,. 1.3. : .  

welder and ensure that the requisition a -- ord f n (a oener1 ie, •'d d C.C'.JlC'. ...... v•-:.........  cof-rented oil at the _dily'm~t• 

"contains the information specJ.fied Inon t - - . . . . . . . . . ......  

Procedure tP-3 , paragraph 4 .5' ..... .. . .. .. .. . . .......  

9.-0 Does thle W~ild Material. Issue Poom ______ .~--------- - - - - - - .  .................................al sue ...............................................................  

Attendant perform the functions ..  

requlrned by Procedure .P-3, patranraph -. . . . .. . ..  

4.7? 

Pege1 . l .. o( 38
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ScoM~ 
'{ETS __ - .- - -_ -___:__•+:• 

CHRATRITCS9201 Al ouro the requirements w.ere checked at issue rooms •j'+• ':..": 

LOA"* 

CHARACTERISTICS 9.01 I1 or q- FN-T S, •i•,,+ 

"9.20 All r -quire are checked tn tirse a o)s,qne s '+ , 

9.20.1 Does the"Weld Material Issue Room 1 .2.and 3. The attendants ire comPlet-i! the"asqned 

Attendant perform the functions tasks_... .. . . .... _ - .. .  

requiredby roeue}-3prraht: 

+' 

rqie by Procedure P-3, paragraph 10.1 The drawings which are marked up blythe mechanical Engineer 
are chced a?.ainst the modification require.ments for-, . ! 

c . The DCNS or FCRs are also checked for accuracy.  accuracy. The DCso -- l-l.a¢+•° q2 

The Mech A S ecialist has si&ned the Fabrheation/Mo -,,i 

cation Records which have been generated to date. He .0-, X 

also si ns Pipe Bending Records when required.  

f 

10.1. A fabrication package is made up of the marked-up dra s, .  
@. osrcinWedn 0iI A ,, / ^M h-riia P'Idt reportj I a hand-i, •!+ 

-0.1 On receipt of the Pipe Spool Fabricatiot R t data report , t ho d * 

written supplement NPP-1 data e r havn- the t..... a . -' 

Modification Records (F/M) does the 
Mechanical QA Specialist or his designee completed,•r and copiesanof the M atericaltiopl?•,: . . .- ,,.:.  

verify that the proposed fabrication Certificates of Cor ln h i - .bicatio n a. i I .C 

or modification is in accordance with then sent to the dn, , 

approved drawing, Design Change Notice, 
TeWlin' 9A Specialist has obtained the 1dTI s ajPl rova[-r.-"--(;:: 

Field Change Request or other design 10.2 The Weld A pc s o ne t ' s- ,.,,.e 

and si nature on the attached WDR in the pack-age. The 
documents and does he sign the F/HM1:•ah~ 

eurd|i onso he• ,-•-:• ... lI• ''''' 

(and Pipe Bending Record, if applicable)l ANI also shows required hold powints e r .•TTTiT 

(A holdse te pa -_ ackage until the weldi•n- 
., ..Tr-d . , 

completed and the VDR requirements satist1cT7MT T1E COI TJ .- .  

ackage then goes hack to the Mech nic I QA . p-cT]d.s.) 
Flve ackages in QA records wo-e -•onito-di hIn- -- ..._, 

10.1.1 In addition to the requirements of 10.1 be complete with the rt r.  

0 above, does he compile a fabrication 
.

pa'ckage, identified with the spool 
..- " 

identification number, including the 
: ' 

itcms listed in Procedure CQA-18, 
r 

p a r -a pr a p h .5 . 1. 5 ? 
. . .. . .  

10.2 Does the Welding QA Specialist or his ....................... ..  

dcst-,-;nee forward the f~brication package 
----....... ..  

(see 30.1.1 above) to the ANI for 
.......... .  

revie.w and signature which indicates.  

the ANI's acceptance of the propov'ed 

modification? (CQA-18, para. 5.2.1) 
. .... . . . ..  

"'- Page . 1'O- of _
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6 S 

P

10.3

10.3.2

10.4

10.4.1

CI0MRACTERISTICS 10.3 The complered vack aee wlt rheL J

is sent to Pete Cookwo -s a fFil. NPP-LSup].t,,L 

yea the Mechanical QA Specialist and submits the form with the cpaLkAE.•_ or the P 

ubmit the completed Form NPP-l to the A Specialist's nature and assi _ "nt of NatioR.!ard 

irincipal QA Specialist for assignment 
Serial numbers as re ure__d.  

f the appropriate Wde "N" type symbol _ 

and the Natiowa , serial -number 10.3.1 The five akages in A Recor 

(se Q-1 nd V CA_8 required.  

para. 
5,.3.2) 

10.3.2 Yes, all five completed fabricaton )-- ka • a w------

.- in QARecords.  

Does the Principal QA Specialist 104 Arcrds show thle Io.ct on of CBI !!qrk heinLK.Ale..ý 

forward the completed code form to the recent1 on a two-week basiL dus to the nakof__rJL.- .  

AN- for review and certification? CBI durinz June. J ul, and August.  

(CQA-18, pars. 5.4) 

10.4.1 A records show mr.onthly survei11jlnE _e .f the o__t!ýi;ccLýI-' 

records, reportsL ra'aia,_ eand fi- -ti 

When the code form is properly certified 

is the fabrication package properly 
---------

marked and filed in QA Records? 

(CQA-18, para 5.6) 

Do the QA Inspectors m onitor the 

-. .. . . . . . ..  

activities on a weekly basis listed in 

Procedure CQA-20, paragraph 6.2? 

Do the QA Inspectors review randomly 

- -

nelected and specifically selected 

records, on a monthly basis, to- verify 

compliance with drawingn, speclfcaticis ---.....  

and proceduresi thc nctivities 1iant ed 

in Procedure CQA-20, paragrnph 6.3.2?



WO. QAA/170-4

10.5 Does the Welding QA Specialist, or 
designee, review the WDR's, Form QA-28, 

when received from the Mechanical 
Group, for essential information and 
mandatory hold poijts and does he 
insert additiomnal jj points when 
required? (CQC-4'9,Para. 6.1.2)

0.5.1 Is the WDR then sent to the ANI for 
review and insertion of hold points he 

deems necessary? (CQC-19, para. 6.1.2)

10.5.2 Does the ANI then sign and date the WDR 

and return it to the Welding QA 

Specialist? (CQC-19, para. 6.1.2)

10.6

10.7

Is the yellow copy of all approved WDR's 

sent with the isometric work package to 

the Mechanical Group? (CQC-19, para.  
6.1.3)

When hold points are reached, Is a visua 

inspection performed by the QA Inspector 

in accordance with Procedure NDE-601? 
(COrC-1 nnra. 6.2.1)

10.8 When unacceptable conditions are found 

while inspecting welds at hold points, 

, does the QA Inspector issue a NDE Report 

I| to the Welding Engineer? (CQC-19, para.  
'*• i• :6.2.1.2Z.  

Page 2] of 3S 
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CHARACTERISTICS COMHMNTS 

10.9 All WDRs checked were accompanied by a copy of the. NUE 

Rrerequest where applicable.  

10.9 When NDE Requests are initiated by the 

QA Inspector, is one copy of the.request 10.10 All of the completed WDRs inspected did contain the 
attached •o the WDR? (CQC-19, para. 6.3) required signatures as specified in the procedure.  

10.11 Preparation of six pipe joints was inspected and all were 

found to be adequately prepared. 

10.10 Are WDR's which have been completed by 

the QA Inspector routed and signed as 10.12 Preparation of three.Pipe welds on service water butt 

required by Procedure CQC-19, paragraph welds was inspected and all were found to be adeouately 
SI 9.07 prepared. (Field Weld FW-127 [3-SW-30-55-B-31 was being _ 

processed with a white photocopy of the WDR instead of A 

the yellow original copy. All signatures were affixed.) 

10.11 Are pipe weld Joints prepared as 10.12.1 None of the welds examined had backing rings removed. :.,,• 
.equired in Procedure KP-6, paragraph Previously completed WPRs show NP or IP having been ured ..  

4.1.1? to examine the pipes' Inside surface when the backIng 

ring was removed..____',..,_,,__ 

10.12.2 No backing rings have been used to date for fabrication 

10.12 Are pipe end preparations for open of Class I or Class 11 pipes. Backing rings have been ,--"-_ 

butt welding or when welding against used and removed on Service Water (Class II) pipes.  

a backing ring done according to See 10.12.1 above. ___."__._ 

references 2.3, 2.2, 2.137 (IP-6, __,,__-_.___ 

para. 4.1.3) -,.:_ 

3.12.1 Wnen backing rings are removed after .  

welding, are the inside surfaces of the _...________.__ 

#1 ~~~root pass examined by MP or LP?________________ 
(1.(P-6, para. 4.1.3) - "-_ 

10.12.2 Does the QA Inspector document the 

backing ring being removed on the WDR?- . .  

(•P-6, para. 4.1.3) 
...................................----..  i~t 

Page .2 of 
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CIL U LNCTERI ST ICS 
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V• 

10.19 No welds that will require inseve n ioa aL 

10. t in- bein prepared during the audi t. - _ ___. .. .. . , i" 

,izcrvtce Inspection been prepared per .. . '- • ,+,.  

Appendix 0? (P-7, para. 4.5.9.7 and 10.20 No spacer blocks were durinjt]_' a'dft.  
.1 .4 'e j ' : h: ' 

4.14.4) 10.21 Yes the oxygen analyzer is being usedwhr [•_),r.d <A.'.$-n 

The presence of ox en is noted or the Wl. t.)_Rt aIa .  

Section when the analyzer is be1nisd.  

10.20 After removing the spacer blocks by or caoes_____notoftheproble____".___'______

grinding qut the tack welds, is the 11.1 The construction inspect o r _at '4-e ,..2s ..... e o:.the.roble an ,lio e Principal Constrnct~en Tnspeztor[,,,'.:/ 

tack weld area visually inspected to and submits it to t p ot i ..- : 

ensure freedom from cracks and other 
(not the Area or Discipline En.ineer as the nresent .......  

defects? (HP-7, para. 4.6.11) rocedure calls for) pwrted that " -2ý-.iF in 

they-OceS5t of beS rei ed.___ 

10.21 Is an oxygen analyzer being used to 

measure the presence of oxygen before 
"_"___"_ 

welding when a purging gas is being _ _, " 

used? (HP-7, para. 4.7.2.1) 
___._. _;,.,_....  

11.0 Inspection and Tests ___ 

~.I When the Construction Inspector detects _________ 

adiscrepancy between the design docu-______ 
ment and the installed pipe or- valve, 

does he immediately notify the Arcea_______ ___

Engineer, Area Superintendent or ___ 

Discipline Engineer for resolution? ____ 

-7-

-- p•a rc 3.•5 
-.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .'... . . . . . . . . .  

.............
'
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10.13 Are the cleaning requirements of 

Procedure MP-6, paragraph 4.3 accom
plithed before welding is begun?

10.14 Are arc strikes outside the area of 

permanent welds removed as required by 

Procedure MP-6, paragraph 4.3.2.2? 0

10.15 Is work performed beyond a hold point 
without having the QA Inspector, and 
ANI when required, sign off on the 
WDR or RWDR or before corrective action 
has been initiated? (WP-7, para. 3.8)

10.16 Are stainless steel pipe weld Joints 

prepared as required in Procedure WP-7, 

paragraph 4.1.1?

1.17 When backing rings are removed after 
welding, are the inside surfaces of 
the root pass examined by HP or LP? 

(HP-7, para. 4.1.3)

10.18 Before welding has the 
cleaned as required in 
paragraph 4.3?

pipe been 
Procedure MP-7,

COMMENTS

10.13 All but one of the o a ns for wolAjr• thar Wrri.  
examined had been cleaned as resuired. The one excgpLotio__ 

required additional wire brushing on the inside to a 

distance of two inches from the weld area. Approxirately 

one and one quarter inches had been cleaned.  

10.14 No arc strikes were observed outside the permanent weld 
areas.  

10.15 All welding supervisors interviewed were knowledgeable 

about the requirement of no work beyond an unaccepted 
hold point; No violations of this were observed.  

10.16 Three pipe joint preparations were inspected by the auditor 

and the welding inspector. All requirements of MP-7 

preparation were met.  

10.17 No backing rings have been removed to date.  

10.18 Cleaning procedures are being followed. All weld Joints 
examlned had been properly cleaned.

I __________________________________________

F
Page 23 of 38
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cu A� &CTI

!I. .I When the" Constru 
a discrepancy on 
boundary, does h 
Principal QA Spe 
para. 3.5)

Does the Constru 
a marked-up copy 
drawing indicati 
inspected? (TP

Has the Safety 
that adequate w• 
notices appropr 
posted? (TP-24

Has the Constru 
quarterly revie 
Maintenance Log 
of equipment in 
these checks by 
"maintenance pe 
Equipment Maint 
para. 4.9)

Nondebtructiva 

Radiographic Ex 
Rev. 3)

-IOIO.T 
• •. QA.•/170-4

.. . . - - - - - -. -. .- ;,-.-.,--.--...z-.. .

C1 RACT

11.2 

11.3 

ll.t.

12.0

12.1

OV,.Z 0,' 

F.RISTICS ____________CO!!MENTS 0#______ , 

11.1.1 lie would but no occurre-nr of .t-.tj__.y •Urh bJ'iJ ) ,t.:, 

.ction Inspector detets noted. -'0 

a pressure retaining 11.2 Mlarked-up copies are being udn.d c to ...  

ie report this to the lines the inspector hns examined. DrawJDy•_ Ml5- _' 

ciali1t. (TP-24, -- 5 -9, 13641556-2. -3, -4 were-exIAiJt . -.... .. , i 

11.3 The Safety Superintendent was _un,ware of 5!t"l enrujq l " 

for his performance in Procedure TP-24. ,.Ljr.. e p vg :e: , ' 

have a daily meeting with thc Weldin, and Contrutio _ 
Inspector maintain Supervisors to discuss problenas of safety for PALI& __ Y" 

yof the Ebasco piping I- ._ 

Lng the lines he has - -- "___ '4 

-24. para. 4.4) 11.4 The requirement for quarterl_ review' han been L1eted __._., 

as a result of the find!n% in Audit oPA181-13 vhen , 
Procedure TP-28 was revised. The r-equlrements in TP-24 

are in process of being deleted likewise. "" Superintendent ensured'":' '{;• 

arnings and safety 

late to the activity are _.______

para. 4.7) - -"- - ' ..-, 

ction Inspector made 
ws of the Equipment -. }":.., ".  

and quarterly checks __._•_ 

stalled and documented 
initialling the 

rformed" section of the . r4-.  
enance Log? (Tr-24, .-.---. " 

Ex:amination (IX) 

.amination (NDEP-101, . . .. .. . . . . .  
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CHARACTERISTICS " COMMENTS _____."_ 

12.1.1 The following welds were selected for ievirw: "_____ 

!2.1.1 Select welds examined with radiography R Lk--,a 

and verify the following: SW-21, R1 Line 3SW-8-165-SB4L 2C ,.4--, ; Ctmt. Spray 
FW-199R1. Dwe. 1CT9, Line 2CT-62-SB.-1; Ctrit. Spray "

12.1.1.1 Personnel who performed radiography were 
qualified in accordsnce with NDEP-10.  

12.1.1.2 Pentramete-rs used are in accordance 
with paragraph 6.5.  

12.1.1.3 Identification and marking are in accor
dance with paragraph 8.

12.1.1.4 Radiographic technique is in accordance 
with paragraph 9.  

12.1.1.5 Exposure technique is in accordance 
with paragraph 10.

Personnel who interpret radiographs are 

qualified in accordance with NDEP-IO.

12.1 .1.7 Radlogra.phic examinations are reported 
as required by paragraph 14.

FW-187, Dwg. 1CT8, Line 2CT8-15-SPI; Ctmnt Spray W,-199, 
DwR. 1CT9, Line 2CT6-62-SBI; Ct.mt. SprSSy -W-15, LS.S SS SSS

1CT3. Line 2CT4-59-SAI; Ctmt. Spray 1'-34A, Ig. 1CTI,
Line 2CT-12-39Al: Safety Injection FW-5, D-wP,. ISII,
Line 2S114-253-SA1.

12.1.1.1 Radiographers involved with the above welds: B. Baty, 
D. Jacobs, A. Myers, J. Toomer, V. Phung, M. Ferretti,

and P. West were verified to be qualified.

12.1.1.2 Penetrameters used on the ahovc welds vere In accordance 

with paragraph 6.5. A concern with the nusber us•ed when 

examining one weld is discussed in question 12.1.1.4 

this checklist.  

12.1.1.3 Identification and marking were as required.  

12.1.1.4 Radiographic technique used for all Twjieldi eCcept 77 Tety" 

Injection FW-5, Dwg. 1SI1, iAn e 2S14.I-TvA1as acceptaii7iR-

Three penetrameters as allowed ty AS-T E c1 S ....e....  
iAstead of four as required by NDIEP-101 were used. -Ihis

conditjonR is included in the audit report ais Concern P7.  

12.1,1.5 Exposure technique used was acceptable and in accordance .__ 

_ _.ikj t LmaaArarph 10.....

_.12z1,!. Interpreters: P. West, .Bt•V '~K J tmr n .  
B. Baty were verified to Le jualifled. -.  

12.1.1.7 Examinations were reorted cmj the Lorrt': r'e•r vblly .  
oaraw~raph 14. .....

.�1
•2.1.1.6

!"a•e 2, ([ 3

Line 2SI14-253-SAI.
Line 2SI 14-253-SA1.
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CLeLRACTFR1ISTICS
MUMTEISTIr

12.1.1.8 Have ai formal ALARA program and imple
.ienting procedure been developed?

12.2

12.2.1 0

Liquid Penetrant J*rxiation (NDEP-201., 
Rev. 2) 

Select items examined by liquid pene

trant examination and verify the 
following:

12.2.1.1 Personnel who performed the PT are 

qualified in accordance with NDEP-10.

12.2.1.2 Materials used for PT are in accordance 
with paragraph 6.4.  

12.2.1.3 Area of examination is as required by 
paragraph 8.0.

a 
2.2.1.4 Preparation of surfaces to be examined 

is In accordance with paragraph 9.

12.2.1.5 Application of 
dance with par.

COMMENTS
12,1.1.8 Yes. AIJARA resl rojeJ.nts hays hrn paLuaLeiLadJ':_'.tJ _ 

Safety Manual has been revised to Inc1lude refere'ue:,; to

g-h;,l'. i rpndpont- s f.•

12.2.1 The following items examined by PT were selected: 

Ctuit. Spray FW-866, Dwg. 2165-G-103; jpeut F~uel Pool 

Liner, Dwg. SK-AG-0152; Main Steam 17W-286, r4,. 21_65-G-067; 

Main Steam FW-283, Dw. l-M-30; Ctmt. Spray SW-2&-3, 

Dwg. LCT3; Main Steam FW-287, Dwg. A3-261-HS-177; Main 

Steam FW-282, Dwg: A3-26]-MS-65; and Fuel Pool Liner, 

Dwg. ALFAB 596-Sill.  

12.2.1.1 Personnel who performed the PT: D. Jarobs, P. Ncst, V, Phnn_ 
B. Baty were verified to be qualified.  

12.2.1.2 Materials indicated on the PT reports were In accordance 

with requirements, except SKI type dye penetrant was 

recorded on ten of the reports reviewed. The auditor 

verified by contacting the area Magnaflux Representative 

that no dye penetrant identified as type SKI was mrnufactured 

by Magnaflux. The correct desigiintion isSKL. This cou•i[-c

is included in the audit report as Concern f18.  

12.1.3 Review of the reports identified in Ite' 12.2.1 indica'ed

12.2.1.4, that the PT examinations were performed J'n accordnncce 
and with NDEP-201.  

12.2.1.5

penetrant is in accor- - . .. .... . .... ... ... ... .  

agraph 10 and 11. - . ....... ...  

pphge 27 of 3V
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(C1 4J•ACT FRTISTI"ICS

12.. 2.6 !.rving of surfaces after removal of 

ex,-es% penetrant is in accordance with 

paragraph 12.  

12.2.1.7 Application of developer is in accor
dance with paragraph 13.  

S2.2.1.8 Interpretation of indications is in 

accordance with paragraph 14 and 15.  

12.2.1.9 Cleaning after examination is in 

accordance with paragraph 16.  

12.2.1.10 Reporting is in accordance with para
graph 19.  

S2.1.11 Personnel who interpret PT are qualified 
in accordance with 14DEP-IO.  

12.2.1.12 Qualification of procedures for non
standard tet,'oeraturea in in afcordance 
with Attackvent: A.

CO,2F.NTS
19) 1 ? I R,4un~ f Hip rpr.n~rt-n i Ir n r if Ii., i n JU (, 1 .7. I

12.2.1.7 indicated 'that the PT examinatioun 'r,; l rforr12d 
12.2.1.8 in accordance with NDEP-201.  

12.2.1.9 

12.2.1.10 The reports reviewed were oil the cocrecrt foro and 
did contain the required information.  

12.2.1.11 Personnel who performed the tests interfrtc2
the results; they were verified to be juliiicd; 
they are identified in Item 12.2.1.1 abcv(.

12.2.1.12 No examinations involvinv non-standard teaperature 
have been made.

P'v

1 A 
.0 "W"P 

ur 0 .A6

CIMMTERISTICS

[- , ,I.. .  
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CHARACT

S .-.. " .- , ."." .  

FiRlS T ICS__________COMMENT S

Magnetic Particle Exawin,ittion 
(NDEP-301, Rev. 2)

12. I.I Select Ite-.1.q examined with. MT and 
verify the following:

12.3.1.1 Personnel who perform the examination 
are qualified in accordance with NDEP-10 

2.3.1.2 Equipment and material used are in 
accordance with paragraph 6.  

12.3.1.3 Preparation of surfaces to be examined 
Is in accordance with paragraph 7.  

12.3.1.4 Examination technique is ir, accordance
with paragraph 9.

Examination coverage 
with paragraph 11.

12.3.1.6 Examination sequence 
with paragraph 12.

is in accordance

is in accordance

12.3.1.7 Examinations are required as req.ilred 
by paragraph i7.

i23_ tie 91lowing items were selected for review:

Pressaurizer S/N 1b41; -Servlu2 eW-ater FVJ-177, D'ý..  
1-SW-53; Service Water f W-199, 1-we. 3-SW-30; 
Service Water n1-98, DNg. 2-S.'-8; Service Water 
Field Weld F-• -3; D . 3-S,4-10; Srvice Water__ 
FW-121, Dwg. 2165-G-103; Cooliny Toýuwur Makt-Up 

FW-3, Dwg. D-79-655. -__-----__--___-_____._._ 

12.3.1.1 Personnel w.ho performed the exa--naticn-, J. Tooer, 
A. Myers, B. Baty, V. Phuna ' .PWest, and M. Feretts, 
were verified to beeu ualified.  

12.3.1.2 Equipment and material used werL* the type r -quired.  

12.3.1.3 Review of the reports identifi n i-•-•--LI --- 3T.1. .  

12.3.1.4 above indicated the examinations were pertorne-. .  

12.3.1.5 as required by NDEP-301.  
12.3.1.6 

12.3.1.7 The examinations were reported on the correct fr-nn 
and the required Inforation was recorded,.

P g .29-. of 
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W'). QAA,!170-4 

C.UkRACTERISTICS "COMMENTS 
12.5.1 The following welds were selected for ruvic'•: 4 

11.4.1.7 ,ersonnel who interpret examinations 
,dro qualifted as required by paraigraph 4 Service Water FW-257 and FW-25S on l !-'iw-3; 

and Containment Spray FNd-187, rw4-18b, 1w-189, 

and FW-190 on Dwg. 1-CT-8.  

12.5 Visual Examinati6naflOV-601, Rev. 2) 12.5.1.1 Personnel performing the exa;:iiuations; Ward Mercer, 
"" T. J. Wait• and A. B. Gileo; were vor-ied to be 

12.5.1 Select welds examined visually and qualified.  
verify the following: 12.5.1.? Discussion with the inspectors verllie'd th~at the 

' .. ~ esne efrigV r ulfe s12.5.1.3 proper equipment was used, zm&nd~ •th examinat ions 
.1i verifye 12.5.1.4 were performed and fvaluatedi as required •y NDHI'-61.  

requirD12.5.1.5 Iocumentation was on the seld aiit i:lport a er d 

12.5.1.2 Equipment used to aid the Inspector is 
in accordance with paragraph 6.  

12.5.1.3 Examination is in &ccordance with--_i 

paragraph 7. 
--

.5.1.4 Evaluation is in accordance with 
paragraph 8. __ 

12.5.1.5 Documentation is in accordance with 
paragraph 11. ...-...... ? 

Pa ... I 
.• , : '" . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . ... ... . . . .
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R.PO&T 
NO. QAA/17Q-4

dHARAc'~T5•ITTCS

12.3.1.8 Personnel who interpret MT are qualified 
as required by NDEP-10.

12.4

12.4.1

Ultrasonic Examination (NDEP-402, 

Rev. 0)

Select welds examined with UT and verif 

the following:

I 12.3.I.
I-

COMM4ENTS

Interpreters were veriuie as qualuilcu; they are
identliled in Item J1.2.1.2 above.

12.4 No UT has been Performed on Code -items.  

y
T

_ _ _ _ _ _

Personnel who performed the examination___________ _____ 

are qualified as required by paragraph 44 ___________________________

12.4.1.2 Equipment used 
paragraph 5.

12.4.1.3 Technique used 
paragraph 6.

4.1.4

is in accordance with

is in accordance with

Calibration of the test system is in 
accordance with paragraph 7.

"At A 12.4.1.5 Examination Is in accordance with 
paragraph 8.

1 .>..6 E)xaminatLons are reported as required 
by piragraph 14.

�Žt '� 1

Olt:, 

t '. ..  

' lie

.1 - - .. - - -- 
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6 R'ORT 
NO. Q 17/170-4 

_CHARACTER ISTICS COIENTS 

1 1.1 The Macl'uth TI)-504 D,-n!;Atomt Žr in th. I i'lm SViewingp 
Room, (I'Ll. --!04556A .w as ,ervj .d and cal] - i I l,.:•pec t anedl're st Equipment Cno 0 I rest Equipmentbrated by Chleffe El eCtro:ic ",Mithc w.1:1t •oener 

$4 '~~~'~~ Control (XII) 1.17.____-_________ S~12, 1979.  

MacBeth T1)-504, CP&L 001172A has I-een out of serviceL .0' 3. 1 Cal ibrat ion of Film Densitometers 
(QCI-10l. 1. Rev. 2) -_______ since 5-21-80. _ _ __,_ 

4 3..12 Th XRieCopayModel 201, Is beinF 
13.1.1 Are the following calibrated in accor- 13.1.1.2 The X-Rite Company M 2 . v04550A Is ens 

dance with paragraph 3.1? used at another site. "N 

.1.1 1 MacBeth TD-504 Densitometer. 13.1.2 Yes, tests are performed dail~ywith tI& calibration 

strip. _ _ _ 

13.1.3 Yes, a log of the weekly comparisons is maintntludJ! 

13.1.1.2 X-Rlte Company Model 201 Densitometer for CP&L Ii04556A.  

6 13.2.1 Certifications for the penetrameters obtlnt:d iv ___ l, 

P.O. H26407 were reviewed.  

13.1.2 Are periodic tests performed with the-'." 
density calibration strip as required 
b y p a r a g r a p h 3 .1 .9 ? . . .. .._.__ _- .- --_ _._-_-__-. -_ - " -_ - . -- , 

13..l. 3 Is comparison of the reference and 
working strips made each week as . ... ... " 

required by paragraph 3.2.3? ...... . * 

l2.2 Fie].d Cal ibration Check of Radiographic 
" • ;",:i• 'iPenetranmeters (QCI-101.2, Rev. 0) 

2. 1 Verify -ete ran eter,. are pu cl h s , O W ith - -. . ..--.-.-.-. . .  

. ...... I ,r t l :,n n o f c a l ib r a t i o n t ra c. ,a b l e ... .. ... .. . . .  

t o . ( P r~ . 4. 1)



I,) _ ..A~ 1 7 O-'4, (,, 
,.' 

/ 
," .r 

. • __.__-- . . , . . '• • ,, .  

_!& _i. . .7• * 0• •-, 

13.23 Arity penetrametes iden cheked with a 32.. Yesue..f ther numbeeds 165-176 ed__ytn :•' 

___ ___ Lr~thcble number and entered in a log issued.  
book? (Para. 4.2).3)_ _3.2.4.3_ _-_ _,,__._, 

13.2. The annual check was verified by review of th 
* in which the checks were recorded. A_______ 

13.2.3 Verify penetrametere are checked for 13.2.4.1 Yes, use of the 4 items was verified, Roby, 4L s cf t.n.  
thickness and eesential hold size on 13.2.4.2 with pErsonnel responsible for the anna- l ch.&J. ..  
an annual basis. (Para. 4.3) 13.2.4.3 ____ 

13 .2 .4.4__ _ __ 

R~ I~ w' 

13.2.5 Gauge blocks used are obtained froii Robvi t ~'Ij 
13.2.4* Are the following used to miake thle Calibration Specialist. The~ I r:IccaWl It oJej wi__11~ 

annual check: (Para. 4.4) are the plates with test holes provided With h : 
3 Kwik Chek devices; CP& 1 104548A. i047" .• . ., 

13.2.4. i Outside micrometer O04546A. be hole sizes in Lbe ,'Ij l"," 
were certified when the KwJk Check devices ,rn 
purchased. 4.  

1 2 . 2 . 4 . 2 Q u i c k c h e c k h o l e g a u g e .. . . .. . .. ......__ _ _:_ _ 

I. . . . . .. ,.: [ • 

13.2.'4.3 Calibrated gauge blocks ____ __"___"__ 

j .2 .4 . 4 C a l ib r a t ed t r a c c a b l e h o l e g a u g e . ... .. . .. . . . . .. . ... .  

4 "• . 3 . 2 . 5 V e r i f y t h ci t r a c e a b l e h o l e • ,a t $, .s ;i •u ... ... . . . .. ..... . ....... . . I 
gaui-_ blocks are c:al ibrated :int~n1 ly.  
"(P.:r:.. 4.5) •_"_.

.1 1
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CHARACTERISTICS

13.3 Welding Equipment Control (HP-9, Rev. 5)

13.3.1 Verify that operational checks are 
performed on welding machines at inter
vals not to ece.t.,.tb.ree months.  
(Para. 3.8) ... .

.3.2 Are machines tagged to indicate per
formance of operational checks? 
(Para. 3.2)

13.3.3 Does M/E maintain an up-to-date record 
of operational checks? (Para. 3.2)

13.3.4 Are machines requiring repair tagged 
and removed from service? (Para. 3,3)

.3. 5 la a Welding Machine Maintenance Report 
prepared for machines requiring repair? 
(Para. 3.3)

13.3. (. Are reccrds of i•elding machine opera
trctnal checks mainta i.ed In Doeiiment 
Control? (Para. 3.9)

12 2i 1 1

CO!GIENTS
Performance of ooeratLonal checks et least every three
months was verified by checking the followine weldinR
mn.-bfnj.n* U-hR U-ARR. U-A9. �..J-191 ti-iSO U..V77
W-376, W-467, W-376, W-455. W-_456, W-230, W-400, W-349,
3-347

13.3.2 Yes, all the machines identified above rae ged 
except W-32. This machine was reported'to WE* 

13.3.3 Yesa M/E receives copies of maintenance reports and 
maintains a log of welding equipment.  

13.3.4 Yes, this was verified by review of maintenance 
records for the following equipment: Miller 
Rectifiers W-361 and W-143, Hobart Rectifier W-313, 
Miller Gasoline Generator W-73, Lincoln Rectifier 
W-237A, Westinghouse Grid WI-250 and Hobart Rectifier 
W-301.  

13.3.5 Yes, copies of these reports are maintained by M/E.  

13.3.6 Yes,_ coples of the maintenance reports are mainta incd 
in Docu'nnt Control.  

*Machine W-82 had been takee out of service and was 
awaiting repair.

-i

,

machines: W-118 W-488 W-82 W-121 W-117

3-347



No. QAA/170-4 

CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS 
14.0 Only seven orifice plates and 1 modification to e 

spool piece have been stamped. These items are 
14.0 Code Data Reports and Nameplate -not considered to be typical examples of items to 

Stamping (XVII) be stamped; therefore, reports and stampling will 
be audited as soon as more ty ieal itens are t 

14.1 Application and Control of "N" Stamps or t ar 
(CQA-14, Rev. 0) stamped.  

• .. •.
14.1.1 Verify the "N" stpS are stored in a 

locked drawer or cabinet. (Para. " ____ , 
5.1.2).  

14.1.2 Verify that documentation required to 
show compliance with the Code is on ---.--

site prior to application of the "N" 
stamps. (Para. 5.2) -___" 

14.1.3 Do nameplates contain the information 
required by paragraph 6.1? - - -

14.1.4 Verify application of appropriate "N" 
type symbols is in accordance with ____-_.  

paragraph 6.2. '" 

14.1.5 Is preparation of Code data reports in -

accordance with paragraph 6.3? 

I .i.6 Is an "N" stamp ]og maintained as - - .............  
required by paragraph 6.47 -.. ........................

Pi,,go of 3
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MkINt.CTERISTICS COMM1ENTS

•, .. ,, 14. I1.7 Are C,-JE dati reports certified by the 
"' Ž 4� ANt piIor to application of "N" stamps? 
•,•/,:•• j(Ftrar. 7.3) 

;. '] •,:, ; .  

'. " '7. " ' .

14.1.8 Are locations of,•'ci nameplates 
indicated on tba ±v=popriate iacmetric 
drawing? (Para. 7.4.3)

1 . .2 Asaign.ent and Control of National 
Board Serial Numbers (CQA-15, Pev. 0)

14.2.1 Are numbers assigned in accordance 
with paragraph 5.1? 

,4.2 .2 la pl.ncerv.tnt of nkirbers as required 
paragraph 5.2? 

1,4.2.3 Are numbers recorded in a log as 
required by poragraph 6.17 

14.2.4 Are Ccde data fcrms submitted in 
Accordance with paragraph 6.3?

by

S.. .. . . ..... . . .... .. . . ... .... 7- .......... . ... ... . .... . . . .

1� 
I 
I., 
[.  

t.  

I'.  

[A 

I.
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) .qAAI170-4

CILAACTERIs'rIcs

14.3 Preparation and Submittal of ASHE 
Code Data Reports (CQA-16, Rev. 0)

14.3.1 Are reports prepared for fabrication or 
modification of. subassemblies as 
required by pr, I6.1?

3.2 Are reports prepared for piping system 
or subsystem installation is required 
by parhgraph 6.2?

14.3.3 Are reports prepared for the nuclear 
power plant unit as required b y para
graph 6.3?

15.0 Housekeeping

Are QA Inspection personnel pe 
the walk-through inspections a 
them end are they. alert to the 
requirements listed in Procedu 
paragraphs 7.3 and 7.4?

15.1,1 Are the records created by the 
Inspectors in 15.1 above revie 

compliance by the Principal QA 
Specialist or hi1a designee? ( 
paragraph 7.5)

rforming 
ssigned 

spec ific

C0OMQ4_NTS
1a.1 Yes, verified by reviev' of documented record 9_f 
15.1.1 housekeeping inspections. _______________

re 

awed for ... .  

(CQA - 3 , -.. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

15.•Yesveriied y rele•,oM f dcmne rcrs?



CHARACTERISTICS

Are documented reports of housekeeping 
inspections in the warehouse and 
material storage areas being completed 
by the Materials Supervisor? (AP-VII-6 
paragraph 3.4)

Is housekeeping in the Document Control 
Area being done as required in Proce
dure AP-IX-2? (AP-VII, pars. 3.5)

Are Superintendents designated as 
responsible for the housekeeping zones 
as listed in Appendices A through E 
of Procedure AP-VII-6, paragraph 3.6?

15.4.1 Are the above designated Superintendents
maintaining the specified housekeeping 
conditions in their assigned areas? 
(These areas, designated by drawing 
SS/K-G-5008, are to be inspected for 
cleanliness) (AP-VII-6, para. 4.3)

Postaudit Meeting

15.2 No, this is not being pe, Th dlftorg rt 
15.3 concerned that Procedure AP-VII-06, paragraph 3.5 

is an error in the way it is stated. The reference 
to Procedure AP-IX-02 probably should be for docWpaenLt.__ 
control and distribution of Housekeeping records.  
This appears in the audit report as CanCR.N ta_3 

15.4 Yes, the zones are listed on a chart by.ogtjres.  
responsible superintendent, responsible construction 
inspector and QA Inspector.  

15.4.1 Yes, verified by review of Housekeeping Iection 
records.

16.0 Meeti gjseween a g. C tuctin jja~emnt0 
Site QA Management and the audltors were conducted
at the end of each audit day to report and discuss
any nonconforma.nces, concerns and comments observed
by the auditors.

The postaudit meeting was held at the conclusion of
the scheduled audit to present and discuss the
nonconformance and concerns which were to be included
in the audit report. Site m anageent nersonnel at-

in- th aui eot iemn i tpronla

rue flOstaudit meerine 1n11rat-c��1 tt�,t *ho'. vnr1�YAt-Oni

tihe items presented and their res.ponses were riven
to all items presented. Attendees of the postaudit
meeting are listed in the audit report.

"Page 38 of 39 
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CO•K

by the auditora.
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the postaudit meeting Inlicated that they understooý!
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Crrolinz Povre & Lilht CompSfly

March 5, 1981

File.: Q 0;Vd 0-4

MiEMOPANDbX4 TO: Mr. S. McManus

FROM: A. E. Hall

SUBJECT: Resolution of Audit Findings, QAA/170-4 
ASME Audit of SHINFr Construction

The corrective actions taken to resolve Finding Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

and 7 vere audited during Audit QAA/170-5, and these findings have been 

satisfactorily resolved by those audits. In addition, the response to 

Corcern Nos. 5 and 6 were audited during Audit QAA/170-5. This response 

to Concern No. 5 satisfactorily resolved this concern. The response to 

Concern No. 6 is still open as unresolved and is being carried forward as 

Concern No. I in Audit Report QAA/170-5.

Summary: Finding Items 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 plus Concern No. 5 are 

closed by report and audit. Concern No. 6 is now Concern No.  

in Audit Report QAA/170-5. This audit is hereby closed.
1 
/

C-

Ccncurrence:
S.. Mc~anusý Manaýý 

Corporate Nuclear Sa y & 
Quality Asqurance Audit

t.!_ I c'r :'

Dr
N.  

G.  
p,

3.  
S.  

L.  
W.

Chiangi 
Elle=an 
Forehand 
Howe

Mr. R. H. Parsons 
Mr. S. D. Smith 
Mr. T. H. Wyllie

<9 
* -.. .*

,.- .,,!:• :., r'-•. , .,[..,t•nderc,•

L.



CArohna Power &. Light CompanY7 

C.'. ~v'~1en. ecemer13, 1980 

File: QAA/.•.-4.-.  

I.~RNflL TO:- r S. ec--Pnus 

FRO.: A. E. F-.-11 

SUBjECT: Resolution of Audit Findings, QAA/!7O-4 

ALSKE Audit of SILPP Construction 

R1, ECE, ESOQA Lctter Q.-"1995 and Attachments, dated December 12, 1980 

The referenced letter QA-1995, dated December 12, 
1980, copy attached, with the 

EilCQ response to Audit QAA/170-4 has been evaluated with the following 
results.  

Thle responses for finding Items 3, 4, 5, and 7 are 
considered as action taken to 

resolve these items, and these findings are hereby closed by report. The requested 

response received for Concern #5 is considered as action 
taken, and this concern 

is hereby closed by report. The requested response received for Concern #6t 

indicates the required action necessary has not been completed, so we will hold 

this concer' as unresolved.  

The bhsis on anhich fsinding item 4 above is closed by report is due to the writer 

obtaining verbal innut from Mr. Kumar V. Hate, E&CQA, that the preventative 

correction action coroitted will be the responsibility of 
E&CQA Harris Site rn 

Personnel to assure it will be done.  

Sum~a-y: Finding Item.- 1, 3, 4, 5,6, and 7 are closed by report; Finding item 

2 is closed by report and audit. In addition, Concern #5 is closed by 

report, and Concern .6 remains unresolved.  

A.t tachmncnt 

obra . N. ver Chiangi iMr. t. Pa r hson 

07. S o assur Mr. S. D.  
. . . crehand Mr. T. 11. Wyllie 

lI. ' . ;. Hc,•.•z 
.  

-- " -... u.-.-naer•-'• 

S. zn 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

Quality #insurence Audit ••:,: 

J'. .. '.¥.  

- ..-.. *-:.-.  

7=7- 
-"'
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Decembor 12 1,C 

SII 

J.~ Chag 

ý5~ T .....- U Respons to Corp .or t Audi..,t,' .... A"+/17'0:'+o:+4 

C "C-,' 4 -¢ • 

cnre:i. Powr &n igdt Cor,(2)y concerns .fra repn..,e.  

31,_ 1980)Vhj and th tahd ihteecpino ocr 6 ti 

Candr+, Corttiondems ce s b'h./l ,...s..ed. C c 7i fo Concern #6 is 
Dece:r.be~r 12, 198-0 "--2 ' X:.+.":: 

File: SH A-2/2 C-A-195 -:,r,, 

.-.,+..;.,.M e...  

c:c:-OA;:DU:- TO: . r. S. McManus 

.- Ir.:i. D S~iih N/

F 7-!'r. . H. C ie"gi 

0.~,.[ L. Frhnd+`.a 

rJBJECT: Follow-Up Response to Corporate Audit QAA/170-4 .,.,,.:,+.  

The Corporate Audit Report OAA%/170-4 for audit of the Harris Project ,L;•' ' 
AS: activities during September 15-18, 22, 1980, listed six (5) ,-F -: 
findings and two (2) concerms requiring formal response. t< ' 

Based on our previous response (reference letter QA-1917 dated October •q++••;.  
31, 1980) arnd the attached, with the exception of Concern #56, it is • +*i 

considerec that corrective action for each of the items is satisfactory .,_.'.;.• 

and the items should be closed. Corrective action for Concern #A6 is .. 

incorpi~e te. ."••'.•7" 

Please let• me Iciow if you need any additional information.":.,.,,-'"+ 

'-''°I .35-' . .  

0.. .r, .7:..-o ew Mc r. 7,. H,. Paysoie (w/a) P:-•:....  

"- " G. .. Fo reh an d ( w/a ) + , . : - : 

*. .... .. -'. -- .f--

C'-'..o + ,++.
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I. . .. -:.• 
-- : 

F o 1o U v Per~iorue Lo Fuiný.inýs 

Code 4act.ion III, IIA-4i23.6 Document Control, ra quires "nea:.ur':, ti.a-t ýL a!.  

.:sure th-at documents, including changes, are revieweid for adequacy..." L 

.. auditor determined that a portion of the text of ;aragraph 1.3, ICCFF21 

requireenats, of Site Specificaticn 036, Revisicns 1, 2, 3, and 4 which wat in 

t... original issue of the document, was inadvertently deleted in Revizions 1, 2, 

3, and 4 due to typing error. This discrepancy went undetected tn-rcughcut the 
-•LSite construction and aA• organizations. This doc~un•ent was a requiremet .:': 

c7 eirht out of seventeen purchase orders for AS'.! Code items reviewed by the 

auZitor.  

Corrective Action: 

The Sen•or Resi•e.• t Engineer generated and distributed a memorandum (reference 

memorandum V-S-7687 dated September 18, 1980) to all supervisors alerting .. $. .  

tz.em to the particular problem and the general responsibilities involved.  

Site S'pecification 036 was revised on November 28, 1980 incorporating the missing 

paragraphs.  

A change order was written to purchase order numbers 28261 and 28910 to issue and 

impose the requirements of revision 6 to Site Specification 036 on the vendors.  

Finding #.4: 

Procedure WF-112, "Control of Materials and Equipment That May Be Harmful To 

Stainless Steel," requires materials that are purchased for a function that will 

require them to come in contact with stainless steel shall not contain more than 

o00-PPM leachable halogenated compounds (including chloridels). A certificate 

of compliance to the above must be provided by the supplier or sampled and tested 

upon receipt of the material.  

There are no suppliers' certification or sample test results on halogen content 

for the acetone being used on the site for cleaning purposes.  

Corrective Action: 

A reprenoiutative sample of acetone in use on the site was sent to the CP&L 

labora'tc.' for analysis and the results were completed on November 3, 1980.  

1:' b re-:slts of the sampe indicate 0.1 PPM of total leachable halogen corn

urnds [including chlorides) which is considerably less than the 1000 P.M 

allowed in procedure WF-112.  

•-en lots and/or batches of acetone are procured in the future more awareness 

* 2.1 t" applied in assuring that a certificate of compliance is obtained from 

the sunplir or the material is sampled and tested upon raceipt.  

ICA or. 
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Find ing': 

t<aruhouse storag.. procedure :GD-002, ".,aterial Maintenance Requirements Durar.
S*tcrage for Sht-aron Harris Nuclear Power Plant" requires polyeth.yle=l use-, in .- 44 

contact with safety related, seismic.1, or stainless steel equipment not to be 

1.excess of c5 P:'M for total leachable halogens in pigmented sheeting. Pro

ceoure WF_112, "Control of Materials and Equilpment Thay I-ay Be Harmful to 

Sta-in-less Stee' " requires that materials that are purchased for a function 

that will- reouire them to come in contact with stainless steel shall not contain 

more than 1000 PPM halogemated compounds which are leacirable. NIPFED Nemoran~durm 

80102-2, dated 5/22/80 from L. I. Loflin to T. H. Wyllie, indicates that protective 
4 

covers must not exceed 1000 PPN for total halogen and sulfur, and 200 PPM-1 for 

leachable halogen.  

The fire retardant vinyl received 6/4/80 has manufacturer's certification which 

states the total leachable halogenated compounds including chlorides are less than 

1000 PPM'. This material i's being used to cover safety related and stainless 

Steel equipment even though there is a conflict between the three documents 

prescribing leachable halogen limits.  

Corrective Action: 4c-4 

Work procedure WP-112 was revised on October 7, 1980, to reflect correct levels 

of acceptable limits of halogens. Procedure generated document PGD-002 was 

revised on October 30, 1980, and halogen limit criteria has been eliminated from 

this document. PGD-002 now references halogen limit criteria back to procedure 

WP-112.  

Finding #)7: 

For welding repairs to Code Class 3 base material, the CP&L ASM!E CA Manual requires 

the QA Welding Inspector to prepare a sketch of the repaired area as required by 

the Code showing location and size of the prepared cavity, the welding material 

identifications, the welding procedure, and a report of the results of examiinations H 
For weld repairs requiring radiography, ASME Code Section III, Paragraph I'D-25,39 

recu~res a sketch showing location and size of the prepared cavity.  

A radiograph identified as SW-2R1, Drawing 4-SW-8/2165 was reviewed during this 

audit. A mote on the Radiographic Examination Report indicated the area examined 

to be a pipe wall repair. The sketch of the repair~d area and the repair weld 

data report ~ouxld not be located during the audit. Only the film and the request 

fcr rad~c-'t':ý,2: were available for review.  

Ccrre ctit'e Action: 

J-tgto of the problem was revealed: 

' "," • " '•" l . ...**' " O'" fl -0 -• -I-uI''dc14 . .. • •". . ... . --"--.-, --- - -

(1) The repair was incorrectly identified as a repair to shop 

wcld 2. In actuality, the repair was a base metal repair 

on piece number 4-SW-8-5(l) adjacent to shop weld 2.

4*j...  
444 �*..........

4 4 . , . - - ...  

4 4 4 - �. 4 ..  

* 4- .. 4" 4...- .. .4 .4 44 
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k2' The defect wa!3 dis5ccvered. visually by crafl pIW5:Cfnc," 

Thi area in question was excavazted by •'r.nding witnout 

n:otifying QA; thus no DDR w-s writtr.n at th.at time.  

(3) The repair WDR was processed and the repair waa2 comFaeted 

Wi b, the necessary "sketch" of the excavated area. C...  

failed to note this problem and a DDR was not issued , L 
required.  

Th-ý recair I.'R has been corrected by identifying the repaired area as a base 

netal repair to piece number 4-SW-8-5(l). A "sketch" of the repair area has " 

been prepared from the radiographic "skin" issued by the QA NDE group and was 

Inserted in the repair package. The excavation depth of the area repaired 

was detersmincd Ln an interview with the welder who actually performed the 

re:cafr (referen, e memorandum from F. Shaikh to V. Safarian dated 12/3/EC).  

Craft Versonne! have been instructed to coordinate repair work with QA per

nne! o adequately ensure evaluation and documentation of work prior to any 

future repair work anticipated to be done (reference memorandum from C. Timberlake 

Lo D. Turner dated 12/9/SO, subject is DDR-483).  

QA personnel have been instr-ucted to check DDR and/or NCR files upon receiving a 

NDE Request or Repair WDR to ensure that base metal defects and/or damage are 

properly identified, documented and controlled (reference memorandum from 

Safarian to CA Welding personnel dated 12/10/80).  

Deficiency and Disposition Report number DDF-4S3 was issued to facilitate resolution 

of the audlit identified nonconfo-ming condition. The suIbject DDR was closea on 

December 10, 1980, based or. the aforementioned completed action.  

Ccncern 0k5: 

NFFED 1,-emorandum 79462, dated 3/12/79, indicates that for duct tape that 

,entinshouse reconmends chloride content of tape not to exceed 15 PFF'. NFPZD 

recom.ends that duct tape .purchased with actual chloride content of 20.9 FFM 

bc used. _ZPPED Memorandum 801022, dated 5/29/80, states higher halogen content 

can h used if tape •residue is removed prior to startup (heating up of equ-=pment).  

Procedure %P-12 revision nu-ber 3 is in review and approval cycle; this revision ..

will require all tape residue to be removed orior to operation heat-up.  

it 4! of c',cear that stainless steel pipe that has been embedded may not have r ' 

tape rem!d? _eoved in areas that are covered over with concrete.  

.- tvf Astion:.  

>-a- evaluated the potential effects of leaving tape residue on stainless 

stOel cipe, which is embedded (HPFED memorandum 801320, dated December 12, !980 .  

'n.t dasi. criteria restrict piping embedded in concrete to a -.aximcam of 150 F 

c.ratifl ternperature. This temperature is well below conditions which would 

cr..-.:-'O ccnc-'rn related to failure of piping from the effects of con-ainatc5 

t--? cýtIo.na! surface.  

S-
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Cona:,.:.cntz~rr•:plpng '• pen f•cipipin, ,13 Inspected 

--PXra pir-4ng a~i r~.fe~p.lI 3 npce accorzl~;t 

1'rozedlu-'• C7-1O, "Cleamness Ccntrol of Fluid Syste:C:i and Cor1ponenlts," .r/ 

asdn "C-;_-onitional Pelease" because the external surfaces of thP .j'i 

hsid not been cleaned in accordance with Procedurc .fl'-113, "Cleaning & Ciezn

aznzz •:.ntcna~e; of AS'-!E Section ITI Piping Systems." 

it. is c: conc'.r:'n that Procedurc WP,-113 was inadequate by not containing re
S.f.r 

;...terf.al pipe cleaning, and spent fuel piping is eo.bedder ir 

concr.te and cannoz be cleaned.  

Corrective 1'.ctin" 

The piping in question was released on a Cleanness Conditional Accept because 

no exterior clearuipss criteria wa.s addressed in W?17-1l3. The "conditional 

release: was used as a vehicle to flag the potential problem without stopping 

W-rk azsociated with the piping. UT-113 is being revised to include a statement 

to address piping exterior cleanness requirements as well as other W, concerns.  

When this procedure revision is approved and issued, the "conditional release" 

will be closed. Anticipated date for completion of the above action is 

janua-y 16, 19S1.
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Caroline Power Light Company 

CornpLan'¢ Correspondence November 6, 1980 

FILE: QAA/,170-4 

•M~40ONDUN TO: Mr. S. NcManus 

v-t.  

FROM: A. E. Hall 

SUBJECT: Resolution of Audit Findings, QAA/170-4 
ASMo QA Audit of SIPP Construction 

REFERENCE: E&CQA Letter QA-1917 & Attachments, Dated October 31, 1980 

The referenced letter QA-1917, dated October 31, 1980, copy attached with the 
E&CQA response to Audit QAA/170-4 has been evaluated with the following results.  

Thne responses for finding Items 1 and 6 are consildered as action taken to 
resolve these items and these finding items are hereby closed by report. The 
remaining responses to Finding Items 3, 4, 5, and 7 are not sufficient to 
close these items, due to the response action being incomplete or unacceptable 
as discussed below.  

Finding Item 3: The corrective action response did not include a copy of 
memorandum MS-7687, dated September 18, 1980 as record of this action 
taken. When we are notified the date that the specification is corrected 
and redistributed, we and thsei s this item by report. b 

Finding Item 4: The corrective action response gives no target date forto 
completion of action stated. In addition, the response does not state 

what preventative action is being taken to preclude a recurrance of this•-:nonconformance. The closing of this item is delayed until preventative 

action response is received.  

Finding Item 5: The corrective action response is adequate, but incomplete, of 
because in does not state a target date for completion. When we notified 
the act.cv is complete and the date, we will close this item by report.  

Finding Item 7: The corrective action response does not state if actionr 

nseceossry to complete DDR-483 is open or closed, nor if the DDR-483 -•.  condition is acceptable to the AIn. The preventative action response 
does "not state how it is to be accomplished, a target date for completion,.  
or if ohrs action is to be documented. The closing of this item is d u 
delayed until additional response is received.  

Tie above evaluations of corrective actionresponse iutlines additional response 
requested. It is requested this additional response be supplied by the Manager 
Engineering & Construitoon Quality Assurance to close these finding items.  

* ... b . . .. •• .. .-'-•-' 

deae ni diinlrepnei eevd .  

Th bv vlain fcretv cinepneotie diinlrsos 

reustd It. is reuete thsadtoa-epneb upidb h aae 

Engineering ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -& Cosruto Qult suac*ocos hs idn tm
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"l, corrective a-ction response to the audit report concerns #5 and #16 does not 

ndicate if these responses are engineering technical evaluations as requested t 

y the QAA-/170-4 Audit Report. The response for concern #6 raises additional A 

n-nswered questions.  

1. Thy was this piping released on a "conditional release" b?.sed on 

WP-II3, when this procedure did not have external cleanliness 
requirenonts? 

2. How was this conditional release resolvei.? 

t present these two concerns will remain unresolved, until additional response 

s received.  

umparv: Finding Items 1 & 6 are close by report; Finding Item 2 was previously 

losed by report and audit, and Fiading Items 3, 4, 5, and 7 remain open. In 

ddition, Concerns #5 and #6 remain unresolved.  

I!./tcuEH2 

c: Mr. N. J. Chiangi Mr. R. M. Parsons 
Dr. T. S. Elleman Mr. S. D. Smith 
Mr. G. L. Forehand Mr. T. H. Wyllie 
Mr. P. W. Howe 

oncur .___________________ 

-. •Corporate Nuclear Safety& 
Quality Assurance Audit 

P-C, S.M 
Corprat NulearSafty udi .Z..  

.r ..._ .



Carolina Power & Light Comparny

REjCEIVED 

SCTP9.4

October 31, 1980

File: SH' A-2/2 QA-1917

::E:ORANDUM TO: Xr. S. McManus

RO:4: ~N. J. Chiangi

ZSBJECT: Corporate Audit QAA/170-4

The Corporate Audit Report QAA/170-4 for audit of the Harris pr6ject 

;SME activities during September 15-18, 22, 1980, listed six (6) 

findings and two (2) concerns requiring formal response. The 

attached describes the action taken or being taken to resolve the 

reported findings.

Based on tne attached, corrective action for findings 1 and 6; and 

concerns 5 and.6 is considered satisfactory and those items should be 

closed.

The intended corrective action for findings 3, 4, 5 and 7 is con

sidered satisfactory and should be adequate for closing those items 
wnen complete.

tlease let me know if you need additional information.

Howe (w/a) 
Farsons (w/a) 
Smith (w/a) 
Wyllie (w/a) 
Forehand 1w/a)

* - � � 
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Cc.rnp.-ny Correapondenr,
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."..E QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT QAAg -4 

Response to Findings 

".'T-TC-IA :1975 Edition), Para--raph 8.5.2.c, specifies that for the practical 

n ncnnde-structive e:zamination personnel qualifications), ten different 

7c.'ts requiririg understanding o.' test variables and procedural requirements 

tc includied in the practical examination. In additior, Paragraph 9.6.1.f 

_es that the practical examination should describe the practical test object.  

The cualification records for Norman C. Westgate, RT Level II (Daniel) practical 

ex-,mination record did not include ten checkpoints as required and did not describe 

the test object that was tested. These record nonconformances existed when the 

-P&L .NDE Level 1:1 Examiner reviewed the record and certified this individual as 

RT Level II on 8/8/80. The auditors determined the record files for five other 

Level II personnel did meet the requirements of ASNT-TC-lA.  

Corrective Action: 

The identified practical examination for Norman Westgate was determined to be 

deficient insofar as the record did not include ten checkpoints or describe 

the ob4ject that was tested. Mr. Westgate was reexamined by a CP&L Level III 

Radiographer, completing the deficient portion of the practical examination. A 

new certification was issued on October 3, 1980, and the grade point average 

was readjusted accordingly. It should be noted that Mr. Westgate was not the 

radicgrapher of record on any production radiography prior to issue of the 

new certification. In the future, more emphasis will be exercised in reviewing 

qualification packages for new NDE contract personnel.  

Finding 02: 

Item closed in audit report.  

Finding #3: 

A S:-• Code Section IIi, NA-4133.6 Document Control, requires "measures that shall 

assure that docurments, including changes, are reviewed for adequacy..." 

The auditor determined that a portion of the text of Paragraph 1.3, 1OCFR21 

requirements, of Site Specification 036, Revisions 1, 2, 3, and 4 which was in 

the original issue of the document, was inadvertently deleted in Revisions 1, 2, 

3, cnd 4 due to typing error. This discrepancy went undetected throughout the 

CFL site conntrui:tion and QA organizations. This document was a requirement 

-r eiht ouz of acventeen purchase orders for ASME Code items reviewed by the 
nuý,,itor.  

"-Snior Rezident Enr.ineer generated and distributed a memorandum (M.S-7687 

*'-tem-er 18, 1980) to all supervisors alerting Lhem to the particular 
S-t ~-an• the general responsibilities involved. Site Specification 036 

is anticipated to be revised to incorporate the missing paragraphs by 

1-6, IQOS. This revised site specification will be-incorporated into 
c . .in_ urchase orders written against Site Specification 036.  

Al 5T,~
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•'redt~re WF-1!2, "Control of Materials and Equipment That May Be Harmful To 
;tanltes2 Steel," requires maLerials that are purchased for a function that will 

rcculre them to ccme in contact with stainless steel shall not contain more than 
lnt~ PFI leachable halogenated compounds (including chlorides). A certificate 
o: co:np1iarce to the above must be provided by the supplier or sampled and tested 
u.cn receipt of the material.

There are no suppliers' certification or sample test results on halogen content 
for the acetone being used on the site for cleaning purposes.

Corrective Action:

A san-nle of acetone in use on the site has been sent to the CP&L laboratory for 
analysic. Once the halogen content has been determined PPCD and NPPED will 
make a determination of acceptability. Corrective and preventative action will 
be formulated based on results of the laboratory testing.  

Findinz #5:

Warehouse storage procedure PGD-C02, "Material Maintenance Requirements During 

Storage for Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant," requires polyethylene used in 

contact with safety related, seismic 1, or stainless steel equipment not to be in 
excess of 55 PPM for total leachable halogens in pigmented sheeting. Procedure 

WP-112, "Control of Materials and Equipment Thay May Be Harmful To Stainless 
Steel," requires that materials that are purchased for a function that will require 

them to come in contact with stainless steel shall not contain more than 1000 PPM 

halogenated compounds which are leachable. NPPED Memorandum 801022, dated 

5/22/80 from L. I. Loflin to T. H. Wyllie, indicates that protective covers must 
not exceed1000 PPM for total halogen and sulfur, and 200 PPM for leachable halogen.

The fire retardant vinyl received 6/4/80 has manufacturer's certification which 
states the total leachable halogenated compounds including chlorides are less than 

lr00 P?.'. This material is being used to cover safety related and'staLnless steel 
equipment even though there is a conflict between the three documents prescribing 
leac..able halogen limits.  

Corrective Action:

"Work procedure WP-112 is in process of being revised to reflect correct levels of 

ac:eptable !-.-its of halogens. Procedure generated document PGD-002 is being 

.ri:suf-d to reference halogen limits established in WF-112. This action, once 
... n.•uld eliminate further conflict on the prescribed leachable halogen

IQ
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Src.'e -0 evision 9 dated September 5, 1980, Paragraphs 3.11 and '..2 re-quire the Welcding Issue Rocm Attendant to daily check the welding rod holding 
o';rns to randomly check the welding rod heated portable caddies for their 
proper o-eration at the specified temperatures. The procedure requires the above 
checks to be recorded on Exhibit 2, Revision 6, dated August 1980.  

7,e rczorts examined showed that Revision 4, not Revision 6, of Exhibit 2 has been 
useO to record the daily checks of oven temperatures in all three issue rooms to 
date. Revision 4 of Exhibit 2 did not have a format that provided a designated 
stace for the data results of checking the heated portable caddies. There have 
be-= no records made of the issue room attendant's checking of the heated portable 
caýdies since September 5, 1980 when the new requiremnent became effective.  

Revision 6 cf Procedure M3-03, which was issued December 7, 1979, revised Exhibit 2 
w..h. made it Revision 5. There is no record of Revision 5 of Exhibit 2 having 
bcen used for recording oven temperatures by the issue room attendants since that 
dote.  

Corrective Act-ion: 

Ccrrective Action has been taken and all temperature recordings that were recorded 
cn revision 4 have been transferred and recorded on revision 5 back to effective 
date of December 7, 1979, with a statement and date attached to each sheet 
indicating it was transferred from revision 4. All temperature recordings that 
were required on revision 6 have also been transferred from revision 4 to revision 6 
back to effective date of September 5, 1980. A statement and date was attached to 
each sheet showing the change.  

.-etallurg•:/Welding UnJit personnel have been cautioned about failing to destroy 
. sU:,erceded and obsolete forms. Measures were taken to ensure that all forms now 

4n use are in compliance with the latest applicable procedures.  

Find~ !nk7: 

7or welding repairs to Code Class 3 base material, the CP&L ASME QA Manual requires 
t.QA Welding Inspector to prepare a sketch of the repaired area as required by 
the Code showing location and size of the prepared cavity, the welding material 
-erntificaticns, the welding procedure, and a report of the results of examinations.  

For weld reptc_.rs requiring radiography, ASME Code Section III. Paragraph ND-2539 
'c7:uircr z.sketch showing location and size of the prepared cavity.  

, rio--raoh identified as SW-2R1, Drawing 4-SW-8/2165 was reviewed during Lhis 
. note on the Radiographic Examination Report indicated the area examined . '. a pe vall repair. The sketch of the repaired area and the repair weld data 

.-st be located during the audit. Only the film and the request for 
r ...- available for review.  

........-.. ..rw ... .? W.• : 
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~s~t on o ai~prob2em reve~aled: 

(1) The repair was incorrectly indentified as a repair to shop weld 2.  
in actuality, the repair was a base metal repair on piece number 

4-S-8-~I)adjacent to shop weld 2.  

'2 Th-e defe:t. was discovered visually by craft personnel., The area 
-Jr. cuest-ion was excavated by grinding without notifying CIA; thus 
no DDF was written at this time. . .  

S " The repair WD•-l was processed and the repair was completed without 
the necessary "sketch" of the excavated area. CA failed to note 
this problem a-nd a DDR was not issued as required.  

The repair 'nD.R has been corrected by identifying the repaired area as a /.  
-aZc -.zal rea:ir to piece number 4-SW-8-5(l). A "sketch" of the repaired' 

are. ha" been prepared fromthe radiographic - -skin"-issued by the - A "DE 
Tr-.p his sketch shows all dimensions with the`_xceotion of the depth 

of the excavated area. DD"-483 has been issued to facilitate resolution 
of' th*e nonconforminr, condition,,;.~~- . ~ 
I~ndividuals responnitle for the review and issue of Repair WDR's have been 
alerted to the errors exempif-id by this incident and have been instructed 
to enc-ure the required sketchE.s of the excavations have been made prior to ..  

-release for repairs. They have also been instructed to insert the DDR number 
at ie :nstruct itns section of Repair WDa's issued for base metal repairs.  

`ielc weicinz personr-el have been instructed to coordinate with GA prior to 
-any weldi repairs.  

?ED 'Memorandum, 79462, dated 3/12/79, indicates that for duct tape that 
u rcocD:nends chloriide content of tape not to exceed 15 PPM. NPED 

reccr,3dz that duct tape purchpsed with actual chloride content of 20.9 PPM be 
usd INFFED Memorandum 801022, dated 5/29/80, states higher halogen content 

b e Used if tape residue is removed prior to startue (heating up of equipment).  
Frocedure it?-s2 revision number 3 is in review and approval cycle; this revision 

wilreojirc .!! tape residue to be removed prior to operation heat-up.  

T reair that stainless steel pipe that has been embedded may not have 
.re a eenremoved areas that are covered over with concrete.  

Vhr 
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~ ~:t thr&!± nc, problem if tape residues were no?- re-oved 
ý"n :.cpratin,- t-_,peratures will not exceed 2 0 0 F. This is 

t~hu crnit;-caJ tc~p ature where halogens could produce deleteriouis 

:c 3"* .-. ' -i. 

t.spray pi r.ing ant spent fuel pip:ifg was inspected accoreing t. ,roce

C, Claess Con~trol of Fluid Systems and Components,' and released ior:1, Re-ease" b.ecapatse the external surfaces of the pipe had not been 
acccrdance with Procedure Vr?-113, "Cleaning &Cleanliness Maintenance 

ct-ion 11 ipin- System~s." :~ 

cncern that Procedure V-7111 was inadequate by not containing requirements 
a2 pipe clepning, nd spent fuel piping is embedded in concrete and 
cleaned.  

Action: 

dure WF-113 does not have any external cleanlineIs requirements. There 
, requirement for any external cleanliness contained in any of CF&L 

s. The only on-site requirement is the removal of items on the surface 
ss steel to a visual level of cleanliness (reference W.-112).  

cleand c• ;V....' 
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Carolina Power & Light Company

Cormnany Cotrrespondence October 2, 1980

FILE: QAA/!70-L

MD'1ORNDUM TO: Mr. S. McManus

FROM: A. E. Hall

SUBJECT: ASME Quality Assurance Audit of SHNPP Construction

REFERENCE: Letter SH A-2/2, dated September 18, 1980

The referenced letter SH A-2/2, dated September 18, 1980, with E&C QA 
response to Audit QAA/170-4, Finding Item No. 2 has been evaluated and 
verified as corrected during the audit. The response for Finding Item 
No. 2 is considered as action to resolve this item and is hereby closed 
by report/audit.

Summary: Finding item No. 2 is closed by report/audit. Finding Items 
1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 remain open.

AEH: pn 
Attachment 
cc: Mr. N. J. Chiangi Mr. R. M. Par 

Mr. G. L. Forehand Mr. Sheldon D 
Mr. P. W. Howe * Mr. T. H. Wyl 

/ • S. Mcl~niis Manager 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

Quality Assurance Audit

sons 
. Smith 
lie

... * 
* ., * ,� .'. .2 .....  .. * . , *.  
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Cz;ohina Power light Company

F. 0. Box 101, New H.11, N;. C. "7562
C.3mLýw Cvr~eond-naci 

SH .- 2/2
September 18, 1980

Y.EMZA2UM TO: Mr. A. Hall, Lead Auditor 

FROM~: G. L. Forehand 

SUBJECT: Evaluations Related to Disqualified Vendors 

To ;:revent failure to perform evaluations as required by procedure CQA-24, 

Faragraph 7.1, the E&C QA Vendor Surveillance Unit will notify the site 

QA Unit by memorandum of vendors removed from the Approved Suppliers List 

and the reason for removal.

x� 1 7 d7 44�44�•

: Mr'. N. J. Chianrm.i 
M.r. D. A. Mcoaw 
M-L-. D. C. Whitebead 

. .. .* 
7..' 

S... .~ ~ ~ - .. .t)u' : '

-K:..) 

/

i /' , 4,517J1,171,f gt./



o:vHkRPF IS NKLEAR. POV.EP r: w7 T 

E!-.earon Harris Nuc2e~ 

.... .s . - . :-.";"., - .

EVQ T!. Power Plarct 

innicirs >S*.,Fr7 

attachej" ..e.tes Vendors who have been reove-. fro: an' e.valuatio L ist 

_se ual if i c~ ti on si c. .- s haVE exp ire d. We perforeL ''o r e L . to cE-2 2 3 

renova. would affect any orders "In orogess". ,only Unibraze o FLF i223 

an rde "n pogrss .jb-n4raze haachi Certification. expire 7/145/ andw 

;ro-essý of reapplyine for their ASM.ceortification.  

-~fonlow~ing action wil be t-a>en by OF:, 

I-. Per Don 'M,,c:aw, E&C ZA will auzit Unibraze 7rior to the propo sed shipmneft date C." 

... ue noted that "niraze has not started production on H-24234.  

2. The Site .-- terial Contri Unit will 'flag" the ?0 H-24234 for attention when the 

shipment arrives. Receiving inspection shall ensure that the Vendor is consizersit 

to be approved by C?&L prior to acceptance of any material.  

G. F-rnn 

A., .. "i. "U i....  

: -•. reova woud afectan)'ordes ooges Onl
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Enclosure 9 to Serial: HNP-99-069 

Representative Quality Assurance Audits 
of the Site Construction Program
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C•,rolin•. Poy,m,,,r ,. LuliIh Cenw|l,'ny
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F11C: ,TOS/170-1 .. S 

'!1--MOPv'•dNDbU TO: Mr. S. D. Smith

FROM: S. 11cManus 

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Audit of ASME Quality Assurance at SHNPP 
Construction Site 

It is currently planned to conduct a OQality As.;urance Audit of ASME• Quality 
Assurance at SHNPP Construction Site on March -.9-23, 1979. This audit will 
be conducted in accordance with Quality Assura ice Audit Procedure QPAP-l, 
"Procedure for Quality Assurance Audit as Required by CP&L Corporate QA 
Program" and the CP&L ASML QA Manual. The attached audit agenda/plan dcfines 
the scope and primary areas of the audit. The lead auditor will be Mr. A. E.  
Hall.  

The Manager - Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance should regard this 
memorandum and attached audit agenda/plan as official notification of the 
audit.  

If ::here are any questions concerning this audit, please contact mc.  

ZMN:A.[1:jwjWl 

ALtachment 

cc: Mesnrs. N. J. Chiangi (w/a) 
G. L. Forehand (w/a) 
".7. B. Kincaid (w/aL) 

R. M. Parsons (w/a) 
M. F. Thompson, Jr. (w/a) 
T. H. Wyllie (w/a)

I-.P...

� .
v�y.  
V

!"ubj,jjjj'y 21 , 1979,
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AUDIT AGEN)DA/PLAN

Activity: Quality Assurance Audit of ASM Quality Assurance at SHNP Construction Site

Audit Schedule Date: March 19-23, 1979

E. Hall - Lead Auditor 
W. Bissette 
W. Taylor 
A. Johnson

(1) CP&L ASME QA Manual 
(2) ASME Code 
(3) SHNPP PSAR

Applicable Documents: (1) 

(2) 
(3)

Agenda: 1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
7.C 
8.0 
9.0 

10.0 
11.0 
12.0 
13.0

E&C QA Manual of Procedures 
S11NPP Construction Procedures 
SHNPP Specifications

Preaudit Meeting (8:15 a.m., 3/19/79) 
ASZ4E/Document Control 
Site Procurement - ASME Items 
Receiving Inspection - ASME Items 
Process Control 
Welding Control 
Heat Treating 
Calibration of Equipment & Tools/ASME 
Inspection & Test (Welding & Hydro) 
Nondestructive Testing 
ASME QA Records 
Containment Construction (ACI-359) 
Post Audit Meeting

Audit Report No.: QAA/170-1

QAA Procedure No.: QAAP-1

Auditors: A.  
L.  
F.  
I.

Requirements:

I
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Cirolina Power & Light Company 

Apr ] ", 97 9 

* ('A.%/170-1 

. ..:-..,DUM 10: Messrs. Shearon Harris 
',\ ~~~~-J--2,_ oes, 

" , RECEIVED 

''- - j:! S J? -- . MY~c znus " " t.. . . ' ' 

"ý'Uý.TECT: AS!.M Quality Assurance Audit of / 

SIHRP Construction 

During the period March 19-23, 1979, a Corporate Quality Assurance Program 

Audit was conducted at the SHNPP Construction Site. This was conducted by 

~:esr. .A. E. flall (Lead Auditor), L. W. Bissette, I. A. Johnson, and F. W.  

a-:,ior cf the Corporate Nuclear Safety & Quality Assurance Audit Section.  

The purpose of this audit was to evaluate the SHNiTP ASME Quality Assurance 

Program and to verify compliance with the implementing procedures.  

The attached audit report summarizes the results of the audit. The completed 

checklist, which was used as a guide in conducting this audit, is maintained 
in the CNS&QAA Section files.

As required by Audit Procedure QAAP-l, it is the responsibility of the 

MXnnager'- Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance to review and investigate 

the audit findings; to deternine and schedule appropriate corrective action, 

including action to .prevent recurrence; and to respond in writing within 

thirty days after receipt of this report, giving results of the review and 

invsti.gation, and describing corrective action taken to resolve the findings 

identified in this report.

aEi: fc:cTC 

/c .itthcent

J. Chiangi (w/a) 
L. Forehand (w/a) 
Hlxtilten (w/a) 
t:• Howe (w/a) 
!•, 5 Je•...5rfr (wia) 

Kincaid (w/a) 
Mayton, Jr. (w/a)

M.  
W.  
R.  
S.  

M.  
T.

A.  
W.  
M.  

D.  
F.  
H.

McDuffie (w/a) 
Morgnn (w/a) 
Parsons (w/a) 
Smith (w/a) 
Thompson, Jr. (w/a) 
Wyllie (w/a)

ThiY,.-ached audit report, QAA/170-1, has been reviewed and is returned for 
;,iz-cz:cnt in tw CN!StQM files with the fo1lo?' g coent.  

99050.50220 990430 
PDR ADOCK 05000400 
P PDR

*1.

srs. i.

�Ar&,r.,c
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Audi!i Reuort 

AU-'iLed: SIINPP COnistruction Site/ASi-TE Constructi~on 

ort No. : QAA/170-1 liate: March 19-23, 1979 

A. .. 1;a! - Lead Auditor 
' 2 

L. W. Liisette 
1. A. Johnson 

S aylor...  

ontac •ed: 

"*"D. C. Whitehead - Senior QA Specialist 

"*"G. Simpson - Senior QA Specialist 

"*"V. Safarian - Senior QA Specialist 
"*"r. G. Loving - Senior QA Specialist 

"*"E. L. Betz, Jr. - Senior QA Specialist 

W. J. burnette -Material Supervisor 
• W. D. Goodman - Project Manager, Daniels "*"G. L. Forehand -Principal QA Specialist ••' 

J. F. Nevill - Site Engineer, Civil 

"*"R. H. Parsons Site Manager 

* T. H. Wyllie - Manager, Nuclear Construction 

"*"S. Hinnant - Principal Engineer, Mechanical/Electrical 

E. Kelly - Senior QA Specialist 

C. Nall, Jr. - Project Office Engineer 

* M. E. Reese - Project Engineer/Welding 

•* T. Harrir.gton - Senior Buyer 

• N. J. Chiangi - Manager, Engineering & Construction QA 

* P. W. Howe - Vice President, Technical Services 

E. McLean - Senior Engineer, Mechanical 

* W. Seyler - Senior Engineer, Civil 

J. Schenck Weld Material Issue Attendant 

*S. Mc.anus Manager, Corporate Nuclear Safety & QA Audit 

ndcd the Postaudit Meeting 
nded the Preaudit Meeting 
nded the Preaudit and Postaudit Meetings 

"'-'•udit was conducted in accordance with CP&L's Quality Assurance 

Procedure QAALP-I, "Procedure for Quality Assurance Audit as 

Roquired by CP&L Corporate QA Program, and ASHE QA Program." 

-h. rurvose of the audit was to review and eva]uate selected portions 

:f the CP&L I.SiE QA Program, STUTPP PS3AR coum.tments on concrete 

cont i:iru.rent (Appendix -H in PSAR) Site QA Program/Procedures, 

a,,.. ve:ifv site compliance with implementig procedures. Area-:/activities 
c~it,,• included: (1) AS•E/Docunnt Control; (2) Site Procurement 

*'T2 lonems; (3) Receiving Inspection - ASME Items; (4) Process 

Conz-rc ; (5) Welding Control: (6) Hleat Treating; (7) Calibration 

ef Equipment and Tocls/ ASME; (8) Inspectioi. & Test - Welding 

-

'.r- 

$ 

-_" 

.. :..'..'" "
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ti l Contain:.me:t CO:l=Lrtie'lon 7 ..'i r. b,1 ' 12 v] 1o 
.'t: (12 i Hoisa. k.e ino; !tr n C .:.' Duran,... i,..u. Withih !.-OL

.re :r, thae atud'it cnuti s -ed c'f d -,ri !:;it,11; %,-!*,t! I ,uI .J 
i•:••nau !.io'u of: record]s and proce•:.urvý, ,•'.lt LLa:r w'alk t r.2•n 

of tn;cutruction site, and witnca's of rcan-:tructijon work in 

:the scop W this audit, the ;. Quality Assurancce 
roqrar w;ill be considered adequate whnfl the seven findingf

:,Lntified in this report are r2solved. The eleven concern
identified in the general section of this report should be 
reviewed by the responsible parties to determine if actual 
problem areas exist.  

During this audit, the audit team toured the SHINPP Construction .'ite 
and reviewed housekeeping during the construction phas•e as required 
by ;.NSI Standard N45.2.3, titled "Housekeeping During the ConitLru•'tJon 
-'.h--it5 of Nuclear i'ower ]'lant3." The auditors, ir':,dhjto! t 
zhe housekeeping tour, informed the CP&L Site Manager and the Daniel 
Project Manager of the conditions found. One nonconforming finding 
vas identified during the housekeeping tour and is detailed in this 
renort, which is the result that the site did not have documented 
procedures implemented to control housekeeping. The site issued 
their housekeeping procedures, however, they are not implemented 
as of this audit date. The auditors reviewed the site housekeeping 
procedures and they will meet the requirements of ANSI N43.2.3 
when implemented.  

Personnel contacted during the audit were cooperative and found 
to he knowledgeable in their areas of responsibility.  

Finuinzs and Corrective Action: 

Dtiring the audit, the following items were identified as nonconforming 
findings. The items require corrective action and formal response.  
Actions taken to 'preclude recurrence are also required for item 2.  

"item• V 

F-nUirement : 

". TIE Section III, paragraph NB-5!ll, requires that radiographic 
-ocne-rameters for single-wall radiographic technique be in accordance 
"w'ith able NB-5111-1.  

".-nconfor=nnce:

T.:.ramtter sensitivity for sourte :;ire ppnetrnmetvrs in T.b].e 2 
.. 2. procedure ,,EP-t•01 Revision I., Lor material rhlcknss 

-,cr 7/8 inc, throu'h i1i11/' inch is not in com.pliance with 
"':•Vlv N-5!li-l. Procedure NDEP-F-101 :.Tre. that tA-u 4T holt. in 

t.* p-nFtrometer bu displayed on the radiograph. Tle ASME Code, 
S2tvn !I!, i.able NE-511-l, spMeci2.ies thnt the 2T hole be displ.Iyd 
on toe rndiograph.  

.. . r. ....

: 7" 

0-, 
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A;:hknowled.,m.ennt enand ]Respu 

E&C OA totated th -'en. tt'iiy lhoww. in CP&L prncedu:,-'__•.-,- -

}IE.EE-1 01will be modifie6 to agree wi hI lthe re'jquirement. of1-1 AS1h 
C'od,, Section Ill.  

le.2: 

Requira:,cnt ..  

E.oaso Specification CAR-SIi-AS-55, Circu .ar Liner Plates an:d 
A•SE Code, Section III, Division 2, parag;raph CC-2131.i(c).  

Nonconformance: 

The Ebasco Purchase Order NY435170, to vendor llemminger, for 
containment circular liner plates for Units 1 and 2 required the 
plate material to meet ASME Code, Section III, Division 2.' The 
Certified Material Test Report (CMTR) supplied by the vendor does 
not meet the requirements of CC-2131.!(c). The code requires the 
CMTR to have a statement giving the manner in which the material 
is identified, including specific marking.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

The Principal QA Specialist stated the vendor is being contacted 

to supply corrected CMTR(s) and he will then review the vendor's 
identification on the material not yet installed in Unit 2. , i.  

Item 3: 

Recuirement': 

ANSI Standard N45.2.3, "Housekeeping During the Construction Phase ' ' 
of Nuclear Power Plants." 

Nonconformance: 

The ATSI Standard requires that procedures be documented and 

implemented for housekeeping control. The site does not have a 
documented procedure i.mplemented for control of houbckeeping.  I-, .,,, -" -' 5 

The .'S.Ite QA does not have a documented procedure implemented for 

.-- %,cillance of housekeeping. Both of the site organizations 

_.':aCd documented procedures during this audit which have not been 
i.l--emented. The auditors reviewed both of these procedures during 
r>ý,idit and find they will uaeet the intent of ANSI N45.2.3 when 

2mU.ic-I-flted.  

.,-k,2dve.-oent and Resnonse: 

•:ýh the Site Manager and the Principal QA Specialist stated 
v Ill have these new procedures implemented within one 

"".. . ...i,. a . .. , " 

,* - 5,*.;. . .' 

". •, :'. '.-i-..-* 7 *.*.-..-.. 
4 ----,;,. :.::o*'.-...-7. . .." , -'-,," . .



zind lns;.ections, 6tates: "Checklistfs shall be prepared, inrclud-Ihg 
Lnhe decuMnut nw.-,bers and r, visions te which thu examination or 

te-~is to bo ptzrformec: . ....  

N n :n for!iri:nc es: 

a. T'ie Wel~d Data Report (WTDR) contains the checklist but it does 
nlot indicate the procedure or its revision to which tile NDE 
exacination or test will be Performed.  

b. The "Hivdro Test Formi," Exhibit 1 of TP-30, Revision 1, dated
3/6/79, does not contdin a checklist or provisions for listir~g 
procedure and itF revision.  

AcL-nowledgement and Response: 

a. The Man~ager, E&C OA did not agree with the finding., fie 
stated the ty~pe of N1,DE is marked on the WDR as hold point ~ 
and-the IDE Test Report will be attached to the NflR when 
documented after the NDE is performed. The NDE Test Report 
will. indicate the procedure and its revision.  

b. The Principal Engineer - Mechanical/Electrical stated the 
Hvdro Test Form is in the process of being revised to include 
recuirements.  

ite 5: 

flecuircnment: 

The Weld Data Report, Form QA-28, requires documenting the piece 
numboers and heat numbers of items welded together to identify a 
weld joint.  

Nonconiormance: 

Th-, wl Data Report for weld joint 3SW13FW169 stated piece number........
_-F,-~-l-*.7, hent number 98267-23 was welded to piece number 4-SW-2-7, 

tnurber 98534-23; however, piece number I-SW-49-17, heat number 
li-3was actually welded to piece number 4-SW-2-7, heat number 

-1-23 Tc pipE, Piece 1-SW-49-17, had been flipper, over exchanging 
* .. s and hieat numbers, thc. weld fit-up inspection had been approved 

S'te OA Inspector. It wan confirmed that the Weld Data Report 
-. cctcd during the aiuditt.  

1ý 'jýmn arld Response: 

1!c rr~ncip;ýl QA Specirhli~st stated that identifications will be 
roccnf_`rt'ed at final inspection.



6,.  

-5

Iten o : 

Reou±rement: 

Procedure HP-03, Welding Material Control, Revision 1, states: 
"Dry rod, rebake and recondition ovens shall be temperature checked 
by a calibrated instrument on a weekly basis by the control area 
attendant and documented." 

Nonconformance: 

Weld Rod Holding Oven 111100 was checked the weeks of 2/26/79 and 
3/19/79. It was not checked for two weeks but was still used.  
The calibration instrument used to check ovens had been damaged, 
and no spare or replacement instrument was available.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

'The Welding Project Engineer stated the procedure would be changed 
to require temperature check every two weeks. He also stated 
an extra calibrated instrument had been purchased.  

Item 7: 

Reouirements: 

ASME QA Manual, Section 3 
Administrative Procedure IV-03 

Nonconformance: 

The ASME QA Manual, paragraph 3.3.7, requires purchase orders 
to be awarded for code items in accordance with PPCD procedures.  
The Site Construction Procurement Services Section is issuing 
and approving purchase orders per PPCD Procedure P-066 which is 
not w-ritten as required in Administrative Procedure IV-03, paragraph 
3.7, which requires the scope to contain the sentence, "This is 
an ASME Section III procedure" when the procedure relates to ASME 
Code work.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

The Manager, E&C QA stated that he did rot believe that the P-066 
procedure should contair the statement since the procedure is 
used for all purchase orders issued by PPCD. Further study will he 
made to resolve the nonconformance.  

The following items were identified as concerns during the audit.  
it is recommended that they be investigated and evaluated to determine 
what actions are necessary to prevent them from becoming unsatisfactory 
conditions.



C n.. r n . t h 

- ...- ..-...-.  

or general w.•rk, ..':.ctupt when dett .i. 2 n of fine surfa'e di.,
contriultie,- -:s requifrui or shape of a component or part would 

.::-en uc- o. direct current. The audi tors are concerned Oar.  
. raerar~nap do not clearly define rwhen direct current and

U -tcrnri-ing current are being used. During this audit, magneti, 
na-rzicle examination of a circumfereotial weld in a 30 inch diz:ci_--,.r 

o- was witnessed . 'he completed weld Joint was ground on~y t.; 
a::cunt necessarv to remove abrupt ridges and the fusion line: "t-re:.  
the, weld and base rictal. Direct current would be used to exar>_no 

_,is eld joint if the information :n paragraphs 8.1 and 8.2 J 
used to determine current; however, Llternating current was used.  

The Manager - E&C QA stated that the procedure does contain the 
.nforation needed because it states that the current used can [ .  
either be AC or DC as addressed by the code.  

Concern 2: 
Administrative Frocedure IX-lO requires the Document Control Supervisor 

tu distribute the site-generated specifications in accordance with 
Administ'rati',e Procedure IX-02. It is of concern that contrary toi 
distribution of controlled documents, site-generated specifications 
have been distributed to personnel for procurement purposes without 
having the stamp "Uncontrolled" applied.  

The Manager - E&C QA stated that procedures will be examined to 
d,-"ternine the need for corrections to allow unstamped documents 
tc be issued by the Document Control Supervisor.  

Cc ernc,_,. 3: 
L. .  

. review of eight Construction QA Manuals of Procedures for their 
ccnt-rol and distribution was made by the auditor. It is of concern 
that one mzanual was found issued vithout having an Approval Page 
(Pag.c, 1) and two manuals were issued without having the number 
of the :rnual shown on the Approval Page.  

Tn,- items were corrected during the audit.  

""7.s of conrern that several code items receiving inspection 
:,•... %sthree of which are numbered QA-169476-3, 0A-169476-.--,.•, -169476-7 ccntoined cross-reference forms that listed 

'.:. ,Le rec.-iving insp,-ectior package numbers in which pertinent 
.::oero:.!ton is filed.  

"-'rin-.cjp. QA Specialist stated that the robsolete numbers would 
.. '�r •z to reflect tho correct package numbers.  

i W. ". * . 4 *.  * - . -.. * .* . ... ;.-*.. , .t•--=,•. .=¢ • , .` 4 ;`,. •.X `rJ. <", • •`'-`:• • ,



_ f concern that two code itmn r.ceivi, JnspcLion [,aca 

P[0 ; -- 0 1 a d HOS009-2 c onL.'I inc J phot z 'opies of c h[r:. i;.I 

.ia.~ repc-rts having unreadable signat-urk-.-. and as such made 
thec incapable of being properly reproduced.  

thc . rincipal QA Specialist stated that the.;e reports would be 
2Orr~c te2.  

f! * ,,- ..  

A CP&L PPED letter No. CE-07426 to Ebascc states the A-E will review ._
and approve the Site Procedure AP-IX-ll, titled "Construction 
Surveillance." The auditors are concerned that this procedure has 
not been reviewed and approved by Ebasco. Per Harris Site Engineering, 
Ebasco will not sign the site administrative procedures.  

Con:ere 7: 

The last survey of Site QA records wac performed 9/21/78. Since 
that tire, the Site QA Procedure CQA-2, titled "Construction Site ,' 
QA Sur-eys," has been deleted. The auditors are concerned that 
thiz now is in conflict with requirements of ASME QA Manual, paragraph 11.1.6 .  
wnic requires QA records to be surveyed.  

The Manager - E&C QA stated that this conflict was an oversight 
and will be deleted from the ASýE QA Manual. r ...  

Concern 8 :.  

The Field Weld Number is marked in the pipe using a vibrator marker.  
it is of concern that this identification is very hard to read.  

Th- nager - E&C QA stated that as long as the Field Weld Number 
is readable at the time of instellation that the requirements IZ* . .  

for uarking have been met. He -lso stated that they had suggested 
stamping for identificition.  

Concern 9: - " 

..rzicic :752 of Section V of the ASk Code requires for magnetic 
test equipment that each piece of magnetizing equipment .  

oc calibrated at least once - Y'ear. The magnetic particle 
. .s being calibrated. It is of concern that there is no docu

.-:e-tdc record of this yoke calibration.  

.':.- naer - E&C OA stated that the blocks are part of the calibration 

-r', ."- and there is a record of these blocks being calibrated.  
ie: auditor stated that he had rio problem with the blocks, but 
L•:.L Lh, Magnetic Particle yoke had no record of calibration. -

T.e iýanagcr-E&C QA stated that the calibratic- requirements are 
'ci:Lg .zet and that personnel have gone a step further by requiring 
that these be -alibrated on a daily basis. 7.  

74..".-....  
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.o .. le N•A 413-1J. Tv. t Control.., 

Co e - ,_ ,t ..ic •• 

"Te'st" siall be docunented and evaluated to assure 

th-t t'est requiremenlts have been ;a-isat led.'s It ie Of concern 

the the cydro Test Form does not provide for or indicate that 

results were evaluated and accepted.  

71C Principal Engineer, Mechanical/Eleotrical stated that the 

tor, has already been changed to correct the concern.  

Concern 11: 

Paragraph 4.1.2.2 of Administrative Procedure XII-01 requires 

rurchase requisitions for permanent plant items to include an 

approved site-generated 3r A-I generated design specification.  

It is of concern that sit--generated Specification 021 for -.  

weld rod which has been included in four purchase requisitions 

it not an approved design specification.  

The X•inager - E&C QA stated that the Administrative Procedure XlI-O1 

would be changed to reflect the actual requirements for specifications 

required to be included in purchase requisitions.  

d by: ee 

b:. l.•/ '.t• 

Ma ~nager -. CroaeNc~ar Safety & 
Quality Assurance Audit 

;I.-'i# 

.....tyAssuanc Audit *. .44• 

.... ,.• ~,.. .. .- . . .• •• ••] . ,

v'Ubmitte
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SPJ~PP AUDIT PROCEDURE QAAP-142 

BkT March 19-23, 1979 

AUDIT .  

SSU~E~ QA Audit of ALsXE Q'u;1ity Asaurance ~ 

TOR A. F~. M1~1 AUIOR(S)_I. A. Johnson L. W. Bissette '.W. TF.Licr_ 

cluARAcTERISTCS COM?2F r s 

1.0 Preatidit M~eting Prc -ue IV-.03 is t-ritte.n and ored for ____ 

'i Mp; a 1:c7f !olilal and wirkz ~r 
thce urea elap otFing to AC, tc l'; f .  

S.y 

~ 2 0 Fihe _d!LTNi~Ttion of ConctructionQA u'inlý-lInhc~ 
!2.ýten Control iij~rc'ue.lc.ecc..x.  

.1.., 2.1 Arc the construction technical and workto n orol a ndt thrivmnv-: 

PocnlurO'i being developcd and approved - ~ ~ P21!RI~I9!t~'i~tr s 
with ASM! QA Manual, of Lhoac taniiuals. Thic vc'i vrittenuaiowr j3 

~ 2.4.4.1?in the audit report. .  

2.2.1 L docur~nt control lop ic usedj~ zcndvl.n foJ.tc~ 

Pr 0;^.. F- Q% ilte constructionl, QA e'nd------ 

-p~rccndurc9 b;ýIng distributed as --- -- -... -***-* 

di~.mtaJIn ho.XS procetturer3? - . * --

- c';on a d'v:control. 1or? -- --.. -------------------



'.P.** t.r, .~-~*~;~':- _____ & U.lir. NM E M _~-' 
., .  

W.~ V, 

~~~~0 'k MM=l7 -.....

CMMURA £RISTICS

23 Selcct exPp_-les of the following 
jou~ztnt for dv'tverininig If they are 

being distributed ari cointcolled as

deotcribed in PPCXJ onvrn ocu CL LIMC*,JL 

distribution and C_'_-t___________________.2) 
2.3.2 Drawings are be~ing distrbue -n cono..& i'r 

2.3.1 Design Spe-cifia~
1 . in PPCD proceduires. dre not s 

FOTN ~~~2.3.3 Sieo ain are not rc-qUP., F 

2 Drawings. ..
distributed. Arecorci is VCpt Of ~th c f i 

that Iv~ve~ been distributed. It Wac foune. t7t P-'?T- oC 

these site-ireneratedA oCcif catl o'ns - u 

ez'jgiuear ___ ee as coarcleOc1'A..;.,.  

2.3.3 Site originated specifications, the sta~k uncontrolled" attxedY L11t iTT e 'tendcez. to 

be used with purchase reqHuidLinc'1t UId -Plr~h~O& 
1.i i vr i t t-e-n -p socr.]. 2 In Iii t o!prt 

2.4 tire. docu=-Uts received at the site being 2. 4 All construc1on-c-c,-nttrol dTo--Zrcuoct 1,frCJO1F lO 11 1. -- ....  

recorded cn thn Eci'--t Record Form ee~~ cc'cn lcr. --.

(Erhibit 2-5)? (&MNE-QA-2.4.
4 .2 ) 

2.5 All revisfe'n-r tosierpctc on ilf-LJrWz._` 

2.5 Arn re-zimiotv3 to qsp2cificptions and 

-~ ra~iv hen~r~we- and approved by 26 he curretc IinLv~bl.uc ~pr' 

t1`11 aSr.-7! organizationl that porfornod the _r rTh'c rod.  

oriftin'ql revieu or other properly drariniws hova VUot T'F TA 1r U,3.  

authorized personnel? (ASHE-QA-2 .4.5) 

2.6 I!:t cpncificrtioflg And drrwinýF raid 
.-

?!et.r"ioc~ If ctmrr"T-it revibioris to nn'e 

a':.' ivailsbla f~or usr. wlivre th'ý function 

in I)-iflg p'. V1tA.(1-~ .L.5)

4.  

Pd

.4 
'I

L
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CIVOUCrF.RISTICS

2.7 Are procedurea that are generated and/or 

us'ed .nt the constructicn site for.  
inuitallation of Code work identified 

"g"AS'KE Section 11V" 1¶octsnt5? 

3 ' ~ Sit( rcr~nt-! ti 

I Are field purchas-a rr iO-if~as for (bd~e 
itemis prepared sa ,detsailoi In PP.CD pro

cedures on the requisitioning of witterials 
and equipment? (ASME-QA-3.3.2) 

3.1.1 Are field purchAse requisitions for Code 

.iter-9 approved per PPCD proceiures? 
(Ar-MI-01-4. 1)

Are~ Purchqne Requisiton packa-ges for 
ite-ni 3ubn~itted to the Principal QA 
Spt~cl-aiit for review prior to ýid 
zolicitation? (Ar24E-QA-3 .3.3)

Code

Select procurfr-innt documents for Code 
ite!7 air.A Vnrify thgt the fo1Iosit'g 
lt~iij are' 1'.,cludzd ini the do-cIu'tc:

3.3. 1 x ?.iippro'ved aiti2-g.2nerat'Žd or A.-E 
2r~t~ddcsiga Flp'2cificattiofl?

by Mb..2-qa-qtrativftProcedure iI-O erce~tjA -', 

wooCLire.1  This in Written ti aq Fldn~j ii~ IT-- i 
in Hip nuclit- re'norr.

('012fKMfr
-2.7 ~ 1 g ~ L ~ ~ ~ n Ureai iq

3-fo ltm are jt" 

~~~~~c tt' i t' 1.,C( rp - ' 1

1j .. j 
f.  

I.'

3.2

3.3

.-A 

4, 
IA,4
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______w..xCTERISTICS 
cc!24FNrrs __________ 

3 ~ Dos thiSite Procuromeflt Uni hve docu- O 

~na ~i~nCof rMc QA. approval of Te list LqUjpA.tpd _4r 

oPpliers used to fu-mjj4h Code items onl 
construction Froritm3,1 4 .'itorvices edri nocdigtalV Lrz-ns-:ittP~d to 9It.  

issued purcbase ~ REA33. 5. 2 )______ 

ta~,o he-at numbers, eMtc. - rviL.,-AYP~" 

a____________ nd mr jw..srqjifJ -41 en.  

p.~c~~ingInape-~ ~bef ore beiug._2jced in n~~.  

Ssilect Code Ite rcie 4.1.2 Th _eIpiA ifln-pMCt 11-eurL•3Ih for;~ 

by Site QA Iensp ~ 4'. aiQuy the ~Jjj. ;p.U~-.  

* ~~~~fo1'ovirig requirevento b.&ve be'~m net~ and ~ jRrc yt~ cc.l"1~P 

** 
4.1.3 For itenvs th."t aa-S hhl 

4..1 t'e- hasve been identified by the 
4.1. 

._. - ____...s. .-s 

inispnctor to provide traceability of 

.1.2 it"-' have 6ecn examined to annuie 
.--.--- --.- ---

~. .' .. ~ pfcial pack.-ging, shipping ____hndlin 

X-N hdbee!n carr!ied out during shipme~nt? - -- - .

1 t : bitvi'. bh-er hansdhd- .iccording to- _ _______ 
- -. . . . . - .  

.1Urcrt'j.ion sfter rccvi~pt? ~- .- -

I---S*- -. . . -.-- -

.4



*'?'- 17(u

%AA** jj,*A 

4V1. All CoeIesms aebe*nic-is-ce n 
A.2' , 1.4 I e swUh a e a c m a i d b e e se y S M e ~ n o tLl t q o m

4.1.4.1

Releasee or ?UR1esse tor Shipment and have 
no~t be-'n davTsgeditrar atceptftd and released 
after being etxami,,4i P~mf t 9itied in 
4. 1. 1 and 4.1. T1%3_QA 4.5) 

ltw-i of 4.1.4 Ai4"I #. operly 
inspected when .pý1 ~~~tion instruc
tionef are sapcife ?~f&45

J.1l.5 Items are tagged/labeled an required? 

4.1.6 M¶onconforning itrem are reported and 
controlled a3s required? (ASHE-QA-4.8) 

4.1..7 Items have been stored according to the 
require'd levtil of storage? (CQC-6-7.2.2) 

4.2 Ricr~ivin- inspection' packages for iteme 
setlactei in 4.1 Above contain Supplier 
dccu-t'ntntian aend site-SinnrAted 
Ilw~paction ecocur-int37 (A.S!E-QA-4.19)

for c-r,-.'ti i-,- biA 0.-~ Princl-'cI QA.  
I ,-,C I' -11is t ):- 111. dt~t:3 ,1 '-- and trim"

td'7'A to OA r,:corda? (4,10)

Thin QR form -must be available Lo Lhi 
he caqjnapetct the Item. lra t.,. ~ cr, 
then followaj standard ins~pection proccdt'cF.p AP 

.~~~ocJ cmanted on the recejyin2j.T'octo 

.-4.1.4.1 Svecial insqf-tcioo i" trci111 are rored t*!i',..  
invpection report and inform~atlon concrartlr7 c'-'
with those ospecial inj;q tJ.'qfn--iTsnoted.

4.1.5 Atynj~~idor hS'f Coi3 Itci 
statntnrd Acc2vt or R~eject tqPF; nre u!7'.d t-cr~.*~ 

__tatq!L f tb -TCod -1-2z

4.. id j I t te i-coiP)y, i'ec t CiI c p, r iV r 
bein&..cota1eted for 110: onforrj*iine -. tia now~nfo.Ier'-_.-*.  
report Forta 7s) ie cormletece to fhw,: theluk £tur!tof 

nonconformence. This form beccrcs_, pc-rt of the reco vlre 

P checklist spnace! for inclu'-imi of OFt!cvt' 1c~ (.' gto-n~c! 

... y. eou-ired fort the' rttrd All itOr"!r' 

4.2 -JU~:!trýLnn iR-Pq~n~rS L c2;:i ~r, nf I ei ' ct' Tý 

slid tOiya3 m n ti rcirol'toi: 0 b Lh 71 . :tTroyrp~ 

S T t *Ct .-*A n t te d ~t haL' rtic' lý _1..S!ý,ý c . t 

1l?"
1

Q'~~~~~~ r _ofl A.*.  

p "c .r C~l2
1

'~t on.~ *r 

1 3'd 0 

r 10 L Tt,; 

trr Ic'7~' ~ 1' . .

o f



AA 
4ý4 4..q-

*a CHARACTERISTICS 

* .~..L ~ 4.3 112ve the daita packages supplied with 

Wi ite~s pirchased by the A-K which vere
~~lscted~~~~ i 41 7~@ Cori Atr

accepted by the Codntr

4 4.  
444' �..

4.5 D~o rrqufred Certified Material Test 

Reoprtsl include, an applicable, the 

folJlo,.in$3: (Section 11.1-IIA 3767.4)

4.5.1 Actual r.~rults Of all required chm.'cal 

4An.lymis?

Acrtual tC.3t Wxkd axaminfltiofl repulta?

4 j3 of tmld repairs wrade7 

. . ~ ~ f!il rviqui~rPI for the 
(4~4~'Q1of or2t'~ OT'Interiat

43 The QA records tranamittaf form in eaicbpaFikngerevT;WF' 

vas signed by the resident A-E site QA CoordinatOr. 

14 The site Purchased receiiTnTtyspectiofl vacj;aA.fA .  

diA ho ththe itcnahad been r~cic7 

of Procedure Cq -6. 
6"'~ o.41 

45.1 The ieceivr inpet ton reporttaca 

S H-,. j.*Olt 

clddid h~ot h~ve re d. ;, ) -

n J. ~r ain vrTittenf up~ Rs ConcxlC~t 

't th p1yr 

"forjj rod __ __

.4



ISO. Q"1~7Q-l

CHARACTER! STICS

4.6 Do the nbove selected Test Reports (4.5) 
results meet thet hSM1 Section 11 
Material Specificat Least 

rp-. 44 

5.0 Process Contro3l 

Sp5 Verify that co*.tm:r..cnrle 
1,4 during fabrication w.d ,.tialation so 

that their status. Is kvof, (Section III, 
PA-4133 .14)

5.1.1 is the statue iodicated by the use of 
warkings (indicators)?

5.1.2 Does the method of status identifica
tion indicate items that confor-m to 
eIL-riination and tents, and those that 
do not?

Cfl.4ENT5 I
1CaNK-NTS

4-6 Teat renorta are resuired to meet the reotilremenCn if
Al8t.a2-nrted U2l(inecit a~t.Lo 0.2j for weld rod. Thets
vennrta 41�4 meet thnnA r�n,,

4
r�.nipnta.

51 Teolwedn of Code it en iRp~~ev f.I 
of Service Water 1S1W48FW15. also se1 ccte~~" 
1velds 2$y-l1FWl8 and 4SW.-2FW8. The statu-.~ 
Indicated by the use of Veld Date Report;~~ 
conhaine .procesp control checklist.  

The WDR for 4SW2FW8 wae marked through on~j 
initianled chM*ing itto3W13FW169. 1. _riettie tc1, 

..JjE Report still Indicates line 4-SW-2 but vel~d D!;r.AVpr 
y,§ chanaed to 3SW13roil69. Weld Iteim nuzber irdlitcat 
FW8 accePtabie. __________ 

Dh~!R indicates ft l-SW--49--17, lit. 986-3teddto
b 5,-3 Tlhe actua~l cor-dition in th~t 

PC lSz.9Qjet88151-2I %weld ed to PO 4-SW-2-7ý,_ __ 
1j,98534-23..L....lb!_oint is marled W~8. Thie could

c W dF9o old line 4SW-2. Thi8 is in the
F tWt Plo. 5. Ilhe field weld *u~ 

juj~2 .~± d inpipeendIs hard to reznd. Thip Ifi 
in the audit retoort an Concern No. 8.

____jat an ti, wijz . s to acepted ,r 
r p QIS Qk. Zs~pctor ur A.11. ýJunsonforreic~e3 ~r 

- .....~frcatdbvatsu',tan ewh. e "'Told."

5.2 F)a ri rncc~-?NirP* thet control process ~____ 
otAtim cover: (Section 111, NA-4133.14) "Wl Cottrl' Ti he un--of 11j" f -. 

2. J 8taua ~i~tctir2 ~ f it~.'~dttiit - ý' ... iJ' tio. C'Q>2 

C2t>2 "!11 T";n!''.;I W'P1>1t 

1..2 %uthinrity for r~pplicaltion and rorovalo . tn.tu vs'c&V - .

fi od lotLore?

L

P. - r C ,. C

Test reDorts Rre reaulred to viopt the requirements of



*~~~-A L~... *;. *

MOA~ACT?2RISTICS

5.3 Kre proce.m~es (such an welding, heat 
trcurtins, and clei~nftg) controlled by 
procems sheets, eko.5:4 t, travelers, 
ort equivalent prv'!-V t (S~ect ion I 11, 

5.4 Are procesese Co the use of 
ch~ecklists? So e 139 

5.4.1. Does the checklist provide for rarortitlg 
rasults of completion of process? 

5.4.2 Doca the checklist provide for th~e 
Cigrmtureo, initiAl, or otasup of the A. I.

5.5 

., I

Poct tho AVS7 C,ýda Proprs'm Provids for 
.j~v~tof activities 8.!fec tinet 

qu-Aliqtm rdnr controll-'d con~dit ions 
(%.S. APropriftOa cquir's.Ant' fluitthle 

tvrcl't-ot. emd agsurint, PrroCqkAi0.tOa 
1'iv'k r.i-*; tfafted)? (f'ý-tlom I

COIQIYjITS

1' � r'�

_._I 3 The' rer contr d by WDR w'hich contein.-ichecVW..jst ___ 

which lIqts procedureg such an tnapeci niCeI C1djn-C 

5,4.1 Yes. %be WDR indicatea hold Pointt .; L ..Z;$.-~ '4 
arci-pted or relected. -_ _ ...  

....42 Yea, the hold Pointr. ndicnte by thc AK3 r.,. r 0gi 

of thft 19..dP Fv~ru~l 'doec iTc!.-6c thc~ivcur-'.

PJMI" 
NO. Q"170-1
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COIOM"S

X_30 inch OU ýeatce Water field vcldn FW-15 and FW

_UUy lhg§e welon we.re In ASHý: Faý LqktjXj &d. _. _.__ _Qq6.0 We rol (Section 

6.1 Select weldsents b4ftj made in accord

ance with the coft VIMLY001Y that 8 ,.ýx was welding Procedur"t,.Zq 
prepared. OxtM 01) 

661 Are the following listed in.  

the WPSt (Art icl*l 

6.1.1.1 DALge metal p numbers to be joined? 

6.1.1.2 riller retals to be used? 

6.1.1.3 FAnge of pre1w.at & postweld heat treat

mint? 

L. 4 Thic!Vmn,-.97 

Oth.3r esnential and nonees,ýntial 

W.,I.i tliA! T.-IFPS qvýzliftcd by vrt-ldln3 of test 

-ra(! t-,ting of rpaciric.-.i.-O 
IT, rjý-J-201)

MOM 

-no. QAk/17D-1

Sectiba IM Clngg a 
Weld-i2bt VMS 
Abur-XCL'imento wqxe uged to 
nitont ion R

14 WES X-8-8-B-4. Rev.  

A i I i PA rn PS Pl to PI

6.L1 .3 UCU% nF Cr 
Rp
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Pi3. QpýA 17 0-3

CFAI.ATEPMtSTICS 

6.2.1 I... vej data and test results recorded 

in .3 Fic'cedure Qu~1ificatiofl Record? 

6.2. 2 is the followinOlin the rQR? 

(Article II, 

u.2.2.1 F..-at n ti.ta1 variveblrý* of t~k welding 

process? 

6.2.2.,Z D.ý!p4sit~d wald n'etal with ea.ch procenn? 

6.2.2.3 Tnt revilts? 

I.2 nT tbe FQRt c.rr1.fied? (Article 11, 

i~.2J~ ~ tet-t rejuired by q4-232 on 

2-2 piror, c .)

cA?�'4v.m5
f;., I esweldng aaCOMMITSa eut ~.eeoddb

Yes~ Po weldin data--i and P-i-i-sltsa-i. zod ni

6. 2.2 UPS r-8-8-D-4 i~ 

6.2.2.1 Yes _____ -v. ~.~--

6.2.2.2 Yes e 

6.2.2.3 Yes - -Yes____ 

6.2.3 Yf'o, tl'e PQR for both P!1-TF-11-4 Pnod -T--A-J T - .  

6,2. y-,Ct- erefwired tcst -rE~e.refr.{ 

1:rkn n iv1

I.

.�.......  

1-�-........... ......-. - - -.  

.--...  

ii .9

............... �..

P R for both P-8-8-B-Is arad P-1-1-1,-I.6 2 1
p

, , I I . I '; -1
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.~~~U NTS*~.¶.  

?' 7.1. 3 !1i.Ainig ti'-"' andi te!.peratures are 
eccntro1~-d In ae.ccr ent "rIth HB-4622.4? _________________________ 

'T. . ~. ,- ", i 

71 a, pr.n e ~ .,. t require- ___ ____ -.. [ 

m: .......  

4 6A27 (I -6 1 

j7.1 .7 ' q (? vonc t'mt or tes brdpired by formin'g ..ii.1K 
- ~ ~ ý. ku cýro11ed ir c~ ric with -- -.--.50 

tj4- f'1lctdi'.9 for FWI*T'. of - - . . . . .  

!)A 

7,.................................... r~ 7- ..................



4 S1 ka/ Mt4 N ~ 

.41J., 

7. 2.3 TM~r i -2tilrg aA~ cooling rate requirements 
ccnform to KC-4623? A 

.ýM .. 4 B~eat temntby welding ~,.: 

5 Heat treistmrmt or forming--.--.*' *

7,3 Verify the followIing for FWHT of 
Clems III co=;'anentfl: -..  

7.3~.1 T±irt-t"..rrAttura recordi71Iq are r~(1e 
ui~th vcld, itr-z, or coimposie't Identified 

I ~~~on tbo rocoz~irg? (M)-4622) -- ------- ~----.. .  

trolle'2 in accordance wiith RrD-4622.4? - -**--**---------..-... .

7.'3lrl9),Pý olngrnrqic 

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ofr to----.--.*. 1")-4623?...  

In la F-46140 

o-, - ------ .--- . . . -- - - - - -
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w3. QAA/170-1

.CIIARACTERI9TICS

Calibration of Equipment and 
ToolaiASHE

8.0 

8.1 Review equipment be$Ir used in ASHE Code 
Activities and Z jff.b following 
calibration 

The following itera are sarked or have 
traceable records to indicate calibra
tion status? (Section II, NA-4133.12 
(b))

8.1.1.1 Weldipg machine voltmeter and ampmeter? 

8.1.1.2 Weld rod ovens? (holding, 
portable, and rebake overs)

NDE Test Instruments?

8.1.1.4 Measuring equipment? 

P.!.j..5 y'e:uperature indicating instrumr-uts? 

1.. 1.6 Pressure teti:,: fiat r,.entý?

CONHENTS
8.1.1.1 The welding machine selected were H1290 and 111155 used

3/20/79 on Service Water Piping. These machines do
not have meters. so the amperaae is tested at the leads
by a Tong Tester .(054297 which was calibrated 12/26/78,
recalibration due date 6/26/79) and the data Is rec-orded
on the WDR. This. is a recent rejuirement.. 4 mt i'.icate4 
on WDR's a-SF-1O-FV!57 (dated 2/1-5 7 1-9 5.'" 
(dated 131/79). -" 

8.1.1.2 Checked Holding Oven V!-1100. Records indIcated. ,nit cali-.., 
brated. however, it was calibrated tie weekZ of 2,26/79 then 
3/19/79. It was not calibrated for two rveea bec.*xse 

test instrument was broken, This is in the audit report 

as a Finding Item No. 6. Checked pSrýtable ovens 32•cnd 3
and records indicated calibrated; they were also not 
checked between 2/26/79 and 3/19/79 but they lre onli 

required to be randomly checked. Checked Rebak'en-11730 
which was calibrated 8/15/78, reralbration due FF,15/79.  

8.1.1.3 Magnetic Particle Yoke Unit No. 4526 was uied 9/29/7b.  
ASHE Section V Article T752 requires clibration yee•-y 
or ev'ery time uned. There w. .s no documeyited record ot 

Athis calibration. Tie teat blocki, 4.55f8A and 01"11 useO 
to check the joke were calibrated 3/17679. This is in 
the audit report as Concern No. 9.  

8LI.I. 4  Calibrated Records Control List Indicates no r.,:asurinig 
instruments are in the calibration 1rojjrn.

8.1.1.5 Thermsometer 4345-A i.' u14ed f17i•/,77 fei a i;dro an(. uaýi 

calibrated 1i0/8/78Ixycli' !,ix doe -T .  
renoved frot-. the program! In w!.• -.. t . -i t- "- .c-;- .......  

4532 wag calibrated ý7Il3TFB, Q~.Srt~ u~T T'7 
Due to th'eromieter beiig re-,";, ! from progrnm tT"- :u'--- . .  

1M4317A wns eelectd In it vn: .Jl ri T T~ 
have b-_n nrt cost Z~ veld act.vir (: r rr.-d -a" ic T .. .... ..  

8.I.i.6 G~a~" C-.. .r.o u~eo on hi•, U: ,- V-'l-'"" ": : ." ' 

1-l2/IJ3lupri r t test e S Li I-T7P".T.-,;T,;:--d ,. " 

c7 % i... .l on. of GCRe (;-7 on :' :i/ 7 ) I C-T) -i 01 1 Z: 
p-r crof1'- .

Pinr P. C' (( t

'.4 

.I 

I. .  

X-), "V 

'Z . > 
A ! !

9 :rr 1. 3
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CIIRA=TE.RISTICS

82. . Io the *follc'wing callbration standards 
119ed to calibrate the items selected 
unde'r question 8.1.1 have known rela
tionship to Hatlou.1 Standards: 
(Section ill, W;!&413312(a)) 

8.1.2.1 Welder v4 te~'V 'atr

.1. Z2.2 Weld rod ovens?

8.1.2.3 kiDE Test instruments?

8.1.2.4 Measuring equipment?

8.1.2.5 Heat indicating instruments?

1.J.2. A Pressure testing instruments?

6.1.3 !Meqsures are established to ansure 
tha-t the~ follow.ing itmis selected undter 

Tle9tion 8,1.1 are of the prorer 
rknec'o, type, and accuracy to verify 
con-formance to established reqtdre
:nenCfts: (Section III, NA-4133.l?(at))

c0IQfl2frs

- h-ey-n ~as Rurchaped net. r,(Vjy jj 

letter stated it Wn calibritted j22/8 n thg. Pnr'
fIr�i-1nn nt-jag-pu it-I. � t,-. 'n�c

Recorder No. 45 yhjk sJJtaLýJ 
cal ibrptio2n 8157_ t 1 
NBS. Iloldina and j~ral ovens 
Recorder E-04523 - Ita rertificpt-p ra-t-pa ~geiat
NIIS.  

8.1.2.3 The test blociks 4558A. Pn: 43113 wer~e caH)rvt!-p ijio LUL __p
Scale (-43%ýf which wa5.- rL(rzt1L9 0 91 LtA,~2 
to NS ___ 

8.1.2.4 No meanurivg equipment In calibiat (ý ) r, -r'

Lstei~G.L end G-7 ver cli~k~c ;F-f4by St;;ni-'irrl DIL d Wcih 
Ti.-ster M-43478 wiichi w'as coJjl-vt ,ýd 12111 '. rcci.-IhbcntJo'n __ 

Aii~~~~L!/.L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ". I, 1 I oJ;tflr uli~tt _,!- i.~~d.  

to NESAtcLo!rdin to Cal ibrati on D~at a Record.----

I, 

I.

jut. t7

firA f tut... it. 4. . C 6 &3 " -

COMMENTS

I
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C1kla.ACTLMUSTICS ___

-. 1..3.1. Wel;! rod ovens? 

p.1.3.2 eesurinz t2ulil

3.1.3.3 Beat ind~icfttn" iLitnrrv!ts? 

8.1.3.4 Pr!!ssiire testing ins tru!mentq? 

8.2- Vera t-sat gauges uacd for pressure 
tsits tosted againsit a standard dead 
weipght tester or a chlibrated master 
gapet (Section 11I, NB-6413) 

6.2.1 Were the test gnu~ee calibrated before 
"ibtest or verie'q of teats (not 
eeigtuo weeks)? 

C.3 iroe v;eding covered electrodr bAke 
cvz:;.o calibraxted to ensure tem'pora*

tr.of 800&7 + 25 0F7 (Section III, 

3,1 A'.:.- L~th oyg'n's calibrated to dil-rmnfn' 
wl I n 3 rC 0 r! irrun trnpr-ratlr'i jt

S~~coX+I.Mrn S____ 
8.31Oven 14730 Pr-ocedure S1pecific~tioTr Ni.__*-L,- and *;olr kU Ru~i 

anid Procedure MP-03 for Holding nd For!i-, 0-eOcr-reipt [ the calibraticn teat poi~tit to bo: the VAnts Othat nr
critical - see ,ueationa under 8.3.

8.1.3.2 There are no tueasuri, ni te j;" S 
Irogram. q2 ~p7 

8.1.3.3 The regu~rem nt. for hydroi Is a L!, ntej
7

.iLi .,

_______0 

3~~h~s~~~ QEi~ttI y-l"IDe2 rL

77
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___ f, ____
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CH!JPACTE-RESTICS

3.3.2 Are eotc holding ovens 
con~roll.ied sii3 calibrated to maintain 
Z215* to 300 1)F?

S. 3.3 Are portable ~ ~ r d 
containers coujr'Ab,-.4`6 calibrated 
to m~iintain 22S h P to 300 IF?

0

9.0 Intspection and Te-st (WeldinjA and lyvdro)

9.1 Review exanmination of code Items and 
verify the following: (Section 111, 
NA-4133. 10)

9.1.1 Checklists are preparod, and they 
conta in the exaviir-stion procadure/ 
inst~ruction no. and itea revision? 

9.1.2 The, checleliat was sigued/initinled 
,.r~d dattni by the~ lewpector tind A.I.  

I. I1.3 Ui.r.c4at-or- haldpotintn nre ir.dirnt(-d on 

i 1 Ticiae h olii point-i nre!; t;inid off?

co2*:NTS
8.3.2 Procedure MO'-03 xc pir*.-~ Cls,; . 1 X:t, criea Weldftg c 

be codrdi.. Thc '~to~t by code. kor ,M.  

___foc! edte i ý P-0 3 re rýL ýc- h-jjjuv.pjy.R~ Rrd. -n 

containers to be uni'teziel ithinP'() 
aiyreps with calibration recordqx .110 -,or; CO ***j 3 

welding o far has been Clasr. 3. - _Z,'~ 

8.3.3 See question 8.3.2. ___ 

9.1.1 The Weld Data Report (VWDR) cont:ain-; -he c6ek(JO~! ter~di7.  
inspections and tea tr,_~vi te chee idiat Jterot ,icc 

__ __ the procedure or ItP _evo Fo TEt r ~ ~ Tt 
Ilvdro Test or T -3y) _.A 

ch~clklist, or procedure and 1t;ryrcv.; P 
form did contain c-hecklist:) pnjrt jjjLe. j2 .~t

9.1.2 Yes, this was ver beve, Wf V18, 2i1.-l 37Jr 
4SW-2-370 (chan~ed to 3SV-13--~t) 

9.1.3 Yes, l.pineIndicated are ~rJAr J.: 

_________nd dated.___
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CRARACTERISTICS

9.2 Review tests of code items and verify 
the followuing?

9.2.1 The test proc.4ro for the test 
included provV,*"8eetion I , 
NA-4133.1).

(1.2.1.1 For assuring that krq~quisitea for 
the test hava ben •:t"e.g. calibrate( 

instruuentatitou," ttira4 personnel, an.  
provisiona for data acquisition)?

9.2.1.2 For assuring adequate instrumentation 
Is available and used?

9.2.1.3 For assuring necessary monitoring 
is performed?

Tlht test results were documented 
and evaluated to assure that test 
requirements vere satisfied? 
(Section III, NA-4133.11)

9.2.3 Data report (Form N-5) indicates 
hydrostatic tent was performed at 
1.25 times doeign pressure? 
(Section !H!, M1-6221).

CA?.04v)Tgq

I" 1 1 PVnpgA ,r as TP--fl -,,4,,,-, 1 '..1A-h, T. 4- f , .1

or Embedded Pressure Pipicg (Nuclear Safety-Related), 
MDEP-301 "KA-netic Particle Exammnation" o cover t)vt.  

requiremeett_._._.___ " 

9.2.1.2 TP-30 requires gage calibration and ware. o 
5O'~F Minimaum and NDEP-301 covers eup.%.Via 

9.2,1,3 TP-30 requires witnesses. nd rsnitoring ot f to. tLcoved .  
by the WDR.  

9.2.2 TP-30, Revision 1. Hydro Test Report does not -i,%'cate._• _
evaluatiQo and acceptance of results whet' si9Fd j, • 
Tus ,etors. Thie is in the audit hrerOt as C•.n. C : -0t.  
The MA netic Particlo- ND eothsarcrrzs ou
and space to indieate acceptance or recLL.tlon of cach

9.2. Procedureq for documentation of Data Reports A have not b,.o, 
_ 31jed. Th e Hvdro Test Form for pipe line iNo.3.-SF-.JT .4 '
indicaed..desigi pressure 150 pig eand rcquire., pre-pturo 
to be held 10 minutes at 187.5 paig with naximum pornis

iujbl pressue 198.75 p9R.,

.�1%�C 2Q I" 3)

.. ý At.-A XLU -

COMMMS

&ý - 4n•A -4n



f; J. .4*, .. . ! . .  

% .L 

4 

A.1~ I. I Scia11 Sbeto A 

* ~~~~~~9.2.43i TI ldoTIrknt 

9. 2.'.i 'Ao the proic'K, ~.4i~ oti? 1. The "mck weld was processed as a Class tW(I ýlt .  

. + r . . ~ ~ ~ . ( IU 4 1 3 1 . 1 0 ) 1 0 . 1i g d 

~j ~ .4. Pr v~s o~j ~ :~ ~ irb 11DEP-201, Revisiio r, 1.  
.Q .j.Q 2 Thin procgedure waa IR~ cOIL21isnes with Article 6 in'a 

Sec;tion V of the ASIES Code._________ 
9 -.2. 4.2 Pý:v.Ljion. for us a of the "Ill' Stam~p?_____ 

* 9.2.4.3 Provisiccj for asaigiucant of a National V41
1 UzD.a>id inuxh~r and dpplication of this

-z on tba, rump1lete 

H01_________________ To "I 'k 

A. f. Vieify thle follcxiriS for nondestructive ,. .  

SA~z~u~.bcioý jporfori..d oa Clava I 

,.i- !J -l _ __ 

q..



CHAkRAC'TgRTSTIC~q

10.1.3 Are fluorescent crerana used during 
radiographic examiuationst (MB-5111)

10.1.4 ""~ 4 .. *'" ..  

Doa1.1s geographL . .- , during 
radiographic e ~ ~ edthe 

its of -. ' . Article 

2? (V13-5111) 

p' *......  
10.1.5 Are panatrazaterd uzad durina radio

graphic examination In compliance 
with thoae shown in Table N6-5111-1?

10.1.5 Butt welded branch & piping connections 
in piping, p-pa, & valves, with 
ctainrl pipe size exceeding 4 inches 

ard rudlographically examined?

.0.i. J Butt wcIdad branch & piping connections 
in ppi•ig, puaLs r valves with a 

, p. ylpz 4 inches and ioe 
aze t;z;ia by either tba n-gn!tlc 
par-,ticle ar liqul~l jictruit• ucthod?

L' ¢tit..-r ~ tph, t eticle or

A

', •.'" • .:7

10.1.3 No radiprgrph natlpn h hn hewn perfrxrad- nr_.t 
& time of the tidit.  

10.1.4 

10.1.s Penetrameters specfied in Table 2 -N 1t 
were checked with these shown in Tableý 1.--j~ 
tivity for source side ponetranetera ape
thicknesses from over 7/8 i•ch through 1 I 
not in accordance with Table Nk-511i-I. .  
Is Identified in the audit report as F n1 • &A' .  

audit.  

10.1.7 No Class I pipe that size hba been fabricated.  

10.1,8 No Clays I fillet or socket welds have bee .ffLc__atd..

CHARACTERISTICS/'lh• •
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CUARACTERISTIcS

10.1.9 Accaptvica standards specified in 
NB-5?C00 are use~d? 

10.1.-10 ode rci 7Jjiý,in person-nel 
are qualifiled by NB-5500? 

2 Verify the fl r.1~nnetutv 
ex.'mninstiona. bej-.; ýrud on 
Class 11 conpom-ents* 

10.2.1 Fenetrameters specified In Table NiC
5111.1 are used? (11.-51115 

10.2.2 Circumferential welds In branch 
Oiping runs~ are rediographed? 
(nC-5242) 

,.,12.3 Fillet & rocket welds are wmrIrcd 
by either mv.-notic pnrticle or 
liquid4 ranatrmnt zc.thodt (11C-5261) 

10. 2.4 ý-tpzc rtardnrzhu eprzIf led In

MIAMCFERISTICS

V-1! Ulfb.' f0I11aT-.b, for 

cv It.- .~ - - -

PA R.:, 23~ - -..- - . . - . - . .

I 

.1

JL.J~k~.pcceyance criteria identified of, 1jp~i-3o 
Ratiion II h on ton uj4v~s. he carforning p .atrjjý 

-~ lw- 

10.1.10 ThedtK.- Cn ecto tha refre the i ~T~t ,Aj 
the "mock- veld was qualif-iedasrqici)' 

" 

10.2 14o fabrication on Cltasa 11 Z'mpne 

10.3 service watie-r fiel V277"ldT
Hagnetic particle ezmZinanion f rniT



MR3OT 
'No. OAA/l10-1

CILa.CThRIfTTCS

10.3.1 Circua.ferential wild joints In piping 
pum~ps and valves are examined by 
either magnetic particle, liquid.  
penietrant, or raft- .~c methoda? 
NC-5222, j 2 

10.3.2 Acceptance stande~a, ppcified in 
ND-5300 are us64?. (IWP3222)

ASHE QA Records 

Has the Principal QA Spetialist or 
his designee prepared record bleccklista 
for ASME Code structures., ayatezf and/ 
or components and is QA Reviewi docuvente 
on checklist? (ASME QA 1Maniil 11.1.3) 

Is acceas to the QA Records vault 
reatrictod to a liat of duthorizod 
personnel? (ASME QA Manual 11.1.5) 

In QA record sign-out log mauintainnd by 
Prin~cip'i OA Spc.!ialiat or his 
desi~ncc? (ASMIF QA M'anual. 11.1.5)

1] .4 Hant th-a Princir.-1 PA SPeciqlint or hic 
&;innco ,dluctee pnriodic Intci.nal 

:ý'i:..'y of Q.A rcx-o7r~ir In t~'i' QA vanultil

1ILA'UkCERINTIC
10.3.1 According to the informationi pra~ragrsphs 8.1 and 8.2 qL....  

NDEP-301 Revi ion 1. direct c rrent wovid be used to 
vaagnpt c particle examine weld -WAF-1 bi~ 
al~t~jt1U current wee uer-ed. ThiR conditiopJ-i _q mrnt-ifti
in the audit report as Concern No. 1.  

10.3.2 The acceptance criteria for tnsgnetic art 
the service water weld Identified in 1.  
on page A-3 of NDEP-301. Revision 1. This cý:tir.;-Jis ir 
accordance with ND-5300.  

11.1 Yes, the welding OA SpeciAlist prpaesa___ ýjl i~cyrr`-il 
package checklist" which list documents at.% ea, 
WDR. weld repair WDR._rjDE equeqt, NTDE renortB~~r~

by the field weld io,.nt ioentifiaation num~ber. The civil
OA Specaist Prepares adoctment Checklis fr ac cnaet
olacera"nt. with attached docune2nts. This docuir.citetion tic' 
verified by the auditors review of several dacu!L-ents in the 

3115/79. Ihis tarto 6R..poseA~ on the door of the Q-ý. recr'.:J 
t rkey-p to the vault ar ontrolled by the P r~ncir.-A 

94 ýSg~c sala t It tr k-eyr rurntricted to the qAf.r-i-rialint

~~~~ ident ify each record r1.kri 

d~~~c ete~and iultia1s of personn In v:nult obh-diie 
(LS4 .yt che cked-c't't and rct urpLd. IUwcor~r'r 0cV'ccI .  

~ returned by .-tP1 .1 of thc dciv itt ,r 

of ~~~1" the vut 

f-, . 2 Ste '' I I o v ' o: n 'c , (.A-

21~ 24 of

11.0

11. 1

11.3

corrective action re ue- - r ý c ..Ea-s - s

J.ýL - .. ýL I .: ý 11 r,;,. ý -1 i":.:; !. ý., .: Z- "

A
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C'IAJAC~TKRISTICS

1U.5 

11.6 

Q.) 

11.7

E'as a recorda index for ASIE QA 
rec~ords beeni prepared for QA vault? 
(ASM! QA Hernial 11.2) 

H~as the raeo#~~i the records 
index taken :01, tion the 
needsa of inae.~~ i~tion and 
operation of 6.Code NA
4133.l7(c)(1))§ 

Ii~a a checklist of documntan been 
prepared for eyater and structure 
records by the responsible QA 
Spf!cialigt3 to ensure accumulation 
cf required documents.  

Fte! A-2 nnd NSSS Supplier-Supp1Pnroa 
,v!Prfacttzrin3 records been- reviewnd 
P,5z.nst a chechl,.it (E-miibit 4-3) by 
thn A-3~ Site QA Coordinator? 
(A510, QA `-nnal 11.3.3) 

~ S'g~plt r-''cords for nit.e 

h'z1"Al~t (j7 Ii~bit 4-3) by the

11.5 'lea, a reggrds file ind3ex, QAI-ý4.11 Revi.sion 8 (K3-13-79L__ "tte."Recordsi I'll4npLjndex" Is i~n use.~ thie kA Vrt 
i Loitra verifiled that the records airc 

1dentifiedM4 snf l.ed in accordance with thiai index. ____ 

~~~ th~~_e reord f tling index his p~rIM~ 
of49u nation which will n:.> 

docyr~et ion in to be filed soI i 
Msrn-over vackfp,&L9dqu irp] a~tý nart-upI b. 4 

do~jý_gý vtault on Ebsact, P.O.  

Urgi ic~tn A-6 vw,,cvnpf;ct:I -

11g Yen, yErif led by Lthe cuditrt Ftbai. on p '.7_T_, 

reviewed in 11.8 tive 0&.~~.C~iL i ci 
date theclciis fom QkO

. I ",

0' 1
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-CFAMMMEISTICS 

11.10 e r-reivim3 Inspection records 
(2-r~terfitl certn, ftamifacturing 

r. and q% rftlerAes) been 
neism-~d a cA tmzýrxhflc is trac'-able 

rto the it&* (ISKE QA 

i!.1L Does the re :r±'Amlude the 
folloviog or inL.#42 V r hs 
rizorda In ~ar thn IA e 

11, 11.! The certified design specifications? 

D- . .2 1ý-F Code, D)3ti Rsports properly

11,11.3

11.3.0 Yes. verif-ied -the QA -nuimbrs , ere uindad 
__________ the1n~ doaenndcae marked on 

11.1.1 es, the ~Arecords Index icue ii o 

caticp.f;. 'hese will be fi-led in the record vjwlt ihc t-.ce-n-7 
cluslor, of the construction phaseoef tT p.,Or 

11.11.2' The Pricial Q1Stceiti eeoi~~i rcc 
for completing and adi'fAIt2 Code Data Report r edd he llh '.,cn~rr 7 

i..AtPL reian.t there rre nvnc a: Jý'rI ill. ~i c 
to ýindex vhen received cxiT olre.  

- ~will .le4iibf 

11.11.5 ~ ~ ~ scrd l-fI~e err~~yl h,.ýre are ~s~
-- ~~docrsu ka .. .. -

The rcrlixired certified Ptreso reports 
Or fvtrr-.ns calculations withj 
*hAit.ifietion regirding thn applicai
bility of streso reports or calculations 
t.o tle e-conntr',cted condition.

rl-luirA -1--cor-~tructe'd drr-.:,1'rwiP

-.. 

- .-............  

- .. .. .-----

---- .-----...........

...
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TD. O~'

CHAIACTFRISTICR

11.11.6 A,9-bui3.t sketches, dratings, or 
tabulation of materials?

31.11.7 KEexaninAtu *th, . . *ch include 

'..  

1"I1l.8 Final rdor~~ ~~ aigah 
ban been perfoauifl'

11.11.9 Records of all heat treatments 
(NC-2200 and tfB-4600)?

11.12 Are ASNE QA records at the construe
tion site filed and taintalned in 
facilities that prevent deterioration 
or d6',rge to docum~nts and are thene 
records controlled to prevent loss?

1-2.0

12.1. F,,ii CT&T, d intigjtrd th1e d,%qIgner 'a 

cornqiruction curveilltqnce? (A 
Z22000) C-A-32J-1(1.2), & CA-32q0 (n))

.4
CHARACTRISTIC I COMM I ~~LSi :~ iL1.

11.11. 7& The records 
11,11.8& Are fldtogehe 

11.119 fied wed -identirction num~ber.  

daoo and halon van Arec 4"We~~4 a 
lkd.The vaul" P 

Met ofn reur Pj I -AST j5 

.~this audit.

Ioc 27 of -i
*�

xx.xx.n See 11.11-4

crataftrz-.3t, Congtruction (PSAM, 
Ccnyilt,7:cý-At to ACI-359),__



-ChURACTERISTICS

lk's the designer made any constructio 
9dt~vtilla!2ce visits and inspections 
to date And are these visits document 

P~an the co ...... 44dn code 
boundary as te ASKE 
Section Ill, ~ , been 
e,2tabljsah4 b~-r j jn r or CFE.L? 

Has the designer reviewed and 
approved the following construction 
documcntt8: (ref. CP&L letter 
CE-07426 dated June 8, 1978)

1.2.3.1 Conatruction site procedures 
pertAining, to methodu of ccni~truntion, 
fsbricrition, and testing wihich 
e~nt-iblishea conforsl3nce to 

1
ftj93? 

S'Iction III, Div.27

4 -

12.3.2 Centructioni Surveillance Proceduro 
~!~IX-1,titled "Conntruction

12 .3., 3 Ft~i~d 1v':e~iz':-

12-1.1.

iHo

I Q-AAL17Q-

12..1 T~he-site resident engfneer hsnt odt e~~ nEbasco to make surveillance Vi ts o ite sr q i e 
by thislrýocedu-re 'AP-IYX--li. Ti ol o evr~ ed durin tiaudit.nt . ..  

12.2 Ebasc ha p elri ~ y I n T i ' 9 o ; 7 
S ecifications CArt-StI-cH-6 CABSl C k k 

to add a~n addendum title es ý.l Surveillian." Thin adeu~dum contain Ey O~ i 
of the containment code -boundary to meet 

ASH!E Sect~ion AsI Divisio 
fications have not been n-o -el

VIP-1 Cociyeld Slices 
HP-il LE Fnrie io EoiIl.~ ]t~no 

?-7 Concrete.~~.

rV - 2 6 171 Tnppot b"h 1 -T7c t ~ -,, -- ' tv 

r' Cr.. / 

S-- 11 17f ..  

1-ý*t**~~* k! C',1

12.3.3 if

AM

12.2 

12.3
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3AqoT

CIL&UACTFRISTICS

12. 4

2.7

Itas th,- CP&L Resident Engineer made 
3rrangý'rcnts to collect and colate 
the n-ýcessary dita to provid~e the 
ce's-tif led constrrcgion report? 
(C..-334). & PSAAs 5Hj) 

Have cOfrR'n, vhleuc=t the require
ments of ASHE Ie~ttion 111, Div. 2, 
been received antl rr ,rc-.i for materials 
purchaned by n_'ý!rco, SCIFP Site or CBI, 
w~hich are over ad'.d above~ exceptions 
listi'd in PSAR Appendix 5H? 
(CC-2130) 

For niter~iAs directly purchased by 
Cl'&L, (to the euppl1i ocf the m~teriAl 
npp'_3r on the CP&L approved Nendorn 
l13t P-j havins been reviewzd and 
a-udited by CE'&L? (CC-2700 & PSPAR 
Appendix 5H) 

I'm, r'--)c!Vp dr.:7onntrattion, and approiral 
of rp.anoneible de~ign engineer, of 
COT~r'r~ta' Eoxi~work using enparlded 
m" toil fabric forms? (PSAR-Appendix 511)

7. 1 P-3 th" -'-o"x of concret". fori r!:,)l

12-4 StQA is a _ccu.ulating data ztnz t!illf Iti Records Vaut.7 
- ~No other arrangements have been in'-de to date.  

12.5 The auditors rvewed Ebasco P.o. UYCdrK!.nne 
ý-~~Co. . for circular containment liner -platest for -uni~tWJa4 I2_.  

The Ebasco design a~cfcto h 
material to meet the requirements of ASM ,;,;M.  
Division 2. The c'ertified mic 0 et'~;'~ 
received from the vendor does rot vce th1e Ceo'&A: I,~ot 
of CC-2131.1(c). The CMTR did not conitmin a r~rt~/~ 
ing how the mifterial was identifed to control raterfrl _ IL2: 
traceability. This a' cars in he' r.ý rpr 
Item No. 2. - ~ a 

12.6 To date, the site has riot rlurý1mf:azd tiýtvi-rlai for Oi:cjontai 
mcnt.  

Ye l e cn Jtneer tnp o:Ldell H etch "I 
] 12-12-74) for this concrete roku.Ti ~oPtr 1 

12.7.1 andr three corte were Cent to ~jViT~ ~~ E 
-- ____ltcr T -C--03,7? (dted 5-21- 5) 0;Y ý am pourT 

of this roftk-up with reccvind.-iudacr.s7T. 1-R C-422(T~ierut It 
to Ebasco fcr rewlco:_and was rrprrov.. 11 C! -.2 f (,I* UPI. (1j 

e:.pande Int-.ahin of concr,.r.1h;I;--5 
sub-l~nI d to Ebasco for"(%'' r1i-. j~ 0oi. 1tu o 7 
axn'toded meph' In concrete io. --

2" - '.1

L



W4v. 0kA170-

S. . . . . . . . . . . . .

12.8 Have &ic welded joints been visually 
examined for presence of cracks, 
undercut, inadepl.•l• 9 le, and 
other visible • ... CC-5331) 

12.8.1 Have one jointV a!, i 'It random from 
eahh 25 productt!n $lnts made by each 
welder been ra ip*ia from two 
mutually perpetieitd• dSxection6? 
(CC-5332)

12.9 Have butt welds in all liner thicknesses 
been radiographad in accordance with 
CC-55317 (CC-5521)

12.10 Have butt welds in liner thicknesses 
3/8 and under been leak tested? 
(CC-5521)

.L2. 11 Has the Designer provided a program/ 
specification to teat the structural 
integrity of the concrete containment 
as required by Div. 2? (CC-6000)

12.11.1 Pas the constructor DRde preparations 
for initallatiou of test devices 
which are inntalled during const:uc
tion for structural integrdty tcating? 
(CC-6000)

COR4ENTS 
j*_fi Yes. the OA inspetors have daly surveiljonce of viaul 

inn Action ggrform.d by Chicago Brjdg_ 
The ntrl rr verified by dv,, 
inapention rexort.  

12-.1 Yen- theJJllF t 
weld Ueints. The .adtors verified by n.1'-= 
f teld rnRoe~tit 

fthe l f! CI record 'oBi o2kd 
wede ~The audiv~ recrWO nlni _eJ_§Aec iall ist l_ 

his revitaw of CBI's rodiogahic- film.  

12.9 Yen. _ __l_

feldt rcnorta 
11v.d _�1A)-12. _ _1 o f. 2 je tI e 

L~bortorfrl,. •l ._n on 
2 -E - 78 rittten b a 

, ottflLA-flg-.awrd~•ela •l 1±tXCL.JIDkLP and 'in ou.•iiid e__reba r

�

Page 3'( 0f 31
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CILARATFRI STICS

12.11.2 F~wf! provisions been made for protec
tion of overpreasure during structural 
Integrity test of contaimant? 
(CC-7000)

Housekeeping

13.1 Audit team's ebeck of OM~P Site's 
housenkeeping per requirezaente of

13-1.1 The site has housekeeping procedures 
vhich are properly implemented?

13.1.2 All arewa of construction ette. haive 
adequate housekeeping?

8~ 1.3 All. araj.a of Wrtrehouse and Storage 1* a'ilities are adequate to Al:SI 
3tzriiards?

14 0 P r, II- '*,4,ý .

12.11. / No, not to date. The auditors are. cncerned th1u Code 
requirement tins not been addyeased by Procedure or sPGjeclf± 

catongTe uditors will follow-uD on later adk,

13.1,1 No. as of 3-19-79 the site does not -have a 
prcdr mlmne o oto of house1IAN 'The

site OA did not have a docttmented rcdM1''-, o 
the surveillance of housekfoepina atth. 1iu 

apears in the audit report na Fidn, t k 
the audit the site Irwijed, but has not 
AP-VII-q_§_ Revisiog_0 (3-20-79). titleir.jePyr 
keeping." Burlnp the audit th rivcipalQA smq!Ecýc 
igoiled".but h 9 not impwlem~ented, Procedu~re CQA--3~ _~V oI S 
(3-21-79). titled. jjjotsekeeoin&g~cjjtjol." 1The araditors 
reviewed both of these -procdures duti ngjthc audit and fln.11 
they will meet the Intent of ;N.iN 4 .?D when

*~caesonnbly so. the auditors observed the lJo~jlowiaaL__

Electic Sop -trash on flour and in. cardboard containei:.  
Hpe Fbini~p- trashonHFifl-WThc 

____________________con-5Et z rs T~_TTFW1Frv-Fa .  

______________________ container V .C71 cwe C na t ion MII T~I

ereselito I lye nii�T7
r...rvea 'rnoD - Daner And1 trasih nn t oor.

aroen~ILUL atAUP - ttall* barrel ovcri i.'ir~p. ;%no n0ho

rrC Q Iant t'ovt a BmT tT__I -. T- I3(*fT. M 7 

____________________to concretec pou:.  

J~~j.~3 .-.nq'fl(iV Vso. the ntiditors ol-nuiv~vii' t i~l(wi'
f~in ~ cýikýijctle litts and fnod 

eref'cirn floors. 

-~t.C..rr~arJ~'noIo

.IvioU

(AIX LrJ1L a

_1111112:--1



.VV. Ilk V! 

C10.7ZAI-ITMISTICS 

13.1.3 Outside storoSe ar(, I,,::! nUa) water accu,--t! 77.  I&LinL uý.ý4ý,r ntorcc 

.0 T"I.- ýOrconfomnnceu tnci Cc-,lccrn:: 1,!Q;I, 
v -re vExýjscl.  

iudicnied UP #-:7 a r :!.-un i 

Of are 

p werf, 
r."Irs -ent . d C-11151.  

-- ý.oncnnf o-r--r R77 EEO
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Carolina Pnwer & Light Company

September 24, 1979 

:rGFL::DCN TO: Mr. S. McManus 

Fao.!: A. E1. Hall 

SUB rEC': ASME Quality Assurance Audit of SHNPP Construction 

The Izpiet-±ntation of corrective action for Finding Item 3 was verified 

by Audit QkA/170-2, September 17-20, 1979. The SUNPP Site has imple

-ncted their housekeeping procedures. Therefore, the Audit Finding 
ft-:rm 3 is hereby closed by audit.

Su-=:ary: Finding items 1, 2, 3, 4a, 4b, 5, 6, and 7 
audit. This audit is closed.  

A;-H : pn 

,C: 'r N. j. Chiangi 
"r . L. Forehand 

. P. W. Howe 
Mr. P.. . Parsons 

5. -S. D. Smith 
.Mr '•.!:.Wyllie 

S. " : 5'. Hc y• - u s 
J anager 

.-- Nuclear Safety & Quality Assurance Audit 

"- . i - -, 

• . "' , • -. . .• :". • :' - .t 2->-- .. " .-. ---••. "i - V.. .•"'.,--

are closed by 

-, .-

15i: t

Li!" 

V s:•<.• 

.-.- • .-

- ..s 

DC>-'



*." i! : /A1i 70-1'.  

:•_~-.O- " 3Mi2 TO : 

E. Hall 

L•I.E-E•NCE : Meono 

cali1 

Shave reviewed 

log, which confi: 
iore, the Audit 

S5t-= ry: Findin 
Findin

A_•:i1 T

.C.  
C.oImna Pnwo-i& Liflht Comph~.fy 

May 15, 1.979 

S. 2Xclanus 

uality Assurance Audit of SHiPP Construction 

randut., dated 5-11-79 from G. L. Forehand w/,attached 

,ration log 
I.  

the referenced memo, dated 5-11-79 with attached calibration 

rms that oven H-11O0 was in calibration on 3-19-79. There

Findin; Item 6 is hereby closed by audit.  

g Items 1, 2, 4a, 4b, 5, 6, and 7 are closed by audit and .  

g Iter 3 is not closed by audit.  C !':9- -,.  

.,/.-) /..,..- •/¢"/, . ,.-..  

"..-, 4,: . ,; .  

•.//•

Concurtrcnce 

w.ger Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

' ." Quality Assurance Audit 

b:~. C. -. o-ehrand 

".a. rrons 
L...".5 Sm~ich

..* ...  

- - .  

* -' ..

!-ýi: i-viT5
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- . . ua.its ~n~a:''c~Au':t orS~i' Censt~ruct-ion ' 

:.iaud.tcC correctivc: act ion snonse wasi perf ormed at the *SULT Site 

21. 13979, for the purpose of closing the finding iteni(s) by audit, 

thie following result:1.  

7 inding Item, 1, the auditors cetf-,irmed by review of revised proce

Ldurv 'NDEP-l0i, Revision 2, (A'-5-79) where on page 20, Table 2 was 
*e~1for thickness 7/8" t: lit" from 4'T to 2T holes on sourc-, 

Ce . This firndinFp. is c3c.ced >vaudiL.  

Item 2, thev auditors ronfirmr-'d b': re2view of correctedl Ck.TRls) 

cvon fil2e Eor Ebsasco P.C. N.-.4351703 do contain the statement thiat 

:,!te-7ia! '.ajs been, stampee h steel stamping, n1 ear numibors 

_- numbDer for eacli plat- shipped and reccived at site. This 

n.Lr- !S closer- b.. aud'it.  

t:. 3. sL.t' cI~Ufor implier.:t. Lior of :Ait housp

nw c ur:: InFg nn,-Y"- i i'** U2S'.QV, Sorti.en perscnnel. This finding 

.. eCScd bxaudit_.  

m 4,-.a, the au.-.It~rr confi=rtJ' by recview~ of cnrrected WDR(s) 

.r rrivslon listed on thcQA record. in addition, the Manager

-!:qg and Construction OA ';tatec t;. DE proc.'durv(s) appropriate 

~I!ted on the future IWIR(s) prior owelding. This finding 

*-ed b~v audit.  

.-g, ite 41t, the auditors confirm5, byr-'vlev. of Site Procedure 

:n~vision 2. (4-20-79) that L:.h I , Pvdro Test Form. Re'iision 

resdto list the chcck'.±st nwrces:;ry, intlurdIng n place 

t,-icedur. uzh- ! ,..~ rrum','r. As: 01 thir, 

h~ad no't been.~-:c i it, Thi fn din IF, $closedL



-:. iL -.. n 

-: _::-.-utz-Sn ci 

<raracd to 1 

" received.  

L. :•nlit: em 
P:-Oh, B evis 

.f7 to: ASE- S 

, z::i'r:" :i."e -lo

-.-. r. ;.4 

Mr. P.  
Mr. .  
Mr. She 
M'r. T.

J. Ch: 

L. Fo 
W. Hoi

ng.is7: k, 

t.i mP-> ,n~r- -'~ i..t'thu .  

C÷:uC-,n.zt :.r.,'C' v.MiIJCZ.Li'' 
•.. "-. ",i.  

th,': 1,.t-r: confirmed by review O- Sit, I-.(j•'Z., 

l, i ' ti't it has been rev','-s' d to ro,. i 

atvo-:-'-'- cis and documented. Confir,.2tiof t'.a2 

as f o unt:, .t, in calibration, or, 3-i9-
7 9 is to D'2 

the aucit ,-:S by the Princi:-.a O. •p t :it"": 

be close( by audciz when this confirming documentatiOr.  

7, the auditors confirmed by review of PPCD Procedure 

ion 5, that it has been revised to state the procedure '-.

ec~tion iI. This finding is closed by audit., 

tens , 2, -.. , -4 b, 5.n 7 *rf hereby closed by audit.  

i:ems 3 =n 6 arce not closed by audit.  

rge -oprt 
ucerSf 

//" ./' / °~ / 

quality AssuranceAdit.  

.angi, " 

rehand 
e-'

m!. rarsons 
!don D. Smith 
H. Wyllie

-. .W-� 

- .L4 

p. -- -.  --4 C 
.-.
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. ".y 11, 1979 

"D'*TO Mr. S. McM-Inus 

•,•-. A. E. Hail1 

:1Ui.T T: ;,S!C Qualify Assurance Audit of 
SHNPP Construction 

7::-NCE: Letter QA-1112, dated May 11. 1979 

reference letter QA-1'12, dated May 11, 1979, uwith the E&CQA response 

-k Audit QAA/170-1 has been cvaluated with th.e following results: 

i. Thc response for FL.ding Items 6 and 7 is considered as action taken 

to resolve these items and these findinz icems are hereby closed by 
report.  

""completes all action necessary for this audit and all finding items 
.. s ancit alre closed by report.  

/" 

S ...... LjwJ : 7 

j- 

- S.!fcManus 
*imr.ager - Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

--- Quality Assurance Audit 

: ,:. G. L. Forehiend 
Hr. P. W. Hoe•' 

:['-'.a r. sc. F n:7 

Mr. Sheldon D. Smith 
7-. -. 1:. Wyllie 

Mr. N. J. Chiangi 

.•-,, .""-',' ? "":**'. A~



:W.2t PO

(�r �

.,o. c-.,rtncing Nocs. 6 tane 

ro:'ereice. to i--id:Lt QAJ.'!170-1. N~~~ o. 6, PReisicon .~to Procedure 
!'2 !-723, eldinrw !Laterla2. Control, wef. .su I.-'prii. 30, 1979. Thl-is 

rr.ncharngad the requiremnzsn for tem-perature checking of rod ovens 

w4-n r ctr. ibzated ±rnstrt,=nt or. a twO--WcL.k 1)i! in ll'eu of wcekly.  

J~~' ~ ~wo. h1G ri-kc ith c cal`bzrted inrtrument an Mnr7ch 19.  
,9 n foundm t.) be in cal.brction. A cop:;. of h airtc hc 

be fr-ward;-d for your vc-ri'icat±ion.  

- .. Y~Z~No. zoxrectivc acti.on has rc.: cnr.letr--d by revision to 
.7rocu':n1, t roco&,,,rc No. 1I-066, K.evisior. 5, to indicate that this 

ifýi7 A.SM Secton~~ procedure ;,hen thic proce-Jure relates to ASHE 
I,-Cc

7
��2

..�

I 

k 

I 

t.  

I
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C.,il owew A Lighl Con)ipMy 

May 11. 1.979 

>: LM-. ,,NDU.M TO: -r. S. Ic!.1anrxs 

7:, A. E. Hall 

SUT,'CT: A..... .:ality Assurance Audit of 

...Constructi on 

P2RT".ZCE: Leter OA-1112, dated '.May 1, 1979 

Ti.-: r,_f2renct' letter QA- 12. dated May. 11, 1979, with the E&CQA response 

: z::t OAA/170-1 has been evaluated with the following results: 

i. "( rVi(.:nsc for Findinr items A and 7 is considered as action taken 

to resolve A=hese items and thes. finding items are hereby closed by 

report.  

Fhis .- ,,.:'h.e'; nfa action necessary for this audit and all finding items 

u,, chin at-,it are ol!sed by report.  

A.'Ci :jwj F7 

ALttachmnw-tt -

Concurrence: I O 
e• S,-McManus 

Manager - Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

"- Qualiiy Assurance Audit 

"- G. L. -:,ehand 

.. Smith 

- M, 

ZTr. 
. ...

. . .
...  

-• " - " - :"- " ' --.". -4 .' * -... _ 

4,- . ;-. -:-,. ....... : jX $ - •"-r.,.' i ,• 
• ~~ ~~- .." "..-" - *.,."..-• r".:~f-• r
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Carolina Power & Light Company 

' .April 30, 1979 

File: QAA/170-l 

'•, =OAND-U TO: Mr. S. McManus 

FROM: A. E. Hall 

SUBJECT: ASIE Quality Assurance Audit of SH"PP Construction 

P.EFEP-ENCE: Letter QA-1087, dated April 26, 1979 

The referenced letter QA-1087, dated April 26, 1979, with the E&CQA response 
to Audit QAA/170-1 has been evaluated with the following results: 

1. The response for Finding Items 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 is considered 
as action taken to resolve these items and these finding items 
are hereby closed by report.  

2. The response for Finding Items 6 and 7 will be adequate when 
the response can be reported as action completed. Therefore, 
Items 6 and 7 will be held open until additional response is 
received from the Manager - Engineering and Construction QA 
•tating the response action has been completed.  

At tacl'=-nt 

- Co-porate Nuclear Safety & 
Quality Assurance Audit 

.G. L. crehand 
W:. . U' H-.e 

"R. M. razsons 
Y-r. Shý,ldc D. Smith 
?L. . T. Z. Wyllie 

7.
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Coaroirns Power L Lig!; C orn p~r'

Y")ril 26, 1979

QA- 1087

ýI•a! J. -Cj , , J -I() : Mr. S. Mci-jMnus 

FRIOM: N. J. Chiangi 

SUBJECT: Corporate --udit OAA/17G-

The Coroorute Audit Report QAA/170-l for audit of the Harris project AME activities during March 19-23, 1979p listed seven findings requiring formal responze. The attached describes the action taken or being taken to resolve 
the reported findings.

Based on the attached, corrective action for findings 1 through 5 is considered 
satisfactory and those items should be closed.  

The Intended corrective action for findings 6 and 7 is considered satisfactony 
and nhould be adequate for closing those items when complete.  

Please let me know if you need additional information.  

Att achment 

cc • •L. 7 ,,,orchar d W(a) 
"" "l'o (W /,) 

. -'•. Sr.ith *Wia) .... . Z.. ? J 
.... ..$"A1C) e •/

.:" - • .' , "" . . " * -" .". :,,., " " '"• " -S..• ' 
.. -. ".• , ° -'"•" ,'" 't• "';••"

I.

. • ; .•..,. •.'•;r•..S3,-'),.;•,••



II '7.  

-LLSPONS ,ES TO n.'i./170-L 

.;'- ,- ,r •- - h h been revised to conforT . ti) ,SME Sectior III, Table 

: 111-l-hDwinLz the .-pproipriate hoe-siz,. .  

T-- site has received corrected Ch-TL's from the Vendor for 3/8" contairnmernt 

lin-r circular piatýe. The CM2R's contain the following statement: "THE ABOVE 
.ATERIAl - %AS BEEN IDEN'TIFIED BY STEEL STAMPING THE HEAT hNU-•ER AND SIA NUýMER 

ON ma TE." The heat number and slab number of each plate is included on 
a the CMTR's.  

To preclude similar nonconformances on CKTIR's for containment liner material 
purcha.ed 6y the erection Contractor, Ebasco has added the following statement 
z.- the General Instructions for the QA Plan for Purchase Order NY-435204: "For 
CDCI purchased material ascertain that the requirements of ASME Section III, 

Divizicn 2, Subsection CC2131.l 1975 Edition are complied with where applicable." 

It1 3 

Procedure ID-VII-06, Project Housekeeping, has been implemented. Housekeepins 
Zoneý Desi•aation forms for the areas now under construction, those that soon'r 
will te under construction, warehouses and laydown areas have been approved by 
the Resident Engineer and distributed to the appropriate personnel. Warehouses 
anc! some laydown areas have been designated Zone IV and signs are in the process 
of being fabricated -for posting in these locations. All other areas are designated 
7,ne V. Personnel have beer, designated to ensure that housekeeping in each area 
is performed in accordance with the proper Zone Housekeeping Procedures.  

Procedure CQA-3, Housckeeping Control, has been implemented. QA Personnel have 

been desiguated to provide QA surveillance of the individual Housekeeping Zones 
within their assigned areas to assure compliance with AP-VII-06.  

item 1! 

A,. -he ,Tpropriate IDM procedure and revision numbers are now being inserted 
cn th: balc.n-.. tie designated NDI process on the WDR's. A review of all 
W z .'.---ic vwcldicr has been completed and the NDE procedure and revision 

. --v~iicn . to the "'lydto Test Form" containing a checklist and provisions for 
'tir.ng tiia.piocedure end revision numbers was isnued 4/20/79. V.  

* ' ,rs! corrected during the audit. The w..elding inspectors hw.vt been 

to include heat number verification an part of fin'l inspection 
'd oint ý11 or. WDR). ~K 

- .;A':

-, •.. . .-v - -, -.- -- -. •mT -_ ••4• - ,2;T.--• ,•,:_-. r• •"''••- .T. 72• : • •--•• .+,- -- _•--. .•..--• • t:."" 
• -. ." ... : -. •._ . ..:•`:..•:..r•.• :I v•-`.r••; ;`:. .••;::..••:.-%:•••:.`•:• `•. ` •.4:. :.  

-, • , :. . . ..:.• • ,• _,, •r,• .. .... ••: . . .. . • •- -• . • • - •. -• . ... • • T• ,• . ,- -,u- --'" ' "-.. ..." ." ;'----a:,•. .... , .,,.. .• o• .,• • . :, ,,•:,,,,- ,... ,,.
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Procedure .!P-O3, Welding Material Control. hjs been revised to read, ". . . Dry ro0, re2ba%.e and recondition ovens shall be temperature checked by a calibrated inztrunient c• a two-week basis by the control area attendant and documented." The procedure revision is in the review cycle at the present time.

Du:irin the audit, the calibration instrument used to check ovens had been damaged and no spare or replacement instrument was available. There are now three (3) calibrated instruments on site. The manufacturer recommended temperature ranges for ovens and electrodes. This change has also been incorporated into ýP-03. The issue Room Attendant has been instructed to use the previous two weeks' calibration to justify the accuracy of the ovens if the instrument is not available for use. He shall document this action on Exhibit 2 
of IV-03.

Item 7

PPCD Procedure P-066, Construction Procurement, is being revised to meet the requirements of ASME Section III and to incorporate the statement, "This is 
an ASIM Section III procedure." The revision is currently in the review cycle.

*44 ,-�...



Enclosure 10 to Serial: HNP-99-069

Prefabricated Piping Supplier 
(Southwest Fabricators, Inc) 

Quality Assurance Documentation: 

(1) Quality Assurance Documentation Audit Reports 

(2) Representative Vendor Data Package

V.
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I! Carolina Power & Light Company 

.77 

Company Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina 

January 4, 1977 

FILE: QAA/702-2 

IEIMORANDUM TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear 

FROM: N. J. Chiangi 

SUBJECT: Corporate Quality Assurance Audit of 

Southwest Fabricating and Welding Co., Inc.  

In your section memorandum No. QAA/702 dated March 3, 1975, it was 

requested that the E&C QA section advise when Southwest Fabricating and 

Welding Co., Inc. began their activity on purchase order NY435035 in time 

to schedule audit No. QAA/702-2.  

This is to advise that the aforementioned vendor is currently 

scheduled to commence fabrication for purchase order NY435035 during the first 

quarter of 1977.  

Should you have any questions, please contact me.

DAM/mwb



FORM 2`1-50M 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
1,QA 02..Raleigh, N. C. 27602 

SPile: QAA/702-2-7"_ CD-00050 

April 18, 1977 

Southest CP&LCP&L: 
SSouthwest abricating and Welding Company c 
7525 Sherman Street 

S~P.O. Box 9449 
Htouston, Texas 77011 

ICAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY • HARRIS• PROJECT 

1984-86-88-90 - 3,600 MW - UNITS 1, 2, 3, AND 4 
QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT OF SOUTHWEST FABRICATING S~ AND WELD=; COMPANY 

Dear Mr.-HEarris:•• 

Attached please find .report of the Quality Assurance Audit conducted 

during the period of March 22-24, 1977, by Carolina Pover & Light Company.  

person at your facility located In Houston, Texas., The attachment contains 

three viulti-part findings requiring corrective action, Including action to 

prevent recurrence and two cmments requiring your evaluation for resolution.  

It i requested that you revi•w this matter-and provide Carolina Power & Light 

Company, within thirty days of your- receipt of this letter, Individual statements 

of corrective action taken or Intended to each finding in numerical sequence 

as delineated In the attachment. .In the event that corrective action cannot 
be .completed within thirty days, a dual response is required. The Initial 
response should include the intended action and Indicate a scheduled completion 
date. The follow-up response should indicate that the iutended corrective action 

• i has been completed. Additionally, statements of action taken to prevent recurrence 

of each finding and your resolution of the general cmaents are required.  

Should you have any questions in this matter, please contact me.  

r V'r By 
Dk DI/j ag N.J. %hisgi - Mmanger 
Attachment Engineering & Costruction 

Quality Assurance 

cc: Mr. L. V. Thisrwechter W/A 

bcc: Mr. D. Locklearv' 
Mr. L. 1. Loflia 
Mr. M. F. Thompson, Jr. W/A 
File



CP&L
Carolina Power & Light Company

Comrnpany Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina 
April 14, 1977

FILE: QAA/702-2

_A

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Audit

During the period of March 22-24, 1977, a quality assurance audit was conducted 

at Southwest Fabricating and Welding Co., Inc., Houston, Texas by.C. G. Hensley 

and A. E. Hall of the Corporate Quality Assurance Audit Section. This audit 

was conducted to determine Southwest's adherence to the quality system require

ments imposed by Ebasco P.O. NY-435035.

The attached audit report summarizes the results of this audit. The checklist, 

which was used as a guide in conducting this audit, will be maintained in the 

CQAA Section files. Copies of the audit report will be distributed as noted 

below.

As required by Quality Assurance Procedure QAAP-I, the Manager - Engineering 

and Construction Quality Assurance is required to review and investigate the 

audit findings; to determine and schedule appropriate corrective action, 

including action to prevent recurrence; and to respond to this report in 

writing within thirty days after receipt of this report by the audited 

organization, giving results of the review and investigation and describing 

corrective action taken to resolve the findings, Items 1, 2, and 3, identified 

in this report.

DL/CH/dad 
Attachment

cc: Messrs. N. J. Chiangi 
W. B. Kincaid 
P. W. Howe 
M. A. McDuffie 
W. W. Morgan 
S. D. Smith 
M. F. Thompson, Jr.  

TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear

FROM: J. A. Jones

The attached audit report, QAA/702-2, has been reviewed and is returned for 

placement in the CQAA Section files with the following comments:

9905050225 990430 
PDR ADOCK 05000400 
P PDR

/C

9 0

MMORAIDUM TO: Messrs. Shearon Harris 

C Dallas Locklear - o .

womommommomommoýý
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AUDIT REPORT 

-' Activity Audited: Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  
Houston, Texas 

.0r Audit Report No.: QAA/702-2 

Auditors: C. G. Hensley - Lead Auditor 
A. E. Hall 

Date: March 22-24, 1977 

Persons 
Contacted: Southwest Fabricating: 

*G. H. Lockwood - Chairman and Company Executive Officer 

*B. J. Goodwin - President 

*N. H. Moerke - Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) 

C. Steck - Chief Project Manager 
*J. E. Harris - Project Manager 

*S. M. Goodwin - Assistant Manager, Quality Assurance 

R. P. Bornes - Quality Assurance Manager 

M. Finn - Nuclear Design Engineer 
H. S. Barber - Manager - Purchases 

G. Baumback - QA Receiving Inspector 
J. C. Aggers - QA Receiving Inspector 
T. Russell - QC Inspector 
R. B. Griffith - Rod-Storage Attendant 
D. F. Hartman - QC Technician 

*These persons were present during the postaudit meeting.  

Scope: Guidelines for conducting the subject audit are outlined in CP&L" 

Quality Assurance Audit Procedure QAAP-1, which establishes the 

methods for auditing the quality system of vendors in accordance 

with the requirements of CP&L's Corporate QA Program. This audit 

was conducted in order to assure that Southwest Fabricating & 

Welding Company, Inc.'8 (SF&W) quality assurance program (and 

its implementation) was in compliance with the requirements 

imposed by Ebasco PO NY-435035, Supplement No. 3; Specification 

CPR-SH-M-30 Revision 3; and the associated quality system require

ments. The major areas of SF&W Quality Assurance System selected 

for audit are as follows: (1) Quality Assurance organization and 

program; (2) design control, including required procedural sub

mittals; (3) procurement document control; (4) control of purchased 

material and components; (5) marking and identification of material 

a•nd components; (6) control of special processes; (7) inspection/ 

test control; (8) measuring and test equipment control; (9) handling, 

storage, and shipping; (10) nonconforming material control and cor

rective action; (11) internal audit program; and (12) implementation
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of corrective action taken to resolve findings identified in Audit 

Report QAA/702-1. Due to the status of the contract with SF&W, i.e.  

not released for fabrication, some portions of the checklist were not 

completed. Specifically, document control; instructions, procedures, 

and drawings; quality assurance records; and portions of special 
•i• processes.  

Summary: SF&W has been contracted to supply the power plant piping system, 

including hangers, seismic restraints, supports, and supporting 

steel for Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power 

Plant Project. By contract, SF&W is required to provide a quality 

assurance system which is in compliance with Appendix B of 10CFR50, 

Ebasco's Quality System Procedure 860-72 (CAR-SH-ME-12), those por

tions of Section III of the 1971 ASME Code, including all addenda 

through Summer 1973, which applies to Code Class 1, 2, and 3 equip

ment, and ANSI B31.1.0 for power piping.  

SF&W's Quality Assurance System applicable to this contract is 

delineated in their QA Manual (QAM), Revision 8. In turn, the 

QA Manual will be supplemented by Shop Detail Sheets and Manu

facturing Record Sheets, which are prepared for each piping 

spool configuration and will serve as the detail drawing and shop 

traveler, respectively.  

To date, SF&W has not been "released for fabrication" on this 

contract; therefore, it was not possible to audit some portions of 

the quality requirements which are required by this contract. After 

SF&W is released for fabrication, it will benecessary to further 

audit implementation of the SF&W Quality Assurance Program.  

During the course of this audit the auditors reviewed the NRC's 

"White Book" on vendor audits for the fourth quarter of 1976 with 

SF&W quality assurance management personnel. The auditors were 

concerned with the negative inspection results reported by NRC 

as the result of their audits conducted on 9/7-10/76 at SF&W and 

10/12-15/76 at Bergan Paterson Pipe Support Corporation located 

in Laconia, N.H. Bergan Paterson is SF&W's subsupplier of the 

pipe hangers and restraints for the SHNPP Project. Discussions 

with SF&W personnel revealed that the NRC had conducted a reaudit 

of SF&W the week of 3/14/77 and all but one of the deviations 

noted in the 9/76 audit had been satisfactorily resolved. The one 

unresolved item is being presented as a code case to the ASME Board 

for resolution. As for Bergan Paterson, NRC has scheduled a reaudit 

Sof the Laconia facility the week of 3/28/77. This will be NRC's 

third attempt to resolve deviations previously identified at the 

Laconia facility. Upon completion of NRC's audit and publication 

of the related audit report, SF&W plans to conduct an audit of this 

same facility.  

Implementation of the corrective action taken to resolve the six 

findings previously identified in Audit Report QAA/702-1 was audited.  

The action taken to resolve these findings was considered sufficient 

"and audit QAA/702-1 is closed.
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SF&W Quality Assurance Program continues to 
requirements of PO NY-435035.

As a result of this audit, three items were 
requiring corrective action.

be adequate to meet the

identified as findings

Findines and Corrective Action:

Item 1:
Requirements:

IOCFR5O Appendix B, Criterion II

Nonconformance:

Criterion II requires that the QA Program provide for the indoctrination 

and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality, as 

necessary, to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.  

In reviewing paragraph 2.2.3.1 of SF&W's QAM, which outlines the proce

dures for training, it was observed by the auditors that training and 

indoctrination requirements for Engineering and upper QA/QC management 
personnel are not presently covered by written procedures.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

The Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) stated this item will be taken 

under advisement for necessary corrective action.  

a. Requirement: 

SF&W Procedure QC-102, titled, "Auditing Personnel," Revision 0 
dated 6/7/76 

Nonconformance: 

In reviewing the qualification records of SF&W's auditors, it was 

observed that the audit participation records for D. Hartman did not 
reflect his participation in internal audits as required and N. H.  

Moerke's records were not approved by a second party to attest to his 

qualifications as an auditor. The records reviewed for these two indi

viduals do not comply with the intent of Procedure QC-102.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

The Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) stated the necessary additions 
will be made to the auditor qualification records, including the company 
president signing the qualifications of Mr. Moerke.  

b. Requirement: 

SF&W Procedures: QC-104, titled, "Heat Treating Personnel," Rev. 0 

dated 6/8/76; QC-105, titled, "Hot Forming & Bending Personnel," Rev. 0 

dated 6/8/76; and QC-106, titled, "Machinists," Rev. 0 dated 6/8/76.

44
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Nonconformance: 

Personnel training records verifying Implementation of those procedures 

listed above were not available for review.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) stated those people covered under 

QC-104, -105, and -106 have indeed been properly trained; however, their 

training has not been documented as required. Proper records will be 

prepared.  

Item 3: 
a. Requirement: 

SF&W's Quality Assurance Manual (QAM), paragraph 14.3.3 

Nonconformance: 

Paragraph 14.3.3 requires that control and distribution of SF&W's QAM 

be verified by audit. However, in reviewing SF&W audit results, it 

was observed that records are not available to verify control, and 

distribution of the QAM is being audited.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) stated SF&W will in the future

satisfy this requirement.  

b. Requirement: 

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVIII 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion XVIII requires that a system of planned and periodic audits 

be carried out to verify compliance with all aspects of the QA Program 

and determine the effectiveness of the program. However, in reviewing 

Exhibit 13-1, "Internal Audit Report," contained in the SF&W QAM, the 

auditors observed that all areas and sections of SF&W quality assurance 

program are not audited to verify compliance with all aspects of the 

QA Program. Examples of areas cited include Design Control and QA/QC 

"responsibilities.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

The Vice President - Engineering (QA/QC) stated that plans are underway 

to revamp the internal audit plan format and establish an audit file 

for each section of the manual to assure that all aspects of the program 

are properly audited.  

General: Two items were presented at the postaudit meeting as comments to SF&W's 

QA System:
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-,"1. 1.,

Submitted by: 

Approved by:
Manager - Corp26rate Quality Assurance Audit Section

S-W5 

1. In reviewing SF&W's procedures and QAM for recertification of 

Nondestructive Examination Personnel, it was observed that 

paragraph 9.2.2.1 of the QAM, Rev. 8 requires recertifica
tion every three years in compliance with the ASKE Code; the 

auditors also reviewed associated procedure QC-100, Revision 1 

titled, "Nondestructive Examination Personnel," to assure the 

three-year recertification requirement was included. QC-100 
was marked with a corresponding "pencil change," but the change 

had never been typed, approved, and distributed to the affected 
SF&W personnel.  

2. During the course of reviewing the qualification records of 

inspectors the auditors observed the records of two inspectors, 

B. Reynolds and G. Baumback, that had not been signed to esta

blish their date of qualification as required by SF&W Procedure 
QC-103, Revision 0 dated 6/7/76.

i

E r
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Southwest Fabricating & Welding Co. Inc. Houston, Texas 
REPORT 
NO. QAA/702-2

AUDIT PROCI.DURE OAAP-l

DATE March 22-24, 1977 

QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT C11ECIK LIST____________

AUDIT 
SUBJECT implementation of Quality Assurance/Control Program

-AUDITOR(S) A. E. Hall 

COMEN'TS

Quality Assurance Program 

QA Organization and Program

1.1.1 Do SF&W's organization charts reflect the 

current organization? 

1.1.2 Does SF&W's QA program provide for indoc

trination and training of personnel per

forming activities affecting quality? 

(Appendix B, Criteria II) 

1.1.2.1 Are records maintained to verify that 

applicable personnel have been properly 

indoctrinated and trained?

1.1.1 Yes, the Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company (SF&I,) )has 

issued Revision 8, dated 3/1/77 to their Quality Assurance

Manual (QAM), which lists their organization as Exhibits 1-1,
1-2, 1-3 and 1-4. The auditors verified their organization to
1-2,ti1-3 an -. Teadtr eife i raiaint

1.1.2 The SF&WM, QAM does outline a program and referenced procedures 
for training, instructions, required examination, and required 

records of qualification for inspection, and production employ

ees. However, the SF&W, QAM does not contain any procedure to 

cover the re uirement for training as required by IOCFR50, 

Appendix B, Criterion 11 for their engineering personnel and the 

balance of their QA/QC personnel. (This is listed as Finding 

No. I in the Audit Report.) In addition the SF&l,-•K-R

sion 8, added a requirement in paragraph 9.2.2.-•,'"rR-ieiTc-rtifca-a:" 

tion shall be at least every three years.- The a---!itors 

reviewed Procedure QC-IO0, Rev. 1, dated 2f13-/7---t t-te•.....  

I'Nondestructive Examination Personne-l,- rani-d-l-Te-Ie ......  

procedure was marked with a corresponding_ pencil T iigew-,cli-c 7

pwas never typed, approvidsf isse tritbuted to the affected STF& 
personnel. (This is l-ist - 1- t-e-m- 'No7-I--- -Wn e t - 'a- F'•e fi• r

of the Audit Report.)

1.1.2.1 The auditors reviewed theyrerorS, to verif_.tht 1 .'," 

were qualified to the followin, procedures: . . . . .

PaIPg, 1 of 15

rOR C. G. Hensley

1.0 

1.1

lom A



REPORT 
NO. QAA/702-2

CIIAR ACT FR I TICS

is

0

COMMENTS
1.1.2.1 (1) OCI0O0 Rev. 1 dated (2/28/74), tltled "Nondestructive 
(cont'd) Examination Personnel" - The auditors verified SF&W 

personnel are properly qualified by record review.  
(2) QClOl. Rev. 1. dated (5/21/76). titled "Quality Control 

Inspectors" - The auditors verified SF&W personnel are 
properly qualified by record review.  

(3) QCl02, Rev. 0, dated (6/7/76). titled "Auditing Personnel"-
The auditors verified SF&W personnel are properly quallfied 
by record review. However, the followinp, two problems were 
found which do not comply with the intent of the procedure: 
The record of D. IHartman, dated 12/31/76. did not have 
recorded his prior participation in internal audits. The 
record of N. H. Moerke. dated 9/3/76, was not approved by 
his superiors or anyone to attest the fact he was cuall-
fled. (This is listed as Finding. Item 2a. in the Audit

Report.) 
(4) QC103. Rev. 0. dated 6/7/77. titled "Receiving Inspection 

Personnel" - The auditors reviewed two recoris of B. Rey

nolds and G. Baumback which were not dated by the indivi
dual approving the record to reflect the effective date of 
the qualification. (This is listed as Item 2 in the 
General Section of the Audit Report.) 

(5) QC104, Rev. 0, dated 6/8/76, titled "IHeat Treating 
Personnel", QC5, Rev. 0. dated 6/8/76. titled "Hot Form
ing & Bending Personnel". and 0C106. Rev. 0, dated 6/8176, 
titled "Machinists." The auditors determined SF&W did not 
have any records to show the above procedures have been 
implemented. (This is listed as Finding, Item 2b, in the 
Audit Report.)

Page la of 15

CHARACTERISTICS I



REPORT 
N _A.702-2 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1.1.3 Verify that responsible management is 

reviewing the QA program for revision or 

updating on a six-month frequency as a 

minimum. (Section 14.0 of the SF&W Qualit, 

Assurance Manual, QAM) 

1.1.4 Has the most current revision of the QAM 

been submitted to Ebasco? (Specification 

860-72, paragraph 3; Finding No. 2, 

QAAI702-1) 

1.1.4.1 Verify that an acknowledgment receipt has 

been received from Ebasco. (Section 14.0 

of SF&W QAM)

1.1.5 

0 
1.1.6

Assure that the latest revision of SF&W's 

QAM is being distributed and acknowledged 

in accordance with Distribution Lists per 

the requirements of Sections 14.1 and 14.3 

of the SF&W QAN.  

Assure that SF&W is auditing distribution 

of QAM as required by Section 14.3.3 of 

the QAM.

rnM TNT

1 .1.3 Th ufos eiwdS 6c eords-for compliance !with the QAH 

_P~ar~_4a~fXaq t_ rayi -- The only record the 

auditors were able to review was a memo of August. 19Z6, 

r s a view of the OM for revis ion and t fat the 

manual was revised and issued on 3/1/77 which exceed the six

monthIs int l by a csuupj&.Linonths. The auditors did not 

find written records-as compliance with QAM 14.2.1 reflecting 

six-month's review which was inconsistent with a practice by the 

previous Vice President - Engineering,_ Q/ Mr. Green.  

1.1.4 The auditors verified the latest Revision 8 of the QAM was sent 

on 3/17177 to the followin_ Ebasco personnel: 1ir. B. R. Mazo 

S/N56• Mr. M. S. Browr. - S/N.25, and Mr. Cesivacius - S/N124.  

1.1.4.1 The auditors verified the acknowledgements of the SF&W_ QA!, 

Rev. 8, listed above have not been received by_ FI.W.____.F& 

1.1.5 The auditors verified the latest revision SF&W, QAN was distri-

buted and acknowledged by selected sample of following mnuals 
and verified against the Master Distrib'ttion List: R. B. Borne! 

QAM S/NI8, H. R. McAnaly QA S/N4, and Scott Goodwin QA' S-N55

1.1.6 When the auditors reviewed SF&W's control and distribution of 

their QAM. the auditors determined SF&W did not have any records 

to show Paragraph 14.3.3 of the QAM has been implemented.  

(This is listed as Finding, Item 3a, in tile Audit Report.) 

1.2.1 The auditors verified with the SF&W Project Manager's files that 
a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ fina pr-o ofrne priiN .. a 11UI _

the vendor has not been released for fabrication by Etasco to 

this date. SF&W has received a new set of lob specifications

atprovaldo ias rceied fromebeasco torbg fabrication, IyEasoto

pro-job conference will be held and the meeting minutes recorde

4---
"1.2 Design Control

2.1 Assure that pre-job conference to review 

contractual (design) requirements for 

P.O. NY-435035 has been held. (Section 

2.1.7, SF&W QAM)
F--- ___

Page __ of 15 
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from Ebasco which after evaluation by the vendor and whe
approval is received from Ebasco to begin _ari..to ,aI ..ina__
pre-job conference will be held and the meeting, minutes recorde



REPORT 
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COMMENTS~..IAK~l~ILILa IJA.. 1 -- -. -- - - - - -MMENTS CRY1.l IL. ,IIe iIUULUJ u-r...r,,. .

1.2.2 Verify that Engineering has verified 
pressure-temperature limitations for each 
piping class per requirements of QAM, 
Section 2.1.8.  

1.2.3 Have the Detail Sheets and Manufacturing 
Record Sheets (MRS) been prepared for P.O.  

435035 by Engineering? (Section 2.2, QAM) 

1.2.3.1 Assure that Engineering has prepared an 
"Index Sheet" for this P.O. and index 

contains necessary information. (Para
graph 2.2.1.9, QAM) 

1.2.3.2 Are the applicable contract procedures 
included on the Manufacturing Record Sheet 

including revisions and supplements there

to? (QAM, paragraph 2.2.3.3) 

.4 Is QA's review of design documents docu
mented? 

1.2.5 Have the following design documents been 

submitted to and approved by Ebasco: 
(Spec. CAR-SH-M-30, Appendix E, para. 4) 

1.2.5.1 Applicable welding procedures and proce
dure qualification test reports?

revised to require this to be done only_"for contracts that 
include mechanical design responsibilitygiven to SF&W by the
contract." However. the vendor feels PO NY435035 has not given

-- them mechanical design responsibility for the piping subassemi
blies .purchased. However, SF&W is responsible for pip

Paterson which in turn is preparing the mechanical design
calculations which are being directly given design verification
by our A/E Ebasco.

1.2.3 The auditors found that a few Detail Sheets have been prepared 
but not final checked and issued. No Manufacturing Record 

Sheets (MRs) have been prepared for PO 435035 for the reason 

listed in 1.2.1 on the previous page.  

1.2.3.1 No, see question 1.2.1 on previous page for reason.  

1.2.3.2 Unable to audit at this time. See question 1.2.1.  

1.2.4 Unable to audit at this time. See question 1.2.1.  

1.2.5.1 The auditors verified the following status of SF&W Welding 

Procedure submittals: 

1. V/P-1-H-0 Rev. 3 Supplement I approved by lbasco 5/14/74 

2. OP-I-H-I Rev. 4 Supplement 1 approved y-bEbasco 5/14/74 

3. #P-f-H-2 Rev. 2 Supplement 2 approved by Fbasco-8/5/74 

4. #P-1-H-3 Rev. 6 Supplement 2 approved by E-bTasco 8/5/74 

5. #P-I-HA-I Rev. 8 Supplement 2 approved by EbaTsco-- 577T 

6. (/P-1-HA-2 Rev. 6 Suipplement2 approved y b als~c~o g,75774-2 

7. #P-I-HM-I Rev. 8 Supplement 2 approved by Ebasco 8/5/74 

8. .#P-l-lHM-2 Rev. 5 Supplement 2 appovdbEac8/74__ 9. #P-8-IH- Rev. 4 Supplement 1_Iap•_rov-ed by Ebasco 5./1574 

9. VP-8-H Rev. 4 Supplement I approved by Ebasco 5/15/74 
10. #P-8-11-1 Rev. 11 ement ] approved by Ebasco 5/15/74--

1I. #P-8-11-2 Rev. 1 Supplement I approved by .basco 5/15/ -

12. #P-8-I1A-7 Rev. 0 .Supplemelit. 2 ap~prove.!d._by 1.ba'Co..bi• 815_7 
13,! P- ' Rev. 5 Supplement 2 approveyd t:. 3,-. W,74 

14 . #I 1-i-8-11 Rev. 4 Suippl ement 2 ipp rovod t.I)-1 
15. #JP-1-5-2 Rev. 0 Su-ppl-ement I r•jected ,iti c ,mrientby 

I,-, 87T, v 11.0 •.. ..  

.m. .I project ;'a~ 1 o I' ,!, " l 'I•, ;F.' i. " "tIj

L -'

supports and hangers which they have subcontracted to B__•,an-

]

I:

1.4.4 Lit N I ~ g LP U U U LSAa r J 1 - "- .. I P" " ý

them mechanical deslgn responsibilityfor the • subassem
blies _purchased. Howeverz SF&W is responsible for pipe m

I
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CHARACTERISTICS 

1.2.5.2 NDE Procedures - radiographic, liquid 

penetrant, magnetic particle, and ultra
sonic procedures? 

1.2.5.3 Cleaning, preserving, marking and packing 
for shipment procedures?

.5.4 Hydrostatic and/or leak test procedures?

1.2.5.5 Heat treating and/or stress relieving? 

1.2.5.6 Pipe bending and forming (fitting made 

from pipe or plate)?

1.2.5.7 Weld repair procedure?

Visual inspection procedure?

1.3 Procurement Document Control 

1.3.1 Verify that QA is reviewing, signing and 

dating each P.O. and Purchase Requisition 

for quality-related requirements. (Para

graph 3.3.4, QAMI; Appendix B, Criteria IV

Page 4 of 15

1.2.5.2 The auditors verif ed the following status of SF&W NDE roce

dures submittals: 

3. #PT-2 Rev. 2 S0 lement 1 with Attachments 1, 44 and 5 

4. T-I Rev. 0 w Aapproved by Ebasco 4/1 

2. #MT-2 Rev. I with Attachments 1_14, and 5 appoe yEac 

4/15/74 
3. #RT-5 Rev. 0 wit Atament s 1, 4,ad5 roved by Ehasco 477

5. #UT-1 Rev. e approved by Ebasco 4/17/74 

6. #UT-3 Rev. 1 approved by Ebasco 4/17/74 

7. #UT-4 Rev. 2 approved by Ebasco 4/17/74 

8. -UT-5 Rev. 0 approved by Ebasco 4/17/74 

1.2.5.3 The auditors verified the following status of SF&wC procedure 

submittals: 

1. 07-101 Rev. 0, titled "Austenitic Staialess Steel" 

2. #7-102 Rev. 0, titled "Carbon & Ferritic Alloys" 

At the present SF&W has not received comments or approvals fr 

Ebasco.  

1.2.5.4 The vendor considers this requirement to be not applicable tor 

piping subassemblies on P0 NY-35035.  

1.2.5.5 The auditors verified the following status of S64procedure 
submittals: 

1. #HT-PI-I Rev. 1 approved by Ebasco 4718/74 

2. #HT-P3-1 Rev. 0 approved by Ebasco 4/18/14 

1.2.5.6 The auditors verified the following status of SF&W procedure 

submittals: 

1. #4-106 Rev. 0, Supplement 1, approved by Ebasco 8/6/74 

2. #4-107 Rev. 0, Supplement 1, approved by 1.1M... _0.  

3. #4-108 Rev. 0, Supplement I, approved by 1lba1cf.f.S..  

4. #4-109 Rev. 0, Supplement 1, approved ;y Lhisco 774 

5. #8-100 Rev. 1, Supplement 2, approved by-sFi<T-77 .

COMMENTfS
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1.2.5.7 The auditors verified SF&W has submitted Procedure #9-103 Rev. 1j1 
Supplement 1 and no comment, s ora_•app•oval has been received from 

Ebasco.  

1.2.5.8 
The auditors 

verified 
that SF&W has not yet submitted 

this 

___••rocedure 

to 
Ebasco.  

1.3.1 
The auditors 

reviewed 
aEproxlmatel• 

ten POs and Purchase 
Re ul

sltlons 
to verlf• 

that 
QA is indeed 

reviewing 

these 
documents 

for 
uallt 

-related 

re uirements. 

Haterlal 

Take-Off 

is respon

sible 
for 

seeing 

that 
QA 

•ets 
the 

purchase 

requisition 

and 
PO 

for 
review. 

A copy 
of 

the 
requisition, 

prevlouslZ 

reviewed 

by 

QA, 
is 

attached 

to 
the 

PO 
routed 

for 
approval 

to 
QA. 

All 
PO 

and 

requisitions 

for 
nucl•ar 

items 

are 
routed 

to 
QA 

for 
review 

and 

approval.

1.2.5.7 The auditors verified SF&W has submitted Procedure 09-103 Rev. 1, 
Supplement 1, and no comments or approval has been received from 
Ebasco.  

1.2.5.8 The auditors verified that SF&W has not yet submitted this 
procedure to Ebasco.  

1.3.1 The auditors reviewed approximately ten POs and Purchase Requi
sitions to verify that QA is indeed reviewing these documents 
for quality-related requirements. Material Take-Off is respon
sible for seeing that QA gets the purchase requisition and P0 
for review. A copy_ of the requisition, previously reviewed by 
QA, is attached to the PO routed for approval to QA. All P0 and 
requisitions for nuclEcar items are routed to QA for review and 
approval.

MPIRM
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1.3.1.1 Assure that revisions to P.O.(s) and 

purchase requisition(s) are approved in 

like manner. (Paragraph 3.3.6, QAM; 

Appendix B, Criteria IV) 

1.3.2 Assure that Material Control is fbrwarding 

the purchasing package to QA for approval 

as required by paragraph 3.2.3 of the QAM?

0 
1.3.3 Are there provisions on the purchase docu

ment to assure that applicable quality 
requirements are imposed on SF&W's vendors' 
(Appendix B, Criteria IV; NA-4441)

1.3.4 Do the procurement documents identify the 
documentation to be submitted by and 
retained by SF&W's vendors?

Control of Purchased Material and Compon
ents

1.4.1 Assure that those vendors on the Approved 
Manufacturers List (AML), who do not hold 

a valid Certificate of Authorization, have 
been properly surveyed. (Paragraph 3.1.4, 
QAM) 

1.4.1.1 Assure that the most current revision of 
the AML has been issued to the Purchasing 
Department. (para. 3.1.1 of QAM)

COMMENTS

,uan.n'c'. .

1.3.2 The "Purchasing package" as required by 3.2.3 of the QAM is 
referring to special contract terms and conditions, only related 
special inspections and tests, and machining operations; not 
customer specifications or drawings as the terminology suggests.  
The specific requirements are contained in the "purchasing 
package." 

1.3.3 Yes. The applicable quality requirements are referenced by 
coded numbers on the PO and the applicable QA form explaining 
these notes become part of the PO, i.e. QA-forms 20 and 17 as 
referenced on some of the POs reviewed under question 1.3.1 of 
the check list.  

1.3.4 Yes, by reference to specific notes on the attached QA-form; 
see reply to check list question 1.3.3. This form is noted as 
Exhibit 3-8, "QA Purchasing Notes" in the SF&W QAM.

1.4.1 The most current list of approved suppliers is dated 311
the surveillance history of the following suppliers was re 

for content: (1) Taylor Forge Division (Pa.); (2) Alloy F 
and Fitting; (3) Coffer Corp.; (4) Guyon Alloy, Inc.;(5) Bergar
Paterson Pipe Support Corp. (Laconia, N. I1.); (6) Texas Bolt; 
(7) Bonnev Foree Division (Pa.); (8) Flowline; (9) Manufactured

Materials Dept. (SF&W); and (L0) Meters and instrument Corp.,
Houston (calibration service). Each 01 the history tiles

reviewed contained required surveillance records.

1.4.1.1 Yes. Purchasing did have AM List dated 3/11/77.

page -~_Of I¶

Each of the history tiles
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1.4.1

L.4.  

0

1.4.

1.4

1.

I

4

SCOHO S !S 

erifthatap Erod n e1.4.1.2 Each of those vendor files listed under check list item 1.4.1 

.2 Verify that approved manufacturers have 
were reviewed for com liance with ara ra h 3.1.10 of the AM.  

been surveyed (initially) within 15 months See res onse to check list Item 1.4.1.3.  

and subsequent surveys within 36 months.  

(para. 3.1.10 of QAM, Comment No. 1 of 1.4.1.3 SF&W does treat their Manufactured Materials Department (MHD) as 
(Audit 3./721. )fQM onetN.lo .. , an outside su lile erforming audits in accordance with ara

Ara h 3.1.10 of the AM. In reviewin the initial reaudit of 
M02 it was observed that the first reaudit was not performed 

SAwithin 15 months as required but within the time span of 22 
1.3 Ass-are that SF&W treats their Manufactured mont-hsm jMMD__was asauieon36/_7 n cnunction with an 

Materials Department as an outside vendor,. NRC audit.  

relative to vendor qualification. (Para.  

3.1.11 of QAM) 1.4.2 Y.s. Receivinirocedures 1-100-A -B -C and 
-D have been Prepred for the various type of 17.3terial 

received. Also_ special inspection/test requirements are 

detailed on the ap cable A form which is art of the PO 

.2 Have receiving inspection procedures been acka e" also see check list question 1.3.4.  

prepared for the incoming inspection 

operation? (NA-4442; Appendix B, Criteria 1.4.2.1 The ins)ection results are recorded on the Incoming Inspection 

VII) Form; the P0 and associated forms specifthe quired document 

and revision or code addendum to be used.  

1.4.3 The QAM has been revised to now require items whic are accep

.2.1 Are there provisions to include document table to be identified with pink and blue tape or paint as 

number and revision to which examination a plicable. All material reviewed in te p piping yars and 

or test was made? (NA-4442.
2 ) fitting storage areas were properly identified.  

4.4 Three areas were checked for proper identification of materlal 

i.3 Verify that materials found to be accept- with pink "hold tag" stainless steel (SS) and carbon steel (CS) 

lery thate matnidertiasfod wtohb ageep- nuclear fitting areas, CS piping area, and SS piping area.  

able have been identified with a "green Iesi hs ra eepoel dniid 

accepted" tag. (Para. 4.1.1.2 of QAM; Items in these areas were roperl identified.  

Finding No. 4, Audit Report QAA/702-1) 

4.4 Verify that materials awaiting-disposition 

for more than ten (P0) working days or 
removed from receiving area have been •_...  

identified with a pink "Hold" tag. (Para

graph 4.1.1.3 of QAM) 

Page _6__Of 1_5S
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CHARACTERISTICS 

1.4.4.1 Assure that nonconforming material is 

properly segregated at receiving inspec

tion. (Appendix B, Criteria VIII) 

1.4.5 Verify that material test reports are 

checked by QA and are in accordance with 

Section l.A, Appendix H of Spec. M-30 and 

para. 4.1.1 of the QAM.  

1.4.6 Are there provisions for listing the 

required range of values (acceptance 
criteria) at receiving inspection? (NA

4442.2; 860-72, para. 5.3)

_________________________________________________________ I

1.5 Identification and Control of Material and 
Components 

1.5.1 Is the material marked with applicable 
material specification, grade, and heat 
numbers (serial number) as required by 
Appendix H, Section l.D of Specification 
M-30?

w

1.5.1.1 Assure that when material is cut into more 

than one piece, all material identificatior 

is retained on each piece. (para. 5.3.1, 
QAM)

-I -- - - .. -- -- ~ .. '-- ....-

¢4!V.4, in th o varpeivin g fittin g Area - Each of these were
propely RgregL~aA

1-4.5 AllI material test -reports are forwarded !- OA for review-and 

approval. One individual in OA is designated to review and 
approve the material test reports. Required information and 

aprovals were avilbje for review.  

1.4.6 The ASME Code and ASTM standards, as applicable, list the 

acceptance criteria. Actual values are noted on the material 

chemical and physical test reports.  

:15.1 Yes. The auditors observed the marking of fitting and piping 

material at receiving inspection in-process and final; required 
marking information was etched on the material.  

1.5 .1 .
1  An individual is assigned in the fabrication area to remark 

material which is cut into more than one piece; this same 

indilvidual is also responsible for cutting the material as

after fitup and welding and required marking was. evident.

Page 7 of 15
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1.5.2 Is marking applied such that only electric 

etch, vibra'tool, or lo-stress or inter

rupted dot die stencil is used? (Appendix 

H, paragraphs 2 and 3, to Spec. M-30) 

1.5.2.1 Is such identification located in an area 

which does not interfere with functions 

or quality aspects of the product? (NA

. 4442.3) 

1.5.3 Verify that welding material is properly 

inspected and accepted, stored, distribute( 

and reconditioned in accordance with 

welding control procedure WMC-l. (Para
graph 6.1, QAM) 

1.5.3.1 Assure that QA is maintaining a list of 

approved welding material. (Paragraph 
6.1.6, QAM) 

.4' Verify that welding material identificati( 

is maintained in the welding areas and on 

unused material returned to the storage 
area.

Page 8 of 15
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CHARACTERISTICS . .. Sheets--
1.6.1 Assure that Kanufacturing Record Sheet9 1.  

(MRS) are properly completed, including the 

applicable procedures and instructions, 1.  

material heat numbers, NDE and heat treat

ment results, and inspection and test 

results.  

Document Control 

1.7.1 Does the MRS list the latest applicable 

procedures and instructions for this 

contract? 

1.7.1.1 Verify that the proper revisions of these 

procedures and instructions are available 

to those responsible for verification of 

the product. (Appendix B, Criteria VI) 

1.7.2 Are changes to the customer's drawings 

reflected on the Detail Sheets for that 

applicable contract? (Paragraph 2.3.1, 

QAM) 

1.8 Control of Special Processes 

1.8.1 Assure that NDE personnel are qualified 

in accordance with SNT-TC-1A and procedure 

QC-100. (Finding No. 3, Audit Report 
QAA/702-1)

Page 9 of 15
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1.8.2 Review welding procedures and welder quali- L8 The auditors verified that SF&W Weldin& Procedures and Welder 

fication records to assure compliance with ualifications com ly with ASME Code Section IX and by review 

section IX, ASME code. (General Comment fa sample of records listed in ues 1.2.5.1 that the 

No. 2, Audit Report QAA/702-1) eneral comment no 2, Audit Report QAA/702-1 has been 
r 

1 s • Ilnable to audit at this time; see uestion 1.2.1.

1.8.3 Is SF&W maintaining Heat Treating Logs for 

this contract? (Para. 7.2.3, QAM)

Assure that weld data records contain the 

information for weld joints and repairs as 

required by Para. 6, Appendix G of 

Specification M-30.

1.8.5 Are there provisions to assure that persons 

performing visual examinations have passed 

an eye examination equivalent to that 

required by SNT-TC-lA? (Para. 3, Appendix 

E to Specification M-30)

1.9.1 Is the MRS being completed by the QC 

Inspector to indicate completion of the 

inspection operations? (NA-4530; 860-72, 

para. 8)

ew SF&W record of qualification of 'e examinations were current and 

are tested to Jeager aa which meets 

14 ASME B&PV Code, Section III.

.t has not been released for fabrication: 
-ing Record Sheet (MRS) has not been 

lid review other MRSs prepared for 

- thesappeared complete.

:ion personnel are maintaining a list of material 
r.0. number, piece number, and SIN of the equipment 

Eorm the inspection. Hydrotest charts reflect the 

ze used to conduct the test.

1.9.2 Are there provisions to assure that adequat' 

test instrumentation is available and used? 

(860-72, para. 8; Appendix B, Criteria X1)

Page 10 of 15
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CHARACTERISTICS 

1.9.3 Assure that acceptance limits are esta

blished on the Shop Detail Sheet as 

required by the QAM.  

1.9.4 Are there provisions to assure that 

inspection/test status of material and 

parts is known throughout manufacturing? 
(NA-4540; 860-72, paragraph 8.2)

1.9.5 Are there provisions on the Shop Detail 

Sheet for correct measurement of pressure 

boundry items for minimum wall thickness? 

1.9.5.1 Does this include measurement of all cast 

fittings in piping systems (Safety Class 1, 

2, or 3)? (Part One, para. 8.9 of Spec.  

M-30)

1 9.5.2 Is the information required by Part One

Specification M-30, paragraph 8.9, a thru e 

provided?

4
1.10 Control of Measuring and Test Equipment 

1.10.1 Verify that calibration stickers or labels 

are placed on each item calibrated and 

include initial of persons performing 

calibration, date of calibration, and 

calibration due date. (Para. 8.2.2 of 

QAM; Finding No. 1, Audit Report QAA/702-I)

EVflN ....

1.9.3 Dimensional requirements ere provided on the ShopDetail Sheet 
for each oiece of the piping subassembly. The Shop Detail

instructio ns which do contain acceptance limits, iae. tac h

ments 1. 2. 3. etc. to the procedures which have the actual

1.9.4 Yes. Inspectiontest status (and operation status) is noted on 

the MRS.

1 0 ; Th4i tvoe of information is normally referenced on the Shop

Detail Sheet prepared for a given-job; however, unable to verify 
due to status of contract.

Ti��ri7 iT�t item 1.9.5.
it cYheck list item 1.9.5.

1.9.5.2 See response to check list item 1.9.5.  

. .. . .. ..- --.. .. .. .. 1 ., .. -14 U- et A in strumentation is properly

serialized and ta~ged, five micrometers. three pressure gages, 

two thermometers, and four D.C. voltmeters and ampmeters were 

audited. Each of these instruments was properly labeled and 

the label properly completed.

Eu

Page 11 of 15
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1.10.2 Assure that a calibration history log as 

required by para. 8.2.1 of QAM is being 
maintained.  

1.10.3 Is calibration history traceable to the 
applicable instrument?

.. 4 Are instruments calibrated against certi
fied standards whose accuracies are trace
able to nationally recognized standards? 
(NA-4610; 860-72, paragraph 9)

1.10.5 Are the acceptance limits and accuracies 
of the calibration equipment listed?

1.11
-t I . 1L.L y pg ii P�4II , ISV__UttIUPtIUL_� IlL?__rr..�L__It,,

Handling, Storage. Shipping

1.11.1 Verify that SS piping is handled with 

nylon straps or cables wrapped with coatin 

of tape or cloth. (Part One, Spec. M-30, 
para. 9.4) 

1.11.2 Assure that procedures exist for cleaning 
equipment prior to final preparation for 

storage and shipment. (Para. 5.4.2, QAM) 

1.11.3 Assure that SS items are stored in desig
nated areas and segregated from carbon 

steel. (Para. 5.4.3. QAM)

1.10.2 A calibration history loj is being maintained for each instru
ment audited under check list item 1.10.1.  

1.10.3 Yes. The calibration history is traceable through the serial 

number assigned to each instrument.  

1.10.4 Yes. The following standards were audited for traceability to 

nationally recognized standards: (1) "tong tester," Columbia 

type AX, S/N 35011; (2) Voltmeters, Simpson, S/N 99 and 

Trippett, S/N 100; (3) gage blocks, S/N 11 and S/N 2; (4) and 

vernier calipier, S/N 1. The auditors pointed out that the 

calibration lab performing the calibration for SF&W had not 

furnished the number of the ga ge traceabilit to NES used to 

calibrate the "tong tester" and voltmeter, S/N 100. SF&W is, 

however, currently in the process of requiring all test labs 

to furnish required S/N of standard traceable to NBS.  

1.10.5 Yes. The present calibration history log provides for listing 

t-he ne~yarrurng of rhe equipment Rmmdtted under chgck list Item 
~~~1.10 l]. . .. " .  

.111.1 SS piping is handled by either nylon straps or nylon roves.  

I ~a- t-vidtnced by aiiditing i-he SS piping fabrication area.

4'-s,� .. h,,,nnt- I-hp annilcable c1eanin� orocedure is

1,1- SS items (fittings and iping) Are stored in separate yard.sad__ 

hays from the carbon steel material: verified by audit of these 

A reA R

Page 12 of 15
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COMMENTS
to K A U I L L a K L Z L I- - s t o ' i . e . n o r e l e a s e d S.. . . . ..... ., i .-.. •n .,t,•n •a~ria nf flP&Lns contract, . e not rla e

oneonnfnrmina Material Control and Correc-

tive Action 

1.12.1 Verify that SF&W is documenting the cause 

of reported discrepancies. (Finding No. 5 

Audit Report QAA/702-1)

Verify that SF&W has provisions for noti

fying customers of nonconformances.  

(Comment No. 3, Audit Report QAA/702-1)

1.12.3 Are the pink "Hold" tags and red "Reject" 

tags being applied to those items which ai 

nonconforming? (Para. 10.2, QAM) 

1.12.4 Are nonconforming items properly segregat 

and placed in designated hold area as 

required? (Appendix B, Criteria XV; 
para. 10.2.2, QAM)

W2.5 Verify that the Report of Nonconformances 
(RON) is being properly completed.  

1.12.6 Is corrective action being documented and 

verified to prevent recurrence? (NA-4800; 
Appendix B, Criteria XVI)

for fabrication, no discrepanc reports (RONs) have been
generated. However, did review sample of RONs which have been
------ * -for other contracts. There was evidence to indicate
the cause is now being documented.  

1.12.2 Customers are notified through the receipt of a copy of the 
Report on Nonconformance (RON) and a letter requesting documen

tation of the corrective action and cause. Reviewed two 

examples of RONs which had been completed by SF&W s vendors.  

1.12.3 Yes. Hold tags were in evidence Both at the receiving area and

in process. Only two items (small fittings) were observed as 

requiring red "reject" tags. Each of these were properly 
tagged.  

e 1.12.4 Yes. Those items with pink tags were in designated hold areas.  

1.12.5 Approximately ten RONs were reviewed for other contracts annd 

were properly completed.  

e 1.12.6 Corrective action was documented on those RONs reviewed in 
check list item 1.12.5.

Page 13 of 15
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. 1.13 

1.13.1

Quality Assurance Records 

Verify that a "Documentation Check List" 
has been prepared for this contract.

1.13.2 Assure that necessary documents for accu
mulation are noted on the Manufacturing 
Record Sheet (MRS) for the contract.

1.14 Internal Audit Program 

1.14.1 Are audits being conducted at intervals 
not exceeding 6 months? (Para. 13.1.2, 
QAM) 

1.14.2 Verify that the auditors are properly 
trained in accordance with SF&W's proce
dure QC-102. (Finding No. 6, Audit Report 
QAA/702-1)

4 
1.14.3 Is required corrective action being docu

mented and verified by reaudit within 15 
working days per paragraph 13.2.2 of QAM.  
(Finding No. 6, Audit Report QAA/702-1)

1.14.4 Are copies of the audit report being 
distributed to proper levels of manage

ment? (Appendix B, Criteria XVIII)

Km

COMMEaNTS
1.13.1 Unable to audit at this time; see question 1.2.1.  

1.13.2 Unable to audit at this time; see question 1.2.1.  

1.14.1 Yes, verified by auditor's review-of internaflau-TE-a rep'rts 
and audit schedule. The audf- did find two audits wh----
exceeded the interval by one month; however, steps were alRay 
being taken by vendor to correct.  

1.14.2 See question .1.  

1.14.3 The SF&W QAM Rev. 8 dated 3/1/77 revised this 15-day time period 
to read, "Corrective:tction shall be verified by reaudit within 

one month." The. one month was verified by review of internal
aunir recorus.

1.14.4 Yes, after one month reaudit of corrective action, the audit 

report is distributed to the Company Chairman-Chief Operating 

Officer, President, and other proper levels of management.

Page 14 of 15
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CHARACTERISTICS 

.1.14.5 Are the audits being performed in accord

ance with written procedures or check 

lists? (Appendix B, Criteria XVIII)

COMM~ENTS _________________

YPR.u tflP Exhif:t i Repor "

is hing usged- for their Internal audits. However, the auditors 

A.- 4,•,4nA thin exhibit13-1isItoobrif and does not cover al

n,,dit of their g"Blity Drngram and cannot determine the effect-

JJ1P AS = J6M M

2.0 Postaudit Meeting 

0
-dings in the audit report.  

licable ortions of the check list that correspond to the 

items in the audit re ort and which were discussed at the ost

udit meetin are as follows: 

Audit Report Check List 

Reference Reference 

Finding Item 1 1.1.2 

Finding Item 2a 1.1.2.1 

Finding Item 2b 1.1.2.1 
Finding Item 3a 1.1.6 

Finding Item 3b 1.14.5 

General Item 1 1.  
General Item 2 1.-..1

Page 15 of 15
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'4 Carolina Power & Light Company 

Flnloigh. N C 21602 

Fil -a: QAA/702-2 C r.  

Septaoibar 13, 1977 

N*a. •. H. l4 ka 
Vice Prosident - Lagineering (QA-QC) 

Southwest Fabricating ant Welding Company 

7525 Sharmnn Streaet 1 FP. 0. Box 9449 
iiouston, Texas 77001 

17LIY ASURNE AUDIT 

bDar Mr. Xoorke: 

Refarence is made to your letter of Au;;ust 26, 1977, wherein you provided 

corrective action to Findiun hos. 1i; 2 and 3 of Carolina Power & Light Company 

Autiait No. QAA/702-2. The inlor'a3LioU provided has been evaluated as eatisfactory 

anti, pending revision to Section 1.4.1 of the Quality Assurance &rtnunl, ec.mpletes 

tho corraccivo action to tha audit.  

SShould you hav. any questions concerniur this matter, please contact me.  

Yourn very truly, 

SOriginal Si ned Byd .  

Engiueeriug & Construction 

Quallty Assurance 

cc: Mr. L. V. Thiorvaechter 

bcc: Mr. N. J. Chiangi 
Mr.. P. W. lowe 

Mr. D. Locklear "' 
Mr. L. I. Loflin



Carolina Power & Light Company 

,C .t:p.y Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina -;. September 9, 1977 

FILE: QAA/702-2 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear 

FROM: A. E. Hall 

SUBJECT: Southwest Fabricating Letter, Dated 8/26/77 
N. J. Chiangi Letter, Dated 9/8/77 

Based on my evaluation of the information contained in the 

"above referenced memorandums (copies attached), I concur that the 

vendor has taken or is taking adequate corrective action to resolve 
and correct audit findings. I hereby close audit findings nos. 1, 
2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b which closes out the findings on this audit. The 

'-• above referenced memorandum completes fulfillment of Audit Procedure 
QAAP-I.  

AEH/nahF4 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. N. J. Chiangi 

.. I, CONCURRENCE: 

Manager - Corporate Quality Assurance Audit 

• sm 

. -'.. • *" -'
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File: QAA/702-2 QA-206 

September 7, 1977 

',-EMORANDUNI TO: Mr. D. Locklear 

FROM: N. J. Chiangi 

SUBJECT:. Quality Assurance Audit of Southwest 
Fabricating-and Welding Company 

Reference is made to my memorandum of June 9, 1977, wherein you were 
advised 

of satisfactory corrective action being taken to resolve 
Finding No. 3b and 

"the need for additional action to resolve Finding Nos. 1, 2a, 2b and 
3a for 

the subject audit. Attached find a copy of Southwest Fabricating and 
Welding 

Company letter dated August 26, 1977, which provides 
the additional corrective 

action and information intended to resolve the audit 
findings.  

Briefs of the findings and resolution are as follows: 

4N 1. Finding No. 1 stated that the training and indoctrination for Engineers 

and upperQA/QC management personnel were not 
addressed in the QA program 

requirements. The vendor intends to revise Section 1.4.1 of the QA Manual 

to indicate the qualifications of the Chief Engineer 
and the Vice President

Engineering (QA-Qc). The change will be submitted for approval to the 
ASME 

as a portion of Revision 9 to the QA Manual and when approved will 
be incor

porated.into the manual on or about December 1, 
1977. The response is 

evaluated as satisfactory to resolve the finding, 
and implementation will 

be verified by representatives of the Engineering & Construction QA Section 

subsequent to the aforesaid date.  

2. Finding No. 2a stated that qualification records 
for Mr. D. Hartman and 

.. Mr. N. H. Mocrke were deficient. The initial response from the vendor 

corrected the deficiency, and the response attached 
hereto provides the 

action to prevent recurrence. The response is evaluated as satisfactory 

to resolve the finding.  

3. Finding No. 2b stated that records to substantiate training and qualification 

of personnel implementing various shop special 
process procedures were not 

available. The initial response from the vendor displayed 
numerous shop 

practices and records utilized to substantiate 
personnel qualifications.  

The additional response attached hereto states that 
the vendor judges those 

practices of demonstrating personnel qualifications to be adequate. The 

vendor amplified this position by indicating that 
should the ASME broaden 

J.4  
cint rvn ecrec.Tersos s vlae sstsatr 
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Mr. D. Locklear e-ptembe 7, 1977 

the interpretation of training records requirements, they would comply 

accordingly. The response is evaluated as satisfactory to resolve the 

finding.  

4. Finding No. 3a stated that audit records were not available to verify control 

and distribution of the QA Manual. The initial response provided the 

".4•:J requisite corrective action to resolve the finding, and the follow-up 

response provides the action taken to prevent recurrence. The response is 

-%j .evaluated as satisfactory to resolve the finding.  

5. Finding No. 3b stated that all applicable areas and sections were not 

audited to verify compliance to the QA program. The vendor's audit 

program has been expanded to encompass all applicable areas of the QA 

Srprogram and was verified as acceptable during an NRC audit during the 

week of June 13, 1977. This response is evaluated as satisfactory to 

resolve the finding.  

6. The two general comments have been satisfactorily resolved.  

Based on the aforesaid information and the attachment herewith, Audit Finding 

"Nos. 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b and the two general comments have been satisfactorily 

resolved. This completes the corrective action to Audit QAA/702-2 and this 

memorandum is written notification of such in fulfillment of Audit Procedure 

- QAAP-l.  

Should you have any questions, please contact me.  

DAM/J ag 
Attachment 

cc: Mr. P. W. Howe 
Mr. M. F. Thompson, Jr.  
File W/A 

ii~ 

. '>*
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CAROUNA POWER & LUGT COM 

August 26, 1977 
Rows 0 lTo iI.I' Dote 

Mr. N. J. Chiangi, Manager 

Engineering & Construction QA 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
P. 0. Box 1551 
Raleigh, NC 27602 

Reference: File QAA/702-2 
HI/A-ID 
Harris Project Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 

Subject: QA Audit of Southwest Fabricating & Welding Co., Inc.  

March 22-24, 1977 

Dear Mr. Chiangi: 

In reply to'your letter dated June 9, 1977, we are submitting additional 

information and action to supplement the response and corrective action 

that was set forth in our letter of May 31, 1977. Although our correc

tive action on some findings does not fully agree with your views, we 

feel that our QA Program complies with the requirements of your contract.  

As previously stated, the SF&W QA Program and QA Manual specifically 

address ASME Section Ili, which was the basis for the approval of our 

facility for your contract when jointly surveyed on July 31 and August 1, 

1973 by Carolina Powew & Light Company and Ebasco Services. Further, our 

Quality Assurance Program was evaluated by the ASME Survey Team in 1976..  

This resulted in the renewal of our ASME Certificates of Authorization.  

Copies of our current Certificates N-1458 (N Symbol Class 1, 2, 3 & MC) 

Al [and N-1459 -(NPT Class 1, 2, 3, & MC), expiring July 23, 1979, are in your 

possession.  

"Revision 7 of our Quality Assurance Manual was accepted by the ASME Audit 

"Team on June 9, 1976. On March 1, 1977, the current Revision 8 was 

"accepted by our Authorized Inspection Agency for compliance with ASME 

Section III.  

Audit Finding No. 1 

Although the response indicetes Southwest Fabricating & Welding Co.  

maintains a report on indoctrination and training for engineers and 

provides management review of QA/QC management qualifications, the 

QA Manual does not recognize this training. In view of this, the 

-z,14 n.



SOUTHWEST 
FABRICATING S, li..y., .. U ....... . ... ... .  

Mr. N. J. Chiangi -2 Augut 26, 1977 

response has been evaluated as nonresponsive. Further action is 

requested to resolve this finding.  

Response and Corrective Action 

A. In order to provide specific recognition of training and 

indoctrination in our QA Manual for "engineering and upper 

QA/QC management personnel," we plan to incorporate the 

- ~Zfollowing additions to Section 1.4.1 in Revision 9 of our 

"QA Manual: 

'A Chief Engineer: A Registered Professional Engineer indoc

trinated in the application of the rules in 

ASME Section III to the satisfaction of SF&W 

management and responsible for appropriate 

indoctrination and training for all personnel 

assigned to the Engineering Department.  

Vice President-Engineering: The Vice President of Engineering 

(QA/QC). A Registered Professional Engineer 

indoctrinated in the application of the rules 

in ASME Section III to the satisfaction of SF&W 

management and responsible for appropriate in

doctrination and training of all personnel 

assigned to the Quality Assurance and Quality 

Control Departments.  

71 This revision will be submitted to our Authorized Inspection 

Agency for acceptance of the next revision to our QA Manual.  

B. Each revision of our QA Manual must be accepted by our Authorized 

Inspection Agency before the change can be incorporated into the 

QA Manual. Therefore, since we have not officially submitted 

this proposed change, we cannot assure you that it is acceptable 

to our Authorized Inspection Agency. When the changes are 

• *" authorized, the revised sections of our QA Manual will be dis

tributed to all individuals who have controlled copies of our 

QA Manual.  

"C. This change, if accepted, will be incorporated in Revision 9 of 

.? ~' the QA Manual which is scheduled for distribution prior to 

December 1, 1977.  

Audit Finding 2a 

The response to correct the noted deficiencies has been evaluated as 

.*..•., 7 satisfactory, but action to prevent recurrence has not been provided.  

STherefore, this finding remains open pending receipt of a response 

stating the action taken to prevent recurrence.
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Mr. N. J. Chiangi - 3 - August 26, 1977 

Response and Corrective Action 

a. Periodic audits of QA records are conducted to minimize recurrence.  

b. The initial audit was conducted by Mr. J. E. Harris on 5/27/77.  

Reaudits of such items will be conducted at six month intervals.  

Audit Finding 2b 

Although the response provides numerous actions to verify implementing 

these procedures by supervisory personnel, it fails to indicate that 

personnel training records attesting to qualification(s) were, are, or 

will be maintained to demonstrate compliance to Criterion IX of 10CFR50 

Appendix B and NA-4000. The response has been evaluated as nonresponsive; 

and further action, including action to prevent recurrence, is requested 

to resolve this finding.  

Response and Corrective Action 

a. No additions to our QA Program or records are judged to be neces

sary since, in our opinion, we are in full compliance with the 

intent of NA-4000 relative to "Qualification of Personnel" and 

"Personnel Records" as applicable.  

b. Presently, we are not aware of any additional mandatory training 

requirements that must be recorded to be in compliance with our 

QA Manual or the ASME Code. We have determined that others, 

including a member of the ASME III Working Group on Quality 

Assurance, interpret the intent of the Code to require records of 

formal training and indoctrination programs only where, qualification 

requirements are clearly established, such as they are for NDE, 

inspector eye examinations, and welding operators' qualification 

tests. However, it has been indicated to us that this subject of 

training programs will be pursued at the next meeting of the ASME 

III Working-Group on Quality Assurance.  

c. If it is determined that the intent of the Code requires additional 

training records, we shall comply accordingly.  

Audit Finding 3a 

The response indicates that QA files and records maintained by the secre

tary were audited for control of Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company's 

QA Manuals and no findings were reported. The response to verify corre.c

tion of the noted deficiency has been evaluated as satisfactory, but 

action to prevent recurrence has not been provided. Therefore, this 

finding remains open pending receipt of a response stating action taken 

to prevent recurrence.
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Mr. N. J. Chiangi - 4 - August 26, 1977 

Response and Corrective Action 

Audits will be conducted at six month intervals to verify 

continuing conformance with SF&W QA Manual paragraph 14.3.3.  

Audit Finding 3b 

It was observed that all areas and sections of SF&W's QA Program 

were not audited to verify compliance to all aspects of the QA 

Program. The response indicates that corrective action to resolve 

the finding will be completed on or before June 30, 1977. The 

response has been evaluated as satisfactory. The finding will 

remain open until receipt of a response that the intended corrective 

action has been implemented.  

Response and Corrective Action - Supplementary_ Comments 

a. Your observation that the SF&W internal audits do not include 

all areas and sections of the QA Manual was also a "Deviation 

from Commitment," observed during a NRC audit on March 14-18, 

1977 and reported officially April 4, 1977. SF&W committed to 

corrective action in a response dated May 13, 1977: 

"The present categories for internal audits will be expanded 

from the present thirteen (13) elements to include all fifteen 

(15) sections of the QA Manual. This expansion will assure 

greater in-depth audits of the QA Program over the present 

thirteen point internal audit program." 

b. The implementation of the above was verified to the satisfaction 

of the NRC auditor during the QA Program Inspection during the 
week of June 13, 1977. This acceptance of our implementation is 

4 set forth in the NRC letter dated June 29, 1977 under "Action on 

71 Previuas Inspection Findings" in our files.  

General Comment No. 1 - Regarding QC-100 Revision not Completed and Issued 

The response indicates'the procedure revision was to be issued 6/6/77.  

SThe response fails to indicate action taken or intended to preclude 

"recurrence. It is suggested that this matter be given additional 

I attention to prevent future problems of a similar nature.  

Response and Corrective Action 

a. All procedures have been reviewed to verify contents and assure all 

reflect the requirements of the latest revision of our QA Manual.
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Mr. N. J. Chiangi - 5 - August 26, 1977 

b. As presented in the response to Finding 3b, future audits wiJ.l 
address all sections (15) of the QA Manual. These periodic 

audits will include verification of the referenced procedures.  

General Comment No. 2 - Regarding Effective Dates of 
Two Inspectors' Qualification Records 

The response-indicates several actions taken as a result of the 
auditors' comment, but fails to indicate that the inspectors' 

qualification records have been signed as required by procedure.  

It is suggested that this matter be given additional attention to 

prevent future problems of a like or similar nature.  

Response and Corrective Action 

a. Inspector records have been reviewed and approved as necessary 
to establish qualification dates.  

b. As presented in the response to Finding 3b, future audits will 
address all'sections (15) of the QA Manual. These periodic 
audits will include verification of applicable personnel records.  

If we can be of further service in this matter, please contact us at your 

convenience.  

Very truly yours, 

N. H. Moerke 
Vice President-Engineering (QA/QC) 

NHM:dc 

cc: B. J. Goodwin 
R. P. Bornes 
J. E. Harris 

Info. copy: G. H. Lockwood

q
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Carolina Power & Light Company

August 29, 1977
Company Correspondence

FILE: QAA/702-2 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear 

FROM: A. E. Hall 

SUBJECT: CQAA Audit March 22-24, 1977, of Southwest 
Fabrication & Welding Company, Inc.  

I followed up the vendor's response to the three findings on the above 

audit with Mr. D. A. Mc~aw on August 29, 1977. Per Mr. McGaw, he had 

talked to the vendor by phone and learned their response was in prepara

tion and CP&L should receive the vendor's response by August 19, 1977.  

However, Mr. Mc~aw has not received any written response from the vendor 

to date. He stated that if the vendor's response is not received by 

September I, 1977, he will discuss with Mr. N. J. Chiangi to see if 

Mr. Chiangi wants to call or write vendor a letter.

AEH/sggM4

/

Foirm ?'44



Carolina Power & Light Company

Company Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina 
August 2, 1977

/ 
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FILE: QAA/702-2 ( ....

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear

FROM: A. E. Hall

SUBJECT: CQAA Audit of Southwest Fabrication & Welding Company, Inc.

I followed up the vendor's response to the three findings on the 

above audit with Mr. D. A. McGaw on July 27, 1977. Per Mr. McGaw, he had 

called the vendor and learned their response was in preparation and CP&L 

should receive the vendor's response by August 15, 1977. The audit findings 

remain open at this time.

K-
AEH/nah

"N 

j

0
Form 244
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Carolina Power & Light Company 

Company Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina 

June 13, 1977 

j FILE: QAA/702-2 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Dallas Locklear 

FROM: A. E. Hall 

SUBJECT: Corporate Quality Assurance Audit of Southwest Fabrication & Welding 

i Company, Incorporated 

REFERENCE: Southwest Fabrication Letter, Dated 5/31/77 
N. J. Chiangi Letter, Dated 6/9/77 
N. J. Chiangi Letter #CO-OOlll, Dated 6/9/77.  

Based on my evaluation of the information contained in the above 

referenced memorandums (copies attached), I concur that the vendor has not 

supplied adequate corrective action to resolve and correct audit findings.  

The vendor's response was discussed between Mr. D. A. McGaw and Mr. A. E.  

Hall and the vendor has been-so notified by letter no. CO-00111 referenced 
above. I will hold audit findings nos. 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b open until 

I have received confirmation action from the vendor.  

AEH/nah 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. N. J. Chiangi 

* CONCURRENCE: 

nager Corpora Quality Assurance Audit



Carolina Power & Light Company 

.ComPnny Correspondence, 

File: QAA/702-2 
QA-109 

June 9, 1977 

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. D. Locklear 

FROM: N. J. Chiangi 

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Audit of 

Southwest Fabricating and 
Welding Company 

Attached find a copy of Southwest Fabricating and Welding Company letter dated 

May 31, 1977, which provides the corrective action taken or intended for the 

audit conducted during the period March 22-24, 1977, at Southwest Fabricating 

and Welding Company.  

Briefs of the findings and resolution are as follows: 

1. Finding 1 stated that the training and indoctrination requirements for 

Engineering and upper QA/QC management personnel are not covered by written 

procedures. The vendor's response failed to recognize the intent of the finding 

and has been evaluated as nonresponsive and the vendor so advised.  

2. Finding 2a stated that two auditors' records were deficient. The vendor has 

corrected the noted problems but failed to include action taken to prevent 

recurrence. The vendor has been requested to provide action taken to 

'." prevent recurrence.  

3. Finding 2b stated that personnel training records were not available to sub

stantiate qualification for certain special processes. The vendor's response 

failed to indicate that training records were, are, or will be maintained 

to comply with requirements and has been evaluated as nonresponsive and the 

vendor has been so advised.  

44. Finding 3a stated that audit records were not available to verify control 

and distribution of the QA Manual. The vendor has now audited the files 

and records of the QA secretary for control and distribution of the QA manual.  

This response is evaluated as satisfactory; but since it fails to provide 

action to prevent recurrence, it remains open pending receipt of such action.  

The vendor has been so advised.



Mr. D. Locklear -2 - 0 June 9. 1977 

5. Finding 3b stated that all areas and sections of the QA program were not 

subjected to internal audit as prescribed by the QA manual. The vendor is 

revising the internal audit program to encompass all areas and sections under 

the QA program with an intended completion date of June 30, 1977. This 

response is evaluated as satisfactory, and the finding will remain open pending 

receipt of completion of action.  

6. The first general comment has been resolved. The second general comment has 

been referred back to the vendor with a suggestion that it be given additional 

attention, since they failed to state that the records were signed to indicate 

date of qualification.  

Based on the aforesaid, satisfactory action is being taken to Finding No. 3b. All 

findings remain open pending further response from the vendor.  

DAM/Jag 
Attachment 

cc: Mr. P. W. Howe 
Mr. L. I. Loflin 
File
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Mr. N. J. Chiangi, Manager 

Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance 

Carolina Power & Light Company 

P. 0. Box 1551 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 

Dear Mr. Chiangi: 

Reference: File QAA/702-2 
HI/A - ID 

Harris Project UnJ.ts 1, 2, 3 and 4

.f I________ 
_______ , .-. K I

.1;.-

Subject: Quality Assurance Audit of Southwest Fabricatiln and Welding Co., Inc.  

March 22-24, 1977 

In response to your letter dated April 18, 1977 that was directed to our Mr. J. E.  

Harris, we submit our commenti: to the findings that were reported by your Messrs.  

C. G. Hensley and A. E. Hall. Our response and corrective action schedule are 

outlined below: 

Findings and Corrective Actioil:

Requirements: 

1OCFR50 Appendix B, Criterion II 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion II required that the QA Program provide for the indoctrination 

and training of personnel performing activities affecting quality, as 

necessary, to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved and maintained.  

In reiiewing paragraph 2.2.3.1 of SF&W's QAM, which outlines the proce

dures for training, it was observed by the auditors that training and 

indoctrination requirements for Engineering and upper QA/QC management 

personnel are not presently covered by written procedures.  

Response and Corrective Action: 

a. Neither IOCFR50 Appendix B Criterion II nor ASME Siction III have 

mandatory requirements that training and indoctrination requirement 

for Engineering and upper QA/QC management personnel shall be covered 

by written procedures.

Item 1:

5OUTHw5T -'
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Page -2
May 31, 19 

Item 2: 
a.

Chiangi, Manager 
g & Construction Quality Assurance 

'77 

b. The SF&W QA Program as presented in the QA Manual, Rev. 8 dated 

March 1, 1977 specifically addresses ASME Section III. Article 

NA-4000 provides the bases for compliance with SF&W management 

responsibility for assignment of qualified personnel to functions 

within the scope of Section III to assure training and indoctrination 

of Engineering and upper QA/QC management personnel: 

1. Engineering 

The SF&W personnel report titled "Indoctrination Program" that 

is prepared and periodically updated by the Chief Engineer 

identified Lhe SF&W personnel trained to perform engineering 

work on nuclear power plant items within the scope of products 

furnished by SF&W. This report ennumerates the following 
disciplines: 

a) Squad Supervisor/Nuclear 
b) Qualified to Check Nuclear 
c) Qualified to Take-off Nuclear 
d) Qualified to Detail Nuclear 

The current evaluation is dated May 19, 1977.  

2. QA/QC management personnel: 

a) All QA and QC management qualifications will continue to 

be evaluated periodically for each individual. A certifica

tion of qualification approved by the Vice-President-Engineer-.  
ing (QA/QC) is maintained in the QA records.  

b) Nondestructive Examination personnel will continue to be 

qualified for his individual dicipline(s) in accordance 

with applicable provisions of the ASME Code and SNT-TC-lA.  

The certification is approved by the Vice-President-Engineer

ingE(QA/QC) and maintained in the QA records.  

Requirement: 

SF&W Procedure QC-102, titled, "Auditing Personnel," Revision 0 dated 

6-7-76.

- *- A -

$.,
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Mr. N. J. Chiangi, Manager 
Engineering & Construction Quality Assurance 
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.ay 31, 1977 

Nonconformance: 

In reviewing the qualification records of SF&W's auditors, it was 
observed that the audit participation records for D. Hartman did not 
reflect his participation in internal audits as required and N. H.  
Moerke's records were not approved by a second party to attest to 
his qualification at. an auditor. The records reviewed for these two 
individuals do not comply with the intent of Proc-3dure QC-102.  

Response and Corrective Action: 

1. The qualificaticn records of Mr. D. Hartman has been revised to 
reflect his participation in surveys and audits over the past two 
years.  

2. The auditor qualification record for Mr. N. Merke, dated 9-3-76, 
was approved by Mr. B. J. Goodwin, President on 3-25-77 to certify 
his qualificaticn as an auditor.  

b. Requirements: 

SF&W Procedures: QC-104, titled, "Heat Treating Personnel," Rev. 0 
dated 6-8-76; QC-IC5, titled, "Hot Forming & Bending Personnel," Rev. 0 
dated 6-8-76; and QC-106, titled, "Machinists," Rev. 0 dated 6-8-76.  

Nonconformance: 

Personnel training records verifying implementation of those procedures 
listed above were not available for review.  

Response and Corrective Action: 

Documentation of deficiencies with the "Report of Nonconformance" (RON), 
"properly executed in accordance with the SF&W QA Manual, provides records 
for SF&W Management to evaluate the eff'criveness of the SF&W Training 
"and Indoctrination Programs.  

.1. The performance of the mechanics who are qualified in accordance 
with applicable procedures QC-104, 105 and 106 will continue to 

"be monitored continuously by the cognizant foreman in charge of 
each operation.
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2. In addition, records to attest to the qualifications and performance 

are generated and recorded as follows: 

a) QC 104 "Heat Treating Personnel," Rev. 0 dated 6-8-76: 

1) Personnel assigned to this function ace monitored periodically 

by the CA Metallurgist who verifies aad records characteris

tics of furnace temperature controller "cams" and related 

furnace zone temperatures..  

2) The QA hetallurgist periodically revi.ews the Heat Treating 
Log to verify adherence to the QA programs.  

.4 3) The assigned Quality Control Inspector: monitors and endorses 

the furnace temperature recorder char.: to signify validity 
of heat treatment.  

4) Detail cf each furnace change for ferritic steel materials 
- are recorded on the Manufacturing Record Sheet (MRS). This 
A4 includes actual furnace time versus the maximum furnace time 

shown or, the MRS. These data become ?art of the Code Document 
Package.  

b) QC-105 "Hot Forming & Bending Personnel" Rev. 0 dated 6-8-76: 
-Q 

-1 1) Personnel assigned to this function a'ce monitored periodically 

"by the QA Manager or his designated representative, normally 

"the QA Metallurgist, to verify compliance with QC-105 and the 
applicable project specification.  

"2) The bends are subjected to 100% inspection'by the QC Inspector 
to verify conformance to specifications and project specifica

tions, including dimensionz-1 tolerance. This continuous 

monitoring assures SF&W Management that all personnel per

forming functions are qualified as specified in the applicable 

Code and Specification.  

3) Hot bending furnace temperature charts are retained by QA.  

c) QC-106 "Machinists," Rev. 0 dated 6-8-76.  

"1) When hiring or promoting of the individual mechanic by the 

Machinist Foreman, he signifies his approval and acceptatice 

of the qualifications of the machinist. This complies with 

the intent of QC-106.  

4
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I 2) ContinuUl monitoring of the machinists performance is con

ducted by the QC Inspector in verifying compliance with 

applicalle drawing and tolerance.  

3) The isstznce of "Report of Nonconformance" (RON) initiated 

by the cognizant QC Inspector to covec any deviation from 

*• Code or specification, and appropriatB disposition of the 

RON is zn adequate record to effectivily furnish management 

with information to monitor the effec.:iveness and adequacy 

__of training and indoctrination of machine shop personnel.  

Item 3: 

SF&W's Quality Assurance Manual (QAM), paragraph 14.3.3 

Nonconformance: 

Paragraph 14.3.3 requires that control and distribution of SF&W's QAM 

be verified by audit. However, in reviewing SF&W's audit results, it 

was observed that records are not available to veý:ify control, and 

distribution of the QAM is being audited.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

QA files and records that are maintained by Ms. D. Cooper, QA Secretary, 

were audited on 5-27-77 by Mr. J. E. Harris. Records of control and 

distribution of the SF&W QA Manual, both internal and outside SF&W, were 

reviewed and found adequate. No findings were reported.  

b. Requirement: .  

"10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion XVIII 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion XVIII requires that a system of planned and periodic audits 

be carried out to verify compliance with all aspects of the QA Program 

and determine the effectiveness of the program. However, in reviewing 

Exhibit 13-1, "Internal Audit Report," contained in the SF&W QAM, the 

auditors observed that all areas and sections of SF&W quality assurance 

program are not audited to verify compliance with all aspects of the 

QA Program. Examples o' areas cited include Design Control and QAIQC 

responsibilities.
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Comments and Corrective Action: 

1) The practives tlat have been employed in conducting internal audits 

in accordance with Exhibit 13-1 "Internal Audit Report" complies 

with the SF&W Qt. Manual. However, as stated, Lxhibit 13-1 does 

not assure that the contents of all fifteen sactions of the QA 

Manual will be lully addressed in the audit program.  

2) The internal audit program is being supplemented and the planned 

future program will separately address all se:tions of the QA 

Manual instead cf thirteen elements shown on Exhibit 13-1 

"Internal Audit Reports." This will assure mire comprehensive 

audits of all elements of the SF&W QA Program.  

Files and the stpplemental Internal Audit Report (IAR) have been 

prepared with a more Detailed "Audit Check Lilt".  

This supplement.ry audit program to increase in-depth surveillances 

of the QA Program will be implemented prior tn June 30, 1977.  

General: Two items were presented at the poscaudit meeting as comments to SF&W's 

QA System: 

1) In reviewing SF&W's procedures and QAM for rezertification of 

Nondestructive Examination Personnel, it was observed that paragraph 

9.2.2.1 of the QAM, Rev. 8 requires recertifization every three years 

in compliance with the'ASME Code: the auditors also reviewed associated 

procedure QC-100, Rev. I titled, "Nondestructive Examination Per

sonnel," to assure the three-year recertification requirement was 

included. QC-100 was marked with a corresponding "pencil change," 

but the change had never been typed, approved, and distributed to 

the affected SF&W personnel: 

a) Revision 2 of Procedure QC-100 "Nondestructive Examination 

Personnel" had been misfiled at the time of the March 22-24, 1977 

audit. The subject "pencil changes" had been incorporated in 

Rev. 2 on 6-7-76 and approved. However, due to the clerical 

error, full distribution had not been accomplished.  

b) Distribution of QC-100, Rev.2 dated 6-7-76, "Nondestructive 

Examination Personnel" will be distributed during the week of 

June 6, 1977.
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2) During the course of reviewing the qualification records of inspectors 

the auditors observed the records of two inspections, B. Reynolds 

and G. Baumback, that had not been signed to cestablish their date 

of qualification as required by SF&W Procedure QC-103, Revision 0 

dated 6-7-76.  

a) The records of the two inspectors, B. Reynolds and G. Baumback 

have been reviewed to verify their date of qualification as 

required by 3F&W Procedure QC-103, Rev. 0 dated 6-7-76.  

b) Both men are long term employees and were engaged in inspection 

activities at SF&W before formal requirements were established 

for nuclear inspectors.  

c) Written results of the eye examinations in the files establish 

the certification date of 6-3-76 for Messrs. B. Reynolds and 

G. Baumback. The results of these examinations were accepted 

on 6-3-76 by the QA Manager.  

".:f you require additional information in order to complete :rour records on the 

:;outhwest Fabricating& Welding Co., Inc. QA Program, please contact us at your 

c:onvenience.  

Very truly yours, 

N. H. Moerke 
Vice President-Engineering (QAIQC) 

NHM/jd 

cc: B. Goodwin 
R. Bornes 
J. Harris

i
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Jtmue 9, 1977 

vice President -uEgieergin (-dC) " - -"Y ' A

Soutkhnest Fabricating and Welding Com n .  

7525 Sherman Street 
...  

P. 0. Box 9449 
Biouston, Texas 770.1 

QUALZTY ASSuWCE AUDIT OF 
S0UTM=T FABRICATING AND WLDINrG 

4. Dear k2r. Moerke* 
Reference is made to your letter dated May 31, 1977, which provides the corrective 

action responses to the CP&L Quality Assurance audit of your company during the 

period Hareb 22-24, 1977. C'&L has completed evaluation of the response, and 

hereiinf ter are the results.  

Finding No. 1 stated that the Qi usnual did not addrass trainin$ and ILdocttrinatiS 

for engineers and upper Q&/QC -amegnt personnel. Another review of the QA 

manual, including Revision 8 forwarded to CP&L on March 17, 1977, confirms that 

the manual does not addres the aforesaid training and indoctrination.  

Both Criterion 11 to 10CFRSO Aependix B and subsection NA4000 to ASME B&PV Code 

Section III require the QA program to provide for indoctrination and training of 

personnel performing activities affecting quality, as necess.. 7y, to assure that 

suitable proficiency is achieved and maintainad. Also, subsection NAn4000 requires 

the manufacturer to assure that personnel performing functions within the scope 

of the section are quaified and that personnel training records are retained.  

Although the response indicates Southwest Fabricating and Welding Companyi naintains 

a report on indoctrination and training for engineers and ptovides managweent 

review of QiQC management qualifications, the Qk manual, does not recognize this 

trAieing. In view of this, the response has been evaluated as nonresponsive.  

Further action is requested to resolve this finding.  

"Finding No. 2a stated that qualification records for Mr. D. D artain and 

Hr. N" *. Hoorkse were deficient. The response to correct the noted deficiencies 

has been evaluated as satisfactory, but action to prevent recurrancie has not 

beanproide. Therefore, this finding remains open pending receipt of s response 

"stgbeen protheda taen ,:.• atating t~he acti-on taken to prevent recurrence.



Mr. N. H. hoorke

Finding No. 2b stated that personnel training records to substantiate training 

end qus1.-lication for implementing various shop proced~res ware not available.  

Although the response provides numerous actions to verify implementing these 

procedures by supervisory personnel, it fails to indicate that personnel training 

records attesting to qualification(s) were, are, or will be Lintained to 

demonstrate compliance to Criterimn TX of lOCFRSO Appendix B and KA00O. The 

response has been evaluated as nonresponsive; end further action, including action 

to prevent recurrence, is requested to resolve this finding.  

Finding No. 3a stated that audit records were not available to verify control 

and distribution of the (& Manual. The response indicates that QA files and 

records maintained by the secretary were audited for control of Southwest 

Fabricating and Welding Company's Q•k Manuals and no findings were reported. The 

response to verify correction of the noted deficiency has been evaluated an 

satisfactory, but action to prevent recurrence has not been provided. Therefore, 

this finding remains open pending receipt of a response stating action taken to 

prevent recurrence.  

Finding 3b stated that in reviewing the Southwest Fabricating and Welding 

Company's internal audit exhibit, it was observed that all areas and sections of 

Southwest Fabricating and Welding Company's quality assurance program were not 

audited to verify compliance to all aspects of the QA Program. The response 

indicates that corrective action to resolve the finding will be completed on or 

before June 30, 1977. The response has bean evaluated as satisfactory. The 

finding will remain open until receipt of a response that the intended corrective 

action has been implemented.  

General Cocant No. 1, presented at the post audit meeting, stated that a pencilled 

revision to QC-100 to bring it into conformance to Revision 8 of Southwest 

Fabricating and Welding Company's QA manual had not been typed, approved, and 

issued, due to a clerical error. The response indicates the procedure revision 

was to be issued June 6, 1977. The response fails to indicate action taken or 

intended to preclude recurrence. It is suggested thea this matter be given 

additional attention to prevent future problems of a similar natur•e.  

General Comn .t No. 2 stated that qualification records of two Southwest Fabri

cating and Welding Company's inspectors had not been signed to establ•s•h their 

date of qualification. The response indicates several actions taken as a result 

of the audItors' cent, but fails to indicate that the inspectors' qualification 

records have been signed as required by procedure. It is suggested that this 

matter be given additional attention to prevent future problems of a like or 

similar nature.  

It is requested that you review these matters and provide to Carolina Power& 

Light Company within thirty days of your receipt of this letter, additional 

statements of corrective action taken or intended to each individual finding 

in numerical sequence. In the event that action can not be coapleted within 

thirty days, the initial response should indicate the action Intended and a 

scheduled completion date. The follow up response should state that the intended 

action has been completed. As Indicated in the details of the findings above, 

statements of action taken to prevent recurrence of each finding is required.

itnas 9, i977- 2-



ju- e 9, 1977
. Mr. N. R. Hoerke

Your pr•wt attention to this matter is appreciated; and should you haew any 

questions In this matter, peASOe Contact ms.  

Origm,,, ;fls By 

N. . Chiangi 
;. j. Chiang. ;- Honager 

Engineering 4 Constructionl 
Quality Assulrane.  

=I)/jag 

cc: Mr. . E. U. )axis (SWY) 
Hr. L. V. Thiervechter W/Iaferezied Letter) 

bce: Mr. P. W. Howe / 
Mr. D. Locklear/ 
Mr. L. I. Loflin 
Mr. M. F. Thompson, Jr.  
File

- 3-
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AN

February 13, 1978 

7i.ej QAA/702-31-" 

Mr. John Parris, Contract Administrator 
Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  
7525 Sherman Street 
P. 0. Box 9449 
Houston, Texas 77011 

CAROLLNA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
HARRIS PROJECT 
1984-86-8S-90-3600 MW - UNITS 1, 2, 3, & 4 
QUALITY ISSLRA'NCE AUDIT OF SOUTIrWEST FABRICATI1G & WMTIDINC 
REFERENCE P. 0. .Y435035

OD-00398

COMPANY, INC.

Dear Mr. 11arrisi 

This will confirm a January 30, 1978 telephone conversation between 
yourself and our Mr. A. E. Hall, in which tho subject audit was discussed.  
It is planned to conduct a quality assurance audit of Southwest Fabricating & 
Welding Company, Houston, Texas, during the period March 14-16, 1978.  
The attachment provides the audit agenda/plan for this audit. It is 
requested that no formal presentation be prepared for this audit.  

Your assistance in assuring your company's readiness for this audit is 
appreciated, and if there are questions in this matter, please contact 
Hr. Hall at (919)836-6166.  

Xur! vary truly,-• 

S. McMan, s - Manager 
Cgrporate Nuclear Safety & 
Quality Assurance Audit

AEH:fdcTC452 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. L. V. Theirvechter (2) w/a 

bec: Messrs. N. J. Chiangi (w/a) 
W. B. Kincaid (v/a) 
M. F. Thompson, Jr. (v/a)

CP&L 
Carolina Power & Light Company 

Raleigh, N C. 27602

.. -F0 .F44 21*50M

@OPT
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Requirements: P. 0. NY435035 
IOCFR50 Appendix B 
ASHE Section III 
CAR-SH-ME-12

Applicable Documents: Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company's QA Manual

Agenda: 1.0 
2.0 

2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 

.2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
2.10 
2.11 
2.12 
2.13 
2.14 
2.15 

3.0

Preaudit Meeting 
Quality Assurance/Control Program 
Quality/Organization Program 
Design Control.  
Procurement Document Control 
Document Control 
Control of Purchased Materials 

Identification and Control of Material, Parts, and Components 
Special Process Control 
Inspection/Test Control 
Control of Measuring and Test Equipment 
Handling, Storage, and Shipping 
Inspeetion, Test, and Operating Status 

Nonconforming Material/Corrective Action 
Quality Assurance Records 
Audits 
Review of Findings/Corrective Action for Audit QAA/702-2 
Postaudit Meeting

Audit Report-No.: QAA/702-3 

QAA Procedure No.: QAAP-1

0 6 
Audit.Agenda/Plan 

Activity: Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  
Houston, Texas 

Audit Schedule Date: March 14-16, 1978 

Auditors: A. E. Hall, Lead Auditor 
T. L. Kosmatin



CAROLINA POWER &LIGHT COMPANY 
RALEIGH, NOR TH CAROLINA 27602 

March 28, 1979.  

Co 00M57 

Filet:;7O

Mr. John Harris, Project Manager 
Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  

S7525 Sherm= Street 
P. 0. Box 9449 .  
Houston, Texas 77011 

CAR~OLDA POWlER &LIGHT COW'ANY 
HARRIS PROJEC 
1984-86-88-90-3600 MW - UNIT 1. 2, 3, AXD 4 
QUALIMY ASSU C AUiDIT OF S0MTWEST YA CATIn & D COMPAN, INC.  

REFEMfCE P.O. NY435035 

Dear Mr. Harris: 

Attached please find'an audit report of the quality assurance. audit condue 
during the period March 14-16, 1978, by..CP&L personnel at your facility located 

in Houston, Texas.. Teb attached audit report contains four findings requiring 

"corrective-action, including action to prevent recurrence and five general 

coments requiring your, evalualtmo.for resolution.  

It is requested that you review this matter..and provide CP&iL, within thirty 

(30) days of your rwcipt of this audit -report, individual statements of 

corrective action taken or being taken to each find4n In numerical order as 

delineated In th•e.audit report,- In the event that corrective action camot 

be completed within thirty days 'a dual response is required. The initial 

response within thirty days should. ncluda a schodule completion date for

corrective action remaining incomplete and the corrective action completed.  

The second follow-up response should Indicate that corrective action bas been 

completed. Additionally, statements of actions taken 'to prevent recurrence 

of the findings are required.  

Yours very truly,.  

f8e'inu4e/lf flt7anus 

S. ManMui. M r 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

Quality Assurance Audit 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. J. Barris (2) v/a 
Mr, L. V. Theirwechter (2) W/a 

bcc: Messrs. N. J. Chiangi (w/a).  
W. B. Kincaid (w/a) 
M. F. Thompson, Jr., (w/a)



CP&La
Carolina Power & Light Company

Company Correspondence Raleigh, North Carolina 
March 28, 1978

File: QAA/702-3

MEMORtuNDUM TO: Messrs. Shearon Harris 
ýF A. iones 

-F4RM-r S. McManus

SUBJECT: Quality Assurance Audit

During the period of March 14-16, 1978, a quality assurance audit was conducted 

at Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc., Houston, Texas, by Mr. A. E.  

Hall and Mr. T. L. Kosmatin of the Corporate Nuclear Safety & Quality Assurance 

Audit Section. This audit was conducted to determine Southwest Fabricating & 

Welding Company's adherence to P.O. NY435035 and the associated quality system 

requirements.

The attached audit report summarizes the results of the audit. The audit 

checklist, which was used as a guide, will be maintained in the CNS&QAA 

Section files.

Follow-up action to ensure corrective action and obtain formal response from 

the vendor is being taken by the Materials & Code Unit of the CNS&QAA Section.  

The Materials & Code Unit will evaluate the vendor's response and maintain a 

record of this evaluation in the CNS&QAA Section files.

AEH/tlcH3

Attachment

cc: Messrs. N.  
P.  
W.  
R.  
M.

J.  
W.  
B.  
L.  
A.

Chiangi 
Hove 
Kincaid 
Mayton, Jr.  
McDuffie

G.  
W.  
W.  
S.  
M.

McGovern 
W. Morgan 
C. Rowles 
D. Smith 
F. Thompson, Jr.

TO: Mr. S. McManus

FROM: J. A. Jones

The attached audit report, QAA/702-3, has been reviewed and is returned for 

placement in the CNS&QAA files with the following comments.  

9905050228 990430 PDR ADOCK 05000400 p PDR _ .. .
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AUDIT REPORT 

Activity Audited: Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  

Houston, Texas 

Audit Report No.: QAA/702-3 

Auditors: A. E. Hall - Lead Auditor 
T. L. Kosmatin 

Date: March 14-16, 1978 

Persons Contacted: Southwest Fabricating: 

*B. J. Goodwin - President 
*N. H. Moerke - Vice President, Engineering (QA/QC) 

J. E. Harris - Project Manager 
*R. P. Bornes - Quality Assurance Manager 
*R. L. Pearson - Manager Welding 

E. McAnally - Manager Engineering 
J. Brinkley - Manager Material Control 
M. Finn - Nuclear Design Engineer 
H. McAnally - Pipe Yard Foreman 

*These persons were present during the postaudit meeting.  

Scope: Guidelines for conducting the subject audit are outlined in CP&L 

Quality Assurance Audit Procedure QAAP-I, which establishes the 

methods for auditing the quality system of vendors in accordance 

with the requirements of CP&L's Corporate QA Program. This audit 

was conducted in order to assure that Southwest Fabricating & 

Welding Company, Inc.'s (SF&W) quality assurance program (and its 

implementation) was in compliance with tbe requirements imposed by 

Ebasco's P.O. NY435035, Supplements 1 through 5, Specification CAR-SH-M-30, 

Revision 3; and the associated quality system requirements. The major 

areas of SF&W Quality Assurance System selected for audit are as 

follows: (1) quality assurance organization and program; (2) design 

control, including required procedural submittals; (3) procurement 

document control; (4) document control; (5) control of purchased 

materials, (6) identification and control of material and components; 

(7) control of special processes; (8) inspection/test control; 

(9) control of measuring and test equipment; (10) nonconforming 

material control/corrective action; (11) handling, storage, and 

shipping; (12) quality assurance records; (13) internal audit pro

gram; and (14) implementation of corrective action taken to resolve 

findings identified in Audit Report QAA/702-2.

C,
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Sum y: SF&W has been contracted to supply the power plant piping system, 

including hangers, seismic restraints, supports, and supporing 

steel for Units 1, 2, 3, and 4 of the SHNPP. By contract, SP&W 

is required to provide a quality assurance system which is in com

pliance with Appendix B of 10CFR50, Ebasco's Quality System Proce

dure CAR-SH-ME-12 (860-72), those portions of Section III of 1971 

ASME Code, including all addenda through Summer 1973, which applies 

to Code Classes 1, 2, and 3 equipment, and ANSI B31.1.0 for power 

piping.  

SF&W's Quality Assurance System applicable to this contract is 

delineated in their QA Manual (QAM), Revision 9, dated 12-9-77.  

In turn, the QAM is supplemented by Shop Detail Sheets and Manu

facturing Record Sheets, which are prepared for each piping spool 

configuration and serve as the detail drawing and shop traveler, 

respectively.  

To date, SF&W has begun fabrication for ASME Code Class 3 fabricated 

carbon steel yard piping. SF&W has not been released to begin 

fabrication on Code Classes 1 and 2 piping to date.  

During the course of this audit, the auditors reviewed the NRC's 

"White Book" on NRC IE vendor audits of SF&W during 1977 with SF&W 

quality assurance management personnel. The auditors were concerned 

with the negative inspection results reported by NRC as a result 

of their audits conducted 3/14-18/77, 6/13-16/77, and 12-12-77 at 

SF&W. These three 1977 NRC audits identified: (1) three findings; 

(2) three findings and one unresolved item; and (3) eleven findings 

and five unresolved items, respectively. The auditors were able to 

determine by review of these audit records and SF&W response letters 

that the findings for the first and second 1977 NRC audits of SF&W 

have been closed by the NRC. The third audit of 1977 by NRC of 

SF&W is still not closed by the NRC, however, the auditors determined 

that SF&W has responsed to the NRC audit report. The NRC has 

requested additional response on at least three of the findings.  

SF&W plans to review these problems with the NRC during their next 

visit, which is scheduled for March 27, 1978.  

The auditors reported in the last audit report, QAA/702-2 (March 22

24, 1977), that a review had been conducted with SF&W quality 

assurance management personnel concerning the NRC IE vendor audits 

at Bergen Paterson Pipe Support Corporation located in Laconia, 

N. H. As a point of information, Bergen Paterson (B/P) is SF&W's 

subsupplier of the pipe hangers and restraints for the SHNPP. As 

was pointed out in QAA/702-2, SF&W stated they planned to conduct 

an audit of the B/P, Laconia facility after the NRC scheduled audit.  

The auditors determined that this audit of B/P had not been accom

plished. In addition, the auditors reviewed an Ebasco letter, dated 

7-20-77, No. EB-S-252 with SF&W management which in part stated, 

"We therefore request that SF&W establish a quarterly audit of 

Bergen Paterson facilities until both Southwest and Ebasco concur
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that an adequate confidence level of the B/P Program implementation 

has been attained." The auditors did learn that SF&W personnel 
have visited the B/P engineering facility at Hempstead, N. Y., once 

to audit only their quality assurance system and not B/P's design 

or design verification capabilities. The auditors further learned 

that SF&W has not visited the fabrication facility of B/P at Laconia, 

N. H. The auditors discussed with SF&W's project manager their 

position in regards to Ebasco's requested quarterly audits of B/P.  

He stated SF&W does not intend to comply with Ebasco's request, 

and that he has called Ebasco and discussed the SF&W position. It 

should be pointed out, however, that SF&W has failed to formally 

answer in writing Ebasco's letter No. EB-S-252.  

Implementation of the corrective action taken by SF&W to resolve the 

Findings 1, 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b previously identified in Audit Report 

QAA/702-2 was audited. The action taken to resolve these findings 

was considered sufficient except one, Finding Item 1, therefore, 

this finding is reopened in this audit report as Finding Item 1.  

The remaining Findings 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b have sufficient action 

taken and implemented to resolve them and Audit QAA/702-2 is closed.  

SF&W Quality Assurance Program continues to be adequate to meet the 

requirements of P.O. NY435035 when the findings in this audit report 
are closed.  

As a result of this audit, four items were presented at the postaudit 

meeting as requiring formal correction action and response by SF&W.  

Findings and Corrective Action: 

During the audit, the following items were identified as nonconforming 

findings that will require corrective action and formal response.  

Item 1: 

Requirement: 

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion II requires that the QA Program shall provide for indoc

trination and training of personnel performing activities affecting 

quality as necessary to assure that suitable proficiency is achieved 

and maintained. In reviewing Paragraph 2.2.3.1 of SF&W's QAM, 

which outlines the procedures for training, it was observed by 

the auditors that training and indoctrination requirement for 

*engineering personnel and upper management QA/QC personnel are 

not presently covered by'written procedures. This item was pre

sented in Audit Report QAA/702-2 as Finding Item I and is being 

held open. SF&W still has not provided and implemented corrective 
action as of this audit.
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Acknowledgement and Response: 

SF&W will develop procedure for each and have referenced in Revision 10 

of their QAM. They will implement both required procedures prior 

to the issuance of Revision 2.0 of their QAM.  

Item 2: 

Requirement: 

1OCFR50 Appendix B, Criteria VI, Document Control and V, Instructions, 

Procedures, and Drawings 

Nonconformance: 

The auditors were verifying SF&W's response to General Item 1 of 

Audit Report QAA/702-2 and corrective action committed by SF&W's 

letter, dated 3-31-77, to CP&L. Their letter stated the Procedure 

QC-100, Revision 2, dated 6-7-76, "Nondestruction Examination Per

sonnel," would be distributed during the week of June 6, 1977.  

The auditors determined that SF&W had placed this procedure in their 

"Procedures Manual." However, it was determined by the auditors that 

SF&W has no written document control procedure for the issuance and 

control of these procedures. In addition, SF&W does not have a document 

control record which shows the distribution of these procedures by 

date issued, to whom issued, and by whom distributed.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

SF&W will develop a document control procedure for control of these 

quality documents and develop necessary records for the proper 
document control.  

Item 3: 

Requirement: 

SF&W QAM Section 13, Audits, Paragraph 13.1.2.4 

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria XVI, Corrective Action and XVII, Audits 

Nonconformance: 

a. Auditors reviewed SF&W internal audit report (12-6-77) performed 

by R. B. Bhavsar, where the reaudit of corrective action was 

performed by N. H. Moerke on 12-12-77. This was documented by 

initial and date beside each corrective action listed except 

one, Number 5d, which was not signed or dated as having been 

reaudited.

.21



b. Auditors reviewed internal audit report (2-14-78) performed by 

R. B. Bhavsar. This audit reported five findings. No written 

corrective action could be presented to the auditors. This 

audit was followed by audit report (3-8-78) by R. B. Bhavsar 

which does not document an actual follow-up of the findings 

of audit dated 2-14-79. The report dated 3-8-78 does not 

cross-reference or close-out the finding of audit dated 2-14-78.  

SF&W had intended the later audit to close out the previous 

audit of 2-14-78 by not finding any problems in the same areas 

of those nonconformances. This intention of SF&W does not meet 

the requirements of IOCFRS0 Appendix B, Criteria.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

SF&W will document each audit finding on a separate page of a new 

form to be developed. This form will list for each finding; its 

correction action and effective date; and the documentation of 

corrective action follow-up by signatures and dates.  

Item 4: 

Requirement: 

IOCFR50 Appendix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion II, states in part, "Management of organizations parti

cipating in the QA Program shall regularly review the status and 

adequacy of that part of the QA Program which they are executing." 

The auditors determined, contrary to the requirements of Criterion II, 

the managers of various SF&W Departments whom execute that part of 

the QA Program for which they have responsibility have not formally 

documented participation in review of the QA Program prior its 
revisions being issued and implemented.  

Acknowledgement and Response: 

SF&W stated they had reviewed the QA Program for necessary revision 

on an informal basis and had not documented evidence of their reviews.  

SF&W stated they will, in the future, document their management reviews 

"of their QA Program and maintain these records.  

General: 

"During the postaudit meeting, the following five concerns were 

discussed: 

1. Ebasco's Specification CAR-SH-M-30, Revision 3, "General Power 

Piping," in Part 2, Paragraph 21.1.c requires "marking pens, 

ink, and tape shall be certified by chemical analysis and
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approved by Purchaser for use on stainless steel." Sp&W has 

decided to use different marking pens and tape for stainless 

steel than those for which they obtained approval from Ebasco 

to use. The auditors are concerned if SF&W has obtained Ebasco's 

approval for the new materials they plan to use, since no 

evidence of Ebasco's approval was presented to the auditors 

during this audit.  

2. The auditors are concerned that SF&W does not follow-up 

the corrective actions listed on their "Report of Nonconfor

maces" (RON's) for any significant conditions adverse to 

quality or perform any trend analysis of their RON's to 

determine significant conditions.  

3. Ebasco's Specification CAR-SH-ME-12, Revision 0, "Quality Control 

Requirements for Suppliers of Equipment and Services," (860-72) 

in Paragraph 8.1 states, "For items and services purchased from 

subsuppliers, seller shall conduct necessary inspections and 

tests at points of receipt to verify conformance to applicable 

physical, chemical, or other technical requirements." The 

auditors are concerned that SF&W has not established a program 

for, verifying by outside laboratory analysis, a check against 

their subsuppliers chemical and physical test reports. SF&W's 

management stated they have not established such a program 

because they interpret the above specification requirement 

to be met by performing a comparison between their subsupplier's 

chemical and physical test report and the appropriate ASME or 

ASTM material specification. The auditors agree that the 

Ebasco requirement as stated above is interpretable. The 

auditors are also concerned that this Ebasco specification 

requirement has been removed from CAR-SH-ME-12, Revision 1.  

The newer revision of the specification which is required by 

a later revision of Specification CAR-SH-M-30 has not been 

made a part of the contract in effect during this audit.  

4. The auditors are concerned that there are several instances in SF&W 

material storage areas where carbon steel fittings were being 

stacked close to stainless steel pipe which was designated 

2;i for, "QA relate use," (ASME Code Material) by blue and pink 

markings on the material. In one storage area, a quantity of 

12-inch carbon steel ells had fallen from their stack and were 

within one inch of touching the stainless steel pipe. The 

'5 concern is that other ells could continue to fall from the stack 

and come in contact with the stainless steel pipe.  

5. The auditors are concerned that in some instances SE&W MRS's 

contained errors after completion and being drawing checked 

twice by two different drawing checkers. Several MRS's were 

reviewed by the auditors and the following two identified



contained errors. MRS No. Q3301-SW, Sheet 42, Revision 2, 
referenced Procedure PT-I where the procedure attachment for 
test acceptance criteria was not referenced as required.  
In addition, MRS No. Q3301-SW, Sheet 2, indicated an attachment 
was to be used with a reference procedure, but failed to 
correctly identify the attachment by its correct number.

Submitted by: '-22 V f/LI

Approved by:
SS.•McManuls, Manager - Corporate Nuclear Safety & 
9 Quality Assurance Audit
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Southwest Fabricating & Welding Co., Houston, Texas
uWO.R 
NO.

AUDIT PROCEDURE QAAP-I

QAAI702-3

IDAT March 14-16, '1978

QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDIT CHECK LIST 

AUDIT 
SUB-ECT Implementation of Quality Assurance/Control Program 

& _TOR A. E. Hall AUDITOR(S) T. L. Kosmatin 

CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS 

1.0 Quality Assurance/Control Program 1.1 Quality/Organization Program 

1.1 Quality/Organization Program 1 1 i 1-1 was 
Ju~r revised 1/3/78 and does not reflect the current 

1.1.1 Do SF&W organization charts reflect the organization, 

current organization? 
1.1.2 Three copie& of the latest revision (rev. 9) were transmitted 

to Ebasco on 2/28/78,1along with an acknowledgement sheet for 
each copy. The copy sent to B. R. Mazo of Ebasco was 

1.1.2 Verify that an acknowledgement receipt has returned signed 3/2/78. The other two copies No. 124 to 
been received from Ebasco indicating A. Cesnanicius and No. 125 to M. S. Brown of Ebasco have not 
receipt of the most current revision of yet sent back their acknowledgement sheets.  . SF&W QAM.  

1.1.3 A review was conducted and documented on 6/6/77 by an audit 
which was conducted by J. Harris and W. H. Shemis; however, 
reviews performed by the managers of the various departments 

1.1.3 Verify that a review of SF&W QAM has been who execute that part of the QA Program that they have re
conducted upon receipt of an ASME code sponsibillty for were not documented and available for audit.  
revision or at intervals not exceeding six This is identified as finding 4 in the audit report.  
months.
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NO. AoMI72-3

CHARACTERZLK1LLO COMMENTS-

1.2 Design Control 

1.2.1 Assure that a pre-job conference, to re

view contractual (design) requirements 
including current job specifications 
from Ebasco, has been held and the 

minutes recorded? 

2.2 Assure that SF&W engineering has verified 

pressure-temperature limitations for 
each piping class in the piping specifi
cation? 

1.2.3 Have the "Detail Sheets" and "Manu
facturing Record Sheets" (MRS) 

been prepared for P.O. 435035 by 
Engineering? 

1.2.3.1 Are the applicable contract procedures 
included on the Manufacturing Record 
Sheets, including revisions and 

supplements thereto?

1.2.4 Has Engineering prepared an "Index Sheet' 
for this P.O.? 

1.2.5 Have the following documents been 
approved by Ebasco and all the comments 
resolved?

(?.OMMvKN'r5

1.2.1 The contract is still being nevotiated between SF&W and Ebasco 

and has not yet been finalized. Conferences were held on 1/9/78 

and 1/18/78 to list the contract and code requirements. Minutes 

were not formally kept, but fabrication sheets had been marked up 

with notes resulting from the meeting.  

1.2.2 SF&W management stated that this is not required for this contract 

because they do not have design responsibility.  

1J2.3 Yes. Detail Sheets and manufacturing record sheets (MRS) have 

been prepared for approximately 7000 feet of 30" pipe. This pipe 

is designated for service water, Class 3, and is the only item 

that has been released for fabrication to date.  

1.2.3.1 Yes, The applicable NDE, weld, heat treat, etc. procedure is 

identified on the MRS including the latest revision, supplement 

and revision, and attachment and revision.  

1.2.4 Yes. Index sheets have been prepared for the 30" pipe identified 

above. The index sheets list Q3301 SW, sheets 1-56; Q3303 SW, 

sheets 1-48: Q3305 SW• sheets 1-74; and Q3307 SW, sheets 1-74.  

1.2.5 In addition to the status of procedures indicated in audit check 

list OAA/702-2. the following status was verified:

Page 2 of 15
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RIPO• 
No. QAA/702-3

COMMfENTS

1.2.5.1 Applicable welding procedures and 
procedure qualification test reports? 

1.2..5.2 Weld repair procedures.

1.2.5.3 0 Applicable NDE procedures.

1.2.5.4 Cleaning, preserving, marking and 
packing for shipment procedures? 

1.2.5.5 Heat treating procedures? 

1.2.5.6 Visual inspection procedures?

g

W 10-123, Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 
1.3 Procurement Document Control 10-124, Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 

10-127, Rev. 1, Approved by Ebasco 1/23/78.  
1.3.1 Verify that Material Control has 10-127, Rev. 2, Submitted to Ebasco, but not yet approved.  

reviewed applicable CP&L-related pur
chase requisitions and classified then 1.2.5.5 IIT-PI-1l Rev. 3, Submitted to Ebasco 1/25/78, but not yet 
for processing. approved.  

HT-P8-1, Rev. 0, Approved by Ebasco.  

1.2.5.6 10-118, Rev. 0, Submitted 2/10/78 to Ebasco but not yet 

approved.  

Also, SF&W stated that all the bending procedures had been 
approved by Ebasco.

Page 3 of 15
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1.2.5.1 P-8-M- Rev. 3. Su-p. 1. Rev, 0 was rejected by Ebasco.  
01,01.930. Rev, 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.01.931. Rev. 0. ARvrovea by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.01.237. Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.01.940. Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.01.947, Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.01.948, Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
01.08.906. Rev. 2. Approved byEbasco 1/20/78.  
WMC-2. Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
08.08.010, Rev. 0. Rejected by Ebasco.  
08.08.011, Rev. 0, Rejected by Ebasco.  
08.08.008, Rev. 1, Rejected by Ebasco.  
08.08.006, Rev. 2. Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
08.08.009, Rev. 2, Accepted with comments by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
08.08.007, Rev. 2, Approved by Ebasco 12/9/77.  
08.08.005, Rev. 3, Accepted with comments by Ebasco 12/9/77.  

1.2.5.2 9-103, Rev. 2, Approved by Ebasco 1/20/78. This is the only 
weld repair procedure that will be used.  

1.2.5.3 Status of NDE procedures has not changed. They are all 
approved.  

1.2.5.4 M1001. Rev. 1, Approved by Ebasco 1/23/78.  
M1001, Rev, 2. Approved by Ebasco 3/6/78.  
EP-7804, Rev. 0. Approved by Ebasco 3/8/78.  
EP-7710, Rev, 0, Approved by Ebasco 1/11/78.  
EP-7710, Rev. 1. Approved by Ebasco 3/8/78.

PWA•AI•RT•?T•
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COMMENTS
1 4. -1 fl....a, nt.

1.3.1 Three CP&L P. 0. related requisitions were reviewed: 
(1) Req. No. 47 had been classified as purchase (none in stock: 

by Material Control, (2) No. 48 was classified as purchase 

(none in stock), and (3) No. 49 was manufactured in the SF&W 

shop on Manufacturing Work Order (MWO) No. 3301-2.

Page 3a of 15
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REPOK? 

No. QAA/702-3 

CHARACTERISTICS

1.3.2 When purchase requisitions are classified 

as "reclassification orders" (RO) for 

material from SF&W stock, verify that the 

RO is signed and dated by QA indicating 

approval of the material selected for 

reclassification.

1.3.3 Are purchase orders reviewed against the 

requisition and approved by QA prior to 

issuance.  

1.3.4 Verify that the special requirements of 

this contract are being included in 

SF&W purchase documents, as applicable.  
(App. B, Crit. IV) 

1.3.4.1 Is Material Control forwarding the 

purchase package to QA for approval?

COMMEKNTS
1I1�U�f WflM UTIXy kiln .. r.... -.. *. -..... �.

Requisition No. 4. dated 5/8/74 for SO-3301-SW where material 

was to be removed and reworked for the proper classification; 
however, it was decided at the time that the material was not 
needed and the requisition had been voided. Nevertheless, it 
was verified from this requisition that QA had approved the 
(RO) as required by procedure on 5/9/74.  

1.3.3 Yes. Requisition No. 48 was-reviewed and it was noted that the 
QA Manager had reviewed and signed it 1/7/78. When the P. 0.  
was completed, it was again reviewed by QA on 2/25/78 to assure 
it was identical to the requisition.  

1.3.4 This was verified by comparing requisition No. 46 against P. 0.  

No. 3301N-5 to Taylor Forge. It was noted that some special 
requirements had been transferred from the requisition to the 
P. 0. The only material in work at this time is some carbon 
steel which has few unique requirements.  

1,3.4.1 Yes. The purchase package includes requisitions, reclassifi
cation orders when applicable, manufacturing work orders, and 
requisitions for material on manufacturing work orders when 
applicable. It was verified that all these documents had been 

reviewed and signed by QA as noted in the questions above.  

i1-4 nnr,,mnt Cnntrnl 

1.4.1 It was verified that the identification number on both the 
Detail Sheet and MRS matched 03301-SW. Sheet 42. Revision 2.

1.4 Document Control

1.4.1 Verify that the Manufacturing Record 
Sheet (MRS) for this contract is 

properly completed, i.e., identification 
number, operation numbers, current 
revision of procedures, and hold 
points.

I

'jpct at j.tnio kEats UCC���ts�k v.�ts.s. .,. �.......- -

All procedure revision numbers were included as required.
the ANI and SF&W hold points were indicated on the MRS. Ebasco 
had not requested any on this MRS. However, two of the MRSs 

reviewed did have omissions on them. One was on 03301-SW, 

Sheet 42, Rev. 2, where the reference to PT-i. Attachment 1.  

the test acceptance criteria was not referenced. in addition, 

MRS No. Q3301-SW, Sheet 2, indicated an attachment was to be 

used with a reference procedure but failed to correctly 

identify the attachment by its correct number. This is identi

fied as Comment No. 5 in the audit report.

U
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1.4.2 Verify that the proper revisions of the 
procedure' listed on the MRS for this 
contract are available to those 
responsible for verification of the 
product. (Appendix B, Criteria VI)

Are revisions to customer drawings 
reflected in the Detail Sheets for 
that applicable contract?

1.4.4 Are changes to the customer's drawings 
reflected on the Detail Sheets for that 
applicable contract?

1.5 Control of Purchased Materials 

1.5.1 Verify that Receiving Inspection 
Procedures are available and in use at 
receiving. (ASME NA4430) 
(Spec. ME-12, Par. 8) 

1.5.2 Verify that measures are documented and 
established to assure that purchased 
material is examined for the special 
requirements of this contract and that 
the results of these examinations are 
recorded as applicable. (ASME NA4442.2) 
(Spec. ME-12, Par. 8)

procedures were available and that the inspection personnel
WCU C LOUE±±±OL WALtZ LUICSJI. *C,. *CL.fl�AAJ�J..L � waLt.

inspector for the applicable cleaninR 1rrocedures EP-iuU4,
Rev. 0, M-1001, Rev. 1, EP7710 Rev. 1 and 10-127 Rev. i
NDE - checked Lloyd Seaman, level II in PT, MT and UT. PT-I,
Rev. 2, Supp. 1, Att. 1, Rev. 1; WT-1, Rev. 1, Att. 1, Rev. 0
and MT-2, Rev. 0, Att. 1, Rev. 0, were available; Heat
treat - checked Boyce Gilbert, furnace operator who was using
PT-l, Rev. 2; Bending Shop -check Travis Russell, QC Inspec
who was using bending procedures 4-106, Rev. 1, and 4-107,
Rev. 0.

No problems were found with assuring that the inspectors had 
the proper procedures. Additionally, the inspectors were 
familiar with the procedures when quizzed about them.  

1.4.3 Yes. This was verified by checking detail sheets which 
referenced the SF&W isometrics, i.e. SW&F Isometric 0I-SW-47.  
Rev. 2. which references Ehasnco DrawinQ CAR-2165-G211 R14.

1 A!. Voo Coo nnoaaor tn 1 1. 1

1.5 Control of Purchased Materials 

1.5.1 It was verified that the Receiving Inspector had the applIcabli 
receiving inspection procedures available. Ile uses 
Procedures QCI-1001, A thru F, Revision 1, dated 2-5-73 in 
conjunction with the purchase order and packing slip to per
form his inspection.  

1.5.2 The QCI-1001A is a check list which is used by the receiviiig 
inspector in conjunction with the P. 0. to assure the purchasec 
items meet the requirements. To verify that items are receivei 
as required by the QAM, Exhibit 4-1, Item 1; P. 0. 3301 N-4, 
dated 8/3/77, to Taylor Forge for 8 - 30" O.D., 90' L.R. ells 

was reviewed. The applicable requisition was 3301-44 along 

with the P. 0. was used as the acceptance criteria for re

ceiving the items. "The QCI-lOO1A which li~ts the physic;al 

aspects of the items had been completed including the T[eWt 

numbers which were also on the packing slip. This P.'O. was 
traced to completion as indicated In subsequent questions.
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1.5.3 Verify that Certified Material Test 
Reports are recieved with all nuclear 
class material. (Spec. M-30, App. H, 
ASME 4442.2)

1.5.3.1 Verify that the MTRs are reviewed by 
QA and stamped to signify approval by 

an individual's QA stamp on the MTR 
and initial and date on the packing 
slip. (ASME 4442.2, Spec. ME-12, 
Par. 8.1) 

1.5.3.2 Verify that the individual doing the 
review of the MTRs has the required 
range of chemical and physical test 
values available to be used as 
acceptance criteria. (Spec. ME-12, 
Par. 8) (App. B, Crit. V)

.. 6 Identification and Control of Material.
Parts, and Components

1.6.1 Have measures been established to 
control stored material and items to 
assure that only correct materials and 
items are used for fabrication and to 
prevent the use of incorrect material 
or items? (Spec. ME-12, Par. 6)

7

COMMENTS

section ic preprinted and includes a requirement for Materila
Test Resorts to be furnished with all materials as was the
case with this P. 0. This Dreurinted notes section is
f .L L A ..sII :- LI #L£. -At. C. .

1.5.3.1 This was verified on P. 0. 3301 N-4 where the packiny slip 
was initialed and dated by the receiving inspector. The 
packing slip is put with the Material Test Report (MTR) and 
the date is stamped by the mail room, and also the inspection 
report QCI-1001A which is also signed and dated by the 
Receiving Inspector. The package is sent to the Inspection 
Clerk who compares the MTR against the applicable ASTM 
standard. He then stamps the MTR with his inspector's stamp.  

1.5.3.2 This was verified when checking P. 0. 3301 N-4 above. The 
Inspection Clerk has the entire set of ASTM Standards on his 

desk and uses them to verify the required range of chemical 
and physical test values are correctly shown on the MTR, 

However, SF&W has not established a plan for verifying that 
the values shown on the MTRs are accurate by performing an 

independent test. SF&W management stated that they have not 

conducted any tests on this order because they interpret the 

specification to mean perform a comparison only between the 
MTR and ASTM standard. The auditors also expressed concern 
that this requirement has been removed from Ebasco Spec.  
CAR-SH-ME-12. Rev. 1. which is still under negotiation

between SF&W and Ebasco.

1.6 Identification and Control of Material, Parts, and Components 

1.6.1 Yes, The applirable Mateprial Relt-ase lists~ thp plpe'n he-at 

ntimher. sprial number (unique for teReh lengtb of pipe)- and 

shop order ruimber. T:he release, is ri-hn checked by QA and 

stamped to verify t-bat t-hisz J-. the proper material for the 
job. The applicable length of pipe also has stamped on it 
the heat number, serial number, and shop order number. The 
pipe, material release and print are cleared by QA before use.  

While auditing this, it was noted that there were several in

stances where carbon steel fittings were beinp stacked close 
t- cfnjnlps et-ppl pinn. Two of the stacks of (continued)
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VMRACTERISTICS

1.6.1 flfttinga h~ad falln ner ~nna In ane case, a larea. 1
9 -inn.1 

(cont.) fitting was within one inch of the slipe. The ai,AMt-.irg 
expressed concern that other fittfne~t r'oiild fall anti a'i

tact or damage the stainlesg Ripe, Tbis in Cnnrevn Niimhar L.  
in the audit report.
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1.6.2 Verify that markings are located in an 
area on the item which does not inter
fere with the functions or quality 
aspects of the product.  
(ASME NA 4442.3, Spec. M-30, Par. 21.1) 

1.6.3 Verify that marking of stainless steel 
is made with material that is not 
detrimental to the product, is certified 
by chemical analysis, and is approved 
by Ebasco for use. (ASHE NA 4442.3, 
Spec. M-30, Par. 21.1) 

1.6.4 Are there provisions for identifying 
and stamping piping in accordance with 
the N. C. Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code, i.e., registering with the 
National Board and stamping the NB 
number on the nameplate?

COMMENTS

= -J V- z 1 1 6 - -ee tmr, soIme

not on our order. Pipe over 1/4" is stamped with Low-Stress
die stamps on the side. Pipe 1/4" or less is marked with
a vibro-etcher to prevent damage. The marking on some 

thermowells was checked. They had been marked with both 
vibro-etching on the nut head and the shop order had been 
written on the stem with a Blaisdell Liquid Tip 1100 black 
marker. Also checked some large 12", schedule 80 fittings 
that had been stamped with low stress die stamps. The 
schedule 40S fittings were stamped with dot die stamps.  

1.6.3 All marking of stainless steel or carbon steel is either 
die stamped as described above, vibro-etched, or black ink.  
The Blaisdell Liquid Tip 1100 black ink marker was certified 
to be less-than .040% total Halogens, and less than .0321% 
total Sulphur; however, SF&W could not produce evidence that 
Ebasco had approved the use of these markers for our contract.  
This is a concern in the audit report.  

1.6.4 Yes. Each subassembly of pipe will have two labels, one for 
ASME N stamp information and one for National Board number 
and related information. Each detail sheet shows how each 
applicable label is to be marked. A subassembly of pipe, whici 
contained three 15-foot lengths of 30" pipe welded together, 
out in the pipe yard was checked and found to-be labeled in 
accordance with the spec. It was noted that each 15-foot 
length is also identified with a unique P-number to provide

0 even further traceability.  

1.7 Special Process Control 1,7.1 The auditors verified that SF&W NDE personnel qualifications 

records meet the requirements of SNT-TC-lA and ASME Code 
1.7.1 Verify that NDE personnel qualification Section III. Their Level III examiner for MT, LP, VT has 

records, in accordance with SNT-TC-lA, been qualified by examination and had current eye examination.  
are available and being maintained Record for Level III review was for R. B. Bornes. The 
current. (Spec. ME-12, Par. 7) auditors review records for Level II personnel, R. D. Byrd and 

W. J. Malek, which meet SNT-TC-lA and had current eye examina
tions.
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1.7.2 Assure that weld data records contain 
the information for weld joints and 
repairs as required by Par. 6, Appendix 
G of Specification M-30.

1.7.3 Verify that welding material identifica
tion, weld procedure used, and welder's 
symbol is verified by the qC 

lk Inspector and entered on the MRS..

1.7.4 Is SF&W maintaining Heat Treating Logs 

for this contract?

1.8 Inspection/Test Control

1.8.1 Is the MRS being completed by the QC 
Inspector to indicate completion of the 
inspection operations? (ASME NA 4530, 
ME-12, Par. 8.2)

.. 8.2 Verify that the inspection/test and 
operating status of the material or part 
is being maintained throughout manu
facturing. (NA 4540, ME-12, Par. 8.2)

1.8.3 Has SF&W submitted its fabrication 
sequence to Ebasco? (Spec. ME-12, 
Par. 8)

COMMENTS

MRS Q3301-SW, Sheet 42, piece marked Yard-SW-49-19. All
items required by Para. 6, Appendix G, Spec. CAR-SH-M30,

Items 6a, 6b, 6d, and 6f are recorded on the MRS. Postweld

112 C� 1A4J)

. -, j�
/.Lo .

treatment is not applicable to the piping subassembly.

Not applicable to ASME Section III, Class 3 carbon steel
piping being manufactured during this audit.

1.8.1 Yes, verified in 1.8.2.  

1.8.2 Verified by review of pipe assembly in SF&W weld shop on 

MRS,_p3305-SW-Sheet 42, Serial No. 14763, and National 

Board No. 559, ASME Code Class 3. The inspector had proper 

entries on the MRS and verified welder's stamp identification 
recorded on the MRS--in fact was stamped on pipe subassembly 

at weld ooints.

1.8.3 Yes, SF&W submitted a typical MRS to Ebasco which has been 
returned with witness points marked, with Ebasco Letter 
No. 10Q-V-1, dated 1/18/78. Witness points identified were 
fit-up of weld joints, PT or MT, and cleaning &. prep to ship 

per Procedure EP-7710, Rev. 1.

Page 8 of 15
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1.8.3.1 Have the examination or witness points 
been identified by Ebasco on the 
fabrication sequence. (Spec. ME-12, 
Par. 8) 

1.8.4 Are there provisions on the Shop Detail 
Sheet for correct measurement of 
pressure boundary items for minimum 

10 wall thickness? 

1.8.4.1 Does this include measurement of all cas 
fittings in piping systems (Safety 
Class 1, 2, or 3)? (Spec. M-30, 
Par. 9.9) 

1.8.4.2 Is the information provided as required 
by part one-Specification M-30, 
Paragraph 9.9, a through e.

a

COIMMENTS
Yes, see 1.8.3.  

SF&W only checks wall thickness of "C" bore which is 
recorded on the MRS.  

1.8.4.1 At resent SF&W i in desi nsfor ASME Code Classes 1, 2, 

& 3 do not use any cast fittings.  

1.8.4.2 Not applicable, see 1.8.4.1.  

1.9.1 Verified by review of measuring tool recorded in manu

facturing areas and traced to calibration records. VerIfed 

were (1),extension micrometer SIN 44, calibrated 3113/78, 

due for recalibration 3/20/78, (2) Tube micrometer SIN 8, 

calibrated 3/13/78, due for recalibration 3/20/78, and 

(3) Inside micrometer SIN 11 & 12, calibrated 3/13/78, due 

for recalibration 3/201/8. All were in agreement with 

calibration labels on instruments and record cards.

1.9 Control of Measuring-and Test Equipment ______________________________________ 

1.9.1 Verify that calibration tags are placed 
on each item calibrated and include 
initial of persons performing calibra
tion, date of calibration, and 
calibration due date.

Page _2 of _15_
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1.9.2 How are personally owned inspection 
equipment used by SF&W QC personnel 
controlled? 

1.9.3 Verify that inspection instruments are 
traceable to the QC Inspector using the 
instrument and to the item measured.  

I 
1.9.4 Are instruments calibrated using 

certified standards which are traceable 
to national standards where such 
standards exist? (ASME NA 4610)

1.10 Handling, Storage, and Shipping 

1.10.1 Verify that the procedure for cleaning 
pipe and pipe components prior to 
shipment is listed on the MRS.  
(Spec. M-30, Par. 9.5)

1.10.2 Verify that stainless steel pipe 
awaiting shipment has flanges, weld 
ends, and other openings covered with 
protective covers and are sealed with 
certified halogen free waterproof tape.

X..7.& brg. QJlIQ3Sc&n2 OCLAUlIL...U&lJfrIalrfl B--4 WLAURa

"Equipment, tools, gauges, and Instruments used by Qualftv
Control for acceptance are to be the propergdyofSF '

1.9.3 This is covered by SF__W QAM Section 8. in Paragraph 8.1.5.  
Was verified by review of Inspector's log in weld shop area.  
Inspector logged by shop order number, serial number of 
measuring tool used and date, and sheet number of MRS which 
is all traceable to each piping subassembly manufactured.  

1.9.4 Yes, verified by review of following measuring devices and 
calibration records, which did have traceability to 
national standards.  

(1) Cage Block Set - Serial No. 11. calibrated 217/78 by 
outside laboratory, due 217/79.  

(2) Tong tester (Welding Machine Calibration) - Sprial 
No. 35011-6, calibrated 2/20/78 by outside laboratory.  
due 2/20/79.  

1.10.1 Verified by review of MRS. Q3301-SW. Sheet 42, for carbon 
steel ASME Class 3 yard piping. Exterior of piping cleaned
by sand blastinR. Per SF&W Procedure EP-7804 and interior
of PipinR cleaned by sand blasting per SF&W Procedure 10-27,
Revision 2.

1.10.2 Verified by review of SF&W's subsuppliers certification of 
tape "Polyken", No. 222, made by Kendall, Boston, Mass., 
which stated the Halogen compounds were less than 250 P.P.M.  
The auditors determined this tape is different than the tape 
previously approved for use by Ebasco. This appears in the 
audit report as General Item 1.

Page __10_ of 15
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CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS 
SV bcedures to be used for manu

1.10.3 Verify that all paints and preservatives S" Class 3 ard ipin . Interior 
being used for this contract have been C - visio 2 dated 2/27/78 was 
approved by Ebasco prior to use. approyad by Ebasco . ror coatin Procedure 
(Spec. M-30, Part 2, Par. 22.2.d) - a roy d b Ebasco 2/13/78.  

review of SF&W's "Re ort of Nonconformance" RON) 
Forms, both in open files and closed out files. The cause 
and corrective action is listed on the RON form, Exhibit 10-1, 

in their OAM.  
1.11 Nonconforming Material/Corrective Action 

*1.11.2 While a RON is being reviewed by SF&W material review board, 

k1.I1.I Verify that SF&W is documenting the this review determines the need to notify their customer of 
cause of reported discrepancies, the nonconformance.  

1,11.3 Verified by review of RON log. SF&W personnel log in for 
back RON the RON number, shop order number, date issued, 

1.11.2 Verify that SF&W has provisions for s he e t number, and date of acceptance of rework or repair.  
notifying customers of nonconformances.  

1,11.4 The auditors verified that corrective action is being docu
mented, see 1.11.1. However, the corrective action is not 
verified to prevent recurrence. The auditors are concerned 

1.11.3 Verify that Reports of Nonconformances that SF&W does not follow up the corrective action listed on 

(RONs) are being logged in by their RONs for any significant condition adverse to qua-lty 
sequential number and the authorized or perform any trend analysis of their RON§ to determine 
Inspector is notified of the RON. significant conditions. This appears in the audit report as 

General Item 2.  

1.11.4 Is corrective action being documented 
and verified to prevent recurrence.  
(NA 4800, App. B, Crit. XVI)

Page 11 of 15
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CHARACTERISTICS COMMENTS 

1.12. na e overf u 
1.12 quality Assurance Records ASHE Class 3 carbo e r 

as of this audit.  
1.12.1 Verify that a check list of documents to 

be accumulated for the Documentation 1.13.1 The auditors reviewed SF&W internal audit re ort 12-6-77 
Package has been made a part of the performed by R. B. Bhavsar, where the reaudit of corrective 
MRS. action was performed by N. H. Moerke on 12-12-77. This was 

document by initial and date beside each corrective action 
listed exce t one Number 5d which was not si ned or dated 
as having beeen reaudited. This a pears in the audit repart 
as Finding Item No. 3. The auditors reviewed internal audit 
report (2-14-78) performed b_ R. B. Bhavsar. This audit 

3 Audits reported five findings. No written corrective action could 
be presented to the auditors. This audit was followed by 

1.13.1 Verify that corrective actions to avdit report (3-8-78) by R. B. Bhavsar which does not docu
deficiencies found during audits are ment an actual follow-up of the findings of audit dated 
verified to be corrected by reaudit 2-14-78. The report dated 3-8-78 does not cross-reference 
within one month. or close out the findings of audit dated 2-14-78. SF&W had 

intended the later audit to close out the previous audit of 
2-14-78 by not finding any problem in the same areas of those 
nonconformances. This intention of SF&W does not meet the 

_requirements of lOCFR5O Appendix B, criteria. These two 
problems appear in the audit report as Finding Item 3a and 

1.14 Review of Findings/Corrective Action for b.  
Audit QAA/702-2 

1.14.1 In reviewin the implementation of SF&W's corrective action 
1.14.1 Verify that the training and indoctrina- for this finding Item I of QAA702-2 the auditors determined 

tion for Engineers and upper QA/QC SF&W still has not provided and implemented corrective action 
management personnel is addressed in as of this audit and is bein held o en. This a ears in 
the SF&W QA Manual. (Finding No. 1, this audit report as Finding Item 1.  
QAA/702-2) 

1.14.2 Verified by review of records for D. Hartman which now complv 
with requirements of SF&W's Procedure QC-102.  

1.14.2 Verify that the auditor qualification 
records of D. Hartman have been revised 
to reflect his participation in surveys 
and audits over the past two years.  
(Finding 2a, QAA/702-2)

Page 12 of 15
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1.14.2.1 Verify that the auditor qualification 
record for the V.P. Engineering QA/QC 
has been approved to certify his 
qualifications as an auditor.  
(Finding 2a, QAA/702-2)

1.14.3 Verify that SF&W personnel assigned to 

heat treating, hot forming and bending 
and machining are being monitored 

periodically by the QA Manager or his 

designee to assure that all personnel 

performing these functions are qualifi 

to the respective QC procedure.  
* (Finding 2b, QAA/702-2)

1.14.4 Verify that control and distribution o 
SF&Ws QAM is available and being 
verified by audit at six-month interva 
starting with an audit on 5-27-77.  
(Finding 3a, QAA/702-2)

.14.5 Verify that the SF&W audit program has 

been expanded to separately address al 

sections of the QA Manual instead of t 

thirteen elements shown on Exhibit 13 

of the QAM. (Finding 3b, QAA/702L2)

1.14.5.1 Verify that this expanded program wit' 
a more detailed "Audit Check List" ha 

been implemented. (Finding 3b, 
QAA/702-2)

Page 13 of 15

President.  

-1.14.3 Verifie by reviewing personnel records which do not 

meet SF-W•sprocedures.  

11. Verified that corrective action has been implemented by 
rve of :-ter-na-adi report (39-8 by-J. Harris which 

adtS&' document control of their QAM.  

1.14.5 SF&W has established separate file folder for each section 

of their QAM. They maintain audit recor-swhich have been 

performed to show that all areas of their qu-alty program 
ed have been audited.  

1.14.5.1 Yes, was verified in 1.14.5.  
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1.14.6 Verify that procedure QC-100, "Nonde
structive Examination Personnel," 
Rev. 2 dated 6-7-76 has been distributedl 
(General comment No. 1, QAA/702-2) 

1.14.7 Verify that the qualification records of 
Inspectors B. Reynolds and C. Baumback 
have been signed and the date of their p qualifications established.  
(General comment No. 2, QAA/702-2) 

1.14.8 Verify that the audit program assures 
planned and periodic audits of the 
following areas and within the noted 
time span: 

1.14.8.1 Auditor qualification records at inter
vals not to exceed six months.  
(Finding No. 2a, QAA/702;-2)

Verification that procedures referenced 
in the QAM reflect the requirements of 

the QAMat intervals not to exceed the 
time established in audit procedures.  
(General comment No. 1, QAA/702-2)

of audit renort OAA/702-7 and nrrpetive action committed 
by SF&W'g letter, dated 3-31-77, to CP&T.. Their lerter 
sate th rcedure OC-iDO. RevIsIon ?- dated 6-7-76.  
"Nondestructive Examination Personnlf1". would be distributed 
durina the week of June 6. 1977. The auditors determined 
that SF&W had placed this procedure in their "Procedure 
Manual". However, it was determined by the auditors that 
SF&W has no written document control procedure for issuance 
and control of these procedures. In addition, SF&W does 
not have a document control record which shows the distri
bution of these procedures by date issued, to whom issued, 
and by whom distributed. This appears in the audit report 
as Finding Item 2.  

1.14.7 Verified by review of both inspectors which now meet the 
requirements of SF&W's procedures.  

1.14.8.1 Verified by review of records which showed reaudit was done 
on dates 11-7-77 and 3-9-78.  

1.14.8.2 See 1.14.6.
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1.14.8.3 Verification that Inspection personnel 
qualifications are complete and current, 
at intervals not to exceed the time 
established in audit procedures.  
(General comment No. 2, QAA/702-2)

Postaudit Meeting

COMKENTS
C H.ARACTERISTI

2.0 Postaudit Meeting 
The postaudit meeting was attended by the following persons: 

CP&L: A. E. Hall, Lead Auditor 
T. L. Kosmatin 

SF&W: B. J. Goodwin 
N. H. Moerke 
R. P. Bornes
R. L. Pearson

There were four findings and five concerns presented at the

postaudit meeting.
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Carolina Power & Light Company 

FI: A/Y-7023V' co D00716 

Wr. John Harris, Project Manager 
Soutbvest ?abricating & Wealing Company, Inc.  
7525 Sherman Street 
P. 0. I•o 9449 

ooust=4on, Tenas 77011 

CAJOINA POWER & LIGHT COWaAOT 
HARRS PROJECT 
1984-86-86-90 - 3600 MR - U1ITS 1, 2, 3 & 4 
U7ERE=S: (1) 7. 0. NY-435035 

(2~ S7&WS LCMT DATED 8/l/78 

Dear Mt. Harris: 

Reference Is made to SO's letter, dated 8/1/78, wheren you provided 
Revision 10 to your Quality Control Wanual to satisfy corrective action 
for Audit F'nding 3b of C15L Audit Report QW/02-3. The eorreetve action 
has been evaluated as satisfactor7 a"u close. all four findings of the 
subject udlit. This audit Is hereby closed.  

Should you hsave ay questions In this matter, please eantsat 1.  

'Yo urs very Vi y 

S. Nexsmis Manager 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & 
Qulty Assurance Audit 

SX/AEH/j ef 

cc: Mr. John Harris (2) 
Hr. L. V. Thiervoebter (2) 

bc: Mr. N. J. Chiangi Mr. R. L. Mayton, Jr.  
Mr. P. W. Howe Mr. W. W. Morgan 
Mr. J. D. E. Jeffries Mr. S. D. Smith 
Mr. J. M. Johnson Mr. M. F. Thompson, Jr.  
Mr. W. B. Kincaid



CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA'27602 

July 17,1978 

4 File; QAL/702-3 ' CO 100680 

Mr. John Harris, Project Manager 
Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  
7525 Sherman Street 

I P. 0. Box 94,49 7 
Houston, Texas 770

S CAROLINA POWER0 & LICHT COMPANY 
HARRIS PROJECT 
1984-86-88-90-3600" MW-UNITS 1, 2, 3 & 4 
REFERENCES: (1) P. 0. 9Y-435035 

(2) SF&I'S LETTER, DATIED 7/12/78 

Dear.-r. Harriet', 

SReference is made to your letter above vherein you provided corrective action 
to Findung 3.b. of CP&L Audit Report QAA/702-3. Caroliha Power & Light (CP&L) 
has completed evalu,,tion of BW&F's corrective action response, and commnts 
concerning this review are as follows: 

1. When we receive your QA Manual Revision 10, we will evaluate 
corrective action for Finding 3.b., If it is satisfactory, we 
vwil close out this Finding 3.b. and clone out this audit.  

2. The CP&L Corporate Nuclear Safety- &' Quality. Assurance Audit 
"Section does not .have the responsibility for approval of your 
QA Manual. However, we will f6rvard it to the proper people 
who have this responsibility. Hr. N. J& Chiangi, Manager 
Engineering and Construction Quality Assurance, supervises 
this QA Section.  

Should you have any additional questions, please contact ma&.  

Yburs very truly, 

S. McManus, Manager 
-I - Corporate Nuclear Safety & 

Quality Assurance Audit 
kEH/jef 

cc: Mr. John Harris (2) 
M Mr. L. V. Thiervechter (2) 

Jil
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July 12, 1978 3 " A"E'D 

Mr. S. McManus, Manager 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & QA Audits 
Carolina Power & Light Company 
P. 0. Box 1551 
Raleigh, NC 27602 

Subject: Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant 
Our S. 0. 3301/3308 and 4121/4128 
SF&W Quality Assurance Manual Revision 10 

Dear Sir: 

In our recent response to findings reported as a result of your QA 

Audit, we advised you that Revision 10 of our QA Manual, scheduled 

to be finalized by July 10, 1978, would address the matter to resolve 

certain discrepancies that were noted. We further informed you that 

the changes to the manual were subject to acceptance by the Inspection 

Specialist of our Authorized Inspection Agency.  

Our QA Manual Revision 10 dated 7/10/78 has been accepted by our 

Authorized Inspection Agency. We are implementing the new provisions 

into our QA Program. Implementation will be finalized and Revision 10 

will be the effective document for our QA Program on July 17, 1978.  

The changes incorporate requirements through the Winter 1977 Addenda 

to ASME III, as well as functional changes, and address pertinent 

provisions of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and ANSI/ASME N45.2.  

A copy of Revision 10 will be directed to your office as soon as the 

manual is received from the printer. We shall appreciate your earliest 

approval of Revision 10 since it is mandatory that the latest QA Manual 

revision be employed in our QA Program.  

Very truly yours, 

N. H. Moerke 
Vice President-Engineering (QA/QC)

NHM: dc



cAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY 
RALEIG(H. NOKTH CAROUNA 27C(J2 

W•.• q6/7023•/June 16, 1978 

Mr. John Harris, Project Manager 
Southwest Fsbricating & Welding Company, Inc., 
7525 Sherman Street 
P. 0. Box 9449 
Houston, Texas 77011 

CAROLUIA POVEM & LICMT COMPANY 
iAnlS PROJ=C 
1984-86-88-90,- 3600 MW -- UNITS 1, 2, 3, & 4 
RE•N•ENCE2 (1) P.O. NY435035 

(2) SF&W's letter, dated 6/9/78 

Dear Mr. Harris:* 

Reference is made to your letter referenced above, wherein you provided 

corrective action to Findings 3b and 4 of CP&L Audit Report No. QAA/702-3.  

Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) has completed evaluation of Southwest Fabrica

ting & Welding Company, Inc.'s (SF&W) corrective action responses, and 

cmmets concerning this review are as follows: 

1. Your response to Audit Finding 4 is considered.adequate to prevent 

recurrence of the. finding. Therefore, Finding 4 is hereby closed.  

2. In the case of Audit Finding 3b, your corrective action is to be 

implemented by 7/10/78 with revision 10 of the 8F&W QA Manual.  

Therefore, we will hold this Finding 3b open until SF&W can supply 

evidence this corrective action has. been .implemented.'" 

it is requested that you review these comments. to your' -rsponse and provide 

CP&L the necesary additional information within thirty (30) days. Your.  

attention to this .atter Is appreciated, and should you have any questions, 
please contact so.  

&11S0flV/ mc.1ianasU 
S. McManus 7 Manager, Corporate 
Nuclear Safety & QA Audit.  

AXE/zahF2 

ces. Mr. John Harris (2) 
Mr. L. V. Thiervschter (2) 

bec:" Messrs. N..J. Chiani iR. L. Mayton, Jr.  

P. W.Howe W. W. Morgan 
J. D. E. Jeffries . S. D. Smith 
J. M. Johnson M. -. Thompson,.Jr.  
w. B. Kincaid 

. * 1, " . . . . . " . . • .. . .
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Corprat Nulea Saety& QA Audits 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
*Raleigh, NC 27602 

Reference: P. O. NY435035 - Harris Project Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 

* Subject: CP&L Audit of Sotr• st Fabricating & Welding Co., Inc.  
March 14-16, 1978 

Dear Mr. Mc~anus: 

In response to your letter of May 8, 1978 which was diAected to Mr.  
John Harris, wa present the foluoing omments for your information: 
Subjet: Fi PiQ Aui3fBuhetFbiatn edn oIc 

Revision 10 of the SF&W QA Manual is scheduled for release and i7le

m~entation on or about 7-10-78. Th revised Internal Audit form which 
is described in our May 3 letter will be included in Revision 10, 
"provided thea Autorized Inspection Agency accepts this change.  

Audit Finding 4 
isThe corrective aion described in our May 3 letter has been implemnnted.  

Ad An exanple of our inplementation provided by the attached fonn dated 5/31 
shows acceptance of the proposed QA Manual changes by the Chief Engineer.  

If you have any additional questions, please contact us.  

I Very truly yours, 

N. H. m"erke 
Vice President-Engineering '(QA/OC) 

INM:dc 
encl.
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The folloing changes affecting the activities of your department are 
planned for incorporation in Revision 10 of our QA Manual. We have 

scheduled this revision to be mandatory on 7/10/78 and fully 

in~lemented to assure the adequacy of the SF&W QA Program. This is based 

upon an evaluation of our QA Manual during the week of 5/18/78 by 

J. Finn, Team Leader, J. Harris, R. Weber, and K. Powell (part tire).

The changes resulted from an evaluation of the following: 

Functional Review 

2.1.5 This paragraph does not adequately address all areas of Code 
fabrication for which SF&W is currently authorized.- -" 

CORRECTIVE ACTION: Revise to read as follows: 

2.1.5 SF&W will require the following information for ASmE Section III 
construction: 

1) For Class 1, 2, 3 and MC (NPT Stamp) vessel parts and appurtenances 
and component supports; Class 1, 2, & 3 pump and valve parts and 
appurtenances, piping subassemblies and penetration assemblies 
and Class CS core support structures, the applicable data fran the 
Design Specifications which form the basis for fabrication shall 
be supplied by the customer (owner or his agent).  

2) For Class 1, 2,'3 &.MC (N Stamp)V essels and Class 2 & 3 tanks: 

a) A copy of the Design Specifications certified by one or 
more Design Egineers shall be supplied by the customer 
(Owner or his agent).  

b) A Stress or Design Report, as applicable, certified by one 
or more Design Engineers shall either be supplied by the 
customer (owner or his agent) or SF&W shall generate or 
cause such a certified report to be generated.

Please sign and return one copy of this me10 indicating: Acceptance

1Rejection with carmrnts: 

Date: _ /7 (Signed) 

Distribution: B. J. Good.4in N. it. m.orke 

Hartford (2) R. P. Borncs R. L. Pearson Reviewers 

- . . . . . .. . ..,f..tt. -
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Subject: REVI..i OF Tim SFnW QUALITY ASSuNCE MunAL SECTION 2.0
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~OR~l5M 0 CP&L0 
Carolina Power & Light Company 

Raleigh. N C 27602 

aHy 8, 1978 

Pile: QAA/702-3" C0d00558 

Hr. John Harris. Project Hanager 
Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.  
7525 Sherman Street 
P. 0. Nou 9449 
Houston, Teo=& 77011 

CAROLIXA POWER & LIGHT COIWANY 
HARPMI PROJECT 
1984-86-88-90 - 3600 HW - UNITS 1, 2, 3, &4 
""•FEMICE: (1) P. 0. NY435035 

(2) SF&W'S LETTR, DATID 5-3-78 

Dear Mr. Uarris: 

Reference Is made to your letter referenced above, wherein you provided 
corrective action to Findings 1, 2, 3a, 3b. and 4 of CP&L Audit Report 
lio. QAA./702-3. Carolina Power & Light (CP&iL) has completed evaluation 
of Southwest Fabricating & Welding Company, Inc.'s (SF&W) co.--ctive 
action responses, and coments concerning this review are . .'-lows: 

1. Your response to Audit Findings 1, 2, and 3a is considered adequate 
to prevent recurrence of the findings. Thereofre, Findi'gs 1, 2, 
and 3a are hereby closed.  

2. In the case of Audit Finding 3b, your corrective action is considered 
adequate. However, " discussed in your letter referenced above, 
chic corrective action will net be Implemented until Revision 10 of 
your QA Manual Is approved and issued. Therefore, we will hold 
this Finding 3b open.  

3. In the case of Audit FiMing 4, your corrective action is considered 
adequate. However, as discussed In your letter referenced above, 
this corrective action implmentation does not explain When by date 
that this corrective action vill be implemented. Therefore, we 
will hold this Findin 4 open.

I.  

.1.
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It is requested that you review these cecinmt to your respoase ad 

provide C&LL the necessary additional ISformtio vithin thirty (30) 

days. Your attention to this matter is appreciated, and shoulA you be 
any questions, please contact me.  

&,nyve/fl~ ?flanue 

B. * manus, manager 
Corporate Nuclear sa"y & 

Quality .Asumrane. Audit

AEU: f dr47 

cc: Hr. 3. Harris (2) 
Mr. L.* V. Thiervechter (2)

bcc: Messrs. N.  
P.  

w.  
R.

J.  

D.  
B.  
L.

Chaiangi vWa references 
Btowe 

. -Jeffries 
Kincaid 
Mayton, Jr.

G. McGovern 
W. W. Morgan 
S. D. Smith 
M. F. Thompson, Jr.

** .. •.  

i i II
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it is requested th-at yo r~vie theo* CONalt wtoi thittY (30) s 

provide CV&iL the nto 5thiiY tO sapelt ... radditi.onal jWftU~toa oitd thirtY (30) I 

days. four attention hsstg L ptCA~ M hudyhl 

any questions, pi~s*i ettaCt a*' 

Quality Assurance Audit
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I 

�* 2�*k.

=:fl :dcH7 

cc: Mr. 3.Iars(2) 
&r 1. V. Thiervechter (2)

W.  
3.

w.  
W.  

B.  
L.

Clijansi W/a ref erences 
Flowe 
E'. -jef fries 

Kincaid 
14sytofl, Jr.

G. McGOvsflI W. W. Morganl 
S. D. Smith 
)i. F. ThOMPsOn, Jr.

bee: Itessrs.
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L 

Mr. S. McYanus, Manager 
Corporate Nuclear Safety & QA Audits ., 

Carolina Power & Light Vany 
P. o. Box 1551 
Raleigh, NC 27602 

Reference: P. o. NY435035 - Harris Project Units 1, 2, 3 & 4 

Subject: CP&L Audit of Southwest Fabricating & Welding Co., Inc.  
March 14-16, 1978 

Dear Mr. McManus: 

In response to your letter dated March 28, 1978, directed to our Mr.  

J. E. Harris, we submit our coments to the findings that were reprted 
by your auditors, Messrs. A. E. Hall and T. L. Kosmatin. Our response 

with corrective action and inplementation are outlined below.  

Itemn 1 

P•uireTent: 

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program 

Nonconformohance: 
Citerion II requires that the QA Program shall provide for indoctrin

"ation and training of personnel performing activities affectinv quality 

as necessary to assure that suitable proficiency and main 

tained. In reviewing Paragraph 2.2.3.1 of SF&W's WM, which outlines 

the procedures for training, it was observed by the auditors that train

ing and indoctrination requirement for engineering personnel and upper 
""manageent QA/QC personnel are not presently covered by written procedures.  
This item was presented in Audit Report QA,702-2 as Finding Item 1 and 
is being held open. SF&W still has not provided and iplemented correc
tive action as of this audit.  

k,.
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Corrective Action 

1. In accordance with our ccrmitment to assure that Engineering 

and upper QA/QC management personnel receive training and in
doctrination necessary to assure that suitable proficiency is 

achieved and maintained, we have prepared and distributed the 

follaqing procedures: 

a) QC-107, dated 3/15/78, "Training and Indoctrination of 

Engineering Personnel." 

b) QC-108, dated 3/15/78, "Training and Indoctrination of 

Quality Assurance Personnel." 

2. Paragraph 2.2.3.1 of the QA Manual will be revised to add QC-107 

and QC-108 to the listing of procedures. This addition will be 

incorporated in Revision 10 of the QA Manual that is scheduled 

to be issued by July 1, 1978.  

Inplementation 

1. QC-10 7 

The report, "Qualifications of Engineering Personnel," dated 

3/24/78 from R. P. Weber, Chief Draftsman, to E. R. McAnally, 

Chief Engineer, evaluated and updated the competency of each 

person in the department. The previous evaluation of 

individual proficiency was distributed 5/19/77.  

The report sunmarizes the Engineering Department personnel who 

are classified "Qualified to Nuclear," to the satisfaction of 

the Chief Engineer in the following disciplines: 

Qualified to Detail Nuclear 
Qualified to Take Off Nuclear 
Qualified to Check Nuclear 
Qualified to be Squad Supervisor/Nuclear 

2. QC-108 

Quality Assurance training and indoctrination meetings have been 

conducted by the Manager of QA and Assistant Manager of QA. The 

subjects presented and the list of attendees have been recorded 

and distributed:

SI
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Mr. S. McManus/CP&L

March 
March 
March 
April

20, 
22, 
27, 
6,

1978 
1978 
1978 
1978

April 11, 1978

April 13, 1978

April 18, 1978

April 25, 1978

April 25, 1978

- Shop Notes 
- QA Program Rquirements 
- Dcumentation 
- Dimensional Control of Fittings Manufactured 

by SF&W 
- To Discuss Methods for Processing Bends 

Through the Shop in Accordance with Approved 
Procedures Shown on the Shop Drawings 

- To Establish the Policy of Documenting 
Tenmporary Attachment Welds 

- To Establish the Policies for Issuing Filler 
Metal Materials in the Bend Shop and 
Manufacturing Area 

- To Clarify the Requirements for a Report of 
Nonconformance (RON) on Piping Released from 
the Shop and Sent to the Yard 

- To Establish a Sequential Method of Performing 
the Necessary Operations to Stainless Steel Bends

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria VI, Document Control and V, Instructions, 
Procedures, and Drawings

Nonconformance:

The auditors were verifying SF&W's response to General Item 1 of Audit 
Report QAA-702-2 and correctived action caomitted by SF&W's letter, dated 
3-31-77, to CP&L. Their letter stated the Procedure QC-100, Revision 2, 
dated 6-7-76, "Nondestructive Examination Personnel," would be distrib
uted during the week of June 6, 1977. The auditors determined that SF&W 
had placed this procedure in their "Procedures Manual." However, it was 
determined by the auditors that SF&W has no written ducurent control pro
cedure for the issuance and control of these procedures. In addition, 
SF&W does not have a document control record which shows the distribution 
of these procedures by date issued, to whom issued, and by whom distributed.  

Corrective Action 

1. A Procedure Control record has been initiated. This provides 
documentation for the distribution of procedures for the 
Procedure Manuals required by the QA Manual. The record 
includes the following: 

Location of Procedure Manual 
Procedure Number, Revision, and Date 
Initials of Person making Distribution, and Date

- 3- May 3, 1978

Itern 2

Reouirement:
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2. Paragraph 2.2.3.1.2 of the QA Manual establishes the locations 
"of the seven volumes of the Procedure Manual that are currently 
maintained. The distribution record for all volumes shall be 
maintained in the office' of the QA Technician who is assigned 
the responsibility for recording and distributing procedures.  

Implementation 

: ~1 1. The record for procedure distribution was initiated on 4/27/78 
• ,• to provide a document to verify issuance of each procedure and 

insertion into the Procedure Manuals.  

2. A revision to the format of the Procedure Control form was made 
JAR on 5/3/78. This revision was made to provide a format that will 

also provide a suitable record for planned changes in procedure 
distribution. These changes will be incorporated into Revision 

4• 10 of the QA Manual, when accepted by the Authorized Inspection 
"Agency, to improve the convenience of procedure maintenance and 
usage by separating manufacturing, procedures from administrative 
procedures.  

•4.. Iten 3 

Requirement

SF&W QAM Section 1S, Audits, Paragraph 13.1.2.4 
10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria XVI, Corrective Action and XVII, Audits 

Nonconformance: 

"a. Auditors reviewed SF&W internal audit report (12-6-77) performed by 
R. B. Bhavsar, where the reaudit of corrective action was performed 
by N. H. Moerke on 12-12-77. This was documented by initial and date 
beside each corrective action listed except one, Numxber 5d, which 
was not signed or dated as having been reaudited.  

b. Auditors reviewed internal audit report (2-14-78) performed by R. B.  

Bhavsar. This audit reported five findings. No written corrective 
action could be presented to the auditors. This audit was follcwed 
by audit report (3-8-78) by R. B. Bhavsar which does not document an 
actual follcw-up of the findings of audit dated 2-14-79. The report 
dated 3-8-78 does not cross-reference or close-out the finding of 
audit dated 2-14-78. SF&W had intended the later audit to close out 
the previous audit of 2-14-78 by not finding any problems in the 
sa.me areas of those nonconformances. This intention of SF&W does not 
meet thc requirements of 10CFR50 Appendix B, Criteria.
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Corrective Action and Im~plemntation 

1. Iten 3(a) 

Item NuTber 5d: 7018 electrode from the shop are stored in the 
storage rocon without any identification, which was reported 
corrected on 12/6/77, was reverified "as corrected," initialed 

'• and dated 3/14/78.  

2. Item 3(b) 

The inter-office norandum dated 2/14/78 (R. B. Bhavsar to N.  
Moerke) reporting QA di.screpancies has been placed in a file 
"QA Surveillance Reports." 

In accordance with the QA Manual, Paragraph 13.1.3, the interval 
between audits shall not exceed six months. Further, as stated 
in Paragraph 13.1.2.4 and pointed out during the audit, "an 
Internal Audit Report (see a-1ibit 13-1) shall be ccapleted as 
the audit progresses." Therefore, as stated, the observations 
reported by inter-office memo dated 2/14/78 (Bhavsar to ?tberke) 
was not intended to be interpreted as an audit to satisfy the 
QA Manual requirements.  

The recognized QA Audits during 1977 and 1978, as reported by 
required Internal Audit Reports, (Exhibit 13-1) were performed 
3/4/77, 6/10/77 (partial), 7/18/77, 12/6/77, and 3/8/78.

Further, inplementation of the QA Program auditing practices'has 
been completed. A new audit reporting form has been prepared and 
approved by management. Each "finding" will be listed on separate 
pages, together with corrective action and documentation of correc
tive action, with appropriate signatures and dates. Presently, 
with Revision 9 of the CA Manual, the Internal Audit Report form 
must be continued until the new format is accepted by the Author
ized Inspection Agency and included in Revision 10 of the QA Manual.  
Therefore, until this action is completed, audits conducted in the 
imediate future will be sumiarized on two forms.

Item 4 

RE2tiremtrýt: 

10CFR50 Appendix B, Criterion II, Quality Assurance Program 

Nonconformance: 

Criterion II, states in part, "Management of o-ganizations participating 
in the QA Progran shall regularly review the status and adequacy of that

SOTH WEST 
FAERICATING 

& WELDING CO. INC.  
A $ . I V I . ..... I .Il . I

14� 
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part of the QA Program which they are executing." The auditors deter

mined, contrary to the requirements of Criterion II, the managers of 

various SF&W Departments whom execute that part of the QA Program for 

which they have responsibility have not formally documented participa

tion in revie of the QA Program prior its revisions being issued and 

.1 implanented.  

Corrective Action 

When future revisions to the QA Manual are contemplated, written 
documentary evidence acknowledging the change will be solicited 
from each department head who is affected by the QA Manual change.  

.... . Copies of the acknowledgment will be retained by the QA Department 

.- Secretary.  

1. Ebasco's Specification CAR-SH-M-30, Revision 3, "General Power 

Piping," in Part 2, Paragraph 21.1.c requires "marking pens, ink, 

and tape shall be certified by chemical analysis and approved by 
•:., Purchaser for use on stainless steel." SF&W has decided to use 

different marking pens and tape for stainless steel than those for 

which they obtained approval fran Ebasco to use. The auditors are 

concerned if SF&W has obtained Ebasco's approval for the new 

materials they plan to use, since no evidence of Ebasco's approval 

was presented to the auditors during this audit.  

Response 

Mr. J. Harris informally presented the manufacturer's certification 

to Ebasco for canTent and acceptance on April 24, 1978. Formal 

submittal of the certifications for approval will be mailed during 

the week of May 8, 1978.  

2. The auditors are concerned that SF&W does not follow-up the correc

tive actions listed on their "Report of Nonconformances" (RON's) for 
any significant conditions adverse to quality or perform any trend 

analysis of their RCN's to determine significant conditions.  

Response 

Copies of each Report of Nonconformance (RON) issued due to discrepant 

product or documentation for a specific material manufacturer or 

supplier is placed in the vendor's QA record file.  

These data are reviewed when an additional RoN is received to deter

mine if the deviation is a "repeat" of a prior offense. If, in the
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opinion of SF&W QA, this is a repetitive condition, the vendor is 

notified of the large nutmber of rejects and an explanation of pre

ventive measures is requested. Further, these data are reviewed 

prior to QA vendor audit to be certain that the audit plan incldles 

input from performance history.  

3. Ebasco' s specification CAR-sH4-E-l
2 , Revision 0, "Quality Cont~rol 

Requirements for Suppliers of Equipment and Services," (860-72) in 

Paragraph 8.1 states, "For items and services purchased from sub

suppliers, seller shall conduct necessary inspections and tests at 

points of receipt to verify conformance to applicable physical, 

chemical, or other technical requirements." The auditors are con

cerned that SF&W has not established a program for, verifying by 

outside laboratory anlysis, a check against their subsuppliers 

chemical and physical test reports. SF&W's management stated they 

have not established such a program because they interpret the 

above specification requirement to be met by performing a ctarison 

between their subsupplier's chemical and physical test report and 
the appropriate ASME or ASTm material specification. The auditors 
agree that the basco reuirement as stated above is interpretable.  

The auditors are also concerned that this Ebasco specification 

requirement has been rwaved from CAR-SH-ME-1
2 , Revision 1. The 

newr revision Of the specification ofnc srqirdb ae 
revision of specification CAR-SH-M- 3 0 has not been made a part of 

the contract in effect during this audit.  I Response 

The questions concerning interpretation of applicability of specifi

cations was referred to R. Georgio of Ebasco by J. E. Harris's letter 

dated 3/9/78. However, only oral cOmments have been received to dateM 

;1 Also, no schedule for resolution has been established.  

"4. The auditors are concerned that there are several instances in SF&W 

material storage areas where carbon steel fittings were being stacked 

"close to stainless steel pipe which was designated for "QA relate 

use," (ASME Code Material) by blue and pink markings on the material.  
In one storage area, a quantity of 12-inch carbon steel ells had 

fallen from their stack and were within one inch of touching the 

stainless steel pipe. The concern is that other ells could continue 

to fall frem the stack and come in contact with the stainless steel 

pipe.  

PEsponse 

Material handling supervision and manufacturing supervision personnel 

are cognizant of problem associated with storage to minimize
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contamination. It is a continuing daily enforcement problem to 
enforce the discipline with the rapidly rmoving inventory of stain
less materials in the shop. Therefore, QA surveillance audits are 
conducted to control this production problem, even though not 
recorded as an official internal audit.  

5. The auditors are concerned that in sone instances SF&W MS 'S con
tained erwors after cpletion and being drawing checked twice by 
two different drawing checkers. Several MRS's were reviewed by 
the auditors and the following two identified contained errors.  
MRS No. Q3301-SW, Sheet 42, Revision 2, referenced Procedure PT-I 
where the procedure attachrent for test acceptance criteria was not 
referenced as required., In addition, MR No. Q3301-SW, Sheet 2, 
indicated an attachnet was to be used with a reference procedure, 
but failed to correctly identify the attacment by its correct 
nurber.  

Engineering has been advised of the apparent checking deficiencies 

and has taken appropriate action to minimize recurrence.  

Please advise us if you desire any additional information.  

Very truly yours, 

N. H. Moerke 
Vice President-Engineering (OA/QC) 

NHM:dc 

cc: G. H. Lockwood 
B. J. Goodwin 
R. P. Bornes 
R. L. Pearson 
W. P. Knight 
K. D. Powell 
J. E. Harris
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A. S1 2Z 

RAPID AIR COOLED 0 

B. ~WATER CUE HCHED ~ 
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 

C Mn. P S ;. N~C Me C. CI. . .C& T 

":MEMJCAL RECUIREMENTS -PLATE O~f 1 .0'/ '.0 LI--10 Ld. 09 -J 

-IEAT ANALYSIS 4(0( 1p7 .5 . .ý j o .5 ' J'. 7,, .o ff 
'RCEPUCI ANALYSIS -BASE METAL [ - - _____ I-j 
DRODCWRANLYSIS -%ELD DEPOSIT I~ _ _ 

tt. 4E 47 ANALYSIS -WELD WIRE _cYI~ i ____ 
'RCDICT ANALYSIS-UNDILUTEDWIE71111 ZI L.

MECHANICAL TESTS

:HARDNESS 

.ECIIA14CAL I.ST REQUIR EMENTS 
! 6- rUp

TASC METAL 

IIPE %4LD.TRA1NSVERSE ---

PIPE YAELD.TRANSVERSE

PIPE WELD.TITANSVERSE

P'IPE wELD-TPANSVERSE

YIELD P.S.2. TENSILE P.S.I.

3 o) 00 7_11e.00

y.'N /& 5_P 09o --1 9/-Z100

EXAMIH4ATIONS

TEIDGRAP,4Y �ULTRASONIC ILIOUID PN. * CORROSION I IMPACT HYORO. I .. I.

1;, r -j Ad-e4/e-, Crea A'rei ".r o,-;, e j> --,p a creb

I t e S-b &-Iervz- -P .s z'- e ree dw .- e oAx

C'A~ PULI f 0tv

X-TA -U11 of.1III&!...n!.

aS ce-., an Cn.C.ef* i.nI.,di.n ell Resti 
-nA.sd eo.tletion 14' C..e

1
."c. w-th 

VII b0*tOI p~.I~~ten nd twit

SWEPCO TUSE CORPORATION

f, -/'/-

7

4140.0
77:. oP

e.

I

................................... ..........

I

_Fv - 0 1 LIG R A P -4 T 1ULTRASONIC i LIQUID PCH. i CORROSIou I

I

I- -cc

/9.S 'V7 
L I" t sr C' -



T.rt.LE 1 .133321 (201) 778-3000 1 - NO. (201) 47'o1-5209 REVIEWED FOR CORRECTNSS 

AND COMPLETENESS BY 

SWvvEFCQ TUBE CCO . O•ATN G 
ASCOENINNG I 

ONE CLIFT ON BOULEVARD - CLIFTON. ;W% WLIIX1 

EBASCO VQA REP.  

FOR.I N-2 MANUFACTURERS DATA REPORT FOR NUULL.Al' _13;1, I A:1 , R* ANCES 

I. (a) Manufactured by SWEPCO TUBE CORPORATION, I CLTFTON BLVD., CLIFTON, N.J.  

(b) Manufactured for Southwest Fab & Welding Houston, TX 
(Name and address of Manufacturer of completed nuclear component) 

2. Identification-Minufacturer'i Serial No. of Part M-8222-F Nat'l Bd. No. N/A 

(a) Constructed Accordiag to Drawing No. - Drawing Prepared by 

(b) Description cf Part Inspected *16 Dcs 12 3/4" O.D. x 3/8"W x- 90 deg. LR ELLS (weld•

(c) Applicable ASME Code:Section 1M, Edition- 1971 , Addenda date 197 Summe-r- Case No. -- Claus ,..  

3. Remarks: SA-403 Section III Class 3 manufacture (R/M SA-240 T-304 Ht. No.  
8364662), welds x-rayed 100% per Para UW51, annealed and pickled.  
S.W.F. 14o. 3302-N-4.  

S*Swepco oc. nos. SINM.-8222-F Pc. 1 thru SIIM-8222-F Pc. 16.  

T-304 90 deg LR ELL 
Shll Ae 2 40  . 7500 °om!":3/8 Corrosion 0 deg 3/4LR L - 4. Shell: Materlai-•--_ .- . ,nickness-- un Allowance--in. Die. . . . . v egh t - a 

(K'id & Spec. No) (Mir. of Range Specified) 

? S. Seams: Long dhl Welded H.T.' yes R.T. complete Efficiency 100%-% 
Girth H.T.

1  
R.T. _ No. of Courses 

we ce*rif, that the statements made in this report are correct and this veslip part or appn•mintrev as defined in the Code teeeftls 
t* the o.e. of cOnsn.crtion of the ASME Cede Section Ill.  S(T" te pc.ieiale Design Specification and Stress Report are not the responsibility of the part llnijfscture.An appurti ena.ce• sa triitaer is 
respeon bip r t fur" nishine a separate Design Spectlaifiaton end Stress Report it the appurtfiance,,ts ftl inClaldd in ni* *esil Desti nSpe*1iriherl" 
t Ion aete Siress Re-or.2 /j. -'./ 

Sr Date -72/21 19-2-.1- Signed •_fO•" K COP. . ... . / 
(Manufacturer) ,'Jofn Hendry-Eng.," Coord.  

Cetificte of Auth tioi N-14l8 Cert/icae o " 6/11/79.  C e .". • , cO r o f A 'm : z i o . • a- 4 C e n ,i n c a t e o /f A u t h o r i z a t i o n E x p i r e s ,

CERTIFICATION OF DESIGN FOR APPURTENANCE (%hen applicable) 

Design infor--.tion on file at 

Stress analys's report on file at N/A 
Design specifications certified by Prof. Eng. State Req. No.  

S•Sess anslys:s report certified by Prof. Eng. State Reg. No.

CERTIFICATE Or slioP rNsPF.CTION 
1. tin.e un.-ertii'ned, holding a valid comtmission issued by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors 

and/or the S:o:e or Province of New Jersey and employed by COMWERCIAL ?;ION :.s;RANCE COttPAYY 
cC BOST7N. MA.. have "inspected the part. of a pressure vessel described Ln &his Menufac'uver's Partial Data Report on 

7/'7@ 19 7,0 , and state that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the Manufacturer has constructed 

-his par•t in accordance with the ASKS Code Section IN.  

By sgR.ruL.; this certficate, neither the Inspector nor his emp~oyer makes any warranty. expressed or inplied, cnncernmn 

•he part described in this Manufacturer's Partial Data Report. Furtihermore. neither the Inspector nor his employer shall be 

11sie in any =dinner for any personal injury or property dam-ase or a loss of any kind a:tsinC fro= or connected with this 

inspecticm-. • 1

Date ._____ 19_____ 

.I IC/- , N.Y. ".J CH10 APF'D. PA CC:/.i. 1/ C. 2697 

IL*spe cor's SLIgna-ture National Board, State. Provunce sr.l No.

I If Poatweld Heat-Trtated.

• ,.•,



vAi616riAPHIC* INSPECTION REPORT 

P.. No 5'2- 2 c
a: .~I , t 

1 If off t

'3

* ,1OMN PECI F1C ATION 1 0.2 14( fr t I /; JOB NO0.  

-IP O rt'1-Itr SIZE;5~ e~' ,v4 THICKNESS LENGTH MATERIALTYPE 

1 -0 ON LpIN so 5 0 I.e 6--, 7-- .3 0 

"IL11..M IZ AND Ty~ 0IfN. FILMS J. ILM TEC~pIot 11U sI.PEl[iMPOSKO ~vlr.aa 

3 ~~; 20 o G~ L U ~ 4 rDDO~UBLE C vEs .4 40 

.OURCC or * AD1ATION 1y. M A. FOCAL DISTANCE. ExPOSUflE TIME 

_e~tAYof-- 1/ .".MA RAY , g.. / V'/z- '.  

-YPX EXPOS1,AE P EllTRAME.TCP THICKNESS ANO DESCUIPTION 

744"-GLE WALL ThOU L E WALL //.Y-/'T0 / 

r0CAL SPOT !IZE LEAD SCREEIS D4STA-4CC OrF ILlo TO OSJECT 

5 * ~ .00 9ACK oc~5 FRONT I0 
ýCSICENTXOE Or X-RAY REQUIRED FI 7 ERPRET A.TiONSb'.- r/ 7 7-C /d

9  
AT 

_________~~~ 
/7 i . L'U~lI 

61 

z BRIEFLY DESCRIBE APPARENT DEFECT.  
z IF NO DEFECTS, STATE 

- . I NO APPARENT DEFECTS".  

0 0 

v %W I7 1, wi 

a~ u 

If RýVIEW a.DI 

A2. dO)-A___________18Y_____ 

IýI .00 1 

2-2 c-I, 

11 / of 

a(,// L/

I..Z 4 ' LfI

6 .Wc

Uý- II i. �MN I -

AC:EPIEC S'- 4u~tl!:ED INSPECT OP

rokbo US2 r.

j I

, I

I I



T.EST.REPORT 

p.o. Dox 3tý431 RvMtW VR~r:D y P -5noio i.. Orange Sts. TW G7092-0~ 

tikuatofl. rkUxas T - arland. I'exas 

'77036 TeL~k NO 332 

117 2.5 95 8 2 DISTIZUTOR 1) 877/6-30A.' ' 3C"'M5 -______ 

~t.C...':-J wepco FF. grade welded pipe. '!-30'1 to ASIV.E-SA-240, ~u~~C 
ý'Or ASt-MŽ-SA-358, Cldass 1 & A.SME Sect. III Cla~ss -, 1972 Edition including 1973 

_;u1I:mI.tr ;Acd.nda * weld x-rayed 100% per parti 1W-51.* asnzeajed Z. pickled.  

.t MLIAtI hEAT NO. NEAT TREATMEN4T t.IZLL 2 x "W1.. x 2 

___SOLUTION ANNEALED to19eeo * .fr -. "l . Pc. iO 

*IU WINE tILAI No. FOR .32- MINUTES MINIMUM AND /'4PS/ 5 ML7~At 

*~ -/ M J-ArC-~-.  

RA~PID AIR COOLED 0 
* ~~~WATER QUENCHIED ~-.. . __________ 

CHEMICAL ANALYliS 

C,4 1iTL N L T.  

-LUrLMNS- PLA- I I-Do -0ý 0 4 -o r%.O~/ 

ýOUCT ANALY11IL - BASE METAL .33/4.z9./2:~L tal/~ 

00tIJ':T ANALYSI', - vSELD DEPOSIT .03g 0 I/iSf 
-L MICAL RE CUIWEMENTS ; 

,SLA *Ot.YI ... oI,/. WIRE /4- __ _ 0 _ _ 

.ILAT ANAY.1 WELD WIRE *~/~ .~7~.Z.fI 

',DOUCT AN&.LYSIS-UNOILUITED WIREI 

mECHANICAL TESTS 

HARDNESS Y IE LD P.S.1. 1,ILL P.5j .s : FLAT 

.IANICAL It Ll <EQUIREJAN iTDOD -=e'f*LVo~ob 

!__ _ '- -0 

VE %A- D.0-.RA141 VERSE 0~Yo Lo )2OdA .  

:9.1 -tLD-1QA4AN¶VERSE I 

-" -L ---.- KI-,t l 

.th.k4?.LVERSE 
I 

EXAMINATIONS

RADIOGRAPHIY ILRA4C LUO PN 7CORWOSIO10 PAT jIIDO P15 

~ASbTE 

pip=) wasi solution annealed at a ep__ tur 

.. Do7ve 1900 dog. F 4nd water quelcflea L.- Del-w '"1 Cý m 

!"-'o dec. F in les~s than 3 minutes. ,*~ *~**~* 

.zj~e 
Sw~ii- 0________ _~~C TLIOC CORPOkATIO9' 

IS 
.... .......... ....... ..



No 33321 (21 778-3000 

:F B 0 C T B tD"Q: 3 ýC 

ONE CL!FTON BOULEVARD * Ct-IFTON

I -
NO C2OtJ '�i-e�-��

I(EVIEWED FOR CORRECTNESS 

AND CO MPLETENESS B E 

-= e- YR-..AT 0iq 
=E kSCe EN GINEERING

a-

EBASCO VQA REP..

1. (a) %.1aznu.hct%;rd by SWEPCO TUBE CORPORATION _I CLIFTON BLVD., CLIFTON. N.J. __________ 

cb), _5n)Fb edn Houston, TXL;rO PioeýrU oSt o n) 
(Nazr and addeiies of Slanufacturer 6f comnpltted nuclear com~ponent)

2. detfct o.asfaueraScrta I No. of Part M_-ýC 9q -,-R Nat'l Bd. No0. yq/-

(a) Cunstrcted According to Drawi~ng No. Drawi~ng Preprared by________________ 

(b) Descnaption of Psmt nspected 7 c.12 3/4' 0.0. x 3/8"W ;< 20' R/L (el d ie 

(c) Appltcbblc ASIAME Co~e:Sect-ion Ml, Edition 1971 *Addends date Sururn~p' 1973 Case.Noi. - ý_clsss

3. Rce.rks: SA,-358,- Class 1, 
-~T-304, Ht. No. F80817), 
pickled. hv'dro tested 0@ 

>.Swe=.co No. SN M-2595-8.

Section III, Cl.ass 3, manuifactlure (R/M SA.240, 
welds x-rayed 1000% per Para PW-5i. annealed and 
1324 P.S.1. minimum. S.W.F. No. 33-2-N-5.  
Pic. No. 16,17,22,24,25,26,27'.  

V,

SA240 75000"Nom~nta 3/8 corrostono 1 3/4 20' R/L 
4. r~e 2~~eral -TS. htcne~~.Ua. Al~o'ancee- in. Dast.-......FL - Ut. __nt____ ._ M 

(K~ind 6L Spec. No) (Veir-. of Rangte Specified) 

S. Se is Lon r *1-ý 1 o-,01 f;;-5 H.-, I____C___ R.T. (70-2-1a te -Efficiec -- n In

-_ __ __ _ H-. T. I _ _ _ __ _ _ _ R. T. __ _ _ _ _ _No. of Cou= a _ __ __ _ __ _

V. renaly i-,ae*a..I ~de in this r~eprt are reflect and this Par..t *,a as.ps . g.f,n.,i .n an.i Cod, can(@*
t he .. atci ,ca~e Cat ASWE Cod. Section Mt.  

;"at;: Or...g SposC c st~ i',ri one Sirr. a ReZiri are not the resaponsibilsity of th ~yfluat.e An tip 0 .. 1-rte C' *.~a iUl s 
forpe rW i, a. r..r a 4 e.a Ze.,in Sp.cfNcoi.on and Sir,.. aIU i~u t the aprpur...-n C . t inCuJdattrte e~nS~~aa 

via.oneadS.aR~r~ 

=ate 7/...22Q. 11 Si,,.d ~tP T CQ By 
(manufsicturer)t 7J inn :iend ryEn'>/ Coo rd.  

* .. ~ -1&2 RCerti(,-. k. uthrizn~,atinn 6/11/79.

I CEF.IXFICATION OF DESIGN FOPl APPLRTENANCE (%~hen applicable) 

Desic- Infc1-ation CZfi~ atN/ 
sc...7ss analysis repcr% on file at / 

~ ~c!etcscert~ified by Prof. Enz. State Re&.NoW 

.St.raid a4.a!y3is rpof- certified by Prof. Eng State Re Z. N o. nar.

CEHIMfI-C.TC OF S11011%4'C1IO 

_2.ert,ý7rd bolzir.Z a vaiid CC r3SssCM issued by :ica N~iiiinaI So~rd of Bo~iler aind 17ý%ý Vesse! n:.ctz~a 

and~or :nr State or P-,v~ncC Of New4 Jersey and crmpl.ved by COMVERCLAL U~rC.1 *_.3t:RANCE CCMiPANY 

o Cý:TCN. MA.. hvst Lria;cted 'he pa* of & pre.1uiur vessel describird in than 2Asn-d.civurer's Pdrt&a! Dots Repetrt cc 

1-2 ý ,~ 19 and state th~at to the bes, of my Lsnor.'edg~e and belief. the Miauaturrr lips convtnr..eted 

By 8:z-L'1c .6.,, ce-tt.lticte, neLbher the Intspector tic. his e=;.1Ver =aes an warranty, eitpressad or *=piivd. cancernine 

;.r-. - e.era-.e an -his Hamfac.t-cr'u ParTILAl D&&a ;ZCPC.rL F ccr.neither thbe irk:.-ect.ar nor his c=.;..ayer shau be 

. :e :.- any =anner for o~y ;ensocal !njutY Of -roc.ertY d!armae or a l03s of any kL-%d arising fvror or c-crirected with thua

e. '%3 -U &4 C .- Q:0 API'D. PA. CýV*M. W. C. 2Ej 

- S audional B~aro., State, Pr~xr r.-* No.

I

aaaý

MA

I

too (201) A71.52,_ýQ

71il XN17 a A I 1-',ENA.%CES MA.NUFACTLAU15 D-IsT-k I(EI101'.1 1`0; SCLI-EAS I - I



7<.. TEST REPORT( 
SV E Q -I'Z7 zO~ T=00- -: ;00I;-1 r10NII

*Capitol Pipe 6 
P.O. Bocx 36431 
Hlouston, Texac 

77036

,-EVLkWE bG&LCoiKBETNR6f C'N 0~J~ 701., 

.AND COMPLETENESS BY ,- o~ 

U64,P PtNid'EEýI IG~ C tol Pip2 &5 *Steel Pro. Ij (201) 7830 

;REV;IEW VERIFIED BYI P Antonio & Orange Sts.  

T riana, 'rexas W O70DC4 1 775811 TELEX No. 133321 

IC 0ER ISTR0 IIUTO __6-

-.UL 1/1-2595 1P.O. NUMBER D- 97716-3,0, 1' ~u~ 33 02--A/5 

oDuc r DEý.CýýIPTI LN: Swerpco FF grade welded pipe, T-3104 to A.SF'-SA-240, mnanufTactured 

per ISM!E-SA-358, Class 1 & AS!,E Sect. III Class 1, 1971 Edition including 197/3 
Summer Addenda, weld x-rayed 100% per para PW-51, annedled & pickled.

.12

,SE MET AL.HIAT NO. HEAT TREATMENT SIZE- /'23~ x ~ Ž0 

)FIED T ____ SOLUTION ANNEALED @/?v O 17'0V F SWEPCO PC. rNCS.  

E DWIFH" I O FOR XS• M.NUTES MINIM-UM AND S-~9 -1 77&R ) /.2

*RAPID AIR COOLED r7-SA - ^.IA S 9jr Ip

WATER QUENCHED Ii

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
I * -

C P~ S Cr .' Co C., N Cý- I. 

ISIAICAL REQUIREmEHIS5 . PLATE *O 10 , ,I 

.-AT ANALYSIS ox 0/ j'.
-0:DUCT A.NAL r¶[S'- E-ASE METAL .,931 ! .4.0/7:7 ;.V7 g 

-q0DuCT ANALYSIS WLD DEPOSIT *0//•..7 .7 $ Pif (0 .  

"-EMICAL REQUIREMENTS i/o w.I -tr af5'o _403 _-3 

*HEAT ANALYSS5 W ELD *IRE 0' /G7 ~ .o 6 .~A.f*. 0%.O.~ 

*HEAT ANALYSIS WELD WIRE tJ .0=6i ___ _

RODUCT ~ANALYSIS.UNDILuTED W:RE

mECHANICAL TESTS~ 

HARDNESS YIELD P.S.I. ýT[!.ýLE P.S,.I. . .- I(Dh IF LAT i 

LChANICTL TEST ;EcQUIREM-ENTS ~ u ~~i.00o V~o
.ASE METAL 1__5_( 

APE WELD -TRA 5V E RS 5~c,~ E 

'IPE WELD.TRANSVERSE [soUT-ii[ST FABRICATING I & W 

APE WELD- TR AtJSVE RSE I..; 9 .r 

IPE WELD.TRANSVERSE ' rL" 

!PC' WELO.TRAPNSVERSE

7.7 v ..0/ 
_ IN

EXAAMvIIA I I ONS

ANN MINNOW"

- I -- . ................ T- _ _ -

07



REVIEWED FOR CORRECTNMS 

*t. AA N t) CO M PLETEN ESS BY 

ONE CLIFTON BOUILEVARD . CLIFTON- Af~ivAM196r _ 

H) 10ItN.2 S1 .\iNU r-CFU* [-'1~RSD 0'A H I:Iiowr I-0 ; . EA.'U NANCES 

(. t) ja~nufactured by SWEPOTJFCROAIN CLFON BLVD_.c~TN A ________ 

(tb) Mtanufactured for Southwest Fab & 7ec.n hostOnlR ~ ~.e kosO 

(Name and address of Nlisnuffactufer of comrpleted nucieaty cGILPOiefitl 

2. 1 !nfclolMunflfcturer's Sersia No. of Part M 5 8Not,, Bd. N~o.N/ 

(a.) Cu~nsuructed AccortifnE to Drawing No. ----- Drawine Prepured by _______________ 

(b) Description of Part Inspected *7 )cs. 12 3/4" 0 .D - x 3/8"W x 201 P/L (weldded lOC)iDe 

(c) Applicable AsmE code:sectio2n n. Edton 1 Addenda date 11mmi' 1 )7 3 Caae No. - Class 

3. Rernkrks: SA-358, Class 1, Section 111, Class 3, mnanufactu~re (R/M SA-24 0 

T-304, Hit. No. F80827), welds x-rayed 100%' per Para PW-51. annealed and 

=ickzled, h-dro tested C 34PSI minimum. S.W.F.. No. 3302-N5 

Sw.eroco No. SN Mý-2595-8, Pc. 123571-1 

T-304 

4.Sel ie7 .S. Thick~ness - Ln Allowance - In. Dia. - F. - 20- ?/Lg 

__ K~ind & Spec. No) (M~in. of Range Spec~fied) 

S. S~~s. Lr~gnl ~ ~ H.T. Yes - R.T. CO ecr 
S. 

R..s. _;_-__;______7___ Ni. Eff icient, 

G~rth _ _ _ _ _ __H. T. R .N, fC u s----

soie rip ' el tha th T~r~e% mar-i thi pol ar ro - a-5 flh~ - e Pa r as ar . . cd,nd h th Code Contior 

raid .!rue ion o~r~t ma iSIA. Cfl Sie. *Reorr Ill. ,e ra~n.i~~o h a"r..j*ii .a rie~fe inf~tiV 

... e.or on rm~ Icon of i st. . a nM oe Sita enoir ill. no .Le of0* .nth..a 

* r ae.. , .e o -rr h-n a arp-1.rae Ds Sptci.faicoflo .nd $I".$ * #PCF. $I rhe pp-lom.lCt 

i.er and Ra pefoll.i 
/, , 

Dale 7 /26 19 7 Sir-ed e~r0e T"=- rrtp By 
(ManufactureU. J-61hn iiendry EnG'/ Coord.  

.'Ccndicate of AuthoZOUizcL?.Ne N-48C~i~aeo tnzation L1-zp¶.Sf9 

CCERITI FICA TION OF 13ESIGN FOR APPURPTENANCE (%i~ten applicable) 

rZe51i~ info~rms Loon on file atN/ 

Stmssa analysis report on file at Sr 

De:, pcfctocertified by2 7C;332 Prof. Eng. State Reg. No.  

'Sres uy'sis report certiried by ' Prof. EnE. State R eg. N o.  

CCEF'IlFlCA*'1E OF S1101 INSPECTION' 

!h-e un'eer37gne~d. hcdir.ng a valid ccrtnn.%iar.r itssued by *.!e N.t;,,na' Gould of B&iler ane rcssu Vessel Inspeclot5 

n.,0 th~ ~e St~ or Prosi,"ce of New es ey rid irmploved by COMMti~ERCIAL UNI~ON' lSSLR-FANCE CCOPA.NY 

cf PC-ETON. V.A.. ha-e ira;.ectee the p.ar.r a' & pressure vessel dertcti.'ted in t'his VMnuf.ci~rnr'sr Partial Data Report ve.  

/- 1b - ani~t rtt h ,s of rrt) knowteid,~e and belief. :he t'.nutactum'r has consntricted 

in vtc~orda-Ce .- th the A S kv Ccde Section 1ll.  

13y abi;rtutg Chas certzfizale. neither the Ins;ector nor his employer fakies any %%&rtanty. eapireslard or irnplied. concemrning 

the ;.rt deeicratred In this L~ari.'tufaetWsa Part.ial Data, Rep)or-b Ftlrvthtri fote. nei~
t
her the lnr.:-clto nor his. en~plo) rt sh a 1 be, 

:36!::e in any manner for lr~y -Personal Llj%:Y or ;rro 1.erty damage or a loss of kny ;orid afitileig rt- orC cunnrectied witl. this 

ti. Y. S51 I. N1 6 4 6 CwiO Ar's 0. PA. CC,.*.'M *.'. C. ::S, z 

*~~p~~or~ Sac~ati~e Cor~istc~rt - Nuonial Board. etate. Provinlce and No.* " 

~ If Eiia e~l Ueat. naated



7- // -1-27 

* FABRICA1N 
E~j~t01JC- ccIS-1 -T C; t01 2 

-xAN-11l1 LABS lAII. REt')rT N~o. 9213 

IW' ,1'11 E) ANALYSIS IREPW1"' _______________AS'__ 

Corrcct cd coipy. Atldcd,( wirc size'Ž. 1-27-711 ETHO itflo 

N,) ___________________ 

Or MATERIALS ~FROM WIIICII MADE 
tSNo 

DESCRIPTION * # CHEMICA ANAYSLO 

PC__ - -- 
IN 1P S SI NO.jj~jMO 

1/2"Cugiti t101 ig !1 -Reportt 
d .072 1.9 6.023 .004 .27 21.0 9.65 .10 .11 

Va TI. Ta Co 

-ee 
--. ---. .- -

W~re.~pcer Ica I (ll --- 
-- .01 .07 .02 .06-

Wie . -- Spev i f cI a t - I 18______ 

.07 1 2. 39 .014 .006 .46 21.,97 9.93 .02 22 Chemical nalysis 

70 M' C 
IC) > C) < 

. r a CFo 
n r at n 

Vr. "I

,0 rn __ crt -9 lutefomthe Cleck A a13 .Is 

r"~US 
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OWNER'S REPORT 
FOR 

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH COMPLETION OF THE 
HARRIS SPENT POOL COOLING FACILITITES.  

1. Owner / Constructor: Carolina Power & Light Co.  

PO Box 1551, Raleigh, NC 27602 - 1551 

2. Plant: Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant 

PO Box 165, New Hill, NC 27562 - 0165

3. Work performed by:
Name

Address

4. Identification of System

5. Applicable Code of Construction _ 19_ Edition, _ .Addenda, - Code Case 

6. Identification of Components Constructed 

Name of Name of Manufacturer National Other Year Built ASME 
Component Manufacturer Serial No. Board No. Identification .Code 

Stamped? 
(Yes or No)

7. Description of Work 

WR/JO No.  

8. Tests Conducted Hydrostatic - Pneumatic - Nominal Operating Pressure __ 

Other - Pressure - psi Test temperature - OF



9. Remarks

Notes: 1) Attach supplemental sheets and sketches as required 
2) Applicable manufacturer's Data Reports to be attached.

Certificate of Inspection 

I, the undersigned, holding a valid commission issued by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Inspectors and the State or Province of , and employed by of 

have inspected the components described in this Owner's Report during the period 
to , and state that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the Owner 

has performed examinations and taken measures described in this Owner's Report in accordance with 
design requirements of the ASME Code, Section III, and Quality Assurance requirements of the Owner's 
I OCFR50 Appendix B Quality Assurance Program Manual as augmented by the "Supplemental QA 
Requirements" section of ESR 95-00425 

Commissions 
Inspector's Signature National Board, State, Provide and Endorsements 

Date 19
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MAR- 8-99 HON 17:19 HSB AT ENG FAX NO. 7703926252 P.02 
MAR 88 1999 16117 FR HTFD STEAM ENG INEER 660 722 5530 TO HSBT-RT P.-e01/1 

Dr. Ricbard L Fdtvf 
Vic Pm•;dt Poest-Ir Fax Note 7671 DIo 

comw Co.  

Prian 0 Phone E 

FailFax # 

"The Hartford SeMA Bauer 
IMpecK"oa ind J•afnacc Co.  
P.O. Box 5024 
Oae SimeSUt 

(860) 722-5652 
(W6) M-55-Vi~L 

~ ~zad)MAR 8 1999, 

March 8, 1999 

Mr. Steve Edwards 
Manager, SFP Activation Project 
Carolina Power & Light Company 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
P.O. Box 165 
New Hil NC 27562 

Subject: 10CTRSO.SSa Alternative Plan 
W99_-001 

HNP-99-1gs a

Dear Mr. Edwards: 

I have reviewed your letter to Mr. Bobo and the referenced attachments addressing various spent fLJl pool 
piping systems. I have discussed the subject at length with Mr. Bobo, wbo is in responsible direct charge of 
Hartford Steam Boiler's (HSB) ASME Section II and X) inspection activities. Subject to detaled 
verification of completion of unfinished tasks and their compliance with commitments described, we 
believe that the plan proposed provides an acceptable akcrative to code compliance in aocordance with 
1 OMCFSO.SS(aX3). Our concurrence extends to both dispositioning Isms related to the as-built condition 
or th Ay:azus wnd futuv "tvleid uidet 11M Akemative Plan for Conftmance of Design and 
Constdrtion.' 

Our posltion Is based prineipally on ibe following: 

1. She wide use of an integrated QA program at the site with evidence of adequacy provided by liceasing 
of Unit I.  

2. Consistent reference by final acceptance documeutastiOL e~g. bydrostatie test reports, of first tier 
inspection reporu which establish review oftrecords of welder qualification and similar code 
requirements.  

3. Plan provisions to verify code compliance or establish technical equivalency. .e.g. deposited weld 
metal analysis.  

Very truly yours, 

Richard E. Peigel, Ph.D.  

Vice Pr•ident, Engineering 

Cc: B. Bobo R. Howard LOGGE
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CP&L 
NGG PROGRAM MANUAL 

Title: Quality Assurance Program Manual 

Lead Department: PERFORMANCE EVALUATION & REGULATORY AFFAIRS
NGG Program Manual Revision Number: Effective Date: 

Number: R I0 .9 

NGGM-PM-0007 Rev.I Juy 1 1-938

Revision 1: 

Sections 19.0 and 20.0 were combined into Section 19.0 to provide more detailed 
requirements in establishing the Graded Approach to Quality for Software. The procedures 
implementing the requirements of these Sections will become effective August 18, 1998, after 
training has been presented on the implementing procedures and the changes to the QA 

Program Manual. Therefore the changes to this manual will also have an effective date of 
August 18, 1998. In addition, Section 3.4.2 was revised to correct an error in performing 
design verification, and Enclosure 1, CP&L Quality Assurance Program Policy, was added to 
ensure that the Quality Assurance Program Policy on the Intranet is appropriately controlled.  

RECEIVED

IW p C o "046rCopL), JUL 0 9 1998 
INP

Approved By: 

Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer Date 
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ACRONYMS 

A/E - Architect-Engineer 

ANI - AUTHORIZED NUCLEAR INSERVICE INSPECTOR for ASME Code compliance 
activities and items at the site 

AIA - AUTHORIZED INSPECTION AGENCY for ASME Code compliance activities with which 

CP&L has contract for AUTHORIZED INSPECTOR coverage for each site 

ANSI - American National Standards Institute, Inc.  

ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers 

ASTM - American Society of Testing & Material 

BNP - Brunswick Nuclear Plant 

BSEP - Brunswick Steam Electric Plant 

BWR - Boiling Water Reactor 

CMMS - Corporate Materials Management System 

CP&L - Carolina Power & Light Company 

1 OCFR50 - Title 10 (Atomic Energy), Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, "Licensing of 

Production and Utilization Facilities.

ESR - Engineering Service Request 

FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report 

HBRSEP - H. B. Robinson Steam Electric Plant, Unit 2 

HNP - Harris Nuclear Plant 

INPO - Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 

M&TE - Measuring and test equipment 

NAS - Nuclear Assessment Section 

NIST - National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NDE - Nondestructive examination 

NED - Nuclear Engineering Department
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ACRONYMS

NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

N-Stamp - Official N-type symbol provided by the ASME and applied to plant items upon 
certification of compliance with applicable rules of the ASME Code 

OESD - Operations & Environmental Support Department 

PES - Performance Evaluation Support Unit 

PO - Purchase order 

PR - Purchase requisition 

PWR - Pressurized Water Reactor 

RFO - Released for operation 

RNP - Robinson Nuclear Plant 

SAR - Safety Analysis Report. The most recently updated collection of information pursuant to 
1 OCFR50.34(b) and which the NRC uses to conclude that the facility may be operated without 
undue risk to the public health and safety, including, but not limited to , the following: 

"* UFSAR and FSAR (HNP), including its text, figures, drawings, and approved 
changes which have not yet been incorporated, 

"* Documents incorporated by reference including, but not limited to, the Emergency 
Plan, Security Plan, Operating License(s), Technical Specifications, and NRC Safety 
Evaluation Reports (SERs) (Documents merely listed as references are excluded), 
and 

"* Docketed correspondence related to 1 0CFR50.34.  

SHNPP - Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant 

SNM - Special Nuclear Material 

SNT-TC-1A - Publications of the American Society for Nondestructive Testing which present 
recommended practices for qualifying and certifying personnel performing specific methods for 
nondestructive examination and evaluation of the examination results.  

SSC - Structures, systems, and components 

UFSAR - Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
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DEFINITIONS 

Certain terms are applied in the Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) Quality Assurance 
Program Manual (QAP Manual) with a special meaning or in a more restrictive sense than 
defined in a standard dictionary. The definitions listed are applicable to Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) regulated activities and are generally used throughout the QAP Manual.  
All'items which are defined in this section will appear as boldface type throughout this manual.  

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA: A limit or limits placed on the variation permitted in the 
characteristics of an item expressed in definitive engineering terms such as dimensional 
tolerances, chemical composition limits, density and size of defects, temperature ranges, time 
limits, operating parameters, and other similar characteristics. (ANSI N45.2.8) 

ACTIVE SAFETY-RELATED INSTRUMENT: A permanently installed instrument that has 
been determined to be safety-related because it provides some required signaVoutput in the 
event of an accident.  

ACTIVITIES AFFECTING QUALITY: Activities that affect or reasonably could affect the safety 
related functions of nuclear plant structures, systems, components, and parts. Activities 
included are design changes, purchasing, fabricating, handling, shipping, storing, cleaning, 
erecting, installing, inspecting, testing, operating, maintaining, repairing, refueling and 
modifying.  

ALGORITHM (COMPUTER): 1) A finite set of well-defined rules for the solution of a problem 
in a finite number of steps; for example, a complete specification of a sequence of arithmetic 
operations for evaluating sine x to a given precision. 2) Any sequence of operations for 
performing a specific task.  

*ANNUALLY: Once per year, not to exceed 366 days.  

APPROVED SUPPLIERS LIST (ASL): A listing of suppliers/contractors whose quality 
assurance programs have been evaluated to meet applicable requirements and found capable 
of supplying particular items or services to specified requirements.  

BASIC COMPONENT: A structure, system, or component, or part thereof that affects its 
safety function necessary to assure the item is safety related. (10CFR21) 

BENCHMARK (SOFTWARE): - See qualification 

*BIANNUAL: Every 6 months, not to exceed 184 days.  

*BIENNIAL: Every 2 years, not to exceed 732 days.  

*BIMONTHLY: Every 2 months, not to exceed 62 days.  

*BIWEEKLY: Every 2 weeks, not to exceed 14 days.  

BUGS (SOFTWARE): Unexpected defects, faults, flaws, or imperfections.
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CALIBRATION: Comparison of an item of Measuring and Test Equipment (M&TE) with a 
reference standard or with an item of M&TE of equal or closer tolerance to detect and quantify 
inaccuracies and to report or eliminate the inaccuracies.  

COMMERCIAL GRADE: A structure, system, or component, or part thereof that affects its 
safety function, that was not designed and manufactured as a basic component. (10CFR21) 

COMPLETED QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) RECORD: A document becomes a QA record 
when the last reviewer or evaluator has completed his or her review or evaluation as 
prescribed in procedures. Completion includes being stamped, initialed, signed, or otherwise 
authenticated, and dated by authorized personnel. In the case of a record package 
(Engineering Service Request, Equipment Qualification, and so forth) made up of several 
individual documents, the package will be considered to be the document for the purpose of 
determining when the document is complete.  

COMPUTER SOFTWARE: - Computer programs, procedures, and possibly associated 
documentation and data pertaining to the operation of a computer system. A sequence of 
instructions or actions implemented by procedure or algorithm, that may or may not be taken, 
suitable for processing by a computer.  

CONDITION ADVERSE TO QUALITY (CATQ): See Section 12.0.  

CONDITIONAL RELEASE: A document permitting limited work progression on 
nonconforming items.  

CONSUMABLE/EXPENDABLE ITEM: Those designated items whose quality is necessary 
for the functional performance of safety-related structures, systems, and components and 
thus are subject to. applicable provisions of 1 OCFR50, Appendix B. These designated items 
are purchased and controlled in accordance with plant procedures.  

CONTRACT: The various documents which describe the scope of the contracted work and 
the conditions under which CP&L and the contractor have agreed to participate. The contract 
may include either the procurement of labor and/or services together with materials necessary 
in their performance.  

DESIGN BASES: That information which identifies the specific functions to be performed by a 
structure, system, or component of a facility and the specific values or ranges of values 
chosen or controlling parameters as reference bounds for design. These values may be (1) 
restraints derived from generally accepted state-of-the-art practices for achieving functional 
goals or (2) requirements derived from analysis based on calculation and/or experiments of 
the effects of a postulated accident for which a structure, system, or component must meet its 
functional goals (refer to 1 OCFR50.2).  

CP&L has provided the following clarification to the NRC. A system's Design Basis, as 
defined by CP&L, consists of: 

"* System and Component functional requirements (Reference 10CFR50.2), 
"* Regulatory Requirements and Commitments relative to system and component 

design (Reference 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion Ill), 
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* Original System and Component design codes and standards of record, unless 
clearly superseded by a Regulatory commitment to a later code or standard 
(Reference 10CFR50.2) 

DESIGN CHANGE OPERABILITY: The installation of a completed design change such that 
the affected equipment is capable of performing its intended function, when sufficient 
acceptance testing has been completed to verify the changes will perform as specified by the 
design and to fulfill any testing requirements resulting from the change, and when sufficient 
documentation exists to support operation.  

DESIGN DOCUMENTS: Specifications, calculations, drawings, and procedures derived from 
regulatory requirements and design bases that delineate item design, quality assurance and 
process requirements for use in procurement, fabrication, installation, examination, and 
testing; and analyses and reports that substantiate design characteristics or evaluate item 
performance.  

DESIGN INPUTS: Those criteria, parameters, bases or other design requirements, updated 
to reflect all approved changes, upon which detailed final design is based.  

DESIGN ORGANIZATION: An organization within CP&L or a contractor supporting CP&L 
assigned responsibility for development or revision and documentation of the design of a plant 
structure, system, equipment, or parts thereof.  

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS: The document describing the engineering and performance 
requirements which provide a basis for designing an item and/or the technical information 
necessary for purchasing an item.  

DESIGN OUTPUT: Documents such as drawings, specifications, and other documents that 
define the technical requirements of Safety Systems and Components (SSC).  

ENGINEERING EVALUATION: A documented assessment performed to disposition a 
concern, indeterminate condition, or other circumstance that provides a basis for the 
disposition and is reviewed and-released as specified in procedures.  

ENVIRONMENT (COMPUTER): The conditions under which a program is developed or run.  
This includes the type of processor, storage media, and other software-dependent hardware 
used, as well as the operating system used to run the program.  

FIRE PROTECTION RELATED: Those fire protection systems and components that provide 
direct protection to safety-related items from fire or whose failure could prevent those fire 
protection systems and components from operating. Those components used for indication, 
backup, or information purposes are not considered fire protection related.  

HOLDPOINT: A point beyond which work shall not proceed until mandatory verification, 
inspection, or approval is obtained from appropriate inspection/ verification organization(s).  

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: A data base or computing system containing 
information used to support a safety-related activity, i.e., Equipment Data Base System 
(EDBS).  
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MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT (M&TEI: Instrument, tools, gauges, fixtures, 
reference and transfer standards, and nondestructive test equipment which are used in the 
measurement, inspection, and monitoring of safety-related components, systems, and 
structures. (This includes [1] instrumentation permanently installed as required by the plant 
Technical Specifications, [2] instrumentation used to verify Technical Specifications but which 
are not specified in the Technical Specifications, and [3] active safety-related instruments.  
M&TE does.not include rulers, tape measures, levels, and other such devices if normal 
commercial practices provide adequate accuracy, or installed or portable instruments used for 
preliminary or qualitative checks, where accuracy is not required, such as a circuit checking 
multimeter.) 

*MONTHLY: Once per month, not to exceed 31 days.  

PORTABLE MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT (P-M&TE): M&TE items that are not 
permanently installed in the facility (e.g., test gauges, voltmeters, deadweight tester).  

PURCHASE ORDER (PO): A formal agreement for procurement of items and those services 
allowed to be obtained without a contract.  

QUALIFICATION: The process of demonstrating, through test methods, a given input for the 
software produces the expected output..  

QUALITY CLASS B ITEMS: Nonsafety related, seismically designed items as discussed in 
Regulatory Guide 1.29, Regulatory Positions C2 and C4, and Category 2 instruments subject 
to Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3.  

QUALITY RELEASE: A document used by a vendor or CP&L to release item(s) for shipment 
from a vendor's facility.  

QUALITY SOFTWARE/COMPUTING SYSTEMS: Computer software and/or computing 
systems used to support processes that have a direct or indirect affect on nuclear safety 
and/or operation.  

*QUARTERLY: Every 3 months, not to exceed 92 days.  

RECEIPT INSPECTION: Inspection activities performed by qualified personnel during the 
receiving of items to determine the conformance of those items to predetermined 
requirements.  

REFERENCE CALIBRATION STANDARDS: Standards (e.g., primary, secondary, working, 
field, and shop where appropriate) used in a calibration program. These standards establish 
the basic accuracy limits for the program.  

REPAIR: The process of restoring a nonconforming characteristic to a condition such that the 
capability of an item to function reliably and safely is unimpaired, even though that item still 
may not conform to the original requirement. (ANSI N45.2.10)
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REWORK: The process by which a nonconforming item is made to conform to a prior 
specified requirement by completion, remachining, reassembling or other corrective means.  
(ANSI N45.2.10) 

SAFETY-RELATED: A term applied to those plant features relied upon during or following a design basis event to ensure the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary, the 
capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition, or the 
capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents which could result in off-site 
exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of NRC Regulation 10CFR 100.  

*SEMIANNUAL: Every 6 months, not to exceed 184 days.  

*SEMIMONTHLY: Every 2 weeks, not to exceed 16 days.  

*SEMIWEEKLY: Twice per week, not to exceed 4 days.  

SERVICES: The performance by a Supplier of activities such as design, fabrication, 
inspection, non-destructive examination, repair, or installation. (ANSI N45.2.13) 

SIGNIFICANT CONDITION ADVERSE TO QUALITY (SCATQ): See Section 12.0.  

TRACEABILITY: The ability to trace the history, application, or location of an item or activity 
by means of recorded identification.  

USE-AS-IS: A disposition which may be imposed for a nonconformance when it can be 
established that the discrepancy will result in no adverse conditions and that the item under 
consideration will continue to meet all engineering functional requirements including 
performance, maintainability, fit, and safety. (ANSI N45.2.10) 

*WEEKLY: Every week, not to exceed 7 days.  

*These frequency dependent terms are defined for application if not specifically defined in 
plant documents.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 CP&L QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM - SCOPE 

This manual amplifies the CP&L committed 10CFR50 Appendix B Quality Assurance 
Program (QAP) requirements described in (U)FSAR Section 17.3 and establishes 
measures for assuring that organizations performing safety-related activities perform 
their responsibilities in a manner which results in safe nuclear power production. This 
manual also establishes the QA programs for the non-safety related areas of RW-Q, 
FP-Q, and Quality Class B. Additional QA requirements imposed on individual plants 
by regulations and commitments shall be considered a part of the QAP. Other QA 
programs are established in this manual to comply with requirements, either required 
by regulators, or determined to assist the company implement structured programs 
beneficial to the operation of the nuclear plants.  

The guidance provided in this manual is not all inclusive. It is intended to be used in 
conjunction withSections 1.8 and 17.3 of the (U)FSARs to develop procedures that 
implement the CP&L Quality Assurance Program.  

1.2 SCOPE OF APPUCATION 

The measures described in this manual have been written to comply with the Quality 
Assurance requirements of certain regulatory documents identified in Sections 1.8 and 
17.3 of the (U)FSARs. The applicable regulatory commitments are identified in each 
section.  

The manual is arranged in functional sections to facilitate its use and includes 
additionally Appendix I which cross-references functional subjects with the applicable 
criteria of 1OCFR50, Appendix B, and Appendix II which contains QA program 
regulatory guide references.  

A list or system identifying items to which Sections 1.0 through 19.0 apply shall be 
maintained at each nuclear plant or work location. The responsibility for maintaining 
this list or system shall be identified in procedures or interface documents.  

1.2.1 Sections 1.0 through 14.0-Scope of Application 

For compliance with 1 0CFR50, Appendix B, and 1 OCFR72 the provisions of 
Sections 1.0 through 14.0 shall be applied to activities associated with 
safety-related materials, equipment, and services.  

1.2.2 Section 15.0--Scope of Application 

This section identifies measures for compliance with the QAP requirements 
for fire protection systems, components, parts, and administrative programs.
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1.2.3 Section 16.0--Scope of Application. (HNP Only)

This section identifies measures for compliance with the QAP requirements 
for radioactive waste systems, components, and administrative programs.  

1.2.4 Section 17.0--Scope of Application 

This section identifies measures for compliance with the QAP requirements 
for the IF-300 irradiated fuel shipping cask.  

1.2.5 Section 18.0--Scope of Application 

This section identifies measures for compliance with the QAP requirements 
for shipping "non LSA greater than Type A" packages.  

1.2.6 Section 19.0--Scope of Application 

This section identifies measures for compliance with the QAP requirements 
for computer software for safety-related applications.  

1.2.7 Section 20.0--Scope of Application 

This section has been deleted and the requirements incorporated into 
Section 19.0.  

1.2.8 Section 21.0--Scope of Application (HNP only) 

This section identifies QAP requirements for Class B items.  

1.2.9 Section 22.0-Scope of Application (BNP and RNP only) 

This section identifies QAP requirements for nonsafety related systems and 
equipment used to meet the Station Blackout Rule.  

1.2.10 Section 23.0--Scope of Application 

This section identifies requirements for the issuance of interpretations of the 
QAP by the Manager - Performance Evaluation and Regulatory Affairs 
(PERAS). Interpretations issued are included in this section.  

2.0 ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

2.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth the organizational structure and responsibilities for 
implementation of the Quality Assurance Program (QAP). While general managerial 
and supervisory responsibilities are delineated in this section, each organization 
performing activities described in this manual is responsible for assuring proper 
implementation of the applicable requirements for the activity being accomplished.  
Specific duties and responsibilities should be delineated in procedures and interface 
documents.  
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2.2 MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES

Ultimate responsibility for operation of the nuclear plants rests with the Senior Vice 
President, Nuclear Generation/Chief Nuclear Officer reporting to the Executive Vice 
President, Energy Supply who reports to the President/Chief Executive Officer.  

Nuclear Generation - The Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer reports to the 
Executive Vice President, Energy Supply. This position is responsible for managing 
the company's nuclear plants and assuring they are in compliance with applicable 
regulations, codes, and other requirements. There are five departments in the 
Nuclear Generation Group: (a) the Brunswick Nuclear Plant Department, (b) the 
Harris Nuclear Plant Department, (c) the Robinson Nuclear Plant Department, (d) the 
Nuclear Engineering Department, and (e) the Operations and Environmental Support 
Department. Their responsibilities are summarized below: 

2.2.1. The Brunswick Nuclear Plant Department - The Vice President, Brunswick 
Nuclear Plant Department reports to the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear 
Officer. This position is responsible for managing all aspects of: 
configuration control of the plant's design basis; services associated with the 
procurement, design, and modification installation; outage management; 
direct plant support functions; operation; and maintenance of the Brunswick 
Nuclear Plant. The department includes: (1) Director of Site Operations. (2) 
Plant General Manager, (3) Manager - Plant Support Services, (4) Manager 
Regulatory Affairs, (5) Manager - Training, (6) Manager - Brunswick 
Engineering Support Services, (7) Manager - Nuclear Assessment, and (8) 
Manager - Environmental & Radiation Control.  

2.2.2 The Harris Nuclear Plant Department - The Vice President, Harris Nuclear 
Plant Department reports to the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer.  
This position is responsible for managing all aspects of: configuration control 
of the plants design basis; services associated with the procurement, design, 
and modification installation; outage management; direct plant support 
functions; operation; and maintenance of the Harris Nuclear Plant. The 
department includes: (1) Director of Site Operations, (2) Plant General 
Manager, (3) Manager - Plant Support Services, (4) Manager - Harris 
Engineering Support Services, (5) Manager- Training, (6) Manager 
Regulatory Affairs, (7) Manager - Nuclear Assessment and (8) Manager 
Environmental & Radiation Control.  

2.2.3. The Robinson Nuclear Plant Department - The Vice President, Robinson 
Nuclear Plant Department reports to the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear 
Officer. This position is responsible for managing all aspects of: 
configuration control of the plant's design basis; services associated with the 
procurement, design, and modification installation; outage management; 
direct plant support functions; operation; and maintenance of the Robinson 
Nuclear Plant. The department includes: (1) Director of Site Operations, (2) 
Plant General Manager, (3) Manager - Plant Support Services, (4) Manager 
Regulatory Affairs, (5) Manager - Training, (6) Manager - Robinson 
Engineering Support Services, (7) Manager - Nuclear Assessment and (8) 
Manager - Environmental & Radiation Control.  
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2.2.4. The Nuclear Engineering Department - The Vice President, Nuclear 
Engineering Department (NED) reports to the Senior Vice President/Chief 
Nuclear Officer. This position is responsible for complimenting the Plant 
Engineering Support Sections by providing an integrated technical, design 
control and configuration management function. The VP, NED is also 
responsible for engineering, procurement, and fabrication of nuclear fuel, 
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and spent fuel management services for 
the nuclear plants. Reporting to the Vice President - Nuclear Engineering 
Department are: (1) Manager - Nuclear Fuel Management and Safety 
Analysis, and (2) Chief Engineer.  

2.2.5. The Operations and Environmental Support Department - The Director 
Operations & Environmental Support Department reports to the Senior Vice 
President/Chief Nuclear Officer. This position is responsible for materials 
acquisition and administrative services for the Nuclear Generation Group; as 
well as providing analytical, chemistry, and metallurgy services; operations, 
maintenance, and configuration control of plant computing systems; 
environmental programs support; and radiological support for the company.  
The Department consists of: (1) Manager - Material Services, (2) Manager 
Environmental Services, (3) Manager - Nuclear Information Technology, and 
(4) Manager - Business Planning & Budget Services.  

The Manager - Performance Evaluation and Regulatory Affairs (PERAS) reports to 
the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer. This position is responsible for 
generic licensing, independent oversight of the plant's Nuclear Assessment Sections, 
and maintenance of the Quality Assurance Program Manual.  

The Manager - PERAS, as necessary, is responsible for updating this manual to 
maintain consistency with commitments, mandatory regulations, and codes. The 
Manager - PERAS shall assure a review of the status and adequacy of this manual is 
performed at least once a year by appropriate CP&L management and submit any 
recommended revisions to the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer for 
approval. Revisions and distribution to the QAP Manual will be in accordance with 
NGGM-PM-0005, Development and Approval of Documents in the NGG Document 
Hierarchy.  

The Senior Vice President - Administrative Services reports to the President/Chief 
Executive Officer. This position operates through the Vice President - Corporate 
Services to provide procurement activities and security access for each nuclear plant.  

The three plant Nuclear Assessment Sections (NAS) independently monitor and 
assess the Company's nuclear programs on a continuing basis. The NAS performs 
assessments which incorporate the previous QA audits. These evaluations are 
primarily performance based with emphasis on quality of the end product.
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Quarterly (approximately) a briefing of NAS activities, along with any potential issues.  
and recommendations, shall be presented to the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear 
Officer. The Managers - NAS shall have access to the corporate management up to 
and including the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer to resolve any quality or 
nuclear safety related concerns if the concerns cannot be resolved satisfactorily at a 
lower management level.  

The Performance Evaluation Support Unit (PES) of PERAS is responsible to ensure 
that the results and effectiveness of the NAS organization and its processes in 
accomplishing its assigned objectives is regularly evaluated on a frequency not to 
exceed 24 months.  

2.3 RESPONSIBILITY 

The primary responsibility for quality performance, including the identification and 
effective correction of problems potentially affecting the safe and reliable operation of 
the Company's nuclear facilities, resides with the line organization. The term "line 
organization. used in this program refers to the production organization reporting to 
the Senior Vice President/Chief Nuclear Officer.  

T he managers of functions involving engineering, modification, maintenance, nuclear 
fuel, and operations shall assure that their personnel are adequately trained for their 
jobs and they have the experience and education required to carry out their assigned 

. responsibilities. These managers shall ensure that adequate resources and 

procedures are available for correctly implementing the work activities to support the 
QA program.  

Independent inspections are conducted in accordance with procedures to verify 
specific critical quality attributes. Individuals performing these inspections have 
access to necessary information to ensure that activities and equipment meet 
established acceptance criteria.  

Procurement documents prepared in accordance with procedures require suppliers to 
operate in accordance with QA programs which are compatible with the applicable 
requirements of CP&L's QAP and procedures where their services are used in 
support of plant activities.  

2.4 AUTHORITY 

The QAP and procedures require that the authority and duties of persons and 
organizations performing activities affecting quality be clearly established and 
delineated in writing. In addition, the QAP requires that these individuals and 
organizations have sufficient authority and organizational freedom to: 

1. Identify quality, nuclear safety, and performance problems.  

2. Order unsatisfactory work to be stopped and control further processing, 
delivery, or installation of nonconforming material.  
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3. Initiate, recommend, or provide solutions for conditions adverse to quality.  

4. Verify implementation of solutions.  

3.0 OPERATING PLANT DESIGN ACTIVITY CONTROL 

3.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth minimum requirements for control of design activities affecting 
systems, components, and structures. The major areas covered by this section are 
design, reviews and approvals, work execution, documentation, and design interface 
controls.  

3.2 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The responsibility for implementing this section is assigned to each nuclear plant 
department and the Nuclear Engineering Department. Responsibilities delegated to 
other Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) departments or contractors shall be documented 
through approved interface documents.  

3.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section used in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.64 and 1.33 and American 
National Standards Institute N45.2.11 and N18.7, as committed by Sections 1.8 and 
17.3 of the (U)FSAR, establishes the requirements essential for compliance with the 
applicable portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B.  

3.4 DESIGN PROCESS 

The designated design organization shall have access to pertinent background 
information needed to fulfill its responsibility and shall have personnel with adequate 
understanding of the requirements and intent of the original plant design 
commensurate with the scope and complexity of the design activity to be performed.  

Design activities carried out to develop final design documents or to support 
development of final design documents shall be accomplished in accordance with 
procedures of a type sufficient to ensure that design input requirements are correctly 
applied, the activity is documented in sufficient detail to permit verification, appropriate 
quality standards are identified, and the results of the activity are reviewed and 
approved. Design activities include such work as preparation of design input 
requirements, specifications, drawings, analyses, and procedures.  

3.4.1 Design input requirements.  

Applicable design input requirements shall be developed and documented.  
The design inputs shall be specified to a level of detail sufficient to allow 
translation into other design documents such as specifications, drawings, 
analyses, procedures, etc. Changes to design requirements during the 
design process shall be controlled to ensure such changes are factored into 
other ongoing design activities.  
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3.4.2 Design verification.

Sufficient design verification shall be performed by one or more methods to 
substantiate that the final design documents meet the appropriate design 
inputs. Verification activities shall be clearly documented, identifying the 
verifier and the results of the verification. Acceptable verification methods 
include but are not limited to:

3.4.2.1 

3.4.2.2 

3.4.2.3

Design reviews.  

Alternate calculations.  

Qualification testing using the most adverse specified design 
condition.

The design verification shall be performed by a competent individual or 
group of individuals, but shall not be performed by individuals who prepared 
the original design or the designers immediate supervisor unless the 
immediate supervisor is the only one capable of verifying the design.  
Objective evidence documenting the completion of and satisfactory 
resolution of any concerns raised in the design verification shall be provided 
with the package prior to relying on the structure system or component to 
perform its function. A design verification of the completed design package 
shall be performed to verify the following: 

3.4.2.3.1 Design interface between design disciplines is adequately 
established.  

3.4.2.3.2 Sufficient design documents and procedures are included or 
referenced to allow implementation to be carried out in a 
planned and controlled manner.

Adequate provisions for in-process or post-installation 
examinations, inspections, and testing have been specified to 
assure quality of work and verification that the design performs 
as intended.  

Adequate provisions have been provided to document 
installation and results of examinations, inspections, and testing 
within the package or documents referenced.  

Consideration has been given to design change operability, 
reliability, maintainability, safety, and adherence to appropriate 
codes, standards, and regulatory requirements.  

Appropriate design verification has been performed for 
applicable documents contained in the package.  

Specified materials and processes are suitable for the intended 
application.
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3.4.2.10.5 
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3.4.2.10.8 The design is technically adequate with respect to the design 
bases.  

3.5 DESIGN CHANGE PACKAGE 

For design changes that produce a physical modification to the plant, an approved 
design change package shall be issued. The design change package shall be 
prepared by the responsible design organization and shall include or reference 
design documents or procedures to provide for: 

3.5.1 Installation of the physical change.  

3.5.2 Identification of required inspections and acceptance criteria.  

3.5.3 Identification of required testing and acceptance criteria.  

3.5.4 Identification of specified materials for installation.  

3.5.5 Identification of necessary revisions to existing design documents such as 
design basis documents, specifications, drawings, procedures, and 
manuals.  

3.5.6 Identification of new design documents.  

3.5.7 Identification of functional quality class and boundaries.  

3.5.8 Control of design change package.  

The content, revisions, format, reviews and approvals, issuance control, and 
interface with other processes affected by the design change shall be 
established in procedures. The procedures shall establish controls to 
assure that changes to Plant Operating Manual, information management 
systems, or other documents important to the configuration or to work 
execution are identified.  

3.5.9 Design change package implementation.  

Implementation including installation, examinations, inspections, and tests 
shall be performed in accordance with the procedures provided in the design 
change package or procedures referenced in the design change package.  
Deviations from the design change package, except where authorized in the 
package or referenced procedures, require an approved revision to the 
package prior to work execution.
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3.6 SAFETY EVALUATION

Any proposed activity/change or discovered change to the facility or procedure or test 
or experiment as described in the applicable SAR whether permanent or temporary 
shall be evaluated for 10CFR50.59 applicability as described in procedures.  

3.7 DESIGN CHANGE OPERABILITY AND CLOSEOUT 

3.7.1 Prior to design change operability, verification of the work and a review of 
documentation shall be performed to assure work has been satisfactorily 
accomplished including examinations, inspections, and tests. Measures 
shall be established to document any exceptions identified by this review.  
These exceptions shall be either cleared prior to design change operability 
or exceptions shall be approved and tracked to ensure timely completion.  

3.7.2 Training to familiarize plant personnel with the hardware, procedure 
changes, and Technical Specification changes resulting from the 
implementation of the design change package shall be conducted, as 
appropriate.  

3.7.3 As part of a declaration of design change operability, measures shall be 
initiated to revise documents and information management systems 
identified per Section 3.5.8 in accordance with approved procedures.  
Methods shall be implemented to ensure that potential users of affected 
documents are notified of outstanding changes to documents and 
information management systems. The controlling procedures for design 
change packages shall provide a documented method for declaration of 
design change operability.  

3.7.4 Final closeout of a design change package shall not be done until all 
exceptions and outstanding changes to documents and Information 
management systems have been dispositioned.  

3.8 TEMPORARY DESIGN CHANGES 

3.8.1 Temporary design changes to the plant to support testing shall be 
accomplished in accordance with procedures. The procedure shall: 

3.8.1.1 Control the installation of the change.  

3.8.1.2 Require removal of the change upon test completion.  

If the equipment or system affected is to remain in service during the 
change, the following additional requirements shall apply: 

3.8.1.3 Design Verification 

3.8.1.4 1 OCFR50.59 safety evaluation.
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3.8.2 Temporary design changes including temporary repairs to the plant for 
reasons other than test or surveillance activities shall be controlled by 
procedures. The procedure may be for a specific change or a controlling 
process for a certain type of change. In either case, the document 
authorizing the change shall: 

3.8.2.1 Provide instructions to implement the change.  

3.8.2.2 Control removal of the change.  

If the system is to remain in service during the change, the following 
additional requirements shall apply: 

3.8.2.3 Perform a Design Verification 

3.8.2.4 Perform a 10CFR50.59 safety evaluation.  

3.8.2.5 Designate the responsible organization for control and removal 
of the change.  

3.8.2.6 Provide appropriate notification and instruction, if needed, to 
operational personnel.  

3.8.2.7 Identify drawing and procedure changes to be in effect during 
the time the temporary design change is in place.  

3.8.2.8 Identify training requirements.  

Such temporary changes shall be tracked to assure removal or permanent 
dispositioning within a specified time limit.  

3.9 DISPOSITION OF DEVIATIONS BETWEEN DESIGN DOCUMENTS AND PLANT 
CONFIGURATION 

When deviations are discovered between plant design documents and actual 
configuration, they shall be dispositioned in accordance with Sections 3.0, 11.0, or 
12.0.  

3.10 DESIGN INTERFACE CONTROL 

Documented interface control over design activities assigned by each nuclear plant 
department to other CP&L organizations shall address the following: 

3.10.1 Delegated areas of responsibility.  

3.10.2 How the assistance is requested and the scope of work specified.  

3.10.3 Methods of communication between the assisting organization and each 
nuclear plant department.  
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3.10.4 Applicable procedures which govern the conduct of design activities, design 
change authorizations, and work execution.  

3.10.5 Handling and dispositioning of documentation and Quality Assurance 
Records generated during the performance of ihe requested activity.  

The interface document shall be established prior to initiation of design. The interface 
may be in a document specific for a given assistance request, procedures concurred 
with by the affected departments, or a standardized interface agreement.  

4.0 PROCUREMENT CONTROL 

4.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes requirements for controlling the activities and documents 
associated with procurement of items and services. It includes requirements for 
procurement document content and reviews, vendor selection and qualification, and 
surveillance after award.  

4.2 RESPONSIBILITY 

The responsibility for implementing this section is designated to the Carolina Power & 
Light (CP&L) organization having responsibility for the project or work function that 
determines the need for procurement. Delegation, of tasks or functions related to this 
responsibility shall be accomplished through approved interface documents or 
procedures. The CP&L organization having primary responsibility'shall retain the 
responsibility.  

4.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section used in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.33, 1.123, 1.144, and 1.146 
and American National Standards Institute (ANSI) N45.2.12, N45.2.13, N45.2.23, and 
N18.7, as committed in Sections 1.8 and17.3 of the (U)FSAR, establishes the 
requirements for compliance with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50, Appendix B.  

4.4 APPROVAL OF VENDORS 

Where procurement documents require the vendor to implement a quality assurance 
(QA) program that complies with 1 OCFR50, Appendix B, the vendor's program shall be 
approved by CP&L before issuance of the purchase order (PO) or contract.  
Procurement from other nuclear plant facilities licensed for construction or operations 
by the NRC are exempt from this requirement. The Procurement, Dedication, and 
Vendor/Equipment Services Unit (PD&V/ES) of OESD shall maintain a list of approved 
Vendors (ASL). The qualification of a vendor's QA program shall be based on an 
evaluation of the adequacy of the program compliance with the applicable 
requirements of 1 OCFR50, Appendix B, for the type of items or services supplied.  

4.4.1 Vendor qualification shall be documented by one or more of the following 
methods: 
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4.4.1.1 The vendor's QA capabilities as determined by a direct 
survey/audit of the vendor's facilities and personnel and the 
implementation of the QA program.  

4.4.1.2 Evaluation of the vendor's history.of providing a product which 
performs satisfactorily in actual use. The following information 
should be considered: 

4.4.1.2.1 Experience of users in identical or similar products 
of the same prospective vendor.  

4.4.1.2.2 CP&L's records that have been accumulated in 
connection with previous procurement actions and 
product operation experience. Historical data 
should be representative of the vendor's current 
capability. If there has been no recent experience 
with the vendor, or the vendor is a new supplier, 
the prospective vendor shall be requested to 
submit information on a similar item or service for 
evidence of his current capabilities.  

4.4.1.3 Evaluation of the vendor's current quality records supported by 
documented qualitative and quantitative information which can 
be objectively evaluated. This would include review and 
evaluation of the vendor's QA program manual and procedures, 
as appropriate, to ensure that the applicable requirements of 
1 OCFR50, Appendix B, are appropriately applied and effectively 
implemented.  

4.4.1.4 Verification that the vendor holds an active CERTIFICATE OF 
AUTHORIZATION from the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers (ASME) to supply or manufacture item(s) described 
in the procurement document.  

4.4.1.5 Evidence that material manufacturers or material suppliers hold 
an ASME Ouality System Certificate (Materials).  

4.4.2 Where procurement documents for commercial grade items take credit for 
the vendor's commercial grade quality assurance program for verifying any 
critical characteristics for acceptance, the vendor's program shall be 
approved by CP&L before issuance of the purchase order. Procurement 
from other nuclear plant facilities licensed for construction or operations by 
the NRC are exempt from this requirement. PD&V/ES shall maintain a list of 
approved commercial grade vendors. The qualification of a vendor's 
commercial grade QA program shall be based on an evaluation of the 
ability of the program and/or manufacturing processes to provide reasonable 
assurance that the critical characteristics for acceptance are verified for the 
items or services supplied.
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4.4.2.1 Qualification of a vendor shall be documented by one or more 
of the following methods: 

4.4.2.1.1 The vendor's QA and/or manufacturing process 
control capabilities as determined by a direct 
survey/audit of the vendor's facilities and 
personnel and the implementation of the QA 
program and/or manufacturing process controls.  

NOTE: Commercial grade surveys/audit of 
distributors should not be employed alone unless 
the distributor has a commercial grade quality 
assurance program capable of verifying the 
applicable critical charactedstics. Otherwise, a 
survey/audit of the distributor must also include a 
survey/audit of the original part manufacturer(s).  

4.4.2.1.2 Evaluation of the vendor's history of providing a 
product which performs satisfactorily in actual use.  
The following information should be considered: 

"* Monitored performance of the-item through 
user historical performance and evaluated 
results.  

"* Industry product tests.  
"* Manufacture of the item(s) to national codes 

and standards.  
* Industry data bases on item performance.  

The item performance record is required to be 
specific to the item and directly applicable to 
the item's critical characteristics and intended 
safety-related applications.  

The vendor history method alone is not 
acceptable for dedication of commercial 
grade items and must be used in combination 
with supplier survey/audit, source inspection or 
special tests and inspection methods, provided 
the evaluation results are acceptable and the 
following are performed: 

* Receipt inspection in accordance with a 
documented receipt inspection plan.  

* Periodic revalidation of performance evaluation 
bases and results.
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4.4.3 The evaluation of the adequacy of the vendor's QA program shall be 
performed by PD&V/ES and updated annually. Records supporting the 
vendor's listing on the ASL will be maintained as described in procedures.  

4.5 ITEMS AND SERVICES PROCUREMENT BY PURCHASE ORDER 

This subsection applies to the procurement-by POs of items and services. Activities 
associated with the procurement process, including document preparation, reviews, 
approval, and changes to the PO, shall be controlled by procedures.  

4.5.1 Initiation of purchase requisition (PR) 

Procurement shall be initiated by preparation of a PR. The term "PR" shall 
apply to any document which initiates the process of procurement and is 
subject to the controls of this section. This may include manually processed 
or computer-generated documents. For computer-generated PRs, the 
technical and QA requirements applicable to the item being procured may 
be coded and recorded in a controlled data base. Text associated with 
technical and QA requirement codes shall be retrievable or included with the 
PR, as appropriate.  

4.5.2 General requirements for PRs 

PRs shall include a description of the item or service and delivery 
instructions. The quality class shall be specified on each PR.  

4.5.3 Requirements for PRs, except Commercial Grade 

This subsection applies to the procurement of items from a vendor who is 
required to implement an approved QA program that complies with the 
applicable requirements of 1 OCFR50, Appendix B, for the purpose of 
assuring quality and compliance with the order requirements.  

4.5.3.1 Technical and documentation requirements 

The PR shall specify: 

4.5.3.1.1 The design technical requirements that adequately 
specify each item requirement imposed on the 
vendor. The requirements shall be established by: 

4.5.3.1.1.1 Reference to applicable 
codes/standards, regulations, 
approved drawings, approved 
specifications, or other controlled 
documents including appropriate 
revision, editions, and addenda.  

OR 
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4.5.3.1.1.2 Included in the PR based on 
requirements established in 
controlled engineering documents.  

OR 

4.5.3.1.1.3 A combination of both the above.  

4.5.3.1.2 Fabrication requirements and controls essential to 
the item's final quality, as appropriate.  

4.5.3.1.3 Required vendor inspection and tests, as 
appropriate.  

4.5.3.1.4 Vendor shelf-life limitations specified by the 
vendor, if applicable, unless they are to be 
established by CP&L.  

4.5.3.1.5 Packaging and shipping requirements, as 
appropriate.  

4.5.3.1.6 Documentation submittal requirements including 
schedule for submittal and any limitations on work 
progression related to their review, if appropriate.  

4.5.3.1.7 As applicable, record retention requirements by 
the vendor including type of records and retention 
time if the vendor is to retain custody of final QA 
Records.  

4.5.3.2 QA requirements 

The PR shall require the vendor to: 

4.5.3.2.1 Implement a documented QA program that 
complies with the applicable requirements of 
10CFR50, Appendix B, and is approved by CP&L.  

4.5.3.2.2 Allow CP&L and other parties authorized by CP&L 
right of access to the vendor's facilities and QA 
Records for source inspection and QA audits.  

4.5.3.2.3 Incorporate appropriate QA program requirements 
in subtier procurement documents.  

4.5.3.2.4 Notify CP&L of nonconformances to the order 
requirements which consist of one or more of the 
following. Documented vendor notification shall 
include the vendors recommended disposition 
and technical justification.
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4.5.3.2.4.1 

4.5.3.2.4.2 

4.5.3.2.4.3 

4.5.3.2.4.4

Technical or material requirement is 
violated.  
Vendor documents approved by 
CP&L are violated.  

Nonconformance(s) cannot be 
corrected by continuation of the 
original manufacturing process or 
by rework.  

The item does not conform to the 
original requirements even though 
the item can be restored to a 
condition such that the capability of 
the item to function is unimpaired.

Waiver of requirement for vendor-approved QA program.  

The requirement for a vendor to have a CP&L-approved QA 
program may be waived under the following circumstances: 

4.5.3.3.1 For procurement of replacement or spare parts 
where the original design, fabrication inspection, 
and test requirement are adequate; the vendor is 
the original equipment manufacturer; and the 
original specification or order did not require the 
vendor's QA program to be approved.  

4.5.3.3.2 For procurement of items and services where 
CP&L is substituting its QAP, in whole or in part, in 
place of the vendor's normal controls. Such 
circumstances will require the requisition, as a 
minimum, to reference the documents and 
methods (e.g., Engineering evaluations, ESRs, 
modifications, etc.) which will be used to invoke 
CP&L's QAP on the applicable activities such that 
appropriate 1 OCFR50, Appendix B, controls are 
assured.  

4.5.3.3.3 Special procurement in accordance with Section 
4.10.  

4.5.3.3.4 When there has been no recent experience with 
the supplier, the prospective supplier shall be 
evaluated by reviewing appropriate procedures, 
instructions, and specifications on a similar item 
(or service) for evidence of current capabilities.
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The requisition shall include, as appropriate, that 
the vendor have approved procedures for the 
specific work being performed, that personnel be 
qualified to perform the specific activity, that 
calibration of instrumentation shall be traceable 
to nationally recognized standards, and that the 
activity being performed shall be evaluated by 
CP&L, or its agent, at the supplier facility. These 
activities shall be in accordance with Section 4.8.  

4.5.4 Determination of Commercial Grade Items.  

An evaluation shall be performed in accordance with approved procedures 
to determine the applicability of using commercial grade items for the 
intended safety-related application(s) and should include: 

4.5.4.1 A confirmation that the item meets the criteria as defined in the 
definition section.  

4.5.4.2 Identification of the critical characteristics of the item to be 
verified. Critical characteristics are identifiable and measurable 
attributes/variables of the item which, once verified, provide 
reasonable assurance that the item received is the item 
specified on the PR.  

4.5.4.3 Identification of methods to be employed for verification of 
critical characteristics including acceptance criteria.  

4.5.4.4 Identification of technical and QA requirements sufficient to 
assure the product requirements are clearly specified to vendor.  

4.5.5 Requirements for. Commercial Grade PRs.  

Establishment of technical requirements, quality requirements, 
documentation requirements, dedication methodologies, etc., for 
commercial grade items shall be performed in accordance with approved 
procedures.  

4.5.6 Measuring and test equipment (M&TE) calibration service PRs 

A PR for M&TE calibration services shall include the following 
requirements: 

4.5.6.1 Description of the calibration service being requested including 
calibration ranges; accuracy and repeatability requirements, 
where appropriate; and any restrictions on service, if warranted.  

4.5.6.2 Traceability of calibrations to a nationally recognized standard.  
Where no nationally recognized standard exists, the method 
and standard used in performing the calibration shall be 
documented by the vendor.  
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4.5.6.3 Written notification to purchaser when equipment is found out of 
calibration, including the amount of out of calibration.  

4.5.6.4 Specific documentation to be submitted.  

4.5.7 PR review and approval 

4.5.7.1 PRs shall be reviewed prior to release for purchase by qualified 
individuals knowledgeable in technical and QA requirement 
considerations to assure that the PRs are adequate for the 
intended item. The responsible organization(s) designated to 
perform the review(s) shall be established in procedures.  

This review shall determine, as appropriate, that: 

4.5.7.1.1 The PR has been prepared in accordance with 
procedures.  

4.5.7.1.2 Adequate technical and quality requirements are 
specified.  

4.5.7.1.3 References and attachments are appropriate for 
the intended item.  

4.5.7.1.4 Adequate QA documentation requirements have 
been specified.  

4.5.7.2 After satisfactory completion of the review(s), the reviewer(s) 
shall document concurrence in a manner specified in 
procedures. The PR is considered approved within the context 
of this QAP upon satisfactory completion of the review(s).  

4.5.8 PR changes 

Once the initial PR has been reviewed by the reviewer(s), any changes to 
the technical and quality requirements including references or attachments 
of the PR shall be reviewed for adequacy. The review shall be equivalent to 
that performed on the initial PR and performed by the organization(s) 
assigned this responsibility in approved procedures.  

4.5.9 Request for quotation/proposal 

4.5.9.1 When required or requested, a request for quotation (RFQ) 
shall be prepared from an approved PR and issued to selected 
bidders. Items on a PR may be regrouped in the RFQ; 
however, each item and its requirements shall remain 
unchanged in transcription from the PR to the RFQ.
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4.5.9.2 Quotations received with exceptions to the technical or quality 
requirements of the PR shall be evaluated by the department 
initiating the PR. Changes to the technical or quality 
requirements resulting from acceptance of vendor exceptions 
shall be translated into a change to the PR per Section 4.5.8 
prior to issuance of a PO to the selected vendor. 

4.5.10 POs 

4.5.10.1 POs shall be prepared from an approved PR. When required 
by the PR, the vendor's QA program shall be approved by 
CP&L prior to issuance of the PO.  

4.5.10.2 POs may be issued to agents or distributors of a vendor. In 
such cases, the PO shall include the name and location of the 
approved vendor. The agent or distributor does not have to 
appear on the Approved Suppliers Ust (ASL) provided that 
the items are shipped directly from the approved vendor.  

4.5.10.3 PR items may be regrouped in the PO to facilitate procurement; 
however, each item and its requirements shall remain 
unchanged in the transcription from the PR to the PO.  
Validation of the accuracy of the PO against the approved PR 
will be performed in accordance with approved procedures.  

4.5.10.4 Any exceptions to the PO received from the vendor involving 
the technical or quality requirements of the order shall be 
forwarded to the appropriate materials acquisition organization 
for evaluation. Any exceptions granted to technical and quality 
requirements shall be translated into a change to the initial PO 
as per Section 4.5.8.  

4.6 PROCUREMENT BY CONTRACT 

This subsection applies to the procurement by contract of items and services.  
Activities associated with the contract process including document preparation, 
review, approval, and changes to the contract document shall be controlled by 
procedure.  

4.6.1 Contract Requisition 

A contract will be generated from an approved contract requisition. The 
requisition shall be reviewed, prior to release, by qualified individuals 
knowledgeable in technical and QA requirement considerations to assure 
the requisition is adequate for the intended scope of work.  

The review shall verify, as appropriate, that:
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4.6.1.1 The requisition has been prepared in accordance with 
procedures.  

4.6.1.2 Adequate technical and QA requirements are specified.  

4.6.1.3 References and attachments are appropriate for the intended 
work scope.  

4.6.1.4 When required, the vendor's QA program has been approved 
by CP&L for the scope of work. The vendor's QA program does 
not have to be approved prior to issuance of a RFQ.  

4.6.1.5 Appropriate QA documentation requirements have been 
specified.  

4.6.1.6 The record of reviews shall be retained as a QA record.  

4.6.2 General requirements 

Each contract shall specify: 

4.6.2.1 Vendor's name and address.  

4.6.2.2 Location where the work will be performed.  

4.6.2.3 Scope of work requested.  

4.6.2.4 QA requirements.  

4.6.2.5 Special conditions the vendor shall comply with to be able to 
perform the work.  

4.6.2.6 Documentation submittal requirements.  

4.6.2.7 Material requirements, if applicable.  

4.6.3 CP&L designated representative 

The organization requesting a contract shall identify a CP&L designated 
representative, and the individual shall be specified by name in the 
contract. Changes in the assigned CP&L designated representative should 
be communicated to the vendor in writing. This individual will function as the 
contract administrator and, as such, shall be a person knowledgeable of 
the: 

4.6.3.1 Work scope requested.  

4.6.3.2 Technical and quality requirements of the work.
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4.6.3.3 Responsibilities of a designated representative in monitoring the 
vendor, handling changes in work scope, and processing any 
documentation resulting from the service.  

4.6.4 Technical requirements 

The work scope of the contract shall clearly specify technical requirements 
which govern the work and establish an interface process for transmittal of 
requirements not identified in the work scope. Consideration shall be given 
to the following areas when developing the contract work scope description: 

4.6.4.1 Applicable codes, standards, regulations, etc.  

4.6.4.2 Methods of interface between vendor and CP&L for transmittal 
of design inputs and outputs, documents for review and 
approval, and other applicable design information.  

4.6.4.3 Applicable specifications, drawings, or documents which shall 
be invoked.  

4.6.4.4 Submittals required for CP&L review and approval with any 
limitations on work progression related to their approval by 
CP&L.  

4.6.4.5 Reference to existing interface documents between vendor and 
CP&L if the document will be used to govern the interface.  

4.6.4.6 For M&TE calibration services, the requirements of Section 
4.5.6 shall apply.  

4.6.5 QA requirements 

4.6.5.1 The contract shall identify whether the work will be performed 
under the controls of the vendor's QA program and resultant 
procedures or under the control of CP&L's QAP with work 
performed to CP&L procedures. For work performed under 
CP&L's program, the CP&L designated representative will be 
responsible for identifying applicable procedures and making 
available a copy of these procedures and the QAP to the 
vendor or vendor's personnel.  

4.6.5.2 For vendors implementing their QA program the contract shall 
required the vendor to: 

4.6.5.2.1 Implement a documented QA program that 
complies with the applicable requirements of 
10CFR50, Appendix B, and is approved by CP&L 
prior to the initiation of any work.
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4.6.5.2.2 Allow CP&L and/or other parties authorized by 
CP&L right of access to the vendor's facilities, 
work areas, and records for the purposes of 
audits, surveillances, and inspections.  

4.6.5.2.3 Incorporate appropriate QA requirements of the 
contract in subtier procurement documents.  

4.6.5.2.4 Notify CP&L's designated representative of any 
nonconformances to the contract or any CP&L
approved document that results in one or more of 
the following. Documented vendor notification 
shall include the vendor's disposition and technical 
justification.

4.6.5.2.4.1 

4.6.5.2.4.2 

4.6.5.2.4.3 

4.6.5.2.4.4

Technical or material requirement is 
violated.  

Vendor documents approved by 
CP&L are violated.  

Nonconformance(s) that cannot be 
corrected by continuation of the 
original manufacturing process or 
by rework.  

The item or work product does not 
conform to the specified 
requirements even though the item 
or work product can be restored to 
a condition such that the capability 
of the item or work product is 
unimpaired.

4.6.5.3 Documentation submittal requirements to CP&L shall be 
* specified or referenced. If any QA Records are to be retained 

by the vendor for CP&L, the contract shall specify the records 
to be retained, retention period for each record, and appropriate 
* storage requirements.  

4.6.6 Contract reviews 

The contract shall be reviewed prior to release to assure the contract 
requisition requirements have been incorporated in accordance with 
approved procedures.
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4.6.7 Contract/contract requisitions (CR) changes

Once the contract/CR has been reviewed by the reviewer(s), any changes 
to the technical and QA requirements including the scope, references, and 
attachments shall be reviewed for adequacy. The review shall be equivalent 
to that performed on the initial contract/CR and performed by the 
organization(s) assigned this responsibility in approved procedures.  

4.6.8 Request for quotation/proposal 

4.6.8.1 When required or requested, a RFQ shall be prepared and 
issued to selected bidders. The RFQ shall be reviewed for 
compliance with the contract requisition prior to issuance.  

4.6.8.2 Quotations received with exceptions to the technical or quality 
requirements of the RFQ shall be evaluated by the organization 
responsible for the work. Changes to the technical or quality 
requirements resulting from acceptance of vendor exceptions 
shall be reflected in the final contract with final reviews 
performed per Section 4.6.7.  

4.6.8.3 If the vendor's QA program is required to be approved by. CP&L, 
qualification of the vendor's program shall be approved per 
Section 4.4 prior to issuance of the formal contract.  

4.6.9 Approved contract 

A copy of the approved safety-related, FP-Q, RW-Q, 1 OCFR71 -Q, 
1 0CFR72-Q, or Q Class B contract including attachments shall be provided 
to the Procurement, Dedication and Vendor/Equipment Services Unit and 
the CP&L designated representative, except for contracts controlled by the 
Nuclear Fuel Management & Safety Analysis Section of NED.  

Copies of all safety-related contracts shall be retained as QA Records.  

4.7 DISPOSITION OF VENDOR NONCONFORMANCES 

Nonconformances reported by a vendor and the recommended disposition shall be 
evaluated by the responsible individual/group within the initiating department of the 
procurement documents. Approval of the vendor's disposition or CP&L-selected 
alternate disposition shall be provided to the vendor in writing. A copy of the 
nonconformance report and CP&L's disposition approval shall be retained as QA 
Records.  

4.8 VERIFICATION OF VENDOR ACTIVITIES 

4.8.1 Verification activities shall be a function of relative importance, complexity, 
and quantity of the item or service being procured and the vendor's past 
quality performance.  
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4.8.2 Verification activities shall be documented and executed by a surveillance or 
audit plan for an awarded PO or contract. These plans shall include the 
following provisions as required: 

4.8.2.1 For in-process and final source surveillance of vendor's product 
or activities at the vendor's facilities or facilities of subtier 
vendors. The source surveillance shall be documented in a 
report and a copy of all reports sent to the appropriate plant's 
materials acquisition organization.  

4.8.2.2 For surveillance or audits, as necessary, to assure that vendor 
planning and execution of work at the work location is controlled 
in accordance with the procurement document requirements.  

4.9 MATERIAL UPGRADING 

Material may be upgraded providing the item complies with the specification or 
applicable requirements for the intended application. Upgrades shall be performed by 
documented engineering evaluations or in accordance with criteria established in a 
procedure. The results of the evaluation of intended application requirements to the 
actual attributes of the item to be upgraded shall be documented and auditable. The 
upgrade evaluation shall assess the adequacy of QA data. The upgrade process shall 
address the need for receipt inspection based on the circumstances of the situation.  
Upon approval, the upgrade evaluation, along with the relevant vendor documentation 
and receipt inspection package, shall form the equivalent to a PO for item 
traceability.  

4.10 SPECIAL PROCUREMENT 

Items and services may be procured from other nuclear plant facilities licensed for 
construction or operations by the NRC that are not on CP&L's ASL so long as the 
technical and quality attributes of the item or service comply with the necessary 
requirements of specifications or intended application. The methods to be used for 
procurement in such special cases shall be set forth in procedures and shall provide 
adequate controls to assure technical and quality requirements are met.  

4.11 VENDOR AUDITS 

Audits, including preaward and periodic audits, are performed at the facilities of 
contractors providing material, parts, components, and services to CP&L. Preaward 
audits are performed when altemate methods of qualification are not sufficient to 
support the initial qualification of contractors. Periodic audits are performed when the 
results of periodic evaluations and the status and nuclear safety importance of items 
and services indicate that an audit is required. Audits shall be planned, conducted, 
and reported in accordance with procedures.  

4.11.1 Personnel performing audits shall be appropriately trained, indoctrinated, 
and qualified to plan, conduct, and report audits.
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4.11.2 Personnel qualified as lead auditors shall be responsible for: leading audits; 
audit notification, audit agenda preparation; auditor assignments, checklist 
preparation, auditor orientation, leading and scheduling preaudit and 
postaudit meetings, audit report preparation, and audit follow-up action.  

4.11.3 Audits shall be conducted using checklists as guidelines. The checklists 
shall be prepared to cover the scope of the contractor's QA program for the 
desired items and services.  

4.11.4 Audit planning shall include a review of previous audit reports of contractors.  
Unresolved conditions adverse to quality from previous audits shall be 
documented on the checklist.  

4.11.5 Audits are performed to evaluate contractors' abilities to comply with the QA 
requirements of CP&L's procurement documents. Audits include an 
evaluation of QA practices, procedures, and instructions; assessment of 
contractors' QA programs implementation; review of work activities and 
processes; and review of quality-related documents and records.  

4.11.6 Audit reports will include any identified findings, concerns, comments and, 
when appropriate, recommended corrective action. Audit reports will be 
maintained as QA Records.  

4.11.7 Audit reports will be distributed to the appropriate CP&L and contractor 
management.  

4.11.8 The contractor shall be requested to respond to the conditions adverse to 
quality. The request shall indicate the period of time required to respond to 
the conditions adverse to quality.  

4.11.9 The lead auditor is responsible for the evaluation of corrective action. The 
results of this evaluation shall be documented. Follow-up, audits will be 
planned and conducted to verify implementation of corrective action when 
necessary.  

4.11.10 A system shall be maintained which indicates the status of 
nonconformances identified during audits.  

5.0 MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT CONTROL 

5.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes the requirements for controlling items which by definition 
include material, parts, and components. It includes requirements for the verification 
of identification, inspection status, handling, and storage of items. Material and 
equipment control assures that itemsused or installed in nuclear plants comply with 
the QAP, regulatory requirements, applicable technical requirement, and codes and 
standards.
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5.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS

This section used in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.33, 1.38, and 1.146, and 
American National Standards Institute N45.2.2, N45.2.23 and N 18.7, as committed in 
Sections 1.8 and 17.3 of the (U)FSAR, establishes the requirements for compliance 
with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B.  

5.3 MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE 

5.3.1 Personnel responsible for receiving material shipments shall verify that 
items do not exhibit shipping damage.  

5.3.2 The determination of the need for, methods to be used, and acceptance 
criteria for material acceptance shall be determined prior to acceptance.  

5.3.3 For acceptance by receipt inspection, the acceptance criteria shall be 
determined in accordance with guidance set forth in procedures. The 
following shall be considered in establishing the receipt inspection 
requirements and acceptance criteria: 

5.3.3.1 Identification, marking, and labeling 

5.3.3.2 Packaging requirements 

5.3.3.3 Cleanliness 

5.3.3.4 Physical attributes and electrical characteristics 

5.3.3.5 Special inspections 

5.3.3.6 Special environmental conditions (such as inert gas 
atmospheres, specific moisture content, and temperature 
levels) 

5.3.3.7 Statistical sampling methods that may be used for 
receipt inspection of groups of similar items 

5.3.3.8 Documentation required and the review requirements (such as 
legibility and completeness) 

5.3.4 Results of the receipt inspection shall be documented. If the items and 
supporting documentation are found to be acceptable, the items shall be 
identified as acceptable. Acceptable items shall be released for storage or 
installation. Acceptable items shall indicate information that will provide 
traceability to procurement documents.  

5.3.5 When necessary, source inspection shall be performed to verify that 
contractors have performed manufacturing, testing, and inspecting of items 
in accordance with the requirements of procurement documents. A quality 
release shall be prepared which authorizes contractors to ship items that 
are acceptable. Personnel responsible for receipt inspection shall verify 
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that source-inspected items are marked, labeled, and traceable to 
documentation packages and that documentation packages include records 
required by procurement documents, as a minimum. Any inspections or 
tests required per Section 5.3.3 which are not performed during source 
inspection shall be performed by appropriately qualified personnel upon 
receipt of the item(s) by CP&L.  

5.3.6 Measures shall be taken to assure that items, including those subdivided, 
are properly identified from the time of receipt to the point of installation.  
Identification markings shall be applied in a manner that will not affect the 
function of the item.  

5.3.7 The required identification and status markings shall be retained with the 
items or records traceable to the items. The identification of each item shall 
be included in the record of assembly or installation. For uninstalled items in 
work areas, status indicators such as markings, tags, or notations on work 
control documents shall be applied to show the latest status.  

5.3.8 When items or required documentation for the items do not conform to 
requirements, the items shall be identified as nonconforming.  
Nonconforming items will be identified and controlled until proper disposition 
is made.  

5.3.9 A receipt inspection documentation package shall be prepared and will 
include or reference for traceability the procurement documents, receipt 
inspection report, special inspection reports, certifications, plant-generated 
documents, and contractor-furnished documents. The documentation 
package shall be retained as QA Records.  

5.4 CONDITIONAL RELEASE OF NONCONFORMING ITEMS 

5.4.1 A conditional release may be initiated to permit progression of work 
involving a nonconforming item awaiting resolution. The request shall 
contain the necessary justification and limitations prior to review and 
approval.  

5.4.2 If reasonable control and traceability can be maintained, a conditional 
release may be issued to permit limited use, installation, or testing of an 
item. The item shall be clearly tagged or otherwise traceable to show the 
status and the permitted actions.  

5.5 MATERIAL STORAGE AND RELEASE 

5.5.1 Items shall be stored in designated storage areas. Identification tags or 
marks and the inspection status shall be retained on items or on records 
which are traceable to the items. Release of accepted items shall be 
controlled to prevent damage, deterioration, or unauthorized storage and 
release.
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5.5.2 Nonconforming items shall be segregated and stored in a designated 
storage area, when practical, to await disposition. When it is not practical to 
segregate nonconforming items, they shall remain tagged and held in 
storage areas until properly dispositioned.  

5.5.3 Items shall be controlled to assure that they are properly dispositioned at the 
end of their specified shelf life or, qualification period.  

5.5.4 The appropriate handling equipment shall be provided and controlled to 
assure safe and adequate handling. Designated equipment shall be 
periodically inspected and tested to criteria established in procedures.  

5.6 STORAGE INSPECTION PROGRAM 

5.6.1 Inspection shall be maintained over items in storage areas. This program 
shall include: 

5.6.1.1 Periodic inspections to assure that items are properly controlled, 
maintained, and protected. Inspections shall be documented.  

5.6.1.2 The identification and control of nonconforming items until 
proper disposition is made.  

6.0 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

6.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes requirements for preparation, review, approval, and control of 
procedures and drawings for activities affecting quality.  

6.2 RESPONSIBILITY 

Each organization performing activities affecting quality is responsible for ensuring 
this section is properly implemented in their area of responsibility.  

6.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with Regulatory Guide 1.33 and American National 
Standards Institute N18.7 as committed in Sections 1.8 and 17.3 of the (U)FSAR, 
establishes the requirements essential to comply with the associated portions of 
1 OCFR50 Appendix B.  

6.4 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

6.4.1 Appropriate procedures shall be developed for the preparation, review, 
approval, and issue of procedures and drawings.  

6.4.2 The accomplishment of activities affecting quality shall be in accordance 
with approved procedures and/or drawings which are appropriate to the 
circumstances.  
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6.4.3 Procedures and drawings shall include the following elements in their 
content as applicable: 

6.4.3.1 Prerequisites.  

6.4.3.2 Precautions.  
6.4.3.3 Qualitative/quantitative acceptance criteria.  

6.4.3.4 Inspection points.  

6.4.3.5 Checklists.  

6.4.4 Measures shall be established to assure that procedures for activities 
affecting quality are reviewed prior to issue to ensure appropriate criteria 
have been specified. Appropriate criteria to be met include the Final Safety 
Analysis Report, Technical Specifications, operating license, commitments 
to regulatory agencies, regulations, and the Quality Assurance Program.  

6.4.5 The approved, current revision, of procedures and drawings shall be strictly 
followed in accomplishment of work and shall be available at the work 
location where the activity will be performed (when applicable) prior to 
commencing work. Measures shall be established to assure continued use 
of approved, current revision documents.  

6.4.6 Provisions shall be made for the review of procedures (Those procedures 
described in Reg. Guide 1.33) as required by plant commitment by an 
individual knowledgeable in the area affected to determine the need for 
changes.  

7.0 INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING 

7.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes the requirements for providing indoctrination and training for 
personnel performing activities affecting quality.  

7.2 RESPONSIBILITY 

Each department head responsible for activities affecting quality shall ensure the 
requirements of this section are implemented within his area of responsibility.  

7.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.8, 1.33 and 1.58, 
American National Standards Institute ANSI N3.1, ANSI N18.7 and ANSI N45.2.6 as 
committed in Sections 1.8 and 17.3 of the (U)FSAR, establishes the requirements 
essential to comply with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B.
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7.4 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

7.4..1 Training procedures shall be developed and implemented which encompass 
training, retraining, qualifications, and certifications of qualification, as 
required. Scope, method and objective of indoctrination and training shall 
be documented.  

7.4.2 Personnel, both on-site and off-site, within the Carolina Power & Light 
(CP&L) organization performing activities affecting quality shall be 
indoctrinated and trained such that they are knowledgeable in the applicable 
quality-related procedures and requirements. Provisions to assure that 
these personnel remain proficient shall be made. The indoctrination and 
training program assures that: 

7.4.2.1 Personnel responsible for performing activities affecting 
quality are instructed as to the purpose, scope, and 
implementation of the quality-related manuals and procedures.  

7.4.2.2 Personnel performing/verifying activities affecting quality are 
trained and qualified in the principles and techniques of the 
activity being performed.  

7.4.2.3 Proficiency and knowledge of personnel performing activities 
affecting quality is maintained by retraining, reexamining, 
and/or recertifying.  

7.4.2.4 Formal training and qualification programs require 
documentation which includes objective, content of program, 
attendees, and dates of attendance.  

7.4.3 Temporary personnel, both CP&L and/or contractors, are also trained in the 
categories in Section 7.4.2 to the extent necessary to assure safe execution 
of their duties.  

7.4.4 Personnel within the operating organization performing duties of a licensed 
operator are indoctrinated, trained, and qualified as required by 1 OCFR55.  

7.4.5 When specified in procedures, personnel performing welding, weld repair, 
brazing, heat treating, or other special processes shall be qualified and 
certified as set forth in the American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, 
Section IX, and/or other applicable requirements.  

7.5 TRAINING RECORDS 

Records of personnel qualification and certification shall be maintained as required by 
procedures.
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7.6 QUALIFICATION AND CERTIFICATION OF INSPECTION AND NONDESTRUCTIVE 
EXAMINATION (NDE) PERSONNEL 

7.6.1 Personnel performing inspection, review, examination and testing, 
evaluations of inspection data, and reporting of inspection and test results 
will be qualified and certified, based on CP&L's commitment to Regulatory 
Guide 1.58.  

7.6.2 Prior to certification, NDE personnel shall have satisfactorily passed an 
examination administered under the jurisdiction of a certified Level III in 
accordance with Recommended Practice SNT-TC-1A, *Personnel 
Qualification and Certification in Nondestructive Testing." Authority to certify 
CP&L Level III NDE personnel will be specified in CP&L's NDE procedures.  

8.0 CALIBRATION CONTROL 

8.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth the requirements to establish those measures which will assure 
that measuring and test equipment (M&TE) is properly controlled and calibrated.  

8.2 RESPONSIBILITY 

Each organization has the responsibility for the calibration of the items in the 
Calibration Program. As a minimum, the following types of items shall be included in 
the Calibration Program: 

8.2.1 Instruments and control equipment required to be calibrated by the plant 
Technical Specifications 

8.2.2 Instruments and equipment used to verify data points required by the plant 

Technical Specifications 

8.2.3 Active safety-related instrumentation 

8.2.4 Special tools: e.g., torque wrenches, micrometers, etc.  

8.2.5 Portable measuring and test equipment (P-M&TE) 

8.2.6 Calibration standards 

8.2.7 Nondestructive examination (NDE) equipment utilized for NDE 
examinations/inspections. (NDE instruments used by NDE. are not traceable 
to NIST or any other nationally recognized standard and do not fall under 
the chart depicted in Section 8.4.2).  

NOTE: UT calibration blocks (used to set up ultrasonic NDE equipment); hardness test 
blocks (used to verify proper operation of the QC Receipt Inspection portable hardness 
testers); and Alloy Analyzer Test Specimens (used to verify proper operation of the QC 
Receipt Inspection Alloy Analyzers), are not considered as M&TE under CP&L's QAP, and as 
such, are not included in the calibration program. This does not preclude controls necessary 
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to assure that each block meets applicable requirements prior to their initial release for use.  

The responsibility for carrying out the requirements of this section shall be established by the 
appropriate section manager in procedures. The following sections define the structure within 
which calibration shall be controlled.  

8.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with (U)FSAR Section 17.3 establishes the 
requirements essential to comply with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix 
B.  

8.4 GENERAL 

8.4.1 Calibration frequency 

For those instruments and devices required to be calibrated by the 
Technical Specifications, the frequency shall be at least as frequent as the 
Technical Specification frequency. Special tools shall be calibrated at 
specified frequencies or prior to use. Frequency of calibration for the other 
items in the Calibration Program shall be based upon one or more of the 
following: 
8.4.1.1 Required accuracy 

8.4.1.2 Purpose 

8.4.1.3 Degree of usage 

8.4.1.4 Stability characteristics 

8.4.1.5 Other conditions affecting the measurement 

8.4.1.6 Manufacturer's recommendation 

8.4.1.7 Governing Codes and Specifications 

Special calibrations shall be performed when the accuracy of either 
installed or calibrating equipment is questionable 

8.4.2 Calibration standards 

Items in the Calibration Program shall have a known valid relationship to a 
nationally recognized standard; or where national standards do not exist, the 
basis for the calibration shall be documented.  

The relationship between items in the Calibration Program and the devices 
that they are calibrated to shall be:
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NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED STANDARD

Greater than Tolerance

PRIMARY (SHOP) 
STANDARD 

and/or 
Items in Section 8.2.6 1 
Ratio 4:1 Tolerance I 
FIELD (WORKING) 

STANDARD 
and/or 

Items in Section 8.2.5

Greater than Tolerance

I Items in Sections 8.2.1, 8.2.2, 8.2.3 i

Equipment used both for calibration of installed instruments and to 
calibrate other standards shall be considered as P-M&TE.  

Special tools (8.2.4) shall be calibrated to within the accuracy of the 
manufacturer's guarantee. Standards used in the calibration of special 
tools shall have a relationship to a calibrating standard which is equal to or 
greater than the accuracy of the special tool calibration standard.  

In those cases where the given accuracy is not achievable or practicable, an 
evaluation shall be performed and documented to justify acceptability of the 
calibration accuracy in question.  

8.5 CALIBRATION PROGRAM 

A Calibration Program shall be developed and maintained up to date. The program 
will cover the type of equipment identified in Section 8.2 and, as a minimum, the 
program shall include: 

8.5.1 Provisions for the review and approval of calibration procedures or 
instructions to include the review and approval of any vendor technical 
manual/document used in lieu of step-by-step directions for calibration.  

NOTE: Procedures used by vendors on the Approved Supplier's List for calibration 
services have been reviewed as part of the original qualification. For specific 
applications, requesting organizations should ask for and review calibration 
procedures prior to use. This section allows a CP&L organization to incorporate 
vendor instructions (after suitable review) instead of writing their own should they 
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desire to perform the calibration.

8.5.2 Provisions to properly control calibrations performed by vendors and 
contractors. The vendor/contractor shall certify the traceability in 
accordance with the procurement document.  

8.5.3 Provisions for performing the required calibration. at the prescribed 
frequencies.  

8.5.4 Provisions for the establishment and maintenance of a master schedule 
reflecting the status of planned calibrations.  

8.5.5 Unique identification of each item in the Calibration Program so that 
traceability to the calibration data is possible. This identification shall be 
clearly visible on or with the equipment; e.g., Test Gauge 8, 2-CAC-AQH
1264.  

8.5.6 Status of calibration for M&TE is provided for through the use of tags, 
stickers, labels, routing cards, computer programs, or other suitable means.  
The status indicators indicate the date recalibration is due or the frequency 
of recalibration.  

8.5.7 Provisions as to the action required if P-M&TE is out of calibration. Such 
action shall include a documented review to determine the validity of past 
calibrations, measurements, or monitored parameters.  

8.5.8 Action to be taken in the case of repetitive out of calibration of any M&TE 
and the cause of the out-of-calibration conditions shall be determined.  
Corrective action such as repair, replacing the equipment, or increasing the 
frequency of its calibration shall be taken to prevent recurrence.  
Identification of the condition, the cause, and the corrective action taken 
shall be documented and reported to the appropriate foreman/supervisor.  

8.5.9 Provisions to provide for the evaluation of the calibration data to ensure 
conformance to acceptance criteria by a responsible group or individual.  

8.5.10 Provisions to require and document corrective actions required following 
calibrations which do not meet the acceptance criteria.  

8.5.11 Provisions to document the permission by operating personnel to remove 
from service installed items to be calibrated.  

8.5.12 Provisions for providing the environmental conditions required for the 
performance of the calibration (e.g., location, cleanliness requirements, 
temperature, etc.).  

8.5.13 Provisions to ensure items in the Calibration Program that are calibrated by 
CP&L are calibrated in accordance with procedures. These procedures 
shall: 
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8.5.13.1 Identify the item(s) to which it applies.

8.5.13.2 Contain a description of objectives.  

8.5.13.3 Contain the acceptance criteria that will be used to evaluate 
the results.  

8.5.13.4 Contain prerequisites for performing the calibration including 
any special conditions to be used to simulate normal or 
abnormal operating conditions.  

8.5.13.5 Contain limiting conditions.  

8.5.13.6 Specify special equipment or calibrations required to conduct 
the calibration.  

8.5.13.7 Prescribe the appropriate documentation requirements (e.g., 
data forms to be used, test data to be recorded, etc.).  

8.5.13.8 Contain step-by-step instructions in the degree of detail 
necessary for performing the calibration.  

8.5.13.9 Require the recording of:

8.5.13.9.1 

8.5.13.9.2 

8.5.13.9.3 

8.5.13.9.4 

8.5.13.9.5

Calibration date.  

Identification of those performing calibration.  

As-found condition.  

As-left condition.  

The standard or other item of M&TE used to 
perform the calibration in order to maintain 
traceability, including the calibration date and 
serial number or unique instrument identification 
number.

8.6 RECORDS 

The following documents shall be filed as QA Records: 
8.6.1 Out-of-calibration documentation.  

8.6.2 Calibration certificates for reference standards.  

8.6.3 Completed calibration document(s).
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9.0 SURVEILLANCE

This section was deleted with the implementation of the assessment program.  

10.0 PLANT OPERATIONS CONTROL 

10.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth requirements for the control of plant operations. Plant 
operations control assures that the quality of installed plant items is not degraded and 
that the quality of operations is not compromised.  

10.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with (U)FSAR Section 17.3 establishes the 
requirements essential to comply with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix 
B.  

10.3 OPERATIONAL CONTROL 

10.3.1 Plant operations shall be controlled and conducted in accordance with 
procedures. These procedures shall be contained within the Plant 
Operating Manual and shall provide for normal and emergency plant 
operations including response to abnormal operating conditions and the 
conditions described in the emergency plan.  

10.3.2 Procedures shall be developed and approved which prescribe those 
measures to be employed when the operating capability of plant items is 
restricted or limited. These conditions shall be positively identified by 
tagging or other controls as a means to prevent inadvertent operation or 
use.  

10.4 OPERATING LOGS AND RECORDS 

Applicable logs and records shall be maintained to support the reporting and record
keeping requirements of the plant Technical Specifications. Completed logs and 
records relating to plant operations shall be reviewed for accuracy and completeness 
and maintained in accordance with Section 14.0.  

10.5 INSTALLED PLANT ITEMS 

10.5.1 Installed items shall be tested in accordance with procedures.  

10.5.2 When an installed item does not conform to test, design, installation 
specifications, or other requirements, action shall be initiated as set forth in 
Sections 3.0, 11.0, or 12.0 to correct or replace the item.
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10.5.3 Whenever an installed item is inoperative, nonconforming, or 
malfunctioning, the system and/or item shall be tagged or otherwise 
identified in accordance with procedures to prevent erroneous operation 
and, if necessary, inadvertent use. Corrective action shall be documented in 
accordance with Sections 3.0, 11.0, or 12.0.  

11.0 MAINTENANCE CONTROL 

11.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth requirements for procedures to be applied at operating plants 
for maintenance. This section includes requirements for work planning and 
preparation to assure that maintenance procedures are adequate, prerequisites are 
met, maintenance is accomplished under suitably controlled conditions, and the 
functional capability and quality intended by the design is maintained.  

11.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with (U)FSAR Section 17.3 establishes the 
requirements essential to control maintenance activities in accordance with the 
associated portion of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B.  

11.3 MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES 

11.3.1 Procedures shall be applied to control maintenance of safety-related items.  
Maintenance procedures will include the following information, as 
appropriate: 

11.3.1.1 Requirements for indoctrination, training, and skills.  

11.3.1.2 Prerequisites for special environments, equipment, tools, and 
material preparation.  

11.3.1.3 Provisions for data collection and reporting.  

11.3.1.4 Instructions for documentation of work performed.  

11.3.1.5 Requirements for verification of functional capability and quality 
by inspection, witnessing, examination, testing including 
specified mandatory holdpoints, and special processes.  

11.3.1.6. Quantitative and qualitative criteria for determining that 
important steps or functions have been satisfactorily 
accomplished.  

11.3.2 Certain maintenance activities which involve skills normally possessed by 
qualified personnel may not require detailed step-by-step delineation in a 
procedure. The following types of activities are among those that may not 
require detailed step-by-step written procedures: 
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11.3.2.1 Gasket replacement.  
1 1.3.2.2 Troubleshooting electrical circuits.  

11.3.2.3 Changing chart or drive speed gears or slide wires on recorders.  

11.3.2.4 Packing adjustment or replacement.  

It is the responsibility of maintenance supervision to determine if the job is 
within the skill of the craftsman.  

11.4 CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE 

11.4.1 Maintenance activities at the plant which affect the quality of items shall be 
prescribed in procedures and accomplished as prescribed therein. To meet 
this requirement, one or more procedures are necessary for: 

11.4.1.1 Processes of rework or repair that establish the functional 
capability or quality of items which require step-by-step 
delineation.  

11.4.1.2 Tests and examinations that determine or verify the functional 
capability or quality of items.  

11.4.1.3 Material protection measures that prevent damage and 
deterioration of items during handling, storage, and other 
maintenance activities.  

11.4.1.4 Processes, tests, and handling which, unless controlled, may 

degrade the functional capability or quality of an item.  

11.4.2 Work planning.  

11.4.2.1 Maintenance programs shall prescribe the preplanning and 
preparation necessary to ensure the required materials and 
equipment are available and that work procedures are 
adequate.  

11.4.3 Work execution.  

11.4.3.1 Maintenance of items shall be accomplished as prescribed in 
procedures. Work execution shall include, as a minimum: 

11.4.3.1.1 Assurance that prerequisites have been satisfied 
prior to performance.  

11.4.3.1.2 The establishment of prescribed environmental 
conditions for accomplishing the activity such as 
adequate cleanliness or an inert atmosphere.  

11.4.3.1.3 The use of appropriate equipment.  
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11.4.3.1.4 Control and accomplishment of special processes 
by qualified personnel and procedures.  

11.4.3.1.5 Provisions for assuring that proper item 
identification for traceability is maintained.  

11.4.3.2 Tests shall be conducted when necessary to determine that a 
new, reworked, or repaired item will perform satisfactorily in 
service.  

11.5 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

A preventive maintenance program shall be developed and implemented in 
accordance with procedures. Preventive maintenance procedures shall consider 
manufacturer recommendations and plant operating and maintenance experience.  

11.6 USE OF MATERIAL 

Items used for maintenance shall be in accordance with requirements contained in 
controlled documents or as specified in a controlled information management 
system. If items cannot be determined to be correct for the intended application, the 
responsible personnel shall request engineering determination of the adequacy of the 
item for its intended use. This determination shall be documented and referenced on 
or attached to the work request, or shall be documented in accordance with approved 
procedures.  

12.0 CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY (CATQ) AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 

12.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth requirements for reporting, controlling, and dispositioning 
CATO.  

12.2 RESPONSIBILITY 

The responsibility for carrying out the requirements of this section shall be established 
by procedures.  

12.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section utilized in conjunction with (U)FSAR Section 17.3 establishes the 
requirements essential to comply with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix 
B.  

12.4 GENERAL 

12.4.1 Personnel are responsible for reporting to their supervision conditions 
adverse to quality (CATQ), discovered as a result of inspections, 
observations, surveillance, assessments, monitoring, audits, tests, checks, 
and review of documents.  
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12.4.2 CATQ shall be documented, controlled, and dispositioned in accordance 
with this section. In-process control documents may be used provided: 

12.4.2.1 The condition is corrected before final acceptance of the work.  

12.4.2.2 Work does not go beyond a holdpoint to the point of prohibiting 
the required inspections.  

12.4.2.3 The condition does not adversely affect work previously 
accepted.  

12.5 IDENTIFICATION, CONTROL, AND DISPOSITION 

12.5.1 Procedures to control CATO shall provide for the following: 

12.5.1.1 Identification of nonconforming items by tags, labels, or other 
appropriate status indicators. This status identification shall 
remain with the item or in records traceable to the item until the 
disposition is complete and accepted.  

12.5.1.2 Segregation of uninstalled nonconforming items, if practical, to 
prevent inadvertent use pending proper disposition and/or 
reinspection.  

12.5.1.3 Identification and prompt notification of individuals or 
organizations responsible for disposition of the condition.  

12.5.1.4 Preparation of appropriate documents which identify and 
describe the condition; provide for proper evaluation; and 
provide for disposition including reinspection, testing, or other 
verification to determine the acceptability and proper 
implementation of the disposition.  

12.5.1.5 Verification of the acceptability of rework/repair of items by 
reinspection or testing of the item as originally performed or by 
methods equivalent to the original inspection or testing 
methods.  

12.5.1.6 Assurance that corrective action appropriate for the condition is 
determined and scheduled for timely implementation.  

12.5.1.7 Initiation of stop-work action in the event an activity or condition 
presents a threat to personnel safety or plant equipment.  

12.5.1.8 Escalation to appropriate levels of management to obtain 
resolution of disagreements between responsible organizations.
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12.5.2 Documents identifying CATQ should be reviewed in a timely manner and, if 
a CATO is confirmed, evaluated for significance and issued. Guidance for 
this evaluation is provided in Section 12.7. Action to determine appropriate 
disposition and corrective measures should be initiated.  

If the condition is not confirmed, the initiating document shall be canceled, 
the basis for cancellation noted on the document, and the document shall be 
placed in a permanent file.  

12.5.3 For significant conditions adverse to quality (SCATO), the root cause of 
the condition, corrective action, and action to preclude repetition shall be 
determined, documented, and reported to appropriate levels of 
management.  

12.6 REPAIR OR USE-AS-IS DISPOSITIONS 

12.6.1 When it is proposed to repair or to "use-as-is" a nonconforming item, an 
engineering evaluation shall be conducted before performing the repair or 
using the item.  

12.6.2 Engineering evaluations to repair or muse-as-is" shall include 
documentation verifying the acceptability of the nonconforming item or 
condition being repaired or used as is.  

12.6.3 Engineering evaluations shall be performed in accordance with procedures 
by personnel technically competent in the area of the nonconforming item or 
condition.  

12.7 SIGNIFICANCE EVALUATION GUIDANCE 

12.7.1 In determining if a condition is significant, the following criteria should be 
considered: 

12.7.1.1 Adverse condition.  

A deficiency, failure, malfunction, deviation, abnormal 
bccurrence, defective material or equipment, or 
nonconformance in an item or activity which has affected or 
reasonably could affect: 

12.7.1.1.1 Nuclear safety or quality.  

12.7.1.1.2 Compliance with other regulations not included in 
nuclear safety or quality above.  

12.7.1.1.3 Personnel safety.  

12.7.1.1.4 Plant reliability.  

12.7.1.1.5 Commercial concerns.  
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Adverse conditions may be performance-based, reliability
based, dimensional, material properties, testing, supporting 
documentation, etc.  

12.7.1.2 CATQ.  

An adverse condition associated with activities affecting the 
quality of structures, systems, components, programs, 
procedures, or documents that are subject to this QAP (i.e., 0
List, FP-Q, RW-Q, 10CFR71-Q, 10CFR72-Q, seismically 
qualified, equipment used to verify technical specification 
requirements, etc.) 

12.7.1.3 SCATQ.  

A CATQ which is important to the degree that action to preclude 
repetition is deemed appropriate by management. At a 
minimum, the following CATQs shall be considered SCATQs: 

12.7.1.3.1 Severe or unusual plant transients.

12.7.1.3.2 

12.7.1.3.3 

12.7.1.3.4

A significant degradation in the ability of a safety 
system to perform its function.  

Events involving nuclear safety that had a strong 
potential to be more severe if different conditions 
that could be reasonably expected had been 
present.  

Discovery of a deficiency in an area such as 
design, analysis, operation, maintenance, testing, 
procedures, or training that is likely to cause a 
SCATO in any of the items above.

13.0 ASSESSMENTS 

13.1 SCOPE 

The Assessment Program is designed to independently evaluate those company 
functions which have potential Nuclear Safety, Reliability or Quality Implications. The 
process is performance based using real time observation, interview and review 
techniques. Included in the program is the determination of each Nuclear Generation 
Group organization's ability to self evaluate its activities, identify needed improvements 
and deficiencies, and accomplish the appropriate corrective action.
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13.2 QUALIFICATIONS

Personnel performing assessments shall have appropriate training and qualifications.  
They shall have no direct responsibilities in the areas they assess.  

13.3 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section used in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.144 and 1.146, American 
National Standards Institute N45.2.12, N45.2.23 and N18.7 as committed in Section 
1.8 and Section 17.3.3.3, Independent Assessments, of the (U)FSAR, establishes the 
requirements essential for compliance with the associated portions of 10CFR50 
Appendix B.  

13.4 GENERAL 

Assessments will be performed at nuclear plants and CP&L locations where functions 
affecting safety-related activities are performed. Assessments are regularly 
scheduled on the basis of the status and safety importance of the activity being 
performed. Assessments will verify compliance, determine the effectiveness, and 
evaluate the QAP against performance objectives and QAP requirements.  
Assessment frequencies are based on the Plant Technical Specifications, (U)FSAR 
commitments, and QAP Manual requirements and are maintained in commitment 
matrices by each assessment organization. Assessments shall be planned, 
conducted, and reported in accordance with procedures.  

13.4.1 Assessments will focus on areas of potential improvement based on 
indicators such as previous assessment data, industry experience, 
regulatory sensitivity, and input from NGG Management.  

13.4.2 The assessment process may include objective evaluation of line 
management's self assessment effectiveness, inspection of areas, 
observation of work activities and processes, interviews with personnel and 
review of documentation and procedures.  

13.4.3 Assessment personnel are to maintain their independence of activities for 
which they are responsible for assessing. This independence should be 
sufficiently clear so as to avoid even the perception that they are in some 
way not independent. This, however, should in no way impede or dilute 
meaningful dialogue between assessors and assessed individuals and 
organizations.  

13.5 ADVERSE CONDITIONS 

Adverse conditions identified during the assessment process will be documented in 
accordance with Section 12.0.  

13.6 REPORTS 

Assessment results will be documented and distributed to appropriate levels of 
management.  
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Each assessment report will include documentation indicating the areas assessed, the 
appropriate QAP Manual requirement, and the commitment met by the assessment, 
as appropriate.  

13.7 FOLLOW-UP 

Follow-up is accomplished to assure that corrective action is taken as a result of the 
assessment and that deficient areas are reassessed, when necessary, to verify 
effectiveness of corrective actions.  

14.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) RECORDS AND DOCUMENT CONTROL 

14.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes the requirements for accumulation, maintenance, and 
retention of QA Records associated with the nuclear plants and establishes 
requirements for control of documents relative to activities affecting quality. QA 
Records are those records which furnish documentary evidence of the quality of items 
and of activities affecting quality.  

14.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section used in conjunction with American National Standards Institute N45.2.9 
and N18.7, and Sections 1.8 and 17.3 as committed in the (U)FSAR establishes the 
requirements for compliance with the associated portions of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B.  

14.3 QA RECORDS 

14.3.1 Requirements for implementation.  

As required by procurement documents, vendors and contractors shall 
provide for accumulation and organization of those documents generated in 
their work that are required to be submitted for retention as QA Records.  
Upon completion of work by vendors and contractors, these records shall be 
transferred to Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) or its agent unless, by 
contractual agreement, the vendor or contractor will retain the records for 
CP&L for the required periods mutually agreed upon. Collection, storage, 
and maintenance of records shall be in accordance with commitments to 
Regulatory Guide 1.88 and/or ANSI N45.2.9 and the plant Technical 
Specifications.  

14.3.2 QA Records accumulation, maintenance, and retention.  

14.3.2.1 The responsible individual or organization shall provide for 
accumulation and organization of documents designated as QA 
Records in accordance with procedures. Documents shall be 
identifiable and retrievable.
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14.3.2.2 Documents designated for retention shall be transferred in an 
organized manner for filing as QA Records. The documents 
shall be checked to verify that they are complete, properly 
identified, and that required documents are included.  

14.3.2.3 QA Records shall be retained as part of the records system at 
the plant, unless by contractual agreement they are retained by 
an agent, vendor, or contractor for CP&L. QA Records may be 
maintained by other CP&L organizations as agents for a nuclear 
plant department as long as the agreement is covered by an 
approved document. The QA Records will be filed and 
maintained in facilities that prevent deterioration or damage to 
documents and shall be controlled to prevent loss. QA Records 
shall be organized and filed so that each document is 
identifiable, retrievable, and shall preclude deterioration of the 
records. QA Records shall be indexed.  

14.4 DOCUMENT CONTROL 

14.4.1 Appropriate document control procedures shall be established to identify 
those individuals or groups responsible for reviewing, approving, revising, 
and issuing documents.  

Examples of documents which are to be controlled include: 

14.4.1.1 Design documents (e.g., calculations, drawings, specifications, 
and analyses) including documents relating to computer codes.  

14.4.1.2 Procurement documents 

14.4.1.3 Quality Assurance Program Manual 

14.4.1.4 Maintenance, modification, engineering, and operating 
procedures 

14.4.1.5 Final Safety Analysis Report 

14.4.1.6 Conditions adverse to quality.  

14.4.1.7 Operating license/Technical Specification.  

14.4.2 Procedures shall require that changes to documents be reviewed and 
approved prior to implementation by the same organization that performed 
the original review and approval or by other designated, qualified 
responsible organizations.  

14.4.3 Procedures shall establish measures that assure current approved 
documents are used in accomplishment of work activities as well as in 
procedure and design document development or changes. Methods shall 
be implemented that preclude the use, or inadvertent use, of obsolete or 
superseded documents.  
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14.4.4 Controlling procedures for document control shall specify methods for 
identifying the current revision and status of plant procedures, design 
documents, modifications and change documents. These procedures shall 
also provide methods for identifying outstandirtg changes to procedures and 
design documents.  

15.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM FOR FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS 

15.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth the QAP requirements for permanent plant fire protection 
related systems, equipment, and administrative programs.  

15.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

The QAP delineated in this section incorporates the appropriate requirements of 
Branch Technical Position 9.5.-1, Appendix A; Appendix R to 1 OCFR50; commitments 
to the 1977 Nuclear Regulatory Commission *Administrative Controls for Fire 
Protection for Nuclear Power Plants* letter; and appropriate National Fire Protection 
Association codes and standards to the extent required by plant commitments. This 
section is to be used in conjunction with the (U)FSAR and Technical Specifications of 
each nuclear plant. Sections 1.0 through 14.0 of the QAP Manual apply only to the 
extent referenced in this section.  

15.3 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 

15.3.1 The Plant General Managers at the three nuclear plants are responsible for 
the overall administration of the Fire Protection Program and provide the 
plant point of control and contact for contingencies. They may delegate 
their authority as appropriate to others; however, they shall not delegate 
their responsibility. The Plant General Managers/Director - Site Operations 
shall direct a documented program of QA for items designated as fire 
protection related. The program shall accomplish the folowing: 

15.3.1.1 Provide controls for inspection, installation, corrective 
maintenance, modifications, and material acceptance activities 
for designated fire protection related items.  

15.3.1.2 Verify compliance with governing procedures of the Fire 
Protection Program.  

15.3.1.3 Provide adequate QA controls for designated fire protection 
related items to ensure the maintenance of an effective Fire 
Protection Program.  

15.3.2 The Fire Protection Program shall include procedures and controls to 
accomplish the following:
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Coordinate Fire Protection Program activities.

15.3.2.2 Prepare procedures and instructions which implement the Fire 
Protection Program.  

15.3.2.3 Assure development and technical adequacy of training 
materials and sources related to fire protection related and 
assign qualified fire protection instructors.  

15.3.2.4 Listing those fire protection items which are subject to the Fire 
Protection Program.  

15.3.2.5 Periodic monitoring of fire protection related activities.  

15.3.2.6 Assure that corrective maintenance and modifications of the fire 
protection related systems comply with Technical Specifications 
and as appropriate, applicable NFPA Codes and Standards; 
10CFR50.48; and 10CFR50, Appendix R Sections IlI.G, Ill.J, 
and 111.0.  

15.3.2.7 Coordinate the arrangements for off-site fire company support 
and training.  

15.3.2.8 Schedule and implement the Fire Drills Program.  

15.3.2.9 Establish and maintain minimum equipment for the fire brigade 
teams.  

15.3.2.10 Assign personnel to fire brigade teams.  

15.4 DESIGN AND MODIFICATION CONTROL AND DOCUMENTATION 

Design activities shall be accomplished in accordance with procedures that assure the 
applicable design requirements are included and that appropriate reviews are 
conducted. Design change of fire protection related items shall be prepared, 
approved, accomplished, and documented in accordance with Section 3.0.  

15.5 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

Activities such as design, installation, inspection, tests, maintenance, and modification 
of fire protection related systems shall be accomplished in accordance with 
procedures and drawings controlled in accordance with Sections 6.0 and 14.0: 

15.6 CONTROL OF PURCHASED MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICES 

Control of plant purchased materials, equipment, and services with respect to fire 
protection related items shall be accomplished in accordance with the following for 

procurement, receiving, and storage:
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15.6.1 Procurement.

Procurement documents for fire protection related items shall be completed 
in accordance with plant procedures. These procedures shall require: 

15.6.1.1 Items to be either Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., listed and/or 
Factory Mutual approved or accepted, or accepted by American 
Nuclear Insurance, formerly NEL-PIA or Nuclear Mutual Limited.  

or: 

15.6.1.2 The item(s) technical and quality requirements are established 
during the review and approval process for the purchase 
requisition.  

15.6.2 Receiving.  

15.6.2.1 Fire protection related items shall be receipt inspected in 
accordance with procedures, noting in particular: 

15.6.2.1.1 Any damage to the item.  

15.6.2.1.2 Item identification and marking.  

15.6.2.1.3 Any required vendor-supplied documentation.

1.5.6.2.1.4 Conformance with purchase requirements/ 
specifications.

15.6.2.2 A receipt inspection report shall be completed for received fire 
protection related items. Noted deficiencies shall be 
documented in accordance with Section 12.0.  

15.6.2.3 Fire protection related items shall be tagged in accordance with 
procedures.  

15.6.3 
Storage.  

Fire protection related items shall be stored in accordance with plant 
procedures.  

15.7 FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM TAGOUTS 

Fire protection related system tagouts shall be accomplished in accordance with 
procedures.
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15.8 CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY (CATQ) 

CATQ of fire protection related items shall be identified, reported, dispositioned, and 
corrected in accordance with Section 12.0.  

15.9 QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTIONS 

A documented program of quality control inspections is required when rework or 
design changes to those items can impair the ability of the system, equipment, 
component, or installation to accomplish its intended function.  

15.10 FIRE PROTECTION INSPECTIONS 

The Plant General Manager is responsible for implementing a documented program 
of periodic inspections which verifies compliance with goveming procedures for the 
following fire protection related activities: 

15.10.1 Housekeeping.  

15.10.2 Surveillance tests of the fire protection related systems.  

15.10.3 Control of ignition sources.  

15.10.4 Use of fire watches.  

15.10.5 Control of combustibles.  

15.10.6 Fire protection related training documentation.  

15.10.7 Preventive Maintenance Program.  

15.11 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE 

A Preventive Maintenance Program for designated fire protection related items shall 
be established and implemented in accordance with Section 11.0.  

15.12 TESTING 

Corrective maintenance which affects the function of designated fire protection related 
items requires post-maintenance testing except where such testing would be 
destructive. The specific test requirements shall be delineated in accordance with 
procedures and applicable NFPA codes and standards.  

Design changes to fire protection related items require testing to demonstrate that 
design criteria and the function of the modification are met. The specific test 
requirements will be delineated in accordance with procedures.
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15.13 ASSESSMENTS

Assessments shall be conducted in accordance with Section 13.0.  

15.14 AUDITS 

Fire protection related audits will be performed in accordance with plant Technical 
Specification.  

15.15 RECORDS 

Those records required to verify compliance with criteria of the Fire Protection 
Program shall be identifiable and retrievable and shall be assigned retention 
requirements.  

15.16 MATERIAL UPGRADING 

Items not originally procured for application in fire protection related systems shall be 
evaluated for the intended use prior to installation in accordance with procedures.  

16.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM FOR RADIOACTIVE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (Harris Plant Only) 

16.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes the QAP requirements for radioactive waste management 
systems for use at the Harris Nuclear Plant only.  

Maintenance and operation of radioactive waste management systems shall be in 
accordance with procedures to assure the original design requirements or evaluated 
alternatives are not compromised.  

16.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section establishes the QAP requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.143 for 
radioactive waste management systems. These requirements should be applied for 
design, installation, and initial testing of new radioactive waste management systems 
when specified by the design organization.  

16.3 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The responsibility for implementation of these requirements is assigned to the 
applicable department head unless specified in an interface agreement.  

16.4 DESIGN AND PROCUREMENT ACTIVITIES 

16.4.1 Design and procurement activities shall be accomplished in accordance with 
procedures. These procedures shall assure that the applicable design 
requirements are included in design and procurement documents and that 
appropriate reviews of these documents are conducted. Design changes 
shall be prepared, approved, accomplished, and documented in accordance 
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with Section 3.0.

16.4.2 Procurement procedures shall include measures for evaluation of the 
supplier to assure an appropriate QA system is in place for the items or 
services to be provided. As an alternative to such a system for American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), Section VIII, or American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI) B31.1 items, the supplier shall only be required to 
have a QA system which satisfies the requirements of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, or ANSI B31.1 for boiler external piping.  

16.5 MATERIAL CONTROL 

16.5.1 Material purchased for radioactive waste management systems shall be 
receipt inspected to assure conformance to technical and QA requirements 
of the procurement document.  

16.5.2 Measures shall be established to control handling, storage, and preservation 
of material to prevent damage or deterioration.  

16.5.3 Measures shall be established to provide for identification of material which 
has satisfactorily passed required inspections or tests. These measures 
may include tags, labels, stamps, computer programs, or other suitable 
means.  

16.5.4 Material not originally purchased for radioactive waste management systems 
may be used providing appropriate evaluations and inspections are 
performed in accordance with procedures.  

16.6 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT (M&TE) 

Control of M&TE used to support activities described in this section shall be in 
accordance with Section 8.0.  

16.7 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

Activities described in this section shall be accomplished in accordance with 
procedures and drawings. These procedures and drawings shall be controlled in 
accordance with Sections 6.0 and 14.0.  

16.8 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

Conditions adverse to quality shall be identified, reported, dispositioned, and 
corrected in accordance with Section 12.0.  

16.9 RECORDS 

Measures shall be established to assure sufficient records are maintained to furnish 
evidence that the activities described in this section are being implemented. These 
records shall be identifiable and retrievable.  
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17.0 IF-300, IRRADIATED FUEL SHIPPING CASK

17.1 SCOPE 

This section specifies the quality assurance (QA) requirements for the IF-300 
irradiated fuel shipping cask.  

17.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section provides for the implementation of the IF-300 Irradiated Fuel Shipping 
Cask QA program criteria required to comply with the "QA Program Approval for 
Radioactive Material Packages,' Docket 71-0345 which complies with the QA Program 
requirements of 1OCFR71 Subpart H.  

17.3 GENERAL 

17.3.1 Classification of cask components 

The following components and parts are 1 OCFR71 "Important to Safety" and 
are classified as safety-related. They are subject to QA program 
requirements contained in this section.  

17.3.1.1 Containment

- Cavity End Plate 
- Inner Shell 
- Vent Pipe Assembly 
- Locating Key 
- Body Flange 
- PWR Head Forging 
- PWR Head Subassembly 
- BWR Head Forging 
- BWR Head Liner 
- Trunnion Assembly 
- Valve Boxes 
- Rupture Disk Device

- BWR Head End Plate 
- BWR Head Liner Ring 
- BWR Sleeve Nuts 
- PWR Sleeve Nuts 
- Studs 
- Cavity Globe Valves.  
- Valve Pipe Cap or Plug 
- Valve Hardware 
- Grayloc Seal Ring 
- Fins 
- Cavity Drain Line Assembly

17.3.1.2 Nuclear shielding: 

Uranium shield (cask barrel, closure head, bottom, basket 
shield), neutron shield (corrugated barrel, valve boxes, 
expansion tank, piping, valves, blind flanges, liquid).
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17.3.1.3 Criticality control:

- BWR basket 

- PWR basket 

17.4 ORGANIZATION 

Organization and responsibilities are as described in Section 2.0.  

17.5 DESIGN CONTROL 

Design control shall be controlled as required by Section 3.0.  

17.6 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL 

The procurement of safety-related items and services shall be per the requirements 

of Section 4.0. To the extent necessary, suppliers are required to implement a QA 

program that meets Appendix B to 1OCFR50 or Subpart H, 1OCFR71. Safety-related 

parts shall be inspected, stored, and handled in accordance with plant procedures 
which meet Section 5.0.  

17.7 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

Cask loading, unloading, tests, and inspections are performed in accordance with 

procedures and drawings which are approved in accordance with Section 6.0. These 

procedures and drawings shall implement the requirements of the cask Certificate of 
Compliance.  

17.8 DOCUMENT CONTROL 

Documents relative to IF-300 activities shall be controlled as required by Section 14.0.  

17.9 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS, PARTS, AND COMPONENTS 

The identification and control of materials, parts, and components for the IF-300 cask 

shall be as described in Section 5.0.  

17.10 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 

Special processes shall be performed per the requirements of Section 11.0.  

17.11 INSPECTIONS AND TEST CONTROL 

Inspections and tests required by the IF-300 Certificate of Compliance shall be 

performed in accordance with the applicable portions of Section 11.0.
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17.12 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT (M&TE)

M&TE used for the IF-300 shall be calibrated and controlled as required by .Section 
8.0.  

17.13 HANDLING, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING 

Shipping of the IF-300 shall be in accordance with 49CFR and 10CFR71. Handling 
and storage shall be performed in accordance with procedures.  

17.14 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

Prior to placing the IF-300 cask in operation, certain preliminary tests shall be 
performed in accordance with procedures. These functional tests are designed to 
meet the requirements of the Certificate of Compliance for the IF-300 and Carolina 
Power & Light administrative controls.  

Routine inspection of cask systems and components shall be accomplished in 
accordance with procedures. Where applicable, the manufacturer's recommended 
inspection intervals should be followed.  

17.15 NONCONFORMING MATERIALS, PARTS, OR COMPONENTS 

Conditions adverse to quality (CATQ) shall be controlled and dispositioned in 
accordance with Section 12.0.  

17.16 CORRECTIVE ACTION 

CATQ shall be controlled and dispositioned in accordance with Section 12.0.  

17.17 QA RECORDS 

Measures shall be established to assure sufficient records to furnish evidence that the 
activities described in this section are being implemented and records required by 
1 OCFR71 are maintained in accordance with Section 14.0.  

17.18 AUDITSIASSESSMENTS 

Audits/Assessments of the IF-300 cask activities shall be conducted in accordance 
with Sections 4.0 & 13.0.  

18.0 RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL PACKAGES QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM 

18.1 SCOPE 

This section establishes the QA requirements for activities associated with the 
procurement, testing, maintenance, repair, and use of "non LSA greater than Type A" 
packages as required by 1 OCFR71, Subpart H, other than the IF-300. The Quality 
Assurance Program (QAP) for the IF-300 is provided in Section 17.0 of the QAP 
Manual. This section also provides for management-controlled audits as required by 
1 OCFR20.31 1.  
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18.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS

This section provides the implementation criteria required to comply with the "QA 
Program Approval for Radioactive Material Packages," Docket 71-0345 which 
complies with the QA Program requirements of 1OCFR71 Subpart H.  

18.3 ORGANIZATION 

Organization and responsibilities are provided in Section 2.0.  

18.4 DESIGN CONTROL 

Design control shall be the responsibility of the package owner or manufacturer in the 
case of packages that are purchased by CP&L.  

18.5 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL 

Procurement documents: 

Procurement documents shall: 
* Require the package owner/manufacturer/ to have a Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission (NRC) approved QA program that meets the requirements of 
10CFR71, Subpart H.  

* Require the owner/manufacturer to submit current documentation attesting 
that the packaging was designed, procured, fabricated, assembled, tested, 
modified, repaired, and maintained in accordance with an NRC-approved 
quality assurance program.  

* Designate other pertinent documentation to be furnished with the packaging 
(e.g., certificate of compliance, as-built drawings, photographs, sketches, use 
and maintenance manuals) 

Approval of Vendors 

Where procurement documents require the vendor to implement a quality assurance 
(QA) program that complies with 1 OCFR71, Subpart H, approval of this program by the 
NRC shall be confirmed prior to issuance of the purchase order or contract.  
Monitoring of supplier performance and continued qualification shall be documented in 
accordance with procedures. In the event replacement parts for the packagings are 
required, procurement of the parts shall be made by the packaging owner in 
accordance with the packaging owner's QA program.  

18.6 PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

Package loading, unloading, filling, and inspections are performed in accordance with 
procedures and drawings which are approved in accordance with Section 6.0 and 
comply with the package Certificate of Compliance.
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18.7 DOCUMENT CONTROL

Documents relative to activities performed by Carolina Power & Light (CP&L) shall be 
controlled as required by Section 14.0.  

18.8 CONTROL OF PURCHASED MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICES 

Inspections shall be performed upon receipt of packaging to verify compliance with 
procurement documents. The criteria for acceptance of each of these inspections and 
the action to be taken if noncompliance is encountered is established in applicable 
plant procedures.  

18.9 IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS, PARTS, AND 

COMPONENTS 

Reference Section 18.5.  

18.10 CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 

Special processes required shall be performed by the package owner.  

18.11 INSPECTIONS 

While packages are at CP&L facilities, inspections required by the Certificate of 
Compliance and by the package owner/manufacturer will be performed in accordance 
with Section 11.0. Packages owned by CP&L shall be inspected and maintained in 
accordance with procedures and drawings that are approved in accordance with 
Section 6.0.  

18.12 TEST CONTROL 

Tests required by the Certificate of Compliance shall be performed by the package 
owner/manufacturer in accordance with their NRC-approved QA program while the 
package is in their physical possession. Prior to a shipment, CP&L shall perform tests 
as required by the Certificate of Compliance and 1 OCFR71.  

18.13 CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT (M&TE) 

M&TE used by CP&L shall be calibrated and controlled as required by Section 8.0.  

18.14 HANDUNG, STORAGE, AND SHIPPING 

Shipping of packages shall be in accordance with 10CFR71. Handling shall be 
performed in accordance with procedures. In the event CP&L stores a package, 
storage shall be in accordance with the package owner instructions.  

18.15 INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

While a package is located on CP&L property, the status of the package shall be in 
accordance with the applicable sections of the QAP Manual.  
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18.16 CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY (CATO) AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 

CATQ identified while on CP&L property shall be controlled and dispositioned in 
accordance with Section 12.0.  

18.17 QA RECORDS 

Those records required by 10CFR71 which are generated by CP&L shall be retained 

in accordance with Section 14.0.  

18.18 AUDITS/ASSESSMENTS 

Audits/Assessments of the Radioactive Material Packaging Program including the 

package contractor's activities shall be conducted in accordance with Sections 4.0 and 
13.0.  

19.0 SOFTWARE QUAUTY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM 

19.1 SCOPE 

19.1.1 This section provides detailed requirements which establish the Graded 
Approach to Quality for Software. The purpose of this section is to prescribe 

software configuration control requirements, define controls applicable to quality 

software/computing systems, and identify software life cycle requirements that 
establish the Nuclear Generation Group (NGG) Software Quality Assurance 
Program. Procedures that meet the requirements delineated in this section for 

quality software/computing systems shall be used to implement these 
controls. Controls are applied in a graded manner to software/computing 
systems which are outside safety related processes.  

19.1.2 Items whih have "self contained" digital processors or software (i.e. components 

that do not rely upon or interface with other software) that are periodically verified 

and validated are exempted from the scope of this program. This includes the 
following examples: 

1. Digital instrumentation and control equipment (e.g. digital transmitters) 
subject to technical specification surveillance testing or periodic testing 
(e.g. periodic maintenance route).  

2. Measuring and Testing Equipment ý(M&TE) which has in-process 
calibration to recognized standards or is in a site's calibration program.  

3. Laboratory instruments utilizing software recognized as a national 
standard.  

4. Changes to the simulator computer are exempted from this program 
because they are controlled by direct regulatory commitments.
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19.1.3 Industry guidance documents on software quality assurance such as IEEE, 
ANSI; ANS, ASME, NUSMG, and NIRMA may be used for reference purposes.  

19.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

None.  

19.3 RESPONSIBILITIES OF CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT (CP&L) 

The responsibility for implementing this section is assigned to each nuclear 
organization that procures, develops, tests, verifies, uses, changes, maintains or 
retires quality software/computing systems. All quality software/computing 
systems shall be developed, tested, verified, used, and maintained under controlled 
conditions as appropriate based upon its importance to nuclear safety. A list of 
quality software/computing systems that support safety related work shall be 
maintained.  

19.4 PROGRAM 

19.4.1 Graded Approach to Software Quality Level Determination 

The Software Quality Level is commensurate with the software's 
importance to nuclear safety. The most rigid controls are applied to 
quality software/computing systems based on the need for compliance 
with regulations, equipment reliability, or other factors. These controls are 
applied to the Software Life Cycle, which is the systematic approach to 
software development, maintenance, use, and retirement. The extent to 
which the individual requirements are applied depends upon the 
importance of software/computing systems as explained by Software 
Quality Assurance Program implementing procedures.  

19.4.2 Software Life Cycle 

1. Procurement 

Procurement of quality software/computing systems shall be in 
accordance with Section 4.0 of this manual as specified in the Software 
Quality Assurance Program implementing procedures.  

2. Development Phase 

a. Baseline software life cycle documents are produced during the 
Development Phase in accordance with the Software Quality 
Assurance Program implementing procedures.  

b. Vendor supplied life cycle documents for quality 
software/computing systems shall meet the requirements of this 
section.
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3. Installation Phase

Installation of quality software/computing systems shall be controlled 
by Software Quality Assurance program implementing procedures.  

4. Operation and Maintenance Phase 

a. During the Operation and Maintenance Phase the software has 
been approved for operational use and the computing environment 
is established.  

b. Maintenance (changes to quality software/computing systems) 
to remove latent errors, to respond to new or revised requirements, 
or to adapt to changes in the operating environment shall be 
performed under the established change control process as 
defined by Software Quality Assurance program implementing 
procedures.  

5. Retirement Phase 

a. During the Retirement Phase the support for a software product is 
terminated, and the routine use of the software is prevented.  

b. The software is de-installed from CPUs, Servers, etc. and returned 
to the software librarian who controls software. Diskettes, tapes 
and other media shall be labeled "RETI REDO.  

19.4.3 Configuration Management 

1. Configuration management refers to the controls for hardware and 
software items that constitute a system. This includes the release and 
change of those items throughout the system life cycle including the 
documentation of modification activities.  

2. The baseline version of quality software/computing systems, source 
code and life cycle documentation shall be stored per Records 
Management procedures and Software Quality Assurance Program 
implementing procedures.  

3. Error notification, evaluation and resolution information shall be controlled 
for quality software/computing systems used in NGG.  

4. Life.Cycle Baseline documentation requirements shall be imposed upon 
modification of the existing product.  

5. Quality software/computing systems that exist and are in production 
prior to the effective date of this program shall be included on a controlled 
list. Minimal information shall be software name, version, software quality 
level, software quality level justification and software owner name.  
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6. Each organization utilizing quality software/computing systems shall 
keep track of safety-related work resulting from the use of such software, 
including version numbers or issue date of the software. If significant 
errors are later determined, safety-related work can be reviewed to 
determine any impact of software errors.  

19.4.4 Qualification Requirements 

Qualification is the process of demonstrating that for a given input which 
may be defined in an Acceptance Test Plan, Benchmark Test Case or 
Calibration Test Procedure, the software produces the expected output 

1. Acceptance Test Requirements 

Plant computer systems shall undergo acceptance testing per applicable 
plant procedures to demonstrate required performance over the range of 
operation of the controlled function or process. The results of tests that 
are Quality Assurance or Vital records shall be designated and stored in 
Records Management in accordance with procedures.  

2. Calibration and Control Test Requirements 

Computer based calibration and control equipment shall be calibrated, 
adjusted, and maintained at prescribed intervals or prior to use per 
applicable plant procedures. The results of tests that are Quality 
Assurance or Vital records shall be designated and stored in Records 
Management as required by procedures.  

3. Benchmark Test Requirements 

The-benchmark test process is typically used to demonstrate design 
analysis software products perform as expected. This includes 
development of appropriate test cases to access the software functionality 
and execution of these test cases. The benchmark test proves, for a given 
input, a known result is obtained.  

19.4.5 Error Management 

1. A method of describing user-identified errors or problems to the developer 
or the owner of the software shall be established. Errors for quality 
software/computing systems shall be identified and documented per 
Software Quality Assurance Program implementing procedures.  

2. A list of errors, error reports to users, resulting evaluation and corrections, 
error impact statement, and error resolutions shall be maintained in a 
controlled manner.
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3. Impact on NGG shall be determined and appropriate corrective action 
taken with'any related errors introduced into NGG and with the software 
source code, if appropriate. In case of misuse, the causes of misuse shall 
be clarified and positive action taken to prevent future misuse.  

4. Error reports shall document error impact and will be identified as a 
Quality Assurance or Vital records upon error resolution. These records 
shall be designated and stored in Records Management as required by 
procedures.  

19.4.6 Self Assessment 

Self assessments of the Software Quality Assurance Program shall be 
performed.  

19.4.7 Records Management 

Documentation resulting from the development, modification or use of 
quality software/computing systems shall be maintained as QA records 
as required in procedures.  

20.0 NONSAFETY-RELATED COMPUTER SOFTWARE QUALITY ASSURANCE.  

THE CONTENTS OF THIS SECTION HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN SECTION 19.0.  

.21.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE (QA) PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALITY CLASS 
B ITEMS 

21.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth the QA requirements for quality Class B items and activities.  
Items subject to these requirements shall be identified in appropriate plant procedures.  

Sections 1.0 through 14.0 of the QAP Manual apply only to the extent referenced in 
this section.  

21.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

This section is to be utilized in conjunction with Regulatory Guides 1.29 and 1.97 as 

committed in Section 1.8 of the (U)FSAR.  

21.3 MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

Each department head has responsibility for determining if this section applies to plant 
activities being performed, for implementation of these requirements, and for 

establishing the necessary interfaces with other organizations.
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21.4 DESIGN ACTIVITIES

Design change activities shall be accomplished in accordance with Section 3.0. (Not 
applicable to BNP/RNP) 

21.5 PROCUREMENT 

Preparation, review, and approval of procurement documents shall be in accordance 
with Section 4.0 or acceptable alternatives delineated in procedures.  

21.6 MATERIAL CONTROL 

Receiving inspection, storage, and equipment control shall be in accordance with 
Section 5.0. (For BNP and RNP, these items are not required to be stored in 
specifically designated storage areas.) 

21.7 CONDITIONS ADVERSE TO QUALITY (CATQ) 

CATO shall be identified, reported, dispositioned, and corrected in accordance with 
Section 12.0.  

21.8 OPERATIONS CONTROL 

Plant operations of these items shall be in accordance with Section 10.0.  

21.9 CALIBRATION CONTROL 

Calibration activities shall be in accordance with Section 8.0.  

21.10 MAINTENANCE 

Maintenance activities shall be in accordance with Section 11.0. (Not applicable to 
BNP or RNP.) 

21.11 ASSESSMENTSIAUDITS 

Assessments/Audits may be conducted in accordance with Sections 4.0 & 13.0.  

21.12 QA RECORDS 

Measures shall be established to assure sufficient records are maintained to furnish 
evidence that the activities described in this section are being implemented. These 
records shall be identifiable and retrievable. These records. shall be maintained in 
accordance with Section. 14.0.
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22.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM FOR NONSAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS AND 
EQUIPMENT USED TO MEET THE STATION BLACKOUT RULE 

22.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth the QAP requirements for nonsafety related systems and 
equipment used for meeting the Station Blackout (SBO) Rule (10CFR50.63) which are 
not otherwise covered by a quality assurance program.  

22.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

The QAP delineated in this section incorporates the appropriate requirements of 
10CFR50.63 and Reg. Guide 1.155. Sections 1.0 through 14.0 of the QAP Manual 
apply only to the extent referenced in this section.  

22.3 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT AND OBJECTIVES 

The Plant General Manager is responsible for the overall administration of the Station 
Blackout Quality Assurance Program and provides the plant point of control and 
contact for contingencies. He may delegate his authority as appropriate to others; 
however, he shall not delegate his responsibility.  

22.4 DESIGN CONTROL 

Design activities shall be accomplished in accordance with procedures that assure the 
applicable design requirements are included and that appropriate reviews are 
conducted. Design changes of Station Blackout items shall be prepared, approved, 
accomplished, and documented in accordance with Section 3.  

22.5 INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

Activities such as design, installation, inspection, tests, maintenance, and modification 
of non-safety systems used to meet the Station Blackout Rule shall be accomplished 
in accordance with instructions, procedures and drawings in accordance with Section 
6.  

22.6 PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL AND CONTROL OF PURCHASED 
MATERIAL,EQUIPMENT, AND SERVICES 

Control of plant purchased materials, equipment, and services with respect to 
nonsafety related systems and equipment used to meet the SBO rule (SBO Items) 
shall be accomplished in accordance with the following for procurement, receiving, and 
storage: 

22.6.1 Procurement 

Procurement documents for SBO items shall be completed in accordance 
with plant procedures. These procedures shall require the item(s) technical 
and quality requirements be established during the review and approval 
process for the purchase requisition.  
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22.6.2 Receiving

22.6.2.1 Material, equipment and services, including spare and 
replacement parts for the nonsafety related systems and 
equipment used to meet the Station Blackout Rule shall be 
inspected, stored, issued, and controlled in accordance with 
procedures, noting .in particular: 

22.6.2.1.1. Any damage to the item.  

22.6.2.1.2 Item identification and marking.  

22.6.2.1.3 Any required vendor-supplier 
documentation.  

22.6.2.1.4 Conformance with purchase 
requirement/specification.  

22.6.2.2 A receipt inspection report shall be completed for received 
SBO Items. Noted deficiencies shall be documented in 
accordance with Section 12.  

22.6.2.3 SBO Items shall be tagged in accordance with procedures.  

22.6.3 Storage 

SBO Items shall be stored in accordance with plant procedures.  

22.7 NONCONFORMING ITEMS AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS (CONDITIONS ADVERSE 

TO QUALITY) 

Conditions Adverse To Quality (CATQ) of SBO items shall be identified, reported, 

dispositioned, and corrected in accordance with Section 12.  

22.8 INSPECTIONS 

Independent inspections of activities will be performed in accordance with procedures 
to verify compliance with documented installation drawings and test procedures for 

accomplishing activities related to the Station Blackout program.  

22.9 TESTING AND TEST CONTROL 

Testing will be performed and verified by inspection to demonstrate conformance with 

design and system readiness requirements. These tests will be performed; test results 

properly evaluated, and appropriate action taken in accordance with plant procedures.
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22.10 ASSESSMENTS

Assessments shall be conducted in accordance with Section 13.0.  

22.11 RECORDS 

Those records required to verify compliance with criteria of the Station Blackout 
program shall be identifiable and retrievable and shall be assigned retention 
requirements.  

22.12 MATERIAL UPGRADING 

Items not originally procured for application in SBO systems shall be evaluated for the 
intended use prior to installation in accordance with procedures.  

23.0 INTERPRETATIONS 

23.1 SCOPE 

This section sets forth requirements for issuing official CP&L Quality Assurance 
Program interpretations by the Manager - Performance Evaluation and Regulatory 
Affairs (PERAS). These interpretations are issued on an as-needed basis for the 
purposes of clarifying Company policy in areas pertaining to this program. It includes 
requirements for the issuance, control, and removal of interpretations and a listing of 
current interpretations.  

23.2 REGULATORY COMMITMENTS 

None 

23.3 REQUIREMENTS 

Interpretations shall be requested and issued in accordance with the following 
requirements: 

23.31 Requests for interpretation shall require the signature of a section manager 
or above.  

23.3.2 The Manager - PERAS is the sole authority for determining whether a 
response to a request for interpretation is to be included in this section.  

23.3.3 A request for an interpretation will be responded to regardless of whether or 
not it wilt be included in this section.  

23.3.4 Current and historical interpretations shall be listed in Section 23.5 by 
sequential number and by subject.
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23.3.5 Interpretations, once issued, shall remain a part of this section until the 
manual is revised. After manual revision, interpretation will be withdrawn 
and a line added to the listing in Section 23.4 identifying that portion of the 
manual revised to incorporate that interpretation or noted for clarification 
only.  

23.4 CONTENTS 

The following is a listing of interpretations contained in Section 23.4. Both current and 
historical interpretations are included by number and subject line. Historical 
interpretations can be found in the historical files.  

23.5 LISTING OF INTERPRETATIONS 

Current and Historical

SUBJECT DATE STATUS

Interpretation of Inspector 
Qualification/Independence Requirements 

Interpretation of UT Block Calibration 
Requirements (QAP Manual Sections 4.5.6 
& 8.0) for clarification only 

Interpretations to Commitments to ANSI 
18.7 via Final Safety Analysis Reports 
(Requirements for Inspection By Other Than 
Quality Control Personnel) 
(QAP Manual Section 7.6) for clarification 
only 

Interpretation of the QAP Manual, 
Paragraph 6.4.7 of the Procedures and 
Drawings Section 

Interpretation of Calibration 
accuracy requirements for M&TE 
(QAP Manual Section 8.4)

7/19/89 

1/15/90 

1/6/92 

1/17/92 

912/93

Deleted by 
Revision 18 

Incorporated 
into Section 8.0 
in 
Revision 18 

Deleted by 
Revision 18 

Canceled 
Section 
6.4.7 Deleted 

Incorporated in 
Rev. 17
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Enclosure 1

(Note: This policy statement is a reprint of the CP&L Quality Assurance Program Policy statement on the 
Intranet. Any changes to this document requires the policy statement to be revised on the Intranet).  

Document title 

CP&L Quality Assurance Program Policy 
Document number 

REG-CPL-000 
Keywords 

Policy; CPL; Regulatory; Quality Assurance; Program 

It is the policy of Carolina Power & Light Company to operate and maintain nuclear power plants to safeguard the 
health and safety of its employees and the public. The operation of nuclear power plants is in accordance with the 
facility operating license issued by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). A Quality Assurance (QA) 
program is implemented and updated as necessary to assure that systems used for generating electricity using 
nuclear fuel are designed, constructed, and operated in a safe manner. Deviations from the requirements of this 
program are permitted only with written authority from the corporate management position which originally 
approved the program or implementing procedures.  

CP&L's QA Program ensures compliance with NRC regulations specified in Title 10 of the US Code of Federal 
Regulations. The CP&L OA Program for 10CFR50 Appendix B requirements is established by and defined in 
Sections 1.0-14.0 of NGGM-PM-0007, Qualiy Assurance Program Manual. A description of this program is also 
contained in Section 17.3 of each nuclear pant's (U)FSAR. Implementing procedures are contained in the Plant 
Operating Manuals (POMs). CP&L OA programs for Fire Protection Systems, Radioactive Waste Management 
Systems, IF-300 Shipping Cask, Radioactive Material Packages, Computer Software, Quality Class B items, and 
Station Blackout are also contained in the NGGM-PM-0007.  

The Senior Vice President - Nuclear Generation/Chief Nuclear Officer has the ultimate company responsibility for 
the safe operation of the nuclear power plants. Plant Vice Presidents and the Manager - Performance Evaluation 
and Regulatory Affairs (PERAS), have the responsibility and authority to identify and correct quality problems and 
are responsible for monitoring the effectiveness of quality assurance activities through a system of planned 
assessments and inspections. Plant Vice Presidents and the Manager - PERAS effect this responsibility by 
maintaining a strong self evaluation culture in the line organization supplemented with independent monitoring and 
systematic assessments performed by the Nuclear Assessment Sections and Performance Evaluation Support.  

The Manager - PERAS is responsible for maintaining and monitoring the overall effectiveness of QA Program 
implementation and communicates directly with Senior Management up to and including the President/Chief 
Executive Officer, and if appropriate, with the Board of Directors, to resolve any quality concerns which cannot be 
resolved satisfactorily at a lower management level.  

PES and NAS Managers review the effectiveness of the GA Program on a regular basis with the Senior Vice 
President - Nuclear Generation/Chief Nuclear Officer.  

Although specific position and responsibilities are delineated in this policy statement the achievement of quality is 
the responsibility of each individual involved in nuclear generation.  

W S. Orser 
Executive Vice President - Energy Supply
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APPENDIX I

This Appendix provides a cross-reference between the QAP Sections 1.0 through 14.0 and Title 
10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 50, Appendix B (1OCFR50, Appendix B), titled, "Quality 
Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants." 

The references to the QAP contained in this appendix are limited to those that have a direct 
connection, or describe the immediate activity addressed by IOCFR50, Appendix B. The 
program references are identified by paragraph number, indicating a description of 
implementation somewhere within the text of the referenced paragraph. References to the 18 
criteria of IOCFR50, Appendix B, are identified by roman numerals. Sentences within each 
Appendix B criterion are further subdivided by Arabic numbers and aspects of each sentence 
by lower case letters.
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APPENDIX I

10CFR50 (APPENDIX B) CP&L QA.PROGRAM MANUAL

I. ORGANIZATION 

1. The applicant shall be responsible for: 

a. Establishment of the QA Program.  

b. Execution of the QA Program.  

2. The applicant may delegate to others, 
such as contractors, agents, or 
consultants the work (or any part 
thereof) of: 

a. Establishing the QA Program.  

b. Executing the QA Program.  

But the applicant shall retain 
responsibility therefore.  

3. The authority and duties of persons 
and organizations performing activities 
affecting the safety-related functions 
of structures, systems, and components 
shall be clearly established and 
delineated in writing.  

4. These activities include both the 
performing functions of attaining 
quality objectives and the quality 
assurance functions.  

5. The QA functions are those of: 

a. Assuring that an appropriate 
QA Program is established and 
effectively executed.  

b. Verify, such as by checking, 
auditing, and inspection, that 
activities affecting the safety
related functions have been 
correctly performed.

1,1

1.1, 1.2,2.1

2.2

1.1, 2.1,2.2

2.2

2.2, 2.3, 2.4

1.3, 2.2, 4.11, 
13.1 

2.2, 4.11, 13.1
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6. The persons and organizations 
performing QA functions shall 
have sufficient authority and 
organizational freedom to: 

a. Identify quality problems. 2.2, 4.11, 13.1 

b. To initiate, recommend, or 2.2, 4.11.6, 
provide solutions. 13.5 

c. To verify implementation of 2.2, 4.11.8, 
solutions. 13.7 

7. Such persons and organizations 2.2 
performing quality assurance 
functions shall report to a 
management level such that this 
required authority and organizational 
freedom, including sufficient 
independence from cost and schedule 
when opposed to safety considerations 
are provided.  

8. Because of the many variables involved, 2.2 
such as the number of personnel, the 
type of activity being performed, and 
the location or locations where activities 
are performed, the organizational 
structure for executing the QA Program 
may take various forms provided that the 
persons and organizations assigned the QA 
functions have this required authority 
and organizational freedom.  

9. Irrespective of the organizational 2.2 
structure, the individual(s) assigned 
the responsibility for assuring effective 
execution of any portion of the QA Program 
at any location where activities subject 
to this Appendix are being performed shall 
have direct access to such levels of 
management as may be necessary to perform 
this function.  

IL QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAM 

1. The applicant shall establish at the 1.1, 1.2, 2.2 
earliest practical time, consistent 
with the schedule for accomplishing 
the activities, a QA Program which 
complies with the requirements of 
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this Appendix.

2. This Program shall be: 

a. Documented by written policies, 
procedures or instructions.  

b. Carried out throughout plant 
life in accordance with those 
policies, procedures or instructions.  

3. The applicant shall identify: 

a. The structures, systems and 
components to be covered by 
the QA Program.  

b. The major organizations 
participating in the Program, 
together with the designated 
functions of these organizations.  

4. The QA Program shall provide control 
over activities affecting the quality 
of the identified structures, systems, 
and components, to an extent consistent 
with their importance to safety.  

5. Activities affecting quality shall be 
accomplished under suitably 
controlled conditions.  

6. Controlled conditions include: 

a. The use of appropriate equipment.  

b. The use of suitable environmental 
conditions for accomplishing the 
activity, such as adequate 
cleanliness.  

c. Assurance that all prerequisites 
for the given activity have been 
satisfied.

2.2.  

2.2, 6.0

1.2 

2.2 

1.2

5.3, 6.4, 8.5,10.3, 
11.1, 11.3

5.2, 6.3, 8.4, 10.2, 
11.1, 11.3 

5.3, 6.4, 8.5, 10.3 
11.1, 11.3 

4.9, 4.11, 5.3, 6.4, 
8.5, 13.1
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7. The Program shall take, into account the 
need for: 

a. Special controls. 5.3, 5.5, 10.3, 11.3 

b. Processes. 10.3, 10.5, 11.3, 
11.4 

c. Test equipment. 8.2 

d. Tools. 5.4, 8.2 

e. Skills to attain the required 7.0 
quality.  

f. Verification of quality by 4.5, 4.6, 5.3, 5.5, 
inspection. 11.3,11.4 

g. Verification of quality by 3.4, 3.5, 4.5, 11.3 
test.  

8. The Program shall provide for: 

a. Indoctrination. Section 7.0 

b. Training. Section 7.0 

Of personnel performing activities 
affecting quality as necessary to 
assure that suitable proficiency is 
achieved and maintained.  

9. The applicant shall regularly review 1.3 
the status and adequacy of the QA 
Program.  

10. Management of other organizations 2.1,2.2 
participating in the QA Program shall 
regularly review the status and adequacy 
of that part of the QA Program which 
they are executing.  

1I1. DESIGN CONTROL 

1. Measures shall be established to assure 3.3, 3.4 
that applicable regulatory requirements 
and the design bases, as defined in 
IOCFR50.2 and as specified in the license 
application for those structures, systems, 
and components to which this Appendix 
applies, are correctly translated into 
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specifications, drawings, and instructions.

2. These measures shall include provisions 
to assure that appropriate quality 
standards: 

a. Are specified and included in design 3.3, 3.4 
documents.  

b. Deviations from such standards are 3.3, 3.4, 3.9 
controlled.  

3. Measures shall also be established for: 

a. Selection. 3.4,3.5 

b. Review. 3.4, 3.5 

For suitability of application of materials, 
parts, equipment, and processes that are 
essential to the safety-related functions 
of the structures, systems and components.  

4. Measures shall be established for the 3.10 
identification and control of design 
interfaces and for coordination among 
participating design organizations.  

5. These measures shall include the establishment 
of procedures among participating design 
organizations for.  

a. Review of documents involving design 3.10 
interfaces.  

b. Approval of documents involving design 3.10 
interfaces.  

c. Release of documents involving design 3.10 
interfaces.  

d. Distribution of documents involving design3.1 0 
interfaces.  

e. Revision of documents involving design 3.10 
interfaces.  

6. The design control measures shall provide for 
verifying or checking the adequacy of design, 
such as by one or more of the following means:
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a. Performance of design reviews.  

b. Use of alternate or simplified 
calculational methods.  

c. Performance of a suitable testing 
program.  

7. The verifying or checking process 
shall be performed by individuals or 
groups other than those who performed 
the original design, but who may be 
from the same organization.  

8. Where a test program is used to 
verify the adequacy of a specific 
design feature in lieu of other 
verifying or checking process, 
it shall include suitable 
qualification testing of a 
prototype unit under the most 
adverse design conditions.  

9. Design control measures shall be 
applied to items such as the 
following: reactor physics; stress, 
thermal, hydraulic, and accident 
analyses; compatibility of materials; 
accessibility for in-service inspection, 
maintenance, and repair, and delineation 
of acceptance criteria for inspections 
and tests.  

10. Design changes, including field changes, 
shall be: 

a. Subject to design control measures 
commensurate with those applied to the 
original design.  

b. Approved by the organization that 
performed the original design unless the 
applicant designates another responsible 
organization.

3.4, 3.5, 3.6 

3.4, 3.5, 3.6 

3.4, 3.5, 3.6 

3.4, 3.5 

3.3, 3.4, 3.5

3.3, 3.4, 3.5

3.5 

3.5
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IV. PROCUREMENT DOCUMENT CONTROL

1 Measures shall be established to assure 4.5 
that applicable regulatory requirements, 
design bases, and other requirements 
which are necessary to assure adequate 
quality are suitably included or 
references in the documents for 
procurement of material, equipment, 
and services, whether purchased 
by the applicant or by its Contractors 
or Subcontractors.  

2. To the extent necessary, procurement 4.4 
documents shall require Contractors 
or subcontractors to provide a QA 
Program consistent with the pertinent 
provisions of this Appendix.  

V. INSTRUCTIONS, PROCEDURES AND DRAWINGS 

1 . Activities affecting quality shall be: 

a. Prescribed by documented instructions, 6.0 
procedures or drawings of a type 
appropriate to the circumstances.  

b. Accomplished in accordance with these 6.0 
instructions, procedures or drawings.  

2. Instructions, procedures, or drawings 6.0 
shall include appropriate quantitative 
or qualitative acceptance criteria for 
determining that important activities 
have been satisfactorily accomplished.  

VI. DOCUMENT CONTROL 

1 Measures shall be established to 6.1, 6.34, 14.4 
control the issuance of documents, 
such as instructions, procedures, 
and drawings, including changes 
thereto, which prescribe all 
activities affecting quality.  

2. These measures shall assure that 
documents, including changes: 

a. Are reviewed for adequacy. 6.4, 14.4 
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b. Approved for release by 6.4,14.4 
authorized personnel.  

c. Distributed to the location 6.4, 14.4 
where the prescribed activity 
is performed.  

d. Used at the location where the 6.4, 14.4 
prescribed activity is performed.  

3. Changes to documents shall be reviewed 6.4, 14.4 
and approved by the same organization 
that performed the original review and 
approval unless the applicant designates 
another responsible organization.  

VII. CONTROL OF PURCHASED MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, 
AND SERVICES 

1. Measures shall be established to assure 4.8, 5.3 
that purchased material, equipment, and 
services, whether purchased directly or 
through Contractors and Subcontractors, 
conform to the procurement documents.  

2. These measures shall include provisions, 

as appropriate, for: 

a. Source evaluation and selection. 4.4, 4.8 

b. Objective evidence of quality 4.4, 4.8 
furnished by the Contractor or 
Subcontractor.  

c. Inspection at the Contractor or 4.4, 4.8 
Subcontractor source.  

d. Examination of products upon delivery. 5.3 

3. Documentary evidence that material and 5.5 
equipment conform to the procurement 
requirements shall be available at the 
nuclear power plant site prior to 
installation or use of such material 
and equipment.
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4. This documentary evidence shall be:

a. Retained at the nuclear power plant 
site.  

b. Sufficient to identify the specific 
requirements, such as codes, standards, 
or specifications, met by the purchased 
material and equipment.  

5. The effectiveness of the control of quality by 
Contractors and Subcontractors shall be 
assessed by the applicant or designee at 
intervals consistent with the importance, 
complexity, and quantity of the product 
or services.  

VIII. IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF MATERIALS, 
PARTS. AND COMPONENTS

1. Measures shall be established for the 
identification and control of materials, 
parts, and components, including partially 
fabricated assemblies.  

2. These measures shall assure that 
identification of the item is maintained 
by heat number, part number, serial number 
or other appropriate means, either on the 
item or on records traceable to the item, 
as required throughout fabrication, 
erection, installation, and use of the 
item.  

3. These identification and control measures 
shall be designed to prevent the use of 
incorrect or defective material, parts, 
and components.  

IX. CONTROL OF SPECIAL PROCESSES 

1. Measures shall be established to assure 
that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating, and nondestructive 
testing are: 

a. Controlled.

5.3, 5.4, 5.5 

3.5, 3.7, 5.3, 5.4 
5.5, 10.5 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 10.3, 
11.4,11.6

7.4,11.3
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b. Accomplished by qualified personnel 
using qualified procedures in 
accordance with applicable codes, 
standards, specifications, criteria, 
and other special requirements.  

X. INSPECTION 

1. A program of inspection of activities 
affecting quality shall be:

a. Established. 2.2, 5.3, 5.6

b. Executed by or for the organization 
performing the activity to verify 
conformance with the documented 
instructions,' procedures and drawings 
for accomplishing the activity.  

2. Such inspection shall be performed by 
individuals other than those who 
performed the activity being inspected.  

3. Examinations, measurements, or tests of 
material or products processed shall be 
performed for each work operation where 
necessary to assure quality.  

4. If inspection of processed material or 
products is impossible or disadvantageous, 
indirect control by monitoring processing 
methods, equipment, and personnel shall 
be provided.  

5. Both inspection and process monitoring 
shall be provided when control is 
inadequate without both.  

6. If mandatory inspection holdpoints, 
which require witnessing or inspecting 
by the applicant's designated 
representative are required:

a. Work shall not proceed beyond 
these holdpoints without the 
consent of the designated 
representative.  

J NGGM-PM-0007

2.2, 5.3, 5.6 

2.2, 5.3 

2.2, 3.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, 
5.3, 5.5, 6.4

2.2, 4.4, 4.8, 5.3, 
5.6 

2.2, 4.4, 4.8, 5.3, 
5.6, 6.4

2.2, 3.4, 3.7
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b. Specific holdpoints shall be 
indicated in appropriate 
documents.  

Xl. TEST CONTROL 

1. A test program shall be established 
to assure that all testing required 
to demonstrate that structures, 
systems, and components will perform 
satisfactorily in service is:

a. Identified.

b. Performed in accordance with 
written test procedures which 
incorporate the requirements and 
acceptance limits contained in 
applicable design documents.  

2. The test program for structures, 
systems and components shall 
include, as appropriate: 

a. Proof tests prior to installation.  

b. Preoperational tests.  

c. Operational tests during nuclear 
power plant operation.  

3. Test procedures shall include 
provisions for assuring that: 

a. All prerequisites for the given 
test have been met.  

b. Adequate test instrumentation is 
available and used.  

c. The test is performed under 
suitable environmental conditions.

3.4, 3.7, 4.5 

3.4, 3.7, 4.5

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3 

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3 

3.4,3.7,4.5,11.3

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3 

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3 

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3

4. Test results shall be:

a. Documented.  

b. Evaluated to assure that test 
requirements have been satisfied.

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3 

3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3
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Xll. CONTROL OF MEASURING AND TEST EQUIPMENT

1. Measures shall be established to assure 
that tools, gages, instruments, and 
other measuring and testing devices used 
in activities affecting quality are 
properly: 

a. Controlled.  

b. Calibrated and adjusted at specified 
periods to maintain accuracy within 
necessary limits.  

XIII. HANDLING. STORAGE AND SHIPPING 

1. Measures shall be established to 
control the handling, storage, 
shipping, cleaning and preservation 
of material and equipment in 
accordance with work and inspection 
instructions to prevent damage 
or deterioration.  

2. When necessary for particular products, 
special protective environments, such 
as inert gasatmosphere, specific 
moisture content levels, and temperature 
levels, shall be specified and provided.  

XIV. INSPECTION, TEST, AND OPERATING STATUS 

1. Measures shall be established to 
indicate, by the use of markings 
such as stamps, tags, labels, 
routing cards, or other suitable 
means, the status of inspections 
and tests performed upon individual 
items of the nuclear power plant.  

2. These measures shall provide for the 
identification of items which have 
satisfactorily passed required inspection 
and tests, where necessary to preclude 
inadvertent bypassing of such inspections 
and tests.

8.4, 8.5 

8.4, 8.5

5.3, 5.5, 5.6 

5.3, 5.5, 5.6

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6
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3. Measures shall also be established for 
indicating the operating status of 
structures, systems, and components of 
the nuclear power plant, such as by 
tagging valves and switches, to prevent 
inadvertent operation.  

XV. NONCONFORMING MATERIALS, PARTS. OR 
COMPONENTS

1. Measures shall be established to 
control materials, parts, or 
components which do not conform 
to requirements in order to 
prevent their inadvertent use 
or installation.  

2. These measures shall include, as 
appropriate, procedures for

a. Identification.

b. Documentation.  

c. Segregation.  

d. Disposition.  

e. Notification to affected organizations.  

3. Nonconforming items shall be:

a. Reviewed.

b. Accepted or rejected.  

c. Repaired or reworked in accordance 
with documented procedures.  

XVI. CORRECTIVE ACTION 

1. Measures shall be established to assure 
that conditions adverse to quality such 
as failures, malfunctions, deviations and 
defective material and equipment are 
promptly identified and corrected.  

2. In the case of significant conditions 
adverse to quality, the measures shall 
assure that the cause of the condition 
is determined and corrective action taken

5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6

12.4, 12.5, 12.6, 
12.7

12.4,13.5

12.5 

12.5 

12.5 

12.5

5.3'8, 12.4, 12.5, 12.7 

5.3.8, 12.4, 12.5, 12.7 

5.3.8, 12.4,12.5, 12.7

12.4, 12.5

12.4, 12.5
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to preclude repetition.

3. The identification of the significant 
condition adverse to quality, the cause 
of the condition, and the corrective 
action taken shall be:

a. Documented.

b. Reported to appropriate levels of 
management.  

XVII. QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 

1. Sufficient records shall be maintained 
to furnish evidence of activities 
affecting quality.  

2. The records shall include at least 
the following:

a. Operating logs.  

b. Results of reviews.  

c. Inspections.

d. Tests.

e. Audits.  

f. Monitoring of work performance.  

g. Material analyses.  

3. The records shall also include 
closely-related data such as 
qualifications of personnel, 
procedures, and equipment.  

4. Inspection and test records shall, 
as a minimum, identify: 

a. The inspector or data recorder.  

b. The type of observation.  

c. The results.  

d. The acceptability.

2.4, 12.5, 12.7 

12.4, 12.5, 12.7

14.3

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4 

14.3, 14.4

5.2, 7.4,14.3, 14.4

5.2, 14.3, 14.4 

5.2, 14.3,14.4 

14.3 

14.3
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e. The action taken in connection with 
any deficiencies noted.  

5. Records shall be identifiable and 
retrievable.  

6. Consistent with applicable regulatory 
requirements, the applicant shall 
establish requirements concerning record 
retention, such as: 

a. Duration.  

b. Location.

c. Assigned responsibility.

XVIII.AUDITS 

1. A comprehensive system of planned and 
periodic audits shall be 
carried out to: 

a. Verify compliance with all aspects 
of the QA Program.  

b. Determine the effectiveness of 
the Program.  

2. The audits shall be performed: 

a. In accordance with written procedures 
or checklists.  

b. By appropriately trained personnel 
not having direct responsibilities 
in the areas being audited.

4.11, 13.1, 13.4 

4.11, 13.1, 13.4

4.11, 13.1, 13.4 

4.11, 13.2, 13.4

3. Audit results shall be:

a. Documented.

b. Reviewed by management having 
responsibility in the area audited.  

4. Follow-up action, including reaudit of 
deficient areas, shall be taken where 
indicated.

4.11,13.6 

4.11.7, 13.6 

4.11,13.7
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APPENDIX II

This appendix provides a matrix of specific plant commitments to QA Program related 
Regulatory Guides and referenced documents and is included in this manual as a 
"quick reference". This appendix is not intended to be all inclusive of all commitments 
and has no specific relationship with the other sections of this manual.  

It must be noted that the information depicted in the appendix reflects only those 
commitments found in Section 1.8 of each plant's (U)FSAR. It must also be noted that 
exceptions/clarifications taken by CP&L to these Regulatory Guides are not indicated 
in the reference and must be obtained from the applicable plant (U)FSARs.  

Regulatory Guides are listed by number, title, and revision applicable to each plant.  
The document primarily endorsed by each Regulatory Guide are also listed with 
revision or date of issue, where applicable, for each plant. If a Regulatory Guide 
and/or an endorsed document is not applicable to a particular plant, it is so noted as 
"N/A" in the appropriate Commitment columns. In cases where Regulatory Guides do 
not endorse specific documents, "none" appears in the corresponding Primary 
Endorsed Documents column.
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CP&L COMMITMENT MATRIX 

APPENDIX II

Reg. Commitments Regulatory Guide Primary Endorsed Commitments 

Guide Documents 

Reg. Guide Rev. Document Rev 

SHNPP BSEP HBR SHNPP BSEP HBR 

1.8 R2 3/71 9/75 Personnel Selection and Training ANSI N18.1 N/A N/A N/A 
2179 ANSI 3.1 9/79 N/A N/A 
Draft 

1.29 R3 R3 R3 Seismic Design Classification None 

1.30 RO 8/72 8/72 QA Requirements for the Installation and Testing of ANSI N45.2.4 3/72 3/72 3/72 
Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment 

1.33 R2 11/72 2/78 QA Program Requirements (Operation) ANSI N18.7 2/76 2/76 2/76 

1.37 - RO 3/73 3/73 QA Requirements for Cleaning Fluid Systems and Associated ANSI N45.2.1 2/73 2/73 2/73 
Components of Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants 

1.38 R2 3/73 3/73 QA Requirements for Packaging, Shipping, Receiving, Storage ANSI N45.2.2 12/72 12/72 12/72 
and Handling of Items for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants 

1.39 R2 3/73 3/73 Housekeeping Requirements for Water-Cooled Nuclear Power ANSI N45.2.3 3/73 3/73 3/73 
Plants 

1.54 RO 6/73 Quality Assurance Requirements for Protective Coatings ANSI N101.4 1972 -

_ ,_ _ Applied to Water-cooled Nuclear Power Plants 

1.58 R1 9/80 9/80 Qualification of Nuclear Power Plant Inspection, Examination ANSI N45.2.6 8/78 8/78 8/78 
and Testing Personnel 

1.64 R2 10/73 10/73 QA Requirements for the Design of Nuclear Power Plants ANSI N45.2.11 6/74 6/74 6/74 

1.74 2/74 74 4 QA Terms and Definitions ANSI N45.2.10 5/73 5/73 5/73



CP&L COMMITMENT MATRIX 

APPENDIX II

Commitments Commitments 
Reg. Primary Endorsed 

Reg. GRegulatory Guide Documents DocumentRev 

Reg. Guide Rev. Document Rev 

SHNPP BSEP HBR SHNPP BSEP HBR 

1.88 R2 8174 N/A Collection, Storage, and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plant ANSI N45.2.9 6/74 6/74 5/79 
QA Records 

1.94 Ri N/A 4/76 QA Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and Testing of ANSI N45.2.5 7/74 7/74 
Structural Concrete and Structural Steel During the (Std.  
Construction Phase of Nuclear Power Plants Only) 

1.116 RO-R N/A N/A QA Requirements for Installation, Inspection, and Testing of ANSI N45.2.8 5/75 5/75 5/75 

Mechanical Equipment and Systems (Std. (Std.  
Only) Only) 

1.120 N/A N/A N/A Fire Protection Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plants None 

1.123 RI N/A N/A QA Requirements for Control of Procurement of Items and ANSI N45.2.13 2/76 Draft 2 Draft 2 
Services for Nuclear Power Plants Rev. 4 Rev. 4 

4/74 4/74 

1.143 Ri N/A N/A Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste Management None 
Systems, Structures, and Components Installed In Light 
Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants 

1.144 RO 1/79 1/79 Auditing of QA Programs for Nuclear Power Plants ANSI N45.2.12 11/77 11/77 11/77 

1.146 RO RO RO Qualification of Quality Assurance Program Audit Personnel ANSI N45.2.23 4/78 4/78 4/78 
8/80 8/8.0 8/80 for Nuclear Power Plants 
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Enclosure 15 to Serial: HNP-99-069

QA Program - Pertinent Quality Control Procedures for Implementation 

(1) List of Mechanical Modification Procedures (1 page) 

(2) Index of Corporate Welding Manual Procedures (2 pages) 

(3) Index of Corporate NDE Manual Procedures (7 pages)



Enclosure15 to Serial: HNP-99-069 

HNP Mechanical Modification Procedures Applicable to Completion of Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling Systems:

MMP-002 
MMP-003 
MMP-004 
MMP-006 

MMP-007 
MMP-012

Installation of Piping and Piping Components 
Instrumentation 
Installation of Pipe Supports 
Installation of Structural Steel and Electrical, 
Instrumentation, and HVAC Supports 
Mechanical Equipment Installation 
Hydrostatic and Pneumatic Testing of Piping Systems



CORPORA TE WELDING MANUAL

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

Does Not Contain Plant Procedure Change Notices (PCNs) Per NW-i Paragraph 5.3.3 

NW-i Manual Administrative Controls Rev. 8 

PART 1: GENERAL PROCEDURES

Rev. 6NW-O1 

NW-02 

NW-03 

NW-04 

NW-05 

NW-06 

NW-07 

NW-08.  

NW-09 

NW-10 

NW-Il 

NW-12 

NW-13 

NW-14 

NW-I5 

NW-16 

NW-17

Rev.  

Rev.  

Rev.

7 

6 

7

Rev. 6 

Rev. 7 

Rev. 6 

Rev. 4 

Rev. 6 

Rev. 3 

Rev. 4

Qualification of Welding and Brazing Procedures 

Qualification of Welders ,and Welding Operators 

Welding Material Control 

Permanent Marking of Plant Materials, 
Components, and Weld Joints 

General Welding Procedure for Structural Welding 

General Welding Procedure for Carbon and Low Alloy 
Steels, Stainless Steels, and Nonferrous Alloys 

Weld Data Reports Preparation, and Use 

Post-Weld Heat Treatment 

Repair of Base Material and Weldments 

Assigning CP&L Welder Symbols 

General Welding Procedures for Sheet Metal Components 

Deleted - Superseded in September 1993 by Specification 
CP&L-XXXX-W-04 

General Welding Procedures for Studs and Pins 

Care and Maintenance of Welding Machines and Equipment 

General Brazing Procedure 

Identification of Base Metals For Welding Applications 

Welder Safety
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CORPORA TE WELDING MANUAL 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 

PART 2: WELDING PROCEDURE SPECIFICATIONS 

Welding Procedure Cross Reference Table 

WPS/BPS Index (Welding/Brazing Procedure Specifications) 

Welding Procedure Specifications (WPSs) 

Brazing Procedure Specifications (BPSs) 

PART 3: WELD JOINT DETAILS 

Weld Joint Detail Index 

APPENDICES: 

Appendix A Standard Welding Symbols
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CP&L 
NGG PROGRAM MANUAL 

Title: Nuclear NDE Manual 

Lead Department: NUCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 

Program Manual Revision Effective Date: 

Number: Number: 

NGGM-PM-0011 0j..0 February 15, 1999

Revision Summary: 
This initial issue of this Program Manual is a conversion from the Corporate NDE Manual of 

Procedures to the NGG Procedure Hierarchy as the Nuclear NDE Manual.

��7i rr-i 

(-a,

-1 The Table of Contents describing the status of NDE procedures has become the 
controlling document.  

2. The individual personnel qualification and certification and procedure developmen 

and qualification procedures in the Corporate NDE Manual of Procedures havw 

been consolidated into one procedure to form the process description for thE 
Nuclear NDE Manual and is numbered NDEP-A.  

3 To ensure smooth transition for users of the Nuclear NDE Manual, the followin.  
steps were taken: 

* The individual inspection and examination procedures in the Corporate NDE 

;,.t;Manual of Procedures have retained their same title and number with sligh 

change to four digit format.  
* Procedures were revised to meet requirements of PRO-NGGC-0201 

M Procedure Writers Guide.  
< Recent code requirements were incorporated.  

* Existing Interim Procedure Changes were incorporated.  
" Fossil and unneeded nuclear procedures were retired 
• Revision numbers were incremented by 1 

4 The NDE Forms are provided as a separate Appendix in a manner similar to th 

previous Manual. Slight form revisions were made and the revision numbers wer 

incremented by one.
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EXAMINATION PROCEDURES 

100 SERIES - RADIOGRAPHIC METHOD 

NDEP-0101 Radiographic Examination 16 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0102 Radiographic Examination for AWS Retired 
01/16/98 

NDEP-0103 Radiographic Examination of Castings Retired 
01/16/98 

NDEP-0104 Radiographic Examination for Fossil Power Retired 
Plants 2/15/99 

NDEP-0105 Radiographic Examination of Welder 7 None 12/1/00 
Qualification Test Assemblies 

NDEP-0107 Radiography for 1989 Edition Including All 3 None 12/1/00 
Addenda Through 1995 with 1996 
Addenda ASME Code at Nuclear Power 
Plants 

NDEP-0108 Radiography for "R Stamp" 1 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0109 Digitization of Radiographic Images Retired 
2/15/99 

2400 SERIES N ~~A"

NDEP-0201 Uquid Penetrant Examination (visible dye, 22 None 12/11/00 
solvent removable) 

NDEP-0202 Fluorescent Penetrant Examination 9 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0203 Water Washable Penetrant Examination 7 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0204 High Temperature Uquid Penetrant Retired 
Examination (Visible Dye, Solvent 3/25/94 
Removable) 90E - 200EF 
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Examination of TDI Delivery Valve 
Assembly Bodies

Ultrasonic Examination of Plate 
(Longitudinal Wave)

Ultrasonic Examination of Welds (AWS 
D1.1)

Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement 
(DIGI-SONIC 502)

Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement 
(KBI DM LCD or LED)
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NDEP-0412 Ultrasonic Examination of Thermowells and Retired 
Gamma Plugs 2/15/99 

NDEP-0413 Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement, 1 None 12/1/00 
Krautkramer-Branson Model DM2E 

NDEP-0414 Ultrasonic Examination of Babbitted 2 None 12/1/00 
Bearings 

NDEP-0415 Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement 5 None 12/1/00 
(Model CL204) 

NDEP-0416 Ultrasonic Examination of Plate Material Retired 
(Angle Beam) 01/16/98 

NDEP-0417 Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement 1 None 12/1/00 

-Krautkramer Branson DME DL 

NDEP-0418 Not Used 

NDEP-0419 Ultrasonic Examination of Butt Welds 4 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0420 Ultrasonic Examination of Studs 4 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0421 Ultrasonic Examination of Welds (ASME Retired 
ViII) 2115/99 

NDEP-0422 Ultrasonic Examination of Pipe and Tubing Retired 
2/15/99 

NDEP-0423 Ultrasonic Examination of Embedded Type Retired 
Wedge Anchors to Determine Length 2/15/99 

NDEP-0424 Ultrasonic Examination Using Cylindrically Retired 
Guided Wave Technique 2/15/99 

NDEP-0425 Ultrasonic Examination Procedure for 2 None 12/1/00 

Piping Systems 

NDEP-0426 Ultrasonic Test Sizing of Planar Flaws 1 None 12/1/00 

NDEP-0427 Digital Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement 3 None 12/1/00 
(Panametrics Model 26DL Plus) 

NDEP-0428 Ultrasonic Examination of Accumulator 1 None 12/1/00 
Tank Nozzles (H. B. Robinson Unit 2) 

NDEP-0429 Ultrasonic Examination of Piping Systems 2 None- 12/1/00 
for H.B. Robinson, Unit 2 

NDEP-0430 Ultrasonic Examination of Diesel Engine 1 None 1211/00 
Cylinder Liners (Harris Plant) 
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NDEP-0431 Calibration of A-Scan Ultrasonic 1 None 12/1/00 
Instruments 

NDEP-0432 Manual Ultrasonic Examination of Pressure 2 None 12/11/00 
Retaining Vessel Welds 2' and Less in 
Thickness 

NDEP-0433 Procedure for Manual Ultrasonic 2 None 12/1/00 
Examination of Bolting Greater Than Two 
Inches Diameter 

NDEP-0434 Ultrasonic Examination of Ferritic Welds in 1 None 12/1/00 
Ferritic Pipe (ASME V) 

NDEP-0435 Ultrasonic Thickness Measurement - 1 None 12/1/00 
NOVA 800+ 

NDEP-0436 Manual Ultrasonic Examination Of Similar 0 None 12/1100 

And Dissimilar Metal Piping Welds 

"500 SERIES - EDDY CURRENT METHOD ..  

NDEP-0501 Eddy Current Examination Method of Non- Retired 
Ferromagnetic Heat Exchanger Tubing 01/16/98 
(Zetec MIZ-12 System) 

NDEP-0502 Eddy Current Examination Method of Non- Retired 
Ferromagnetic Heat Exchanger Tubing 2/15/99 

NDEP-0503 Eddy Current Examination for Detecting Retired 
Welded Seams In Piping 2/15/99 

NDEP-0504 Eddy Current Examination for Measuring Retired 
Coating Thickness 2/15/99 

NDEP-0505 Eddy Current Examination for Sorting Retired 
Ferrous Versus Nonferrous Materials on 2/15/99 
Piping System Gamma Plugs and 
Thermowells 
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NDEP-0601 VT Visual Examination of Piping System 13 None 12/1/0( 

and Component Welds at Nuclear Power 
Plant 

NDEP-0602 Visual Examination of Welds (BSEP) Retired 
Date NA 

NDEP-0603 Visual Examination of Welds (HBR) Retired 
Date NA 

NDEP-0604 Visual Examination of Welds (Fossil) Retired 
2/15/99
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NDEP-0606 Remote Visual Examination 4 None 1211/00 

NDEP-0607 Not Used 

NDEP-0608 Visual Examination of Welds (Boiler Tube Retired 
and Socket Welds) 2/15/99 

NDEP-0609 Not Used 

NDEP-0610 Not Used 

NDEP-0611 VT-1 Visual Examination of Nuclear Power 13 None 12/1/00 
Plant Components 

NDEP-0612 VT-2 Visual Examination of Nuclear Power 14 None 121/00 
Plant Components 

NDEP-0613 VT-3 Visual Examination of Nuclear Power 16 None 12/1/00 
Plant Components 

NDEP-0614 VT-4 Visual Examination of Nuclear Power Retired 
Plant Components 2/15/99 

NDEP-0615 Visual Examination of Hydraulic Snubbers Retired 
at Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Date NA 

NDEP-0616 VT-3 Visual Examination of Nuclear Power Retired 
Plant Components at Robinson Nuclear 2/15/99 
Project 

NDEP-0617 Modified VT-1 and Enhanced VT-1 3 None 12/1/00 
Examinations for theBrunswick Nuclear 
Plant 

NDEP-0618 Not Used 

NDEP-0619 Not Used 

NDEP-0620 VT-17 and VT-3 Visual Examination of MC 1 None 12/1/00 
and CC Components for HNP, BNP, RNP 
Nuclear Projects 

700 SERIES--LEAK TEST.METHOD 

NDEP-0701 Leak Test (Vacuum Box) Retired 
1 _2/15/99 

NDEP-0702 Leak Testing-Pressure Strength/Bubble Retired 
Formation (SHNPP) 01/16/98 

NDEP-0703 Leak Testing (Bubble Test) Retired 
2/15/99 

800 SERIES - MISCELLANEOUS 
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NDEP-0801 Replication (Mold Reproduction) Retired 
1_ 2/15/99 

NDEP-0802 Crack Depth Measurement Using CC-800B Retired 
Instrument 2/15/99 

1000 SERIES - ADDmONAL EXAMINATION CRITERIA 

NDEP-1000 Additional Examination Criteria for PSI/ISI Retired 
Surface Examinations 2/15/99 

NDEP-1001 Not Used 

NDEP-1002 Not Used 

NDEP-1 003 Not Used 

NDEP-1 004 Not Used 

NDEP-1005 Not Used 

NDEP-1006 Not Used 

NDEP-1007 Not Used 

NDEP-1008 Not Used 

NDEP-1 009 Not Used 

NDEP-1 010 Recording Data From Direct Visual, Liquid 2 None 12/1/00 
Penetrant and Magnetic Particle 
Examinations 

NDEP-1 011 Weld Joint Identification Marking of Datum 4 None 12/1/00 
Points and Identification 

NDEP-1012 Griddinp of Components for 5 None 12/1/00 
ErosioraCorrosion 

APPENDIXES. .  

Appendix A NDE Forms 35 Nn N/A
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SUPPLEMENTAL QA REQUIREMENTS 

The following is a set of supplemental QA requirements developed for the implementation 
and turnover of Code items associated with the completion and activation of the Unit 2 & 3 
Spent Fuel Pools at Harris Nuclear Plant. This document will be incorporated directly into 
the "Design Requirements" section of the design change packages for the pertinent 
modifications, and then by specific instructions in the appropriate sections (installation, 
testing, turnover, etc) as necessary to ensure that its requirements are implemented.  

1.0 GENERAL 

1.1 Scope 

This document defines the set of QA requirements which will be used to govern the 
engineering, construction and startup of the Section mII, Class 3 portions of the Spent Fuel 
Pool Facilities originally intended to service HNP Units 2 & 3. This portion of the plant 
was partially installed during original plant construction, but was suspended subsequent 
to cancellation of these units. The development of a supplement specific to this scope is 
necessitated by the following concerns: 

"* The original N-certificate associated with this program has long since been 
discontinued, and no partial turnover was conducted for the partially installed piping 
and equipment.  

"* The field construction documentation packages for partially installed piping have 
been discarded and are no longer available 

As a result of the above, it is not possible to complete these systems in full compliance 
with Section III utilizing the previously installed piping and equipment. Since the N 
stamping process is the prescribed method for demonstrating quality assurance in 
construction activities, it is necessary to define a suitable alternate program which will 
ensure that the requisite level of quality exists upon completion and turnover. Generally, 
the corporate Nuclear Generation Group's Quality Assurance Manual is of suitable rigor 
to accomplish this. However, the program defined in the corporate QA manual was 
developed to comply with 1OCFR50 Appendix B as it concerns operating plants, and was 
not intended to specifically conform to the requirements of Section LI. For example, the 
corporate QA program outlines condition reporting requirements which govern field 
activities and meets the requirements of Appendix B in this regard. However, this 
program does not integrate involvement of the ANI in documenting adverse conditions, 
nor does, it remnire the ANI to participate in the closeout of adverse condition reports. In 
addition, the current site procedures pertaining to field activities are generally oriented 
towards meeting the requirements of Section XI for inservice inspection, rather than 
Section III.  

To address this issue, a set of QA requirements have been developed and are presented 
herein to supplement the corporate Appendix B QA Program. Generally, these 
reqrementsvwere the result of a review of the current corporate Appendix B Quality 

Assurance Pr ogi am against the requirements of the approved ASME Section III QA
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Manual utilized for construction of the Harris Nuclear Plant. These requirements are not 
intended to delete or revise any requirements in the corporate QA manual, but rather are 
to provide additional criteria in supplement of the existing program. These criteria will 
be implemented in one of the following manners: 

Revision of site procedures: Since this supplement is not intended to contradict 
approved site procedures, this might be necessary to reconcile conflicts between the 
Supplemental QA Requirements and that of existing site procedures.  

Incorporation through the work control process: When criteria are stipulated that are not 
already reflected in site procedures, it may be more suitable to add these through work 
planning and specific instructions in the work package. The requirements for additional 
involvement of the ANI would be an example of this.  

Procedure revisions will be reflected by markups and inclusion on the Document Update 
Form (DUF), while work package implementation will be accomplished by specific 
instruction in the appropriate section of the modification package (implementation, 
testing, etc.).  

1.2 Responsibilities 

General - Programmatic responsibilities for implementation of the Corporate Appendix B 
program, including the site's Section XI Repair and Replacement Program, are as defined 
in the Corporate Quality Assurance Program Manual and supporting documents, 
including site procedures. The involvement of site organizations as pertains to the 
implementation of these supplemental requirements will be subject to their review and 
approval during the modification approval process.  

AIA (ANI) - The Authorized Inspection Agency is responsible for providing the support 
necessary for implementation of the supplemental requirements described in this ESR.  
Acceptance of these requirements will be based upon NRC review and approval of the 
1OCFR50.55a Alternative Plan. Formal AIA endorsement of these supplemental 
requirements from a programmatic perspective will accomplished by review and approval 
of the modification packages which incorporate them.  

Modification Engineer - The Modification Engineer for the affected ESR is responsible 
for implementing the requirements found herein in the most appropriate manner. This 
would include either revision of site procedures or through direct incorporation into the 
modification package, as described above.  

Modification Responsible Engineer - This supplement pertains only to modification 
activities completing construction of the spent fuel cooling systems originally intended to 
service Units 2 & 3. As such, the ultimate responsibility for adherence for this rests with 
thep PP for these modifications. Since this supplement will be incorporated into the
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modification packages, the RE is responsible for ensuring that the modification package 
contains sufficient instructions and guidance to implement it as written.  

2.0 DESIGN AND DOCUMENT CONTROL 

2.1 Design Control 

Design Control over the modification design is directed and coordinated by CP&L in 
accordance with corporate and site procedures governing the modification process and 
design activities by outside organizations. This process results in rigorous design review 
process (including independent design verification) by the A/E and detailed owner's 
reviews by CP&L engineering personnel.  

This supplement pertains only to modification activities completing construction of the 
spent fuel cooling systems originally intended to service Units 2 & 3. Generally, it is 
intended that completion of this portion of the plant will be governed by the same 
revisions of the Code that were utilized for original design and construction. To that end.  
the applicable version of the Code associated with a particular aspect of construction, and 
the boundaries of that applicability shall be clearly defined as design inputs in the 
modification packages. Later versions of the Code may be used only with reconciliation 
of any differences between it and the Code that was utilized for original design and 
construction.  

2.2 Design Specifications 

2.2.1 Design specifications will be prepared for all Code stamped items, in accordance 
with corporate and site procedures, and will be subject to the following 
requirements: 

"* The specification shall clearly delineate Code classification and boundaries 
and the pertinent code revision associated with the item.  

"* The specification shall address Code requirements for data reports, including 
any that may pertain to transmittal to enforcement authorities.  

"* The specification shall fully conform to Section III design requirements.  
"* The design specification shall be certified to be correct, complete, and in 

compliance with the code by one or more Registered Professional Engineers 
competent in the applicable field of design of components and related nuclear 
power plant requirements. It is noted that some of site's existing design 
srecifications date back to the construction era, but may have been revised 
since the plant began operation. In these instances, it is acceptable to use 
previous certified revisions of design specifications, so long as a reconciliation 
of any subsequent revisions is performed to assess design impact and 
integration into the current the Appendix B Program.
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2.3 Design Control 

2.3.1 Design control shall be as directed in the corporate QA program as implemented 
by corporate and site procedures.  

2.3.2 Design of Code stamped items shall conform to the version of the Code which 
would have been utilized during original plant construction. Later versions can be 
utilized only with documented reconciliation. Design criteria of Section II, 
Subsection ND shall apply to all Class III piping, equipment and components.  

2.3.3 Subsequent revision to the affected modification packages shall also be subject to 
the supplemental requirements defined herein through completion of construction 
and the turnover process.  

2.3.4 This supplement is "frozen" as it is incorporated into the 1OCFR50.55a 
Alternative Plan and approved by the NRC. Design changes and modification 
revision packages shall not delete or revise the content or applicability of these 
supplemental requirements, in whole or part, without NRC approval.  

2.4 Applicability of existing site procedures 

2.4.1 It is appropriate to use the site Section XI Repair and Replacement as a guide for 
integration of site procedures with the construction of Code related items.  
Generally, existing site procedures shall apply as if the Code portions of 
construction were being performed as a Section XI Repair and Replacement 
activity. However, where this supplement contradicts existing procedure or 
program requirements, the requirements in this supplement shall take precedent 
and the affected procedure or program be revised as appropriate.  

2.4.2 Welding, including weld procedures, welder qualification, weld material control, 
use and control of welder ID symbols and preparation of Weld Data Reports, will 
be done using the Corporate Welding Manual as invoked and implemented 
through site procedures.  

2.4.3 The ANI shall have the opportunity to review procedures, including those for 
welding and QC, which will be utilized for Code related construction activities 
during the review of work packages prior to field issuance. Likewise, any 
revisions to these procedures which is intended to be utilized in the work package 
subsequent to the initial ANI review shall also be identified to the ANI for his 
review prior to its use.  

2.5 Document Control 

2.5.1 Document Control will be as currently defined in the corporate Appendix B QA 
program for quality related activities and implemented through site procedures.
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2.6 Identification of ASME code Documents 

2.6.1 Purchase requisitions, purchase orders, procedures and other documents generated 
and / or used at the site for fabrication and installation of Code items shall be 
identified as "ASME Section III".  

3.0 PROCUREMENT 

3.1 General 

3.1.1 The A/E may provide input into the procurement process, however, all 
procurement will be performed by CP&L under its existing Appendix B Quality 
Assurance Program and implemented by corporate and site procedures.  

3.1.2 Procurement of all code stamped items will be accomplished using approved 
design specifications certified by a Registered Professional Engineer competent in 
nuclear power plant design.  

3.2 Service Contracts 

3.2.1 Service Contracts intended to obtain services associated with the engineering or 
construction of piping and equipment affected by this supplement shall be subject 
to all the rules and requirements of this supplement.  

3.3 Code Stamped Items 

3.3.1 It is intended to complete construction to the version of the Code to which the 
system was originally designed and specified, which governed construction of the 
existing portion of piping and equipment installed during initial plant 
construction. The applicable version of the code associated with a particular 
aspect of procurement or construction and the boundaries of that applicability 
shall be clearly defined in the modification package. Code stamped items shall be 
clearly identified as such in the modification BOM or the Equipment 
Commissioning List. Code stamped items shall be specified and procured so as to 
fully comply with Code requirements, including the use of qualified suppliers 
with appropriate Code certification, and shall be stamped in accordance with code 
requirements.  

The BOM or the Equipment Commissioning List shall, as a minimum, contain the 
following information regarding Code stamped items: 

Commercial information which sets forth items, quantities, terms, conditions, etc.  
as appropriate, as well as the approved Design Specification(s) which defines the 
engineering and quality requirements.  

"• Any exceptions to the Design Specifications taken by the supplier with regard to a 
Coac stamped item shall be reconciled by revision to the affected Design
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Specification prior to proceeding with procurement. Any such revision to the 
Design Specifications would be prepared, reviewed and approved as set forth for 
the original specification.  

3.4 Qualification of Suppliers 

3.4.1 Qualification of Suppliers of materials and services shall be accomplished in 
accordance with the existing CP&L Appendix B Program in accordance with 
approved plant procedures. All suppliers must be verified as being on the 
approved supplier's list for the scope of supply and holding active certification 
from the ASME for any Code items being procured.  

4.0 RECEIVING INSPECTION 

4.1 Code stamped items 

Inspection, examination and acceptance of Code items shall be accomplished in 
accordance with corporate and site procedures. Receipt activities shall be 
documented in the form of. a Receipt Inspection Report (RIR). Items accepted 
shall be appropriately tagged / labeled.  

Nonconformances noted during receipt inspection shall be reported via Condition 
Report (nonconformance) initiation, and the affected items placed on hold or 
rejected. When the vendor's data package is missing or deficient, the item will be 
placed on hold pending the delivery of the missing information or resolution of 
the deficiency.  

When conditions warrant, Conditional Release requests may be granted to permit 
progression of work involving a nonconforming item awaiting resolution. When 
this occurs, it will be processed and approved in accordance with existing site 
procedures. The ANI will be provided with the closure documentation for any 
conditional releases affecting Code stamped items or Code related construction.  

5.0 STORAGE AND PROCESS CONTROL 

5.1 Storage 

Storage requirements for Code stamped items will be clearly identified in the Design 
Specification. Storage control through manufacture and shipment will be governed by the 
procurement process.
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5.2 Equipment Commissioning Plan 

5.2.1. General 

This section prescribes the methodology which will be followed in commissioning 
previously installed equipment in support of completing and activating the C & D 
Spent Fuel Pools. The subject equipment was installed during the original site 
construction effort for Unit 2 & 3 fuel storage and handling activities, and was 
spared in place when these units were cancelled. This equipment was never 
incorporated into the operating unit nor has it been formally maintained under 
controlled storage conditions since that time. Note that the equipment in question 
(including Code related equipment) was procured to applicable design and quality 
assurance requirements, and this plan does not take exception to any of these 
requirements. Rather this plan prescribes a set of criteria which will ensure that 
the equipment in question will meet the applicable requirements of Appendix B 
and is capable of performing its intended function in the completed design.  

5.2.2 Field Walkdown / Scope Development 

Scope development is accomplished by performing a detailed field walkdown and 
comparing the modification design to the field condition. The entire list of 
previously installed equipment (both Code and non-Code related) which is 
anticipated to be used in the completed design will be compiled to comprise the 
scope of the Equipment Commissioning Plan. Note that this plan is not limited to 
mechanical equipment, and will include civil (pipe supports, penetrations), I&C 
(instrument racks, instrumentation, tubing) and electrical (cables, conduit, cable 
trays, equipment ground connections) as well. Each item in scope will be 
identified and individually dispositioned in the modification package.  

5.2.3 Document Review / Retrieval 

A document retrieval and review process will be included in the matrix of 
commissioning requirements to ensure that required quality assurance information 
is on hand. Generally, equipment commissioning matrix documentation 
requirements will be consistent with that of the original procurement effort. In 
particular, all Code documentation requirements (including Code data reports) 
must be satisfied for Code items. Records required for commissioning fall into 
one of two categories, which are discussed as follows: 

(a) Procurement Documentation 
This documentation pertains to the information which was originally used to 
procure the equipment in question and the vendor quality packages which were 
supplied with the item in response. These records are required to establish 
traceability and verify that required vendor quality assurance documentation and
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quality releases are on file. Generally, this information is available in the Receipt 
Inspection Report (RIR) generated at the time the item was received. It is. not 
acceptable to assume that the necessary information must have been received and 
is in order by virtue of its being installed in the field under control of the 
construction program, as it would have been possible to have issued the item to 
the field with a conditional release with outstanding quality related issues 
pending. All Code equipment must have traceability to the Code Data Report(s) 
for its construction.  

(b) Field generated records 
Construction records must be reviewed to ascertain to what extent the existing 
field condition was documented as being complete and satisfactory. Generally, 
this information exists in the equipment installation packages and has been 
maintained in document control for the major pieces of equipment in question.  
Once the equipment installation records have been retrieved, these must be 
compared against the field condition to verify that the installation as accepted has 
not been subsequently altered. Previous construction activities can be accepted 
for use in the modification implementation effort to the extent that required 
installation documentation exists and is verified to conform to the field condition.  

In the event that records are found to be missing or deficient, an assessment is 
performed to determine what installation can be accepted by virtue of retest or re
inspection, or by use of alternate methods of verification. Alternately, the 
implications of the documentation deficiency can be evaluated to determine the 
potential impact to quality. Any such evaluation used to accept field conditions in 
the absence of required information must be formally documented and subject to 
design review as appropriate. Except as specifically provided in the 10CFR50.55a 
Alternative Plan for records of field installation of piping, this, equipment 
commissioning plan is not intended to take exception to Code requirements 
pertaining to equipment installation or documentation requirements. Given this 
single exception, an evaluation of a deficiency is not allowed to stand in lieu of 
installation records which are deemed to be specifically required by Section III of 
the ASME B&PV Code.  

5.2.4 Development of examinations, tests and acceptance criteria 

The Equipment Commissioning Matrix shall specify any additional activities 
necessary to ensure the requisite level of quality assurance in light of the lack of 
formal controls on storage and handling since this equipment was initially 
installed. Development of these activities will include the following: 

0 Field verification of equipment identification against procurement documentation.  
In the case of Code related equipment, traceability will be established to the Code 
Data Report(s) and National Board Registration.  

0 Physical inspections, testing, etc., as required to verify that lack of controlled 
storage conditions and regular maintenance has not caused any condition affecting
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quality. Commissioning criteria shall include consideration of corrosion, fouling, 
aging, radiation exposure, etc. For Code requirements, any degradation identified 
would be assessed in terms of Code requirements, with acceptability based on 
demonstrated compliance with those requirements.  

0 Physical inspections and considerations necessary to ensure that plant activities 
since construction have not resulted in any condition potentially adverse to quality 
(scavenging of parts, introduction of foreign material, damage from personnel and 
equipment traffic, etc). For Code equipment and piping, these criteria will 
specifically consider Code required attributes, with acceptability based on full 
Code compliance.  

5.2.5 Repair of Deficiencies 

Repair of any deficiencies shall be done in accordance with approved procedures.  
Since Code items in the scope of this equipment commissioning plan are supplied 
as completed Section III components from the vendor under that vendor's NPT 
Stamp Program, repairs to these items meet the definition of "Repairs" in ASME 
Section XI and shall be accomplished under the site's Section XI Repair and 
Replacement Program.  

5.2.6 ANI Involvement 

Code stamped equipment and related commissioning requirements will be 
specifically identified as such in the modification package in order to facilitate the 
system certification process. Provisions shall be made to ensure that any work 
packages generated to commission Code equipment are made available for ANI 
review subsequent to work completion.  

5.2.7 Revising or Altering the Equipment Commissioning Plan 

Generally, this equipment commissioning plan does not take exception to Code or 
quality requirements, but rather prescribes a dedication process which will ensure 
that all such requirements are met in light of the lack of storage control for the 
equipment it addresses. The sole exception is with regard to field installation 
records for Code related piping, which are no longer available and are the subject 
of a 10CFR50.55a Alternative Plan currently under review by the NRC.  
Acceptance of the field installation of this piping is contingent upon approval of 
thi., Alternative Plan by the NRC, and revising the Equipment Commissioning 
Plan with regard to piping acceptability may require prior notification of the NRC.  
Otherwise, this plan does not take exception from design or quality requirements 
(including ASME Code requirements), and authorization for its use and any 
revisions to it are provided under 10CFR50.59.
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5.3 Process Control 

Process control sheets are utilized to establish measures to ensure that processes, 
including welding and heat treating, are controlled in accordance with the Code 
and are accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified procedures.  
Generally, process control sheets for Code related construction activities will be 
as provided for under the site's procedures. Additional process control sheets are 
found in the Corporate Welding Manual and Corporate NDE Manual, as invoked 
and implemented by site and corporate procedures.  

The ANI will review process control sheets for code related construction activities 
before they are issued to the field for construction. The ANI will have the 
opportunity to add any inspection hold points deemed necessary at this time. All 
process control sheets for Code related construction activities will be reviewed 
and accepted by the ANI subsequent to completion of field activities.  

The hydrostatic test pressure used for pressure testing shall be required to meet 
Section III requirements, as opposed to those specified in Section XI. The process 
control sheets for hydrostatic testing shall reflect the more stringent test criteria.  

Nonconforming field conditions will be controlled by site work process control 
and condition reporting procedures. The ANI will be notified of any condition 
reports initiated against code related construction activities, and will verify any 
such items are resolved prior to signing off the process control sheets for final 
acceptance.  

Identification tags or markings shall be retained on each code item. When it is 
necessary to cut or transfer an item during code related construction, material 
identification shall be transferred to the affected piece prior to cutting. This 
activity shall be witnessed by QC and appropriately documented in the work 
package.  

5.4 Modification Implementation Procedures 

5.4.1 Modification procedures are being utilized for code construction (in the context of 
this ESR) will be those presently existing for use with the site's Section XI Repair 
and Replacement Program, subject to the supplemental requirements prescribed 
herein.  

5.5 Start-up Procedures 

5.5.1 Detailed start-up procedures will be developed and included in the affected 
modification package. Review of start-up procedures, including QC review, will 
be documented by review and signature approval as part of the modification 
approval process.
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6.0 WELDING CONTROL 

6.1 General 

Welding activities associated with Code construction, including welding procedure 
qualification, weld materials procurement and control, welding equipment control, 
qualification of welders, weld process control and post weld heat treatment activities shall 
be controlled in accordance with the Corporate Welding Manual by the Plant Welding 
Engineer and the Plant Operating Manual. Welding may be performed by Contractors 
provided that the contractor is fully qualified to CP&L's welding program for the specific 
welding or welding related activity being performed.  

Contractor's not qualified to and working under CP&L's Corporate Welding Program 
may only be used for Code welding activities for which they maintain their own program 
having the appropriate ASMIE certification. In this case, a service contract must be 
provided which authorizes the Contractor to invoke his program for the subject scope of 
work.  

Work packages involving welding activities associated with Code construction will be 
reviewed by QC and the ANI prior to field issuance to ensure that appropriate hold points 
are included. Weld Data Reports shall be generated for any such welds per the Corporate 
Welding Program, and hold point inspections shall be accepted by QC and the ANI by 
signature and date on the WDR.  

7.0 CONTROL OF EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, GAUGES AND INSTRUMENTS 

7.1 General 

Equipment, tools, gauges and instruments specified for calibration control shall be 
identified, stored, calibrated, and maintained in accordance with site procedures.  
Calibrations and adjustments shall be accomplished at prescribed intervals and against 
certified standards having known valid relationships to national standards. If no national 
standard exists, the equipment manufacturer's recommended standard shall be used.  
Recalibration shall be performed any time the accuracy of an instrument is suspect.  

Traceability shall be maintained between the instrument and equipment or item being 
tested. The instrument identification number shall be recorded on the appropriate process 
control documentation. In the event an instrument is found to be out of calibration, a 
Condition Report must be initiated and an evaluation shall be performed to identify and 
disposition any suspect inspections, examinations, and test results.
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8.0 INSPECTION, TESTS and NONDESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATION (NDE) 

8.1 General 

NDE activities associated with Code construction, including NDE procedures, 
qualification of personnel and control of inspection and test equipment shall be 
accomplished as provided in the Corporate NDE Manual. NDE procedures and 
acceptance criteria are provided in the Corporate NDE Manual for both original 
construction code and Section XI requirements. NDE shall be performed on all Code 
related construction activities in these modifications consistent with Section III 
requirements, and all such NDE shall utilize Section III acceptance criteria.  

8.1.1 Process Control 

Inspection, test and examination requirements shall be defined in the work 
packages and documented on appropriate process control sheets. These packages 
will be reviewed by the QC and ANI prior to field issuance. Work will not 
progress past established QC and ANI hold points until the hold point is accepted 
by signature and date by the QC inspector or ANT.  

8.1.2 ANI Review and Approval of NDE Documentation 

Records of inspections, tests and examinations containing QC and ANT hold 
points will not be considered completed until all such hold points are satisfied and 
the ANI has completed his inspection and signed and dated the process control 
sheets.  

9.0 CODE DATA REPORT AND CERTIFICATION 

9.1 General 

The piping systems completed under these modifications will not be eligible for N 
stamping due to issues pertaining to the discontinuance of the original construction 
program and missing documentation. However, these systems will undergo a 
certification process similar to N stamping. Installation of Code piping, equipment and 
components will be documented on an ASME Section III data report "equivalent form".  
This form will be comparable to an NIS-2 form associated with Section XI repair I 
replacement activities, and PLP-605 can be used as a guideline for its completion. All 
work packages for installation of Code equipment shall be clearly identified as such, and 
provided to the ANI for review prior to field issuance and again upon completion of work 
activities. Completed and approved documentation pertaining to Code related 
construction, including field generated records and vendor data packages, shall be 
compiled in packages pending the review of the ANI for system turnover.
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The ANI will review the documentation and certify completeness and conformance with 
the requirements of the corporate Appendix B Manual and these supplemental 
requirements prior to system turnover. Since these supplemental requirements will be 
implemented either by procedure revision or modification instruction, this certification 
will be accomplished by verifying that all Code related activities were conducted and 
documented in accordance with site procedures and the requirements of the modification 
package. The specific list of items reviewed to determine completeness and conformance 
will be provided as an attachment to this certification. Similar to the N-5, this listing will 
constitute the boundaries of the completed construction which would have normally been 
N-stamped.  

The completed certification of the affected piping, equipment and components will be 
included in the modification documentation package as a permanent QA record.  

10.0 NONCONFORMANCE AND CORRECTIVE ACTION 

10.1 Nonconformance and corrective actions will be addressed within corporate and 
site procedures, including those associated with procurement, work control and 
condition reporting. Satisfactory resolution of any non-conformances or adverse 
conditions associated with code stamped items or code related construction 
activities will be verifiable by the ANI and all other responsible parties prior to 
turnover.  

11.0 RECORDS CONTROL AND RETENTION 

11.1 Records control and retention will be as directed by site work control and 
document control procedures, except as related to the ANI's role in certification as 
described herein.  

12.0 AT JTHORIZED NUCLEAR INSPECTOR 

12.1 The services of an AIA shall be used as described herein. It is noted that a 
qualified ANI would be necessary for Section III construction activities, while an 
ANII is involved when performing repair and replacement activities under Section 
XI. Since elements of both are associated with this modification, dual 
qualification will be required for the AIA's site representative involved with this 
modification. Signoffs for this individual will reflect this dual qualification (ANI 
/ ANTI).
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13.0 REVIEW, CONTROL AND REVISION OF SUPPLEMENTAL QA 
REQUIREMENTS 

13.1 These supplemental requirements as incorporated into the modification design and 
approved therein will become part of a 1OCFR50.55a Alternative Plan and therein 
subject to NRC review and acceptance. Since NRC acceptance for the alternative 
plan represents the authorization for these supplemental QA requirements, 
revision to these requirements can only be accomplished by submittal and review 
of the NRC as a revision to the Alternative Plan. Exceptions would be allowed 
only for revision to items which comply with all Code and Regulatory 
requirements and are provided for completeness and clarity (see Equipment 
Commissioning Plan), or administrative or clerical changes which do not affect 
technical requirements.
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Comparison of CP&L ASME Section III QA Manual 
VS.  

Present QA Program Requirements.
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Introduction 

The basis for the overall quality assurance prograpf used by Carolina Power & Light Company 

for the design and construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant is described in the 

PSAR. PSAR Section 1.8 states that "The Carolina Power & Light Company Quality Assurance 

Program for the engineering and construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, which 

includes the quality assurance programs for both Ebasco and Westinghouse by reference, is 

structured with regard to safety-related equipment in accordance with the eighteen criteria of 

Appendix B to 10CFR50. In addition, the subject Program is structured in accordance with 

ANSI N45.2 and thereby Regulatory Guide 1.28 ... ". The PSAR further states that the "Shearon 

Harris Nuclear Power Plant Quality Assurance Plan" was replaced by the "CP&L Corporate 

Quality Assurance Program" on Aprill, 1974, and provides a cross reference on how the subject 

plan met the criteria of 10 CFR50 Appendix B.  

Certain aspects of Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant construction were subject to QA 

requirements beyond those outlined in the CP&L Corporate QA Manual. Since CP&L was not 

only the Owner, but also the constructor, installer and a fabricator of Code items for the 

Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, an additional set of QA requirements were required to be 

developed, reviewed, approved and implemented specifically in order to obtain the required 

ASME Certificates of Authorization. ASME Code Section III, Subsection NA requires that an 

applicant for a Certificate of Authorization develop a QA program and implementing procedure 

specific to the proposed scope of work, and that the "the applicant shall request the Society to 

evaluate this procedure and Program prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Authorization. " 

For construction of the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, CP&L met this requirement by the 

formalization of its "ASME Quality Assurance Manual". Section 1.1 of this manual (Scope) 

states that 

"This manual provides measures to assure compliance with the requirements and rules of 

the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section II, Division 1, Nuclear Power Plant 

Components. This Manual shall be applied to activities associated with plant items and 

services for which compliance with the rules of the ASME Code, Section III, is 

applicable".  

It is important to note that, while the CP&L ASME Quality Assurance Manual may have shared 

certain common facilities, procedures, personnel, etc. with the overall site QA program, it did not 

rely on the larger program to demonstrate compliance with Code requirements. The CP&L 

ASME Quality Assurance Manual was specifically the QA Program reviewed and approved by 

the ASME for the purpose of granting N, NA and NPT Certificates of Authorization to CP&L for 

the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, and the program regularly subjected to ASME audit in 

order to maintain those authorizations. Therefore, in formalizing a QA Program for the 

completion of Construction of the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Systems, it is appropriate that 

the requirements of this CP&L ASME QA Manual be compared against those of the current 

Corporate Appendix B QA Program. The results from this comparison would provide the basis 

for a set of "Supplemental QA Requirements", which would be used to facilitate completion of 

construction in accordance with Section III to the extent feasible, given the issues of missing 

documentation and no partial turnover for previously installed equipment.
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 

Manual Section 
No.

1.0 Scope

The Construction QA manual was intended 
to provide measure to assure compliance 
with the requirements and rules of the 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 
Section III, Division 1, and was structured in 
accordance with the requirements of Section 
NA, Subsection NA-4000. This manual was 
applicable to activities associated with plant 
items and services for which compliance 
with Section III was mandatory.  

Identifies CP&L as the Owner, as well as the 
constructor, Installer and Fabricator 

Specifies that supporting companies shall 
operate in accordance with QA programs 
which are in compliance with this manual

The Corporate (Appendix B) QA Manual 
(QAM) establishes measures for assuring 
that organizations performing safety-related 
activities perform their responsibilities in a 
manner which results in safe nuclear power 
production. This manual also establishes 
QA programs for certain non-safety related 
areas of the plant, such as Rad-Q, FP-Q and 
Quality Class B. The Corporate QA Manual 
is not inclusive, but is intended to be used in 
conjunction with Section 1.8 and 17.3 of the 
FSAR to define the overall program and 
effect the development of procedures that 
implement that program.  

Written with CP&L as Owner / Operator 
(Ref. REG-CPL-000; CP&L Quality 
Assurance Program Policy) 

Supporting company's activities will be 
directed either by contractural agreement or 
the supplier's QA program reviewed / 
approved by CP&L before issuance of PO or 
contract. (QAM 4.4).

The CP&L Corporate QA Program meets the eighteen QA 
criteria in Appendix B and is also the umbrella QA 
program for the site ASME Section XI Repair and 
Replacement Program. Much as would have been done at 
original construction, it is CP&L's intention to use the 
Corporate QA Program as the umbrella program to 
complete and activate the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pools, 
augmenting this program with supplemental requirements 
extracted from the ASME QA Manual with the intent to 
achieve compliance with Code requirements to the extent 
feasible. NA-4133.2 defines the requirement for the AIA 
to review any significant changes to the ASME QA 
program. The design change package(s) for this activity 
will be subject to ANI review / approval. This will include 
review of the supplemental QA requirements and the 
turnover / certification process.  

No ongoing construction program in place. CP&L 
proposes to complete construction under Appendix B 
program much as would be done if repaired / replaced 
under Section XI, but using more stringent Section III 
criteria 

QAM requires that an ASL be maintained, this is 
accomplished under MCP-NGGC-0406. MCP-NGGC
0406 also requires that contracts either utilize a CP&L 
approved program or that the CP&L program be invoked 
Existing program ensures that supporting companies 
operate either in accordance with the CP&L QA manual or 
their CP&L approved program. No supplement required.

1.1.1 

1.1.2 

1.1.3
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No.  
1.1.4 Specifies that the Constructor shall operate See 1.1.3, above All construction activities in the scope of the Alternative

1.2 Responsibility 
for the QA 
Program 

1.3 Organization 
and 
Responsibilities

in accordance with this manual (no separate 
QA program) 

Responsibility for the Quality Assurance 
Program with Senior Vice President - Power 
Supply and Engineering & Construction.  

As shown in organization chart of the era.  
Predictably, this chart reflects the 
departments and personnel typical of a 
construction oriented organization, such as 
the Harris Plant Construction Section, and 
numerous management positions specific to 
the construction effort.

QA Program approved by the Senior Vice 
President, Nuclear Generation Group (Ref.  
NGGM-PM-0007; QAM 2.2) 

As described in FSAR 17.3, an organization 
fairly typical of operating plants. One 

* noteworthy change from the construction 
organization is the transition to relying on 
the principle that the line organization has 
the primary responsibility for quality and 
safety. As such, the functions of the QA / 
QC Section which existed during the 
construction era are now largely satisfied by 
continual self-assessment, with evaluation / 
oversight of this program being provided by 
the Nuclear Assessment Section. (Ref.  
FSAR Section 17.3.1.1)

Plan shall be accomplished in accordance with the CP&L 
QA program or a CP&L approved QA program.  

Comparable level of management responsibility. No 
supplement requirements needed.  

No changes to the site organization to be implemented as a 
result of this activity.
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B. QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No. I
1.4 Training and 
Qualification

1.5 Delegation of 
Responsibility

Each Dept Manager for the Construction 
Site and General Office responsible for 
developing procedures for training and 
indoctrination. As a minimum, personnel 
will be trained in this QA Manual, 
supporting procedures and subsequent 
changes.  

Allows delegation of responsibility for any 
activity delineated in the manual

Each Dept head responsible - personnel 
performing activities affecting quality shall 
be indoctrinated and trained such that they 
are knowledgeable in the applicable quality 
related procedures and requirements. (QAM 
7.4.2) 

Requires that the authorities and duties of 
persons and organizations performing 
activities affecting quality be clearly 
established and delineated in writing. (QAM 
2.4)

During the construction era, procedure TP-25, "Training of 
Supervisory and Technical Personnel in Implementation of 
ASME N Stamp Program" was developed to indoctrinate 
personnel in the CP&L N Certificate Program. The scope 
of the SFP Activation Project is not such that a large scale 
training effort is warranted, rather, training classes shall be 
held for supervisory and technical personnel which are 
directly responsible for the design, installation, startup and 
turnover of the Unit 2 Spent Fuel Pools. The purpose of 
this training will be to indoctrinate these key personnel on 
the Alternative Plan and its impact on the construction 
effort.  

No specific delegation of responsibility proposed for this 
activity. Any special roles or duties of key personnel 
responsible for implementing the Alternative Plan shall be 
defined in the "Supplemental QA Requirements" and 
incorporated into the modification package for that 
activity.

2.0 Design and Document Control

Specifies CP&L participation in design, 
including maintaining control over 
engineering activities, reviewing, approving 
A/E and selected NSSS designs, directing 
document distribution, generating / updating 
design documents in accordance with 
authorizing procedures

Defines requirements for design control, 
including interface with design organizations 
(QAM 3.10)

CP&L responsible for design control for out-sourced 
design work, and performance of reviews as necessary to 
accept design products from outside organizations and 
assume responsibility for the design. (Ref. EGR-NGGC
0005) For this activity, design performed by A/E (Bechtel) 
through approved interface agreements. Implementation of 
the Alternative Plan integrated into the design change 
packages through Bechtel and subject to CP&L owner's 
review.

2.1 Design 
Control by 
Engineering 
Organization
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No. . II
2.2 Design 
Specifications, 
Calculations, 
Stress and / or 
Design Reports 
Section 2.2.1

Lists specific requirements for Design 
Specifications, calculations, design reports

Requires certification of the Design 
Specification by one or more Registered 
Professional Engineers competent in the 
applicable field of design of components and 
related nuclear power plant requirements.  

CP&L has responsibility for assuring that 
copies of the certified Design Specifications 
are maintained and made available for the 
ANI and the NC enforcement authority 
having jurisdiction before Code items are 
placed into service

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that applicable requirements are 
translated into design documents. (QAM 3.3, 
3.4)

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that applicable requirements are 
translated into design documents. (QAM 3.3, 
3.4) Has no comparable requirement 
regarding certification of design 
specifications by Professional Engineers 

Requires that Design Specifications, as QA 
records , be maintained and retrievable in 
facilities that prevent deterioration, damage 
or loss. No ongoing requirements for 
reviews by the ANI or state enforcement 
authorities.(QAM 14.3)

Overall design requirements tor me design change package 
provided in EGR-NGGC-0005. Procedural requirements 
for content of design specifications found in ENP-013, and 
for calculations in ENP-01 1. ENP-013 requirements 
pertaining to content of specifications of similar rigor to 
that found in the ASME QA Manual. Also, note that per 
ENP-013, procurement specifications for Q-List equipment 
shall comply with the applicable sections of ANSI 
N45.2.13, Section 3.2.  

Requires review/ approval of design specifications and 
design change packages; PE certification of specifications, 
calcs or design change packages not required under ENP
013, ENP-0 I1 or EGR-NGGC-0005. Supplemental QA 
requirements for implementing Alternative Plan to require 
that design and procurement specifications associated with 
Code portions of design change be subject to PE 
certification. Note that this is generally not a significant 
issue, as most of these specifications have not been revised 
since the construction era.  

Design specifications, design change packages, 
calculations, etc: are available in Document Control for 
review by ANI and other authorities and agencies. NC 
State Dept of Labor Boiler and Pressure Division has been 
briefed on the Alternative Plan and will conduct an 
independent review for the purpose of granting variance, 
relief from State requirements as deemed appropriate.

2.2.2 

2..2.3
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No. I____
2.2.4 The approved design organization 

responsible for Code items shall provide 
Design Specificitions that are in accordance 
with Code.

CP&L as the N Certificate Holder, is 
responsible for the design of piping systems, 
etc., and the adequacy and completeness of 
design documents. CP&L shall be 
responsible for assuring that Stress and or 
Design reports are prepared as set forth in 
the Code.  

Requires review of the Certified Stress 
Report 

Lists requirements associated with 
modifications of any design document from 
the revision used in preparing a Stress 
Report

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that applicable requirements are 
translated into design documents. (QAM 3.3, 
3.4) 

No N Certificate requirements associated 
with current program; however, CP&L as 
the licensee does maintain ultimate 
responsibility for configuration / design 
control issues.

N/A

N/A

ENP-013 requires that codes and standards to be utilized in 
the design, fabrication, testing, delivery, and inspection of 
specified equipment, components and materials be 
appropriately identified, and that codes or standards and 
their effective dates are consistent with regulatory and 
plant modification requirements.  
Supplemental QA requirements developed for this project 
specifically require that the modification design fully 
conforms to Section III design requirements.  

Code portions of scope are Class 3. No formal stress 
reports required per ASME Section III requirements.  
Design inputs and parameters are delineated in the design 
change per EGR-NGGC-0005. Piping stress calculations 
are provided for the design as appropriate.

No formal stress reports required. Design, including 
piping stress calculations, subject to plant review and 
approval per site procedures.  

No stress report is required. Nonetheless, modification, 
review and approval of any design document at HNP is 
accomplished in accordance with applicable plant 
procedures which ensure the appropriate level of scrutiny 
is applied. Also, note that an electronic records 
management system (NRCS) serves to track document 
revisions and impacts to affected documents (Ref. NGGD
0300, PLP-202).

2.2.5

2.2.6 

2.2.7

I
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No.  
2.2.8 Addresses requirements for Code Class I N/A N/A since coPnA is lim,,ite., fn S #,.,- ITT 0I,

2.3 Design 
Changes 
2.3.1

2.3.2, 2.3.3, 2.3.4 

2.4. Site 
Generated 
Specifications, 
Drawings and 
Procedures 
2.4.1

and 2 steam and feedwater systems.  

Design changes shall be controlled in 
accordance with design control measures 
applied to the original design and require 
review / approval by the organization 
performing the original review. Design 
change approval required prior to final 
acceptance by QA/QC and the ANT. The 
design organizations and CP&L are 
responsible for design changes

Defines process for generating design 
changes (Field Change Request / Permanent 
Waiver) 

This section deals with requirements for 
generation of documents associated with 
assembly, fabrication and installation of 
Code items at the construction site.

Design changes controlled in accordance 
with design control measures which require 
consideration of design requirements. (QAM 
3.3, 3.4).

Defines process for generating design 
changes (QAM 3.5) 

Generation and approval of site documents 
per applicable site procedures (QAM 6.0)

†I£-, -'r1 - '0 
tal.,Il ttA Ltd L-L-SllU, All ,.IldZ .F I a llly.  

Appropriate level of design change control exists in current 
program. Design change packages from outside suppliers 
subject to CP&L reviews. (Ref. EGR-NGGC-0003, 0005) 
Relative to the "Supplemental QA Requirements" 
associated with the Alternative Plan and subject to NRC 
approval, these will not be changed without notification / 
submittal to the NRC as appropriate. Also, note that the 
turnover process integrated into the modification package 
in the form of "Supplemental QA Requirements" requires 
that the ANI certify that all Code related activities were 
conducted and documented in accordance with applicable 
procedures and the modification package. These measures 
will ensure that design changes are fully approved prior to 
final turnover and declaration of operability.  

Changes to design package controlled per EGR-NGGC
0005, will be processed as a revision and subject to 
appropriate level of reviews. Appropriate level of design 
change control exists. No supplement necessary.  

Generation of documents accomplished per modification 
requirements and plant procedures consistent with 
Appendix B requirements. No supplement necessary.
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No..
2.4.1.1 Measures shall assure that documents and 

changes are reviewed for adequacy by 
authorized personnel and are available for 
use at the location where the activity is 
performed.

Documents shall be reviewed by appropriate 
personnel.  

Copies of documents applicable to Code 
items shall be made available to the ANI and 
enforcement authority.

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that activities affecting quality are 
reviewed prior to issue and to control the 
issuance of documents. (QAM 6.1, 6.4.4, 
14.4) 

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that designs and procedures are 
reviewed to ensure appropriate criteria and 
design inputs have been specified. (QAM 
3.4.2, 6.4.4) 

Requires that Design Specifications, as QA 
records , be maintained and retrievable in 
facilities that prevent deterioration, damage 
or loss. No ongoing requirements for 
reviews by the ANI or state enforcement 
authorities.(QAM 14.3). All documents 
associated with Code activities will be 
available in Document Control..

Generation, review, approval and retention of design 
documents controlled per corporate and site procedures.  
NRCS provides tracking for revision level and outstanding 
impacts. Appropriate level of design review and control of 
design documents exists. No supplement necessary.  

Review requirements for documents defined in site and 
corporate procedures. (Ref. EGR-NGGC-0003) 
Appropriate level of design review exists. No supplement 
necessary.  

The design change packages, including revisions 
associated Code activities, will be subject to ANI review 
and approval per the requirements of EGR-NGGC-0005.  
Records will be provided to the NC DOL Boiler and 
Pressure Division as needed to support their review of this 
activity.

The Discipline Managers have overall 
responsibility for control and development 
of site-generated specifications used for field 
procurement or fabrication of Code 
activities.

Defines responsibilities and requirements for Responsibility for specifications in accordance with ENP
the development and control of design 013. Adequate level of responsibility exists. No 
documents. (QAM 3.3, 3.4, 3.5) supplement necessary.

2.4.1.2

2.4.1.3

2.4.2
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No.
2.4.2.1,2.4.2.2, 
2.4.2.3

.2.4.3

2.4.4,2.4.4.1, 
2.4.5

Delineates specific requirements associated 
with content, review and approval of site.  
generated specifications. Requires that 
design specifications for Code items be 
certified by PE

The Manager -QA Services has overall 
responsibility for development and control 
of Corporate Quality Assurance Dept.  
procedures.  

Defines responsibility for development and 
approval of Construction administrative, 
technical, work and startup procedures 
related to Code items.

Requires that measures be established for 
selection and review for suitability of 
application of materials, equipment and 
processes that are essential to safety related 
functions of structures, systems and 
components. (QAM 3.4, 3.5)

Quality assurance integrated into line 
organization procedures and processes.  
NAS provides oversight; evaluates 
performance / effectiveness. (FSAR 
17.3.1.1) 

Requires procedure development and 
adherence for items affecting quality (QAM 
6.4). Also, CP&L complies with Reg. Guide 
1.33 as described in FSAR Section 1.8.

Site generated specifications per ENP-013; requires that 
codes and standards to be utilized in the design, 
fabrication, testing, delivery, and inspection of specified 
equipment, components and materials be appropriately 
identified, and that codes or standards and their effective 
dates are consistent with regulatory and plant modification 
requirements.  

ENP-013 requirements pertaining to content of 
specifications are of similar rigor to that found in the 
ASME QA Manual. Also, note that per ENP-0 13, 
procurement specifications for Q-List equipment shall 
comply with the applicable sections of ANSI N45.2.13, 
Section 3.2. Supplemental QA requirements states that all 
design specifications for Code items will be PE certified.

No supplement necessary.

Specific administrative requirements are included in the 
"Supplemental QA Requirements" including the role of the 
ANI in Code related activities and defining the turnover 
process. Startup procedures shall be provided as 
appropriate in the design change packages for the work 
involved.
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No. 1 
2.4.6 Defines resoonsibilities and nrocess fr Defines renuirements fr desion control Prenaration and control of desicn drawinas skeltches

2.5 Site 
Document Control 
Section 
2.5.1

2.5.2, 2.5.3

preparation, review, approval and revision of 
instrument isometric sketches. Defines 
process for red ink changes to these 
drawings, as well as criteria for rerouting 
without "red-lining".  

Defines records management methods for 
distribution and control of specifications, 
drawings and work packages. Requires that 
documents issued "for info only" be 
appropriately stamped to preclude using for 
construction.  

Requires that document revisions be 
controlled in accordance with measures, 
including review and approval authorities, 
applied to the original document. Requires 
that provisions be made to assure that 
current revisions of documents are available 
for use. Defines distribution transmittal 
requirements.

(QAM 3.3, 3.4) 

Requires that measures be established to 
control the issuance of documents which 
prescribe activities affecting quality (QAM 
6.1, 6.34, 14.4)

Requires that measures be established to 
control the issuance of documents which 
prescribe activities affecting quality (QAM 
6.1, 6.34, 14.4)

accomplished by ENP-012. Changes to approved design 
sketches accomplished through ESR revision process.  
Latitude for rerouting without drawing change limited to 
tolerances; defined in MMP-003. Appropriate level of 
design control-exists. No supplement necessary 

Records management processes for distribution and control 
defined in RMP-002, 006. Verification of working 
document requirements provided in PLP-202. No 
supplement necessary

Procedural requirements for verification of working 
documents found in PLP-202, use of NRCS allows real 
time verification of revision level and affected documents.  
Control and distribution of documents / revisions 
accomplished through RMP-002 and related procedures.  
Current program provides adequate assurance that 
revisions are properly controlled, and that design and 
construction activities are accomplished using the latest 
effective document revision. No supplement required.
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No.
Section 2.6 
Identification of 
ASME Code 
Documents 
2.6.1, 2.6.2

3.0 Procurement 

3.1 Service 
Contracts 

3.2 Procurement 
by the A/E 
3.2.1 - 3.2.12

Requires that Purchase Requisitions, 
purchase orders and procedures used for 
fabrication and ihstallation of Code items be 
identified as ASME Section III.

Defines requirements for services contracts, 
including those for engineering consultants 
& A/Es and Constructor and / or 
Construction Manager 

States that the A/E is responsible for 
procurement of Code stamped items on 
behalf of CP&L, outlines bid and evaluation 
process for suppliers.

Requires that procurement control measures 
be established such that applicable 
regulatory requirements, design bases, etc 
are suitably included or referenced in the 
procurement of material, equipment and 
services (QAM 4.5).

Requires that procurement control measures 
be established such that applicable 
regulatory requirements, design bases, etc.  
are suitably included or referenced in the 
procurement of material, equipment and 
services QAM 4.5).  

Per approved interface agreements for this 
project, the A/E is responsible for providing 
complete specification to facilitate 
procurement, but procurement process will 
be accomplished by CP&L under their 
program and procedures.

Material to be procured specified in design change package 
through BOM per EGR-NGGC-0005. Materials 
acquisition controlled through MCP-NGGC-0002, 
0401.Procedural controls are in place to ensure that 
appropriate considerations are made in materials 
procurements. However, to ensure that all Code material is 
procured as such, the "Supplemental QA Requirements" 
states that all Code items to be procured for this project 
shall be clearly denoted as such on the procurement 
documents and the design change package BOM.

Development of contract and contract administration 
governed by MCP-NGGC-0001; qualification of suppliers 
and audits accomplished per MCP-NGGC-0406 Suppliers 
of Code items must be appropriately qualified and on the 
ASL for Section III materials. No supplement required.  

Suppliers of Code items must be appropriately qualified 
and on the ASL for Section III materials and services. The 
bid and evaluation process outlined in the ASME-QA 
Manual has been supplanted by the process for 
identifying, qualifying and auditing of suppliers per MCP
NGGC-0406. No supplement required.
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No.
3.3 Site 
Procurement 

3.3.1 - 3.3.14

Defines requirements / responsibilities for 
controlling field purchase requisitions for 
Code items and services

Procurement will be accomplished by CP&L 
under their program and procedures.

All Code items procured for this project will be specified 
as such in the design change package BOM and procured 
to applicable Code requirements from appropriately 
qualified vendors. Ref. MCP-NGGC-0001, 0002, 0401, 
0402, 0406. Appendix B procurement is well defined and 
adequate. No supplement required.

3.4 Reclassified Lists requirements for upgrading materials 
Material

N/A - no upgrade of Code items will be 
utilized in support of this activity.

No supplement required

4.0 Receiving Inspection

Outlines requirements for receipt inspection 
of Code items. Lists responsibilities for 
QA/QC to accomplish receipt inspection in 
such a manner as to ensure that Code items 
are in compliance with requirements, and to 
prevent damage, deterioration or loss.  
Includes requirements for inspection and 
examination, identification and resolution of 
nonconformances, conditional release 
requests, and item acceptability.

The Corporate materials control program 
includes procedures for receipt inspection, 
storage, issuance and control of items

The Corporate materials control program meets the 
requirements of Appendix B and is deemed suitable for 
control of safety related items, including Code items. It is 
noted that this program is currently utilized for materials 
procured for use in the site Section XI Repair and 
Replacement Program.

4.1 -4.13
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Manual Section 

No.  

5.0 Storage and Process Control

Outlines requirements and responsibilities 
for storage of Code items.

Requires that measure be established to 
control handling, storage, cleaning and 
preservation of material and equipment 
(QAM 5.3, 5.5, 5.6)

The Corporate materials control program meets the 
requirements of Appendix B and is deemed suitable for 
control of safety related items, including Code items. It is 
noted that this program is currently utilized for materials 
procured for use in the site Section XI Repair and 
Replacement Program.  

For those items which were installed during original 
construction and which will now be utilized in the modified 
design, the Supplemental QA Requirements defines an 
Equipment Commissioning Plan which outlines dedication 
requirements. Notably, this plan does not provide any 
exception to Code requirements except as pertains to 
documentation of field installation of piping (Addressed in 
the Alternative Plan).

5.1 -5.1.1 
Storage
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Requires that process control sheets be 
utilized to establish measures assuring that 
processes, including welding and heat 
treating, are controlled in accordance with 
the Code and accomplished by qualified 
personnel. Process control sheets have 
appropriate spaces for QA/QC signature 
and for the ANT.

For fabrication and installation of Code 
items by welding, the Weld Data Report, 
tank fabrication report and the safety-related 
instrumentation report are the process 
control sheets utilized. For pipe spool 
modifications, the Pipe Spool Fabrication I 
Modification Record is used to supplement 
the WDR as a process control sheet.

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements. (QAM 7.4, 11.3)

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements. (QAM 7.4, 11.3)

5.2 Process 
Control 
5.2.1, 5.2.2

Generally, process control sheets in existing site 
procedures have appropriate verification of quality, 
including ANT review and involvement. It is noted that 
those procedures commonly associated with Section XI 
activities may specify ANII, vs. ANI. For the purposes of 
this project, the authorized inspector will be qualified as 
both.  

In addition, "Supplemental QA Requirements will include 
a requirement that the ANT review all process control 
sheets for Code related construction activities before they 
are issued to the field for construction, giving the ANT the 
opportunity to not only review the work planning, but also 
to specify any additional reviews / hold points as deemed 
necessary. Process control sheets documenting Code 
required attributes will be reviewed and accepted by the 
ANT prior to turnover.  

Site and corporate procedures associated with welding of 
Code items provide reference to the Corporate Welding 
Manual (NGGM-PM-0003) which utilize the Weld Data 
Report as a process control sheet. WDR in Corporate 
Welding Manual is consistent with Code requirements. No 
tank fabrication associated with this project.

5.2.3
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5.2.3.1 - 5.2.3.3 Defines reauirements / usape of the Pine Renuires that measures he established tn

Spool Fabrication / Modification Sheet.

Specifies process control sheets for repair or 
rework of non-welding activities, flanged or 
threaded connections, pressure tests, 
instrumentation, tube bending, etc.  

Requires QA / QC notification of the ANI 
when a mandatory hold point is reached, and 
that hold point inspections be accepted by 
signature (or initials) and date on the 
process control sheet prior to work 
proceeding past that point.

assure that special processes are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements (11.3).  

Requires that necessary process control 
sheets for these activities are provided in 
corporate and site procedures. (QAM 7.4, 
11.3) 

Requires that work not proceed beyond hold 
points without the consent of the designated 
representative. (QAM 2.2, 3.4, 3.7)

The "Pipe Spool Fabrication / Modification Sheet utilized 
during the construction era is not applicable to this project.  
Piping will be installed using modification WR/JOs for 
planning and implementation, and process control sheets 
from applicable plant procedures for material traceability, 
identification and qualification of personnel, quality 
verification, etc. Piping fabrication and installation 
process control sheets are provided in MMP-002, the 
Corporate Welding Manual and other applicable 
procedures.  

Existing process control sheets are the same utilized for 
site Section XI Repair / Replacement Program. These 
sheets are are adequate to direct and document this work.  

Work planning procedures and process control sheets 
incorporate hold points as appropriate for independent 
craft verification, QC, and for Code activities, for the ANI 
as well. Procedures require that hold points be established 
and utilized as appropriate. (Ref. WCM-002, MMM
001, ADM-NGGC-0104) 

Existing procedures are adequate with respect to 
incorporating independent verification and QC hold points 
into work planning and process control sheets. Additional 
controls regarding ANI involvement will be accomplished 
by requiring that all work packages associated with Code 
items be clearly identified as "ASME Section 111", and be 
reviewed by the ANI prior to field issuance to allow hold 
points to be added if he desires.

5.2.4 - 5.2.11

5.2.12
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No.  
5.2.13 See Section 10.0 for discussion on 

nonconformances

Requires that identification tags or markings 
be retained, and transferred when necessary 
to cut an item. This transfer of identification 
was verified and documented by QA/QC.

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that identification of items are 
maintained by heat number, part number or 
other appropriate means, on the item or 
records traceable to the item throughout the 
fabrication, erection, installation and use of 
the item. (QAM 3.5, 3.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 10.5)

NGGC-MCP-0402 requires that traceability be 
accomplished at issuance either by markings or on issue 
documentation, as appropriate. For piping, verification of 
material identification is documented on process control 
sheets found in MMP-002. Additional controls regarding 
maintaining identification and traceability of materials is 
provided in ADM-NGGC-0104 and MMM-001.  
Corporate Welding Manual NW-04 also requires that 
material identification numbers be transferred when 
material is cut and that permanent markings be established 
in accordance with Code requirements. Adequate control 
of materials is provided with existing procedures and 
processes. No supplement required.

5.2.14
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No.
Lists detailed requirements tor labeling, 
identification requirements associated with 
maintaining traceability, particularly with 
regard to welding materials. Requires that 
hold or reject items be withheld from use, 
and that material protection procedures be 
implemented to prevent damage or 
deterioration.

Requires that measures De establishsed to 
assure that identification of items are 
maintained by heat number, part number or 
other appropriate means, on the item or 
records traceable to the item throughout the 
fabrication, erection, installation and use of 
the item. (QAM 3.5, 3.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 10.5)

NGGC-MCP-0402 requires that traceability be 
accomplished at issuance either by markings or on issue 
documentation, as appropriate. The Corporate Welding 
Manual, NGGM-PM-0003, provides for issuance and 
control of welding materials in accordance with Code 
requirements. NGGC-MCP-0401 defines the receipt 
inspection / material disposition process, and precludes 
inadvertent issuance and installation of items not accepted 
except for conditional release, and in that case ensures that 
this material will be accepted prior to turnover. MMM
001 provides requirements regarding handling and storage 
of materials once they are issued for installation.  

Sufficient controls exist relative to materials identification 
and traceability, including welding materials. Items not 
accepted are precluded from issuance except for 
conditional release, and this process ensures that the 
material will be accepted prior to turnover. Work control 
procedures assure that Q material is properly handled, 
stored and segregated. No supplement required.

5.3 Construction 
Procedures 
Development 

5.4 Start-Up.  
Procedures 
Development

Defines responsibilities and requirements 
regarding development of construction 
procedures.  

Defines responsibilities and requirements 
regarding development of Start-Up 
procedures

Defines requirements for preparation, 
review, approval and control of procedures 
(QAM 6.0) 

Requires test control as required to 
demonstrate that structures, systems and 
components will perform satisfactorily in 
service. (QAM 3.4, 3.7, 4.5, 11.3)

Existing corporate and site procedures will be used to 
direct construction, with additional instructions / controls 
provided by the modification package as described herein.  

As opposed to plant start-up, which covered a wide range 
of systems and equipment, start-up scope for this project is 
very limited, will be accomplished by including necessary 
instructions in the modification package for the affected 
scope of work. Start-Up procedures will be provided in the 
modification packages. No supplement required.

5.2.15
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No. I

6.0 Weldin! Control

6.1 Procurement 
of Welding 
Material 
6.1.1

6.1.2

Requires that welding material used in the 
construction Code items conform to Code 
requirements as detailed in the Site 
Specification SS-021, "Purchasing Welding 
Materials for Permanent Plant Construction" 
Provides requirements regarding material 
tests to be conducted by the manufacturer.  

Requires that POs for weld materials include 
weld material classification and that testing 
and certification be performed to the 
requirements of ASME Code NB2400 for 
each heat and / or lot of material in 
accordance with the latest mandatory 
addenda of the ASME Code, Section II, Part 
C; and the 1974 Ed., 1976 Winter Addenda 
of Section III.

Requires that procurement control measures 
be established such that applicable 
regulatory requirements, design bases, etc 
are suitably included or referenced in the 
procurenlent of material, equipment and 
services (QAM 4.5).

Requires that procurement control measures 
be established such that applicable 
regulatory requirements, design bases, etc 
are suitably included or referenced in the 
procurement of material, equipment and 
services (QAM 4.5).

Procurement and control of welding materials 
accomplished by Corporate Welding Manual, which 
invokes specification CPL-XXX-W-01, "Welding Filler 
Metals and Materials Procurement for Nuclear Power 
Plants, ASME Section III Applications". Program 
outlined in the Corporate Welding Manual provides a well
defined and specific process for specification and 
procurement of welding materials.  

Specification CPL-XXX-W-01 ensures that welding 
materials procured for Code applications conform to 
ASME Code Section II, Part C and Section III 
requirements; Use of this spec, invoked by the Corporate 
Welding Manual provides equivalent assurance of Code 
conformance. No supplement required
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6.1.3 Specifically requires that welding materials 

received from a supplier without proper 
certification and'complete documentation, as 
required by the Code, shall be tagged and 
placed on "Hold" status in a segregated area 
until the documentation has been received or 
corrected.  

Defines responsibilities for preparation, 
qualification and approval of CP&L welding 
procedures. Requires that welding 
procedures be qualified in accordance with 
ASME Code Section IX and meet the 
requirements of Section III. Requires that 
QA/QC be notified of procedure test 
schedules to allow QA/QC monitoring and 
documentation of the activity.

6.2. Welding 
Procedure 
Qualification 
6.2.1

Procedures require that materials, parts, and 
components be identified and controlled to 
prevent the use of incorrect or defective 
items. Requires that items accepted or 
released are identified as to their inspection 
status prior to forwarding them to a 
controlled storage area or releasing them for 
installation of further work, and that items 
not meeting applicable requirements are 
identified and controlled until proper 
disposition is made. (FSAR 17.3.2.6) 

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements. (FSAR 17.3.2.11) 
Requires that if mandatory inspection hold 
points are required, work shall not proceed 
beyond these hold points without the consent 
of the designated representative. (QAM 3.4, 
3.7)

Welding materials are received and inspected in 
accordance with NGGC-MCP-0401, which defines the 
receipt inspection / material disposition process, and 
precludes inadvertent issuance. Only when these materials 
are accepted, they are transferred to bin locations in the 
Weld Material Issue Station. Once there, the issuance and 
control of welding materials is strictly controlled by the 
Plant Welding Engineer in accordance with the Corporate 
Welding Manual.  

The Welding Material Control Procedure (NW-03) in the 
Corporate Welding Manual conforms to stringent 
requirements for welding in accordance with ASME Code 
requirements. No supplement is required.  
Procedure NW-01 in the Corporate Welding Manual 
places responsibility for development, revision and 
qualification of welding procedures with the Welding 
Engineer. NW-01 also requires that WPS be in accordance 
with ASME Code Section IX and other referenced codes as 
applicable (includes Section Il1). Procedures in the 
Corporate Welding Manual provide compliance with 
requirements; no supplement required
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6.3 Qualification 
of Welders and 
Welding 
Operators 
6.3.1,6.3.2

6.2.2 Provides forms to record actual welding 
parameters, test results and Code required 
data, to be certified by the Welding Manager 
or his representative. Included QA/QC 
signature of these records after review 
against Code requirements and submittal to 
the ANI.  

Defines responsibilities and requirements for 
testing, qualification and approval of 
welders and welding operators.  
Qualification is required in accordance with 
Section IX and the approved WPS. Tests 
will be performed in the weld shop under the 
Welding Manager. Welders are qualified on 
test coupons, with test results submitted to 
Document Control. Welder qualification 
status is maintained in a Welder 
Qualification Status List. Copies of the test 
records and Welder Qualification Status 
Report are made available to the ANI.

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements. (FSAR 17.3.2.11) 
Requires that if mandatory inspection hold 
points are required, work shall not proceed 
beyond these hold points without the consent 
of the designated representative. (QAM 3.4, 
3.7) 

Not specific to qualification of welders and 
weld procedures, but requires that measures 
be established to assure that special 
processes, including welding, heat treating 
and NDE are appropriately controlled and 
are accomplished by qualified personnel 
using qualified procedures in accordance 
with applicable requirements. (FSAR 
17.3.2.11)

QA/QC review is not required, but the monitoring and 
documentation of variables as the test proceeds is required.  
The test weld is subject to NDE and testing as required by 
codes and specifications, performed by certified personnel.  
The completed WPS is independently reviewed by a WE 
for approval. Current process does not require ANI 
involvement in the qualification process. Section III, 
Subsection NA-5252 requires that the Inspector assure 
himself that welding procedures have been qualified under 
the provisions of Section IX and Section III, and may 
request re-qualification as a requirement. The Code does 
not specifically require the ANI to review the WPS as it is 
developed.  

Qualification of welders and weld operators provided for in 
procedure NW-02 of the Corporate Welding Manual.  
Qualification specific to the requirements of the WPS; 
Welders qualifying to make Code weldments would be 
qualified per Code requirements. Testing is performed in a 
training / qualification area under the supervision of Weld 
Test Shop personnel. Test results are recorded on the 
Performance Qualification Test Record (PQTR) and 
reviewed and approved by the PWE. Testing is subject to 
monitoring by other organizations, including the ANI, "as 
applicable". The PWE maintains welder qualification 
records and the Welder Qualification Status Report.  
Qualification program meets Code requirements for 
applicable WPS, is the basis for the welding program used 
for the site Section XI Repair and Replacement Program.
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6.3.3 Welders shall be assigned a welder symbol, 
and a log shall be maintained for welding 
symbols. Upon termination or loss of the 
symbol stamp, that symbol stamp shall not 
be reassigned to another welder for a period 
of one year.

Defines requirements for renewal and 
extension of welder qualification, requires 
re-qualification when the welder has not 
used the process for 3 months or more, 
except when the welder has been employed 
on some other welding process, the period 
may be extended up to 6 months by the 
Welding Manager. Re-qualification may 
also be required based on reason to question 
the ability of the welder.

Not specific to qualification of welders, but 
requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel (FSAR 
17.3.2.11) 

Not specific to qualification of welders, but 
requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel (FSAR 
17.3.2.11)

Corporate Welding Manual procedures NW-02 and NW
10 provide requirements and instructions for the 
assignment of welder symbols. Existing program 
satisfactory; no supplement required 

Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW-02 requires re
qualification when the process has not been used for 4 
months, with no extension available based on use of other 
processes. Re-qualification may also be required based on 
reason to question the ability of the welder. Existing 
program satisfactory; no supplement required

6.3.4. 6.3.5
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Defines responsibilities and requirements 
for preparation of Weld Data Report (WDR) 
based on design drawings, specifications and 
site procedures. WDRs are prepared by the 
weld manager, forwarded to QA/QC for 
review of essential requirements and hold 
points, then to the ANT who establishes his 
hold points and signs.

Requires all welding to be done using 
welders qualified by CP&L to CP&L WPS.  
All welding is to be accomplished using 
qualified procedures. Defines 
responsibilities for control of welding 
operation (including authority to assign or 
remove welders).  

Defines process for reviewing welder 
qualifications and assigning welders.

6.4.3

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that special processes, including 
welding, heat treating and NDE are 
appropriately controlled and are 
accomplished by qualified personnel using 
qualified procedures in accordance with 
applicable requirements. (FSAR 17.3.2.11)

Requires that special processes be 
performed by qualified personnel using 
proper equipment and in accordance with 
written qualified procedures (FSAR 
17.3.2.11) 

Requires that special processes be performed 
by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment. and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures (FSAR 17.3.2.11)

6.4 Construction 
Welding 

6.4.1

Corporate Welding Manual Procedure NW-07 provides 
instruction on preparation of WDRs. WDRs are initiated 
by the PWE or his designees. WDRs are approved by the 
PWE, and Code WDRs forwarded to the ANII for review 
and to designate, at his option, additional hold points. QC 
hold points are designated by the preparer and the ANTI.  
The existing program is satisfactory. However, since this 
work is not associated with Repair / Replacement 
activities, the Inspector must be qualified as ANT. Note 
that the Supplemental QA Requirements requires dual 
qualification (ANT, ANTI) for this individual. The 
Supplemental QA Requirements also requires that all 
process control sheets associated with Code activities 
receives a review by the ANT prior to field issuance.  

Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW-06 provides 
general welding instructions and technical requirements for 
carbon and low alloy steels, stainless steels and nonferrous 
welding at CP&L plants. This procedure requires that all 
such welding be performed by qualified welders (per NW
02) using qualified WPS (per NW-01) and with qualified 
materials (per NW-03). Under the Corporate Welding 
Manual, the PWE is responsible for welding program at 
site, including training, qualification and technical 
supervision of welders. Existing program satisfactory; no 
supplement required 

The PWE maintains and distributes the "Welder 
Qualification Status Report" (NW-02) The PWE is also 
responsible for reviewing and approving WDRs (NW-07) 
Existing program satisfactory; no supplement required

6.4.2
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6.4.5, 6.4.6 Defines requires for control of welding Is not specific to weld materials, but

materials, including returning unused 
welding materials and use / surveillance of 
heated ovens for coated electrodes.

Defines responsibilities for notification of 
ANI; requires that hold point inspections be 
accepted by QAIQC and the ANI prior to 
any work proceeding past that point.

requires that materials, parts and 
components be identified and controlled to 
prevent the use of incorrect or. defective 
items (FSAR 17.3.2.6).  

Requires that if mandatory inspection hold 
points are required, work shall not proceed 
beyond these hold points without the consent 
of the designated representative. (QAM 2.2, 
3.4, 3.7)

Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW-03 provides 
requirements for issuance and control of welding materials, 
usage of heated ovens and rod caddies for temperature 
controls of coated electrodes, returning unused and 
undamaged materials at the end of each shift, and for 
dispositioning / discarding welding materials. Existing 
program satisfactory; no supplement required 

Work planning procedures and process control sheets 
incorporate hold points as appropriate for independent 
craft verification, QC, and for Code activities, for the ANII 
as well. Procedures require that mandatory QC hold points 
be accepted prior to work proceeding. (Ref. WCM- 102, 
MMM-001, ADM-NGGC-0104). Existing procedures are 
adequate with respect to incorporating independent 
verification and QC hold points into work planning and 
process control sheets. Additional controls regarding ANI 
involvement be accomplished by requiring that all work 
packages associated with installation of Code items be 
clearly identified as "ASME Section III", and be reviewed 
by the ANI prior to field issuance.  

Note that, to avoid procedural conflicts, the Supplemental 
QA Requirements requires dual qualification (ANI / ANII) 
for this individual. The Supplemental QA Requirements 
also requires that all process control sheets associated with 
Code activities receives a review by the ANI prior to field 
issuance.

6.4.7
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6.4.8 Provides QA/QC visual inspection 
requirements for weld preps, fit-up, tack 
welds, root pass' etc; notification 
requirements in the event that an 
unacceptable condition is observed.

Requires the welder identification symbol be 
applied next to the weld

6.5 Repairs to 
Welds and Base 
Material 
6.5.1 - 6..5.4

Provides requirements for repairs to welds 
and base materials in the event that 
unacceptable defects are identified.  
Requires notification of the ANI and 
discipline Welding Engineer and preparation 
of a Repair Weld Data Report (RWDR), 
subject to essentially the same process as 
for the WDR for the original weldment.

Requires that special processes be performed 
by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures (FSAR 17.3.2.11).  
Requires that work shall not proceed past 
mandatory inspection hold points without 
the consent of the designated representative.  
(QAM 2.2, 3.4, 3.7) 

Requires that measures be established to 
assure that identification of items are 
maintained by heat number, part number or 
other appropriate means, on the item or 
records traceable to the item throughout the 
fabrication, erection, installation and use of 
the item. (QAM 3.5, 3.7, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 10.5)

Requires that special processes be performed 
by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures (FSAR 17.3.2.11).

6.4.9

Corporate Welding Procedure NW-07 provides instruction 
on preparation of WDRs. WDRs are prepared by the PWE 
or his designees based on WPS and weld joint 
requirements. WDRs are approved by the.PWE, and when 
applicable, forwarded to the ANII to designate, at his 
option, additional hold points. QC hold points are 
designated by the preparer and the ANII. Existing program 
is satisfactory, no supplement required.  

NGGC-MCP-0402 requires that traceability be 
accomplished at issuance either by markings or on issue 
documentation, as appropriate. For piping, verification of 
material identification is documented on process control 
sheets found in MMP-002. Additional controls regarding 
maintaining identification and traceability of materials is 
provided in ADM-NGGC-0104 and MMM-001.  
Corporate Welding Manual NW-04 also requires that 
material identification numbers be transferred when 
material is cut and that permanent markings be established 
in accordance with Code requirements. Adequate control 
of materials is provided with existing procedures and 
processes. No supplement required.  

Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW-09 directs 
activities associated with repairs to welds and base metals 
(including grinding and machining); incorporates the 
development of a RWDR in a process which parallels that 
associated with the WDR. The Corporate Welding Manual 
provides a comparable process for repairs to welds and 
base metals; no supplement required.
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.6 LControl o1 

Welding 
Equipment 
6.6.1, 6.6.2

6.7 Additional 
Process Control 
Forms 

7.0 Heat Treating 
Heat 
7.1 - 7.7

7.8 Bending and 
forming 
7.8.1

rrovioes requirements tor operational 
checks at least every 3 months, notification / 
disposition of machines out of tolerance 
(including investigation of the use of the 
machine since the last sat operational check), 
initiation of corrective measures.

Allows for continuation form for process 
control sheets'as necessary 

Provides requirements and responsibilities 
for performing heat treatment in accordance 
with the Code.

Prohibits bending and forming of Class I 
materials at the construction site

Defines requirements for measuring and test 
equipment (M&TE) control program, 
including calibration to a standard, 
establishment of calibration frequency,, 
M&TE control, etc. (QAM 8.0)

N/A

Requires that special processes be performed 
by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures (FSAR 17.3.2.11).

N/A

Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW- 14 directs 
control of welding equipment, requires operational checks 
and maintenance at least every 12 months. Welding 
equipment is not used as extensively as during 
construction, and is generally subject to better handling by 
a smaller group of permanent plant personnel (vs. a large 
contract construction force). Existing program is in 
accordance with Section IX. Therefore, current controls 
on inspections & operational checks of welding equipment 
is acceptable; no supplement required.  

Similar continuation form exists in NW-07 for WDRs I 
RWDRs. Not a critical item, but no supplement required at 
any rate.  

Comparable requirements for post-weld heat treatment are 
found in Corporate Welding Manual procedure NW-08.  
Although the existing program is sufficient, this item is not 
an issue for Code welding associated with this project, as 
the subject welds are exempt from mandatory PWHT.  

N/A - no Code Class I items associated with this project.
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7.8.2 N. Renuiire that be~nding of CodeCl-c ) r' h*I. fl-.-1 --

instrument tubing be accomplished in 
accordance with' the Code, refers to Sections 
2.0 and 5.0 (in the ASME QA Manual) for 
procedure development / approval and 
process control requirements, including QC I 
ANT interface.

8.1 Calibration 
8.1.1 - 8.2.6

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for equipment, tools, gauges and instrumefnts 
specified for calibration control, including 
calibration at prescribed intervals against 
certified standards. Requires traceability 
between the calibrated item and calibration 
equipment be recorded on process control 
sheets. Provides for issuance of "Out of 
Calibration Notification" forms to evaluate 
corrective action and review activities for 
which the tool was last used since a sat 
calibration. Requires shorter calibration 
intervals or replacement of instruments 
frequently found out of calibration, and that 
calibration status and calibration due date be 
shown on or with the instrument, except for 
pressure gauges which are calibrated before 
use and after being returned to the shop.  
Prescribes requirements for storage, 
maintenance and record keeping of 
calibrated equipment, includes use of a 
certification record form and calibration 
stickers. Requires that pressure gauges used 
for hydrostatic testing be calibrated before 
and after each test or series of tests.

by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures. (FSAR 17.3.2.11).

Defines requirements for measuring and test 
equipment (M&TE) control program, 
including calibration to a standard, 
establishment of calibration frequency, 
M&TE control, etc. (QAM 8.0)

rLocess contrIl sheets anu oending requirements provided 
(either directly or by reference) in MMP-003. For Quality 
Class A material (such as Code related items), this includes 
independent craft and QC verification of critical attributes.  
No direct ANT involvement required per this procedure.  
Supplemental QA Requirements requires that Code related 
process control sheets are forwarded to the ANT / ANTI 
prior to field issuance for his review and assignment of 
additional hold points.  

Existing program satisfies Appendix B requirements and is 
the basis for support of the operating unit; is judged to be 
acceptable for this activity. No supplement required 

The M&TE calibration and control program at Harris is 
prescribed in MMM-006. This program includes 
identification of M&TE equipment, specification of 
calibration interval, calibration against certified standards, 
use process control sheets, and traceability between 
calibration tool and calibrated instrument. This program 
also requires an evaluation of all equipment calibrated by 
an item found to be out of tolerance since its last 
satisfactory calibration. Relative to pressure gauges used 
for hydrostatic testing, MMP-012 requires that these 
gauges be calibrated before and after usage.  

Storage, maintenance and record keeping of M&TE 
equipment addressed in MMM-006, including the use and 
control of certification records and calibration stickers.  
Relative to pressure gauges used for hydrostatic testing, 
MMP-012 requires that these gauges be calibrated before 
and after usage.

8.0 Control of Equipment, Tools, Gauges and Instruments
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9.0 Inspection, tests and Nondestructive Examination

9.1 Training, 
Qualification and 
Certification 
9.1.1 - 9.1.3 

9.2 Inspections 
and Tests 
9.2.1 - 9.2.7 

9.3 
Nondestructive 
Examination 
9.3.1

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for QA/QC personnel. QA/QC inspection 
personnel shall be trained and qualified in 
accordance with Section 1.0 (of the ASME 
QA Manual) and the relevant Corporate 
Quality Assurance procedure.  

Provides requirements and general 
requirements for performance of inspections 
and tests. Requires that personnel be 
appropriately trained in preparation and 
control of inspection and test records, that 
inspections and tests are performed in 
accordance with approved procedures, that 
process control sheets be utilized, that the 
status of the inspected item be identifiable 
and traceable, that the ANI be notified when 
ANI hold points are reached, that work will 
not proceed past hold points until accepted, 
and that nonconforming work shall be 
stopped and corrective action initiated.  

Requires personnel performing NDE to be 
trained, qualified and certified in accordance 
with SNT-TC-1A (1975), the Code and 
QA/QC procedures. Requires that only 
qualified personnel are assigned to perform 
NDE, and that procedures for NDE training, 
qualification and certification be prepared by 
a Level III. This section also provides an 
outline of the inspection procedure.

Requires that personnel performing 
inspection review, examination and testing, 
evaluations of testing data and reporting of 
inspection and test results be qualified and 
certified based on CP&L commitment to 
Reg. Guide 1.58 (QAM 7.6) 

Requires that personnel performing 
inspection review, examination and testing, 
evaluations of testing data and reporting of 
inspection and test results be qualified and 
certified based on CP&L commitment to 
Reg. Guide 1.58 (QAM 7.6). Requires that 
special processes be performed by qualified 
personnel using proper equipment and in 
accordance with written qualified procedures 
(FSAR 17.3.2.1 1).Requires that work shall 
not proceed past mandatory inspection hold 
points without the consent of the designated 
representative. (QAM 2.2, 3.4, 3.7) 

Requires that personnel performing 
inspection review, examination and testing, 
evaluations of testing data and reporting of 
inspection and test results be qualified and 
certified based on CP&L commitment to 
Reg. Guide 1.58 (QAM 7.6)

Training and qualification is prescribed in the Corporate 
Quality Assurance Manual and accomplished as directed in 
Nuclear NDE Manual procedure NDEP-A. Program 
meets the requirements of Section XI, is acceptable for this 
scope given that all piping is Class 3, and that NDE 
consists of surface exams only.  

Training and qualification addressed in NDEP-A (see item 
9.1). This procedure also requires that for NDE 
procedures be based on ASME Section III and V as 
applicable, and requires that the ANI / ANII review and 
concur with any NDE procedures used for acceptance of 
Code work. Process control sheets for NDE activities are 
provided in the Nuclear NDE Manual procedure for that 
specific test or inspection, including hold points as 
appropriate. Corporate and site procedures ensure that 
hold points are accepted prior to work proceeding. NDEP 
procedures are provided to conform with ASME Code 
requirements as applicable. NDE procedures for LP and 
MT examinations are provided with acceptance criteria to 
ASME Section III requirements. No supplement required.  

Nuclear NDE Manual procedure NDEP-A states that this 
NDE manual meets the requirements of SNT-TC- IA 
(1980, 1984 Ed) and Section XI. NDE Procedures require 
that personnel be appropriately trained. NDEP-A also 
includes a listing of minimum content for NDE procedures 
based on the type of activity being performed. Existing 
program is of comparable rigor. No supplement required.
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9.3.2, 9.3.3

9.3.4 - 9.3.9 

9.4 Inspection 
and Test 
Equipment 

9.5 Inspection 
and Test Records 
9.5.1, 9.5.2

Requires Level I and II personnel to be 
qualified and certified by an examination 
administered by'a Level III; Level III to be 
qualified by an exam administered by a 
Level III and certified by the QAIQC 
manager. Allows the services of an outside 
agency to be used in the event that no Level 
III personnel exist within the organization.  

Requires training, qualification and 
certification of Levels I, II & III personnel to 
be in accordance with the applicable NDEPs 
and documented on appropriate certification 
forms. Requires records be maintained, that 
NDE personnel be re-certified at least once 
every 3 years, and that interpretation of 
results is accomplished by a Level II or III.  
Provides guidance for the preparation of 
NDE requests and reports.  

Requires that QAIQC inspection personnel 
be responsible for ensuring that inspection 
and test equipment is calibrated and has 
current calibration stickers.  

Requires that inspection and test records are 
prepared and maintained.

States that prior to certification, NDE 
personnel shall have satisfactorily passed an 
examination administered under the 
jurisdiction of a certified Level III, and that 
CP&L Level III NDE personnel will be 
specified in CP&L's NDE Procedures 
(QAM 7.6).  

States that prior to certification, NDE 
personnel shall have satisfactorily passed an 
examination administered under the 
jurisdiction of a certified Level III, and that 
CP&L Level III NDE personnel will be 
specified in CP&L's NDE Procedures.  
(QAM 7.6) 

Defines requirements for measuring and test 
equipment (M&TE) control program, 
including calibration to a standard, 
establishment of calibration frequency, 
M&TE control, etc. (QAM 8.0) 

Defines requirements for maintain records of 
activities affecting quality, including 
inspection, test, audit and qualification 
records (QAM 14.3, 14.4)

NDEP-A requires certification of Level I and 1I to be 
performed by Level III, Level III certification to be 
performed by the Chief Mechanical / Materials Engineer.  
Use of an outside organization is not prohibited. Existing 
program is of comparable rigor. No supplement required 

NDEP-A provides comparable requirements relative to 
training, qualification re-qualification and certification of 
personnel. Requires that records be maintained, and lists 
performance review requirements for maintenance of 
certification. Existing program is of comparable rigor. No 
supplement required 

Inspection and test equipment is subject to the site M&TE 
control procedure, MMM-006. Existing program is 
sufficient regarding control of calibrated equipment.  

NDEP-A requires that NDE records associated with Code 
activities be considered permanent QA records and be 
processed accordingly. Process control sheets and other 
required records are provided in the Nuclear NDE Manual 
as applicable. Existing program is of comparable rigor.  
No supplement required
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9.5.3 - 9.5.7

9.5.8,9.5.9 

9.6 Code Data 
Report and 
Nameplate 
Stamping 
9.6.1 - 9.6.4

Provides requirements for involvement of 
ANI, states that records are not considered 
complete until signed and dated by the ANI 
on the process control sheets, that the NDE 
Level III shall assure that NDE capability is 
proven by demonstration to the satisfaction 
of the ANI prior to the use of the procedure, 
and that the ANI may require re
qualification of NDE procedures or 
personnel as he deems necessary.  

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for pressure testing, including QA/QC and 
ANI involvement, establishment of hold 
points, and review / approval of the process 
control sheets.  

Provides the process and requirements for 
the development and review of Code Data 
Reports and N Stamping.

Requires that special processes be performed 
by qualified personnel using proper 
equipment and in accordance with written 
qualified procedures (FSAR 17.3.2.11 
Requires that work shall not proceed past 
mandatory inspection hold points without 
the consent of the designated representative.  
(QAM 2.2, 3.4, 3.7) 

Requires that a test program be established 
to assure that structures, systems and 
components perform satisfactorily in service, 
and that this program include pre
operational tests and proof test prior to 
installation, (QAM 3.4, 3.7, 11.3) 

No partial N stamping of existing equipment 
and the original N certificate program has 
been discontinued, so that originally 
installed equipment cannot be subject to the 
stamping process. No provision for N 
stamping is provided.

NDEP-A requires that ANI review / concurrence be 
obtained for NDE procedures used for Code work.  
Requires that the Level III provides procedure qualification 
demonstration to the ANI when necessary. Also, provides 
that work may continue prior to ANI review of procedures, 
but that any such work would be at risk to ANI review.  
Existing program is of comparable rigor. No supplement 
required 

Pressure testing requirements provided in MMP-O 12.  
Generally, these pressure test procedures are intended to 
meet Section XI pressure test requirements. Existing 
pressure test procedures are adequate, except that the lest 
pressure specified for Section XI may be less conservative.  
Therefore, the Supplemental QA Requirements specify that 
more stringent Section III criteria be employed for pressure 
testing.  

Supplemental QA Requirements defines a certification 
process wherein data reports are used to document field 
activities towards an overall system turnover. Whenever 
possible (i.e., for completed Code items supplied by an 
NPT supplier), these data reports will be the actual Code 
Data Reports for the items in question. For new • 
construction and documentation of installation of 
preexisting piping for which records are no longer 
available, a form comparable to an NIS-2 will be 
employed. The ANI will ensure that the required data 
reports are completed and certified.
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10.1 Scope 
10.2 Reporting 
Non
conformances 

10.3 Corrective 
Action 
10.3.1 - 10.3.7

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for identification, reporting, segregation, 
investigation and resolution of non
conformances relating to Code conditions.  
Requires deficiencies in documentation and
construction control, including Start-Up 
procedures, be reported as non
conformances. Utilized hold tags and 
labeling as required to indicate limits of 
hold. Defined review requirements for 
NCRs 

Provides instructions and guidance relative 
to the process for dispositioning NCRs.  
Requires verification and disposition of 
corrective action be performed by QA/QC 
prior to signing and closing the NCR.

Requires that measures be established to 
assure identification and control of incorrect 
or defective material, parts and components 
(QAM 5.3, 5.4. 5.5, 10.3, 11.4, 11.6).  
Requires that measures be established to 
conditions adverse to quality are promptly 
identified and corrected. (QAM 12.4, 12.5) 

Requires that measures be established to 
conditions adverse to quality are promptly 
identified and corrected. (QAM 12.4, 12.5)

Procedures and processes provide measures (i.e., process 
control sheets, independent verification, STAR) to ensure 
that construction deficiencies are precluded from 
occurring. For conditions that are identified, CAP-NGGC
0001 provides direction on the initiation and processing of 
condition reports, such as would be generated in the event 
of non-conformances. Relative to receipt and control of 
materials, MCP-NGGC-0401 & 0402 ensure that defective 
items are not accepted and issued. These condition 
reporting and materials control processes provide effective 
programmatic means to ensure that discrepancies and non
conformances are captured and resolved.  

CAP-NGGC-0001 provides instructions and requirements 
for dispositioning CRs. Incorporates requirements for 
event categorization, causal evaluation, disposition and 
corrective action Existing program provides an effective 
means to capture and resolve non-conformances.
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10.4 Review of 
Nonconformance 
Report 
10.4.1 - 10.4.4 

10.5 Receiving 
Inspection 
Software 
Deficiencies

Requires that measures be established to 
conditions adverse to quality are promptly 
identified and corrected. (QAM 12.4, 12.5).  
Does not require ANI involvement in review 
of construction related conditions adverse to 
quality.  

Requires that measures be established to 
assure identification and control of incorrect 
or defective material, parts and components 
(QAM 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 10.3, 11.4, 11.6).

The stated purpose of CAP-NGGC-0001 is to implement 
the NGG Corrective Action Management Policy and the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XVI.  
Disposition of any CRs related to construction requires that 
the item be corrected or formally evaluated as being 
acceptable. Review and approval of CRs goes up to and 
includes PNSC review, as appropriate. The CR process 
does not specifically require notification of the ANI for 
Code related items, although the formal evaluation process 
would tend to ensure his cognizance of any such issue. To 
further ensure the ANI's involvement on CRs related to 
Code items, the Supplemental QA Requirements requires 
that any such items be available to the ANI for verification 
of satisfactory resolution prior to turnover.  

A similar receipt inspection process, including 
requirements for documentation review, are provided in 
MCP-NGGC-0401. Existing process provides sufficient 
assurance regarding resolution of documentation 
discrepancies. No supplement required.

11.0 Record Retention

Defines responsibilities and requirements for 
records retention, requires that records 
generated by suppliers and contractors be 
transferred to CP&L for retention. Requires 
restriction of access to records storage areas 
and the use of a records sign-out log.

Defines requirements for maintaining 
records of activities affecting quality, 
including inspection, test, audit and 
qualification records (QAM 14.3, 14.4)

RMP-006 provides requirements for classification of QA 
records. Design change package, work records and other 
quality related documentation generated as a result of this 
project would be classified therein as a QA record and 
subject to permanent retention. Existing process is 
equivalent to the construction program. No supplement 
required.

11.1

Requires corrected items or documents to be 
re-inspected by a QA/QC inspector, and 
acceptance docuhiented. Requires that 
closed out NCRs become QA records and 
transferred to the QA records vault.  
Requires that the ANT be apprised of any 
NCRs pertaining to the Code, and requires 
ANI signature prior to closing any such 
NCRs 

Provides requirements for identification by 
QA/QC at receipt of documentation 
deficiencies, requires that an NCR be 
initiated for any such discrepancies that 
cannot be resolved by routine measures.
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11.2 Records Requires preparation of a record index to 
Index facilitate timely retrieval of records

11.3 
Accumulation and 
Maintenance of 
Records

Provides requirements and responsibilities 
for accumulation and maintenance of 
records, including identification of retention 
period, prevention of loss, damage, etc.  
Requires access to records by the ANI

Defines requirements for maintaining 
records of activities affecting quality, 
including inspection, test, audit and 
qualification records (QAM 14.3, 14.4)

Defines requirements for maintain records of 
activities affecting quality, retention period 
and prevention of loss, damage, etc. (QAM 
14.3, 14.4)

CP&L maintains a computer-based index of records 
(NRCS) for indexing and retrieval of records Existing 
process is equivalent of the construction program. No 
supplement required.  

RMP-006 provides requirements for classification, 
submittal, control and maintenance of records. No 
supplement required.

Summarizes the interface and requirements 
associated with the ANI for compliance with 
the Code. Requires that the ANI be given 
free access to all work locations under his 
jurisdiction, that hie be provided adequate 
facilities and assistance, that he witness or 
otherwise verify required examinations and 
inspections, and that inspection services be 
subject agreement between CP&L and the 
AIA as required.

Requires that a program of inspection of 
activities be established. Does not address 
the ANI role in construction process (QAM 
2.2, 5.3, 5.6).

Individual procedures address the role of the ANI in work 
activities and reviewing / approving process control sheets.  
Generally, these procedures are associated with Section XI 
activities and requirements for the ANII. Contractural 
agreement for the Inspector's services is provided as 
required for Section XI. Supplemental QA Requirements 
require that ANI be provided process control sheets for 
Code activities and items associated with this project prior 
to field issuance of the associated work package.  
Supplemental QA Requirements requires that the Inspector 
for the SFP project be dual qualified, as ANI / ANII.

12.0 ANI

II

12.1.1 - 12.1.7
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12.2 Document 
Accessibility 
12.2.1 - 12.4.3

13.0 Audits 

13.1 - 13.3

Requires that the ANI be provided free 
access to all information and records related 
to Code items, that the ANI review 
procedures utilized to implement Code 
requirements, that the ANI monitor the QA 
Program. Requires that the ANI be provided 
an opportunity to select holdpoints, and that 
he is provided sufficient notification of Code 
related work and testing. Requires that the 
ANI has authority to require re-qualification 
of procedures and personnel, that the ANI 
may witness or verify records of NDE, and 
that the ANI shall witness final hydrostatic 
testing required by the Code.

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for Corporate QA audit activities. Defines 
the approach for auditing of the engineering, 
construction and start-up as being a 
comprehensive system of planned audits.  
Requires regularly scheduled audits on the 
basis of status and importance to ensure 
Code compliance. Requires written audit 
reports, that corrective action be taken as 
appropriate and verified as complete, and 
that follow-up audits and monitoring be 
conducted as necessary

Requires that a program of inspection of 
activities be established. Does not address 
the ANI role in construction process.(QAM 
2.2, 5.3, 5.6).

Requires that a comprehensive system of 
audits be carried out. (QAM 4.11, 13.1, 
13.4).

Role of ANI is provided in procedures and contractural 
agreements in accordance with Section XI requirements.  
Supplemental QA Requirements require that ANI be 
provided process control sheets for installation of Code 
items prior to field issuance of the associated work 
package.

For internal assessment, the Corporate approach towards 
auditing and quality assurance is founded on the principle 
that the line organization has the primary responsibility for 
quality and safety. Nuclear Assessment Section evaluates 
the performance and effectiveness of this process through 
independent assessment, and the Performance Evaluation 
Support Unit (PES) provides oversight of each plant's 
NAS by reviewing NAS assessment reports and perform a 
NAS effectiveness assessment at least once every 24 
months. External audits of suppliers are performed in 
accordance with MCP-NGGC-0406. Existing program 
meets Appendix B requirements and is sufficient rigor for 
completion of construction.
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ASME QA ASME QA Manual Corporate Appendix B QA Program Reconciliation 
Manual Section 

No.  
13.1.4 Reouires that audit renorts be maiintaiinedl Qp,- "ra th... A;#.A It I.,ir A~ A , * ,~

13.2 Supplier 
Audits 
13.2.1 - 13.3

and be made available to the ANI at his 
request.  

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for the auditing of activities by suppliers.  
For Code items, requires audits at least every 
3 years. Requires audit results be made 
available to the ANI upon his request.

and reviewed by management (QAM 4.11, 
13.6)

Requires that a comprehensive system of 
audits be carried out, and that audit results 
be documented and reviewed by 
management (QAM 4.11, 13.1, 13.4, 13.6)

aupplemental VtA requirements require that all CRs 
associated with Code activities within this project be 
available to the ANI for verification of satisfactory 
resolution prior to turnover 

MCP-NGGC-0406 provides requirements for audits of 
outside suppliers, includes specific requirements for 
suppliers of Code items, and requires auditing of suppliers 
at least every 3 years. Existing program provides 
equivalent assurance and rigor, no supplement required.

14.0 Review and Control of Manual

Provides responsibilities and requirements 
for issuance, review and control of the 
ASME QA Manual. Requires that 
controlled copies be kept and maintained, 
and that revisions be reviewed and approved 
by the ANI.

Requires that activities affecting quality be 
prescribed by documented instructions, 
procedures etc. (QAM 6.0) and that measure 
be established to control the issuance of 
those documents (QAM 6.1, 6.34, 14.4)

Control, distribution and accountability of QA documents 
accomplished in accordance with RMP-002.  

Relative to the Alternative Plan, the AIA has formally 
reviewed and endorsed this plan as submitted to the NRC.  
The implementation of the Alternative Plan will be subject 
to ANI review as part of the modification review / approval 
process, including the Supplemental QA Requirements and 
the turnover / certification process it defines. However, 
since the authorization for the Alternative Plan comes from 
NRC approval, any revisions outside of typographical or 
minor administrative changes will require the review and 
approval of the NRC.

14.1 - 14.6
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CP&L 

Carolina Power & Light Company 
Harris Nuclear Plant 
PO Box 165 SERIAL: HNP-99-172 
New Hill NC 27562 
OCT 29 1999 

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk 
Washington, DC 20555 

SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 
RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION REGARDING THE ALTERNATIVE 
PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOLS C & D COOLING 
AND CLEANUP SYSTEM PIPING 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

By letter HNP-98-188, dated December 23, 1998, Carolina Power & Light Company (CP&L) 
submitted a license amendment request to increase fuel storage capacity at the Harris Nuclear 
Plant (HNP) by placing spent fuel pools C & D in service. The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (NRC) issued letters dated March 24, 1999, April 29, 1999, June 16, 1999, and 
August 5, 1999 requesting additional information regarding our license amendment application.  
HNP letters HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999, HNP-99-094, dated June 14, 1999, HNP-99-112, 
dated July 23, 1999, and HNP-99-129, dated September 3, 1999 provided our respective 
responses.  

By letter dated September 20, 1999, the NRC issued a fifth request for additional information 
(RAI) regarding our license amendment application to place spent fuel pools C & D in service.  
The September 20, 1999 NRC RAI specifically requests additional information on the proposed 
alternative plan to demonstrate compliance with ASME Code requirements for the cooling and 
cleanup system piping in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i). The Enclosures to this letter 
provide the HNP response to the NRC staff's September 20, 1999 RAI.  

The enclosed information is provided as supplement to our December 23, 1998 amendment 
request and does not change our initial determination that the proposed license amendment 
represents a no significant hazards consideration.

5413 Shearon Harris Road New Hill NC
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Please refer any questions regarding the enclosed information to Mr. Steven Edwards at (919) 
362-2498.  

incerely, 

Donna B. Alexander 
Manager, Regulatory Affairs 
Harris Nuclear Plant 

KWS/kws 

Enclosures: 

1. HNP Responses to NRC Request For Additional Information (RAI) 
2. Technical Report: HNP - Material Identification of Chips from Carbon Steel Welds 

Associated with the Spent Fuel Pool Activation Project (1 page total) 
3. Chemistry Sample Data Sheets (2 sheets total) 
4. QCI-19.1, Revision 1, entitled "Preparation & Submittal of Weld Data Report, Repair Weld 

Data Report, Tank Fabrication Weld Record & Seismic I Weld Data Report" (25 pages total) 

c: Mr. J. B. Brady, NRC Senior Resident Inspector (w/ Enclosure 1) 
Mr. Mel Fry, N.C. DEHNR (w/ Enclosure 1) 
Mr. R. J. Laufer, NRC Project Manager (w/ all Enclosures), 
Mr. L. A. Reyes, NRC Regional Administrator - Region II (w/ Enclosure 1)
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bc: (all w/ Enclosure 1)

Mr. K. B. Altman 
Mr. G. E. Attarian 
Mr. R. H. Bazemore 
Mr. C. L. Burton 
Mr. S. R. Carr 
Mr. J. R. Caves 
Mr. H. K. Chernoff (RNP) 
Mr. B. H. Clark 
Mr. W. F. Conway 
Mr. G. W. Davis 
Mr. W. J. Dorman (BNP) 
Mr. R. S. Edwards 
Mr. R. J. Field 
Mr. K. N. Harris

Ms. L. N. Hartz 
Mr. W J. Hindman 
Mr. C. S. Hinnant 
Mr. W. D. Johnson 
Mr. G. J. Kline 
Mr. B. A. Kruse 
Ms. T. A. Head (PE&RAS File) 
Mr. R. D. Martin 
Mr. T. C. Morton 
Mr. J. H. O'Neill, Jr.  
Mr. J. S. Scarola 
Mr. J. M. Taylor 
Nuclear Records 
Harris Licensing File 
Files: H-X-0511 

H-X-0642
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SHEARON HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
DOCKET NO. 50-400/LICENSE NO. NPF-63 

RESPONSE TO NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE ALTERNATIVE PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOL 

COOLING AND CLEANUP SYSTEM PIPING 

Requested Information Item 1: 

Explain how the Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer discriminates between the different 
standards that you used in your analysis described in Enclosure 3, "Metallurgy Unit Report for 
Spent Fuel Pool Weld Metal Composition analysis," of your April 30, 1999, RAI response.  
What are the chemical element ranges associated with the different standards that you used? 
What determines a match on a particular standard? What chemical elements are not included in 
the "Match" determination and how are these elements reconciled? 

Response 1: 

Background: 

The primary objective of the field alloy analysis was to confirm with reasonable assurance that 
the as-deposited weld material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is an austenitic stainless 
steel material compatible with Type 304 stainless steel piping material. The chemical 
composition of the stainless steel filler materials are specified in ASME Section II, Part C, SFA
5.4 / 5.9. The elements controlled under this specification for stainless steel filler materials are: 
carbon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, columbium plus tantalum, manganese, silicon, 
phosphorus, sulfur, nitrogen, and copper.  

The Alloy Analyzer was used in a comparison / identification mode. In the comparison/ 
identification mode, the unknown is compared to reference materials which are input by a 
specific measurement technique and stored in a memory location of the instrument. This method 
of analysis was selected to provide reasonable assurance that the chemical compositions of 
analyzed field welds are consistent with an austenitic stainless steel having a chromium content 
in the range of 18 to 24 weight percent and a nickel content in the range of 8 to 14 weight 
percent.  

Explain how the Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer discriminates between the 
different standards that you used in your analysis described in Enclosure 4, 
"Metallurgy Unit Report for Spent Fuel Pool Weld Metal Composition Analysis," of 
your April 30, 1999, RAI response.
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The Metorex X-Met 880 Alloy Analyzer utilizes a Cadmium-109 isotopic source to excite the 
analyzed material and measure the secondary radiation produced by the source excitation. This 

instrument can detect elements that range between and include chromium and molybdenum on 

the periodic chart of the elements. (The elements between and including terbium and uranium 
are also detected by this instrument with a cadmium source.) 

The instrument was configured to detect six specific elements using the following pure element 
standards: (1) chromium, (2) manganese, (3) iron, (4) nickel, (5) copper, and (6) molybdenum.  

Iron was selected because austenitic stainless steels are considered to be iron-based alloys; 
chromium, nickel, and molybdenum were selected because they are primary alloying elements; 
manganese was selected because it is a secondary alloying element; and copper was selected 
because it is a potential "tramp" (i.e., unwanted) element in this material that is detectable by this 
instrument. A backscatter standard was used to determine the background spectrum. The pure 
element standards and the backscatter standard were supplied with the instrument by the 
manufacturer. A series of comparison standards were loaded into the instrument for this 
analysis. These standards included: (1) Type 304 stainless steel, (2) Type 309 stainless steel, (3) 
Type 310 stainless steel, (4) Type 316 stainless steel, and (5) NIST SRM 1154a. These four 
secondary standards and one National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Standard 
Reference Material (SRM) were used because: (1) the instrument was used in a comparison 
mode, and (2) none of the SRMs available from NIST have compositions consistent with either 
Type 304, Type 308, or Type 309 stainless steels. NIST SRM 1155 (Type 316 stainless steel) 
and NIST SRM C1287 (Type 310 stainless steel - modified) were used also, as independent 
reference checks of the instrument during the field analysis.  

In the comparison / identification mode, the unknown is compared to reference materials which 
are input by a specific measurement technique and stored in a memory location of the instrument.  
The alloy analyzer has a multi-channel analyzer (MCA) having 256 micro channels. These micro 
channels represent a specific X-ray energy range (e.g., Channel 1 - 1 to 2 eV, Channel 2 - 2 to 3 
eV, etc.). Each element has an average value for its excitation X-ray energy and, in practice, the 
actual response has a Gaussian distribution. Each pure element has a range, or window, 
consisting of several micro channels based on the full width at half maximum value of the 
Gaussian distribution. Therefore, counts detected in an element window are due to a detectable 
and measurable concentration of this element. The pure element standards and the austenitic 
stainless steel standards have different compositions. The response of the instrument varies with 
the concentration of a given element in a standard. The counts obtained for a standard by this 
instrument are proportional to the elemental concentration(s). Each standard will have a unique 
pattern (or "fingerprint") of counts in the selected element windows based on its chemical 
composition. The instrument discriminates between standards and unknowns based on the 
similarity of the instrument response (or counts detected) to the element windows for the stored 
standards.  

What are the chemical element ranges associated with the different standards that 
you used?
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The chemical element ranges for the standards used are shown below in Table 1. The NIST 

SRM (1 154a) that was used to set-up the Alloy Analyzer has a chemical composition that is not 

within the chemical composition range for any standard UNS stainless steel alloy. However, the 

nickel and chromium contents of the NIST 1154a standard are similar to the nickel content of the 

Type 309 comparison standard and the chromium content of the Type 304 comparison standard, 
respectively. The remaining detectable elements in these three comparison standards are 
comparable and cannot be used to accurately differentiate between the various unknowns.  

TABLE 1 

SChemical Element Ranges for Standards Used to Set-up the Metorex Alloy Analyzer

Standard Composition, Weight Percent 
Chromium Manganese Iron Nickel Copper Molybdenum 

Type 304 18.28 1.48 bal. 8.13 0.19 0.17 

Type 309 22.60 1.63 bal. 13.81 ....  

Type 310 24.87 1.94 bal. 19.72 0.11 0.16 

Type 316 16.74 1.44 bal. 10.07 0.11 2;06 

NIST 1154a 19.31 1.44 bal. 13.08 0.44 0.068 
Chemical Element Ranges for Standards Used to Check the Alloy Analyzer 

NIST C1287 23.98 1.66 bal. 21.16 0.58 0.46 

NIST 1155 18.45 1.63 bal. 12.18 0.169 2.38

The tolerances for the chemical element ranges for the secondary standards (nominal Type 304, 
Type 309, Type 310, and Type 316 stainless steels) are not known. These secondary standards 
were provided with mill test reports for their chemical compositions, but the precise accuracy of 
these standards is not known because they are not certified as traceable to primary reference 
standards. However, the applicable ASTM standards for these alloys permit a major alloying 
element range of between I and 2.5 weight percent (e.g., carbon content - 0.08 weight percent 
maximum; silicon content - 1.00 weight percent maximum; nickel content - 8.00 to 10.50 weight 
percent maximum; etc.) without the applicable product analysis tolerances that depend upon the 
specific element and its relative concentration.  

What determines a match on a particular standard? 

During a test, the Alloy Analyzer detects, measures, and compares the counts obtained for the 
specified elements in the unknown to those for the standards that have been loaded into the 
instrument (the specified elements are those that were loaded as pure element standards during 
the instrument set-up). The X-ray energy detection range for each of the specified elements is 

pre-set in the instrument and is based on physical constants related to the energy difference 
between electron shells in atomic structures. The number of counts in each pure element range is 
measured and compared to the counts for these elements in the known comparison standards.  
The difference in counts between the unknown and the comparison standards is measured. The 
instrument is configured with three thresholds (or limits) for the difference in counts between the
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closest standard and the unknown. The least amount of difference between a comparison 
standard and the unknown is indicated by "GOOD MATCH." If there are differences between 
the unknown and standard that do not meet the "GOOD MATCH" criteria, but the unknown is 
similar to one or more standards, the alloy analyzer will indicate "POSSIBLE MATCH." If the 
difference in counts is too large, the instrument will indicate "NO GOOD MATCH." 

What chemical elements are not included in the "Match" determination and how are 
these elements reconciled? 

The primary objective of the field alloy analysis was to confirm with reasonable assurance that 
the as-deposited weld material was an austenitic stainless steel material compatible with the Type 
304 stainless steel piping material. The chemical compositions of stainless steel filler materials 
are specified in ASMIE Section II, Part C, SFA-5.4 / 5.9. The elements controlled under this 
specification for stainless steel filler materials are: carbon, chromium, nickel, molybdenum, 
columbium plus tantalum, manganese, silicon, phosphorous, sulfur, nitrogen, and copper.  

The alloy analyzer was set up to detect the primary alloying elements: chromium, nickel, and 
molybdenum. In addition, the alloy analyzer was also set up to detect the secondary alloying 
element manganese, the tramp element copper, and the alloy base iron. The remaining elements 
addressed in the specification, but not detected by the alloy analyzer, are: carbon, columbium 
plus tantalum, silicon, phosphorous, sulfur, and nitrogen. None of these elements are capable of 
being detected with the Metorex Alloy Analyzer using a Cadmium-109 source either due to their 
relative concentration or their X-ray excitation energy. These secondary alloying elements, while 
important to the weldability characteristics of the filler material, are not as important to the 
performance of the weld in service with regard to strength and corrosion resistance.  

Samples of three spent fuel pool cooling piping field welds were obtained by plant personnel and 
submitted to an external commercial laboratory for chemical analysis. The elements that were 
not determined by field analysis and those that were used in the identification mode of the field 
welds were measured by this laboratory and are shown in Table 2. Laboratory analysis of this 
representative sample substantiates the results of the field analysis and provides additional 
assurance that the chemical compositions of spent fuel pool field welds are satisfactory.
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TABLE 2

Identification 2-SF-36-FW-450 2-SF-38-FW-451 2-SF-71-FW-329 
Alloy Analyzer 304 SS Possible NIST 1154a NIST 1154a 
Results Possible Possible 

NSL Chemical Analysis Results 
Carbon 0.13 0.10 0.064 
Niobium < 0.05 < 0.05 < 0.05 
Chromium 20.08 20.11 19.06 
Copper 0.054 0.10 0.093 
Manganese 1.46 1.39 0.79 
Molybdenum 0.12 0.10 0.085 
Nickel 9.30 9.24 9.63 
Phosphorus 0.021 0.021 0.026 
Sulfur 0.007 0.005 0.013 
Silicon 0.37 0.39 0.25 
Titanium < 0.01 0.011 < 0.01

In summary, the alloy analyzer was set up to confirm with reasonable assurance that the as
deposited weld material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is an austenitic stainless steel 
material compatible with the reported Type 304 stainless steel piping material and the chemical 
composition requirements specified in ASME Section II, Part C, SFA-5.4 / 5.9. The 
programmatic and procedural controls which existed at the time of construction, augmented by 
the testing and analysis effort described above, provide reasonable assurance that the weld 
material for the spent fuel pool piping field welds is the proper weld material and will perform 
satisfactorily in service.  

Requested Information Item 2:

Provide assurance that the ferrite ntimbers are acceptable for A-No. 8 weld wire (ND-2433) used 
in welds with missing weld wire documentation.  

Response 2: 

Ferrite numbers have been measured for 18 of the 19 accessible field welds remaining in the 
scope of the Alternative Plan (one field weld is located underneath a grating which could not be 
removed at the time the measurements were taken). The results of this work show mean ferrite 
numbers ranging from approximately 4 to 9 FN. SFA 5.9, Section A4.12 states that the ferrite 
potential fo,,r 30,-, '30"01,-, and 347 is approximately 10 FN, but notes that the ferrite content may 
vary by +/- 7 FN or more around these midpoints and still be within the limits of the chemical

NSL Chemical Analysis Results
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specification. Furthermore, Section A4.13 also states that the ferrite potential of a filler metal is 
usually modified downward in the deposit due to changes in the chemical composition caused by 
the welding process and technique used.  

Ferrite is know to be beneficial in reducing the tendency for cracking or fissuring in weld metals; 
however, it is not critical, particularly under the mild service conditions associated with the spent 
fuel pool cooling system. Assurance that the ferrite numbers are acceptable is demonstrated by 
the following: (1) the measured ferrite numbers are reasonably consistent with those expected 
for the type of filler material used, (2) all of the exposed field welds in the scope of the 
Alternative Plan have successfully completed a liquid penetrant examination which noted no 
evidence of cracks or fissures, (3) a strict materials control program governed issuance and 
control of weld materials, and (4) there is no evidence that incorrect or uncontrolled filler 
material might have been used.  

Requested Information Item 3: 

Explain the chemical analysis in the Table associated with PQR 6(c), dated 11/15/84, page 2 of 2, 
laboratory test No. 9-2-149 described in Enclosure 6, "Lab Test Reports," of your April 30, 1999, 
RAI response. What row(s) are associated with the base material, weld, and standard(s)? What 
criteria was used to determine acceptability? 

Response 3: 

Welding Procedure Specification (WPS) 8B2, Revision 16 is supported by four Procedure 
Qualification Records (PQRs). The original procedure qualification test, as documented on PQR 
6, was performed in 1976. The procedure qualification test coupon for this test was prepared 
from 10 inch schedule 40 pipe, which has a wall thickness of 0.365 inches. This test coupon 
thickness supports a qualified base metal thickness range of 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 0.730 inches.  
In 1981, an additional procedure qualification test, as documented in PQR 6(A), was performed 
to support the extended thickness range of 3/16 inches to 8 inches. This new qualified range was 
achieved by welding a 1.5 inch thick weld test coupon. In 1982, another procedure qualification 
test was performed, as documented in PQR 6(B), to expand the thickness range qualified to 
include a base material thickness as thin as 0.049 inches. This extended range was achieved by 
welding a 0.049 inch wall thickness test coupon. In 1984, the final procedure qualification test, 
as documented in PQR 6(C), was performed to extend the qualified thickness range to include 
materials as thin as 0.031 inches. This new thickness range was achieved by welding a weld test 
coupon with a thickness of 0.031 inches.  

The portion of WPS 8B2, Revision 16 that was used to fabricate the fuel pool piping, based on 
base metal thickness range, is supported by PQR 6 and PQR 6(A). The fuel pool piping has a 
nominal wall thickness of 3/8 (0.375) inches, which is within the qualified base metal thickness 
range of 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 0.730 inches for PQR 6 and 3/16 (0.1875) inches to 8 inches for 
PQR 6(A).
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Relative to the chemical analysis in the Table associated with PQR 6(c), dated 11/15/84, page 2 
of 2, laboratory test No. 9-2-149, referenced WPS 8B2 addresses welding of a SA240 TP 304 test 
coupon with a thickness of 0.031 inch. The documented mechanical test results reference two 
test specimens having a thickness of 0.031 inch (E&E Laboratory Test Number 9-2-149, 
specimen numbers 699 and 700). PQR 6(c) references an Arcos welding filler material, which 
according to the Certified Material Test Reports (CMTRs) attached to PQR 6(c) is Type 316 
stainless steel filler material.  

A definitive explanation for all of the entries on the data sheet in question, page 2 of 2 of the 
chemical analysis results, can not be provided due to insufficient documentation. However, 
based on the documentation supporting the procedure qualification test for PQR 6 (C), 
Metallurgy Unit test records and anecdotal information, it appears that Harris Welding 
Engineering personnel requested the E&E Laboratories to perform mechanical testing and 
chemical analyses for a completed welding procedure qualification coupon performed using 
0.031 inch thick Type 316 stainless steel base material. It is believed that the chemical analysis 
requested was to be performed on a sample of the material taken from the item that was to be 
welded in production and which provided the impetus to perform the additional weld procedure 
qualification. This is supported by the fact that chips of the supplied material were provided to 
the Analytical Chemistry Laboratory on November 12, 1984 (sampled on November 9, 1984) 
while the PQR is dated November 15, 1984. This indicates that the chemical analysis was 
performed prior to the welding of the procedure qualification test coupon and should not be 
considered a part of the procedure qualification test.  

Requested Information Item 4: 

For the piping and welds examined internally, provide a discussion of the examination results.  
What inspection criteria is used for evaluating the piping and welds for corrosion and fouling? 
Describe the corrosion and fouling inspection procedure and inspection personnel qualification 
process. For the embedded welds not examined internally, describe what is preventing their 
examination. Discuss why the decision not to inspect all of the embedded welds will result in an 
acceptable level of quality and safety.  

Response 4: 

An initial visual inspection of the embedded piping and welds was completed using a 
pneumatically-powered crawler carrying a high resolution camera. This crawler employed two 
sets of pneumatic cylinders which expanded and contracted in coordination with a single cylinder 
between them to produce an "inch worm" effect. Inspections of four of the eight embedded spent 
fuel pool cooling lines were performed using this crawler, including six embedded field welds.  
Camera resolution was excellent and the visual inspection of the lines was thorough. This 
arrangement proved unsuitable, however, for longer lines having multiple elbows, and a decision 
was made to investigate other possible methods of inspecting the balance of embedded piping.  
An arrangement was eventually selected which used flexible fiberglass rods to manually drive a 
camtra on rollers through 'hc pipe. A second inspection effort, only recently completed, used
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this crawler to successfully inspect all 9 of the remaining embedded field welds and associated 
piping.  

The remainder of this response will focus on the initial inspection of four SFP cooling lines and 
six embedded welds. The results of the inspection of the remaining lines and nine embedded 
welds is still in the review process. Our preliminary evaluation is that the results of the second 
visual inspection are consistent with those of the first inspection and demonstrate that the piping 
and welds have not measurably degraded and are acceptable for their intended purpose.  

The pneumatically-powered crawler provided a stable base from which to successfully complete 
a visual examination of the piping and welds which could be reached using this equipment. Each 
inspection was preceded by a resolution check wherein the camera was required to discern a 1.0 
mil wire at the appropriate focal length, and the level of detail provided of the internal pipe 
surfaces was excellent. These inspections were conducted in accordance with Special Plant 
Procedure SPP-0312T, which provided specific acceptance criteria, as well as qualification 
requirements for the equipment and inspectors. The inspection included welds on four of the 
eight embedded cooling lines connected to Spent Fuel Pools C & D. All of the lines inspected 
were 12 inch, schedule 40 stainless steel (304) piping.  

The initial inspection included the following field welds: 

Field Weld Number Piping Function 

2-SF-8-FW-65 C SFP Cooling Supply 
2-SF-8-FW-66 C SFP Cooling Supply 
2-SF-143-FW-512 D SFP Cooling Supply 
2-SF-144-FW-515 D SFP Cooling Supply 
2-SF-144-FW-516 D SFP Cooling Supply 
2-SF-159-FW-408 D SFP Cooling Supply 

In accordance with the acceptance criteria in Special Plant Procedure SPP-0312T, welds which 
can be accepted without further evaluation must be completely free of the following defects: 

- no Cracks 
- no Lack of Fusion 
- no Lack of Penetration 
- no Oxidation 
- no Undercut greater than 1132" 
- no Reinforcement ("Push Through") greater than 1/16" 
- no Concavity (Suck Back") greater than 1/32" 
- no Porosity greater than 1/16" 
- no Inclusions
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In addition, any indications not included in the above list of weld attributes but potentially 
pertinent to the condition of the piping and welds were required by the inspection procedure to be 
reviewed and formally evaluated by Harris Nuclear Plant Engineering staff. Such indications 
would include arc strikes, foreign material, evidence of mishandling, pipe mismatch, pitting, and 
evidence of corrosion.  

The inspection procedure requires that personnel performing visual examinations be CP&L 
Visual Weld Examiners, certified in accordance with the Corporate NDE Manual. In addition, 

they are required to have successfully completed the CP&L training course on remote camera 
equipment and/or have demonstrated their capability to utilize the equipment to the satisfaction 
of the NDE VT Level III. Vendor personnel operating the closed circuit television system were 
not required to be certified visual weld examiners, but were required to be familiar with their 
equipment and proficient in its use.  

Generally, the inspection results were good. It is noted that the welds in question were not 
subject to volumetric examination, and were sufficiently far from the open end of the pipe at the 
time of welding that an internal visual examination would not have been performed at the time of 
welding. Relative to the inspection criteria pertaining to weld attributes provided above, five of 
the six field welds were accepted based on the qualified examiner's review of the camera 
inspection video. A single weld, 2-SF-144-FW-516, was identified as having areas where 
portions of a consumable insert could be discerned. This weld, which exists in the horizontal 
piping on the supply line to SFP D, had several locations where a consumable insert had been 
utilized but was not fully consumed. Generally, these locations were limited to several very 
small areas where a small portion of the insert could be discerned, but included one area about 
1.5 inches long where a continuous portion of the insert could be seen.  

The presence of a small amount of unconsumed insert is not considered to be an indication of an 
unqualified welder, inadequate procedures, or inappropriate materials. The small amount of 
unconsumed insert is a relatively insignificant imperfection which is not unusual on field welds 
such as 2-SF-144-FW-516, which was only subject to surface examination and does not lend 
itself to internal visual examination. ASME Section III, Subsection ND design rules recognize 
the potential for imperfections of this nature in welds not subject to volumetric examination, and 
require that a reduction in joint efficiency be assumed for butt welds which are subject to surface 
examination only (ref. ND-3552.2).  

The root pass associated with the indication of unconsumed insert is backed up by multiple weld 
passes, any one of which would be adequate to establish a leak tight pressure boundary under 
these conditions. Hydrostatic test records show that field weld 2-SF-FW-144-516 successfully 
completed hydrostatic testing at 32 psi during construction prior to the line being embedded, and 
that this test was witnessed by both QC and the ANI. Procedures and processes at the time 
required that both these field welds were subject to multiple inspections and documentation 
reviews during construction. Given this, and considering that this weld was subject to multiple 
inspections at the time of construction, it is highly unlikely that the indications noted on field 
weld 2-SF-144-FW-516 extend into the root pass, let alone the multiple passes that followed it.
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Since field weld 2-SF-144-FW-516 is on a line which connects directly to atmospheric spent fuel 
pools, hydraulic pressure at the welds is limited to static head and a small amount of friction 
losses. (The effect of velocity head would be sufficiently small as to be negligible, but would 
actually tend to reduce the effective pressure.) At the location of field weld 2-SF-144-FW-516, 
static head due to the elevation difference is approximately 286 - 277.5 = 8.5 feet. Piping friction 
losses per 100 ft for 12 inch steel piping is only about 3 feet at 4000 gpm, so even considering 
the effect of elbows in the line, the 55 foot length of piping between this field weld and SFP C 
would only contribute another few feet for a total head of about 10 feet (i.e., less than 5 psi).  

Operation of the SFP cooling and cleanup system for the C & D pools will be at a relatively low 
temperature and very low pressure. Accordingly, the minimum wall thickness needed to retain 
this pressure over a localized area of reduced wall is only a very small percentage of the 0.375 
inch wall thickness in this piping. The piping in the vicinity of field weld 2-SF-FW-516 is 
completely embedded in concrete, located approximately at the center of a six foot thick, 
seismically-designed wall. As such, this piping is not subject to externally induced movement or 
stresses. Since the SFP cooling and cleanup system operates at a relatively low temperature with 

.little variation, thermally induced stresses and thermal cycling are not of appreciable concern.  
Given the lack of externally induced stresses or thermal cycling, the small pieces of unconsumed 
insert will not initiate a crack or otherwise propagate a piping failure.  

Based on all of the above considerations, the indications of an unconsumed insert identified on 
field weld 2-SF-144-FW-516 are acceptable, and no rework or repair to the weld is required.  

Videotapes of the first six embedded field welds and associated piping to be visually inspected 
have been reviewed by CP&L engineering and metallurgical personnel. Aside from localized 
occurrences of loosely adhering surface film (principally boron deposits from boric acid added to 
the water), the videotape provides clear evidence that the piping was free from fouling or foreign 
materials. Where necessary, deposits were removed with pressurized water before the visual 
inspection. It is the consensus of the reviewers that the condition of the piping and welds is very 
good. Several inconsequential stains and small pits were noted, indicating that a small amount of 
minor corrosion may have occurred at some time in the past. Videotapes of all 15 embedded 
field welds and associated piping have been forwarded to corrosion experts both within CP&L 
and in the industry.  

Requested Information Item 5: 

What are the chemical analyses for steel welds 2-CC-3-FW-207, 2-CC-3-FW-208, and 2-CC-3
FW-209? 

Response 5: 

Chemical analyses for the carbon steel chips have been completed and are provided as Enclosure 
2 to this RAI response. The results of these analyses substantiate that the filler material used for 
these welds is generally consistent with chemical composition requirements found in SFA 5.1 for 
ER70S-6 and SFA 5.18 for E7018.
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Requested Information Item 6: 

Describe the paper trail that identifies a specific weld material to a specific weld on the isometric 
drawings, i.e., show that the weld material being verified with the Metorex X-Met 880 was 
specified for that location. Identify missing documentation that breaks the paper trial, if any.  

Response 6: 

The weld metal to be used on a given weld was prescribed by the Weld Procedure Specification.  
The Weld Data Report (WDR) documented the Weld Procedure Specification to be used, as well 
as the AWS Classification of filler material. For the field welds for which WDRs are no longer 
available, it is not possible to directly document the Weld Procedure Specification and filler 
metal that was used. However, since the vendor data sheets are available on the pipe spools, a 
review has been done of the Weld Procedure Specifications available at that time and which 
would have been applicable for this type piping, material, and end prep. These Weld Procedure 
Specifications were provided to the NRC as Enclosure 6 to HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999, 
the HNP response to the March 24, 1999 NRC RAI on the Alternative Plan.  

The pipe spools utilized in the HNP spent fuel pool cooling system are Type 304 stainless steel, a 
P-8 material. The Weld Procedure Specifications for P-8 to P-8 piping welds such as these in the 
spent fuel pool cooling system would have used filler metals conforming to SFA No. 5.4 / 5.9, 
including ER308, ER308L, ER316, ER316L and ER347. For Type 304 to Type 304 piping, 
ER308 would have typically been specified on the WDR. Given that some chemical changes in 
composition will be caused by the welding process and that blending of the base metal and filler 
metal would occur, the Metorex X-Met 880 testing is not intended to confirm the that chemical 
composition conforms to chemical composition requirements for each element, but rather to 
assure that weldments are sound by substantiating that the filler metal used was compatible with 
the piping material and generally consistent with composition requirements of the Weld 
Procedure Specification. Additional details on the use of the Alloy Analyzer to evaluate filler 
metal is provided in the HNP response to Requested Information Item 1 above.  

Requested Information Item 7: 

Discuss the chemical analysis and any other analysis performed on the water in the fuel pool 
cooling and cleanup system (FPCCS) and component cooling water system (CCWS) for spent 
fuel pools (SFPs) C and D. Where did the water come from? Discuss any differences between 
the chemical analysis and the original water source. Provide the staff with a representative 
analysis of the water.  

Response 7: 

A review of plant documentation substantiates that the embedded lines connected to SFPs C & D 
had water in them on two separate occasions during the construction process. Water samples 
were collected from seven of the eight lines associated with the embedded piping. * Analysis 
results of those water samples substantiate that the water in these lines originated from the spent
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fuel pools. Specifically, chloride and fluoride concentrations were very low, and generally 
consistent with specifications for spent fuel pool chemistry. Sulfate levels and conductivity, 
while not typically analyzed for spent fuel pool chemistry, were also very low and consistent with 
high purity water. The water samples also showed low levels of tritium, at a concentration 
similar to that of the spent fuel pools. Enclosure 3 to this RAI response provides a representative 
analysis of water samples taken from both the C and D SFP piping.  

Initially, these lines were filled with water for hydrostatic testing prior to pouring concrete.  
Potential sources of hydrotest water included potable water and lake water, although procedures 
did require that the piping be drained and vented subsequent to test completion. Since these lines 
could not be isolated from their respective fuel pool liners, they would have been filled again in 
support of pool liner leak testing. The procedure for liner leak testing required test water to have 
a chloride content of no more than 100 ppm, which effectively precluded the use of either potable 
water or lake water for this evolution. Furthermore, procedures required the pools to be drained 
after testing, then rinsed with distilled or demineralized water. Subsequent to liner leak testing, 
there was no reason to introduce water into the pools again until they were filled and put into 
service (1989 - 1990 time frame). Several of these lines were drained one additional time in 
1995 - 1996, when drain valves were added to the exposed portions of several of the embedded 
lines. Since that time, these lines refilled with water from the spent fuel pools. The water 
samples that were collected and analyzed, as discussed above, were samples of water that leaked 
past "plumbers plugs" in the pool nozzles since this last evolution.  

* One of the eight lines has no drain line with an isolation valve for taking water samples, and 

was not represented in the initial set of water samples.  

Requested Information Item 8: 

In Enclosure 8, "Hydrotest Records for Embedded Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Piping and Field 
Welds," of your April 30, 1999, RAI response, you provided signed hydrostatic test reports for 
13 embedded welds. Starting with the signed hydrostatic test report, back track through 
procedures and program requirements to the point where the missing document(s) were verified 
as being complete. In other words, identify the specific procedural and program controls 
requiring verification of completion of the missing documentation (manufacturing/fabrication 
records, weld data records, updated isometric drawings, and inspections) starting backward from 
the hydrostatic test report.  

Response 8: 

Construction procedure WP-1 15, "Pressure Testing of Pressure Piping (Nuclear Safety Related)," 
governed the hydrostatic testing of the embedded lines connected to HNP SFPs C and D. This 
procedure specifically required, prior to hydrotesting, the Mechanical QA Specialist verify that: 

1) all required piping documentation is complete, and 
2) all required weld documentation is complete.
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Reference to piping and weld documentation is found in WP-102, "Installation of Piping." 
Specific requirements found in this document include: 

1) that each weld joint for Code piping receive a WDR, and that these WDRs receive a QA and 
ANI inspection.  

2) that weld procedures utilized be qualified in accordance with MP-01, "Qualification of Weld 
Procedures." 

3) that welders and welding operators be qualified in accordance with MP-02, "Procedure for 
Qualifying Welders and Weld Operators." 

4) that welds be stamped in accordance with MP-05, "Stamping of Weldments." 
5) that weld material be controlled in accordance with MP-03, "Welding Material Control." 

Generally, items 2 - 5 above ensure that Code welds were performed to appropriate procedures in 
the plant's Section IX weld program. Relative to item 1, WP-102 provided reference to CQC-19, 
"Weld Control" which again required that all Code welds received a WDR, and referenced 
procedure CQI-19.1, "Preparation & Submittal of Weld Data Report & Repair Weld Data 
Report," for detailed instructions on the use of WDRs. As prescribed by this procedure, the 
WDR included essentially all of the required attributes and documentation for welds within Code 
boundaries. Enclosure 4 provides a copy of CQI 19.1 at a revision level existing at or about the 
time most of the welds in question were made. Similarly, WP-102 contained requirements for 
layout and dimensional tolerances, as well- as references to appropriate procedures for other 
piping installation processes, such as performance of cold pulls and torqueing of flanged 
connections. Therefore, in order to satisfy the prerequisites of procedure WP- 115, the 
Mechanical QA Specialist would be required to verify that all the WDRs and RWDRs were 
complete and approved, dimensional and tolerance inspections had been completed, and all other 
piping installation processes had been completed and appropriately documented.  

Requested Information Item 9: 

Identify the concrete pouring procedure that requires checking for the welder symbol and a 
successful hydrostatic test before pouring.  

Response 9: 

Since embedding a line in concrete represented a point at which piping was no longer accessible 
for inspections, rework, etc., procedural controls were established to ensure that all required work 
activities had been completed and that documentation was in order prior to authorizing concrete 
placement. Procedure WP-05, "Concrete Placement", included a pre-placement requirement for 
a craft superintendent sign-off on the concrete placement report to signify completion of the 
craft's installation and superintendent inspection thereof. This procedure required that this sign
off be made by all craft superintendents, as a safeguard against omissions, whether or not they 
had material in a particular placement. Subsequently, procedure WP-05 required that the 
Construction Inspection Unit (QC) be notified when the installation was complete and ready for 
pre-placement insipection.
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Procedure TP-24, "Mechanical Pipe Installation Inspection" provided requirements for the 
Construction Inspection Unit relative to inspection of piping, and included separate sections on 
embedded piping inspection. This procedure specifically required the CI inspector to inspect the 
installation and documentation prior to concrete placement. The CI inspector was required to 
verify the specific installation attributes: 

1) that piping installation was performed in accordance with design drawings and documents, 
notably including verification of pipe spool identification 

2) that piping was free from physical damage, and had no missing parts, and 
3) that all piping leak tests were complete and documented.  

It can be seen that procedures associated with concrete placement did provide assurance that 
piping embedded in concrete was the correct piping and was correctly installed. Furthermore, 
since the hydro-test was generally the final milestone for completion of a pipe segment, 
verification that all piping leak tests were complete and documented provided assurance that all 
test and inspection requirements were met. Procedures WP-05 and TP-24 do not specifically 
require a verification of the welder symbol. Rather, this assurance is provided by the review of 
weld documentation prior to hydro-testing, as well as the programmatic controls in CQC-19 and 
related procedures discussed above.  

Requested Information Item 10: 

Describe how the liner leak tests support weld integrity for welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8
FW-66 (Enclosure 3 of your response to NRCs RAI). For these two welds, back track through 
procedures and program requirements to the point where the missing documents were verified as 
being completed.  

Response 10: 

Leak testing of the liner was accomplished under procedure TP-057, "Hydrostatic Testing of Fuel 
Pool Liners." This procedure provided specific steps to be completed prior to performance of the 
liner leak test. The procedure required that Engineering prepare the test package, including 
identification of all boundaries and all isolation points to be utilized. For the north spent fuel 
pool liner hydrostatic test, the documented test boundaries included the piping runs containing 2
SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8-FW-66.  

Subsequent to preparation of the test package, QC was required to complete the "Prerequisites" 
section of the test form. Similar to the discussion of piping hydro-test procedures provided in the 
response to Requested Information Item 8 above, these prerequisites included a line item for the 
QC Inspector to verify "all weld documentation complete." Although the test procedure was 

'specifically concerned with inspection of the liners, this verification would have necessarily 
extended to the entire pressurized boundary to ensure that no external leakage occurred, that 
partially completed welds were not overstressed, etc.
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Although hydrostatic test packages have not been located at this time for welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 

and 2-SF-8-FW-66, plant documentation does support that this hydrostatic test was done. For 
example, QA Deficiency and Disposition Report (DDR) 794 was initiated to assess hydrostatic 
test requirements for the plate rings reinforcing the piping to pool nozzle connections. The 
resolution to this DDR acknowledged that the pipe spools adjacent to these welds had been 
subject to hydrostatic testing, even going so far as to include the dates of test performance. Four 

of the ten spools listed are included in the scope of the SFP C and D embedded piping, and two 
of these spools are in the line in which welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2-SF-8-FW-66 are located. The 
other two spools referenced are on isometric drawing 2-SF-159, and are specifically included in a 
hydrostatic test package for which records have been located (provided previously to the NRC as 
Enclosure 7 to HNP-99-069, dated April 30, 1999). Comparison of the dates listed on DDR 794 
against those associated with piping on isometric drawing 2-SF-159 verify that the test dates on 
these documents are in agreement.  

Therefore, even though hydrostatic test records specifically listing welds 2-SF-8-FW-65 and 2
SF-8-FW-66 as inspection items have not been located, it can be established with a high level of 
confidence that these welds were hydro-statically tested, and that documentation associated with 
these welds was reviewed and verified as being complete.  

Requested Information Item 11: 

Describe precautions that were taken to protect system components (e.g., pumps, valves, heat 
exchangers, piping) from deleterious environmental effects during layup. Describe the layed up 
condition of the partially completed piping system and how this was determined. How would 
these layup conditions be different if it was known that SFPs C and D would be put in service 
later? 

Response 11: 

The location of system components (e.g., pumps, valves, heat exchangers, piping), the 236' 
elevation area of the Fuel Handling Building, is fully enclosed and serviced by a safety related 
HVAC system. This area is also the location of the operating Unit 1 spent fuel pool cooling 
pumps and heat exchangers, and is completely suitable for the long term storage of piping and 
equipment. It was anticipated that at some time it would be necessary to place C and D pools 
into service, and consideration was given to specific requirements for equipment protection. The 
spent fuel pool cooling pump motors were removed and placed in controlled storage conditions 
with heaters energized and shafts periodically rotated. The spent fuel pool heat exchangers were 
capped to preclude introduction of foreign material, and provided with a nitrogen blanket on the 
shell (CCW) side to prevent moisture and other contaminants from inducing corrosion. Spent 
Fuel Pool Cooling piping not connected to the spent fuel pools, which had never been wetted and 
was not connected to any active water systems, also received Foreign Material Exclusion (FME) 
type covers. Notably, the spent fuel pool cooling pumps and strainers were protected by FME 
covers on adjacent piping.
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Through conversations with cognizant personnel, it is known that when it became necessary to 

fill the C and D spent fuel pools, the exposed ends of the connected spent fuel pool piping were 

fitted with leak tight covers and flooded as well. At some point, "plumber's plugs" were fitted in 

the C and D spent fuel pool cooling nozzles, although it is not clear whether these plugs were 

installed before or after the lines were flooded by the spent fuel pools. The primary purpose of 

these plugs was not for equipment protection but instead for ALARA considerations, i.e., to 

preclude collection of radioactive material in the piping.  

Requested Information Item 12: 

Why was visual inspection rather than ultrasonic inspection chosen to examine the integrity of 

the embedded welds? 

Response 12: 

Examination requirements for the embedded spent fuel pool cooling piping at the time of 

construction consisted of a surface visual and liquid penetrant examination of the piping OD, 

consistent with design rules and NDE requirements in ASME Section III, Subsection ND.  

Numerous programmatic and documentation assurances exist to confirm that these required 

inspections were indeed completed. In reviewing options for inspection of embedded piping and 

associated welds under the Alternative Plan, the objective was to implement an inspection 

program which: (1) provided yet another measure of assurance of construction quality, (2) 

provided a means to inspect as much of the overall scope as possible, (3) allowed for inspection 

of not only discrete areas of interest (ie., field welds), but also for qualitative assessment of 

overall piping condition, including corrosion and fouling, and (4) had a high level of probability 

to produce meaningful results with existing, proven technology. These criteria are individually 

discussed as follows: 

1) Provides additional measure of assurance of construction quality 

A detailed inspection of the interior of the piping with a high resolution camera provides a means 

to discern and assess numerous attributes pertaining to construction quality, including fit-up and 

alignment, adequacy of purge, and fusion of the root pass. These attributes, while readily 

examined with the use of a remote camera, do not lend themselves to detection and evaluation 

through ultrasonic examination.  

2) Provides a means to inspect as much of the overall scope as possible 

Camera inspection provides a means to see as much of the overall inspection scope (piping 

interior surfaces) as possible, as well as focus on specific areas of interest. A number of vendors 

offer inspection services of piping using remote cameras and a variety of propulsion methods, 

providing the best probability of inspecting as much of the piping as possible. Using real time 

feedback, direct camera operators can move relatively quickly over long runs of piping which can 

be readily observed as clean and in good condition; however, considerable time is spent in 

adjusting focus, lighting and other parameters to provide a detailed examination of specific areas
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of interest. Although ultrasonic techniques are commonly used to detect wall thinning in steam 
piping, this process requires that the entire surface to be examined be mapped, with each grid 
location receiving an ultrasonic examination. Clearly, the lack of access in the embedded piping 
precludes the use of a similar technique to assess the overall condition of the embedded piping.  

3) Allows for inspection of overall piping condition, but also macroscopic examination for 
fouling, corrosion, etc.  

Camera inspection is the only viable means to identify and assess numerous attributes which 
pertain to the suitability of piping for service, including surface corrosion, fouling, foreign 
objects in the line, etc. Visual inspection with a high resolution camera can also detect visual 
evidence of corrosion (stains, discoloration) even when no loss of material or other degradation is 
obvious.  

(4) Provide a high level of probability of producing meaningful results with existing, proven 
technology 

While not deemed appropriate to evaluate macroscopic examination of piping quality for the 
reasons discussed above, CP&L has investigated the feasibility of using ultrasonic examination 
to disposition discrete, localized indications. The obstacles associated with remotely performing 
ultrasonic examinations of these 12 inch embedded lines are considerable, and include: 

- Piping runs approaching 100 feet long.  
- Piping runs including 4 or more elbows 
- Both horizontal and vertical runs 
- Since pools are full, inspections must be done from the exposed piping end, meaning that all 

vertical runs are upward 
- The weld joints themselves are irregular to the extent a direct beam method could not be 

used. In addition, these butt welds utilized consumable inserts with an end prep having a 
counterbore approximately ¾ inch from the weld joint. This configuration complicates the 
use of angle beam ultrasonic methods 

- The piping surface must be clean and smooth, such that boron crystals or any other film or 
material which are in the area to be inspected must be removed.  

- A means must be devised to inject couplant in the area to be inspected 
- The technique must provide a means to precisely locate and control the detector transducers, 

which would invariably require the use of a remote camera 

The device would need to be capable of propelling a camera, UT transducers, and all attendant 
cabling through long pipe sections with numerous elbows and risers to the location of interest, 
identify and focus on the indication to be examined, clean it as necessary, inject couplant on the 
area where the transducer will be placed, then precisely locate the transducer at that point, 
adjusting it as necessary to provide a good signal. Even then, since the back (outside) surface of 
the weld joints is irregular, it is not certain that the results will allow an accurate interpretation of 
the condition of the piping. In summary, while several vendors have expressed an interest in 
working on a cost and materials basis to provide the propulsion, robotics, and equipment
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necessary to perform ultrasonic examination of the embedded piping, none have been identified 
with the proven experience necessary to provide repeatable, reliable results under similar 

conditions.  

Reguested Information Item 13: 

Describe the post modification testing to be performed to ensure that the system(s) will satisfy all 

design requirements. Include description of hydro-tests to verify the integrity of the system 
pressure boundaries, flushing to ensure unobstructed flow through the system components, and 
pre-operational functional testing under design flow/heat loads.  

Response 13: 

Post modification testing will include the following: 

1) System Hydrostatic testing conforming to Section III requirements will be performed on the 
completed system. With the exception of embedded piping, components inside Code 
boundaries will be included in this test effort, including pumps, heat exchangers and 
strainers. In a previous HNP response to the NRC RAI on the Alternative Plan (ref. HNP
99-069, dated April 30, 1999), CP&L stated that Code Case N-240 would be used to exempt 
formal requirements for hydro-testing of the embedded piping connected to the atmospheric 
spent fuel pools. CP&L is continuing to investigate methods to provide additional assurance 

of the quality of embedded piping and field welds, including consideration of pressure 
testing. The final disposition of hydrostatic testing of embedded spent fuel pool piping will 

be provided to the NRC as part of the follow-up report on embedded piping and welds as 
discussed in the response to Requested Information Item 4 above.  

2) A flush procedure will be developed which ensures that piping and components inside Code 
boundaries are free from fouling and debris which might affect system performance, 
reliability or spent fuel integrity.  

3) Pre-operational testing will include a flow balance and verification which ensures that design 
flow requirements are met for the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Component Cooling Water 
systems, as well as those heat loads which rely on CCW (such as RJR) and heat sinks 
downstream of CCW (ESW, UHS). Given the lack of a heat load which would facilitate the 
performance of a meaningful heat duty test of the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System, no such 
test will be performed. Moreover, at the 1.0 Mbtu / hr maximum heat load associated with 
this license amendment request, performance of such a test would not be viable even at the 

proposed licensed limit. Although the C and D spent fuel pool cooling heat exchangers were 
installed in the Fuel Handling Building nearly 20 years ago, they have never been placed into 
service and, from a design perspective, are still new. Moreover, these heat exchangers were 
layed up with a nitrogen blanket on the shell side, protecting it from moisture and corrosion.  
A pre-service inspection of the tubesheets and tubes has been performed on these heat 
exchangers to ensuire that no foreign material or corrosion exists which might obstruct flow 
or otherwise reduce performance.
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HNP- Material Identification of Chips from Carbon Steel Welds Associated with 
the Spent Fuel Pool Activation Project.

On July 8, 1999 three samples of chips were received from HNP personnel for chemical 
analysis. The chips were removed from Welds 2CC-FW-207, 208, and 209 on ASME Section 
III, Class 3 Piping used on the Component Cooling Water (CCW) System. Metallurgy 
Services personnel were asked to perform chemical analysis on the three samples.  

On July 27, 1999 the three samples of chips were sent to NSL Analytical Services, Inc., in 
Cleveland, Ohio for analysis. A report of the analyses was received from NSL on August 16, 
1999. The results of the analysis for each sample are listed in the table below and a copy of 
the results from NSL is attached.  

ELEMENT SAMPLE 2CC-FW- SAMPLE 2CC-FW- SAMPLE 2CC-FW
207 (WEIGHT 208 (WEIGHT 209 (WEIGHT 

PERCENT) PERCENT) PERCENT) 

Carbon 0.13 0.11 0.11 
Chromium 0.028 0.031 0.027 

Copper 0.035 0.018 0.018 
Manganese 1.29 1.20 1.15 

Molybdenum 0.014 0.004 0.003 

Nickel 0.028 0.016 0.014 
Phosphorus 0.021 0.014 0.013 

Sulfur 0.011 0.012 0.013 
Silicon 0.29 0.29 0.41 

Vanadium 0.018 0.026 0.026
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CAROINA POWER & LIGHT CO mANY 
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ 
UALXITY CONTROL SECTION

1W

QC-1.ER 
QCI-19. 1

1.  
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7.  
8.  
9.  

10.

1

CQC-19, Weld Control 
MP-06, General Welding Procedure for Carbon Steel 

MF-07, General Welding Procedure for Stainless Steel 

MP-10, Repair of Base Material and Weldouts 

NDEP-601, Visual Inspection 
AWS.D1.1, Structural Welding Code 

MP-08, General Welding Procedure for Structural Steel and Hangers 

WP-18, Miscellaneous Steel-Fabrication 

MP-19, Field Erected Stainless Steel Storage Tanks 

AS-7, Seismic Class I & Non-Seismic Class I Structural Steel

4.0 GENERAL 

4.1 Weld Data Report 

ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 and MC welding data shall be documented 

on a WDP (OA-28 form).  

4.2 Repair Weld Data Report 

4.2.1 A repair WDR (QA-30 form) is required for the following 

conditions: 

a) Rejectable defect is found by NDE at a specified 

holdpoint or completed weld.  

b) Damage to base material requiring deposition of 

filler metal.  

-I- I

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

ITI -L: FqBRICATION WELD RECORD & SETSTr. T WFID DAT_ NFPCRT 

1.0 PURPOSE 

The purpose of this instruction is to provide guidelines for 

preparing Weld Data Reports, Repair Weld Data Reports, Seismic 

I Weld Data Report and Tank Fabrication Weld Data Records re

quired for documentation of weld joint control.  

2.0 SCOPE 

This instruction is applicable to weld data records required for 

ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 and MC welds; Seismic Category I welds; 

and welds in the site fabrication of nuclear safety related and 

ASME Code Class storage tanks.  

3.0 REFERENCES
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4.2.1 (cont.) 

4.2.2 A repair WDR is not required for the following 
conditions: 

a) Weld defects which occur during the in-process 
welding and which can be removed and reworked within 
the Weld.Frocedure..Specification (WRS) specified -on 
the original WDR (this includes slag; porosity; 
burn-through in the root pass or backing ring; or 
root weld defect in the pipe I.D. or O.D.).  

b) .Rework. required to correct._in-?process •defects found 
by NDE performed "for information".  

c) Where complete removal of the weld joint is the 
repair method used (a new WDR will be issued in this 
case).  

"4.3 Seismic I Weld Data Report (SWDR) 

4.3.1 Seismic I structural welding with the exception of stud 
welding shall, be documented on a .SWDR (OA-34).  

"4.3.2 Repairs to Seismic I structural welds will be documented 
on the SWDR when the following conditions exist: 

a) A rejectable, defect .i s found .y. visual inspection or 
other NDE at a specified holdpoint or completed weld.  

b) Damage to base material requiring deposition of filler 
metal.  

4.3.3 Entries on the SWDR are not required for the following 
conditions: 

a) Weld defects which occur during the in-process welding 
and which can be removed and reworked within the Weld 
Procedure Specification (WPS) specified on the SWDR 
(this includes slag, porosity, burn-through in the root 
pass or backing strip or root weld defect in the 
structural item).  

b) Rework required to correct in-proces3 defects found 
by NDE performed for "information only".

-2-
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4.3.3 (cont.) 

c) Where complete removal of the weld joint is the 

repair method used (a new SWDR will be issued in 
this case).  

4.4 Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR) 

4.4.1 TheTSWR 'JOA-132 "form) ,will be -used to document weld 

joint data for the field fabrication of nuclear safety 

reli&ted ,and ASME -Code Class storage tanks.  

4.4.2 Repairs to tank fabrication welds will be documented 

on the -WR'-when the following conditions exist.  

a) A rejectable indication is found by visual inspec

tion or other NDE at a specified holdpoint or after 

completion of the weld.  

b) Damage to base material requiring deposition of weld 

filler metal.  

4.4.3 Documentation of repairs to tank fabrication welds is 

not required for the following conditionst 

a) Weld defects which occur during the in-process welding 

and which can be removed and reworked within the Weld 

Procedure Specification (WPS) specified on the TFWR 

(this includes slag, porosity, burn through in the 

root pass or backing strip or root weld defect in 

the item).  

b) Rework required to correct in-process defects found 

by NDE performed for "information only".  

c) Where complete removal of the weld joint is the 

repair method used. A new entry for that joint number 

will be made on the TFWR in this case.  

5.0 PROCEDURE 

5.1 Weld Data Report (WDR) 

The WDR (Exhibit 1) is initiated by Welding Engineering. The 

Welding Engineer, or his designee, fills out pertinent information 

and designates the required holdpoints.  

-3-



ACI TINA POWR & LIGHT CcWANY

Title Data

1. Turnover No.  

2. Weld Joint 

Record No.  

3. System 

4. Category 

5. Eng. Dwg. No.  

6. Fill Meta)l 
Type 

7. Design Line 
No.  

8. Base Metal 
Spec.

No. assigned by Startup Group 

Zone', -isometric, Field Weld No., 

Obtained from Isometric 

System Name or designation 
Obtained from Isometric 

System Category (ASME Class 

1,2,3, Seismic I) Obtained 

from Isometric 

Drawing No. Obtained from 

Isometric 

Type of Filler Metal (E 7018, 

309, 308, 316, etc.) 

Design Line No. Identification 
from Isometric/Drawing 

ASME Spec. and Grade of base 

material being joined. Obtained 

from Isometric or Line Lists

S-.4-

Responsibility

-Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

We ld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.

Co•poRTE& QUALiTy ASSURANCE DEPARTmENrT 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ M !E_31M 

WiLITY CONTROL SECTION QCI-19.1 1 

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

TITLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT 

5.1 (cont.) 

The white and yellow copies of the WDR, along with 

the work package, are forwarded to the Welding QA/QC Specialist.  

The Welding QA/QC Specialist, or his designee, reviews the WDR 

for essential information and mandatory holdpoints and inserts 

additional holdpoints, if required. The ANI will assign addi

tional holdpoints, if he desires, sign and date the WDR, if he 

concurs with the data given, and return it to the Welding QA/QC 

Specialist. QA shall keep the yellow copy of the.WDR and send 

the white copy along with the work package to the Mechanical.  

"Engineering Group for transmittal to the field. The areas of 

responsibility in filling out the WDR are outlined below: 

"(Numbers correspond with Exhibit 1)

I
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5.1 (cont.)

Title 

9. Joint Type 
CI, BR, F, 
OB, SKT, and 
Other

Data Responsibility

Circle the appropriate joint 
type.  
CI = Consumable Insert 
BR = Backing Ring 
F = Fillet 
OB = Open Butt 
SKT = Socket 
Obtained from drawing while 
meeting requirements of WPS 
and Ebascc Spec. M-30

10. Pipe-Component Size, in inches, of pipe and/or 
Size component. Obtained'from Isometric Weld Eng.

11. PC no. to 
PC no.  

12. Welding 
Procedure 

13. Material 
Thickness 

14. Ht. No. to 
Ht. No.

15. PWHT Pro
cedure & 
Rev. No.

Piece No. to Piece 1No. of items 
being joined. Obtained from 
Isometric 

Appropriate Welding Procedure 
and Revision No.  

Thickness of materials being 
joined. Obtained'from drawing 
or Line List.

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.

Heat No. to Heat No. of items 
being joined. Obtained from Pipe 
Marking and/or from Pipe Spool 
Fabrication Drawing. Exception: 
When welded valves are joined to 
a piping system the valve serial 
number will be used in lieu of 
the Heat No. In the event the 
valve serial number canpnot be 
determined, the valve National 
Board Registration number may be 
used. QA/QC Inspector

Appropriate Post-Weld Heat Treat
ment Procedure & Revision No, Weld Eng.

-5-
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT CCOPANY 
CORPORATE QuALI ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

ENGINEERING & CoNsTmuCTIoN QuALiTY AssuRANcE/ M Kyl..  
QuiAXITY CONTROL SECTION

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK TITLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.1 (cont.)

Title 

16. Inservice 
Inspection 

17. Wdlding-Eng.  
Verification 
Date 

18. ANI Review 

19. Release for 
QA and Date

20. Welder(s) 
Symbol 

21. Items

Data Responsibility

Inservice Insp. if required for 
th• field weld is assigned by 
Welding Engineering.  

Signature of Welding Engineer 
(or his designee) indicating 

-concurrence with holdpoints.  

Signature of Authorized Nuclear 
Inspector (or his designee) in
dicating concurrence with hold
points.  

Signature of Welding QA/QC 
Specialist (or his designee) in
dicat~ing concurrence -with holdpoints 
and releasing WDR to construction.  
(Date Signed) 

Symbol(s) of Welder(s) assigned 
to perform welding. :(QC Inspector 
verifies welder qualification 
at this point). C 

QC Inspection holdpoints 
checked (W) that are required 
by Code, Specification, Pro
cedures, Drawings, or Isometric 

QC Inspection holdpoints checked 
(V) that are desgnated by QA in 
addition to holdpoints checked 
(•) by Welding Engineer. (Hold
points that do not apply shall 
be marked N/A.) 

ANI Inspection holdpoints checked 
(V) to be witnessed by ANI

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

ANI 

2A/QC Welding 

[A/QC Inspector 

Weld Eng.  

Welding QA/QC 
Specialist 

ANI

-6-
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PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

TITLE: FABRICATION WTLD RECORD .STMMTC T W•'TD DATA PFPOT

5.1 (cont.)

Title 

22. Backing Type 
CI BR

Metal Spec.  
Heat No.

Data

Circle Type of Backing 
CI = Consumable Insert 
BR = Backing Ring 

ASME Me.tal,..pecification 
Heat No. of the Backing 
Material. Obtained from 
Weld Material Requisition 
(WMR)

Responsibility

Weld Eng.

Weld Eng.  O.AQ/C Inspector

Note: Size and Type of CI shall be specified by Welding

23. Bare Filler 
Metal Spec.  

Size 

Ht No.  

24. Coated Filler 

Metal Spec.  

size 

Ht/Lot No.  

25. No. of Repairs 
Comments 

26. PWHT Chart 
No/Date

ASME Filler Metal Spec.

Size of Filler Metal 

Heat No. of Bare Filler Metal.  
Obtained from. -.MR 

ASI.E Filler Metal Spec.  

Size of Filler Metal 

Heat No. of filler metal and/ 
or lot no. assigned to filler 
metal. Obtained from WMR.  

Number of repairs made to the 
weld and pertinent comments.  
Enter Repair WDR numbers.  

Post-Weld Heat Treatment 
Chart No. and Date performed

Weld Eng.

QA/QC Inspector 

QA/QC Inspector 

Weld Eng.  

QA/QC Inspector 

QA/oC Inspector 

QA/QC Inspector 

QA/QC Inspector

-7-
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5.1 (cont.)

Title

27. QA/QC 
Inspector 

28. QA Final 
Acceptance 

29. Verified by 
ANI/Date

7)

Da ta

QA/QC Inspector's signature in
dicating acceptance of weld 
and date.  

Signature of Welding QA/QC 
Specialist (or his designee) 
indicating final acceptance 
of weld. Date signed.  

Siznature of ANI indicating 
WDR was reviewed and accepted.  
Date signed.

Responsibility 

QA/QC Inspector 

OA/QC Welding

A N I

(Items listed individually) 

Part II - Erection Traveler Process Check Points 

1. Verify spools being joined - Verify that the numbers of 
the spool pieces being joined coincide with the WDR and the 
appropriate isometrics.  

2. Pre fit-up inspection - Inspection performed in accordance 
with the requirements of NDEP-601 

3. Fit-up inspection - Inspection performed in accordance with 
the requirements of NDEP-601.  

4. Check purge gas - Check for compliance with the appropriate 
welding procedure.  

5. Check preheat temperature - Check for compliance with the 
appropriate welding procedure.  

6. Root Pass NDE UT-RT-MT-PT-VT - If required, NDE is performed 
in accordance with the applicable procedure. (NDEP-402, 
NDEP-101, NDEP-301, NDEP-201 and NDEP-601). (Insert pro
cedure and revision number.) 

7. Check interpass temperature - Check for compliance with the 
applicable welding procedure,

8. Intermediate NDE UT-RT-MT-PT-VT - If required, NDE is performed 
in accordance with the applicable procedure. (NDEP-402, 

--8-
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5.1 (cant.) 

NDEP-101, NDEP-301, NDEP-201 and NDEP-601). (Insert pro
cedure and revision number).  

9. Visually inspect Final Weld ID & OD - Perform inspection in 

accordance with NDEP-601. (Insert procedure and revision 
number.) 

10. Record Ferrite -- Two (2) locations checked .in accordance 
with applicable site procedure when required.  

11. Inspect for joint identification - Verify that the field 

weld is marked in accordance with MP-05.  

12. Check final cleanliness - Checked in accordance with NDE?-501.  

13. Final NDE RT-MT-PT-UT - NDE is performed in accordance with 

the applicable procedure. (NDEP-.101, NDEP-301, NDEP-201, 
NDEP-601). (Insert procedure and -revision number.) 

14. Release for FWHT - If required, verify that all required NDE 

has been completed.  

15.. PWHT NDE RT-MT-PT-tUT-VT - -3f -required, .perform required .- DE 
after FWHT according to the applicable proceoure. (NDEP-101, 

NDEP-301, NDEP-201, NDEP-401, NDEP-601). (Insert procedure 
and revision number.) 

5.1.1 Each item under Title -No. 21 shall be -iniialed, dated 

and checked (0 in the appropriate block, indicating 

acceptance or rejection in accordance with the applicable 

MP procedures and/or 'NDEF-601 -(Visual Welding Inspection)..  

If the item is initially rejected, later acceptance will 

be noted in the "Remarks" section when rework has been 

completed.  

5.2 Repair Weld Data Report 

5.2.1 The Pepair Wel& Data Report (Exhibit 2) is initiated by 

the Welding Engineering Unit.  

5.2.2 The white and yellow copies of the Repair WDR are for
warded to QA and the ANI for approval and the insertion 

of additional holdpoints.  

5.2.3 The yellow copy is maintained by Welding QA/QC and the 

white copy is forwarded to the field.
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5.2.4 Data shall be entered on the Repair WDR as follows:
(Numbers correspond with Exhibit 2)

Title Data

1. Repair WDR No. Number of repairs made to the 
weld.

2. Unit Unit No. obtained from "Line No.  
on WDR.

3. System System name or designation obtained 
from isometric 

4. Category System Category (ASME Class 1, 2, 3, 

Seismic I). Obtained from Isometric 

5. Drawing Iso No./Engineering Drawing No.  
obtained from Isoetric

6. Field Weld 
ID 

7. Zase ,hetal 
and Grade 

8. Pipe/ 
Component 
Size

Assigned weld identification from 
isometric/Drawing 

ASME-Spec. and Grade of Base material 
being joined. Obtained from Isometri 
or Line Lists.  

Size in inches of Pipe and/or compo
nent and thickness of material. Ob
tained from Isometric or WDR.

9. Welding Pro- Appropriate Welding Procedure and 
cedure and Revision No..  
Revision No.

Responsibility 

Weld Eng.

Wcld Eng.

Weld Eng.  

Wel!d Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld End.  

Ls 
c 

Weld Eng.

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.

10. Pc No. to 
Pc No.  
Ht No. to 
Ht.No.

Piece No. to Piece No.  
Heat No. to Heat No.  
Obtained from Pipe Marking and/or 

from Pipe Spool Fabrication Dwg.  
Exception: When welded valves are 
joined to a piping system, the valve 
serial number will be used in lieu of 
Ht. No.. Weld Eng/ 

QA/QC Inspectc

I -10-
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FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.2.4 (cont.)

Title Data Responsibility

11. Joint Type, 
CI, BR, OB, 
SKT, other 

12. Heat Treat 
Procedure 
& Rev. No.  

13. Welding 
Engineer 
& Date 

14. ANI Review 
& Date 

15. QA Review 
& Date 

16. Backing Type 

17. Bare Metal

Circle the appropriate joint 
type.  
CI = Consumable Insert 
BR a Backing Ring 
F = Fillet 
OB = Open Butt 
SKT a Socket 
Obtained from Drawing while 
meeting requirements of WPS 
& Ebasco Spec. M-30 

Appropriate Post-Weld Heat 
Treatment Procedure & Rev. No.  

Signature and date of Welding 
Engineer (or his designee) ini

tiating Weld Data Report 

Signature & date of ANI 
agreeing to holdpoints.  

Signature & date of QA/QC 
Welding agreeing to holdpoints 
and releasing WDR to construc
tion.  

Circle type of backing, if not 
applicable, mark N/A.

Size of Filler Metal

Size

18. Coated 
Filler 
Metal Spec.

Heat No. of Bare Filler Metal 

ASME Filler Metal Spec.  
(If not applicable, mark N/A)

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.

ANI 

QA/QC Welding

Weld Eng.

QA/QC Inspector 

QA/QC Inspector

Weld Eng.

Size

-11-
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5.2.4 (cont.)

Title 

19. Ht/Lot No.

20. Welder's 
Symbol 
Root 

21. Welder' 
Symbol 
Intermediate 

22. Welder's 
Symbol 
Final

Data

Heat No. of Filler Metal 
and/or Lot No. assigned 
to Filler Metal 

Symbol assigned to Welder 
entered at time of welding.  

Symbol assigned to Welder 
entered at time of welding 

Symbol assigned to Welder, 
entered at time of welding.

Responsibility 

QA/QC Inspector 

OA/QC Inspector 

QA/QC inspector 

QA/QC Inspector

.23. Repair The instructions for repairing 
Instructions the weld as assigned by Welding 

Engineer.

24. Item

25. QA/QC 
Specialist

26. ANI 
(Code Weld)

Holdpoints Engineer checked (.) 
that are required by QA in 
addition to holdpoints checked 
iV) by Welding Engineer. Hold
points that do not apply shall 
be marked N/A.  

ANI holdpoints checked (/) 
to be witnessed by ANI. Hold
points that do not apply shall 
be marked N/A.  

Signature of Welding QA/QC 
Specialist (or his designee) 
indicating final acceptance of 
weld repair. Date signed.  

Signature and date of ANI 
indicating RWDR was reviewed 
and accepted. Date signed.

QA/QC Welding

ANI

Welding QA/OC 
Specialist

ANI

I -12-
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ER & LIGHT CoCPANY

CoRPoRATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QELTITY ASSURANCE/ H EIMLELS 

QUALITY CONTROL SECTION QCI-I9.1 1 

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

TITLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.2.5 QA accepted signature signifies that the 

repaired and accepted in accordance with 

MP specification and NDEP specification.

item has been the applicable

5.3 Seismic I WDR (SWDR) 

5.3.1 The SWDR (QA-34 form) is initiated by the discipline 

engineer in the case of pipe hangers-and structural items, 

It is initiated by the craft foreman for cable tray, 

conduit and HVAC supports. The appropriaae individual 

fills out pertinent information and forwards the SWDR to 

the welding engineer if holdpoints are required.  

5.3.2 The white and yellow copies of the SWDR, along with the 

work package are forwarded toI•ie Welding QA/QC Specialist 

or his designee.  

5.3.3 The Welding OGA/QCISpecialist or his designee, reviews-the 

SWDR for essential information and mandatory holdpoints 

and inserts additional.holdpoi.-ts if required.  

5.3.4 The Welding QA/QC Specialist, or his designee, will ini

tial and date the SWDR and send the white-up'py to the 

applicable Engineering discipline or craft.  

5.3.5 The areas of responsibility fpr filling out the SWDR are 

outlined below: (numbers correspond with numbered blocks 

on Exhibit 1) 

5.3.5.1 Pipe Hangers & Structural 

A. Discipline Engineer (or his designee) 

!. Completes blocks 1 through 6 

2. Identifies joints involving 1-1/2" and 

thicker base material and assigns pre

heat holdpoints (and fitup holdpoints, 

if applicable).  
3. Signs and dates: Retains pink copy and 

forwards white copy and yellow copy to 

Welding Engineer.  

B. Welding Engineer (or his designee) 

I. Completes blocks 7, 8 and 9.  

2. Identifies joint type and assigns man

datory holdpoints.

Ak 
___VW 
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CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT 
CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE [ 

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION Q(ALX 
QUALITY CUMOL SECT

AOW1ANY 

)EPARTMENT 
ITY ASSURANCE/ 
ION

____ ___ ____ J. -9.

NUMER

QCI-19. 1 1
PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

TI TLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT 

5.3.5.1 (cont.) 

3. Identifies joints which require PWHT.  

4. Sign and dates; forwards yellow and 
white copies to Welding QA/QC.

C. Welding QA/QC Specialist (or his designee) 

1. Reviews entries made by Engineers against 
applicable drawings and specifications.  

2. Designates additional holdpoints as 
needed.  

3. Initials and dates; retains yellow copy 
and forwards white copy to discipline 
engineer.  

D. Discipl-ne Engineer 

1. Forwards white copy with work package 
to the craft foreman.  

E. Craft Foreman 

1. Completes weldout of joints not requiring 
preheat or fitup inspection.  

2. Notifies Welding OA/QC when ready for 
pmreheat~and-/r-fitup inspection.  

3. Notifies Welding QA/QC when ready for 
full penetration root pass holdpoints.  

4. Signs and dates Sedtion.II of white copy 
when all welds are complete.  

F. Welding QA/QC Inspector 

1. Completes items 1 through 3 in Section III.  
2. Performs preheat and fitup inspection as 

designated. (Releases for weldout/root 
pass when acceptable.) 

3. Performs root pass visual inspection of 
full penetration joints.  
a. Performs specified NDE, or 
b. initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.  
c. Releases for weldout when acceptable.  

4. Performs final visual inspection of all 
joints and records welder(s) symbol(s).  

5. Performs specified Final NDE or: 
a. Initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.

-14-
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CORPORTE QuALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ NUMR REVISC 
QUALITY COTROLC :ECTION QCI-19.1 1 

TIL* REPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 

TIL:FABRICATIO WEDRCR ESTC T, WE.I.D DATA REPORT 

5.3.5.1 (cont.) 

b. Initiates request for vacuum box 
testing, if specified.  

6. Monitors FWHT in accordance with CQC-20, 
if specified.  

7. Acceptable welds having the same inspec
tion and NDE requirements may be tested 
collectively. Luantities as shown on 

applicable drawings, will be indicated 
(i.e. (8) fillet welds or (4) flare bevel 
welds). Unacceptable joints will be 

listed and identified separately (i.e.  
5/16" fi.let+•..5.to.Pc. 8 top). Rein

spection and acceptance will be indicated 
by listing the joint again in the same 

T section of the QA-34 form.  

5.3.5.2 Cable Tray, Conduit and fVAC .Supports 

A. Craft Foreman 

1. Completes blocks 1 through 6 (obtains 
-help from -Area Engineer.3s .needed).  

2. Enters data in blocks 7 and 8 for joints 
covered by WP-203 and W%-400 (electrical 
cable tray and conduit supports; and HVAC 
supports).  

3. ýCompletes wialdou•t Df joints not involving 
full penetration welds or attachments to 

engineered embedded plates. (Signs and 
-dates Section I if no full penetration 
welds or attachments to engineered embedded 
plates are involved.) 

4. Informs Discipline Engineer of full pene
tration welds or joints involving engineered 
embedded plates (forwards SWDR to the 
Dis'cipline Engineer).  

B. Discipline Engineer 

1. Identifies full penetration welds and assigns 
fitup holdpoints.  

2. Identifies joints involving 1-1/2" and 
thicker base material and assigns preheat 
holdpoints.  

3. Identifies joints requiring PWI-T and 
assigns FWHT holdpoints.
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ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ 
QUALITY CONTROL SECTION

NULER REYVJSIO 
QCI-19.1 1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 
TITLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.3.5.2 (cont.)

4. Signs and dates: Retains pink copy and 
forward white and yellow copies to the 
Welding Engineer.  

C. Welding Engineer (or his designee) 

1. -Enter data in blocks 7 and 8 for full 
penetration welds and joints involving 
1-1/2" thick base material. Other perti
nent welding information will be entered 
in block 9.  

.2. Signs and dates; .forwards wbite and yellow 
copies to Welding QA/QC.  

D. Welding QA/QC Specialist (or his designee) 

1. Review entries madeby engineers against 
applicable drawings and documents.  

2. Designates additional holdpoints as needed.  
3. Initials and dates; retains yellow copy 

and ,forwards white copy to the craft 
foreman.  

.E. Craft Foreman 

1. Notifies QA/QC when ready for. preheat and/ 
or fitup holdpoints.  

2. Notifies QA/QC when ready for full penetra
tion joint root pass holdpoints.  

3. Signs and dates Section II of white copy 
and yellow copy when all welds are completed.  

F. Welding QA/QC Inspector 

1. Completes items 1 through 3 in Section III.  
2. Performs preheat and fitup inspection as 

designated. (Releases for weldout/root 
pass when acceptable.) 

3. Performs root pass visual inspection of 
full penetration joints.  
a. Performs specified NDE, or 
b. initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.  
c. Releases for weldout when acceptable.  

4. Performs final visual inspection of all 
joints and records welder(s) symbol(s).  

-16-
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CORPORATE QUALITY ASSURANCE DEPARTMENT 

ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ NUMBER EVMS.QU 
QUALITY CONTROL ýECTION QCI-19.1 1 

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 
TIThE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD SEISMIC T WELD DATA R.PORT 

5 5.3.5.2 (cont.) 

5. Performs specified Final NDE or: 
a. Initiates NDE Request to the NDE subunit.  

b. Initiates request for vacuum box testing, 
if specified.  

6. Monitors PWHT in accordance with CQC-20, if 
specified.  

7. Acceptable welds having the same inspec
tion and NDE requirements may be tested 
collectively. Quantities as shown on 
applicable drawings, will be indicated 
(i.e. (8) fillet welds or '") flare bevel 
welds). Unacceptable joints will be 
listed and identified separately (i.e.  
5/16" fillet Pc. 5 to Pc. 8 top). Rein
spection and acceptance will be indicated 
by listing the joint again in the same 
section of the QtA-34 form.  

5.4 Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR) 

5.4.1 The TFWR (QA-32 form) is initiated by the Welding 
Engineer (or his designee) who will fill.in the tank 
design and identification data; joint identification, 
the material thickness, joint type, specified holdpoints 
and weld procedures for each weld joint. "'1he TFWR is 
forwarded to Welding QA/QC.  

5.4.2 The Welding QA/QC Specialist (or his designee) reviews 
the TFWR for essential requirements and mandatory hold
points; designates additional holdpoints, as needed; 
and submits it to the ANI (Code Class tanks only) for 
review and designation of his holdpoints.  

Title Data Responsibility 

1. Unit No. Assigned to Unit which tank belongs. Weld Eng.  

2. Tank I.D. Obtained from tank drawing. Weld Eng.  
Number 

3. ASME Code ASHE Code Class 1, 2 or 3. Weld Eng.  
Class 

4. Drawing Obtained from drawing. Weld Eng.  

Number 

-17-
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CoRpoRATE QuAuTy ASSURANCE DEPARTMEHT 
ENGINEERING & CONSTRUCTION QUALITY ASSURANCE/ 

QUALTY CONRMOL SECTION

*

NIUMER 

QCI- 19. 1

REVISION 
1

PREPARATION & SUBMITTAL OF WELD DATA REPORT, REPAIR WELD DATA REPORT, TANK 
TITLE: FABRICATION WELD RECORD & SEISMIC I WELD DATA REPORT

5.4.2 (cont.)

Title 

5. Weld Engr.  

6. Weld Number 

7. Material 
Thickness 

8. Joint Type 

9. Weld Proc.  
and NDE 
Requirements 

10. Required 

Holdpoints 

11. Weld Symbol

Data 

Signature of Weld Engr. (or his 
designee) initiating the Tank 
Fabrication Weld Record and date.  

I.D. No. of weld from drawing.  

Dbtained rrom drawing.  

Obtained from drawing.  

A-ssdgn~'d 'by Weil Engr.  

Assigned by Weld Engr.  

From assigned welder4s).

12. Material Heat From WMR.

13. QA/QC 
Inspector 

14. ANI 

15. QA/QC 
Specialist

Responsibility

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

T7iýd Eng.  

"Weld Eng.  

Weld Eng.  

.Foreman 

Foreman

Signature and date of Q.A/QC Inspector 
verifying holdpoints. .. QA/QCO.Iapecior

Signature and date of ANI verifying 
and/or adding holdpoints.  

Signature and date of QA/QC 
Specialist or his designee after 
completion of TFWR. QA/QC Spec.

6.0 EXHIBITS

Exhibit 1, 
Exhibit 2, 
Exhibit 3, 
Exhibit 4,

Weld Data Report (WDR) 
Repair Weld Data Report (Repair WDR) 
Tank Fabrication Weld Record (TFWR) 
Seismic I Weld Data Report (SWDR)

-18-
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PRO, 

QA-28

WELD DA REPORT 
(PROCESS CONTROL CHECKLIST) 

(PROCEDURE CQC-19) I"I II 
r, DWG. NO. IFiLL ,MTL TYPE

A- ACCEPTED 

R- REJECTED 

H- VIN H COLUMN 

FORQoA/C OR ANI 

INFGRT NIA WH 

TION DOES NOT 

USE BLANK LINE 

C.KS OR REIN 

WELDER (S)

RE a REV. N

(14) (15) 

i;CATION DATE ANI REVIEW FOR HOLDPOINTS DATE RELE 

l (18) 

PART II -ERECTION TRAVELER PROCESS CHECK POINTS 

ITEMS (21) R 

• VERIFY SPOL BEING JOINED ..  

MEANS HOLD )R FIT-UP INSPECTION 

AS APPLICABLE 4 INSCPERTE GAS 
4 HC-PURMGAS 

ERE AN OPERA- 5 O i jTPREIAT TEMPERATURE 

APPLY 6 PASS NDE UT-RT-MT-PT 

Nt P REV.  
5E FOR ADTT1Of.A CHECK •!W W TEMPERATURE 

SMTOL (20 VISUALLY - Mo N .AL WLD .  

SYMBOL (20) ~F- Ann -D~rP - REV.L

TACK 

ROOT 

.- INTERMEDIATE 

LEII Wil IE]LL 
FINAL 

BACKING TYPE CI BR 

METAL SPEC.- (22) 

HEAT/CODE

BARE FILL METAL 
SIZE (23) HT

SPEC.  
NO.

NO. OF REPAIRS- COMMENTS (REPAIR WDR NUMBERS) 

(25) 

REMARYS "

•0. IINSERVICE REQD _' 1INSPECTION NA(6H 
hSED FOR WELDING QA/QC DATE 

(19)

COATED FILLER METAL SPEC.  
SIZE ( 25) HT/IOT 

NO.  

PWVRIF CBRT NO. DATE 
(26) 

OA/QC INSPECTOR DATE 

(2'7) 

QA/0OC FINAL ACCEPTANCE 
(28) 

VERIFIED BY ANI DATE



CORPORATE,.(
VTWHTItOMPANY ' 

URANCE DEPARTMENT-J,1

Exhibit 2, QCI-19.1 
Rev. 1, Page 1 of 1

REPAIR WELD DATA RER3T
(PROCEDURýE CQOC-19)

(4)

_ _JO__ NT TYPE- C1, BR, O8, SJKT 

I. __OTHER ((11)

(13)
BACKING TYPE Cl BR 

(15) 
METAL SPEC.

HEAT NO.

ANI REVIEW a DATE 

(14)
BARE FILLER METAL SPEC.  

SIZE (17) HT NO.

COATED FILLER METAL SPEC.  

SIZE (18) HT/LOTNO. (19)

TS SYMBOL-ROOT JDS SYMBOL-INTERMEDIATE WELDER*S SYMBOL- FINAL 

(20) L (21) 1 (22)

REMPIR INSTRUCTiONS:

ACIZEPTED BY

QA/OC SPECIALIST (25)

VERIFIED BY

AtNi (CODE WELD ONLY) (26)

30 
3/81 REPAIR WELD DATA RE
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QA-32 1-.1

CAROLINA POWER E LIGHT COME-ANY
C'ORPORATE QUALITY ASSURINCY, *DEPART~44ENT SHNOPP

WELD NUMBER (6) 
MATERIAL THICKtIESS ___ __________ __________ 

wuLD PRocEDURE CODE(S) _____________ l 

K FINAL7 

o GýA4 W IRE 41__ _ __ _ _ _ _ 

il50 S A, -ELECTROD ________ 
___IN it _ ___ _ __ _ I _ 

R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

4 ~ ~ ~ ~ T N FABSCA IOT - 6- -RD.. . . - - ~--..- ~ . --..-. _________ 

24 - ___A
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A M 

0 ROOT'T 

AN 

0K RT 

SVER. N PASTEMP.  

F- INAL t VT

U

I.J

0C.

PWNT OA

POST HYDOC

CODIE IPROCEDURE!
Al
S 
C

0 
I.E 

C.E 
2:

'K 
'K 
OC.j 
C*AQ 
00 
40 
CL

4 
a 

40.  
0 

00

K
4 
0 
CL 

40 
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CL 
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-K 
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I.E 
I
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0
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at
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F 
4 
a 
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00 
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4
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IR V. A JPROCEDURE. CQC
2. BUILDING 3. ELEV. 4. LOCA. 5. COMPOI7'iJ"/HANGER 1D.  

___ __________

DISCIPLINE ENG. DAT E WELDING ENG./FOREMi'-P N AE

A)RAWING, REV., U SHT. 1l 7. WELD PROC. 9. WELD INSTRU( 

8.WELD ML. T-Y.

-I -

I. NOTIFY DISCIPLINE ENGINEER FOR ADDITIONAL INSTPUCTIONS FOR FULL PENETRATION 
.. hTIFY DISCIPLINE ENHGINEER FOR ADDITIONAL. INSTF?11!TIONS ON JOINTS INVOLVING ENGINEERED PLATES 

3.COMPLETE WELDOUT OF JOINTS NOT REQUIRING AOOITIONAL INSTRUCTIONS 
4. INFORM QA/OC FOR HOLD POINTS (H) a FINAL WELD I14SPECTION __ FOREMAN:

I. WELD TYPE a CONFIGURATION CHECKED WITH DWG(5) a COMPONENT/HANGER CONFIGURATION CHECKED WITH DWG(S) ALRCI DATE

2 WELDER(S) QUALIFICATION

,&JOINT I.D. OR DESCRIP.  
VjTY. OF WELDS

LEGENlU . =l DP'ULOU"ulr I 
A= ACCEPT 
R = REJECT 
T = TEMR GREATER 

. *THAN LISTED

A 0 R 0 1I3.MAT'L STA[US A 0 R 0

WELDER 
SYMBOL(S)

PREHEAT FITUP

NCR/OUR'4 1 A/QC INSPECTION

... I I.

MT/PT VT M•PTI RT I UT IVAC
p T INSP. DATE

DiSCRIPTION OF OEFICIENCY,REPAIR 
OR REWORK NCR/DOR, ETC.

H TEMP- H AIR H A R.H AR HA.RHARH ARMAtR tH7ATR 

NJ I 

' _____.  

____,,_____.___-___ .__IA 
• II ,A 

/q

QA/QC INSPECTION a NDE HOLDPOINT ASSIGNED

AND/OR VERIFIED BY _ 

INITIALS

RIF'M ARK.S

DATE

QA/QC SPECIALIST/ DESIGNEE

* USE QA-34A TO LIST ADDITIONAL WELDS

7ui. Is

EZ

V.

IDATE:

.1
DATE

I

--
0 ýTlq 0 ýE I N
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-

REMARKS:

I

I

SDAT E:
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